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PREFACE 

In 1938 we desired to publish a volume of articles written by 
friends, admirers, and pupils of Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar who, as 
we know, has devoted his whole life to further the study of ancient 
Indian history and archreology. As a mark of appreciation of the 
excellent service he has already rendered to this branch of study, 
and is still rendering even at the sacrifice of his health in his old 
age, this volume has been prepared. We are thankful to the 
Almighty God for the fulfilment of our long-cherished desire. 

We are grateful to all those who have extended their hearty 
co-operation in this work and it is for the public to judge how far 
we have succeeded in completing an appropriate presentation volume 
dedicated to a scholar whose name will be ever remembered' by 
those working in the field of Ancient Indian History, Archreology, 
and Numismatics. Lastly, we shall be failing in our duty if we do 
not acknowledge our indebtedness to the Committee of the Indian 
Research Institute which has undertaken to publish this volume. 

43. Kailas Bose Street, 
Calcutta. 

June, 1940. 

B. C. LAW. 





D. R. BHANDARKAR AS A SCHOLAR, 
ARCHIEOLOGICAL OFFICER AND 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR 1 

How D. R. Bhandarkar was attracted to the study of the 
history of Ancient India and how he came to join the Archaeological 
Department cannot but be a subject of great interest to the Indian 
scholar of to-day. He passed his B.A. Examination from the 
Bombay University in 1896 from the Deccan College, Poona, and 
was in a way compelled to take up the Law course of the Bombay 
University. In fact, he appeared and passed the first LL.B. 
Examination in the following year. But just as he was studying 
for this examination, his attention was drawn to a Calendar of the 
Bombay University and to a page in that volume which announced 
'A brief Survey of the Ancient Towns and Cities of Maharashtra 
country in the pre-Mahomedan period, i.e., 1000 A.D.', as a theme 
for 1897 for the Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji Gold Medal and Prize. 
He used to go to the library of his father and remain there for 
upwards' of an hour in the evening when the latter was out for his 
exercise or for attending meetings. There he incidentally one evening 
saw the University Calendar on his father's table and also the 
subject prescribed for the Bhagwanlal Indraji Gold Medal and Prize 
for 1897. The subject was no doubt of ravishing interest to a young 
graduate, especially to a young man in whose veins ran freely the 
blood of a veteran research scholar, his own revered father. The 
young Bhandarkar also knew that the information required for his 
subject was to be gleaned from the Volumes of the Bombay Gazetteer, 
some of which he read many an evening when his father was away 
from the house. In two or three months that were at his disposal 
he collected as much information as he could, completed his thesis 
somehow and sent it to the Registrar, Bombay University, with a 
temerity at which a grown-up man would stand aghast. The 
thesis, of course, did not carry off the gold medal as it did not reach 
the standard of originality, but carried a prize as it contained 
exhaustive and well-presented information. When the news 'reached 
the ears of the father, he was both angry and glad,--angry because 
his son submitted a thesis which was not sufficiently original and 
glad because his son wrote a thesis within three months' time and 
without anybody's help at all, which nevertheless was of sufficient 

1 The above sketch is based mainly upon the materials collected by a devoted 
pupil and friend of Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, who passed away some time ago. 
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merit -to deserve a prize. Anyhow the result was that D. R. 
Bhandarkar was asked by his father to discontinue his studies for 
the second LL.B. Examination and prepare himself for M.A. in 
Languages (English and Sanskrit) with Optional Paper in 'Pall and 
Palaeography' corresponding to 'Ancient History and Epigraph~' 
of modern times. This new course of study was so well suited to hIs 
cast of mind that before he appeared for his M.A., he wrote two 
papers which were both published in the Journal of the Bombay 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XX. The first of these ~as 
The Nausari Copper-plate Charter of the Gujariit Riishtrak!lta p'r'l,,!ce 
Karkka I, dated 738, and the second: A Kushana stone-tnscn1!tton 
and the question about the origin of the Saka era. The first was wntten 
'under the general supervision' of his father, who thereafter left 
his son completely to himself to think in his own way and write in 
his own style. The second paper created some sensation and was 
very favourably reviewed by the French savant, A. Barth, in the 
Journal of the French Institute. 'Barth agreed with D. R. 
Bhandarkar in everything that he said except in the view that the 
Kushiil;la dates were Saka years with two hundreds omitted. In 
particular, he approved of the order of succession among the Indo
Scythian princes which the young Bhandarkar determined with the 
help of their coins. Even prior to the review of the French savant, 
the elder Bhandarkar expressed his entire concurrence in his son's 
view in his article A Peep into the Early History of India, etc. which 
was published in the j.B.B.R.A.5., Vol. XX, p. 373 and n. 29 and 
p. 374 and n. 30. In fact, this order of succession settled by D. R. 
Bhandarkar was accepted by V. A. Smith in the article he contributed 
to Z.D.M.G., I906, pp. 59 and ff., though in his Early History of India 
he refers to his own article and thus not directly to his indebtedness 
to Bhandarkar for this view. The two articles were written by D. R. 
Bhalldarkar before I900, that is, before lIE' became an M.A. Soon 
after he passed this examination, he wa!'. '-I Ltached to the Bombay 
Office of Census of India, Ig01, under R. E. Enthovell, I.C.S., and 
gav~ .help in the writing-out of ChaI?ters III and VIII relating to 
Rehgwn and Sect and Caste and Tnbe respectively, for which his 
name has bee~ mentioned ~n the Report, Pt. I, p. 25I. He was also 
Honorary Asslstant Supenntendent of the Ethnological Survey of 
Bombay and helped the Superintendent in the collection and com
pilation of materials; see e.g. the note on p. I7 of R. E. Enthoven's 
Tribes and Castes of Bombay, Vol. I, which shows that the article 011 
Ahirs who form an important tribe of India was mainly composed 
by Bhandarkar. III 1902 he contributed to the j.B.B.R.A.S. 
(Vol. XXI, pp. 392 and ff.) three Epigraphic Notes and Questions 
the last of which was Dighwa-Duba.uli Plate of M ahendrapala and 
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Bengal As. Soc.'s Plate of Vinayakapala and in November following 
he contributed another on Gurjaras which showed how this second 
important foreign tribe penetrated India, ruled over the different 
parts of the country and was finally merged into the Hindu popula
tion. These two papers were considered to be of such paramount 
importance that no less a veteran scholar than A. F. Rudolf Hoernle 
was impelled to explain and further support the main. position of 
D. R. Bhandarkar in regard to the Gurjara Empire which was 
practically a new chapter which he added to the History of Ancient 
India. 'The object of this essay,' says the late Dr. H~e in 
J.R.A.S., 1904, pp. 639 and iI., 'is not so much to propound a new 
theory of my own, as to draw more prominent attention to one 
put forth by Mr. Devadatta Ramkrishna Bhandarkar in two papers 
contributed by him to the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society for 1903. They are entitled Gurjaras and 
Epigraphic Notes and Questions, No. III. Stated quite briefly, the 
theory is that the well-known" kings of Mahodaya" were Gurjaras. 
Mr. Bhandarkar does not claim the whole credit of it for himself. 
Much of his material, as he himself admits, has been drawn by him 
from the Bombay Gazetteer. But he has added to it new material 
and fresh points of view, and worked up the whole into a consistent 
theory. To me it appears that, in the m:tin, the theory is sound. 
and throws unexpected light on a period of Indian history until now 
very dark.' Then he proceeds to set forth the main outlines of 
Mr. Bhandarkar's theory. But' the crucial point of it', says he 
rightly, 'is the correct reading of the dates occurring in the land
grants . . . . I am convinced that Mr. Bhandarkar's readings are 
correct.' And he further proceeds to adduce multifarious reasons in 
support of his position. Up till then the dates were read as 100, 
ISS and 188, and referred to the Harsha era. This view had been 
propounded by no less scholars than]. F. Fleet and F. Kielhom, the 
latter of whom was looked upon as the highest authority on palaeo
graphy after the demise of G. Buhler. Such was, however, the 
cogency of Bhandarkar's arguments that even Kielhorn was brought 
round to his view. This Gottingen Professor commenced his notice 
of 'Gwalior Inscription of Mihira Bhoja', exactly as follows: 

.~ Scholars who take an interest in Indian epigraphy are aware that 
there has been a difference of opinion regarding the dates of three 
copper-plate inscriptions [Nos. 542, 544 and 710 of my Northern List] 
which were issued from Mahodaya (Kanauj). According to Dr. Fleet 
and myself those plates were dated in the years roo, ISS and 188 
(of the Har~a era corresponding roughly to A.D. 705, 760 and 793); 
according to Mr. Devadatta Ramkrishna Bhandarkar they woU1d 
be dated in the years goo, 955 and 988 (of the Vikrama era, corre-
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~n4ing approximately to A.D. 843, 898 and 931). When a short 
time ago I had occasion to refer to this controversy, I yentuted to 
say that the whole question would probably be defimtely settled 
by one or the other of the numerous unedited inscriptions which 
were known to exist in Northern India, and the publication of which 
could not be recommended too earnestly. What I then only hoped 
has become true much sooner than I could have expected. For 
the question is really settled now-in favour of Mr. Bhanda~kar's 
views. . . . . . .' (Nachrichten der K. Gesellschajt der Wf,ssen
schajten zu Gottingen,' Philologisch-historische Klasse, I905, Heft z, 
pp. I and fl.) This Gwalior Inscription of Mihira Bhoja so com
pletely convinced Kielhorn about the correctness of Dr. Bhandarkar's 
view that he sent a copy of the article to him with' To show at once 
that I have been wrong--F. K.' written upon its title-page. Many 
people have since then written upon the Pratihara Empire of Kanauj, 
fully utilizing their land-grants for the historical purpose, but hardly 
ever dreaming that it was Dr. Bhandarkar who in I902 through his 
research work threw this flood of light on a period of Indian History 
which was dark till then. At any rate, this research work of his 
made a deep impression on the mind of two civilians of the Bombay 
Presidency, A. M. T. Jackson and R. E. Enthoven, who were worthily 
treading in the footsteps of Sir James Campbell by blending in them
selves scholarship with administrative capacity. The former of 
these, of his own accord, sent for D. R. Bhandarkar and placed a 
problem of casuistry before him to solve within three days: whether 
he should take up an appointment in the Revenue Department 
where he would have quick promotion and ever-increasing power, 
or in the Archaeological Department where promotion would 
be doubtful and nomadic life certain. But as he was passionately 
fond of the Ancient History and Archaeology of India, he naturally 
chose the second alternative, come what might. A. M. T. Jackson 
patted him on the back, and remarked ill a placid but firm tone 
that after all money and power were nothing as compared to the 
development of mind in accordance with its natural bent. The 
result was that D. R. Bhandarkar joined the Archaeological 
Department in June I904 as Assistant Archaeological Surveyor 
Bombay Circle, to the extreme surprise of the officers of that 
De~artment. . At that time they' all thought, sincerely enough, that 
Indi~~s we~e mcal?able of carrymg on research wO.rk or doing any 
admlDlstratlve dutIes. The best course to follow m these circum
stances in the interest of the Department, they thought, was not to 
m~e Bhan,darkar p~I1i.1anent. So his period of appointment as 
Assistant ArchaeolOgIcal Surveyor was renewed from time to time 
but he was never made permanent in that post so that he might not 
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stand in the way of a certain European officer being p1'omoted to 
the post of the Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Bombay 
Circle. So was it whispered into his ears by the late Dr. Theodor 
Bloch who had a genuine admiration for Bhandarkar's work! But 
Bhandarkar never panted for any material pr~ts so long as he 
was left unimpeded in his work of visiting and describing the ancient 
monuments of India. He was then entrusted with the work of com
piling the Lists of the Ancient Monuments of Rajputana. whiCh he per
formed so zealously and intelligently that in their Resolution, General 
Department No. 6625, dated 7th November, 1907, the ~ombay 
Government were pleased to remark in para. 9 as follows: 'Mr. D. R. 
Bhandarkar's account of his tour in Rajputana shows that he is· 
continuing to do most valuable work in those regions. It seems 
desirable that when his work in Rajputana is complete, an account 
of it should be published in collected form. The discoveries, regard
ing the origin of the sect of Lakulisa, and bearing on the early history 
of certain important tribes, are of special interest. Mr. Bhandarkar 
deserves credit for his good work.' This clearly and succinctly 
sums up the work D. R. Bhandarkar did in the Archaeological 
Department from June 1904 to November 1907. It refers in the 
first instance to the information he gathered about the tribes, clans 
and castes with which Rajptttana is studded and which he went on 
gathering till 1910. And, in fact, the results of his touring in 
Rajputana are so valuable that some scholars, European and Indian, 
have suggested the idea that they should be brought to a focus 
in the shape of a Memoir of the Archaeological Department. As 
the present Director-General of Archaeology is an Indian and a 
good scholar and administrator, let us hope that he will bring about 
this consummation devoutly to be wished, before it is too late. 
Secondly, the Bombay Government Resolution refers to the research 
work which Dr. Bhandarkar did within these three years and which 
related to Lakulisa, who was originally a devotee of Siva but was 
afterwards raised to the rank of an incarnation of that deity. His 
paper on Lakulisa elicited much encomium even from Dr. Fleet, 
though his view was therein combated and overthrown and 
though he was Z abardast not only in administration but also in 
the field of scholarship. What his own theory originally wa's, what 
Dr. Bhandarkar's theory now is and why he accepts it unreservedly 
has been beautifully set forth by him in his own language in a 
paper which he has contributed to l.R.A.S., 1907, pp. 420ft. • I 
presume, ' says he, 'that I am right in understanding Mr. Bhandarkar 
as meaning that, at some time not later than the first century A.D .• 
there appeared a great Saiva teacher, who carried a club and so 
became known as Lakulin, and who preached a new manifestation of 
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Siva as Lakulisa, "the lord who bears. the club";. and that that 
teacher subsequently became identified wIth the god himself, an~ was 
regarded as an incarnation of the god. And such a result IS so 
reasonable and fits in so well with what can be learnt from other 
names th~t we could hardly refuse to accept it .. ' Dr. Bhan<l:arkar's 
resear~h work in connection with Lakulisa did not stop WIth the 
article in J.B.B.R.A.S., Vol. XXII, pp. 15Iff .. He visited the place 
where Lakulisa was born, that is, Karvan III the ~aroda ~tat~, 
and wrote another informative paper on the subJect which IS 
important to the history of the rise of Saivism (A.S'!., An. Rep., 
I 906-°7, pp. 179ff.). That Bhandarkar's conclusions w:re. sound 
was proved by the discovery of t~e Math~ra ~nscnp~lOn C?f 
Chandragupta II, dated G.E. 61, which he edi~ed 1~ Eptgrapkta o 

Indica, Vol. XXI, pp. Iff., and which now almost lll~ublta.bly proves 
that Lakuli, the founder of the Pasupata sect, flounshed III the first 
quarter of the second century A.D. It is not possible to write any 
full and scientific account of Saivism' without being freely indebted 
to one or another of these papers. This may be seen from what has 
been set forth not only by R G. Bhandarkar in his Vai$'!tavism, 
Saivism and Minor Religious Systems (pp. rr6 and fl.) but also by 
Sir John Marshall in his Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization 
(Vol. I, p. 55 and n. 5)· 

Ever since Bhandarkar was Honorary Assistant Superintendent 
of the Ethnological Survey of Bombay and wrote his monograph on 
the Ahirs in I902 he had conceived an insatiable craving for ethno
logical studies, especially for the various foreign clans that entered 
India from time to time, their migrations to the various parts of the 
country and their final absorption into the Hindu population. 
Another such tribe was the Gurjaras to which reference has already 
been made. A third clan which was a subject of his close study was 
the Guhil6ts, who are supposed to be the most exalted of the Rajput 
Khamps at present going. A monographfln this clan was written 
by him about 1909 and handed over to his friend, the Bengali 
scholar, Mono Mohan Chakravarti, who published it in the Journal 
and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. V, pp. 167 and ff. 
The paper was of such great importance that it was not strange if 
Dr. F. W. Thomas, who was then in charge ofthe Library, India Office 
Londo~, wrote to him. as follows in his letter ~ated IIth February: 
1910: I .read the article at ~nce an~ found It to be one of quite 
unusual mterest, the conclUSions belllg worked out in an almost 
dramatic manner and demonstrated with great force and clearness. 
A:,llow me to congra~date. you uP.on your success in tracing the 
history of the most illustnous family among the Rajput dynasties 
back nearly to its origin in pre-Muhammadan times. I cannot help 
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tbhlk'ing that other researches. 'starting sim.Ual'ly from modern times 
and conducted on the same prlncip1e$, might considerably increase 
our knowledge of m.ediaeval India'. This.1ast remark of Dt. Thomas 
was perfectly true, but the idea had ever been present to the mind 
of Dr. Bhandarkar. Because he became a stuaent of the Ancient 
History of India as we have stated at the outset, with a study of, the 
different volumes of the Bombay Gazetteer which he read critically 
and with an absorbing interest every evening in his father's library 
when the latter was away for meetings or for his constitutional. The 
Bombay Gazetteer in his opinion was a model for all Governm~ts and 
States in India to imitate in compiling their own Gazetteers, and the 
credit for bringing this series to a perfection was principally due to 
the late Sir James Campbell, a civilian and antiquarian, whose face 
he had never seen but for whom nevertheless he entertained hero
worship. He always maintained that nobody could pretend to be 
an antiquarian and historian of India without reading at any rate the 
two parts of the first volume of this Gazetteer. Yet how few students 
of history before IgIS had actually studied them or even known that 
they were a mine of antiquarian information. But V-olume IX 
is perhaps the best part of this Gazetteer, teeming as it does with 
full and extensive description of the various tribes and castes that 
go to form the Gujarat popUlation, and, of this volume, the two 
appendices: A-the Foreigner and B-the Gurjar, afford the most 
refreshing and thought-provoking reading. These were written by 
Sir James Campbell himself. And it was the critical study of these 
appendices that cast the mould of D. R. Bhandarkar's intellect as 
early as I897. He was no doubt a good epigraphist and a good 
numismatist, but it was the ethnological studies that ravished his 
mind most. It was therefore no wonder if he wrote thoughtful and 
scholarly monographs on the Ahirs, Gurjaras and Guhilots which 
later on culminated in his classical F01'eign Elements in the Hindu 
Population (Ind. Ant., Vol. XL, pp. 7 and ft.). This was the last 
of the Bhagwanlal Indraji Lectures Series which he delivered before 
the Bombay University in Igo4. But for six years it had remained 
unpublished. In D~mber I909, the celebrated pro-Hindu scholar 
and administrator, A. M. T. Jackson, was shot down when he was 
District Collector of Nllsik. Then began the brief but the ~addest 
period in the archaeological career of Bhandarkar. Because the two 
civilian scholars of that time, who were his friends and backed him 
up against the anti-Indian policy of the Government of India in the 
Archaeological Department, were Mr. A. M. T. Jackson and Mr. R. E. 
Enthoven. The first fell a victim to the insane passion of the 
political fanatics; and the second wason long leave in England. 
The result was that the prediction of T. Bloch made to Bhandarkar 
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in 1905 came out to be too true; and Mr. A. H. Longhurst was 
brought from the Eastern Circle and appointed Superintend~t of the 
Western Circle and successor to Henry Cousens who r~tired !r?m 
service in September Ig10. Nevertheless, there was ~ silver linlng 
in the cloud. Mr, Longhurst was such a thorou~h E?glish ge.ntleman 
that he and Bhandarkar soon became friends, In spIte of this super
session. The long leave of Mr. Enthoven also came to an. end 
speedily; and Mr. Longhurst was transferred to the Southern Circle, 
Madras, as Additional Superintendent, and Bhandarkar took over the 
charge of the Western Circle in A~gust 19I1.. In fact, IgII was ,a 
happy and bright New Year to him: For ~~ the advent .of t~s 
year he became editor of the Ind~~n A.nt~~uary ~l?ng ~lth S1r 
Richard Temple. He commenced his edltonal actiV1ty Wlth that 
article referred to above, namely, Foreign Elements in the Hindu 
Population. As remarked above, this was the subject of the last 
Lecture of his Bhagwanlal Indraji S~ries of 1904. This he revised 
and made ready for pUblication in the issue of the Indian Antiquary 
dedicated to the memory of A. M. T. Jackson which was the January 
Number of that Journal for IgII. That this paper produced a 
great sensation cannot possibly be forgotten. The generality of the 
people did not know D. R. Bhandarkar as a scholar at all. When 
this paper was published and made some noise, everybody even 
in Bombay thought that it emanated from the pen of R." G. 
Bhandarkar. Nevertheless, scholars distinguished between the father 
and the son. One copy of the same was sent to Dr. F. W. Thomas 
as other copies were to other scholars. In acknowledging it, he wrote 
as follows: 'The paper on the foreign elements in the population is 
extremely interesting and full of matter, and it shows a great com
mand of all the literary and archaeological material. I have marked 
a number of points for consideration, and I shall often have to recur 
~o the paper, which will, unless I am mistaken, excite a general 
1l1teres~ am~)ll~ sc,holars, as did your fOrlller paper on a Kushana 
sto~e 1l1SCnptlOn. What D~. Thomas said was perfectly true. 
~his paper of Dr. Bhandarkar s showed' a great command of all the 
ltterary and archaeological rr,tatter' and excited great interest among 
scholars. I.n 1919 was published A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes 
of the Punjab and North-Western Frontier Province, based on the 
Census Reports for the Punjab of Sir Denzil Ibbetson and Sir Edward 
Maclagan, and compiled by H. A. Rose of the Indian Civil Service. " 
Cha]?ter I, Part III, thereof is devoted to 'the Elements of the 
PUnJab People' (pp. 41 and ff.). It begins with the mention of the 
name of Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar and his paper published in I Ind. 
Ant., 19.n~ January' and says that 'what follows is practically taken 
from this 1l1valuable paper with details and illustrations added to 
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emphasize the applicability of Prof. Bhandarkar's t4esis to these 
Provinces' . And, in fact, pp. 41-48 of this chapter are a lucid and 
masterful summary of Prof. Bhandarkar's views. . 

. «This invaluable paper', we have mentioned more than once, 
was published in the January Number of the Indian Antiquary. 
19II, and signalized the assumption by Mr. Bhandarka~ of the 
co-editorship of the Indian Anti9uary. This was the most renowned 
Journal of its type, though tt had fallen on evil times when 
Bhandarkar became an editor. The Indians had for' a long time 
been looked down upon as unfit not only for scientific but also 
scholarly work. What is amusing is that they were thought unfit 
even for research work in the archaeology and history of their 
own country. It cannot be denied that there was some element of 
truth in the prejudice that had been formed about the general mental 
calibre of an educated Indian. So it was a great advance of the 
Indian cause when Mr. Bhandarkar was made an editor of the 
illustrious Indian Antiquary just as it was when he was first taken as 
an officer at all of the Archaeological Department. He continued 
to be co-editor till the end of 1922. Although his field of work, 
strictly speaking, was restricted to India, he poached upon the 
grounds of that exceptionally affable English gentleman, Sir Richard 
Temple, by asking European scholars to contribute articles to that 
Journal. He also cleverly selected topics for discussion which he 
sometimes started but in which the scholars of the West freely 
participated. The result was that within three years the Indian 
Antiquary became a self-supporting concern and that every monthly 
issue of this Journal was eagerly awaited by scholars in India 
and from abroad. This state of things continued till 1922 when 
Mr. Bhandarkar on grounds of ill-health was forced to give up his 
editorship. 

We have mentioned above that 19II was a happy and bright 
New Year for Mr. Bhandarkar. He became co-editor of the 
leading antiquarian Journal of the day with the commencement 
of the year. In August following he became Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey,. Western Circle. And on the 5th of December 
came off the visit of George V, the King-Emperor, and the royal 
party. to the Elephanta Cave near Bombay, while they were $n their 
way to Delhi. Mr. Bhandarkar of course had to act as cicerone. 
He had already prepared a Guide to Elephanta Island for the 
information and guidance of the party.-The King-Emperor asked 
him who wrote it and on learning that Mr. Bhandarkar was the 
author of it, he complimented him on having composed it from the 
vie,!-point of ~ European who, had no first-hand knowlt:dge of 
Indta. The King-Emperor asked many a question regarding the 
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religious life of India and also regarding the. matter com.prised in 
,the· Guide. When this conversation was taking place, ~he ~ora1 
party had clustered round the King·Emperor. Though hiS aVldity 
had been gratified in regard to the social and religious life of India, 
he could not help interrogating: ' But what is the special feature of 
this monument?' Mr. Bhandarkar replied that it was a temple 
carved out of one solid living rock. He and the royal party could not 
believe it. Mr. Bhandarkar asked them to detect any joint in the 
monument which showed that it was a structural temple, and not • 
a rock-excavation. The different members of the party dispersed in .. 
different directions in the Cave, and not the least active was the 
King-Emperor himself. After some time they all gathered together 
again. And as they could not trace any joint anywhere in the Cave, 
His Majesty could not help exclaiming , wonderful', a word which 
was re-echoed by the rest. The incident was narrated by 
Dr. Bhandarkar in his address before the Rotary Club of Calcutta in 
1928 which was published in the MusUm Review, Vol. III, No.2, 
pp. 7 and ff. 

The year 1912 also was a happy and prosperous one fQr 
Dr. Bhandarkar. For on the 15th of November he was awarded the 
Sir James Campbell Gold Medal by the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society at a meeting presided over by Sir Narayanrao 
Chandavarkar and with a speech made by no less a person than 
Mr. R. E. Enthoven. Dr. Bhandarkar was the second recipient of 
the medal, his predecessor being Sir Aurel Stein. Thus about 1912 
Stein and Bhandarkar were looked upon as the two greatest scholars 
of the day in the estimation of the Bombay Asiatic Society. In his 
speech Mr. Enthoven also pointed out that Bhandarkar was the 
fittest person to receive this medal as it was instituted in the name 
of the late Sir James Campbell who was a great authority on the 
ethnology of the Bombay Presidency-~a work which was being 
carried one step further by Mr. Bhandarkar with his monographs on 
Ahirs, Gurjaras, Guhilots, and, above all, the Foreign Elements of 
the Hindu Population. Another thing that enhanced the prestige of 
Mr. Bhandarkar as an Indian was that on the 18th of December he 
was given an assistant who was not only an Englishman but also an 
A.R.I.B.A. His name was Mr. J. A. Page, who, like Mr. Longhurst, 
proved to be such a thorough English gentleman that no hitch ever 
arose between them though some feared that the subordinate 
Englishman would lord it over the superior Indian. 

It would be too irkso~e to give any long account of the manner 
in which Bhandarkar carried on his duties as Superintendent, 
Archaeological Survey, which position he was the first Indian to 
occupy. The only new and additional duty that was flung upon his 
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shoulders was the excavation of archaeological sites. He excavated 
at lour different places, but the best results were achieved during 
his two consecutive years' excavations at Besn~1 ~ same as 
the ancient VidiSa. At Besnagar he excavated' at two different 
sites, one of which was round XhAm ..Baba Pillar, the celebrated 
co1umn raised by the Greek ambassador Heliodorus in honour of the 
Hindu god Vasudeva whose devout worshipper he w~. On the 
north of Vasudeva shrine he lighted upon what has been ~ed solid 
railing which was of a unique design, not known to have been fouR.d 
anywhere in India when it was :first unearthed. Similarly ~ with a 
view to ascertain whether the Kham Baba Pillar was in I'situ, he 
sunk a pit in front of it and went on digging till he found the column 
resting on a stone block in its original condition and kept in the 
perpendicular by two pieces of iron and some stone chips driven in 
between. One of these iron wedges he sent to Sir Robert Hadfield of 
Sheffield for analysis. To his astonishment Sir Robert found that 
it was a piece of genuine steel, and his astouishment knew no bounds 
when he was told by Mr. Bhandarkar that it was a specimen of the 
second century B.C., because up till that time the use of steel in India 
in the pre-Muhammadan period was undreamt of. Sir Robert could 
not brinS himself to believe it until Mr. (now Sir) John MarshaU, 
Director-General of Archaeology, assured him that he was present 
when the base of the column was excavated and that the column 
could not have been shifted at a later date so that the bars found 
could have been subsequently inserted. This discovery was thought 
to be of such paramount importance that on Monday the 23rd 
November; 1914, Sir Robert delivered an address before the Faraday 
Society upon the hardening of metals, with a prominent mention of 
this piece of steel. This whole discussion has been reported upon in 
The Engineer, dated 27th November, 1914. 'I received this specimen 
a few months ago, , says Sir Robert Hadfield, 'from the Superintendent 
of Archaeology in Western India, Mr. Bhandarkar. One of the 
special points is that, notwithstanding the large number of specimens 
of ancient iron and supposed steel I have examined during the last 
few years, none of them have contained sufficient carbon to be 
termed steel in our modern time meaning. This specimen, as will 
be seen from the above analysis, contains as much as 0'70 per cent 
carbon, which indicates that it can be readily hardened by heating 
and quenching in water. In other words, this material has been in 
its present condition for probably more than two thousand years 
and now, after being heated and quenched, hardens exactly as if it 
had been made only yesterday, thus showing that in this long 
interval and beyond surface oxidation, this ~cimen has undergone 
no secular change of structure, or alteration in the well-known 
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capacity of an alloy of iron with carbon to become suddenly possessed. 
of glaSs-scratching hardness a;ter being heated and quenched in 
water or other cooling medium.' 

But there were two more surprises to the antiquarian world 
from the excavations conducted by Mr. Bhandarkar at Besnagar. 
One of these was the find of lime-mortar in a structure of the Mauryan 
period. This structure consisted of two brick-walls exposed below 
the level of the solid railing referred to above which was of the time 
of the Kham Baba Pillar erected by Heliodorus. The cementing 
material of these walls attracted the attention of Mr. Bhandarkar 
who sent it for analysis to Dr. H. H. Mann, who was then Principal 
of the Poona Agricultural College. Dr. Mann reported as follows: 
'This analysis gives the idea of a well-made mortar, prepared with 
a full recognition of the purpose served by sand and clayey matter 
in making the material, as well as the lime. In this respect it appears 
to be far in advance of many Phoenician and Greek mortars, which 
contain far too much lime and far too little sand for the best results. 
It approaches much more in type many of the Roman mortars, but 
the reduction in the amount of lime has been caused further than 
in these mortars with the probable result of the weakening of the 
cement.' The second surprise, however, came from excavations on 
the other site, which was in the heart of Besnagar. Here 
Mr. Bhandarkar laid bare what looked like three yajiia-ku1Jrjas or 
sacrificial pits, apparently prepared for the performance of sacrifices 
by Timitra, which sounds like the Greek name Demetrius. But to 
place this matter beyond all doubt, he took out one or two bricks 
from the kU1Jrjas and sent them also to Dr. Mann for analysis. In 
brief, his report is that 'the brick nearly approaches fire-clay in 
composition' and that' the brick does not fuse at all easj1y on heating 
strongly in a gas blowpipe'. The full accounts by Mr. Bhandarkar 
of his Besnagar excavations have been pllblished in the A.S.I., 
An. Rep., 1913-14 and 1914-15, and a popular account of the same 
in a summarized form in the Modern Review, 1930, pp. 17 and ff. 
These excavations were' perhaps not a huge success so far as the 
quantity of sculptures and inscriptions here laid bare was concerned. 
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that on no single old site such 
se~sational discov!!~es were made as here,. such. as the unearthing of a 
uruque type of ralling, the find of a genwne pIece of steel as ancient 
as c. 125 B.C., the discovery of the lime-mortar of the Mauryan 
period rivalling that of the Romans, and the picking-up of fire-bricks 
showing that the Indians knew what fire-brick meant and what type 
of clay could sustain intense heat without fusion. If we take these 
facts into eonsideration, the excavations at Besnagar surpassed in 
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point of interest and importance aU other excavAtions in India except 
those at Mohenjo-daro;· .< • .••• , 

En passant, we have to take note of the fact that while 
:Mr. Bhandarkar was engaged for two consecutive years upon exca-va· 
tions at Besnagar, Mr. (now Sir) John Marshall was .carrying on 
similar work at Sanchi round about the celebrated Buddhist Topes. 
They were separated only by a distance of 5 miles. They therefore 
met at each other's camps pretty frequently, with the .result that.~ 
warm and genuine friendship sprang up between the,two. That 
th~re was a ring of sincerity about this friendship may lr. seen 
from the fact that in 1918 came out A Guide to Taxila by Sir John 
Marshall who presented a copy of the same with the autograph: 
'For Prof. Bhandarkar, in memory of maily happy days on the 
banks of the Betwa, from his friend the author'. Not long thereafter 
blew a Nor'ester over Prof. Bhandarkar emanating presumably from 
two archaeological demi-gods to knock him down in the arena of 
the Museum after his transfer to Calcutta. It was Sir John Marshall 
who turned the direction of the gale and saved Prof. Bhandarkar 
from much worry and anxiety. Let us now turn to the story of 
Prof. Bbandarkar's big jump from Poona to Calcutta. 

The reputation of Mr. Bhandarkar as a scholar and administrator 
had by now reached such a height that it was no wonder that the 
'Tiger of Bengal' pounced upon him and snatched him away to his 
den, the Calcutta University, as Carmichael Professor of Ancient 
Indian History and Culture in July 1917 in spite of the strenuous 
attempt m~de by the Archaeological Department to extricate the 
victim from his clutches. On the contrary, a compromise was 
effected which was highly in favour of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. 
Mr. Bhandarkar not only became Carmichael Professor of the 
Calcutta University, but was also Officer-in-charge, Archaeological 
Section, Indian Museum, from 1917 to 1920, so that he might be 
more useful to the University students. Other honours followed in 
quick succession. He became a Fellow of the Calcutta University 
and remained so till I~B6. He was nominated a member of the Board 
of the Trustees, IndIan Museum, in place of Lord Carmichael, the 
first Governor of Bengal, and continues to be so even now. He was 
Acting Secretary or Acting Treasurer, several times, of the Ttustees 
and was their Vice-Chairman, 1925-27. In 1918 he was elected 
Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal and was their 
Philological Secretary from 1920 to 1925. In December 1921 the 
Honorary Degree of Ph.D. was conferred upon him at a Special 
Convocation of the Calcutta University along with a few other 
intellectual luminaries. Soon thereafter ~ became Honorary 
Correspondent of the Archaeological Departtn~nt of the Government 
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of India; and not long thereafter, also. ~rrespondin& Member 
of the Indian Historical Records COmm1SS1on. He retired from 
University and Government service in 1936. About that time he 
was elected Honorary Member of the Calc~ltta Historical S~ety, 
and also as Honorary Fellow of the Indian Research Institute, 
Calcutta. 

Dr. Bhandarkar was Carmichael Professor of Ancient In~an 
History and Culture from ~917 ~o 1936. There are ~hree fields w~ch 
form the province of a University Professor- teaching, th~ orga~a
tion of his department and research. Under the terms of his appoInt
ment it was not obligatory upon him to take the M.A. classes. Never
theless, he was so passionately fond of coming in ~ontact with young
men that he began to lecture to students of different departments 
connected with his subject, with the consequence that on the nth 
May, 1929, the Senate of the Calcutta University resolved that the 
Carmichael Professor shall undertake regular teaching work in the 
post-graduate classes. As regards the O1'ganization of his department, 
it is an open secret that the course prescribed for M.A. in Ancient 
Indian History and Culture was entirely a child of Prof. Bhandarkar 
who strained every nerve to make it a success. How far he was able 
to carry out the three functions of the University Professor may be 
seen from what others have said about him. Even as early as 29th 
January, 1919, the Registrar, Calcutta University, wrote to the 
Government of India as follows: 'His work in the University has been 
eminently successful both as a capable investigator and as an 
inspiring teacher. The success of the newly established department 
of Ancient Indian History and Culture is due in a large measure to 
his devotion, tact and judgment. . . . ' The same thing was 
repeated in better and more effective language by no less an authority 
than Sir Asutosh Mookerjee himself while conferring upon Prof. 
Bhandarkar the Honorary Degree of Ph.D. 'He may rightly be 
regarded,' said he, 'as the path-finder in trackless regions of the 
boundless field of Indian antiquarian research, and this has enabled 
him to take unquestioned rank as an inspiring teacher.' Sir Asutosh 
did not stop here but struck the nail right on the head when he 
also said: 'His bold and brilliant excursions into many an unknown 
tract of Ancient Indian History have furnished fresh evidence of the 
law of heredity, and his colleagues rejoice to find in him not a 
chip of the old block, but the old block itself'. The above ~xtracts 
describe Prof. Bhandarkar's activity as a University Professor in 
the three ~pheres o! .' teaching', 'organization' and 'research'. In 
regard to research It 'nay be further remarked that beyond the 
numerous papers and monographs which he contributed to the 
various learned J oumals, he instituted what may be called • the 
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CannichaelLectures Series', the object of wbich was to set forth a 
.~ of Ancient India in s~ a manner as to make it easily 
Intelligible and appreciable to 'the intelligentsia in general without 
lOSing in learning and scholarship. When the last lecture of his 
first series in 1918 was over, the first personage to congratulate him 
on its success was the late Sir Gooroodass Banerjee who took ;him 
aside and frankly confessed that he originally had va-y strongly 
opposed his appointment as Carmichael Professor but, that he w~ 
now convinced that, after all, Sir Asutosh Mookerjee's selection 
was the best as Prof. Bhandarkar spoke on such abstruse su~ects as 
Kingship and Democratic Institutions in Ancient India in his third 
and fourth lectures in such a manner that what was originally vague 
and dark was now perspic:uous and plain as amalaka on the palm. He 
never expected that such an illustrious personage as Sir Gooroodass 
Banerjee could become so meek and lowly in heart; and from that 
time onwards Prof. Bhandarkar looked upon him as a saintly soul. 
Prof. Bhandarkar was not however convinced that because the 
subject-matter of his lectures was approved by Sir Gooroodass, it 
would commend itself to the European mind. The President of 
the First All-India Oriental Conference has rightly remarked: • The 
Indian's tendency may be towards rejecting foreign influence on the 
occurrences in its history. On the other hand, the European scholar's 
tendency is to trace Greek, Roman or Christian influence at work in 
the evolution of new points and to modernize the Indian historical 
and literary events.' That was the reason why Prof. Bhandarkar 
sent to Dr., H. H. Mann, Principal, Agricultural College, Poona, the 
lime-mortar which he discovered as the cementing material in a 
Mauryan wall or the fire-bricks from the sacrificial pits, which he 
excavated at Besnagar. Above all, that was the reason why he 
sent to Sir Robert Hadfield one of the two pieces of iron found used 
as wedges to keep Kham BabaPillar in position. If any Indian 
had analyzed it and pronounced it to be a genuine piece of steel, no 
European scholar or scientist would have accepted the conclusion. 
This was the reason why he was anxious to know how his views 
about the • Kingship' and I Democratic Institutions' of Ancient India 
would be regarded by a cultured European. Fortunately he had not 
very long to wait for a European who was not only a &.pable 
administrator but a scholar with a judicial frame of mind. In 1924. 
Constable and Company Limited published' India A Bird's-Eye VIew' 
written by Earl of Ronaldshay, who was SOme time ago the Govemor of 
Bengal and who is now, as Marquess of Zetland, the Secretary of State 
for India. On page 135 he says: • Amongst topics of great interest 
dealt with by these early thinkers is that of the origin of monarchy 
and the powers and function.s of the king. The question is admirably 



'. treated ,hy .Professor D. R.Bhandarkar in a series of lectures delivered 
at the University of C~cutta in 1918, and ~tis to these .that I am 
indebted for the matenal upon which the bnef sketch whIch follows 
is based'. And he goes on summarizing whatever Prof. Bhandarkar 
had said in regard to the theories of the origin of kingship such as 
that of the social contract, that of the king being an incarnation of. 
the divine, that of the king being the servant of the public, and so 
forth and so on. Similarly on pages 32-34, Lord Ronaldshay gives 
a su~cinct account of the oligarchic and democratic institutions of 
Ancient India, the existence of the parliamentary 'whip' and the 
kind of procedure governing the conduct of affairs by such bodies. 
'There are good grounds, however, for assuming,' he adds, 'that the 
rules of procedure in force in the Buddhist Sangha were framed in 
accordance with those ordinarily in use in the case of Sanghas 
generally, for Buddha makes use of a number of technical terms 
without considering it necessary to explain them. Had he himself 
been the author of them, it would obviously have been necessary 
for him, as Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar has pointed out, to give some 
explanation of their meaning. ' He winds up the discussion by again 
referring to Professor D. R. Bhandarkar's 'Carmichael Lectures in 
I9I8, in which he deals in an interesting and scholarly manner with 
the various systems of administration in force amongst the Aryans 
in India in these early days'. 

Prof. Bhandarkar is on all hands acknowledged to be an expert 
in Epigraphy. It is, however, not known that there is hardly any 
section of Indian Archaeology with which he is not well conversant. 
This may be seen from a critical study of the Progress Reports of 
Archaeological Survey, Western Circle, which he wrote from year to 
year, where he has shown his knowledge of the art and architecture 
of Ancient India also. If any further proof is required, it is furnished 
by the Carmichael Lectures, I921, which are lectures on Indian 
Numismatics. Soon after 1918 when the course of Indian History 
and Culture was introduced for the M.A. degree of the Calcutta 
University, a y<;mng man who had been appointed to teach this subject 
suddenly left hIS department. And as there was no one else in the 
University at that time who was sufficiently conversant with the 
subject, there was no recourse left but for Prof. Bhandarkar to teach 
it. When he began to revise his knowledge of numismatics he 
foun.d that even then in that field much new and good work' was 
pOSSIble. These new conclusions and points of view were embodied 
In a course of five lectures which he delivered as' Carmichael Lectures, 
1921 '. Before long the first edition of this series was exhausted, 
an~ Prof. Bhandarkar was asked by some numismatic institute of 
Chicago to send them a copy of that invaluable book. But no copy 
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was available.' The institute was therefore compelled, we hear, to 
write to the Calcutta University to bring out a second edition of the 
same. Prof. Bhandarkar's third series of Carmichael Lecttlres.were 
delivered on Moka, in 1923. But he had begun his study of Asoka 
inscriptions, quite a quarter of a century prior to its publication, with 
a view to find out what light they threw upon the history of Illdia. 
What real contribution he made here was pointed out --by scholars 
and historians when these lectures were out. Thus 59 f~r: as tl!e 
historical portion of the book is concerned, one scholar has remarked: 
t A careful perusal of the ,book enables one to visualize thfpious 
monarch and his manifold religious and administrative activities 
to a much better extent than had hitherto been possible with the 
Asokan literature already in the field.' So far as the philological 
portion of the volume is concerned, another scholar says: t In this 
connection it may be observed that the notes on the translations 
are ordinarily very full, so that even the publication of the new edition 
of C.I.I. will not render this part of Bhandarkar's work superfluous; 
and it cannot be denied that he has made real contributions in the 
interpretation (e.g. the sense of samaja).' Here we have to note that 
by C C.I.I.' the scholar means the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, 
Vol. I, where the Inscriptions of Asoka were revised by the late 
Prof. E. Hultzsch who has even in that volume freely acknowledged 
his indebtedness to Prof. Bhandarkar's interpretations in several 
places. Only one scholar had the temerity of stamping this book 
as ' a heavy disillusion'. But Prof. Bhandarkar has given a suitable 
reply to this unwarranted aspersion in the second edition of his 
lectures, where he has conclusively shown that the reviewer never 
read the book except Chapter VII thereof. Except perhaps these 
aspersions of one single critic who had no time or patience to wade 
through the whole of the book, these Carmichael Lectures on Asoka 
were received favourably on all hands, even abroad. One ha&. only 
to turn, e.g. to H. G. Wells' Shape oj Things to come. Who could 
have imagined that this world celebrity thought it fit to read this 
book of Prof. Bhandarkar? Nevertheless, if anybody reads page 368 
of this volume, he will notice that Prof. Bhandarkar's book and his 
translation of one edict of Moka have actually been referred to 
by this t English novelist, sociologist, historian and utopian" rolled 
into one. 

Shortly before the first edition of the Carmichael Lectures on 
Asoka was published, a most devoted son of Bharatavarsha, the 
biggest intellectual giant and the great~t educationist of the day, 
Sir Asutosh Mookerjee passed away. Prof. Bhandarkar had all 
along shown hero-worship to him and looked upon him as the 
Vikramaditya of the Modern Age, of whose court he was considered 
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to be one of the nine gems. Perbap~ ~he ~tand mostapprecia~ve 
account of the late Sir Asutosh's ~ctiV1ty Itt the.sphere o! educati~n, 
without any exaggeration or emobonal twad~. 15 from his pen which 
was published in The Progress of Educat~on, Poon.a, 1.924. 'the 
M aha-parinirvana of this great soul was felt by him like a bolt 
from the blue. . And he made up his mind to suspend delivering 
Carmichael Lectures Series for some time, but to resume it after the 
completion of his sixtieth year when a Research Professor is supposed 
to be most conversant with the subject of his life-long study. 
But meanwhile, he went on making a critical study of such topics 
as the Ancient Polity of India, the Cultural History of the pre
Mauryan Period, the Position of Women in Ancient India, the 
Origin and Development of Caste, and so on. The first of these 
subjects he had to handle, when, asked by Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviyaji and Dr. A. B. Dhruva, he delivered before the 
Benares Hindu University the Manindra Chandra Nandy Lectures, 
1925, on' Some Aspects of Ancient Hindu Polity'. In regard to the 
other subjects, he had prepared full notes with a view to resume the 
Carmichael Lectures Series as soon as he completed his sixtieth 
year. This object, however, remained unfu1fi11ed as he retired soon 
thereafter. But the information and the notes he had collected have 
not gone in vain. For when the Syndicate of the Madras University 
invited him to deliver Sir William Meyer Lectures, 1938-39. he 
utilized his notes on the Cultural History of the pre-Mauryan India 
and delivered them under the title' Some Aspects of Ancient Indian 
Culture'. These lectures have just been published and scholars 
will duly appraise the value of the new view-points from which he 
has tackled this subject. Special attention may, for the present, be 
drawn to Lecture IV where he has shown how the Vratya cult has 
developed into modern Saivism, and, above all, what light it throws 
upon the cult of the Indus Valley of the proto-Aryan period about 
which m~re descriptions have been given in plenty but hardly any 
constructive work shown. 

'Sir William Me~er Lectures' w~re n~t the only scholarly work 
Dr. Bhandarkat carned out after his retuement. He saw to the 
printing-off of · A List of the Inscriptions of Northern India in 
Brahmi and its Derivative Scripts, from 200 A.C.' which he contri
buted to the Epigraphia Indica and which is published as Appendix 
to Vols. XIX to XXIII. It is the second edition of the work pub
lish~ ?y Kielhorn as ~ppendi~ to the same Journal, Vols. V to VIII. 
But It IS nearly. three times as bIg as that brought out by theGottingen 
rrofessor, and lt took pro Bhandarkar more than five years to compile 
It. He a1s~ wrote 1~ the meanwhile articles and monographs 
connected Wlth the vanous aspects of Indian Archaeology which are 
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too numerous to mention. Besides, it is worthy of note :that in' 
1936, he was President, Indian Cultural Conference, Calcp.tta, and 
in 1938, President, Indian History Congress, Allahabad. The 
Presidential Addresses he delivered in connectiQn therewith are 
looked upon as classical productions, as they are both thought~ 
provoking and replete with information. B1.lt his magnu,m opus 
will be the second edition of the Corpus Inscriptionum ·lnti,icarwm,' 
Vol. III, the subject-matter of which is Gupta Insf;riptions. A 
prospectus of the work he is engaged upon in connectiOl'l therewith 
IS published on pages 18-19 of Annual Bibliography of Indian 
Archaeology, Vol. XII, brought out by Kern Institute, Leyden. 
This volume on Gupta Inscriptions was published by J. F. Fleet in 
1888. That Fleet's translations can be improved upon in many 
places was long ago pointed out by G. Biihler, F. Kielhorn and 
R. G. Bhandarkar. Besides, many new inscriptions of this period 
have been discovered and much light has been thrown on the 
chronology of the Gupta epoch during the last half a century or more 
that this monumental work of Fleet has been before us. Besides, 
the task which is entrusted to Dr. Bhandarkar is not merely of 
chronological and epigraphical character as was the case with Fleet. 
Dr. Bhandarkar has also been asked to write historical chapters 
describing the political, social and religious life of Gupta India
a work which Fleet himself intended carrying out but could not 
owing to the onerous duties of his official life in the Revenue Depart
ment. The whole work of revising Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions has 
therefore been divided into two parts, the first of which is limited up 
to circa 550 A.D. It is on the first and more important part that 
Dr. Bhandarkar has been at present engaged. A little more than 
half of the work is over. Nevertheless, it will take at least five 
more years for him to complete it. This is nothing as compared to 
the length of ten years that he tdok for the completion of the List of 
Northern Inscriptions where for mechanical work he was helped by 
his assistants for some time in the Archaeological Department and 
thereafter for some time in the Calcutta University. After his 
retirement for upwards of four years there is hardly anybody now 
to help him for any reasonable length of time. Let Us hope that the 
present Director-General of Archaeology, who knows what research 
work means and what time and mental labour it involves, will before 
long give his full consideration to this matter and.help Dr. Bhandarkar 
to finish off this most important work before his health begins to fail. 
Nothing grieved Dr. Bhandarkar more than the extinction of the 
Indian Antiquary with which he was connected during the vigorous 
portion of his scholarly life. He was a thoroughly effective editor 
of this Journal from 19II to 1922, during which period he restored it 
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,·to its .pristine glory and dignity. But ill-health compelled him to 
resign the editorship about the end of 1922. Owing to the impor
tunate entreaties, however, of Sir Richard Temple for whom he 
always entertained a high regard and affection he was induced to 
re-join the editorial staff which now consisted of four editors and 
which was later in the leading-strings of the Council of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute I Dr. Bhandarkar felt that the wings 
that once carried him to empyrean heights were now clipped. And 
what grieved him most was that the Indian A ntiquary expired while 
he was an effete editor. Nevertheless, he was convinced that there 
should spring up a younger sister to this defunct J oumal. As the 
year 1934 was advancing, the ever-young mind in his old frail body 
saw the vision of the Indian Cult14re wanting like Buddha to come 
to life for the dissemination of knowledge. Things were not only 
favourable but also propitious. And it was not long before a 
quadruple holy alliance was formed between himself, Prof. B. M 
Barua, Dr. B. C. Law and Mr. Satis Chandra Seal, and I the Indian 
Culture I saw the light of the day in J uly 1~}34 as the accredited 
Journal of the Indian Research Institute. It IS true that during the 
period of its infancy, he did the work of nursing and nurturing it 
quite all right. This Quarterly, however, has now attained to such 
a high standard of excellence that it is considered to be a rival of 
the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London. But the credit of 
making it such a huge success Dr. Bhandarkar no longer claims for 
himself. It was only in December last that some scholars and 
historians had been treated to a party in the building of the Indian 
Research Institute. While he was expatiating, on the occasion, on 
a characteristic of Bengal where, curiously enough, Lakshmiputras 
are also Sarasvatiputras, Dr. Bhandarkar adduced one instance of it 
by remarking that he was now a sleeping editor of the Journal 
and that justice required that the name of the third editor should 
be printed first and that of the first should come third and last. 

SAKUNTALA RAO, SASTRi, 
Vedatirtha, M.A. (Eng. & Sans.). 

B.Litt. (Oxon.) 



'ARYAN INVASION OF INDIA'-IS IT A MVTH? 

By GANGANATHA JRA 

From our boyhood we have been taught that ~ highly-cultured 
race of Men,-perhaps, on that account, called (Aryan', N oble,
came to India through the North-Western Passes, from'$Cme far..off 
land in Central Asia. This idea has stuck to our minds like a leach 
and refuses to leave the best of our (educated' people. I have 
always felt that the idea underlying this theory has a basis other 
than the purely scientific or historical one;-that idea being that this 
land of ours, the Bhiirata-var$a, has in it some such inllerent defect 
as renders it unfit for having been the cradle of the said 'noble' 
people. 

Among the arguments put forward in support of this hypothesis, 
there used to be two specially stressed-viz. (1) (Nasal Index' and 
(2) the 'Sapta-sindhu ' . 

Under (1) we were told that under a certain system of' avera~es' 
related to. the measurement Gf human noses, the 'Nasal Index: of 
the ' Aryan Race' was found to be one that is found in the people of 
Kashmir, the Punjab, and the further North-West, extending 
through Persia to Europe; and this 'index' was absent, more and 
more, among the people inhabiting regions further and further 
towards the East ;-ergo, the people who fulfilled the conditions of 
the said 'nasal index' in India are not 'natives' of the land, they are 
descendants of the people who entered India from the North-West. 

As regards this 'Nasal Index' business, about thirty years 
ago, when there was a lot being written about this in the papers, 
Homersham Cox, the great Mathematician at the Muir College, 
Allahabad,-who was my colleague-told me that the method that 
had been adopted for the drawing of' averages' on which the 'Nasal 
Index:' theory was based, had been proved to be entirely wrong. 
That is that, so far as its scientific character is concemed.-Now as 
regards the com-mon-sense or logical view of things. Even granting 
that the 'Nasal Index' of the Kashmiri people is more like that of 
~sLeoJ>le of Afganistan or Persia; is it not conceivable that these 

nuris have always been where they are? What is there to 
show that they' are only the descendants of some people who came 
over to Kashmir from the West or North-West? Or, was there 
anything in the original climate of old Kashmir which could not 
have allowed its indigenous inhabitants to have the 'Nasal Index' of 
the Nobler Race? 
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Next as regards the argument of the Rivers mentioned in the 
1j.gveda,-what does it prove, at its best? It only proves that the 
people who sang the hymns lived in the land of the / Five (or Seven) 
Rivers'; nothing beyond that. It does not, for instance, prove that 
the land beyond the / Five Rivers' was not inhabited by' an equally 
cultured set of people.-On the other hand, what do we learn from 
the Yajurvedic tradition? Yajiiavalkya's feat in connection with his 
learning of the Veda from iIditya at midday-the Vedic text, on that 
account, being called / M adhyandina ' , / Pertaining, or related, to 
Midday' ;-Yajiiavalkya being an inhabitant of Mithila, which is 
very far removed from the 'Five Rivers'; his residence in M ithila 
being proved, not only by the Brhadarattyaka Upani$a4, whic~ 
described bis philosopbical conversations with King J anaka, but also 
by his own words found in his own Smrti, where he is spoken of as 
• Mithilasthaft', 'resident in Mithila' .-If then, at least one of the 
Vedic Seers inhabited the Eastern land of Mitbila, and some inhabited 
the land of the Five Rivers,-what definite conclusion can that lead 
to? 

It is not my purpose to deny' the theory of the / Aryan Migration' ; 
my' only purpose is to invite, even provoke, further investigation of 
the matter, with an open mind entirely freed from prejudices and 
pre-conceptions. Will the modem' scientific spirit' respond? 



THE TRIBHUVANAM SANSKRIT INSCRIPTION 
OF KULOTTUNGA III 

By K. A. NILAKANTA SASTRI, University of Madras 

The inscription reproduced and translated belQw is found 
engraved in two copies in fine grantha characters at two places in the 
Kampaharesvara temple, Trlbhuvanam, near the Tiruvigaimamdur 
Railway Station in the Tanjore district. The two copies are registered 
as Nos. 190 and 191-2 of the Madras epigraphical collection for 1907. 
I edit the inscription from a copy of it found among the Mackenzie 
manuscripts and the excellent impression kindly lent to me by 
Mr. C. R. Krishnamacharlu, Superintendent for Epigraphy, Madras. 
V. Venkayya's excellent commentary on the inscription will be found 
at paragraphs 64 and 65 of Part II of the Epigraphical Report for 
1907-8. The inscription adds little to our knowledge of the political 
history of the reign and it bears no date. But it seems to give a 
fairly full account of the construction and renovation of temples 
that marked the reign of the last great Cola emperor, Kulottuilga III, 
Tribhuvanaviradeva. The form of the inscription is that of a 
Kavya of ten verses in different metres composed probably on the 
occasion of the consecration of the Kampaharesvara temple of 
Tribhuvanam, which was altogether the work of this ruler. He 
is described as the unequalled devotee of Siva, and all the temples 
mentioned in this epigraphic poem are among the most famous 
Saiva shrines of Southern India. 

The first five verses are quite general; they make brief allusions 
to the king's campaigns and eulogize his heroism and liberality and 
the other noble qualities that characterized his rule. I am afraid 
that the very first statement in the opening verse that Ku16ttunga 
took possession of Anuradhapura after killing the ruler of Ceylon 
must be held to be an exaggeration. At any rate, we do not have 
such a categorical statement in any of the other records of the reign, 
and they are not a few, though many of them mention the alliance 
between the rulers of Ceylon and the PaJ;l.gya country and their 
common opposition to Kulottuilga. The last occasion on which 
the Cola forces actually invaded Ceylon fell in the reign of Kulot
tunga's predecessor Rajadhiraja II, and though there is no other 
evidence for it, it is possible that Ku16ttunga took part in that expedi
tion; or alternatively, according to a normal poetical convention, the 
achievement of Rajadhiraja may have been attributed to his 
successor. 
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Verse 6 doubtless relates to Chidambaram, and records the 
construction of a mukhama1;l~apa before Nataraja's shrine, and the 
gOpura of the shrine of the goddess as well as the peristyle of the 
temple. It is a moot question how we are to understand the epithet 
• golden' applied to these structures and similar constructions else
where. Verse 7 mentions the Ekamresvara of Kancipuram, the 
SundareSvara temple of Madura, the temple of Madhyarjuna (Tiro
vi~aimarudfJ.r), and the Rajarajesvara among the recipients of the 
king's attention, and adds that the Valmikesvara temple was 
extended by the addition of a ma:I;L~pa and a gopura (tower). Mr. 
Venkayya has suggested that by Rajarajesvara is meant the temple 
of Airavatesvara at Darasuram, and that the ValmikeSvara is the 
temple of Tiruvarftr-both in the Tanjore district. The next verse 
is entirely devoted to a brief account of the construction of Kam
pahareSvara, the temple where the inscription is engraved. The 
two final verses mention the con~ecration of the new temple by the 
Saiva priest Somesvara, alias ISvara Siva and expatiate on his 
spiritual excellence, knowledge and literary work, and on the merit 
of the king who had him for his guru. The Siddhantaratnakara 
of ISvara Siva (v. 10) seems to be no longer extant. 

The metres are: Sragdhara (I) ; 
Upajati (2), (3), (4), (6) ; 
Sardft1avikri~itam (5), (7), (10) ; 
Pari:I;Lahi (8); and 
Vasantatilaka (9). 

Text and Translation of the Inscription 

~~, 

"I1'tUtll41 IS(IEtt ('I"I(m:(f\11.T: q(f-.j't~1i11 

tt1~I(t~(~vi fqf$jCi6(Wf itS'<:lV\i'tttmll11{ I 
it qr ~ ~ ~ 101II'Itprt ~~T 

~ ~«t0jfJtfl:(: ~ 'i~ ~ .rt'ij11~"cqllfi: n \. • 
I. Hail, Prosperity ! 

The King, Sri Kulottu:I;Lga Cola, the foremost hero in all the 
three world~, is pre-eminently victorious on earth,-the king Who 
~ook possessIon of Anuradhft after having killed the rulers of Simhala 
In th: van of battle, who conquered the ruler of Kerala and slew 
V~pa:I;L~ya, the. conque!"o~ of Indra; and Who performed Vira
bh~ka (the anol11tm:nt of heroes) after capturing Madura which 
was guarded by the Pat.l~ya. 
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fiMl4R:{ 1AII 't''' I aflti I it I 
'Ctt' qElif q f(q (lti ii'MI If{ I 

It"iIfT 4ft(IfII(\q(I'C(II-

~EI'lf('j ElI((.~c{"I"I't • ~ a 

5 

2. The Earth is delighted that she is freed from" calamities 
when the bar of his (the king's) arms is protecting her, remembering. 
as she does, the agony-like that of one observing the vow of standing 
on the edge of a sword-she felt when she was borne on his tnsk by 
Vll?~u in his boar-incarnation. 

'I1II1{('ITQ '-"~lOf~{ 
'" . .... i't 

tlClI ... "'4/t:... ~ 1 

~&i1-('i'J I f~ 0. r~ll~-
~ CI~I~tr((J1 1{ql((J'1 nit. 

3. The powerful sword of the king, who is the Visvamflrti 
for the protection of the three worlds, keeps wide awake,-the 
sword which looks like a streak of smoke from the fire, viz. the 
prowess of his arms, and like the braid of the Goddess of War. 

'l~ 1flTQl' ~ 
firQ"lU ~ 1Af.t ~: I 

~ 

~lm(!!\fd'tCi 

fl."if<qCliH"41'tJ1C1IC1t: • 8 R 

4. His fame shines, still growing, after having spread over the 
heaven and earth, in imitation, f!.S it were, of the form of V~1;1U 
(in his Vamana incarnation) for which the space of all the three 
worlds was not enough. 

~lI ... C{,,-.s:IC:fcfa'(iB mr-~ ~ 
.Tlt ~I q(l .... f~J\ ~ SjI"'C('IJI~..l1 

~ :ISlIiit'Cij4c?\ ~; ,(qf~(ft;Ifii('i'JI.if 

~ lI'Uft ~·\:"lWz:it:1 ~ ~ • 'U 

5. In loveliness of form, he is the god of love; in giving gifts, 
the all-yielding heavenly tree; in forbearance, the earth; in anger, 
the god of death; and m display of valour, where are ParaSurama 
and Arjuna (before him) ? In statesmanship, he is both Sukra and 
Brhaspati; in the manner of guarding the three worlds, Indra; and 
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in music, the sage Bharata. How can this brave king (of such 
manifold gifts) be described ? 

~, Q'flti4lQiitlctfd 

f41('t1iIll~ ~ "If I 

11,,,,,(,,4 "If mmr 'tJi 
~W~:.t(. 

6. Having built the mukhama1.1Q.apa of Sabhapati and the 
gopura and the golden harmya in the Prakara of the goddess 
Girindraja, the king, the unrivalled devotee of the god and goddess, 
felt gratified. 

~~Sjjj(f~llI Q 'ii "~(I "'~ ("~ '(fOI'~ Q 

~ 'Q'n1' "If (f'!IT ~1II(,<i1'1i40t I 

ct~"'.'Ii4(~Qt ~ fimft ~ ~ ~ 
~.,ft4 q'fl1lllltiR: "If ~ ~ .. "", Q(ft n ~ II 

7. The king built the beautiful temple of Ekamresvara; the 
temple of Halahalasya at Madura; the temple at Madhyarjuna; the 
temple of Sri RajarajeSvara; and the temple of Valmikesvara-all 
made of gold; and also the divine sabha and the big gopura of 
Valmikadhipati. 

mt 00 ~cti1ci't(1lll1(it1i 
q ~ ~cr~Jt~r~ I 

illill"iil".fed¥l.'4i ~vi 
'l"';"'9I'Qnrq .. '''enId I .... n ~ n 

~ , 
8. Tribhuvanavira, having conquered the earth to its four 

boundaries, built this abode of Tribhuvanaviresvara, which has 
many roads and is resplendent with various mansions, and whose 
tall and brilliant vimana of gold hides the sun. 

~~mut 
~ 

q'_l,f(('t'li4(fil~" wn[ri*Jfltlot I 

Eil~'Ii4(:«tJ tJ~ ~ ~ 

""~"'I~ mtrT: ~1{ U l. n 
9. The King pa1.1Q.yari (the enemy of the Pa1.1Q.yas) caused. the 

consecration ceremony of Siva and Parvati, the parents of the 
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world, to be performed in this great (temple) in the best manner 
p'ossibie by his guru Somesvara, alias ISvara Siva, son of Srik~tha 
&mbhu. 

""" iPr tM\f"GJI f~iifif"al{"\li~tf'I~:' 
4ImlJ;if.t fqfq8l~qf~ .. ~ f<t1t,r"vi ~: , 

t~ '" iiilC(vtllttll Nu;.il.CUJ ... _ 

UIft qJ ~ If t1t<fJrq: ... ~ an p: 1\· I 

10. The learned Isvara Siva who had a thorough knowledge of 
(lit. had well assayed) the 18 branches of knowledge,! who 
expounded the Upani~adic doctrine that Stba1;1u (Siva) is Master 
above all else, and who, with his knowledge of the Saiva school of 
Philosophy, wrote the work, Siddhantaratnakara, is the guru of the 
king; what need has he to seek after any other virtue? 

1 Four Vedas, six angas, Mimamsa, Nyaya, DharmaSastra, PuraI)a, Ayur
veda, Dhanurveda. Gandharva and ArthaSiistra. (BrahmaI)<;la Pur., II, ch. 35. 
87-89·) 





THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE WORKS OF 
KHA~ADEVA 

By P. K. GODg, Curator, B.O.R. Institute, Poo.na 

Aufrecht makes the following entry in his Catalogus Calalo· 
gorum 1 regarding Khal;l<;la.deva, the celebrated Mimailsa writer:-

< 

, ~ or .,.f\fII~ son of Rudradeva, guru of J agannatha 
Pa:t;l9itaraja, and Sambhubhat1;a (who wrote in 1707) died at Benares 
in 1665: 

Bhattadipiki II. 
Bhat1;arahasya 8. 

Mimailsakaustubha '. 
Akhyatarthanirftpa:t;la, Burnell 84&. 
Sabdantarapada, Oppert 3929. 
Srutipada, Oppert 3938, II, 7251.' 

The author of the Balarllbhat1;i (between 1730 and 1820 A.D.) 
names Kha:t;l<;la.deva, the author of the Bbat1;adlpika.5 

Besides the two commentaries on the BhajladiPikli by Bhas
kararaja 6 and Sambhubbatta, there is an exhaustive commentary 

1 Part I, p. 136. 
II Ibid., p. 404-Numerous MSS. of Bhattadipikii are recorded by Aufrecht. 

The Bhiinarupika is a Commentary on the Mimatisiisiitra. Aufrecht records MSS. 
of Commentaries on this work as follows;-

(i) By Bhaskararaja. Mysore 5. 
(ii) Bhatt:adipikaprabhiivaU written in 1708 by ~ambhubhatta, a pupil of 

Kha~Qadeva. Hall, p. 179, L. 2532. Burnell 83b, etc. 

8 Ibid.~ .. or '111".( .... by KhaJ].Qadeva. Hall, p. 187; Bik. 550; 
Burnell 85b; Rice 124; W. 1617, etc. 

, Ibid., p. 456-fliil'I4i\~w a Commentary on the Mimiinsiisiitra by Kha~Qa. 
deva. Hall, p. 180; L. 2300 ; Burnel183b, etc. . 

IS Kane: History of D'harmasastra, Vol. I (B.O.R. Institute, Poona, 1930), p. 457. 
6 Also called Bhiiskarariya Makbin. Farquhar describes him as a 'Right-hand 
~ Scholar who lived at Tanjore' (Outlines, pp. 192, 358, 389). He wrote a 
Bh~ya on LaUtasahasranama in A.D. 1729 and another commentary on the Vtima
WvMa Tantra in A.D. 1733. He was a court-Paudit at Tanjore. He wrote 
more than 42 works on different subjects like Vedanta, Mimailsii., Vyaka.ra~a, Nyaya, 
Prosody, Xavya, Smrti, MantraSastra, Vedas, etc. His VarifJasyaranasya is an 
eXposition of the ~ikta system (see' edition of Pt. S. Subrahmanya ~iistti, Adyar, 
1934). His pupil Umanandaniitha composed a work called Nityots4fJa in 1775 A.D. 
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by VanccheSvarayajvan 1 who flourished between A.D. 1780 and 

1850 • 'ed' AD Aufrecht mentions that Kha\1Q.adeva dli at Benares tn . . 
1665 and that his pupil Sambhubhatta wrote a commentary on the 
Bhil~ipika in A.D. 1707. These dates appear to have been based 
on the following remarks of Hall 2:_ 

'Bha##a-dipika-PrabhavalP . . _. . . By S~bhu-
bhatta, pupil of Kha\1Q.adeva, ?r Sn<lli~rendra 'Yho died at 
Benares in the year 1722 of Vikramaditya. ThlS work was 
completed in the Sathvat year .1764., . . '. The Kala-tattva
vivecana-sara-samgraha descnbes itself as bemg by Sambhu
bhatta, son of Balakt!?\1Rbhatta, and pupil of Kha\1Q.adeva.' 

The B.O.R. Inst. MS., No. 969 of 1887-91 (Varivasyarahasya) is an autograph copy 
prepared by Umanandanatha as the following colophon states:-

""I"lwj'illt4lfl1~1Iianf1lfllll"ll ~1l'!fn'li~rit1r ~ ~ tIfiI:? ~U,ql\.T 
WI1IIftrtf I " 

Bhliskariiraya's literary career lasted from the beginning of the 18th century 
to about 1768 A.D. (Vide the learned Introduction to the Adyar Edition of 
the Varivasyarahasya by R. Krishnaswami Sastri, whose • maternal grandfather's 
grandfather was one of the direct disciples of Umanandanatha' (p. xxxi).) 

1 This commentary is called the Bha!!acintama1Ji. It is published by the Madras 
Law Journal Press, 1934. Vide my review of this edition (Annals of the Bhandarkar 
Institute, Vol. XVII, 1936, pp. 400-40S) in which I have recorded a list of works 
and authors mentioned by Vancchesvara. Appendices I to VI of the above edition 
reproduce the passports issued to VaiiccheSvara by M. Elphinstone and others 
between 26th November, 1816 and IIth February, 1828, offering facilities for a 
safe journey to Ramdvaram where he went on a pilgrimage. Vide also Annals, 
Vol. XX, pp. 33-44. where I have proved the contact of Vaiicchesvara with the Pat
vardhan Sardars of the Southern Maratha country. Sakho Ananta Limaye of A~ 
(Satara Dist.) was the patron of this writer. The B.O.R. Institute acquired in 1938 
about 450 MSS. collected by Sakho Ananta. 

II Bibliography of the Indian Philosophical Systems, Calcutta, I859, p. 179. 
8 No. 586 of 1884-87 (MS. of this commentary in tht' Oovt. MSS. Library at the 

B.O.R. Institute, Poona) begins:-
" "'II .. o.t\t~~"i'Q'IlijllllT1{1lj I 
~~~roq:nta 

'" it( ~,""'~"'I1~4ii''''~ '": I 
~~f'I .. "".Rliil. uQ'lli ~ II1ITfif a,( • 

~!:!!!i ~ ~ i\-;;'h'-~~ I 
'Qj"4iRlIHq'l~fPIII'If 11'1 I""" f&iIIlilii I""''''' I • I" ., ---- ~ 

In the colophons Sambhubhatta is styled as "~~~" or a pupil of 
Kha9~eva. Sambhubhatta \'ery often refers to an author 'as "\f4'1(.ltl" 

which may be a reference to ~~, the author of ~iil'liIiIl'lIi.ll(. This point, 
however, needs verification. 
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Mr. Mahadeva Siistri 1 states that Perubhatta" the father of 
J agannatha Pa1;l~itaraja studied the science of Mimansa under 
Khal;l~deva at Benares. This information is vouched by a few 
lines at the commencement of Pa1;l~taraja's celebrated work on 
rhetorics, viz. the Rasagangadhara. 

Farquhar 2 in his remarks about the Karma Mimiinsa states 
that 'Kha1;l~adeva (died 1665) produced the Bhajtadipika which 
has won itself an honoured place because of its brilliant logical 
reasoning '. 

A MS. of a part of the Bhajjadipika described by Dr. Eggeling 3 

is dated Sarilvat 1720, i.e. A.D. 1664. Evidently this copy was 
prepared about a year before Khat;l~adeva's death in 1665 A.D. A 
MS. of another work of Khat;l~deva, viz. the M imansakaustubha 
is dated A.D. 1660.4 

1 Vide Mysore Sanskrit Series, No. 35 (in 4 vols.)-Purva-Mimiinsii-Dadana 
with KhaJ;l9.adeva's Bhatladipika ed. by A. Mahadeva Sastri (Vol. 1-1908; Vol. II-
19II; Vol. 1II-1914; Vol. IV-1916). The verses from the Rasagatigiidhara con
taining a reference to Khal~9.adeva are:-

" "'''Ij''ll,~",f,""U.31~''''''lIIf~ClT'5I,,",: 
. "1Q(1<l(l'lliql~dq ~\"T ~ ~~ I 
~~ ~3f~ wm ;flf~ 
11 .. 1,,511 HiI"lft"."",~~{1{vT1f\"T ,,: n 
'Cfl1{T1I(l1{f1;r ~ ~ 'l1fl ~ 1 

" ~ ~ ~1IT1'i Wfl~. 
Nagesabhatta in his commentary explains ~ as equal to ".~~" and 

~~ as equal to " IIIrrtiITt{ ". 

2 J. N. Farquhar: Outlines of the Religious Literature of India, London, 1920, 
p. 285. On p. 367 Farquhar gives a chronology of the literature on the Karma 
Mimiinsii from Jaimini (4th or 5th century A.D.) to Anantadeva (mid. 17th century). 

3 Cata. of Ind. Office MSS., London, 1894, Part IV, p. 706-See description of 
MS. No. 766-

See also p. 708 where the date of another part of the MS. is given as Sam:/Jat 1784 
(=A.D.1728). 

4 The Covt. MSS. Library at the B.O.R. Institute, Poona, contains two MSS. 
of the Mi'miinsiikaustubha, viz. 378 and 379 of 1899-1915. No. 378 contains the 
date of the copy, viz. "~1fl( tf)~ 4( " at the end of 3rd Adhyiiya, Pada 1. This 
MS. contains about 489 folios. MS. No. 379 is a modern copy of some old MS. Sotne 

CaratJas of the 2nd adhyiiya contain the endorsement "'~flrtCilftt"III.4'lifll"Ut1. 

""" .. 1 lIftl.,."'." etc." which leads me to suspect that the original MS. perhaps 
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Prof. Keith 1 in dealing with the literary history of the Karma
Mimiinsii states that Kha1,lQ.adeva is 'much later in date' and that 
he 'died at Benares in 1665 A.D.' His works, the Bhalladipika 2 

and on a larger scale the MimarJ,sakaustubha S deal fully with the 
sutra' the former was commented on in 1708 by his pupil Sambhu
bhatt~. 'Khandadeva's Bhiitfarahasya 4 deals with the mode of 
determining which is the leading word in a text under discussion.' 

It would appear from the foregoing references made by res
ponsible scholars to Kha1,l<;ladeva's works that while the importance 
of his works has been recognized by them no attempt has been made 
to study the chronology of Kha1,lQ.adeva's works. It is proposed to 
put some limits to the chronology of these works in the present 
paper. The only date recorded by scholars in connection with 
Kha:l;1Q.adeva is the year of his death, viz. A.D. 1665. We have 
pointed out in the foregoing references that two contemporary 
copies of his works are dated A.D. 1664 and 1660 respectively. 
Fortunately another contemporary copy of his Bhatfadipika is 
available in the Punjab University 6. It consists of 650 leaves and 
is dated Samvat I697=A.D. I64I. 

This copy was, therefore, prepared during Kha1,l<~.adeva's life
time and about 24 years before his death in A.D. 1665. We have 
now three contemporary copies of Kha1,lQ.adeva's works:-

(1) A.D. 1641-MS. of Bhattadipika-Punjab UnL Library. 
(2) A.D. 1660-MS. of Mimansakaustubha-B.O.R. Institute. 
(3) A.D. 1664-MS. of Bhattadipika-India Office Library. 

These copies show the celebrity attained by Khandadeva's 
works during his life-time. Let us now study the relative' chrono-

belonged to the celebrated ~111 through whose influence the pilgrim-tax was 
abolished by Shah Jehan. [Vide Ind. Anti., Vol. XLI, I)12,p. II-' DakshiniPandits 

at Benares' by MM. Haraprasad Shastri. Vide also lIIitl'iiI'l!tlqq(Mq'ij (G.O. Series, 

Baroda, 1921) and Dr. A. S. Altekar's article on 'History of Benares' in the Journal 

of Benares Hindu University, Vol. I, No.2, p. 247. lfiifl ... ",1'1i(fI (a volume of addresses 
to Kavindra by Benares Pandits) is edited by Dr. H. D. Sharma and Mr. M. M. Patkar 
in the Poona Oriental Series, No 60.] 

1 The .Karma-Mfmii1isii (Heritage of India Series), London, 1921, pp. 12, 13. 
2 Ed. In the Bibliotheca Indica. 
3 Ed. Conjeevaram, 1902 (I, 2 only). 
4 Ed. Conjeevaram, 1900. 
/) Cata. of Sanskrit MSS. in the Punjab Uni. Library, Vol. I, 1932. Pages 

lIl-II2-' MS. No. 22-~fq~n of .. ~ 650 leaves-Age: ~ 1697. 1-12" 
written by different hands at different times.' 
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logical order of the three works of Kha1J.Q.adeva, viz. (I) Mimiinsa
kaustubha (=MK); (I) Bhaltadipika (=BD); and (3) Bhiltarahasya 
(=BR). . 

The BD refers to MK in many places and mentions MK as 
« Kaustubhe' which in my opinion is equal to ' Mimansakaustubhe '.1 

The BR also mentions MK in a similar manner.2 It is, therefore, 
clear that the MK is earlier than both the BD and the 'BR. The 
BR also mentions the BD by name 3, as also the MK 4., Hence we 
get a chronological series: MK-BD-BR. The chronology of 
these works may now be represented as follows:-

(1) MK appears to be the earliest work of Kha1J.Q.adeva and 
may have been composed earlier than about 1630 A.D. 

(2) BD is the next work composed by Kha1J.Q.adeva and as 
the Punjab MS. of the work is dated A.D. 1641, we 
may state that it is earlier than about 1635 A.D. 

(3) BR is the last work of Khandadeva so far as these three 
works are concerned. It is' difficult to put any definite 
limit to its chronology. It may have been composed 
before or after A.D. 1641, the date of the Punjab MS. 
of the BD. 

1 In the B.O.R.I. MS., No. 584 of 1884-87 of the BD I find the following 
references to MK :-

(I) Folio (1fT. ~) 25-" q"l ~ 1fT .Il'tlfllllfffi+.llf\ .. ",ti fI..,qlmq~~~~ a 

~'fi tfirr ti\~ ~ I II 

(2) Folio (\IT. ~) 22-" '-(1l11fflrW rii1f it"llf~: "1~"'\lilfflPj'li rl\4!U" 1'ro~, etc." 

(3) Folio (~T. '() 28-" '-(.t '{i+.l'lli ~~~ ~" -
... = 

(4) Folio (\IT. Y ) 29-" ~m .1~fliIIllf: lri~m: " 
In Mahadeva Sastri's printed edition of the Bhatladipikii (Vol. I, 1908), p. 13. 

we find the following clear references to it1iNr .~:-
,,~ ~"!!.~til~~ QlIl~" 

(p. 47)-" ..j •• jd~~~" vide also pp. 44, 68, 73, 92, 119, 128, 194 and 321; 

Vol. II (1911)-PP. 208, 244, etc. 
2 The B.O.R.I. MS. of BR, viz. No. 133 of 1902-07 contains the following 

reference to Kaustubha:-

Folio lOb_if ~ SlI~""" wlt~ tl1f 1II1i" 

8 Ibid. Folio 17b_ II Utjw \l11<lfq.I'H~" 

'Ibid. Folio 40-" '{'Iil1f ~" 
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It appears to us from the foregoing evidence that the literary 
career" of Khandadeva must be assigned to the .first half of the I7th 
century presuming that the date of the Punjab MS. of BD, viz. 
A.D. 1641, is accurately recorded. At any rate we have brought 
forth sufficient evidence in the present paper to prove the relative 
chronology of his three works which we have represented in the 
series: MK-BD-BR ( = Mimansakaustubha I-Bhattadipika 2_ 

Bhattarahasya).3 

. Prof. Chinnaswami Siistri in his Sanskrit introduction to the 
Mimansakaustubha 4 records some contemporary evidence regarding 
the date of Kha~<tadeva but it does not help us to fix the chronology 
of his works. Prof. Chinnaswami states that Khandadeva was 
born of a Deccani family having the name ' Deva '. in A.D. 1657 
a dispute arose at Benares between the Deccani Chitpiivan Brah
mins and other Brahmins. This dispute was settled by an assembly 
of Brahmins at Muktima1Jejapa 5. Their decision was recorded in a 

1 Edited by Pandit A. Chinnaswami Sastri in the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series. 
Benares (I924-33) and by Rama Misra Sastri (I892-93) in the Pandit. 

2 Ed. by Candra Kanta Tarkalarhkara and others, Calcutta (I899-1912) and 
by Ananta Krishna Sastri and V. L. Pal).sikar, N.S. Press, Bombay, 1921 (Text and 
Comm. Prabhavali of Sambhubhatta). 

S The Govt. MSS. Library at the B.O.R. Institute, Poona, possesses the following 
MSS. of the Bhii!tarahasya:-No. I33 of 1902-°7, folios 62 (1st Pariccheda) and No. 
574 of 1884-87, folios 25 (incomplete). 

4 Ch. Sans. Series, Benares, 1933 (Nos. 419 and 420), pp. 2-3. Prof. Chinnaswami 
reproduces the following extract from the vyavasthiipatra of the assembly of pandits:-

"~ ... ql"".·fiI1Q:", 1{1f ~"-~ ~i! ~~"-~ 
iM~.G ~tfro1{ 

~: I ~: I ~ ~fiomU 1fT1It ~~it I 
",~firqf'llft4fJ"t"r"lU. ~it II ~ II 

'" 1mfi'( ~m(~~lIler"'ti"I~Jt",,,,far1J1i't1n~~YT~-~"lit..m,,. 
"" ... flll"'if""'i'Q1 ~~1n~1 n.1l1il ~f1fJIT~T: ~1fT~Suiq~sN~~~t: JII~I(
'f{Terlllf«II(I'II!f~1{t~ -qftq Iii" I il~~~l: ""i'j"flr"~TNI(: ml1fcfI i((t~~"fir 
fn1f1t11f~ I U ~"'I-~m~!(t:IIII~~",: I 'lfiIl"~~~ ~T I 
~~: ~~~ 'l'Termf8r: PT I ~~nn .. .-it ",..(t'ff 'ffi ~ ~ I "'I'T~ ~~ 
fqfJ: -qf~ I f~Jl'tf"f1li'T ""1flffr~ ~ ~ I tfif ~ n " ~ 

6 In Saka 1550=~.D._ 162~ Advaitabhatta, son of Bhayabhatta and grandson 
of Kr~l).abhatta wrote hlS Ramalzngavart,tana or T akraramayana in the Muktimandapa 
at Benares:- ' .. 

" ~ 'fJfW1I(1I'Itt~ 'fld,,~" n.l~fW~ " 
(vide.p. 180 of Des. Cat~. of Xiiv)}a._MS:,.-Vol. III of R.A.S.B., Calcutta, 1934) 
Adva~tabhatta was a native of MarJaratirtha at the confluence of Gautami and 
Phena. 
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document signed by the pandits present. Among the signatures 
of these pandits we find the signature of Kha1;1Q.adeva himself. As 
this document bears the date Samvat I7I4 or Saka I579 we get a 
decisive proof about the date of Kha1;1Qadeva, viz. A.D. 1657. 

As a result of discussion about the chronolog)' of Kha1;1Q.adeva's 
works we have been able to note the following dates regarding 
Kha1;1Q.adeva and his works:-

(1) A.D. I64I-Date of BhaUadipika MS. (Punjab University). 
(2) A.D. I657-Signature of Kha1;1Q.adeva on a contemporary 

document drawn up at Muktima1;1Q.apa in Benare:s. 
(3) A.D. I66o-Date of Mimarltsakaustubha MS. (E.O.R.I.). 
(4) A.D. I664-Date of Bhaftadfpika MS. (India Office). 
(5) A.D. I66s-Date of the death of Kha1;1Q.adeva recorded 

by Kha1;1Q.adeva's pupil Sambhubhatta in A.D. 1708. 





AYODHYA, THE CITY OF THE GODS 

By R. SHAMASASTRY 

Many regard the story of the RamayaJ,la as historical and locate 
the various scenes of the Epic in the cities, hills, dales-, end other 
parts of India. Many point with pride and reverence to some parts 
of southern India as Kishkindha, to some hills as Matanga, and to 
some other mountain as the RishyamUka and produce in support 
of the identification old local chronicles called Sthalamahatmya. 
Though Ceylon formed part of the main land of the Indian continent 
in early times, many regard Ceylon, now an island, as Lailka, the 
capital and country of Ravat;la, and identify as Rama's Setu or 
bndge, the partly submerged sandy tract connecting RameSvara 
with Ceylon. In the island itself some garden is pointed out as 
ASoka, the pleasure park of Ravat;la, where Sita is sald to have been 
kept as a captive. 

But the Taittiriya Arat;lyaka which is a better authority than 
any local chronicle tells us a different tale. It locates Ayodhya in 
the celestial vault and calling it as the city of the gods assigns to 
it eight out of the twelve divisions of the celestial circle and the 
remaining four parts to the Dat;l<;laka forest and Lailka, the abode 
of the Rakshasas. The original passage runs as follows:-

Ashtachakra navadvara devanam piirayodhya. 
Tasyam hirat;lmayah kosah svargo loko jyotishavrt;ah. 
Yo vai tam Brahmal,lo veda amrtenavrtam purim. 
Tasmai brahma cha Brahma cha ayuh kirtim prajam daduh. 
Vibhrajamanam haril,lim yasasa samparivrt;am. 
Puran Hirat;lIDayim Brahma vivesaparajitam. 

(Tait. Ar., I, 27.) 

Tvashtrim mayam vaisrava:Q.ah ratham sahasrabandhuram. 
Puruschakram sahasrasvam asthayayabi no balim.l 

(Tait. Ar., I, 37.) 

Ayodhya (impregnable), the city of the gods, consists of eight 
circles (also cycles) and nine entrances; within it there is the golden 
treasure-dome, the celestial world, ever-illuminated with light 
(north pole). Whoever knows it as the Creator's city ever surrounded 

1 See Lakshmidhara's comm. on this passage in Saundarya Lahari, verse II. 
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with ;nectar will have long life, fame, and offspring bestow~d .on 
him, by Brahma (the sun), and Brahma (the moon). Into thIs Clty 
ever shining, moving, and penraded with YaSas (fame and lustre), 
the Creator has entered. 

May Vaisrava:Q.a (known as Kubera, L?rd of the Yakshas, 
Rakshasas and Gandhanras), mount his charlot of thousand parts 
and a tho~sand horses and many wheels, which is the result of 
Tvashtri's magical art, and come to receive our sacrificial offerings 
(for averting eclipses, or attacks made by Rakshasas on gods). 

This Ayodhya city is of two kinds, microcosmic and macrocos
mic. The human body is an Ayodhya city of eight circles, namely, 
(1) Mti1~dhara, (2) Ma~iptira, (3) Svad~ishthan.a, (4) Ana~ata: (5~ 
V15Uddhl, (6) Agna, (7) Sahasrara, (8) B1ndu-Triko~a or Slva-saktl 
in the Sahasrara. Macrocosmically it is the terrestrial sphere 
(corresponding to the Celestial Circle) having two divisions, one of 
eight circles and the second of 4 circles. The first division is called 
the Ayodhya city. In this the eight circles are (r) the ever-shining 
North Pole, and the rest (2-8) are the yeven monthly circles presided 
over or illuminated by the seven Adityas with Kasyapa as the 
eighth at the Pole. In the celestial sphere the seven circles are 
those of the Seven Bears with Dhruva or Pole-star as the eighth 
(A.V., 10,8). The seven terrestrial circles also bear the seven names, 
(1) Bhfl, (2) Bhuvah, (3) Suvah, (4) Mahah, (5) Janah, (6) Tapah and 
(7) Satya, and also the seven Dvipa-llames, as (r) J ambu, (2) Plaksha, 
(3) KuSa, (4) Krauncha, (5) Saka, (6) Salmali, and (7) Pushkara. They 
also were called the seven oceans, seven rivers, and seven svaras of the 
gamut. The seven circles bear also the name of Deva1oka, Saptapuru
shas and seven Eagles. The other four or five circles of VaisravalJ,a 
bear the name of Rakshasa-Ioka, Night-world, and Five Mothers. 
Later on the eight Chakras making up Ayodhya were reduced to seven 
and correspondingly the Chakras of the Vaisrava~a division of the 
globe were raised to five. The sacrificial ;.inimals assigned to the 
seven Chakras are the cow, sheep and other domestic animals, while 
those of VaisravalJ,a circles are wild animals corresponding to the 
wild nature of these five Chakras.1 

Expressed in terms of time the eight Chakras represent the 
cyc1~ of 20 years made up of eight minor cycles of 2k years with 
one mtercalary month each (see the Vedangajyautisha on 2! years 
cycle). Th~ seven months. were .,!'e!?arded as being presided over 
~y seven A~ltyas and the eIghth A<!ltya named Marta~Q.a (born of 
lifeless egg) 15 cast out. The seven Adityas who are the lords of the 
seven intercalary month~ occurring in the cycle of 20 years reduced 
------------------

1 See • Drapsa: the Vedic Cycle of Eclipses', by the author. 
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to 19 years are distinct from the sun or suns presiding over the 
ordinary months. 

The whole of the above twelve intercalary month-circ1es 
evidently forms a cycle of 33 years divided into two parts, one part 
of 19 years with seven intercalary months and a second part of 13 
years with 5 intercalary months called Rakshasaloka as contrasted 
with name of Devaloka given to the division of 19 years. Thus 
19 + 13 years + 12 months make up 33 years. The inte;rcalary year 
is called Adhi-samvatsara in the Tait. Aranyaka. The cycle of 
20 years which is one-third of the 60 years cycle beginning with 
Prabhava and ending with Akshaya is also referred to there in the 
very beginning of the work. 

Rama, the son of Dasaratha, the friend of Indra, is an incarna
tion of Vishl.1u, the sun-god. He lives in Ayodhya which is fonned 
by the seven intercalary month-circles and becoming 19 years old, 
he leaves it at the behest of his father for the forest world of Dat;lQ.aka 
and Lanka. He wanders there for 14 years. Reaching Lanka 
on or near the equator, he destroys the Rakshasas and Ravat;la, their 
chief, and returns at the completion of 33 years to Ayodhya of the 
Devaloka. The same work is repeated in every cycle of 33 years. 
This is the original real Kalpa which the authors of the Purat;las and 
the Siddhantas magnified into 43,20,000 years. The word Zodia 
or Zodiac seems to be philologically akin to Ayodhya. Accordingly 
the story of the Ramayal.1a appears to be a development of an early 
Zodiacal myth. 





PORVACARYAS IN PA~INI 

By BATAKRISHNA GHOSH 

.1 have shown elsewhere (I.C. IV. p. 391) that whene~,~er PaQini 
specifically mentions a Piirvacarya for his views on particular 
grammatical problems the revered one is mentioned at the end of 
the siitra concerned, and the result of mentioning a Piirvacarya last 
in a Pa~inian aphorism is to render its application facultative 
according to traditional interpretation. Tradition would have us 
also believe that even when Pa~ini mentions a Pftrvacarya in the 
middle of the siitra as in 1. 1. 16, his purpose was not different; but 
that this is wrong has been proved, I think, in I.H.Q. X. pp. 665-70 
and I.C. IV. pp. 387-99. What concerns us here is to try to find out 
what was exactly in the mind of Pa~ni when he mentioned the 
Piirvacaryas at the end of his siitras. 

The most natural way of interpreting the sfttras in which the 
Piirvacaryas are mentioned last would be surely as tradition has 
interpreted them, viz. to take the rules to be optional. For why 
should Panini at all mention those old authorities if he considered 
their views to be absolutely wrong without any justification in the 
language, and what useful purpose could be served by mentioning 
them if their views were absolutely identical with his own? But 
here the question arises, why should Pa~ so punctiliously mention 
the names of the different Pftrvacaryas, if his sole purpose was 
merely to suggest that the siitras concerned are optional, when 
shorter and less ambiguous terms like vii or vibhli~1i might have 
served the purpose even better? I would answer this question as 
follows :-When PaJ?ini mentions a Piirvacarya at the end of an 
aphorism he means exactly what he says, namely that the particular 
view of the Piirvacarya is not shared by him, even though the forms 
concerned might not be unknown in the language; and, by contrast, 
it would seem that the sfttras characterized by unambiguous terms 
like va or vibhii$a represent his own views from which others 
differed. Now, if all this is true it will surely prove that Pa~ni is 
peerless not only in scholarship but also in modesty. But is there 
any positive proof? I confess that of the above two interdependent 
statements the second is merely an indirect inference from the first, 
but the first, I maintain, can be proved independently. 

After what has been said above it no longer requires any 
emphasizing that it is quite possible that Pa~i by mentioning 
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PilrvA.caryas at the end of his sutras merely suggested tb~t ,be himself 
differed from them on the problems concerned. Yet tbls 19 far from 
anything like positive proof. But let us consider first, what has a 
fair chance of being regarded as positive proof. In other words, 
let us try to ima.gine the possible circumstances under which a Pa1;li
nian aphorism with the mention of a Purvadirya at the end cannot 
be regarded as of oI?ti.onal al?plicatio,n, but as t~e st~tement of.a view 
not shared by pa:t;l1n1. It is not dlfficult to 1lllagme such Circum
stances. Suppose a rule of exception to a general sutra is followed 
immediatelY by another rule of exception of the same field of applica
tion, and that each of the two rules of exception is declared to 
contain the views of a particular Purvacarya and is indeed regarded 
as optional only because a revered authority is mentioned in it! If 
such a case actually occurs in the k?tadhyayi it will have to be 
admitted, I think, that Pa1;lini's purpose in mentioning the Pur
vacaryas, at least in those sutras, couLd not have been merely to 
suggest that the sutras concerned are not of universal application; 
for had it been so, the second rule of exception would be absolutely 
redundant, as it would teach us nothing new, an exception to an 
exception to a general rule of single purpose amounting to a mere 
repetition of the general rule. 

Now, a similar, though not quite the same case actually occurs 
in the ~tadhyayi. Let us consider the three sutras VIII. 3. 18-20. 
The first of them declares that in the opinion of Sakatayana the 
semi-vowels y and v when final in a word should be lightly pronounced 
before letters of the as-pratyiihara if they are preceded by a, and 
that the same will apply to the secondary final y in bhoy, bhagoy, 
etc. (even though it is not preceded by a). The sutra VIII. 3. 19 
seriously modifies the preceding, as it declares as interpreted in the 
Kasika, that in the opinion of Sakalya the final y and v if preceded 
by a should be dropped altogether. But n()w comes the enigmatic 
sutra VIII. 3. 20, which declares that in the opinion of Gargya a final 
y if preceded by 0 should be dropped. Patafijali commenting on 
it says: na lopalt Sakalyasye 'ty eva siddham, and the KiiSika comment
ing on it says still more clearly: yo 'yam alaghuprayatnasya vikal
pena lopalt kriyate so 'nena nt'vartyate. It is clear that in the Maha
bh~a and the Kasika the sutra VIII. 3. 20 has been regarded as an 
exception to sutra VIII. 3. 19. But how can that be if it is true that 
VIII. 3.19 deals with finaly and v preceded only by a, as the Kasika 
explains it, and VIII. 3. 20 deals only with final y preceded by o? 
In fact neither in the sut:ra, nor in the Bha~ya, is there anything 
to suggest that in VIII. 3. 19 Pa1;lini bas in mind only the cases of 
final y a~d 'IJ preceded by a .and not also the cases .of final y preceded 
by 0 which are dealt wlth 111 VIII. 3. 18. Only m this light can it 
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be understood that VIII. 3.20 has been regarded as an exception to 
VIII. 3. I9 by the ancient commentators. 

Now we shall proceed to take account of the whole situation. 
PaJ#ni in VIII. 3. 18 declares that in the opinion of Sakatayana the 
final secondary y in bhagoy etc. should be lightly pronounced. In 
VIII. 3. 19 he again suggests (implicitly) that in the opinion of 
Sakalya this final secondary y should be alt~gether dropped in 
bhagoy etc. (and also when it is preceded by a). In .VIII. 3. 20 
Pa~ini again (explicitly) says that in the opinion of Gargya the 
secondary final y in bhagoy etc. should be altogether dropped.. Here 
then we have actually a case of the mention of a Purvacarya which 
must be interpreted literally and not merely to mean that the rules 
concerned are optional, for in that case we would be confronted with 
an unheard of redundant repetition regarding the elision of the final 
secondary y in bhagoy etc. But if we interpret P3.J;rini strictly 
as he expresses himself, there need be no discrepancy or redundancy 
at all, for it is fully understandable that Pa~i should separately 
record on a particular point the views of two of his predecessors 
which were same or similar to each other but differed from his own. 
It is highly instructive to see how Patafijali was compelled to throw 
to the winds all Pa~inian conventions in interpreting pa~. VIII. 
3. 20 and declare that the mention of Gargya in the rule renders it 
not optional but absolute! This is of course absurd. It is clear 
that Patafijali had to take recourse to this desperate remedy only 
because he wanted to save Pa~i from the charge of a redundant 
statement, forgetting however that there was absolutely no redun
dancy at all in the sutra of Pat;tini and that the supposed redundancy 
was the creation of later mechanical interpreters to whom the views 
of Purvacaryas were nothing but equally valid alternatives. And 
it also proves, I think, that Patafijali included also the cases of final 
secondary y preceded by 0 in pa~. VIII. 3. 19 as suggested above, 
for otherwise the very condition would be absent which compelled 
Patafijali to declare Pa~. VIII. 3. 20, to be an absolute rule ill spite 
of the mention of Gargya in it. 

It would thus seem that sutra VIII. 3. 20 actually contains a 
view of the Purvacarya Gargya which PaJ?ini did not share. This 
in itself renders it highly probable, if not altogether certain, that in 
all those cases where Pa~ini mentions a Purvacarya at the end of 
his sutra his purpose was merely to record some grammatical forms 
which were actually known in the language and therefore were 
upheld by some grammarians-the Purvacaryas-, but which 
Pat;tini himself did not accept as correct. As already explained, it 
is possible to prove this only where the rule of the Purvacarya appears 
as an exception to another rule of exception to a general rule. But 
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such a complex situation, though possible, cannot be of frequent 
occurrence. Indeed this situation occurs, so far as I can see, oaly 
once in Pa1;l, VIII. 3. 20, from which the present conclusions have 
been drawn. 

It cannot be seriously urged that Pa1;lini used at random the 
names of venerable Acaryas merely to lend a meretricious dignity 
to rules of questionable value. For it is now definitely settled that 
all the four rules in which PaJ;lini invokes the name of Sakalya 
have their exact counterparts in the Rkpratisakhya. And even 
Pat;t, VIII. 3. 18, which has come in for so much discussion in 
the present article, is strongly reminiscent of Ath. Prat. II. 24, 
which likewise invokes the name of Sakatayana. These facts 
would conclusively prove, if any proof was at all necessary, that 
the views llSsociated with the names of Pt1rvacaryas in Pa1;lini's 
A~tadhyaYi were actually current in the learned tradition of his time. 
But it will have to be admitted also that P~1;lini specifically mentioned 
the Piirvacaryas only where he himself differed from them. For 
if he had planned to mention the Pt1rvacaryas also where he complete
ly agreed with them he would have had to mention Sakalya, for 
instance, not only in four but in scores of his st1tras. 



THE FAILURE OF TIPU SULTAN 

By A. F. M. ABDUL ALI 

Out of the horrors of war and reckless carnage, which disfigure 
the history of Southern India in the 18th century, emerges the 
vision of Tipu Sultan in tragic sublimity. A fearless warrior, an 
indefatigable worker, a man of cultured tastes, he possessed in 
an eminent degree the qualities that go to make an able ruler 
and a distinguished administrator. He had inherited extensive 
territories and a replenished treasury. He managed, however, to 
maintain a large army and also a navy of sorts. But he was 
surrounded on all sides by envious neighbours who dreaded him 
and his great power. He was thus continually at war and hardly 
got an opportunity to consolidate bis own position. When he 
ascended the throne on the death of his father in 1782, his kingdom 
was actually involved in war with the English. After two years' 
bard fighting the war ended in ,his triumph in 1784. During 1786-7. 
he was again confronted with the combined armies of the Mabrattas 
and the Nizam. Three years later he was once again called upon to 
face the formidable confederacy of the English, the Nizam and the 
Peshwa which cost him half his dominions and three crores and 
thirty lakhs of rupees as indemnity. This hard knock broke his 
backbone, so to say, and enabled Wellesley to extinguish him in the 
course of a two months' campaign in 1799. Tipu died the glorious 
death of a soldier in the field of battle. 

The war which was most disastrous to Tipu's power is popularly 
known as the Third Mysore War. It started in December, 1789, 
with an attack by Tipu on the Travancore Lines and lasted till 
February, 1792. A study of these events will enable us to ascertain 
the cause of his downfall. 

After capturing the Travancore Lines Tipu remained in 
Coimbatore trying to persuade the authorities at Madras that he 
entertained no ill-will towards the English. But Lord Cornwallis 
had already directed General Medows, the Governor of Madras, to 
commence hostilities against him. When Tipu was at last convinced 
that the English viewed his overtures with suspicion he left Coimba
tore for Seringapatam in order to make preparations for the coming 
struggle. General Medows proceeded towards Coimbatore and on 
bis way captured several posts in that district including Dindigul 
and Palgbat. Col. Floyed occupied Satyamangalam; but in spite 
of the natural barriers of mountain and water, Tipu came upon him 
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so suddenly that he had to evacuate the fot:t and retreat wi~ heavy 
losses. The English forces returned to Co:unbatore and T1PU after 
pursuing them some distance changed his tactics a~d m~r~ed 
southwards taking Daraporam, Erode an.d other. strategic positions. 
An English division which was proceeding to lnvade Barahmahal 
and surprise Ki~tnagiri was f.oiled ip the attempt. ,Tipu's e~cellent 
intelligence service had appnsed him of the enem~ s mtentlOn and 
witb amazing rapidity he checkmated them. Heanng that Medows 
was hastening to tbe aid of the English he withdrew his troops with 
equal alacrity to the Coromandel Coast and entirely reduced the 
countryside and penetrated into the heart of the English territory. 
Fortune was less kind to him in the western districts where be lost 
Cannanore. Thus ended the first stage of the war completely 
establishing Tipu's superiority in arms. He thus proved himself 
to be a skilful general, a strategist and tactician of the first order. 
The rapidity of his movements testified to his boundless energy and 
confounded his enemies. . 

The arrival of Lord Cornwallis in December, 1790, to conduct 
the campaign personally marks the second stage of the war. His 
presence instilled fresh vigour in the ranks of the British army. 
The allies-the Mahrattas and the Nizam-who had been lukewarm 
so far stirred themselves into activity. Cornwallis was bent upon 
prosecuting the war to a vigorous finish. It must not be supposed 
that he underestimated the prowess of his adversary. However he 
openly declared that in this war be had everything to lose and 
nothing to gain and would be for ever disgraced if Tipu beat him.l 

Cornwallis assumed command of the British forces at Vellout near 
Vellore and made straigbt for Bangalore. He did not meet with 
any resistance till he reached Bangalore and laid siege to it. 

When the assault was made Tipu's garrison put up a stubborn 
fight and did not surrender till their gallant commandant, Babadur 
Khan, fell fighting. Cornwallis was so greatly impressed by his 
gallantry that he at once took charge of his dead body, preserved it 
in a coffin and offered to send it to Tipu for burial with due honour. 
Tipu was filled with admiration for his lordship's chivalrous gesture 
and despatched on the same day the following letter from his camp: 

'I am in receipt of your lordship's friendly letter saying that 
Bahadur Khan .had performed every act of bravery and courage, 
loyalty and fidelity and had at length laid down his life in my service. 
Befitting your own high rank and station you had caused the body 
of Bahadur Khan to be preserved in a coffin. If I so wished you 
would send it to my camp or else, I might depute some people'from 

1 Coruwalli!';' Correspondence, Ed. Ross, Vol. II, page 52. 
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here to bury it at Bangalore. This act of yours has convinced me 
of the perfectly noble qualities of your leadership. Doubtless, it 
is incumbent on great Chiefs to pay particular attention to matters 
of this nature. I therefore request that since there are Muham
madans in Bangalore who are acquainted with the funeral rites that 
have to be performed, the body may be handed to them with 
directions to bury it, in one of the shrines sacred to the inemory of 
the saints. Dated the 23rd March, 1791.' 1 

The next objective after Bangalore was Seringapatam, Tipu's 
capital, towards which Cornwallis now decided to advance. On the 
way he was joined by the Nizam's forces under Raja Tejwant. 
Success seemed within his grasp; but Tipu's cavalry so effectively 
cut off his communications and his supplies that he had to beat a 
hasty retreat to Bangalore. 

Early in the following year (1792) Cornwallis once again set out 
for Seringapatam accompanied by the Nizam's forces. The lessons 
of the last campaign were not lost on him and this time he took every 
precaution to keep his communications open. The Mahratta and 
the Bombay armies were then operating in the west so successfully 
that when Cornwallis moved 'towards Seringapatam Tipu was like 
a person entrapped without the least hope of being rescued. He 
avoided the fatal blow by immediately seeking for peace. The 
victorious allies dictated their own terms. He was forced to part 
with half of his dominions, pay three crores and thirty lakhs of rupees 
as indemnity and surrender two of his sons as hostages. 

It will be seen that Tipu held his own against his adversaries, 
the English, during the first two years of the war in spite of the fact 
that he had just emerged from a conflict with the Mahrattas and the 
Nizam. He had beaten Medows and confounded Cornwallis. It was 
not until the Mahrattas and the Nizam had entered the arena that 
the Mysore Tiger was brought to bay. The cause of his ultimate 
failure has therefore to be sought for in quarters other than the 
field of battle. 

Far and away from the theatres of war, diplomatic agents at 
Poona and Hyderabad were briskly canvassing for support for one 
side or another. Every argument, every inducement was employed 
by them. Cornwallis was ably served in both the courts by men 
who eventually carried their point. On the 29th December, 1789, 
Tipu attacked the Travancore Lines and on the 8th February, 1790, 
Charles Malet, the English Resident at Poona, communicated to 
Cornwallis with 'patriotic delight' that the Peshwa's government 

1 I.R.D., Original Persian Letter Received, 23 March, 1791, No. 78. 
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had declared its readiness to side with the English against Tipu.1 

On the 6th June a treaty was executed formally between the parties 
by which the terms of mutual co-operation were fixed. While Malet 
was thus engaged at Poona, Sir John Kennaway, the Resident at 
Hyderabad, induced the Nizam to join this alliance of the three 
powers-the English, the Nizam and the Mahrattas. 

The formation of this confederacy was a great triumph for 
Cornwallis as it meant the bringing together of mutually hostile 
parties into the same camp. The Mahrattas and the Nizam were 
jealous of each other and viewed their mutual activities with profound 
suspicion. But the dread of Tipu provided the meeting ground and 
hatred of the common foe held the alliance together. No wonder 
that they fell out as soon as the danger was removed. 

It reflects great credit to the diplomatic skill of Malet that he suc
ceeded in inducing the Peshwa's government first to join the alliance 
and then to participate actively in the w.ar, for Nana Farnavis, who 
directed the affairs of the Peshwa's government, was the most difficult 
person for negotiation. His tactics consisted in evasion and procras
tination. He would keep half a dozen ambassadors hanging around 
him at Poona without giving a definite reply to the point at issue. 
He believed that with the passage of time every question would solve 
itself. Nana was intrigued when the English proposed the alliance, 
but he would have prolonged the negotiations as was his wont, had 
not Tipu already taken the field. The Nizam was conspiring with 
the English and in case they united firmly there would be an end 
to his dreams of ultimately subjugating the Nizam. He therefore 
gave his consent to the conclusion of the treaty which was soon 
executed and ratified in due form. How anxious Lord Cornwallis 
was to form this alliance and what importance he attached to it 
may be gathered from the compliments he bestowed on Malet on the 
successful conclusion of the negotiations when he said that he was 
I personally obliged' to the Resident and would recommend him 
for I some distinguished mark of approbation from the Court of 
Directors' .2 

Again, in his letter to Kennaway he thus expressed himself: 
• Without the co-operation of the Mahrattas I could not flatter 
myself with a certain prospect of a speedy conclusion as well as the 
decided success of the war, two events which are absolutely necessary 
to save the government and indeed the English Company's affairs 
from the greatest possible distress; besides that if they had not 
taken part with us there would always have been reason to apprehend 

1 Poona Residency Correspondence, Volume III, page 69. 
2 Ibid., page 174. 
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that their jealousy of our getting the Nizam out of their hands might 
in the course of the contest have been inclined them to take part 
against us'. 1 

The negotiations with the Nizam presented a peculiar difficulty. 
He hated and feared Tipu and was only too eager for an alliance with 
the English. Cornwallis offered him the hand of fellowship. He 
would fain have grasped it but shrank back on learning that the 
Mahrattas were also to join the confederacy. The Nizam knew 
that Nana Farnavis had designed on him and suspected that he had 
joined the confederacy to mobilize his armies and march them up to 
the frontiers of Hyderabad and during his absence from his dominions, 
the Mahratta hordes might overrun his country. And he had good 
ground for entertaining such suspicion. Only three years ago 
when the combined armies of the Nizam and the Peshwa were 
fighting Tipu, Holkar had treacherously raided the Nawab's dominion 
in collusion with Tipu. 2 The Nizam therefore insisted that a separate 
article in their treaty must guarantee the integrity of his territories. 
This was an impossible demand as it was bound to offend Mahratta 
susceptibilities. 

The Nizam's principal object in seeking the alliance with the 
English was his emancipation from the power of the Mahrattas but 
Cornwallis' views were confined to the reduction of Tipu's power 
and speedy termination of the war. It therefore required much 
coaxing and persuasion to make him subscribe to the treaty already 
formed with the Peshwa. Not until he had received definite and 
repeated assurances in private regarding the English assistance in 
case of Mahratta aggression, did he sign the treaty and join the 
confederacy. 

While Cornwallis was thus exerting by every means to reconcile 
the conflicting interests of the Nizam and the Mahrattas, Tipu on 
his part, was casting about in every direction for help and support. 
He sent his emissaries to every Court and opened correspondence with 
each one of them. But he lacked the brilliant advocacy and per
suasive eloquence which Cornwallis and his agents employed to 
such good purpose. And he thus failed to win a single ally. 

At the outset of the war, Tipu wrote to General Medows assuring 
him that he did not intend to fight the English and lamented the 
misunderstanding that had caused the two powers to mass their 
troops near the Travancore Lines. To restore mutual confidence 
he proposed to send a deputy to explain matters. But Cornwallis 

1 Poona Residency Correspondence, Volume III, page 157. 
2 Ibid., pages 259, 266, 268. 
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had ah;eady determined to fight .to the finish and so the proposals 
of an amicable settlement met Wlth no response. 

Tipu then concentrated on winning over the Mahrattas. He 
succeeded in enlisting the influential support of the Rasta family to 
advance his cause. His envoys entered Poona with Luximan Rao 
Rasta at the head of a stately procession heralded by the boom of 
guns announcing the capture of the Travancore Lines by Tipu. 
They brought with them liberal supplies of money and offer of 
territory. 1 

The negotiations opened in an atmosphere of hopefulness. 
There was great excitement at Poona. It was even feared that civil 
strife might break out, if Rasta was not allowed to have his own 
way. Malet was alarmed. The treaty between the English and 
the Peshwa, although discussed and approved, had not yet been 
executed. The enemy's envoys were publicly received. The Mah
ratta contingent that was to join the English detachment from 
Bombay according to the plan agreed -upon was not yet moving. 
All these circumstances joined to confirm the suspicions of double
dealing on the part of Nana Famavis. 

Malct was not the man to take all this lying down. He vehe
mently opposed the public reception of Tipu's envoys and in every 
meeting with the Peshwa's ministers urged their dismissal, pointing 
out the incompatibility of their engagements with the English and 
the continued residence of these envoys at Poona. His labours 
bore fruit. Nana for once seemed to have made up his mind to join 
the confederacy and reject the overtures of Tipu. At the same time 
he was determined to extract from the envoys the money that they 
had brought with them. This was however no very difficult problem 
for a man of Nana's resourcefulness. A little coaxing, a little gentle 
pressure and they yielded up the treasure amounting to IS lakbs 
of rupees. 

These poor creatures were no match for Nana's cunning. They 
were so completely subjugated by his dominant personality that 
they not only failed to achieve their object but also by placing IS 
lakbs of rupees in the hands of N ana provided him with funds for 
equipping an army against their master. 

Meantime the war raged fiercely. Disappointed at Poona, 
Tipu concentrated on detaching the Nizam from the confederacy. 
He had already been intriguing at Hyderabad but now renewed his 
efforts with greater zea1. He applied to the Nizam, bis generals and 
ministers in the name of Islam to unite with him 'for the greater 
strength and glory of the" true faith'. To the Nizam he wrote 

1 Poona Residency Correspondence, Volume III, pages 133, 138, 159. 
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thus: t The advantages and benefits of unity and harmony· among 
the followers of Islam are certainly exposed to your full view and 
indeed they cannot remain hidden from your omniscient wisdom. 
Similarly, the good and evil of the circumstances of other peoples of 
the present times must be clear to the presence. I am sure that 
your blessed. mind is ever engaged in adopting measures to increase 
the power of Islam and the splendour of the faith of Muhammad as 
indeed befits the world of leadership and your good name. You 
will please suggest the ways and means for affording protection to 
the honour, life and property of the people who are dependent on 
Muhammadan chiefs and who in fact cO.l.1stitute a unique trust held 
for God, the Real Master. It is unnecessary to write more. I have 
in view only the welfare of the creatures of God and the progress of 
the finn faith. I have despatched Mahdi Ali Khan to seek the honour 
of waiting on you and of informing you of the particulars of my 
sincerity and attachment with a view to removing your displeasure. 
I hope you will honour me by your letters'.1 

But Mahdi Ali Khan was no diplomat. He simply acted as a 
courier and impressed nobody. His feeble efforts were easily thwarted 
by the circumspection of Kennaway, the English Resident at Hydera
bad. Far .from pressing his mission he failed even to obtain an 
audience with the Nizam or his minister. But Tipu was in dead 
earnest. After his letter to the Nizam he wrote one to his wife, 
Bakhshi Begam. This was rather an unusual step to take, for the 
ladies of the harem are not supposed to take active part in politics 
or interest themselves in affairs of State. Tipu was however deter
mined to leave no stone unturned. He addressed the Begam in the 
following tenns : 

, Your Highness well knows the kindness and favour which 
out of consideration for the attachment manifested by my late father 
in the Arcot war, you were pleased to show to us and which has 
suffered no diminution up to the present moment. I am fully 
convinced that the foundation of the true religion of Islam derives 
strength from his Highness, the Nizam and the Muhammadan 
Chiefs receive support from him. It appears now that owing to 
the representations of interested persons the mind of His Highness 
which is bright as the sun is clouded with the dust of displeasure. 
I hope that you will be pleased to make use of your friendly inter
position so that His Highness's gracious favour may be manifested 
towards me, the enemies of the true religion be overthrown and the 
troops which are supposed to have been sent to their assistance be 
recalled. In order to represent these points of ancient and present 

1 I.R.D., Original Persian Letter Received, II January, 1792, No. 16. 
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attach~ent and to sbow my readiness to conform to His Highness's 
wishes, Mahdi Ali Khan, wbo bas long since been employed in an 
ambassadorial capacity to the presence, is deputed to you. He will 
minutely represent all the circumstances. What more need I 
say?' 1 

The reports of these intrigues naturally alarmed Cornwallis 
and be made anxious enquiries about their nature and extent. 
Kennaway allayed the fears of his lordship by assuring him that 
the allies could be trusted on this occasion to remain steadfast to 
their treaty' from its being in their interest to adhere to it. Besides 
that it would be difficult for him (Tipu) to hold out objects which 
they will not obtain in a more complete manner by an honourable 
and upright conduct. I conceive the security they derive from the 
treaty against the effects of his future ambition and resentment 
(effects of which without our support they would have serious reason 
to be apprehensive of) gives us a hold on them which I can bardly 
imagine we may not with safety trust -to '.2 Kennaway was right. 
In reply to his impassioned appeals Tipu was coldly referred by the 
Nizam and his wife to Lord Cornwallis for any negotiations he had 
to make. 

This is not the solitary instance of Tipu's failure in diplomacy, 
as we have noticed above. In bis time he entered into negotiations 
with all the Indian powers and even made overtures to Afghanistan, 
Turkey and France. But everywhere he failed. Diplomacy was 
not his line. Though he penned his letters himself and was the 
master of an elegant style in Persian, and though he watched with a 
keen eye every detail of his administration, he was essentially a 
man of the sword, not a diplomat. 

1 1.R.D., Original Persian Letter Received, 13 August, 1791, No. 379. 
2 Poona Residency Correspondence, Vol. III, page 464. 



VILLAGE ORGANIZATION IN SOUTH INDIA AT THE 
ADVENT OF BRITISH RULE 

By C. S. SRINIVASACHARI, Annamalai University 

I 

The indigenous system of village autonomy survived to a much 
later date in the southern districts of the Presidency than in the 
other parts and was remarkable for its local ties and local strength. 
The chiefships in the villages and village-groups were largely heredi
tary; and the village administration continued to run along the old 
time-honoured grooves, as in the days of Chola and Vijayanagara 
rule. The Maratha system of administration which influenced it 
in a number of phases, cherished the old village unit, but dumped 
a number of its own men in the place of the ancient native district 
and local officers; and they came to be regarded as being of the type 
of zamindars; they also preserved the Hindu character of the rural 
administrators to a large extent. 

According to the Fifth Report, the typical village community 
of South India was composed of tenant-right men and was rather 
aristocratic than otherwise in its constitution. A village comprised 
some hundreds or thousands of acres of arable and waste land, and 
resembled a corporation or township when politically viewed. The 
headman had the general superintendence of affairs, settled the 
minor disputes of the inhabitants, relating to property rights and 
usage, attended to the routine police duties, and collected the 
revenues of the village. The karnam kept the accounts of cultiva
tion and registered everything connected with it. The taliari 
gathered information concerning crimes and other kinds of offences, 
escorted persons travelling from one village to another; while his 
understrapper, the totie, guarded the crops and assisted in measuring 
them. The boundary-man preserved the limits of the village and the 
cultivated fields and gave evidence respecting them in cases of dispute. 
Another local functionary superintended the water courses and tanks 
and regulated the distribution of water for purposes of agriculture. 
The village purohit, the school-master, the smith, the carpenter, the 
potter, the washerman, the barber and the cattle-keeper were 
among the other hereditary servants of the village community. 
Wherever the popu1ar element continued to be dominant, the 
proprietary members of the village community were all equal and 
considered themselves masters of the village, as well as the proprie
tors of all the lands attached to it and controllers of the other inha
bitants. They held fast to the conviction that the watchmen, 
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priests,-artificers, etc. were their servants rather than village officers. 
The common affairs of the village were managed not by one headman, 
holding his office directly from the government, but by a committee 
of the landed proprietors of the locality. The local officials were 
either elected by the proprietary community or permitted to be 
hereditary in their duties and offices. The members of this type of 
democratic panchayat claimed their power and authority only as 
representatives of the general body of proprietors. They exercised 
personal influence and arbitrated effectively in all disputes that were 
voluntarily referred to them; but they did not claim or exercise the 
right to decide on the claims and disputes of other proprietors or pass 
decisions on suits not voluntarily referred to them. The controlling 
officers of the government did not ordinarily interfere directly in the 
village affairs, so long as the proprietors agreed among themselves. 
They regarded the village community as a body corporate and, as 
such, transacted with them all business only through their natural 
representatives, viz. the panchayat. ' The body of proprietors 
had a machinery for distributing all the burdens and imports on the 
inhabitants and made engagements in common with the cultivators. 
But they never carried on the cultivation in common. Every 
village was divided into a certain number of fixed portions called 
ploughs; and 'a plough was rather like an algebraical symbol to 
express a fixed share, than a literal plough '. 

II 
The arable land was divided into a definite number of ploughs 

and every cultivator's or proprietor's holding was expressed in terms 
of ploughs. All imposts, whether of government demand or of 
common expenses, were assessed at so much for each plough and 
each man was asked to pay accordingly. In the first instance lands 
were probably redistributed by way of guarding against possible 
inequalities of advantages and disadvantages; but the holdings 
came in course of time to be generally fixed for a length of time and 
subject only to occasionally ret.'Urring redistributions. But so 
much of the common right remained that' the members might 
claim periodical remeasurements and readjustments of holdings 
and payments to rectify the inequalities and alterations of boun
daries which might gradually arise'. The grazing ground of the 
village was always in common enjoyment; but the boundary hedges 
or marks between the grazing grounds of adjoining villages was 
jealously maintained; and disputes about them led to frequent 
bloody affrays. Whenever fresh and hitherto uncultivated land 
was brought under cultivation, it was 'either shared by all, the 
number of ploughs remaining the same, or if aU did not desire fresh 
land certain members were by common consent allowed to create 
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fresh shares'. But when the grazing ground was no larger than 
sufficient to afford pasture to the village cattle, no one was permitted 
to break it up at all for adding to the cultivated acreage. 

In a particular class of large villages there existed generally 
two or three great divisions called pattees; each pattee traditionally 
enjoyed some share in the representativ~ panchayat of the community. 
Claim to the office of the Panch was generally deemed to lie 
in the possession of a large stake in the village and to, some extent 
in personal fitness and seniority generally obtained a preference 
provided that other qualifications existed. The Panchayat acted 
always as representatives, and on many subjects they consulted 
their constituencies before resolving on decisions. Their jurisdiction 
over village affairs Was never definitely demarcated. The account
ant, the money-lender and the small trader were regarded 'rather 
as allies than as subjects' of the village panchayat; but they were 
allowed no voice in the control of affairs. All the other servants, 
carpenters, blacksmiths, priests, etc. were classed as inferiors and 
received traditionally fixed allowances in grain. These strong 
village communities permitted no encroachments on their time
honoured privileges and there was generally no middle-man between 
them and government. They paid their revenue generally direct 
to the government agent; and the latter confined himself generally 
to the power delegated to him and did not interfere with the com
munity. 

The word miras, originally signifying inheritance, was employed 
in the Tamil districts, particularly in Tanj ore , as 'a general term 
to designate a variety of rights, differing in nature and degree, but 
all more or less connected with proprietary possession, the maniyams, 
lands free of tax, fees at various rates, received in kind from the 
general produce and other privileges of the Kaniyatchikar, Kanikar, 
Karnam, Talaiyari, the Vetti, the Carpenter, Ironsmith, Wasberman, 
etc. is called miras. The right of the permanent cultivator to the 
hereditary usufruct of the land is also called Miras. So is the rigbt 
to the sarkar share of the produce of the land, held by special grant 
under the various denominations of Sarvamanyam, Ardhamanyam, 
Srotriyam, Kandikam, Enam, M okassah, etc. So also, in fine, is 
any office, privilege or emolument descending hereditarily.' 

M irasi in land rights and the mirasi rights of the village officers 
differ considerably from district to district. In the districts of 
Cbingleput and North and South Arcots, landed mirasi is marked 
by a distinction, nowhere else known; and the proprietary mirasdars 
hold a certain extent of land, free of all assessment and are entitled 
to receive fees under various denominations, from the gross produce 
of all taxable lands and a portion of the produce, from all lands 
cultivated. by payacaris or persons not mirasdars. This species of 
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mi"asi is-divided into two kinds, i.e. where the whole lands of the 
village are held jointly and either cultivated in common or divided 
yearly, or at some other fixed period-or where the lands are held 
in severalty and subject, consequently, to no periodical redistribution. 
In the districts to the south of the Coleroon the whole of the lands 
with the exception of the official man yams are taxable. 

General William Blackburne, Resident at Tanjore, in a memo
randum which he submitted to Lord William Bentinck in 1804, 
on the mirasi right as it existed in Tanjore at that time, said,-'It 
possesses a11 the essential qualities of property and has been held 
sacred by every successive government. In its origin it was probably 
derived from the grant of the sovereign.' (Vide The Tanjore 
Manual, pp. 397-400.) The distinctive feature of the mirasi tenure, 
a feature as ancient apparently as the tenure itself which still survives 
is the division of the village into equal shares, each made up so as 
to yield an equal amount of produce, and each including a propor
tionate share of all the benefits of common property, such as the 
use of the village waste, mines, quarries, fisheries, forests and pas
turage. Sales, mortgages and gifts of mirasi shares, with a11 these 
incidental rights are recognized and enforced by courts of law. 
Sales of waste land alone, to the extent, of course, of the share of the 
alienor, have likewise been recognized. In Tanjore, the constitu
tion of the village government was essentially that of a body demo
cratic in its organization. There was no patel or headman as in the 
Maratha country, nor anyone corresponding to the Peddakapu 
of the Northern Sarkars or the Reddi of the Ceded Districts. Neither 
the report of the Commissioners appointed in 1798, nor any of the 
other early records exhibit a trace of such an office having ever 
existed in this district. The first attempt to establish the office 
of the village munsiff with police and judicial functions was made in 
1816 when the Regulations of the Madras Code were passed. But 
notwithstanding all the efforts then made, ~~he attempt did not 
succeed beyond creating a nominal head for each village. The 
Collector experienced the greatest difficulty in inducing one of the 
mirasdars to undertake the work. It was not until 1836 that the head 
of the village was also made an agent for the collection of the,public 
revenue under the title of Pattamaniagar, imported apparently 
from the practice of Coimbatore. This measure also did not prove 
successful; and the only success that has been obtained in service is 
in the matter of the officer making collections of kists. The object 
of creating a village headman that commands the respect of the 
mirasdars has not been reached. l 

1 The significance of the word miras was intensive in the Jaghir District of 
Chingleput and in the 1'anjore Delta. It denoted a variety of rights differing in 
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III 
The office of karnam as part of the old village institution, was 

purely that of a private accountant employed to keep the private 
accounts of the mirasdars; and there eXlst even at the present day 
traces of such an office, under the designation of Kudikarnam, as 
distinguished from the Sarkarkarnam,-which exists in the Pattu
kottai taluk, where the ryots, from their comparative ignorance 
and the large seize of the villagers, cannot afford to dispense with 
assistance in this shape. The commissioners of 1799, noted the 
marked absence in Tanjore of any kind of efficient rural official 
agency to look after the interests of government. The office of 
karnam, on its present footing as that of a govemment servant, was 
created only in 1807; and in his remuneration was also included a 
small grain-fee which had been allowed to the K udikarnam. It was 
only in 1852 that the karnam's fund, as in other cognate cases, 
was incorporated with the revenues of the State; and their salaries 
became a direct charge on the State exchequer. The T alayari was, 
likewise, a private servant of the village community. By the 
Police Regulation XI of 1816, he was declared to be part of the regu
lar police establishment; but he did not do any regular police duties. 
Eventually in 1860 when the mofussil police was reorganized, all 
claims to the services of the T alayari as a servant of the State, were 
formally abandoned. The ordinary emoluments of the Talaiari, like 
those of other village servants, were derived from percentages on 
the gross produce of the land, called svatantrams. A moiety of the 
Talayari's svatantram has been resumed and appropriated for the 
govemment village establishment. 

Previously the contributions of the mirasdars for the kaval or 
police duties of the villages were not regulated according to any 
fixed scale while their contributions in support of temples and 
pur6hits were equally undefined. They varied in different parts 
of the district. In some places they were in the shape of assignment 

nature and degree, but all more or less connected with proprietary possession, or 
usufruct, of the soil and its produce. The difference was of course well recognized 
between mirasi in land and the mirasi of the village officials. The mirasi dght was 
an ancient and hoary one; and is contributed to make the village community in 
Tanjore a particularly vital form of democratic corporation. The question of the 
existence of village communities in Malabar was vigorously discussed by the early 
British administrators of that country. Sir Thomas Munro seems to have felt that 
the Desam was the name of the ancient village community, and did not attach 
much importance to the Tara which organization was changed into the Hobali 
system, or subordinate direct establishments under the Company's rwe. But the 
H obali only served to lengthen the chain of officials between the Collector and the 
actual peasants. It was replaced, after a period of trial, by the existing amsom 
system; and for each amsom, the most influential of the Desavalis, therein was chOseD 
as the adhikari. 
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of the entire produce of particular fields; and in otbers tbey consti
tuted percentages on the entire produce of tbe village. These were 
later on reduced to a unifonn scale of percentages. But except 
in the case of the perquisites of the karnam, the temple and the 
village purohit, government never took it upon themselves to control 
the actual disbursements, but left this task entirely to the discretion 
of the mirasdars; and the latter dealt with them very much as it 
suited their convenience or inclinations. Thus to the talaiari, 
the vettiyan and the niranikyam, they have, in some cases, assigned 
instead of grain fees, sma11 plots of land on which of course they 
pay the full assessment to government. In some cases they give 
these such grain allowances as have been agreed to between the 
employers and the employed. As regards other village servants 
they had in some cases discontinued a11 payments. The village 
doctor and the paU£gar have in many places disappeared altogether. 
The employment and dismissal of the village servants have always 
rested with the mirasdars themselves. The old a110wance of the 
village poor was abolished at the same time as the pagoda and 
Brahman svatanlrams. Of the percentage fees for the doctor, the 
patt£gar (watcher of stray cattle), niranikyam (distributor of water), 
vettiydn (scavenger), talaiari (watcher), the government moiety 
was resumed and appropriated to the improvement of the govern
ment village establishment at the revision of 1868. The village 
doctor and the pattigar had ceased to exist and the rest had become 
entirely private servants of the mirasdars and were not available 
for any State service. The Government's normal village establish
ment consisted of the village maniagdr, the karnam and the vettiydn 
(village peon, who differs from the Mirasdars' Vettiyan and more 
properly styled V icharippukaran) for each of the vattams in the 
district. 

The duties of the village headman were defined in Regulation 
XI of 1816; but its interpretation in reference to his police duties 
was soon changed. Where village offices were hereditary, heirs 
succeeded in the usual course, under the terms of the prevailin~ law 
of inheritance which was modified only to the extent of precluding 
any partition of the- office. Females and minors did in special cases 
succeed appointing gumastahs or proxies with the permission of the 
Collector. Disputes about the village offices were settled by the 
Collector of the District under Regulation VI of 1831 and an appeal 
lies to the Board of Revenue and to Government. 

The village servants were paid in some cases by the enjoyment 
of government land rent-free, or on a trifling assessment called jodi, 
by contributions of grain by villagers, by the assignment of State 
dues on particular pieces of land and by salaries. When land 
questions were involved in the emoluments of office, disputes are 
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frequent and decided usually by suits before the Collector under 
Regulation of 1831. The system of payment by inams from Govern
ment or by merahs from villagers waS regarded as objectionable; 
and the tendency came to substitute salaries in all cases wherever 
possible. The inam rules framed by Government provided for the 
raising of the beneficial rate of assessment on lands hitherto inam, 
while withdrawing some of the State-claims on the lands and giving 
an absolute ownership in them to the present occupant. By a 
combination of these two measures Government make' a complete 
revision of the village establishments in the direction of substituting 
stipends. The revision of village establishments followed the 
Revenue Settlement Department and went on, pari passu with it. 
The salaries in the revised establishments were paid from a fund 
called the Village Service Fund. To this were credited all the new 
quit-rents which came in from enfranchised lands, formerly inam 
and paying little or nothing. 

In revising village establishments small villages were generally 
clubbed together in order to reduce the establishment charges 
wherever necessary or possible with reference to the assets avail
able for payment; but care was taken that the clubbing was not to 
be carried too far. A resident munsiff and a talaiari were always 
provided for each village; and the wishes of the villagers were, as 
far as possible, consulted in carrying out the clubbing of the village 
units. In the revision the number of servants is generally reduced, 
but their remuneration is as a rule improved. 

The artisan non-government village offices like those of the 
shroff, potter, smith, carpenter, astrologer, etc. remained hereditary 
as far as possible; and disputed cases of hereditary succession were 
tried as in the other case, under Regulation VI of 1831. Owing to 
illegal alienation and to irregular applications of the Hindu law of 
property on demise, many superfluous claimants to village service 
emoluments quickly rose Up.1 

1 A practical effect of the revision of village service remunerations was seen 
from the two following cases: (1) A village servant is in the enjoyment of government 
land and pays no assessment on it or only a nominal jodi. Under the revision he 
receives a salary instead of the emolument. Government will make him proprietor 
of his piece of land, which will henceforth have no connection with the office, and will 
be an alienable piece of property belonging to the individual; and the government 
will henceforth tax the land with land revenue, amounting not however to the full 
amount, but only to I, in consideration of the long period during which the land 
was looked upon by the people as quasi-private property. (2) A village servant 
derives teervaimanyam. In this case, if enfranchisement is applied, the ryot 
or third person, continues to pay to the village servant in whose name the inam has 
been enfranchised, the full assessment, and the inamdar pays to government I, 
keeping t for himself. The ryot neither loses nor gains. 

In some localities a number of persons divide the emoluments in this way, 
one of the number only being the actual working officer. When such persons can 
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Madras Regulation XI of 1816 defined the powers and duties 
of the village headmen in criminal cases. Regulation IV of 1821 
gave them power to punish village thefts. Regulation IV of 1816 
gave them judicial powers as village munsiffs and regulates the 
procedure to be observed in trying petty civil suits for sums of money 
or other personal property to a limited amount. Later acts were 
not productive of any great radical change. 

The old system of accounts in Government taluk offices and 
villages was extremely complicated and cumbrous. In 1855, 
J ayaram Chetty, an experienced official, began a thorough revision. 
under orders of Government. The Dravidian vernaculars were 
introduced instead of Marathi, as the language of accounts. Till 
then the superior Indian revenue officers knew to read and write 
in Marathi. As one result of this, the village accounts originally 
written by the karnams in the local vernacular, had to be transcribed 
in full before they could be used in the taluk and higher offices. The 
use of Marathi was discontinued by order of Government from the 
beginning of Fusli 1265 (July, 1856). Accounts on cadjan had to be 
discontinued on account of its many inconveniences; and the kar
nams were required to write on paper. A manual was published for 
village accounts in 1855. The revision of taluk accounts followed; 
and a manual for these was brought out in 1858. These were 
enforced in all districts shortly after it. The introduction of forms 
with printed headings began about that time. 1 

show a long prescriptive enjoyment of their emoluments, however erroneously 
acquired in the first instance. they are allowed to enfranchise on § assessment. 
The rules have been very liberally interpreted. The fees from villagers are no 
longer paid in these cases. Government makes good the fees to the officers on the 
salaries which they give them and take from the villagers one anna cess to recoup 
themselves. 

1 T~e man~ls have been revised, the revisi.on being necessitated by changes, 
i.e. the llltroductlOn of survey and settlement, znam :>rttlements. the abolition of 
!he mo~urpha (or ,profession tax), the disco~tinuanc~ of the o~lugu renting system 
III Tan]ore and Tinnevelly and of the amam system III many dIstricts the abolition 
of garden-rates, the creation of local fund circles and the like. Record~ of the village 
officials are delivered over at the end of the year to the taluk where they are kept 
in saf~ custody: The accounts show the l?rogress of ~ltivation and the progress 
made III collectlllg the State dues. They lllclude a ram register and a register of 
births and deaths. The object of the annual accounts is to adjust the yearly demand 
betvy-ec:n the Sta~e and the ryots. The quinquennial accounts maintained are purely 
statistical, shoWlng the rent-roll, the population, the number of ploughs and live
stock and the number of irrigation works in repair. 



THE SEARCH OF MANUSCRIPTS 

By AMARANATHA IRA 

Every schoolboy knows Macaulay's contempt for Oriental 
Literature and the emphatic expression which he gave to it. Sydney 
Smith once said, 'I wish I could be as certain about anything as 
Tom Macaulay is about everything'. Well, Macaulay was not 
alone in his generation in disparaging the literature of the East. 
There were many others, even in a later generation, who regarded 
both Indian scholars and Indian scholarship as being very inferior. 
In noting on a propos:? I suggesting the compilation of a catalogue 
of all the Sanskrit MSS. preserved in the libraries of India and 
Europe, Whitley Stokes, Secretary to the Council of the Governor
General for making Laws and Regulations, wrote thus on August 
6, 1868: 

'I know of no Native scholar possessed of the requisite 
learning, accuracy, and persistent energy, I know of no 
European scholar in India possessed of the requisite time, or 
who might not be more usefully employed in making original 
researches. ' 

But the most remarkable passage in Mr. Stokes' note is the 
following: 

'To Europe we should send everything obtained in working 
out this scheme,-original MSS., copies, extracts; for in Europe 
alone are the true principles of criticism and philology under
stood and applied, and, fifty years hence, in Europe alone will 
any intelligent interest be felt in Sanskrit literature. There 
will then, it is safe to say, be as few Sanskrit scholars in India 
as there are now Greek scholars in Greece.' 

But Mr. Stokes ended his note with the sentence: 
'But whatever may be done, I trust that no time may be 

lost in doing something. The climate and the white-ants of India 
are fell destroyers of manuscripts. The old race of Sastris is 
dying out; the younger Natives are losing their interest in the 
study and preservation of their national literature; and it is 
safe to say that in another generation, unless the Government 
bestir itself at once, much of value that is now procurable will 
have disappeared for ever.' 
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On ·November 3, 1868, His Excellency in Councll accorded his 
general approval to the scheme in regard to the discovery and preser
vation of the records of ancient Sanskrit literature. But His Ex
cellency specially suggested the desirability of bearing in mind the 
subjects which European scholars deem most valuable, and that MSS. 
of the Vedas and Vedangas, and of their commentaries, law-books, 
grammars, vocabularies, and philosophical treatises, should be re
garded as of primary importance. Mr. Ralph Griffith, Inspector of 
Schools, and later well known as a Sanskrit scholar, had the foresight 
to sound a note of warning. He said that if it was known that books 
are sought after only to be removed from this country, Indians could 
not reasonably be expected to sympathize; but that the general 
sympathy of the people could be engaged by giving out that the 
books were to be preserved here for the benefit of the Indians. 

Dr. Kie1horn, then Superintendent of Sanskrit Studies at the 
Deccan College, suggested in 1870 seven rules for observance: 

(a) All Catalogues should be prepared by Sanskrit scholars, 
Native or European; when prepared by Native scholars, 
they should be written (if possible) in the Devanagri 
character. 

(b) The catalogues should give the following information: 
1. The title of the work. 2. The name of the author. 

3. The number of leaves, the average number of 
lines on each page, and the number of slokas. 4. 
The age of the manuscripts. 5. Substance on 
which written, and character. 6. Where deposited, 
and in whose possession. 

(c) All works catalogued should be classified according to 
their contents in one uniform manner. 

These have continued in the main to be the main lines on 
which Catalogues are still made. 

The Inspector-General of Education in the Central Provinces 
made a curious statement. He said in 1876: I There is not a single 
seat of ancient Sanskrit learning in these Provinces. The few 
manuscripts that exist were probably brought from Northern or 
Western India by immigrant Pandits-not, I should say, themselves 
very learned men, but rather adventurers, who accompanied invading 
Mahrattas. Even now there are only thirteen towns in the Central 
Provinces of more than 10,000 inhabitants. In other parts of 
India Sanskrit learning is dying or dead; here it never existed, and 
is not likely now to commence.' These remarks seem curious, 
because whoever has any knowledge of the C.P. students is impressed 
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with their proficiency in Sanskrit, which must be due in the main 
to home influence rather than school training. 

From the Director of Public Instruction in Oudh came a similar 
story: 'The Sanskrit pathasalas, which are the only existing means 
for perpetuating Sanskrit learning, are rapidly dying out. Sanskrit 
learning does not pay in these days.' 

A good-natured smile may be permitted at the luguhrious 
prophecies indulged in by the administrators about sixty or seventy 
years ago. Sanskrit education has spread and the number of those 
reading Sanskrit to-day is perhaps larger than ever before. Nor is 
Sanskrit scholarship despised any more than other studies that 
have a cultural as distinct from a purely utilitarian value. Every 
lover of Sanskrit owes a debt of gratitude to Pandit Radha-Krishna 
of Lahore, at whose instance the Governor-General ordered the 
search and cataloguing of Sanskrit MSS. But it was a :pity that no 
steps were taken towards the preservation and collectton of MSS. 
in the modern languages. It is even now not too late. Some work 
has been done in a few provinces, but still much remains to be done. 
The works in these living languages will help us to reconstruct the 
history of our country much more fully and satisfactorily than has 
been possible heretofore, and one may confidently expect that our 
popular Ministries will take active interest in this very important 
matter. Chronicles; songs celebrating some popular ruler or warrior; 
descriptions of apparel and jewellery; accounts of popular pastimes ; 
geographical divisions; social customs; details of the administrative 
system; growth and evolution of languages and literary forms
what vast and varied possibilities open out before us and how much 
light can these unknown manuscripts throw on the recent past ! 
Nor should the records in the Public Offices be overlooked. Many 
valuable documents have frequently been reported to have been 
lost or destroyed. The climate of the country is very injurious to 
paper which becomes brittle in about twenty years. Exact copies 
of these should also be made and printed so as to defy the iniquity of 
oblivion. 

There appears to be some appropriateness in this brief note 
being contributed to this volume in honour of Prof. Bhandark~r, as 
in 1872, Dr. G. Buhler in a letter to the Director of Public Instruction 
stated that a manuscript of M alatimadhava, bought in 1869, had 
been used by Professor (later Dr. Sir Ramchandra) Bhandarkar: 
a name already held in high esteem over sixty years ago. 





BHATTA JAYANTA AND YASOVARMAN OF 
KASHMIR 1 

By M. RA:MAKRISH~A KAVI 

Tentative theories and identifications in epigraphy, history 
or literary chronology propounded on doubtful grounds slowly 
become solid facts for want of opposition,and also become grounds 
for the determination of new problems. It is very difficult to attack 
the veracity of such time-honoured assertions without being called 
positively mad. Among hundreds of such instances identification 
of Yasovarman of Kanauj, the patron of Bhavabhuti and Vakpati 
is one. His existence, time, conquests and literary fame are deter
mined solely on the annals of Kalha~a.2 That Rajatarangi~i is a 
true history is another instance of time-honoured theory converted 
into a fact. Its English editor denies such honour to it 3; epigraphy 
has not discovered much to support it; foreign history does not 
assist any material synchronization; on the other hand, the chain 
of facts in foreign history is synchronized by the dubious dates 
of Kalha1;la's heroes. Such mutual assumption is called ",,;itif.jiJ!jq 

in Indian logic. A minute examination of epigraphs which bristle 
with curious identifications, sometimes based on fallacious con
struction of sentences or wrong denotation of words both in Sanskrit 
and Prakrit and the trend of historic and literary criticism, warrant 
the repUblication of all epigraphs published at least twenty years 
ago in the light of new discoveries and suggested corrections. 

Yasovarman of Kanauj in eighth century, conquering a GauQ.a 
King, patronizing two great poets 4 does not exist outside Raja
tarangi1;li. Epigraphy is silent on a person of such merits. Bhava
bhuti nowhere mentions Yasovarman. Vakpati does not name the 
capital of his hero, wherefrom he started on his military adventure and 
where he finally celebrated his triumph. 5 The commentator or the 
editor added Kanyakubja to the word nagara used in GauQ.avaho, 

1 Sutra style is adopted in this paper owing to the limitatioll of space. 
2 Rajatarangi~i (B.S.S.), p. 107. 
a Stein's Rajatarangir}i. Intro. 

, m",~.I1t(I"~"~~lf".fin': I 
fiInfl 'lll\ 'f1ff"'," "~ ... "flt"'~" It{ I ((TWnfo) 

5 Cf. Remarks of the editor of Gaudavaho, page xlvi (46), in introduction
last five lines. 
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in both the places. 1 The J aina tradition brings down Vakpati to 
goo A.D., identified with his royal namesake of the Paramara Line.2 

History or epigraphy is not precise in the identification of the 
GauQa. King whose death offers a captive title to Vakpati's poem; 
which again is considered only as a prelude to a grander exertion of 
the poet's fancy. Thus the very existence of Yasovarman of 
Kanauj remains to be supported by more tangible evidence. 

Discovery of Agama<;lambara of J ayanta, 3 a drama in four 
acts, creates a rival Yasovarma in a king of Kashmir and patron of 
letters of about 850 A.D. He is none other than Sankaravarma, 
the husband of Sugandhadevi, who succeeded him on the throne.' 
Kalhal,la devotes a vague and dark page in depicting this sovereign's 
conquests and political career, inasmuch as one is induced to think 
that pages in Kalbal,la's transcript were misplaced and several lines 
referring to Lalitaditya should come in the history of Sankara
varman. Kalhal,la appears to have been actuated by prejudices 
in politics and religion and his material is more vague and less 
reliable as we move from his own times to earlier periods in 
Kashmirian history. The order of succession of kings, their 
exploits and particularly their reigning periods require scrutiny and 
verification from sources outside Kashmir. But Rajatarangil,li 
possesses vast poetic wealtl! and is highly educative. 

Now to the point. Agama<;lambara is a sort of allegorical 
drama, where the characters are the representatives of various schools 
of philosophy, including Buddhist, J aina, and atheist. In Act I, 
the Buddhist's favourite item Kshal,labhangavada is discussed with 
a Mimamsa scholar. Act II takes up Anekantavada with a Ksha
pal,laka and ends with a miserable scene of devotees of Nnambara 
or Balarama where the drink offers celestial sport to couples of the 
sect. Act III takes us to the cremation ground and introduces us 
to Saiva devotees (Sadhakas) and then we enter the precincts of a 
great Saivacharya, who leads a discussion with an atheist and silences 

1 Ibid. In stanza 695 commentator introduces the topic with Kanyakubja 
and not the author. 

2 Ibid. Intro" pp. 125-161. 
a There are 2 copies of the work: (a) in B.V.R.I. Poona, (b) in one of the Pathan 

Libraries. 

4 (a) ~~T1II''-''''fI(l.,,~ tf~"."I'''Ij''Ii't~ S~: ~'1f~I'~ ".-
ltl't .. fII~~ ~ ~" ...... '"''',{Iff"''",' ~ '5Ifinll \m1f1fI .. ilii(""I(c( ~..mr.r 
~ "": ~~, Act IV. 

(b) ~it 'If ~~ "" \I(~Jtl'II(' ~, 
(c) "'''''''","T 1fT~T'It I!IT ~~q~ 1(if'tl ~ VflTmrt m\IftJ, Act III. 
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him. Act IV extols the prama~ya of Pancharatra and finally the 
author's teacher Sahata establishes the Nyaya as the best darsana. 
The drama closes with preaching toleration of all time-honoured 
religions expurged of all abuses brought on thep] by time and 
leniency. 1 

The characters in the drama are (I) J ayanta 2, as adviser of 
Sankaravarman; (2) Sankarshal;la 3, a Mabamimamsaka, and the 
king's officer to maintain purity of various religions in the State wbo 
goes about to see how the followers of each sect fare in tbeir practices; 
(3) ViSvanipa 4, a great scholar and a specialist in Mimamsa; (4) 
Dharmottara 6 representing Buddhism; (5) Jinarakshita, the 
Kshapa~aka tenets; (6) Dharmasiva 6, (Pasupata) Saiva school; (7) 
Vriddhambi, atheism; (8) Sahata 7, Nyaya Darsana; and (9) Manjira. 
All these characters are real persons and may be assumed as contem
poraries of J ayanta and SaIikaravarman who was called Yasovarman 
in the drama. The king favours the Dharmasiva school while 
the queen bas special partiality for the pancbaratrikas. 

Tbe historicity of these characters can be seen as follows:-
(I) Jayanta was called Vrittikara for writing a vritti in bis 

youth on Pa~ini 8. We have two more of bis works Nyaya Dipika, 
a primer and Nyayamanjari, an elaborate commentary on 

1 (a) ~ fIIr'l ~~~~~ v,,~~mfII ~Tlf~HfIf ",,",TfIf I ~."f .. "~"~. 
q(qR'4I~ ~""""f'c~tlfQ~ (b) ~ti 1fT .. til «"\1fT ~~T~T~ ~ mtTII'~ 1(Ni 

1fii ~ iM .I"",",".~"~: I Act IV. 
2 Dharmasiva says:-

(T"'T~ fflfitl! f1f'llltft'r "~~IrT"~ .., ~ .., ~~' 

m 1{llIIrll~rritflf~(~ IIf1f1ffi's~" I Act III. 
3 Siihata says-

.~ "'4~fisr.-i .. : ~~m: I Act IV. 

4 ~ Qm fif~~if~'4f.i?lsftA'4'lf: s~~"'''m fif.~q~ ,,~~ 
~T:I Act I. 

5 ~ .... qT~: ~ "~TifT ~: PT'{T(: ....•• llTt'f1flf"~T~ I Act 1. 
~ ~ 

6 SankarshaJ?a says :-

~ 'lfTY. ~cft ~,,~~ "IT~:, ...tT 'lllti1Q .lfTfWmf'l~ 'I"\ft~: •..••• 

~1f~"~ ~ armrt ~~ ~ I Act 1. 
7 (a) d'lf~: Sj~f .. ~"" ~~1J~ ~~Tfm(", ~f1rttm::1I'NT WA~W: I Act IV. 

(b) ~~ ~ 'lT1IT~ ~,~ ... ciISj1"rqf'~f~ 1P.:~1f~W"~: I 
8 """"'"': ,~ ~ ~'''(''~III(''.(''T~ftrIm: ttlr 1ff1i1'fIQ(ij,,,,"I ~ .... 1Ifif· 

~fttwmr'4i"'III': IfTif ~ ~ •••• I Act 1. 
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Gautamadarsana. Several verses are common to both this:drama and 
Nyayamanjarl. Amongst tbe latest names be mentions in Nyaya
manjari are King Sankaravarman 1, Nilambaras, Damodaragupta 2 

and Anandavardhana 3. 

(2) There are several SankarshaI;las. Whether the Devata
ka1;1Q.a (called Sankarsha KaI;lQ.a) in Pfirvamimamsa was composed 
by SankarshaI;la mentioned in the drama requires further research. 
He is described here as ~1lifetr~it": . 

(3) Visvariipa is spoken of in high terms in the drama and as a 
great mimamsaka. One Visvarfipa wrote a commentary (called 
Balakric;la) on Yajfiavalkya Smriti and the two commentators on 
Balakrida call him Bhavabbiiti and Suresa also '. This identifica
tion is important and with reliable corroboration would solve several 
problems. Praty'aksvariipa on Chitsukbi calls Umbeka I) as Bhava
bhii.ti. These points would lead to the conclusion that Umbeka, 
Bhavabhuti, Visvarupa and Suresvara .are the different names of 
the same person. But we have works separately in each name. 
Umbeka's commentary on Slokavartika begins with:-

it ~f-If~ if: ~q~t 

sr~ 11' mfT{ (ff1qftf ~1f 'Qr: I 

" \3(\fi'@"i1 iii!' ~ ?fiT,sf4 ~mmf 

~ llli f.n::~~~ 'If qr.;f't n 

1 ~.l1if~Jli'ff,,~ flf'l1limi'f'iT~fi&~: '~i'{ II 

i'fi{'Cfif"flr ~fi{iiTT fVrIfT~'fiT"T~"1i,,,,",: I 
~ 

~1-rT ~1f"T if S~lnfi{"1'f~ II p. 271. 

2 If fllillt a 'fiflerif~'flT" ,~~ p. 27I. 

a 'ff"~: 'Cffult,,~: 'ltit~ 1Ii~iII' ~ I 

fil"f'l(f.r~'I(T1(~~lIl:fcfi{~,,1'f: II 

"W'IT it.-wrt ",,n .r'lf\i: ~ ... ~ 
flf1itl!Jfq ~~~fifllf!1lllll'~~~ II 

4 In the commentary called 1.I''If1f'iT'IT-

~~~~"mm~ ~~: I 

~OT'tWfir~'llJ1IIfl: -qfIflt ,,~ro.rfif I 
In mrrlfllT on Balakri~-

'A~1IT4Ii ~~ ~ lI'1( 11 

(; ~ 'All"': (Tattvapradipa, p. 52). 
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It is found in Malatimadbava also as his cu~gfffi. Identification of 
SureSvara with Visvartipa has been suggested by us in a series of 
articles 1. A copy of Naishkarmyasiddhi of NaQ.uvilmatham of 
Trichur has the name of Visvarupa as its author in its colophon. In 
Purusharthaprabodha, the author speaks of Visvarftpa as the author 
of N aishka.rmyasiddbi. To add to these complications Mal;lQ.ana is 
identified with Suresvara by tradition 2 probably for the fact that 
Suresvara's Sambandhavartika follows in about 500' verses the 
arguments and expression of Mal;lQ.ana's Brahmasiddhi. But repe
tition is no plagiarism in Sastric works. It is well known that in 
works of Alankara, Natya, Sangita, Silpa, etc., the authors repeat 
or paraphrase portions from authoritative works. A minute 
examination of Brabmasiddhi and Sambandhavartika (the introduc
tion to Brihadaral;lya-bhashya-vartika) will reveal that Suresvara 
desires to recognize the attacks of Mal;lQ.ana on Prabbakara in his 
Brabmasiddbi and of Brahmanandin and to supplement them. So 
Mal;lQ.ana, from otber reasons also given by us elsewhere, can be 
eliminated from the chain of Suresvara's names. 

Jayanta states in the drama that Sankaravarman is Yaso
varman and so Visvarupa of tbe drama can be suggested as bis court 
poet Bbavabbliti. 

3. Dbarmottara, tbe Buddhist, is probably the same as the 
commentator on Dbarmakirti's works. The former's Vinischayatika 
was commented upon by Anandavardhana who according to 
Abhinavagupta critically examines Dbarmottama's arguments on 
pratyaksha and anumana. 

4. Nothing is known about Jinarakshita, a Kshapal;laka 
(Kshapal;lakas appear to be the earlier Digambara J ains). 

5. Dbarmasiva is probably the author of Vimsati, one of the 
poems of Panchastavi and of other works. One Dbarmasiva is 
mentioned in the inscription of Malkapura of about 1230 A.D. as 
representing Golakimatha. Tbis person lived long after J ayanta. 
None of his works are available to us. 

6. Vriddbambi of nastikavada in the drama is equally unknown 
to us. In Arthasastra (I, 17 ch.) Ambeyas are mentioned and they 
seem to hold the views of Bribaspati according to tbe commen
tators. 

7. Sahata, also called Dbairyarasi is described as the guru 
of J ayanta. His works are not available to us. 

1 Published in Journal of Andhra Historical Society some years ago. 
2 In q~ attributed to Vidyara1J.ya. 
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8. ,Manjlra, an officer of the king, was a poet representing one 
of the three schools of poetic composition as detailed by Kuntaka 
in his Vakroktijivita 1. 

To summarize: 
(I) Umbeka's identity with Bhavabhuti is based on the state

ments of (r) Chitsukhi's Commentator, (2) Editor of GauQ.avaho II 

and (3) the first verse in the commentary on Slokavartika being 
found in Malatimadhava. 

(II) Bhavabhuti is identified with ViSvarupa and Suresvara 
on the basis of tbe statements of the commentators on Balakrida. 

(III) Visvartipa's identification with SureSvara and . that 
Mal.1Q.ana and Suresvara are different have been dealt with by me in a 
se_ries of articles in the J oumal of the Andhra Historical Research 
Society, several years ago. 3 

Thus if Visvarupa of the drama is the same as Visvarupa, who 
became Suresvara, so Bhavabhftti, then Yasovarman of Kashmir 
can be taken as the patron of Bhavabhuti and Vakpati. 

The question of dates:-
In Rajatarangil.1i even if periods assigned to each is taken for 

granted as correct, dates require readjustment. A twenty-five 
year backward push already suggested does not synchronize with 
events and dates noted outside Kashmir history. Nearly eighty 
years may be assumed. This modification would place Sankara
varman in about 800 A.D. and tbe following dates are tentatively 
proposed:-

Dharmakirti 
Kumarila 
Prabhakara 
Dbannottara .. 
Mandana 
Unibeka (Visvarftpa) 
Salikanatha .. 
Sankara 
Vachaspati 

680 to 730 A.D. 
720 to 770 A.D. 
740 to 790 A.D. 
740 to 790 A.D. 
740 to 790 A.D. 
760 to 8ro A.D. 
770 to 820 A.D. 
800 to 8so A.D. 
800 to 8so A.D. 

No definite dates can be assigned to any of these writers con
sidering thE' results of research and discoveries made so far, but only 

1 1iTlJU!JI1I1it~'SI~: I Unmesha I. 
II Gauc;lavaho-Introd., p. 206. 
3 To add to our previous arguments for the identity of Visvariipa and Suresvara, 

there is a passage in Purusharthaprabodha attesting the fact :-

~fii~~W'~JllN~ m~~1Ii m:~-Page 12. 
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priority of one relatively to the other can be inferred. Kumarila 
attacks Dharmakirti. Prabhakara criticizes the views of Kumarila. 
Dharmottara comments on Dharmakirti. Mal;lc;lana quotes from 
Kumarila and attacks Prabhakara. Umbeka comm€'llts on Kumarila 
and Mal;lc;lana 1. His unfinished commentary on Slokavartika was 
continued by J ayamisra, called Bhattaputra 2. Salika attacks 
Mal;lQana 3. ViSvariipa (Suresvara) borrows from Mal;l.c;lana and 
comments on Sailkara's works. Vachaspati (dated. 8so A.D.) 
upholds Mal;lc;lana against Sa.ilkara. Santarakshita 4 attacks Umbeka 
and quotes from Santadeva 5 of 800 A.D. Tibetan tradition requires 
scrutiny to correlate with these dates. 

Besides the question of Bhava.bhuti and historicity of Rajata
rangiJ;1i two more instances of tentative theories in literary chronology 
have almost assumed the role of facts. Bana mentions Subandhu's 
Vasava.datta, which is wrongly identified with the work now available 
in print. The latter is later than Bhavabhuti. Existence of 
Subandhu, the author of Vasavadatta-Natyadhara (natyapara?) 6, 

who was a contemporary of King Bindusara of about 300 B.C., was 
pointed out in our introduction to Avantisundarikatha of Dal;lc;lin.7 

Second instance is Bha.rtribari. The author of Vakyapadiya 
and of the commentary on J aimini Sutras is earlier than Sabara-
5vamin. Bhartribari of Buddhist fame is probably a later writer. 

Thus assumptions based on Subandhu, Bhartrihari and of 
Bhav~bhuti (as in Kanauj) require thorough revision. 

Agamac;lambara is called Shal;lIData-nataka and the advocacy 
of religious toleration made by Sankaravarman probably aroused the 
popular or sectarian imagination to call Sailkara as Shal;lIDatastha
paka, though the sects established are definitely different. J ayanta 
nowhere attacks Sailkara though he must have done so to establish 
Gautama's superiority. This fact suggests his priority to Sailkara. 

1 On Slokav1i.rtika of Kumarila and Bhiivanaviveka of MaJ?<;lana (both are in 
print). 

2 ~ \{flPl~~~l~t ~~IIlT.T~t Bhattaputra means one who 
studied Sastras under proper guru and is opposed to the expression "''!lqlf~f'I~'''~. 

8 In PrakaraJ?apanjika-prama]fa pariccheda. . 
4 Tattvasamgraha, p. 812. 
Ii Tattvasamgraha, Introd .• p. 21. also p. 23. footnote {I}. 
II Vide my article on Natyapara in Tirumalai Sri Venkatesvara Journal. 
7 ~: fiI..-~ ~~ ~~ {Avantisundari of Dandin}. 

~ "" ~ "(. .. 
• "'SIt .1IIffr 'III"'5R"ijij: 'III~li'r ~'fT (Vamana's Kavyruailkarasiitra, Ch. II). 

Our Malabar MSS. have Subandhu and not Vasubandhu in Kavyruailkarasiitra 
of Vimana. 
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An in~ription from Cambodge referring to ~ivasoma, a pupil· of 
~ailkara, assigns the latter to about 820 A.D. This was pointed 
out by Prof. K. NUaka1;1t.1J.a Sastri. (Oriental Research, Vo1. XI, 
Pt. III.) 

Visvariipa's references in Balakric;la to Pratapasila, Ravi and 
Savita do not sufficiently warrant his patron's identity with Prabha
karavardhana. Pratapasila is an attribute to a host of kings. 
The words Ravi and Savita are brought in for comparison and the 
practice of using synonyms for personal names is very rare. 

Prof. Kuppusvami Sastri states in his introduction to Brah
masiddhi that Ma1;1c;lana is later than Sailkara, relying on a paper 
contributed by Dr. Chintama1;1i to the Journal of Oriental Research. 
Both seem to have erred in the assumption. Bhashya if read with 
Brahmasiddhi will surely convince anyone that Sailkara criticizes 
Ma1;1c;lana and not the reverse. We shall deal with this question 
again in the introduction to our edition of Brahmasiddhi with the 
commentary of Vachaspati. 



NEW LIGHT ON THE MEDIi£VAL HISTORY 
OF GUJARAT 

By V. V. MmASHI 

It is well known that in the latter half of the sixth 'axd the first 
quarter of the seventh century A.D. Gujarat was held by the 
Kataccuris or Kalacuris. After overthrowing them in circa A.D. 
620, Pulakesin II of the Western Calukya dynasty divided their 
kingdom among his relatives and trusted chiefs. Northern Gujarat 
was allowed to be occupied by the Gurjaras, who acknowledged his 
suzerainty, while Southern Gujarat extending from the Kim in the 
north to the Damal,lgalnga in the south was placed in charge of a 
Sendraka chief. The Sendrakas ruled over this territory for three 
generations. They seem to have made numerous grants, for Pandit 
Bhagvanlal once informed Dr. Billiler that he had in his possession 
several sets of Sendraka plates from Southern Gujarat 1. It is 
very unfortunate that they are not now forthcoming. 

Only two grants 2 of the dynasty have been published so far. 
The earlier of these S was found at Bagumra in the Balesar District 
of the Baroda State. It is dated in the Kalacuri year 406 (A.D. 656) 
and registers the grant of the village Balisa by the Sendraka prince 
Allasakti 4. This village has been identified with Wanesa in the 
Bardoli taluka of the Surat District. 

From this grant we learn that Bhanusakti was the founder of 
the family. As his grandson Allasakti was ruling in A.D. 656, 
Bhanusakti has to be referred to the first quarter of the seventh 
century A.D. He seems therefore to have been invested by 
Pulakesin II with the government of Southern Gujarat after the defeat 
of the Kalacuri Buddharaja. In his grant he is said to have attained 
victory in t1.!e clash of many battles with four-tusked elephants. 
His son was Adityasakti and the latter's son Allasakti. In his grant 

1 I.A., XVIII, p. 267. Pandit Bhagvanlal is known to have bequeathed by 
his will all his coins and copper-plates to the British Museum (Ibid., XVII, p. 297), 
but no Sendraka plate can be traced there. 

2 Besides these, two grants of AllaSakti have been recently discovered in 
Khandesh. One of these has been acquired by the Bharata Itihasa Samwdhaka 
Ma~<;lala, Poona. N.I.A.I., p. 747. 

S I.A., XVIII, pp. 26511. 
4 Dr. BUhler, who edited the grant gives the donor's name as NikumbhallaSakti, 

but Nikumbha was only a biruda; for AllaSakti's son ]ayasakti also is called Nikumbha 
in his Mundkhe<;le plates. (See below.) 
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Allasakti claims to have won paiica-mahasabdas and assumes the 
birudas Prthivivallabha and Nikumbha. 

Though the Sendrakas were raised to power by the Western 
Calukyas of Badami, Allasakti makes no mention of his liegelord 
in his grant. From this Dr. Fleet inferred that the Bagumra grant 
belongs to the period when the Western Calukya sovereignty was 
in abeyance 1. When Dr. Fleet wrote, this inference appeared 
justified, because in other inscriptions of the period known till then, 
such as the Navsari and the Surat plates of Sryasraya Snaditya, the 
reigning sovereign was invariably mentioned 2. Since then some 
more grants of the period 3 have come to light, in which the reigning 
sovereign is not specifically mentioned, but which were made after 
the re-establishment of the Calukyan suzerainty even according 
to Dr. Fleet's view. There is therefore no reason to doubt the 
loyalty of the Sendtakas, though there was undoubtedly much 
disturbance and disorder in the Calukyan ,dominions owing to Pallava 
invasions in the beginning of Vikramaditya's reign. 

Soon after the issue of the Bagumra plates, however, the 
Sendrakas seem to have been ousted from Southern Gujarat; for 
within fifteen years from the date of those plates, we find a subordi
nate branch of the Western Calukyas established in the lower Tapti 
valley. The next two dates of the Kalacuri era that come from 
that part of the country, viz. K. 421 (670-71) and K. 443 (A.D. 693) 
are furnished by the grant which the prince regent Sryasraya 
Snaditya made in Gujarat on behalf of his father Dharasraya 
Jayasithha. The earlier of these 4, found at Navsari, records the 
gift of the village .A.sattigrama, which Dr. Buhler identified with 
Astgam, 7 miles south-east of Navsari 5, while the later one, discovered 
at Surat,6 registers the donation of a field in the village Osumbhala, 

1 Bom. Gaz., Vol. I, Part II, p. 361. 
2 Dr. Fleet pointed out that no paramount sovereign is mentioned in the Kaira 

plates of Vijayaraja also (I.A., VII, pp. 241ff.) which he referred to the same period. 
But the record is probably spurious. 

3 See, e.g. the Nasik plates of Dharasraya Jayasitbha (0. H. Khare-Sources 
oJthl: Mediceval History oJtke Deccan, Vol. I, pp. 8ff.), the Mundkhege plates of Jaya
sakb, dated Saka 602 (A.D. 680) (Bharata Itihiisa SatbSodhaka Mandal's Annual 
Report for Saka 1834, pp. 169ff.) .. 

4 E.1., VIII, pp. 229ff . 
5 I.A., XVII, p. 198. Fleet objected to this identification on the ground that 

'in the Bombay': Po~tal D~rectory the name is spelt ~tgam, which suggests 
~tagriima. not Asattlgrama , (E.I., VIII, p. 231). I find the name as Astgam in the 
Degree Map, No. 46 H. Besides, the fact that Astgam is situated not far from 
Kal?hi (corresponding to the ancient KaJ?havala mentioned in that record) and no 
other village of a similar name can be traced in the neighbourhood supports the identi
fication proposed by Dr. BUhler. 

6 Transactions of Vienna Oriental Congress, Aryan Section, pp. 2IIff. 
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the modem Umbhel, 7 miles south of Kamrej. These villages are 
situated within twenty miles of Balisa or Wanesa which wa~ granted 
by the Bagumra plates of Allasakti. It is plain, therefore, that 
Sryasraya Snaditya was ruling over the same territory which was 
previously held by the Sendrakas. The latter then moved to 
Khandesh where we find A1lasakti's son J ayasakti granting the 
village Set;1a:t;ta-Kalasa by his Mundkbe<;l.e plates 1, dated Sa!~a 602 
(A.D. 680). The donated village is now represented by Karasgaon 
near Sendri, which lies about 8 miles south by west of Chalisgaon in 
East Khandesh. The use of tbe Saka era in dating the records 
suggests that the grant was made outside Gujarat where the Kalacuri 
era was well established and remained in use for half a century 
afterwards. 

What was the cause of this ousting of the Sendrakas from 
Southern Gujarat? To answer this question we must tum to the 
contemporary history of Mahar~tra. 

After the overthrow of the Kalacuris, Pulakesin II annexed 
Mahar~tra to the country under his direct rule 2. In the Aihole 
inscription 8 he is called the lord of the three Mahar~tras comprising 
ninety-nine thousand villages. Yuan Chwang also, Who travelled 
in South India during his reign, mentions him as the king of Mo-ha
la-c'a (Mahar~tra) 4. Pulakesin seems to have placed the southern 
districts, viz. Satara, Pat;19.harpur and perhaps Sholapur under his 
younger brother Visht;1uvardhana; for the Satara plates 5 of the 
latter record the grant of a village on the southern bank of the 
Bhima. The districts in Northern Mahar~tra together with the 
country near the western coast seem to have been under Pulakesin's 

1 These plates have been edited twice in Marathi, first in the Marathi journal 
Prabhata of Dhulia (now defunct), Vol. I, No. 12, pp. Iff. and then in the B.I.S. 
MalfQ.al's Annual Report for Saka 1834, pp. I69ff. The plates were issued by 
J ayasakti, the son of A1lasakti of the Sendraka family, from J ayapuradvari and record 
the grant of the village Selfat.Ja-Kalasa in the vi$aya (district) of Kundalikamala to 
a Brahmana residing at Kallivana. As I have shown elsewhere (B.I.S. Mandal's 
Quarterly, XVII, pp. 52ff.), Jayapuradvari, which was so called probably because 
it was situated at the entrance of a defile, is the modern Jeur, 6 miles north of Nand
gaon, which lies at the entrance of the valley between the Satmala and Vindhya 
ranges. Kundalikamala is Kundalgaon II miles S.W. of Jeur. Sel!al!a-KalaSa, 
the donated village, is the modern Sendri near Karasgaon 8 miles S.W. of Chalisgaon. 
The grant therefore undoubtedly belongs to Khandesh. 

B The Nirpan grant of Nagavardhana mentions Dharasraya-Jayasimha as a 
younger brother of Pulakesin apparently as a ruler of the Nasik District, but the 
grant is probably spurious; for DharaSraya ]ayasithha was PulakeSin's son, not 
brother. See also Bam. Gaz., Vol. I, Part II, p. 358, n. I. 

8 E.I., VI, pp. Iff. 
, Watters-On Yuan Chwang, II, p. 239. 

II.A., XIX, p. 303. 
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direct rule. His second capital was probably Nasik. As Dr. Fleet 
has shown, this town answers to the description of Pulakesin's capital 
given by the Chinese traveller. 

Towards the end of his reign Pulakesin appears to have appointed 
his younger son Dharasraya-J ayasiIhha to rule over Northern 
Mahar~tra and KonkaJ.1. The Nasik plates of J ayasimha dated 
K. 416 (A.D. 666) 1 record the grant of the village DhoJ.1<;laka in the 
Nasikya vi~aya (the modem Dhol.1<;lgaon near Nasik) which plainly 
shows that he was ruling over the adjoining territory. Only five 
years later we find his son Yuvaraja Sryasraya Snaditya granting a 
village in Southern Gujarat by his Navsari plates dated K. 421 
(A.D. 670-71). These plates further inform us that tbe prosperity 
of J ayasirhha was augmented by his elder brother Vikramaditya 1. 
The transfer 2 of J ayasirhba to the rich province of Southern 
Gujarat, 'the Garden of the West', is clearly implied by this 
reference to the augmenting of his prosperity. The reason why 
Vik"amaditya asked J ayasithha to supplant the Sendrakas in 
Southern Gujarat is nowhere stated, but it is possible to infer it 
from an important statement in the Nasik inscription. The record 
tells us that with his bright-tipped arrows J ayashhha defeated and 
exterminated the whole army of Vajja<;la in the country between 
the Maht and the Narmada 3. As already stated, this country was 
under the rrue of the Gurjara princes who called themselves Siimantas 
and evidently owned allegiance to the Western Calukyas of Badami. 
It seems, therefore, that some king named Vajja<;la invaded the 
country of the Gurjaras evidently from the north and as Allasakti, 
the representative of the Calukya suzerain ruling over the adjoining 
country of Southern Gujarat, could not arrest his victorious march, 
J ayasiIhha had to proceed to the north to the rescue of the Gurjara 
feudatory. He won a decisive victory which is placed on a par 

1 G. H. Khare-Sources of the Mediceval History of the Deccan, I, pp. 8:ff. 
The plates were granted on the Vi!?uva or Me!?a Sailkriinti on the 10th tithi of the 
bright fortnight of Chaitra. From the lithograph accompanying the article I read 
the date expressed in numerical symbols in 1. 28, which has not been noticed before, 
as Sam. 416 Cai SU 15. 'the date of the grant corresponds, for the expired Kalacuri 
year 4r6, to the 20th March, A.D. 666, on which day the Me!?a Sailkriinti occurred 
7h. rom. after mean sunrise and the tenth tithi of the bright fortnight of Caitra 
commenced I9h. 7m. after mean sunrise. 

2 That Dhariisraya Jayasithha did not continue to hold the Niisik district also 
is shown by some grants recently discovered at Anjaneri near Niisik, which show 
another dynasty established in the Koilkan and the Niisik district in the seventh and 
eighth centuries A.D. . 

8 See ~","~n'(.) '-f1f~I"'fi.r~~"llIiIfilf.nrf"'fit"""',*,,"'''~If1(iQ':) ••.. 
1fT1'Hfq.~~f"lfrfuf~~'lrr.n '-f~~1J~m~T": in ll. 9-I3 of the Niisik plates. 
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with Pulakesin's victory over Ha.r~ and mentioned as one of the 
most glorious achievements of the Western Calukyas in many 
records of their political successors, the R~traku:t:as 1. In apprecia
tion of J ayasirhha's heroism Vikramaditya I seems to have promoted 
him by appointing him to rule over the rich province of Southern 
Gujarat. 

Before the discovery of J ayasirhha's Nasik plates ne reference 
to this victory over Vajja<,la was known to occur in any :t:ecord of the 
Western Calukyas. Dr. Fleet, however, conjectured that this 
victory was identical with the one obtained by Vinayaditya. over 
some paramount king of North India 2, which is mentioned in the 
records of his son and successor Vijayaditya. Thus from the Nerur 
grants 8 of the latter dated Saka 622 and 627 we learn that Vinaya
ditya acquired the palidhvaja and all the insignia of sovereignty 
by vanquishing the lord of the whole Uttarapatha (North India). 
The Nasik plates, however, clearly show that the two victories were 
not identical. For J ayasirhha's victory was decisive; he is said to 
have completely exterminated the whole army of Vajja<,la in the 
country between the Mahi and the Narmada. On the other hand, 
Vinayaditya did not emerge completely triumphant in his encounter 
with the lord paramount of North India; for though with the help 
of his valiant son he won the Piiti-dhvaja, the emblems of the rivers 
Ganga and Yamuna, the insignia of rjhakkii, elephants, etc., he was 
not altogether happy, as his son Vijayaditya was taken captive by 
the retreating hostile forces. Secondly J ayasirhha's success was 
attained some time before K. 4I6 (A.D. 666), the date of the Nasik 
plates, while Vinayaditya's battle with the Emperor of the North 
was not fought till Saka 6I6 (A.D. 694) at least, since it is not referred 
to in his Harihara plates issued in that year 4. It is mentioned for 
the first time in the Nerur grant 5 of his son Vijayaditya dated Saka 
622. The war seems to have been fought towards the end of Vina
yaditya's reign; for he died soon thereafter while his son was in 
captivity. There was anarchy in the kingdom which Vijayaditya 
suppressed when he effected his escape. We may therefore date it 
in circa A.D. 695. J ayasithha was probably living at the time 1\ ; 

1 Dantivarman, the founder of the Riif?trakiita power is thus described in many 
records of the dynasty-1IIf1'iit1l:iii~."~TN-q~Tql.;jlt"(~~.<fftril~1fl~ I ~q 

lI~~~li~: ~ft 'fl: '"1fT 'fiIrmll1 
2 Bam. Gaz., Vo1. I, Part II, p. 368. 
3 I.A., IX, pp. 125ft and 130ff. 4 I.A., IX, pp. 125ff. 
5 See 11. 3of. of the Nerur plates. 
1\ That Jayasithha lived for a few years after A.D. 693, the date of Sryasraya's 

Surat plates, is rendered probable by the fact that the name of his son Sryasraya is 
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for only. two years before his son Yuvaraja Sryasraya Sfiaditya had 
made a grant in his name; but he was then probably too old to take 
the field. Vajja<;la is not therefore likely to be identical with the 
lord paramount of North India defeated by Vinayaditya. 

Who was then this king Vajja<;la? The name is clearly a corrupt 
form of some Sanskrit name like Vajrata or Vajrabhata. As stated 
above, the Ra~trakftta records name him as Vajrata, but they belong 
to a much later age. Besides no name like Vajrata occurs in any 
genealogical list of the period 1. Even if we take the name to be 
Vajrabhata we get no better result. Similar names 2 ending in 
Mata no doubt occurred in the dynastic lists 3 of the Gurjara-Prati
haras and the Maitrakas of Valabhi, but there is no name in them 
corresponding to Vajja<;la. The Vasantaga<;lh inscription,' dated V. 
682, indeed, mentions one Vajrabhata as a feudatory of Varmalata, 
but he flourished too early for this invasion, which as we have seen, 
took place between K. 406 and 416 (A.D. 656 and 666); for his son 
Rajjila was on the throne in V. 682 (A.D. 625). The history of 
North India between the death of Harsa and the rise of Yawvarman 
is shrouded by the veil of oblivion.' Hence the problem of the 
identity of VajjaQ.a is likely to remain unsolved until more records 
bearing upon it come to light. But the conjecture may be hazarded 
that the name is likely to occur in the genealogies of the Haihayas 
and the rulers of Malwa; for these are the only two northern powers 
which are said to have been subjugated by Vinayaditya in his 
Jejuri plates dated Saka 609 (A.D. 687-88).5 It is not therefore 
unlikely that one of them had invaded Northern Gujarat in the 
preceding reign of Vikramaditya I. 

omitted in the grants of his other sons Matigalaraja and Pulake.sin. This is generally 
taken to indicate that Sryasraya predeceased his father. 

1 Two princes of this name are mentioned in Nos. 1657 and 1664 in Dr. Bhan
darkar's List of Inscriptions of Northern India, but they belong to much later periods. 

2 For instance, Nagabhata I and II of the Imperial Pratihara dynasty. 
3 For instance, Dhruvabhata, the son-in-law of Har!?a, mentioned by Yuan 

Chwang and Derabhata mentioned in Nos. 1352 and 1353 of Dr. Bhandarkar's 
List. 

4 E.1., IX, p. 191. 
5 I.A., VII, p. 302. 



A NOTE ON THE COMPOSITION OF SABHA 
AT UTTARAMERUR 

By V. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSIDTAR, University oj Madras. 

Ever since the late Rao Bahadur V. Venkayya pubJished the 
Uttaramallur documents 1 which have considerably enlarged our 
knowledge of Cola local administration, these have largely attracted 
the attention and scrutiny of scholars. A close examination of the 
documents relating to the composition of the sabha has led me to 
the following conclusion. It has been generally taken that the 
members of the sabha and its committees were all Brahmans and 
that the Caturvedimangalam can be regarded as a community' of 
joint landlords. If we approach dispassionately to study the quali
fications expected of the member of the sabha, we find the following 
among others II : 

(a) One who owns a quarter veli of tax-paying land and 
more. 

(b) One who is an owner of a house built in his own site. 
(c) He must not be above seventy or below thirty-five in age. 
(d) One who has a profound knowledge of the Mantra-

brahmana. 
(e) One who owns one-eighth veli of landed property and who 

possesses the knowledge of one Veda and a Bh~a. 

It is nowhere said in the inscriptions that the candidate for 
membership should be a Brahman and a Brahman alone. What is 
said is that the city' was divided into thirty wards and that the 
people of each ward assembled to elect their representative. It 
cannot be claimed that the Brahmans alone constituted a ward. 
Surely there must have been members of other communities also 
in each ward. It is explicitly stated that a certain individual who 
desired to contest municipal elections could base his claim on two 

1 A.R.A.S.I .• 1904-5. 
I The relevant portion of the inscription may be quoted: 

(a) kuQ.umbu muppada muppadu kuQ.umbUum avvava kuQ.umntila re ktiQ.i-
kka nUattukku mel irai nilam uQ.aiyan 

(b) tan manaiyile agamm eQ,uttukkoJ].Q. iruppanai 
(c) elubadu pirayattin kil muppattaindu pirayattin mer pattar 
(d) mantrabrahmaJ].am vallanodu-viytt-ariyvanai 
(e) araikkiinilame uQ.aiyan ayilum, oru vedam vallaniy dlu bh~attUum 

oru b~ya vakkiJ].ittariyavan avanaiyum. 
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things-rproperty and educational qualifications. Anyone possessing 
either of these two was entitled to stand as a candidate. Anyone 
producing evidence of tbe property qualification required,-Qwnership 
of a quarter veli of land or house, was eligible. l 

In the same way a Brahman, who might not own lands but who 
was an erudite scholar in the Mantrabrahmat;la, was qualified to 
contest the seat of the ward to which be belonged. There is no 
restriction in this case tbat be must be a landlord also. A t any 
rate the record under review does not warrant an assumption like this. 

In some cases botb property and educational qualifications 
were demanded. One wbo knew one Veda and one Bha~ya was 
eligible if be owned at least l veli of land. Tbis sbows that owning 
a small property by itself did not entitle one for membership in the 
Board, tbougb educational qualifications alone like a knowledge of 
Mantrabrahmana entitled him to a seat in tbe sabha. In tbese 
circumstances it is difficult to accept tbe conclusion that the 
administration of tbe Caturvedimangalam was confined exclusively 
to one particular community. 

While on this subject we will take up for examination the different 
standing committees of the sabha and their duties, for it tbrows 
welcome light on the question of community representation in tbe 
sabha. The sabba carried on the management of the city tbrough 
a number of committees which discharged their functions represent
ing various interests 2 : 

(a) Samvatsara variyam-annual supervision committee. 
(b) T6tta variyam-the garden committee wbich was evidently 

in charge of parks, gardens, etc. 
(c) eri variyam-the tank supervision committee. It exer

cised supervision over reservoirs, tanks and sources of 
water supply. 

(d) kal.ani variyam-the committee in supervision of culti
vated lands. 

(e) kat;lakku variyam-accounts supervision committee. 

1 The Map,.iir Inscription of Maranja<Jaiyan (R.I., xxii, Jan., I933) records a 
resolution of the mahiisabha of MaJ?anilainallur fixing the procedure to be followed 
in future meetings of the sabha. A minimum property qualification was fixed to 
be a member of the sabhii. Whether educational qualification was required in 
addition to this prescribed minimum in property, or property qualification alone 
entitled one to the council is not clearly told in the inscription. It seems that, 
according to the modified resolution, he who possessed a full sravanai could be 
selected to be a member. It may be noted here that Miinanilainallur is a brahmadeya 
village, and not a town. . 

2 See Tirupparkadal Ins. re Niiriiyat;ta caturvedimangalam, S. K. Aiyangar, 
Hindu Administrative Institutions in South India, pp. I70-1. 
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(n kalingu variyam-sanitation committee. It took charge 
of drains, sluices, water pipes, etc. 

(g) tadivali variyam-the committee exercising supervision 
over the construction and repair of roads and streets. 

(h) kuc;lumbu variyam-evidently a census committee. 
(i) paficavara variyam-assessment and collection committee. 
(j) pOll variyam-gold supervision committee. 
(k) committee for the administration of justice. . 

A glance at these committees and of their functions further 
corroborates our viewpoint. It is impossible to understand, knowing 
as we do, the svadharma of a Brahmana, whether Brahmans had the 
necessary technical skill and training to serve efficiently in such 
committees pertaining to agriculture, gold, tanks, roads, sanitation 
and gardens. It would be reasonable if experts-and in India 
they were only experts who pursued hereditary occupations
served on such committees. It may, however, be readily conceded 
that a member or two of these committees were Brahmans to help 
and advise the experts. I shall not go here into the details of 
every committee. But let me take up the POll variyam or gold 
committee. It is not express1y.stated what functions this committee 
discharged.! POll was a coin in South India, circulating as currency 
as testified to by the inscriptions. Evidently cash transactions, 
including endowments, had this coin pOll as the medium of 
exchange. It is natural that bad and counterfeit coins also were in 
circulation. This committee was apparently to deal with cases where 
the fineness and the weight of the gold had to be tested and certified. 
One other function of the committee is also said to have been the 
regulation of currency. If this were conceded, the area covered 
by the jurisdiction of the committee cannot be a village which would 
not require a committee to supervise its currency. Besides lending 
support to the view that its jurisdiction must have covered a 
flourishing city,-for in a village we could not ordinarily expect 
such heavy transactions-this committee demonstrates that some 
expert goldsmiths should have also served on the committee. 
That such committees consisted of only Brahmans is to say the least 
unconvincing. 

We have therefore to conclude that in the ta?1iyufs, the sabha, 
which was the municipal board, consisted of a number of committees 
reminding us of the Mauryan municipal system of government. It 
was composed of different communities and was consequently a 
cosmopolitan body. 

1 See in this connection K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: Studies in Cola History and 
Administration, p. 143. 





INDIAN }ESTHETICS: A CRITICAL STUDY 

By P. B. ADBIXARI 

Prof. William Knight, in his Philosophy of the Beautiful, writes 
under the head of Oriental Arts and Speculations (Vol. I, chapter 
III): . 

'This want of beauty in the images used in religious worship 
applies, however, to the orientals generally. Scarcely one of them, 
in Assyria or India, had any beauty.' 

In speaking of the beauty of the Art of later-day Persia, under 
the head Asiatic Art, the same author writes again: 

'In the earlier times, the sense of beauty slumbered, as it did 
in India, and amongst the Aryan races generally. It is perhaps the 
more remarkable that it should not have awakened earlier in India, 
when we remembered that almost all the distinctive types of philo
sophical thought had sprung up, that a monistic as well as a dualistic 
conception of the world prevailed alongside of the popular poly
theism and nature-worship. But there is scarcely a trace of feeling 
for the beautiful in the Brahmanical or Buddhistic writings. The 
testimony of Professor Max Muller on this point is more valuable 
than the conjectures of those who cannot speak with authority.' 

And then the same writer quotes from Max MUller himself, 
in support of the statement above, to whom he referred on the 
subject. Herein below are given some extracts from the reply to 
his query: 

, That the idea of the Beautiful in Nature did not exist in Hindu 
mind. It is the same with their descriptions of human beauty. 
They describe what they saw, they praise certain features, they 
compare them with other features of Nature; but the Beautiful as 
such does not exist for them. They never exalted either in sculpture 
or painting.............. With regard to actions, again,' they 
speak of them as good or bad, brave or mean, but never as simply 
beautiful. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beautiful, sobhana, means bright, 
pesala, variegated; ramaniya, pleasant. The beauty of poetry is 
expressed by madhuni, the sweet things; the beauty of Nature by 
soMa, splendour. Of course there is a goddess of beauty, Sri or 
Lak$mi, but they are both late, and they represent happiness rather 
than simple beauty.......... But it is strange, nevertheless, 
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that a -people, so fond of the highest abstractions as the Hindus, 
should never have summarized their perceptions of the Beautiful.' 

(Max Muller.) 

We read again what the late Dr. Bernard Bosanquet writes 
about Oriental Arts in the Preface to his masterly work-A History 
of ./Esthetic: 

'Many readers may complain of the almost total absence of 
direct reference to Oriental Arts, whether in the ancient world or in 
modern Cbina and Japan. For tbis omission there are several 
reasons. I was hardly called upon, even if I had been competent 
for the task, to deal with an resthetic consciousness which had not, 
to my knowledge, reached the point of being clarified in a speculative 
theory.' 

The quotations given above offer a sample of the opinions 
expressed, directly or indirectly, on Indian lEsthetics by some of the 
eminent recent writers who have treated the subject historically. 
The remarks are excusable in the two well-known English authors, 
who, it seems, did not care much to study Indian Art and its theory 
or had no acquaintance with the literature on the subject, ancient 
or modem. But it is a wonder that the learned Indologist Max 
Millier, who has done so much to study appreciatively and to 
popularize sympathetically in the West the productions of Indian 
thought, should have expressed himself in the language that he bas 
done about the absence of any sense of beauty or a speculative 
theory of art in the philosophy or literature of this land he loved. 
The wonder becomes greater when we remember that almost all the 
recognized branches of Art had been practised and had developed 
in so many aspects in India from its ancient days. Those wbo have 
of late made a special study of the subject express, however, their 
views in different manner. We refer here only to two prominent 
writers, among others, of the day, whose opinions carry much weight 
on the matter, namely, Mr. K. B. Havell and Dr. A. Coomarswami. 

Mr. Havell, in contrasting Musalman Painting with the Hindu, 
in his' Handbook of Indian Art' (Section III-Painting) writes: 

'The Hindu Artist, on the other hand, was both a court 
chronicler and a religious teacher . . . . . But though the 
Hindu painter imbues such subjects with a sensitiveness al1d 
artistic charm which are peculiarly his own, the appeal which he 
makes to the Indian mind is not purely resthetic. His is no art for 
Art's sake: for the Hindu draws no distinction between what is 
sacred and profane. The deepest mysteries are clothed by him in 
the most familiar garb. So in the intimate scenes of ordinary village 
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life, he constantly brings before the spectator the esoteric teachin~ 
of his religious cult, knowing that the mysticism of the picture will 
find a ready response even from the unlettered peasant. Tnat which 
seems to the modern western onlooker to be strange and unreal, 
often indeed gross, is to the Hindu mystic quite natural and obviously 
true.' 

Dr. Coomarswami goes eve.£1 further, in speaking of the theory of 
Arts in Asia. 1.£1 his' Transformation of Nature in Art' (Chapter I) 
he writes: 'The fully evolved Indian theory of Beauty is in fact 
hardly to be dated before the tenth or the eleventh century, though 
the doctrine of rasa is already clearly enunciated in Bharata's 
N atya-sastra, which may be anterior to the fifth century and itself 
derives from ~till older sources.' 

The same author, in describing the characteristics of Indian 
Theory of Art in the book referred to above, writes again: 

, All these characteristics of the theory demonstrate its logical 
connection with the predominant trends of Indian thought, and its 
natural place in the whole body of Indian Philosophy.' ......... . 
, Consequently though it cannot be argued that any artistic theory 
is explicitly set forth in the Upani!}ads, it will not surprise us to 
find that the ideas and terminology of the later resthetics are there 
already recognizable.' 

And again the same writer states on another page of the book: 
'The Indian Theory, in origin and formulation, seems at 

first sight to be sui generis. . . . . . . . .. It does not in fact differ 
from what is implicit in the far eastern view of art, or on the other 
hand, in any essentials, from the scholastic Christian point of view 
. . . . . . ,it does differ essentially from the modern non
intellectual interpretation of art as sensation.' 

From the quotations above and from the other writings of the 
two exponents of the spirit of Indian Art, it does not appear that 
they admit that there was any distinctive theory of Art upheld in 
the philosophic thought of ancient India. As a matter of fact, 
looking into the principal systems of Indian philosophy, we fail to find 
in them any treatment of the subject of lEsthetics or the exposition 
of any theory or theories of beauty in them. This is because, 
we may presume, it was beside their purpose to go into the subject. 
The general aim of the systems was quite different. But from the 
absence of the subject from philosophlc treatises, it does not follow, 
nor can it be asserted, that the subject was not handled at all in the 
ancient days of this land. There are some of the systems, as for 
instance, the Buddhistic and the J aina, where we find fine psycholo
gical analysis and description of the resthetic consciousness. There 
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are also ,some well-known ancient works which, among other things, 
deal elaborately also with the psychological aspects of the sense of 
beauty. But there is no definite treatment in them of its philoso
phical aspects or significance. In the Vai~:t;lava thought, and in 
folk-songs of the Bhakti-marga (the path of devotion) embodying 
in a way the thought, in the literature and sayings of the mystic 
saints of some other religious sects, there are no doubt hints given 
out, here and there, about what they conceived to be the essence of 
beauty. But nowhere in their literature do we find any definite 
and serious discussions, on philosophic lines, about the theory of 
beauty. lEsthetics as a philosophic study is conspicuous by its 
absence in them. 

The suspicion naturally arises, therefore, whether there is any 
definite idea or ideas underlying the Indian Arts, which might form 
the subject-matter of an Indian lEsthetics. The present-day 
historians of Indian Art have all failed, it appears, to trace out a 
unity of ideas running through the development of the Art. Even 
the learned Dr. Coomarswami, the author of the otherwise masterly 
work-'The History of Indian and Indonesian Art', is no exception 
there. And there is still a difference of opinion among eminent 
writers of the day on the subject. The two representative figures 
among them, Mr. Havell and Dr. Coomarswami too do not appear 
to agree in all points. 

This difference of opinion may be partly due to what is con
sidered to have been the foreign influences in the development of 
Indian Art. These influences, where they appear distinctly, are 
found to have been heterogeneous in their character. They are 
partly religious, partly secular. The indigenous primary influences 
appear to be predominantly religious, although here too there is 
difference of opinion and mode of interpretation. Besides, we note 
here a diversity of ideas as finding expression in different periods. 
The secular influences are mostly foreign, the consequence of which 
has been a sheer want of assimilation to the spirit of the indigenous 
productions. Wherever this assimilation has been attempted, the 
two aspects have either remained apart without unification or one 
factor has predominated over the other. 

Coming down to modern artistic productions of this country 
in various fields, we find them to be mainly of two kinds: the I mita
tive and the Crea#ve, the former being mostly under foreign influences, 
especially European. The new modes of cesthetic expressions as 
realistic and idealistic both being no exception to the rule. It is 
a pity that this should have been so. The reason for this is supposed 
to be the absence of any definite underlying idea which may be 
regarded as truly Indian inspiring and controlling the productions, 
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particularly the realistic ones. The idealistic creations are unique, 
even in the West, differing with different artists of the day. We 
find in them a lack of what may be called a definite artistic purpose. 
It is rather art running wild, except in some eminent geniuses of 
the day. In India, too, the productions called idealistic bear mostly 
this unique character, varying with d.ifferent artists. There too it 
is difficult to discover any underlying purpose or ideas in -the produc
tions. 

The question now arises-Is it possible to discover any' conscious 
purpose or ideas underlying artistic productions of a creative nature, 
which appears to be spontaneous? This question is a psychological 
one. The artists themselves are able to answer this question. The 
second and more important question' is-should not there be any 
conscious ideals guiding artistic creations and finding expression 
through them? If so, what should they be from the Indian stand
point? Or if they are to have universal values, is it possible to 
lay down positively what these ideals should be, instead of leaving 
the productions to the mere impulse of individual artists? The 
question is one of validity of values, and as such it is a philosophical 
one. This is the fundamental problem with Msthetics as a philo
sophical study. It is a subject in the forefront of some modern 
writers, as it was in the days of Plato and Aristotle. 

Philosophy is the highest expression of the culture of a people. 
It is not simply an intellectual study. It has also its influence on 
life, offering the highest ideals as based on a true view of human 
nature. Should art be independent of such ideals? The true value 
of any human ideal lies in its universal validity as applying to the 
whole of humanity. Indian philosophy aims at this universality, 
as any philosophy worth the name does. The question, therefore, 
arises in what way should these ideals influence art, so that its 
productions may have a legitimate place in the culture of a people. 
The problem is a deep and difficult one. But its importance cannot 
for tbis reason be waived, as in modern art it appears to be done. 
When this problem is handled properly from the standpoint of Indian 
philosophy so far as it relates to human life (and there is notbing 
in Indian thought which does not ultimately so relate itself), there 
will arise the possibility of an Indian Msthetics in the true sense of 
the term. At present, however, there is a felt need of it. To the 
best of my knowledge, there does not appear to have been made 
as yet any serious and systematic treatment of the subject on the 
line suggested. 





NEW LIGHT ON THE EARLY LIFE OF RANA SANGA 

By SUBlMAL CHANDRA DUTT 
." 

In the political history of India the third decade of the sixteenth 
century A.C. constitutes a very momentous landmark, for, within 
that brief space of time, are crowded together such important develop
ments as the downfall of the Sultanate of Delhi, the foundation of, 
the Mughal Empire in India and an abortive attempt for the revival 
of Hindu Empire. With the history of the first two of the above 
incidents, students of Indian History are fairly well acquainted; 
but that of the last may hardly be said to have been rescued from 
the realm of obscurity. An attempt has therefore been made in 
the present article to throw some light on the early life of the Rajput 
leader whose name is associated with this project for the re-establish
ment of Hindu hegemony in India. 

For this purpose help has been taken from a few contemporary 
inscriptions, some relevant Moslem records, Tod's A nnals and 
A ntiquities of Rajasthan and a Rajasthani manuscript of the 
seventeenth century. Of these materials, Tod's work is more or 
less a collection of traditions current about the author's own times 
and its value consists in the circumstance that it provides us with 
many traditions which but for Tod would not have been accessible 
to us. The Rajasthani manuscript, mentioned above, was compiled 
by Muhanote Nensi about the second and third quarters of the 
seventeenth century. Competent critics testify to its value as a 
source of Rajput history; and so far as sixteenth century affairs 
are concerned, its authority is almost unimpeachable, both by 
reason of the proximity of the compiler to the events described as 
well as the utmost care with which he collected the information 
embodied in his work. 

The leader of the Hindu revival of the 16th century mentioned 
above was Sangram Sinha, better known as Rana Sanga. Born 
in 1483 A.C., he ascended the throne of Mewar on his father Raymall's 
death in 1509 A.C., when he was 26; and he died in 1528 A.C. at the 
age of 45, after a rrue of 19 years. Of the incidents of the first 20 
years of his life we have no record. The first important event of his 
career was the part he took in a fraternal feud which embittered 
the last years of his father's life. But about the circumstances that 
gave rise to this quarrel, its progress and conseq.uences, traditions 
give an idea which is not supported by authoritatlve evidence. 
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Tod!s A nnals of M ewar maintains that Rana Raymall had 
three sons who in order of seniority were: Sanga, Prithviraj and 
J aymall. Although Sanga was the heir to the throne he observed 
to his brothers that he would waive his claims, and trust them to 
the omen which should be given by the Charani Devi at N ahra 
Magra. Accordingly, the three brothers accompanied by their 
uncle Surajmall repaired to her abode and were scarcely seated, 
when the Charani Devi declared that the future of the princes was 
indicated by the seats they had taken. Sanga having taken his 
seat on a panther-hide was to be the sovereign and Surajmall, 
resting as he did a part of his body on the same, was to enjoy half 
the kingdom. The two disappointed brothers at once attacked 
Sanga and Surajmall who saved themselves with the greatest 
difficulty. 

The important broad features of the above account on analysis 
will be found to consist in the following:-

Firstly, the cause of the family struggle was provided by the 
question of succession. Secondly, the initiative in the quarrel 
came from Sanga. Thirdly, in the struggle itself, Sanga and his 
uncle Surajmall were a11ies. So far as these three principal circum
stances are concerned, no evidence bas so far been traced which 
either directly or indirectly throws any discredit on them, and since 
they are maintained in a11 the available accounts, they may be 
accepted as authentic. Of the three facts mentioned above, the 
first requires no elucidation; but a closer and detailed study of the 
second and third yields interesting results. 

Admitting that the initiative came from Sanga, one may be 
tempted to ask, why did Sanga open the problem of succession at a11, 
specially as according to Tod he was the first son of his father and 
therefore the legal successor? The A nnals of M ewar indicates as 
if it was a spirit of magnanimity or carefreeness that made Sanga 
waive his legal rights. But such a spirit of generosity ill accords 
with the sentiment and morality of an age in which we find a son 
killing his father in his eagerness to enjoy a crown which would 
have been his in the ordinary course of circumstances. In fact, 
the reason of Sanga's forcing the issue is to be sought in something 
else than pure selflessness. What this was will be clear from the 
following considerations. There is incontrovertible evidence to 
show that Sanga was not the first of Raymall's sons. An inscription 
of 1500 A.C. applies the designation of' Maha Kumara' to Prithviraj, 
indicating that at that time he was the heir-apparent and not Sanga 
and therefore the first of the brothers. Besides, Nensi's Khyat 
gives the order of the sons of Raymall as Prithviraj, J aymall, J ai 
Sinha and Sanga. In the face of this contemporary and more 
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trustworthy evidence, we have no alternative but to take the latter 
traditions about Sanga's position in the royal family as absolutely 
unreliable. 

If it is accepted that Sanga was the fourth of the brothers, then 
the story of the surrender of his rightful claims on the throne should 
be regarded as unhistorical. The prophecy of the Charani Devi 
must also be relegated into the realm of imagination, all the more so 
because it involves too accurate an anticipation of what actually 
took place later. 

Viewed in the light of the above considerations, it appears dear 
that Sanga took the initiative in the struggle for succession not 
because he was impelled by a spirit of magnanimity, but because 
there was no possibility of his securing the throne in the regular 
course of events. Not self-effacement but pure and aggressive self
assertion is what lay at the root of his action. 

At first sight it might seem as if Sanga acted rashly in thus 
making a bid for the crown for which he could put forward no legal 
claims. But that his action was not a precipitate one will be dear 
if we turn to the third point in the narrative, namely, the alliance 
between Sanga and his uncle Surajmall. For a full appreciation of 
this alliance one must take a peep into the past history of the Rana's 
family. 

Rana Mokal, grandfather of RaymaU, had seven sons, the first 
two being Kumbha and Kshema. On Mokal's death in 1433 A.C., 
Kumbha succeeded to the throne and ruled till 1469 A.C. Through
out his reign Kumbha found an irreconcilable enemy in his own 
brother Kshema; and, according to Nensi, when the two brothers 
died, the feud devolved upon their respective heirs, Raymall and 
Surajmall. All the relevant authorities maintain that a most 
dreadful family feud this was. 

Now, it was this Surajmall, the enemy of Raymall, who supported 
Sanga in the struggle for succession. The situation is therefore 
extremely interesting. It is quite clear that a quarrel within the 
ruling family was highly advantageous to Surajmall as it carried 
dissension in the very heart of his enemy's citadel. From this 
consideration as well as remembering that Sanga had no legal 
claims on the throne, it seems certain that it was Surajmall who 
instilled into Sanga's mind the idea of fighting for the throne of 
Mewar. 

An examination of the chronology of this period throws further 
interesting light on the event. In his Udaypur Rajya Ka Itihas, 
Pandit G. H. Ojha refers to three memorial tablets, in two of which 
it is mentioned that in 1504 A.C. Rathor Bida gave up his life on 
behalf of Sangram Sinha, son of Rana Raymall. This incident, 
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according to Pandit Ojha, took place at the time when Sanga was 
trying to save himself by flight from the pursuit of his brothers. 
The date"mentioned may therefore be regarded as pointing to the 
end of th~ struggle for succession. Its beginning must therefore be 
traced to some time earlier. Now, according to Firishta, in 1503 A,C. 
Sultan Nasiruddin Khilji of Malwa invaded and devasted a part of 
Mewar. It is thus clear that three events, struggle with Surajmall, 
insurrection of Sanga, and the invasion of Mewar, happened at the 
same time; and the presumption is that they were connected with 
each other. That Sanga's insurrection had a clear connection with 
Surajmall's feud had been demonstrated above. That the Miilwa 
invasion in the same way bears a close relation with the same event 
will be clear from the following circumstances. Nensi holds that 
Surajmall's father Kshema set the Malwa Sultan on Mewar. That 
the son should take a leaf out of his father's book is easily com
prehensible. Besides, one tradition preserved by Tad clearly 
maintains that it was Surajmall who, WIth the help of the Sultan of 
Malwa, attacked Mewar. 

Thus the year r503-4 seems to have been a time of great diffi
culty for Mewar. As far as can be gathered from the available 
records, Surajmall was the principal mover against the State. In 
order to satisfy his hereditary enmity against his cousin Rana 
Raymall, he brought about a widespread movement. He per
suaded the Sultan of Malwa, who had also to pay many an old 
score against Mewar, to launch a campaign against her; and at the 
same time he was able by winning over Sanga to involve the Rana's 
family in an internal dissension. The destruction of the enemy 
seemed all but accomplished. But Mewar weathered the storm 
most heroically, thanks to the bravery displayed by the RaIla, but 
more specially his eldest son and heir-apparent, Prithviraj. The 
seventeenth century chronicler, Muhanote Nensi, describes how the 
latter saved the country from the depredations of the Malwa armies 
which were hurled over the frontiers of the State, how Surajma1l had 
to acknowledge defeat and how Sanga had to seek safety by flight. 
The conduct of Sanga throughout this critical period had been 
highly reprehensible. He had allowed himself to be used as a eat's 
paw by the most inveterate enemy of the State and had very nearly 
brought about its ruin. No wonder that all authorities should 
state that the rest of his father's life he had to pass in exile, t self
exiled from perpetual fear of his life'. 



PALAKAPYA 

By S. K. DE, Dacca University 

The work on elephant-lore, entitled Hastyayurveda, which is 
ascribed to Palakapya (or °kappa), was published as eaTly as r894.1 
Jolly mentioned it in his work on (Indian) Medicine in r90r,2 but 
attention was not drawn to it until 1919 when Haraprasad Siistri 8 

first attempted to estimate its importance and assign a very early 
date to it. The contents of the work have not yet been examined, 
nor have the numerous references to it and quotations from it in 
later technical literature checked and identified. This small paper 
has no such ambitious pretensions, but it wants to present certain 
facts in relation to tbe work which might be of interest. 

This fairly extensive work gives in four sections an elaborate 
account of the ailments peculiar to the elephant and contains much 
miscellaneous information about the formidable but useful animal. 
It is written, after the manner of the PuraI,las, in the form of a 
dialogue held in Campa between king Romapada and Muni 
Palakapya. This Romapada is mentioned as the mythical con
temporary of Dasaratha famed in the Ramayarz.a; and the author, 
endowed with a fictitious Kapya-gotra and possibly with a fictitious 
name,4 is likewise a legendary figure, bis father having been a sage 
and his mother a she-elephant! In i. 1. 39 and lor a reference is 
made to the hermitage of Palakapya which is placed in the region 
where the river Lauhitya (Brahmaputra) flows from the Himalayas 
into the sea. In spite of the obviously legendary character of the 
narrator and the hearer, it is possible that an historical fact is behind 
this statement; and it has been surmised that the work in its present 
form was redacted in some place in Bengal or Assam on the banks 
of the Brahmaputra. Since the device of a legendary narrator 

1 Ed. Anandasrama Sanskrit Series, No. 26, Poona 1894. The work is also 
sometimes called Gaja-cikitsa, Gaja-vaidya, Gajayurveda and, more appropriately, 
Gaja-vidya. MSS. noticed in Aufrecht, Catalogus Catalogorum, i, pp. 14Ia, 336b; 
ii, p. 28a. 

2 J. Jolly, Medicin, GIPA, Strassburg 1901, p. 14, sec. 12. 
8 fBORS., I919, p. 313; also see fBORS., I924, p. 3I7. Sastri is inclined to 

assign the work to the 5th or 6th century B.C. 
4 P. C. Bagchi (IHQ., 1933, p. 26I) demonstrates that Palakapya is a fictitious 

name, the term pala- (pal-, pil-, pe4-), as well as -kapya (a form of -kapi; cf. Vedic 
V~~akapi, which need not, as often supposed, mean 'a male monkey'), meaning 'an 
elephant'. 
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and hearer is common enough in the Purat;las, from which it is 
evidently borrowed, it would not be safe to base merely on it any 
chronological inference; but, as high antiquity has been claimed for 
the production as the 5th or 6th century B.C. The first surmise 
regarding the place of origin of the work is not unlikely; and Yuan 
Chwang 1 speaks of wild elephants in herds ravaging Kaniarflpa 

. (Western Assam), which he takes to be the confines of 'East India'. 
The date of the work is certainly earlier than that of K~ira-svamin, 
who in the lIth century A.D. quotes Palakapya twice in his com
mentary on the Amara-kosa (on ii. 8. 38; iii. 3. 148); and it is probable 
that, whatever may have been the date of its final redaction, 
Palakapya's work could not have come into existence at a very late 
period. The encyclopredic Agni-purii1:ta, for instance, some of whose 
Sastric sections have to be dated earlier than the loth century,2 
represents that its chapter on Gaja-cikitsa (ed. Anandasrama, 
Ch. 287) is narrated by Palakapya to king Romapada of Ailga. 
From the lIth century downwards a large number of quotations 
from Pruakapya occurs in technical works. Hemadri, in the second 
half of the 12th century, extensively quotes Palakapya in his 
Caturvarga-cintama1Ji,'Il while in the 14th century quotations occur in 
Mallinatha (on RaghuO , xvi, 3) and Sar1igadhara-paddhati (Nos. 1563-
69; 1594-99). It would be interesting to trace these quotations in 
the present text of Hastyayurveda, but the passage quoted by 
Mallinatha does occur in it as i. 1. 218-19. It is also not improbable 
that Kalidasa alludes to Palakapya 4 when he makes Sunanda, 

1 Th. Watters, On Yuan Chwang (London, 1904-5), ii, p. 186. 
2 See S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, i, pp. 102-4, 011 the Alarp.kara-chapters; all 

the Sm;ti-chapters, see R. C. Hazra in IRQ., 1936, pp. 683-91. It is interesting to 
note that the MSS. available for the Agni-puriit,ta are almost entirely in Bengali or 
Devanagari scripts; South Indian MSS. are extremely rare, while Kashmiri or Nepali 
MSS. are not known. This curious fact would probably show its prevalence in 
Bengali and Devanagari area; and the fact that Bengali MSS. are by far the more 
plentiful might indicate the eastern origin, or at least popularity, of the Pural).a. It 
is, therefore, not surprising that it should cite Palakapya. 

'Il Ed. Bibl. Ind., Vrata-khal)~a, Vol. II, pt. 2, pp. 222-25 (66 metrical lines), 
982-83 (4 metrical lines), 1036 (55 metrical lines with short prose passages, and then 
continued with tatha,-in all, 255 metrical lines). These passages relate to such 
topics as Gaja-puja, Gaja-santi, Gaja-palaka-Iakf;lal).a, Gaja-nirajana-vidhi, etc. 
The introductory verses of the Adbhuta-sagara of Ballalasena mention Plilakapya 
as one of its authorities (wrongly read as Pilukavya in the printed edition; d. 
Kane, Hist. of Dharma-sastra, i, p. 341, footnote). References also occur in the 
Viramitrodaya of MitramiSra quite frequently (Lakf;la~aprakasa, pp. 32If., 324f., 
330, 346-47, 350, 352, 362-63, 399-401; Sarp.skaraprakasa, p. 513, ed. Jivananda 
Vidyasagar, Calcutta, 1875). 

4 So explained by Hemadri, Caritravardhana and Mallinatha. 
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during the Svayatp.vara of Indumati (Raghu,O, vi, 27), describe the 
king of Anga as one 'whose elephants are trained by Sutr~-karas '. 
Palakapya's present work is not written in the form of Sutra, but 
in Karika with occasional prose exposition, somewhat in the manner 
of Bharata's Natya-sastra; but since Bharata has also been called a 
Muni and Sfltra-kara, a similar description of Palakapya cannot 
be entirely ruled out. If this presumption is acceptable, then 
Palakapya's treatise on elephant-scif'nce, like Bharata's work on 
Dramaturgy, should be taken as embodying a traditional com
pendium, which was redacted in Anga sometime before Kruldasa 
in the name of a legendary sage to whom the first systematisation 
of the science was ascribed, and in the shape and diction of an ancient 
Sastra, the PuraI.1ic form being thus intelligible. 

But it need not have been the present text in part or in entirety. 
The present text is an extensive compilation, with a legendary 
introduction, of 160 chapters covering 700 pages in the printed 
edition, and is divided (after the manner of medical works) into 
four Sthanas or sections, namely, Maharoga (principal diseases, 18 
chapters) K!?udra-roga (minor diseases, 72 chapters), Salya (Surgery, 
34 chapters) and Uttara (Therapy, Bath, Dietics, etc., 36 chapters). 
The science, to which Kautilya refers when he speaks of elephant
doctors, and which at one time must have possessed considerable 
importance in India, is now nearly lost, and its technicalities have 
become obscure; but this earliest authoritative contribution to the 
subject, going under the name of Palakapya, deserves more attention, 
especially in Bengal as a presumably eastern production of great 
interf'st. 





A TANTRA WORK ON THE CULT OF PANCANANA 

By CHlNTAHARAN CHAKRAVARTI 

The cult of Paiicanana,l the Guardian Deity of children, is 
immensely popular among the womenfolk of Western Bengal, 
specially of the lower class, who worship the deity for the protection 
and welfare of their young ones. Almost every village has one or 
more separate places of worship assigned to this deity. Localities 
passing under the name of Paiicananatala (places sacred to 
Paiidinana) are rather common in the villages of Western Bengal. 
The known literature on this cult is, however, extremely meagre. 
Brief descriptions of the cult presumably based on hearsay have 
been given by Ward 2 and De.3 A more detailed description is met 
with in the V isvako$a 4 (Bengali Encyclopredia) which refers to a 
medireval Bengali work on the cult attributed to one Manohara 
Vyasa. This is stated to be one of several inaccessible works of 
the type popular among low-class people. The work describes how 
King Suratha of Hastinapura had a son through the grace of the 
deity. The royal couple apparently forgot the deity as the child 
grew up and the offended god had it carried away by witches, who 
brought it back only when the deity was propitiated. Thereupon 
he was worshipped with due pomp and festivities, a temple was 
consecrated to him and the story of his greatness which was made 
known on all sides, led to the popularity of the cult. 

The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, fortunately, is in possession 
of three MSS.-perhaps all which are known-of a Tantric text 
called the Brhadrudrayiimala, sections of which deal exclusively 
with this cult. These sections, in the manner of mailgalakavyas of 
medireval Bengal, one of which may not unlikely have been the 

1 The deity is also, and perhaps more popularly, known as Pafidinanda and 
Paficu Thakur. 

2 W. Ward-A view of the history, literature and religion of the Hindoos-Vol. II, 
Serampore, 1815 (p. 182-3). 

S Lal Behari Day-Bengal Peasant Life-First Edition 1874, New edition 1878 
(pp. 62-65 of the reprint in 1926). 

, It seeks to identify the deity with Tirurvyar whose temple is situated near 
Tanjore and who is celebrated in a Sanskrit miihiitmya work supposed to form part 
of the Brahmavaivartapurii1Ja. But the identification does not seem to be correct: 
the name of the deity in question is Paficanadisvara (Gazetteer of the Tanjore District, 
Vol. I, Madras 1906, p. 277) and the name of the miihiitmya work is Pancanada
miihiitmya (Catalogus Catalogorum, I, 314, III, 67). 
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basis of the Sanskrit version given here, record legends (different 
from the one already referred to) concerning the powers of the 
deity in causing destruction when offended and bringing prosperity 
when du1y worshipped. The MSS. are especially interesting in view 
of the fact that Sanskrit works pertaining to folk-cults are rare, if 
not totally unknown. 

The MSS. which are lying in the rooms of the Society for a 
pretty long time do not seem to have attracted the attention they 
deserved. 1 One of the MSS. which originally belonged to the Fort 
William College appears to have been acquired by the College in 
1825, the date found written on the obverse of the first leaf of the 
MS. along with the name of the College. It evidently came to 
the Society in the beginning of the 19th century when the MS. 
collection of the College was transferred to this institution. It 
is mentioned in the Catalogue of the Society published in 1838.2 
The second MS., dated 1741 S.E. (1819 A.D.), was acquired pre
sumably in 1891-2.3 This MS. seems to be identical with the one 
described by H. P. Shastri in 1900.4 The third MS. is a comparatively 
recent acquisition having been acquired as late as 1914. 

The first MS. contains four sections of the work, each complete 
in several chapters, accompanied by the commentary of Ramacandra 
or Ramananda. According to the commentator the MS. presents 
only an abridged version 5 of several sections. The entire work, says 
he, consists of twenty-two sections 6 of which the first section deals 
with Ga1).eSa worship, the second, third and fourth with the advent 
and achievements of Paficanana, the second and third with the 
characteristics of a barren woman and the fourth with the rules of 
celibacy. Being asked by Narada, Vi$1).u narrated the essence of 

1 About three quarters of a century after the acquisition of the first of the 
three MSS., Mm. H. P. Shastri made a passing reference to the subject-matter of 
the second MS. acquired by him (Notices of Sans. MSS. I, Pref. p. xxxv) while the 
first MS. remained unnoticed. 

2 Silcipustakam, p. 43. 
3 H. P. Shastri-Notices of Sans. MSS., Vol. XI, Pref. p. 14, Vol. I (second 

series), Pref. p. 1. 
4 Notices of Sans. MSS. I, 250. 
& This, in his opinion, is indicated by the name of the work as found in the 

colophons of the MS. The work is here called Brhadrudrayamaliya, i.e. a work 
derived from the Brhadrudrayamala. 

6 tWimw.'IIT!IIl(\' ~~Tll'ilTl!fl't ~ 'Imt I n ~q 1fl'qfqiQfiI .. ql\(4{, ~. 

~~~ ~t1ttq.a'll~ .... , ~ il:Wtlt ~~l{. ~ .. ,.,,,.qlfc;J .... q .... .,. I 'm:~ 
rit \fnT1J: fl"""'iI!fft~,,,'HT: ~T~~ .1~ .. 1 ... 1"'tI~ I ~'" "~ \f'I': . .-
.-u.:~"tLa: • j'tf lfW ~p"t m I 

~ -Commentary on the colophon of chapter I of section II. 
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sections II-IV to Narada. So, the text in the MS. is in the form 
of an interlocution between Krsna and Narada. 

The arrangement of the ·t'opics and chapters in the abridged 
version which has general agreement with what is indicated above, 
is as follows: The first section in it deals in three chapters with the 
details of the worship of Ga1,1esa, the second 1 in thirty chapters 
with legends of Paficanana, the third in twenty-two chapters speaks 
principally of barrenness and its magical remedies which include the 
worship of Paficanana. The fifth section 2 (which is referred to as 
the fourth in the colophons) describes in seven chapters the details of 
the worship of Kali while the text of the fourth section of five chapters 
dealing with general topics like the different modes of worship and 
the different castes is preserved in the third MS. belonging to the 
Society that has ahead y been referred to. 

The work itself may not be old. The epithet Brhad (Big) is 
suspicious. It seeks to associate the cult with the well-known, 
highly authoritative and fairly old Tantric text called the 
Rudrayiimala and thereby claim antiquity for the cult. It may 
possibly have been a late work of Bengal origin as all the known 
MSS. of the work have been found in Bengal and as it deals with a 
cult known probably in Bengal alone. The work is not referred to 
even in well-known Tantric digests of Bengal like the Tantrasiira 
and Syiimiirahasya. It is not mentioned in any of the well-known 
traditional lists of Tantras. The work has however immense anthro
pological interest in that it preserves a comparatively detailed 
account of a popular folk-deity. 

The work opens with a description of a council of the gods who 
decide to create a new deity with energies borrowed from different 
gods (eh. r). The deity was born with the body of Siva, head of 
Visnu and limbs taken from all other gods (eh. 2). Siva gave him 
four messengers. Followed by them the deity came down on earth. 
He took his seat underneath two trees (Vata and Asvattha) in a 
place called Kaficananagara and declared that worship offered in 
his name on a slab of stone under these trees would be highly effi
cacious (eh. 3). Four Brahmins came at the time to take their 
bath in a near-by tank. They laughed at the messengers who 
referred to their descent from heaven for doing good to the' mis
guided people of the world. Naturally the god felt insulted and 

1 This portion of the work accompanied by the commentary of Rarniinanda 
on it is also contained in the second MS. already referred to. 

II " " ~ ." .. ~ifT f1r~: -Beginning of the commentary of the 
section (p. 104). 
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made up his mind to put the Brahmins into difficulties (Ch. 4). 
Accordingly the messengers went to the houses of the Brahmins and 
caused their wives and children to be attacked by a peculiar disease 
by which they lost all movements. Physicians failed to make any 
diagnosis (Ch. 5). Everything however was all right when the 
Brahmins offered worship to the deity (Ch. 7). 

A gardener who refused to supply a garland to this 'unknown 
deity' was also similarly punished and was subsequently forgiven 
on his duly worshipping the god (Ch. 8). Unusual and unique powers 
possessed by the god were demonstrated by two of the messengers 
bringing back to life, through the worship of the deity, a son of an 
old Brahmin couple who had died long ago (Ch. 9). 

King Naradhvaja of Kaficananagara who was passing unhappy 
days with his eight wives all childless, had one son each by all his 
wives, after worshipping the god according to the instructions of the 
four Brahmins whose story has already been related (Ch. 10-12). 
He worshipped the deity every day and was eager to consecrate a 
golden temple. His sons agreed to get gold from Lanka, a terrible 
place where even the ministers were afraid to go. On their way they 
were obstructed by the messengers of King Kirtidhvaja who laughed 
at the name of the unfamiliar deity and were killed (Ch. IS). Then 
came Virasena, son of Kirtidhvaja, and defeated the eight brothers. 
They prayed to Paficanana for help and his messengers came to their 
rescue and killed prince Virasena (Ch. 16). At the suggestion of 
Vis~u, his tutelary deity, who referred to the supremacy of Paficanana 
and blamed the king for his foolishness in going against the devotees 
of so powerful a deity, Kirtidhvaja surrendered before the sons of 
Naradhvaja and stopped any further mischief being done (Ch. 17). 
The princes then proceeded on their way and approached a Brahmin 
engaged in austerities, for blessings. But strangely they turned 
blind and prayed to the lord who came to them and explained how 
the Brahmin having had his belongings stolen away had announced 
that any human being coming within two miles of his hermitage 
would become blind. The god however could not do anything in the 
matter and asked the princes to propitiate the Brahmin himself. 
This they did and were cured (Ch. 18-19). 

Going farther they came across a pond and got into it for drinking 
water. There they were swallowed by a crocodile and its mate. 
The princes prayed to the god from within the stomachs of the 
beasts. The god came and on his intervention the princes were 
disgorged (Ch. 21). They then reached the sandalwood forest where 
they found a silver temple with a golden boundary wall. Siva, the 
lord of the temple, came to them, blessed them on their errand and 
asked them to propitiate Hanumall at Setubandha (Rameswaram). 



A TANTRA WORK ON THS C~T OF pA&CANANA 8r 

Duly propitiated Hanuman helped them to cross the breach 1 in the 
bridge with his big tail and they safely reached Lanka (Ch. 22). 
On the recommendation of Hanuman, Vibhi~~a, the king of Lailka, 
gave them gold (Ch. 23) and the princes started back for their own 
land in boats full of gold. When they reached their country they 
were warmly greeted by their parents and subjects (Ch. 24). 
Naradhvaja then sought the help of Visvakarman and II beautiful 
temple was made and consecrated to the god with proper worship 2 

and festivity (Ch. 25). The god then asked the king to propagate his 
worship. The king accordingly issued a statement referring to the 
extraordinary powers possessed by the deity. The cult of the deity 
thus became popular. King J arasandha, however, insulted the 
statement and tore it off. As a result the wrath of Paficanana fell 
on him; his sons died and he himself was stupified. At this stage 
Narada came to his help and worshipped the deity on his behalf. 
Everything was as before, and J arasandha became a devoted wor
shipper of the deity (Ch. 26). 

It was then ordained by Paficanana that his messengers along 
with other evil spirits would have complete sway over the people, 
specially women and children, who neglected and went against 
certain popular customs (Ch. 28). Then the deity took the king 
with his sons and wives in his chariot and went to heaven. Of the 
twenty-one heavens situated at the top of Sumeru the heaven called 
Nirmala was assigned to the king (Ch. 30). 

Here ends what is called the ] anmakha1J~a or Section on the 
advent of the deity. It is not known if there were other sections 
giving detailed rules of the worship of the deity. It is these rules 
that are given more prominence than anything else in the Tantras 
which deal with various cults and rites. 

1 Made by Lak~mal!a on his way back to Ayodhya after Sita's rescue. 
2 Worship was offered to the god along with his attendauts who are all described 

here. The god is white, five-faced, riding on a bull while three groups of his attendants 
are respectively yellowish, reddish and black, riding respectively on elephant, horse 
and camel, having respectively bow, trident and sword in their hands. 

'IlIQ l('fqi .m W{~~. I ff1j,j .,",T~~ ~'"' "it I 

1{PtI~ ~T ~,~l\ W{T~, ~.'~..a\ m ~ m d II 
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-Brhad,udrayamala II, 25, II-I4. 





STRUGGLE BETWEEN DELHI AND MEWAR 
IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 

By AmI. CHANDRA BANERJEE 

With the opening of the eighth century of the Christian era 
commenced a long series of political crusades by the .followers of the 
Arabian Prophet against the infidels of Hindustan.1 Six centudes 2 

elapsed before they penetrated into Southern India and a real Turkish 
empire was established in the country. The Muhammadan conquest 
of India was in no wayan easy walk over: the broken fragments of 
Hindu power fought a strenuous fight against the aliens, with failures 
generally, but not as fruitlessly as is usually supposed. It was 
upon the Rajputs that the supremely difficult task of playing the 
champion of India fell; and every student of sober history and every 
lover of historical romance must be familiar with the story of their 
achievements. 

Apart from all romantic flourishes, however, there is the hard 
historical interpretation of the conflicts between the Muhammadans 
and the Rajputs. When, after the defeat and death of Prithviraj, 
the great Chahamana ruler, the Turkish Sultanate of Delhi came to 
be founded, the Sultans at once began aggressive campaigns against 
the Rajputs, and this policy was so vitally important that rulers up 
to the time of Aurangzeb had to continue it. One of the central 
movements of medieval Indian History is the struggle between the 
Muhammadan rulers of Delhi and the princes of Rajputana. The 
continuity of the movement could not have been assured but for 
the pressure of certain essential and fundamental conflicts in the 
interests of these two groups of rulers; we cannot explain it only by 
referring to the ambition or caprice of individuals. No doubt the 
Muhammadan monarchs aimed at the expansion of their territory, 
and for this purpose conquests were necessary. But this can hardly 
be a sufficient explanation for their repeated expeditions against the 
Raj puts. Rajputana, covered by hills and desert and having too 
little of fertility, was not a very alluring object to any conqueror. 
Then, again, there was the factor of religion. The { mlechchhas' and 
the { infidels' were too divergent to be reconciled at that time; while 

1 The first recorded Arab invasion of India took place in 636-37 A.D., but 
plunder-not conquest-was the aim of the early raids. The first invasion aiming 
at conquest was led by Muhammad bin Qasim in 712 A.D. 

2 Alauddin Khalji invaded Devagiri in 1294 A.D. 
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the Muhammadans had to spread the religion of the Prophet, the 
Hindus had to defend their gods and temples. But this also is not 
by itself an adeq.uate explanation. Alauddin 1 and Akbar had 
banished the conslderation of religious sentiments from the sphere 
of active politics, and yet they had to direct their special attention 
to Rajputana. It is clear, therefore, that while territorial ambition 
and religious considerations must have to a great extent influenced 
the policy pursued by the Muhammadan sovereigns of Delhi towards 
the Rajput princes, yet there must have been some other, and 
perhaps more important, reasons which led them to continue inter
minable hostilities against the desert chieftains. 

The orthodox theory that the physical geography of a country 
exercises much influence upon its historical development has some 
truth in it. From the military point of view in particular, Geography 
is almost the very foundation of History, because political History 
is largely concerned with wars, and wars and Geography are very 
closely connected. The expansion of' States very often assumes 
peculiar character owing to geographical considerations. On close 
analysis it will be found that the root of the conflicts between the 
Muhammadan rulers of Delhi and the Rajput princes lay really in 
the peculiar geographical position of Rajputana and its importance 
from the military point of view. 

The centre of north-western India is occupied by Rajputana. 
Through Rajputana, diagonally from the south-west north-eastward, 
there runs the range of the Aravalli Hills for a distance of fully 
300 miles. There are two main divisions, the north-west and the 
south-east of the Aravallis. The former stretches from Sind on the 
west, northward along the southern Punjab frontier to near Delhi 
on the north-east. As a whole, this tract is sandy, ill-watered and 
unproductive. Within this division lies the great Indian desert, 
prolonged sea-ward by the salt, and partly tidal, marsh of the 
Rann of Cutch. The second division contains the higher and more 
fertile regions, intersected by extensive hill ranges and traversed 
by considerable rivers. Within this division lies Mewar. 

Delhi stands on the west bank of the J umna at the northern 
extremity of the Aravallis, just where the invading forces from the 

1 Amir Khusrav (Tarikh-i-Alai, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. III, p. 84) says that 
Alauddin's aim in sending Malik Kafur to Dvarasamudra and Ma'bar was' to spread 
the light of the Muhammadan religion' in 'that distant country', and the poet's 
eloquent description of the destruction of idols and temples and the slaughter of 
idolaters may appear to lend some support to this view. But Barani, who was by 
no means less orthodox than the celebrated poet, does not say that the Sultan was 
inspired by crusading zeal. (See Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. III, 
pp. 203-4). Alauddin's real aim seems to have been secular rather than religious. 
(See the present writer's note in Indian Culture, Vol. II, No.2, p. 351). 
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north-west came one after another. If the invaders wanted to 
proceed to Western India and the Deccan, they had to march 
through Rajputana. As the north-western side of the Aravallis 
was unfit for the march of armies, they had to proceed through the 
south-eastern portion of the country, within which was situated the 
territory of Mewar. When, therefore, the rulers of Delhi wanted to 
extend their power in Gujarat and in the Deccan, they had to 
encounter opposition from the Rajputs of Mewar, who, it is easy to 
see, would not allow them to pass through their State unmolested. 
It was also necessary for the rulers of Delhi to crush the Rajputs 
before trying to extend their authority over Gujarat and the Deccan, 
because it would have been extremelv unsafe to leave in the rear 
such powerful princes who might attack them when they were engaged 
in southern campaigns. That this is not reading subtle modern 
meaning into crude medieval considerations is clear from various 
statements in Muslim historical works. 1 Firishta 2 makes it clear 
that Alauddin was inspired by similar strategical motives when he 
personally proceeded to conquer Chitor in I303 for facilitating the 
progress of his army in the Deccan. 

In the second place, we should not overlook the very important 
fact that Delhi lay within about 300 miles from Chitor and as Ajmer 
was included within the Sultanate, the boundaries of the dominions 
of Delhi and the territories of the Guhilots ran side by side. It was 
not possible for the Muhammadan rulers of Delhi to tolerate the 
existence of powerful States along their own borders. We know 
that Sher Shah had to crush Maldeo of Jodhpur for this reason. 
Though Mewar was a small State, yet the strong fort of Chitor and 
the renowned valour of her sons as well as the tradition of the 
hostility of the Guhilots to the' mlechchhas' could not but give rise 
to serious apprehension in the minds of the Muhammadan rulers of 
Delhi, and it was wise to crush the enemy at the earliest opportunity. 

These, then, are the causes which explain the struggles of the 
Guhilots against the Muhammadan rulers of Delhi. 

II 

Three reigns approximately cover the history of Mewar in the 
thirteenth century. Jaitrasimha ruled at least from I2I3 A.D. to 

1 Barani (Elliot and Dowson, Vol. III, pp. 169-71) says that as early as 1298 A.D. 
Alauddin kept before him the idea of conquering' such places as Rantambhor, 
Chitor, Chanderi, Malwa, Dhar, and Ujjain'. All these places were strategically 
important for an intending conqueror of the Deccan. (See Prof. S. C. Dutt's article 
on' The First Saka of Citod' in Indian Historical Quarterly, June, 1931.) 

2 Briggs, Vol. 1. Cf. Journal of Indian History, December, 1929, pp. 369-72• 
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1256 A.D,; the former date is given in the earliest inscription of his 
reign,l and the latter is assigned to him in a manuscript written in 
his reign.! Then came Tejasimha, whose known records range from 
1260 A.D.s to 1267 A.D.' The reign of his son and successor, 
Samarasimha, approximately covers the period from 1273 A.D,s 
to 1301 A.D.s 

During this period there were numerous conflicts between the 
Guhilot princes and the Sultans of Delhi. 

We have clear records of two direct struggles between the two 
parties during the reign of J aitrasimha. Our authorities for the 
account of these struggles are, firstly, the Chirwa inscription of 
Samarasimha dated 1273 A.D., secondly, the Abu Stone inscription 
of Samarasimha dated in 1285 A.D.,7 thirdly, a drama entitled 
'Hammira-mada-mardanam' composed by Jayasimha Suri which was 
probably written between 1219 A.D. and I229 A.D.,B and fourthly, 
Firishta's history.9 It will be seen, therefore, that all the sources 
of our information with the exception of Firishta are contemporary. 

The first conflict must have taken place before 1229 A.D., as 
the drama / Hammira-mada-mardanam' refers to it and 1229 A.D. is, 
as we have seen, the last date that can be assigned to its composition. 
The third Act of the drama gives the following story: King 
Viradhavala of Gujarat is anxious to get the news about Hammira 10 

(that is, Amir or Sultan of Delhi) who was to begin hostilities against 
the Mewar King J ayatala (that is, J aitrasimba) who, priding himself 
on the strength of his own sword, had not joined him (that is, 
Viradhavala). Then enters the spy Kamalaka, who relates how the 

1 Ekalinga Stone Inscription, dated in V.S. 1270. Bhavanagar Inscriptions, 
P·96. 

2 Paksika-Vrtti. G. H. Ojha, History of Rajputana (in Hindi), Vol. II, p. 471. 
8 MS. of Sravaka-pratikramana-sutra-curni. Peterson, Report on the Search for 

Sanskrit Manuscripts, P.23. 
, Chitor Stone Inscription, dated in V.S. 1324. Journal of the Asiatic Society 

of Bengal, Vol. LV, Part I, pp. 46-7. 
5 Chirwa Stone Inscription, dated in V.S. 1330. Vienna Oriental Journal, 

1907. pp. 142-62. 
6 Chitor Stone Inscription, dated in V.S. 1358. Rajputana Museum Report, 

1921, p. 1. An inscription of Samarasimha's son and successor, Ratnasimha, is 
dated in V.S. 1359 (c. 1302 A.D.). Rajputana Museum Report, 1927, p. 3. 

7 Indian Antiquary, Vol. XVI, pp. 345-58. 
8 Edited by C. D. Dalal in Gaekwad Oriental Series. 
9 Briggs, Vol. I, p. 238. 

10 Hammira or Hamvira is a corruption of the Arabic word Amir. From the 
time of Muhammad of Ghur to the reign of Balban this epithet in various forms 
occurs as the regular designation of the Sultans of Delhi in their coins and inscriptions. 
See Wrig~t's Catal~gue .of Coins in the Indian Museum, Vol. II, pp. 17-33, and 
H. C. Ray s Dynasttc Hutory of Northern India, Vol. II, pp. 681-2. 
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whole of Mewar was burnt by the soldiers of the enemy and how 
the people were filled with dismay by the entrance of ruthless 
, mlechchha' warriors into the capital and how the people through 
terror preferred to die at their own hands. Kamalaka further says 
that he, being unable to bear the sight, declared that Viradhavala 
was coming to save the people; hearing this the Turushka warriors 
were seized with panic and fled away. 

It is clear from this narrative that the Moslem al,"llly entered 
Mewar, devastated a part of the same and even occupied the capital. 
It is perhaps with reference to this expedition that the Chirwa 
inscription says: 'In the war with the soldiers of the Sultan the 
city of N agda 1 was destroyed and the Governor of that fort was 
killed in a battle which took place at Untala, a village near Nagda'. 
But the initial advantages of the enemies did not prove lasting and 
soon they had to take recourse to flight. Kamalaka no doubt 
represents the brave repute of his own king as the factor that inspired 
terror in their heart; but we may be sure that this is merely a device 
of the author to secure his own advance in royal favour.2 We 
may believe that it was J aitrasimha who opposed the enemies of 
his country and defeated them. The Chirwa inscription implies 
this by saying that even the Sultan could not humble him, and 
we read in the Abu Stone inscription that he was' the sage Agastya 
of the Ocean -like armies of the Turushkas'. 

Who was this Sultan of Delhi who fought against J aitrasimha 
but failed to humble him? Our authorities do not give his name. 
The Chirwa inscription calls him' Suratriina' and the' Hammira
mada-mardanam' refers to him as 'Milachhikiira'. The second 
designation may give us a clue to the name. Pandit Gaurishankar 
Ojha 3 points out that the term 'M ilacchikiira' seems to be a 
Sanskritized form of the word' Amir-i-shikiir'. We gather from the 
Tabaqat-i-Nasiri 4 that Qutbuddin had conferred this title upon 
Iltutmish. Iltutmish was a contemporary of J aitrasimha and his 
reign covered the period from 12II A.D. to 1236 A.D. It is quite 
probable, therefore, that he was the' M ilacchikiira' who had carried 
an expedition into Mewar before 1229 A.D. The Muhammadan 

1 This was the capital of the Guhilots at that time. 
2 'In this account J ayasimha characteristically gives all the credit to Viradha

vala, the generous patron of his religion, and does not even mention 'RaI Karan' 
who, according to the Muslim writers, was the real leader of these campaigns'. H. C. 
Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, Vol. II, p. 1021. 

3 History of Rajputana (in Hindi), Vo1. II, p. 467. 'Dr. Barnett considers 
the identification as very improbable'. H. C. Ray, Dynastic History of Northern 
India, Vol. II, p. 1021. 

4 Raverty, pp. 603-4. 
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writers do not refer to this expedition; but that seems to be no 
sufficient justification for disbelieving the contemporary accounts 
referred to above. The devout Muslims might be unwilling to 
suppress the story of the defeat of the Sultan at the hands of a 
petty prince. Whatever the explanation of the silence of the 
Muslim historians may be, an' argumentum ex silentio' is unacceptable 
in the face of contemporary statements to the contrary. 

The second incursion of the Muhammadans into Mewar took 
place probably about the close of J aitrasimha's reign. Firishta 1 

says, 'In 1247, Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmud recalled his brother 
J ala1uddin from his government of Kanouj to Delhi, but, appre
hensive of a design against his life, he fled to the hills of Chitor with 
all his adherents. The king pursued him; but, finding after eight 
months that he could not secure him, returned to Delhi'. This 
story is vaguely worded, and does not tell us whether Nasiruddin 
Mahmud came into direct conflict with the Guhilot prince. Firishta's 
account is not confirmed by any other Hindu or Muhammadan 
writer. 

Firishta 2 mentions a third struggle. During the reign of 
Nasiruddin Mahmud, on the revolt of Qutlugh Khan, Governor of 
Oudh, the Wazir Ulugh Khan marched against him, but he escaped 
to Chitor. The Wazir destroyed the fort, but, being unable to find 
Qutlugh Khan, returned to Delhi. No other Muhammadan or 
Hindu account knows anything about it. If the Sultan's army had 
really destroyed the fort of Chitor, there is no reason why the 
Muhammadan writers should be silent over it. It again appears 
to be somewhat improbable that no Rajput chronicle should mention 
this alleged destruction of their fort. Why, again, should the 
Guhilots give shelter to a revolted relative of the Sultan and invite 
new troubles? 

The next ruler of Mewar is Tejasimha. He must have reigned 
between 1256 A.D., the last known date of J aitrasimha, and 1273 
A.D., the first known date of Samarasimha, and for Tejasimha we 
have records ranging from 1260 A.D. to 1267 A.D. Mullammadan 
writers do not mention any expedition into Mewar during this 
period. It is probable, therefore, that there was no struggle between 
the Guhilots and the Sultans of Delhi during his reign. 

During Samarasimha's reign there were two struggles again. 
We read in the Abu Stone Inscription of 1285 A.D. that the 

'munificent Samara ........ the leader of kings, .......... . 
rescued, in an instant, the submerged land of Gurjara from the 

1 Briggs, Vol. I. p. 238. 
2 Briggs, Vol. 1. 
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Ocean-like Turushkas·. This apparently refers to an expedition of 
the Moslems against Gujarat in which he acted as the friend and 
saviour of that country. Here we find an important instance of 
the geographical and strategical significance of the position of 
Mewar. This trial of strength must have taken place early in his 
reign-before 1285 A.D. This must have happened during the reign 
of Ghiyasuddin Balban {1266 A.D.-1287 A.D.}. Neither Moslem 
writers nor Gujarat inscriptions or literary works mention any 
contest in Gujarat during this period; but the testimony of the 
contemporary inscription cannot be discarded. The ruler of Gujarat 
at this time was Sarangadeva who reigned from 1275 A.D. to 
1295A.D 

The second clash with the Sultan's army came at the close of 
Samarasimha's reign. The account of this struggle is given in a 
Jain manuscript named 'TirthakalPa' written by Jinaprabha. 
From the Moslem point of view, however, there is no mention of this 
incident. The above work informs us that in 1299 A.D. Alauddin 
Khalji sent his younger brother, Ulugh Khan, against Gujarat. 
On the way Samarasimha saved Mewar by doing homage to him. 
Mewar records claim victory for the Rajputs. Here again the 
geographical and strategical importance of Mewar as covering the 
route to Gujarat explains the political events. We have an echo 
of this event in the Ranpur inscription of 1439 A.D.I which tells 
us that Bhuvanasimha was 'the conqueror of Sri A1lavaddina 
Sultan'. Bhuvanasimha belonged to a junior branch of the ruling 
family of Mewar and was contemporary with Samarasimha. It was 
not possible for him to fight independently with Alauddin's army 
and win a victory. It is easy to see that he fought in the train of 
his overlord and relative Samarasimha. This appears to be the 
only possible explanation of the statement in the inscription whose 
veracity we have no reason to deny. 

We have seen, then, that the thirteenth century was an era of 
continued conflicts between the Sultans of Delhi and the princes of 
Mewar. The climax was reached in 1303 A.D. when Alauddin 
occupied the fort of Chitor and placed his son, Khizir Khan, as its 
Governor. 

1 Bhavanagar Inscriptions, p. !IS. 





IMPERIALISM OF SULTAN BAHADUR OF GUJARAT 

By M. HIDAYAT HOSAIN 

Sultan Bahadur who ascended the throne in I526 and reigned 
for about eleven years was one of the most distinguishen rulers of 
Gujarat. His struggle with Humayun Padshah of Delhi is well 
known to the students of Indian History. But it seems that its 
real significance has not been clearly grasped as yet. The reason is 
obvious. The fascinating story of the more successful struggle of 
Sher Khan has completely cast into the shade the similar attempt of 
his less fortunate contemporary to seize the Imperial crown of 
Hindustan. As a matter of fact, the most important events of the 
earlier part of Humayun's reign were his contests with the Mghans 
under Sher Khan and Sultan Bahadur of Gujarat for the preservation 
of the throne which had been won by his father. A well-known 
authority has denied any imperial pretension on the part of Sultan 
Bahadur. But our evidence does not warrant any such assertion. 
That the ruler of Gujarat aimed at the throne of Delhi is made 
amply clear by Abu'l FaQ.1 who says that Bahadur 'was entertaining 
wild projects' and further remarks that' it is not unknown to the 
circumspect that Sultan Bahadur was ever engaged in high-flying 
imaginings, and was always holding in his palate the bruised thorn 
of evil wishes '.1 

It is interesting to note that there was going throughout the 
earlier half of the sixteenth century a scramble for the Empire of 
Delhi. The time was opportune. Confusion prevailed everywhere 
in North India. There was no stable government at the centre. 
Mutual rivalry and jealousy were the order of the day. Hallowed 
by memories of the past the strongest of the rulers were engaged 
in imposing their will upon others, and, in giving their attempts 
the semblence of legitimacy, tried to seize Delhi and Agra, the 
political capital of Hindustan. Among the chief actors in the 
drama of contests for the throne of Hindustan may be mentioned 
the names of Rana Sanga, the ruler of Mewar, the descendants of 
Bahlul Ludi, like Mahmud, 'Alauddin and others; the Timurid, 
Emperor Babur and his immediate descendants, Sher Khan of Bihar 
and his sons and even Himu the Baqqal. It is but natural that the 
Sultan of Gujarat should also make a bid for the imperial throne. 
Nor was he unfit for such an attempt. 

1 Akbarnama, trs. by Beveridge, Vol. I, p. z93; Text, Vol. I, p. 1z6. 
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Bahadur ruled over one of the richest provinces of India. 
The kingdom of Gujarat has an extensive coast line and its inhabitants 
from very early times were engaged in sea-borne trade and largely 

-. augmented the wealth of their country. The author_ of the Mirat-i
Sikandari says: · Delhi relies on its wheat and millets for revenue, 
while Gujarat counts upon the corals and pearls '. 

Soon after his accession to the throne Bahadur launched in a 
career of conquest and aggrandisement. The earliest year of his 
reign was spent up in consolidating his position in his own kingdom. 
Thereafter he effectively interfered in Deccan politics. • Alauddin 
Imad Shah of Berar and Muhammad of Khandesh were dependent 
allies of the king of Gujarat. The Rathor Raja of Baglana did him 
homage. Burhan Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar was compelled to 
agree to a humiliating peace and the Khutba was caused to be recited 
in his dominion in the name of Baha.dur. On the eastern frontier 
of his dominion Bahadur led several expeditions against the Kings 
of Banswara and Dungarpur who submitted to him and acknow
ledged his over-lordship. In 1531 Malwa was also annexed to Gujarat 
and after the suppression of Silhadi of Raisen all the important 
forts in Malwa were occupied by the nobles of Gujarat. In 1534 
Chitor fell and shortly before this Nagore, Ajmeer and Ranthambhor 
were also annexed. It would thus be seen that the Sultan of Gujarat 
ruled over an extensive kingdom in Western India and the eastern 
boundary of his kingdom ran within a short distance of the Mughal 
dominions. As a matter of fact the conquest of Chitor, 
Ranthambhor, Ajmeer and other places in Rajputana and the 
capture of Raisin, Bhilsa and Sarangpur in Malwa may be regarded 
as stepping stone to the throne of Delhi. 1 

Bahadur indeed maintained cordial relations with the Mughals 
at first and exchanged several friendly letters with Humayiln. This 
cautious policy was dictated by the military superiority of the 
Mughals. Abu'l FaQ.1 says that the ruler of Gujarat · had seen with 
the eye of warning a specimen of His Majesty Gitisitani Firdaus 
Makani's way of fightings in the campaign against Sultan Ibrahim; 
he could not bring himself for any consideration to resolve on 
encountering the victorious soldier of that illustrious family'. 
Elsewhere Bahadur is represented as having said • I have been 
witness of the superiority of the splendid soldier; the Gujarat army 
is no match for them, so I shall by craft and contrivance win over 
his (Humayiin's) army to myself '.2 

1 See Cambridge History of India, Vol. III for details. 
2 Akbamama, Vol. I, p. 294. 
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Haji Dabir represents Bahadur as telling Tatar Khan that he 
had seen the prowess of the Mughals under Babur and that the 
Indians and the Mughals would be like glass and stone, whichever 
strikes, it is the glass that is broken.1 

The military strength of Gujarat, however, was not a negligible 
factor. The army at the head of which Bahadur marched against 
Nizam-ul-Mulk of Ahmadnagar consisted of 10,000 horsemen and 
goo fighting elephants. At the time of his return from, the Deccan 
a great number of men of the Deccan followed him with the desire 
of entering his service. On calculation it was found that. there 
numbered about 12,000 horsemen. At the time of the seize of 
Chitor, says the author of the Tarikh-i-Bahiidurshahi, the Sultan 
had sufficient men and siege apparatus to have besieged four such, 
places as Chitor.2 

Abu'l FaQl says that by opening doors of his treasures, Sultan 
Bahadur gained over as many as 10,000 men from the side of 
Humayiin.3 Firishta observes that Bahadur had collected a large 
train of artillery and it was preferable to any in India owing to 
the excellent Portuguese guns which were captured at Diu.' Besides 
in Rumi Khan, Bahadur had the most efficient artillery man in 
India. This vast military preparation was obviously directed by 
Bahadur against the Mughal Emperor. 

Bahadur's preparations went even further. He opened the 
gates of his kingdom as a political asylum to call those persons who 
were discontented with the Mughal rule. It will thus be seen that 
the Afghans and the discontented nobles from the Mughal Courts 
took shelter in Gujarat. Most prominent among the Afghans were 
Sultan 'Alauddin, brothers of Sikandar Lodi, and his son Tatar 
Khan and Fath Khan, Qutb Khan and Umar Khan who were 
relations of Bahlul Lodi. 5 The most notable among the fugitives 
from the Mughal Court was Muhammad Zaman Mirza, a near 
relative of Humayftn, who twice conspired against the Mughal 
Emperor. Jam Firoz, king of Sind, who was defeated by the 
Mughals, also came and saught refuge with the Sultan of Gujarat, 
and gave his daughter in marriage to him.6 

When Muhammad Zaman reached Gujarat, Bahadur told 
Tatar Khan that he was prepared to attack the Emperor of Delhi 

1 An Arabic History of Gujarat, Ed. by Sir E. D. Ross, p. 229. 
2 Local Muhammadan Questions of Gujarat by Bayley, pp. 341, 343, 371. 
3 Akbarnama, Vol. I, p. 294. 
, Rise of Muhammadan Power in India, Vol. IV, p. 127. 
Ii Briggs, IV, p. II2; Bayley, 343, 347, 369. 
6 Arabic History of Gujarat, Ed. by Sir E. D. Ross, Vol. I, p. 226. 
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and gave orders to Tatar Khan to collect men.1 It was on the 
question of surrender or expulsion of Muhammad Zaman Mirza that 
Bahadur came into direct conflict with Humayiin. Firishta observes 
that' Bahadur Shah who was crowned with success in every quarter, 
and was inflated with pride on having reduced Mandu and other 
places, did not hesitate to show his contempt for Humayiin, by 
bringing Muhammad Zaman there to public notice and by granting 
him honours. He also encouraged 'Alauddin, son of Bahlul Lodi, to 
make an attempt on the throne of Delhi. To this end Sultan Bahadur 
conferred on Tatar Khan, the son of 'Alauddin, the command of 
40,000 men to march against Humayftn'.2 

Sultan 'Alauddin himself was sent with a large force towards 
Kalinjar in order to stir up disturbance in that quarter, and Burhan
ul-Mulk Bayani was sent at the head of a body of Gujaratis to Nagore 
in order to make an attempt on the Panjab. Bahadur divided his 
army with the idea that the imperial army would thereby be thrown 
into confusion. He himself went for a second time to invest Chitor. 
The desired result however could not be achieved. Tatar Khan, 
after having successfully seized Bayana, was cut to pieces with his 
army because of his rashness. 3 The other generals also suffered 
discomfiture here. In the meantime Humayftn advanced with an 
army to Malwa while Bahadur was still continuing the seize of Chitor. 
The Mughal Emperor refused to attack a brother in faith while he 
was engaged in fighting the infidels. 

When Humayftn advanced to Malwa, Bahadur called in a 
council of war, and it was submitted by some that it would be 
better to raise the siege and march against Humayftn and strike a 
decisive blow at once.4 But Sadar Khan prevailed upon the 
Sultan to finish the siege of Chitor at first. Firishta says: 'The 
king of Gujarat under an infatuation equally preposterous and 
impolitic', continued the siege of Chitor. 

After the capitulation of Chitor, Bahadur wanted to measure 
his strength with Humayiin. Sadar Khan advised an immediate 
attack on the Mughals because the Gujarat army was flushed with 
the victory they had lately won at Chitor. But the Sultan listening 
to the advice of Rumi Khan adopted the tactics of the Sultan of 
Rum and made a rampart round his camp with carts and guns. 
It was urged that if the enemy attacked, such fire might be opened 
upon the assailants' as would shatter them even if they were rocks 

1 Arabic History of Gujarat., Ed. by Sir E. D. Ross, Vol. I, pp. 229-30. 
\I Briggs, II, p. 74. 
8 Bayley, p. 382. 
, Briggs, II, p. 75. 
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of iron'. The Amirs remonstrated that they were not accustomed 
with this mode of fighting. The Sultan, however, would not listen.1 

Rumi Khan played the part of a traitor. He was dissatisfied with 
not getting the Governorship of Chitor which had been recently 
conquered. He therefore opened negotiations with Humayftn 
and revealed to him the plan of the Gujarat camp and asked 
Humayftn to cut off the supply of food which was done. -Very soon 
scarcity and famine broke out in the camp of Gujar!lt and t the 
men were in the extremity-and the Sultan was bewildered'. Rumi 
Khan himself fled to Emperor Humayftn. Bahadur now saw that 
all had been lost and fled towards Mandu from which he was shortly 
after turned out and his dominion was overrun by the Mughals. 
Thus with the flight of Bahadur his dream of an Empire vanished. 

It may be noted in conclusion that the army of Humayftn and 
of Bahadur remained in face to face for a long time and no decisive 
engagements took place. It does not seem probable that the 
Mughal army was much superior to the Gujarats. It was not the 
military superiority of the Mughals that crushed Sultan Bahadur. 
The causes which contributed to his fall were ill-advised plan to 
allow Humayftn to occupy Malwa, the continuation of the siege of 
Chitor, the rejection of the wise advice of Sadar Khan, the treachery 
of Rumi Khan and the rashness of Tatar Khan. It is idle to guess 
whether Bahadur would have at all triumphed over Humayftn. 
But it might be seen that the danger that faced the Mughal Emperor 
in the west was not a whit less than the peril which threatened him 
from the east. 

1 Bayley, pp. 384-85, and An Arabic History of Gujarat, Edited by Sir 
E. D. Ross, p. 240. 





REALITY OF FICTION IN HINDU THOUGHT 

By BETTY HEIMANN 

In Rgvedic Texts different kinds of sacrifice are regarded as 
equally effective. Beside the actual concrete substances of animal
and vegetable-oblations the less concrete offerings of hymns (ukthas, 
stomas, brahmas and dbi, the concentrated thought of veneration) 
are strengthening powers (vardbayante), food as it were, to enable 
the gods for making their efforts of bestowing the desired gifts in 
return. The very thought, a less or, in the Western sense, a non
substantial offering, is equally certain to get its wanted result as the 
coarse matter of sacrifice. Thought and its expression, both are 
actions which duly attract their reactions; they develop into 
more concerete form. Just so teach Chandogya-upa~d and 
Bhagavadgita that sacrifices (yajfias) are the function of breathing, 
the activity of the sense-organs, etc. Thought, intent, and per
ception are poured-out energy which consequently materialise. 

Manas, mind, is not only built up from material food, but its 
activity, too, is transformed concrete substance (e.g. Chand.Up. 6, 
5, rff.). Buddbi, intellect, is, according to the Samkhya system, not 
an emanation of Spirit, Puru~a, as we may expect, but of Pra1qti, 
primeval Matter, like manas and the sense organs and even 
, ahamkara " the principle of distinctive consciousness. 

Buddhistic Karma-theory accordingly emphasizes that not only 
action but intention and mere thought as well create' karma-bija " 
karma-seed, which grows and develops into karma-fruit. 

The goddess Vac, Speech, is an all-powerful Hindu deity, creative 
and actually effective. Each word, e.g. a curse, once uttered, gets 
inevitably its due result and even a repentant speaker cannot simply 
revoke it, but it works quasi-mechanically as soon as it is put into 
being and can only be counteracted by a second efficient saying 
(this provides for instance the plot of Kalidasa's Sakuntala). 

The 'mahatmayam', authority, of the word is an acknowledged 
fact in Hindu logic. Vyasa on Yogaslitras 9 defines accordingly 
'vikalpa " fiction, as a reality based on the efficient power of speech 
and as such 'vikalpa' is a truth in itself; lying beyond the range of 
empirical tests, it cannot be contradicted by them. It is noteworthy 
that the very term 'vikalpa', fiction, just as its Latin counterpart 
, fictio' (from' fingere ') designates not a creation out of nothing, but 
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a special kind of fashioning of given matter, f fictio' and f vikalpa' 
having the task of sculpturing, reshaping, transforming given 
factors or facts. 

This fundamental acknowledgment of the word as real in the 
ontological and logical sense is mirrored in Hindu lawbooks; verbal 
insult is almost as severely punished as bodily injury. 

Whatever can be thought is eo ipso real and effective. Poetry 
and fairy tales are for the Indian accordingly of far greater importance 
than with us in the West. The authority of mythology and legends 
is accepted as guide for practical conduct as well as for religious 
needs. Lawbooks contain extensive chapters bearing on mere 
fiction and these, too, are considered an adequate information like 
empirical facts. Poetical similes are taken as matter of evidence
about this more in detail in the last part of our study. 

Indian historical texts (e.g. Rajataraftgi:t;li) introduce mere 
mythology and actual facts side by side. 

What is at the bottom of this strange intermixture of actual 
and potential reality, of fact and fiction? 

The observation of the quick change of each single empirical 
form in a tropical nature, such as India's, leads to two possible 
conclusions. Either all actual shape, too, is assumed as not definitely 
real, while not constant in its form; this course is taken by the 
Siinyavadin-schools which, however, are less predominant in Indian 
thought than is generally accepted in the West. Or-and this more 
often-the second alternative is taken. Not only the present form 
at hand is considered real, but all shape and condition which can be 
visualized, though accidentally not yet realized, is a possible poten
tiality. The observation of the changes of things and the ever
varying conditions of each object give scope to the assumption of 
ever new combinations of things as a whole and their single parts. 
This holds good as well for space as for time. 

The various disciplines of Indian art get their inspiration from 
this assumed vast range of possibilities. Indian rhetoric is abundant 
in establishing all kinds of metaphors from the very idea of inter
connection of things and functions. Similarity is recognized on the 
ground of proved changeability and deduced interchangeability. 
Sle~as, twisted meanings, are assumed to connect divergent things. 
The notion that nothing is ever constant and fixed to immutable 
limits gives rise to all possibilities of assumed similarity, influence 
and identification of divergent objects. An unrestricted capacity 
for combination and permutation of things as a whole and of their 
parts is the further deduction. 

Indian religious Texts and their later illustration in plastic art 
are based on this presupposition. 
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Nature produces human animal form indiscriminately. Accord
ingly, the Indian dogma of reincarnation and the Buddhist conc:/hts 
of J atakas are established. It is but a further step to visu e 
that all divergent empirical shapes are interconnected in time in a 
series of reincorporations and, in a kind of acceleration of the 
sequence, they are assumed not only near in space but so close that 
they can fall together in one and the same actual body. Thus 
V~t;luitic theory speaks not only of a series of avataras Qf intermixed 
human and animal form, but also of a combined human and animal 
frame: Visnu Nara-sinha. In the same manner is Siva veUf"rated 
in a half male, half female form as Ardhanansvara and Gat;lesa as 
shaped partly as elephant and partly as man. The side-by-side 
view is taken to its last consequence. The multiplication of heads 
and limbs in the representation of Hinduistic and Buddhistic deities 
is yet another expression of this idea of acceleration and approxi
mation. The falling-together of divergent forms in one empirical 
shape is a kind of anticipation of the assumed final falling-together 
of all form in Brahman or Nirvana. 

All these aspects are not world-remote and world-contradictory 
abstractions, but last consequences of actual observations of the 
tropical quickness of change and abundant fullness of form of a 
dynamically productive Nature. 

Fiction is a reshaping, an over-emphasizing of actual impressions. 
The human imagination provides a super-empirical acceleration 

and accumulation of empirical facts. It brings out latent capacities 
of the existent matter. 

But does not Indian logic propagate a concept of unreality and 
illusion? The philosophical idea of abhava, non-existence, is not a 
contradiction of reality of being but the due counterpart of existence, 
bhava. Indian logic and theory of perception acknowledges the 
reality of fiction in its investigation of abhava. It asserts that 
abhava is real and empirically to be proved just as bhava. Abhava 
can be perceived like bhava in a positive operation; the perception 
of the non-pot is a realizable act like the perception of the pot. 

Maya, the so-called illusion, on the other hand, is, as I tried to 
prove elsewhere (cf. my 'Indian and Western Philosophy', pp. 49ft.; 
94f., etc.) an empirical reality as contrasted with the transcendental 
reality of the Indefinite. Illusion exists only from the transcendental 
aspect. In the world of actual reality there is no illusion. The 
very Maya-theory is the emphatic assertion of the double aspect of 
reality: the definite and the indefinite one. Illusion is given only 
in so far that we wrongly assume a constancy and unchangeability 
of form. Illusion is to overlook the fact of the vast range of latent 
possibilities by accepting merely definite form as final. The concept 
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of Maya, on the contrary, gives scope to the dogma of reality of 
fiction which is based on the idea of the relativity of,i'all definite 
form. Fiction is anticipation of the transcendental reality already 
in this empirical stage. 

From the background of all these preliminary expositions let 
us now consider those similes bearing on so-called unreality and 
illusion. 

In the first place, there is a basic concrete outlook in the fact 
that Indian logic puts forward similes, being in themselves fiction, 
as matter of evidence, as corroboration of facts gained from empirical 
observations and dogmas deduced from them. 

Secondly, the very similes which supply the nihilistic schools 
with their proofs of postulated unreality are turned back on them 
by their opponents and are convincingly interpreted as positive in 
contents from yet another angle. Moreover, most of these so-called 
similes of illusion are not introduced at. all for proving ontological 
impossibilities but merely for pointing out logical inexpediency. 

A few examples hereof may be given and with preference to those 
which sound strange to the West. A more extensive collection can 
be found in the thesis of a student of mine Dorothy Stede, (' the 
concrete Expression of abstract Ideas in Hindu Thought ') which 
will be shortly published. 

'Whispering in a deaf man's ear' ; 'the use of a looking glass for 
a blind man' ,-both are possible, but unsuitable actions. ' Putting 
shoes on feet already shod '-is an illustration of an imaginable, 
but unpracticable function. ' Using a lamp for hearing sounds'-
a complete absurdity for Western thought, but not quite so for 
India's earlier notion of ambiguity of words which bear on sense
perception, think of terms like cak~: to see and speak; and' var:J;la ' : 
colour and sound. 'Putting shoes on your neck '-an absurdity, if 
not an expression for the relativity of direction, of up and below. 
All these actions are possible and real, but not suitable while being 
out of place, or out of time for the moment given. 

'Seeking for a donkey's, a mouse's, a man's, a horse's hom' or 
, a tortoise's hair' is either-biologically-seeking for a latent, though 
not perceivable capacity or, logically, a too far driven analogy and 
an application of qualities found with other beings of the same genus: 
animal. They are playing on the vast range of possibilities and on 
the assumed interconnection of all things, but they mark the limits 
of practical usefulness. In the same manner is 'the lotus in the 
sky' a possible analogy, though not actually to be tested. 

Other sophisms of Indian logic are derived from the fundamental 
idea of ever possible change of things and their specific conditions. 
The J ainiast logic has established the dogma of ' syadvada " enumera-
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tion of all possible conditions of a thing with reference to itself and 
to other beings. Logical similes, like 'examination of a thief after 
all stolen gold is already found on his body' illustrate the fact that 
what is appropriate for one moment is no more adequate for the 
next; anticipation, of future stages, on the other hand, is mirrored 
in similes like 'the partition of the iguana's flesh before it is hunted'. 
I(ogical possibility, but ontological impossibility, is reflected in similes 
like' a half-cooked and a half-living hen', or 'a half-:young and a 
half-old woman' or 'a dead man coming into life '-these absurdities 
for Western thought are not complete impossibilities for the lndian 
mind which sees things in their sequence of change; it becomes 
actually impossible through anticipation of future conditions already 
for the present moment. 

The last consequence of the fundamental concept of the non
constancy of every thing leads to a hypothetical removing of even 
the constancy of its essential quality: I the germinating stone', 
I the cold fire', I the son of the barren woman' are examples for this 
tendency. 

Similarity drawn to its last consequence of complete 
identification may prove itself erroneous for empirical perception; 
'mother of pearl taken as silver', / a rope as a snake' and 'a post as 
a man' are not exactly irrealities, but mistakes of perception caused 
by deficiency of our sense-organs or overquickness of judgment or 
arisen under the influence of the emotion of greediness or fear respec
tively. But it is noteworthy that even some Vedanta-schools are 
ready to acknowledge that this so-called illusion is a positive act of 
recognition of one, resp. two formerly known existent objects, and 
as such of relative reality. 

As to the kind of similes like 'giving instruction for obtaining 
the crest-jewel of the sage Tak~aka as a febrifuge', there must be 
said that, though they would fall for the Western thinker under the 
range of impossibility, they are for the Indian a possible fact because 
of the positive valuation of the teachings of mythology (see above). 

And now for a last group of similes of so-called impossibilities: 
I Swimming on land', / painting without canvas', / illuminating a solid 
rock by a lamp' or / reaching with the fist up to the sky' all these are 
definite impossibilities for all average men, but here, too, Indian 
belief finds a way for positive interpretation: the superhuman power 
of a yogin enables him to do such deeds. In surveying all the 
various disciplines of thought we have to acknowledge that the Indian 
frame of mind is by far more elastic than the Western and brings 
thereby to our notice possibilities from which our Western restricted 
trend of thinking has debarred itself. 





THE COMING TO BIRTH OF mE SPIRIT 

By ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY 

'You cannot dip your feet twice into the same waters, beca1tse 
fresh waters are ever flowing in upon you.' (Heracteitus.) 

The present article embodies a part of the material which I 
have assembled during recent years towards a critical analysis of 
the Indian, and incidentally neo-Platonic and other doctrines of 
, reincarnation', regeneration, and transmigration, as these terms are 
defined below. l These doctrines, often treated as one, appear to 
have been more profoundly misunderstood, if that is possible, 
than any other aspect of Indian metaphysics. The theses that will 
be proposed are that the Indian doctrine of palingenesis is correctly 
expressed by the Buddhist statement that in 'reincarnation' nothing 2 

passes over from one embodiment to another, the continuity being 
only such as can be seen when one lamp is lighted from another: 
that the terms employed for 'rebirth' (e.g. punar janma, punar 
bhava, punar apadana) are used in at least three easily distinguishable 
senses: (I) with respect to the transmission of physical and psychic 
characteristics from father to son, i.e. with respect to palingenesis 
in a biological sense, defined by Webster as 'The reproduction of 
ancestral characters without change',S (2) witb respect to a transition 

1 See also my 'Vedic Exemplarism', H]AS., I, 1936 and 'Rebirth and 
Omniscience in Pali Buddhism', Indian Culture, III, p. 19f. and p. 760; and Rene 
Guenon, L'Erreur spirite, Paris, 1390, Ch. VI. 

2 Mil. 72, na koci satto, 'not apy being'. Note that this expression is by no 
means necessarily exclusive of the Atman as defined in the Upanisads by negation, 
of Basilides' OU#( WV 8EOS, Erivgena's God who 'is not any what', Eckhart's' non
existent' Godhead, Behmen's God who is 'no thing'. 

S In a number of important texts, rebirth is explicitly and categorically defined 
in terms of heredity, and this is probably the only sense in which the individual is 
thought of as returning to the plane of being from which he departs at death. It 
is expressly stated of the deceased that he is not seen again here (SB., XIII, 8. 4. 12, 
etaj jivii's ca pitaras ca na samdrsyante, and SB. passim, sakrd pariificah pitaral;t). 

We have now RV., VI, 70. 3. 'He is born forth in his progeny according to law' 
(pra prajiibhir jiiyate dharmanas par~); AB., VII, 13, 'The father enter the wife, 
the mother, becoming an embryo, and coming into being anew, is born again of her' 
(jayiim praviSati, garbho bhatva, sa mataram, tasyiim punar navo bhatva jayate, cf. 
AV., XI, 4.20); AA., II, 5 'In that he both before and after birth maketh the son 
to become (kumiiram ... adhibhiivayati), it is just himself as son that he maketh to 
become' (sa yat kumaram . .. adhibhiivayaty iitmiinam eva); CU., III, 17. 5, 'That 
he has procreated, that is his rebirth' ~o#eti punar-utpiidanam); BU., III, 9. 28, 
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from one to another plane of consciousness effected in one and the 
same individual and generally one and the same life, viz. that kind 
of rebirth which is implied in the saying • Except ye be born again' 
and of which the ultimate term is deification,l and (3) with respect 
to the motion or peregrination of the Spirit from one body-and-soul 
to another, which r motion' 2 necessarily takes place whenever one 
such a compound vehicle dies or another is generated, just as water 
might be poured out of one vessel into the sea, and dipped out by 
another, being always ·water', but never, except in so far as the 
vessel seems to impose a temporary identity and shape on its contents, 
properly • a water'; and thirdly, that no other doctrines of rebirth 
are taught in the Upanil?ads and Bhagavad Gita than are already 
explicit and implicit in the Rigveda. 

r Spirit' we employ in the present introduction with reference to 
litman, brahman, mrtyu, puru~a, etc., alike, but in the body of the 
article only as a rendering of litman, assJ.1ming as usual a derivation 
from a root an or vii meaning to breathe or blow. But because the 
Spirit is really the whole of Being in all beings, which have no private 
essence but only a becoming, iitman is also used reflexively to mean 

'He (the deceased) has indeed been born, but he is not born again, for (being deceased) 
who is there to beget him again?' (jiita eva na jiiyate, ko nv enam janayet punaJ.t). 
We have also BU., II, 2. 8 where filiation is rebirth' in a likeness' (pratirupah). It 
would be impossible to have a clearer definition of the ordinary meaning of' reincarna
tion '. This filial reincarnation is moreover precisely the aJlTa1TOl(aTaO"TaUtS' or 
'renewal of things by substitution' of Hermes, as explained by Scott (Hermetica, 
II, 322), 'The father lives again in his son; and though the individuals die and return 
no more, the race is perpetually renewed'. 

It should be added that beside the natural fact of progenitive reincarnation 
there is also a formal communication and delegation of the father's nature and 
status in the world, made when the father is at the point of death. Thus in BU., 
I, 5. 17-20, when this' All beqnest' (sampratti) has been made, 'the son who has 
been thus induced (anusi$jaJ.t) is called the father's "mundane-representative'" 
(lokyal,t), and so 'by means of the son the father is still-present-in (prati-ti$!hati) the 
world ': and similarly in Kaus., II, IS (10) where the' All-bequest of the father to 
the son' (pitiiputriyam sampradiinam) is described in greater detail, after which be
quest if perchance the father should recover, he must either live under the lordship 
of the son or become a wandering religious (pariviivrajet, i.e. become a parivriijaka 
dead to the world at least in outward form). 

1 Cf. my 'Indian doctrine of man's Last End', Asia, May 1937. 
2 'Motion', not a local motion, but an omnipresence, and as we speak, although 

metaphorically, of a 'procession' in divinis. Not a local motion, but that of the 
Unmoved Mover, 'Motionless One, swifter than thought itself ... who outgoeth others 
though they run' (ISa., 4), 'Seated, He fares afar; reclining, goeth everywhere' 
(KU., II, 21), being 'Endless in all directions' (MD., VI, 17), and though 'He hath 
not come from anywhere' (KU., II, 18), still 'Perpetually differentiated and going 
everywhere' (Mu~Q.., I, 2. 6) and 'Multifariously taking birth' (bahudhii jiiyamiina/}, 
Mu~Q., II, 2. 6). 
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the man himself as he conceives rhimself' (whether as body, or body
and-soul, or body-soul-and-spirit, or finally and properly only as 
Spirit),! and in such contexts we render atman by 'self', or some
times 'self, or spirit'. Capitals are employed whenever there seems 
to be a possibility of confusing the very Man or immanent God with 
the man 'himself'; but it must always be remembered that the 
distinction of spirit from Spirit and person from Person is r only 
logical, and not real', in other words, a distinction witho?t difference 
(bhedabheda). A sort of image of what may be implied by such a 
distinction (which is analogous to that of the Persons as envi.:;aged 
in the Christian Trinity) can be formed if we remember that the 
Perfected are spoken of as 'rays' of the Supernal Sun, which rays 
are manifestly distinct if considered in their extension, but no less 
evidently indistinct if considered in their intension, i.e. at their 
source. 

The Upani~ads and BG.2 are primarily concerned to bring about 
in the disciple a transference of self-reference, the feeling that' I 
am' , from oneself to the Spirit within us: and this with the 
purely practical purpose 3 in view of pointing out a Way (marga, 

1 Where we say' Do not hurt me', meaning the body, or' I know', or' my soul', 
the very careful teacher would say' Do not hurt this body', 'this mind knows', and 
'the Spirit in "me'" or 'Body-dweller'. 

2 List of abbreviations:-
RV., lJ.gveda Samhitii; TS., Taittiriya Samhitii; AV., Atharva Veda Samhitii; 

VS., Viijasaneyi Samhitii; KB., Kausitaki Briihma1Ja; AB., Aitareya Briihma1Ja; 
JB., Jaiminiya Briihma1Ja; JUB., Jaiminiya Upani$ad Briihma1Ja; SB., 5ata
patha Brii:!tma1Ja; PB., Paiicavimsa Brj!hma1Ja; GB., Gopatha Briihma1Ja; AA., 
A itareya A ra1Jyaka; SAr., S liitkhyliyana A ra1Jyaka; BU., Brhadlira1Jyaka U pani$ad; 
CU., Chiindogya Upani$ad; MU., Maitri UPani$ad; KU., Kalha Upani$ad; 
Kaus., Kausitaki U pani$ad; ISa., ISavasya U pani$ad; MUJ;1Q.., M u1JrJ,aka Upani$ad; 
Mand., Mii1Jt!ukya Upani$ad; Kena., Kena Upani$ad; BS., Brahma Sutra; BD., 
Brhiid Devatii; BG., Bhagavad Gila; Svet., 5vetiisvatara Upani$ad; S., Samyutta 
Nikiiya; D., Digha Nikiiya; M., Majjhima Nikiiya; Mil., Milinda Panha; J., 
Jiitaka; Lib., Libellus (Hermes Trismegistus); Sum. Theol, Summa Theologica. 
(St. Thomas Aquinas); SBB., Sacred Books of the Buddhists; J AOS., Journal of 
the American Oriental Society; Taitt., Taittiriya Upani$ad; SOED., Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary; JIH., Journal of Indian History; Ie., Indian Culture; 
IHQ., Indian Historical Quarterly; HJAS., Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies. 

3 Cf. Edgerton, 'The Upani1?ads, what do they seek and why?', JAOS., 51. 97; 
Dante, Ep. ad Can. Grand. §§r5, r6. The Vedic tradition is neither philosophical, 
mystical, nor religious in the ordinary modem senses of these words. The tradition 
is metaphysical;' mystical' only in the sense that it expounds a' mystery', and in that 
of Donysius, Theologia Mystica. The Indian position has been admirably defined 
by Satkari Mookerjee: 'Of course the question of salvation is a problem of paramount 
importance and constitutes the justification and ultimate raison d' etre of philosophical 
enquiry. Philosophy in India has never been a mere speculative interest irrespective 
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Buddhist magga) 1 that can be followed from darkness to light and 
from1iability to pain and death to a state of deathless and timeless 
beatitude, attainable even here and now. In the Upani!i\ads and 
early Buddhism it is clear that what had been an initiatory teaching 
transmitted in pupillary succession was now being openly published 
and in some measure adapted to the understanding of 'royal' and 
not merely 'sacerdotal' types of mentality, for example in BG. 
On the other hand, it is equally clear that there existed widespread 
popular misunderstandings, based either or an ignorance of the 
traditional doctrines or on a too literal interpretation of what had 
been heard of them. 2 The internal evidence of the texts themselves 

of its bearing on life. .. The goal loomed large in the philosophical horizon, but 
it was recognized that there was no short cut or easy walk-over to it. The full 
price had to, be paid in the shape of unfaltering philosophical realization of the 
ultimate mysteries of existence achieved through a rigorous moral discipline; and 
mere academic and intellectual satisfaction accruing from philosophical studies 
was considered to be of value only in so far as it was calculated to bring about the 
happy consummation' (in The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. III, pp. 409, 410, 1937; 
italics mine). 

1 For the meaning of this word see my 'Nature of folklore and "popular art'" 
in Q.J. Myth. Soc., Bangatore, Vol. XXVII, due also to appear in IAL. 

2 We do not say that a theory of reincarnation (re-embodiment of the very 
man and true personality of the deceased) has never been believed in India or else
where, but agree with M. Quenon that 'it has never been taught in India, even by 
Buddhists and is essentially a modem European notion' ,and further' that no authentic 
traditional doctrine has ever spoken of reincarnation' (L'Erreur spirite, pp. 47, 199). 

It has been generally agreed by modem scholars that' reincarnation' is not a 
Vedic doctrine, but one of popular or unknown origin adopted and taken for granted 
already in the Upani!?ads and Buddhism. Neglecting Buddhism for the moment, it 
may be pointed out that where we have to do with a fundamental and revolutionary 
thesis, and not the simple expansion of doctrines previously taught, it would be 
inconceivable from the orthodox and traditional Hindu point of view that what is 
not taught in one part of sruti could have been taught in another; in such a matter, 
one cannot imagine an orthodox Hindu' choosing between' the RV. and Upani~ads, 
as though one might be right and the other wrong. This difficulty disappears if 
we find that the theory of reincarnation (as distinguished from the doctrines of 
metempsychosis and transmigration) is not really taught in the Upani~ads: in this 
connection we call particular attention to the statement of BU., IV, 3. 37 where, 
when a new entity is coming into being, the factorial elements of the new composite 
are made to say, not 'Here comes so-and-so' (previously deceased) but, 'HERE 
COMES BRAHMAN'. This is furthermore in full agreement with the Buddhist 
Mil., 72 where it is said categorically that no entity whatever passes over from one 
body to another, and it is merely that a new flame is lighted. 

In differentiating reincarnation, as defined above, from metempsychosis and 
transmigration it may be added that what is meant by metempsychosis is the psychic 
aspect of palingenesis, or in other words psychic heredity, and that what is meant 
by transmigration is a change of state or level of reference excluding by definition 
the idea of a return to any state or level that has already been passed through. 
The transmigration of the 'individual' iitman (spirit) can only be distinguished as a 
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with their questions and answers, definitions and refutations, is 
amply sufficient to show this. Hence, then, the necessity of those 
innumerable dialogues in which, alike in the Upa~ads, BG. and 
Buddhism, that which in 'us' is, and that which is not, the Spirit 
are sharply distinguished and contrasted; the Spirit being that which 
'remains over' 1 when all other factors of the composite personality 
'identity-and-appearance', or' soul-and-body' have been eliminated. 
And furthermore, because 'That One that breathes yet does not 
breathe' (RV., X, 129. 2) is not any what as opposed to any other 
what, It or He is described simultaneously by means of affirmations 
and denials, per modum excellentiae et 1'emotionis.2 The following 

particular case of the transmigration of the paramiitman (Spirit, Brahman), for which 
last, however, it may be proved desirable to employ some such term as 'peregrination' ; 
peregrination replacing transmigration when the state of the kiimiiciirin (Mover-at
will) has been attained. 

There are doubtless many passages in the Upani~ads, etc., which taken out of 
their whole context, seem to speak of a 'personal reincarnation', and have been 
thus misunderstood, alike in India and in Europe. Cf. Scott, Hermetica, II, pp. 193-
194, Note 6 (,he' in the first quoted sentence is the son of Valerius, and for our 
purposes' so-and-so' or Everyman; the italics are mine): 'During his life on earth 
he was a distinct portion of 1TJIdip.a, marked off and divided from the rest; now, 
that portion of .""tvp.a, which was he, is blended with the whole mass of 1TJItvp.a. in 
which the life of the universe resides. This is what the writer (Apollonius) must 
have meant, if he adhered to the doctrine laid down in the preceding part of the 
letter. But from this point onward, he speaks ambiguously, and uses phrases which, 
to a reader who had not fully grasped the meaning of his doctrine, might seem to imply 
a survival of the man as a distinct and individual person. ' 

The modem mind, with its attachment to 'individuality' and its 'proofs of the 
survival of personality' is predisposed to misinterpret the traditional texts. We 
ought not to read into these texts what we should like or 'naturally' expect to find 
in them, but only to read in them what they mean: but' it is hard for us to forsake 
the familiar things around us, and tum back to the old home whence we came' 
(Hermes, Lib., IV, 9). 

Individuality, however we may hug its chains, is a partial and definite modality 
of being: 'I' is defined by what is 'not-1', and thus imprisoned. It is with a view 
to liberation from this prison and this partiality that our texts so repeatedly demon
strate that our vaunted individuality is neither uniformal nor constant, but composite 
and variable, pointing out that he is the wisest who can most say' I am not now the 
man I was'. This is true in a measure of all werdende things; but the' end of the 
road' (adhvanal) param) lies beyond' manhood'. It is only of what is not individual, 
but universal (cosmic) that perduration can be predicated, and only of what is 
neither individual nor universal that an eternity, without before or after, can be 
affirmed. 

1 KU., V, 4 kim atra si$yate? CU., VIII, 5 atisi$yate ... atman. Note that 
tad si$yate = ~ = Ananta = Brahman = Atman. 

1\ We have briefly discussed the Indian doctrine de divinis nominibus in JIH., 
XV, 8.1--92, 1936, and will only remark here that RV., V, 44. 6 yiidrg eva dadrse 
tadrg myate, • As he is envisaged, so is he called' answers to St. Thomas, Sum. Theol., 
I, XIII. 
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analysis of the Supreme Identity (tad ekam) , restricted to words 
derived from an, to 'breathe' or va, to 'blow', may contribute to a 
better understanding of the texts: 
Despirated Godhead 

Spirit, God, Sun, 
, Knower of the 
field': King. 

\\That - is - not-Spirit; 
Moon; the Field, 
World, Earth: the 
King's domain. 

avatam, niratma, anatmya, nirva'tZa, Pali 
nibba'tZa. Only negative definitions are 
possible. 

atman, Pali atta. In motion, vayu, vata, 
'Gale of the Spirit'; and pra'tZa, 'Spiration " 
the' Breath of Life' as imparted, not the 
breath empirically, but the' ghost' that is 
given up when living creatures die. l Being 
'One and many', transcendent and im
manent, although without any interstice 
or discontinuity, the Spirit, whether as 
atman or as pra'tZa can be considered in the 
plural (atma1J,a!;, pra'tZah) , though only' as 
if' . Form, as distinguished from sub-
stance: Intellect. 

anatman, Pali anatta. The hylomorphic, 
physical and psychic, or lower-mental, 
vehicle of the Spirit, seemingly differen
tiated by its envelopes. Mortal sub
stance as distinguished from its informing 
Forms. 

These are not 'philosophical' categories, but categories of 
experience from our point of view, sub rationem dicendi sive inteUi
gendi, rather than secundum rem. 

1 Pra'IJa, like Gk. 1TVEvp-a has the double value of Spiritus and spiraculum vitce 
according to the context. 'It is as the Breath-of-life (pra'IJa) that the Provident 
Spirit (prajnatman) grasps and erects the flesh' (Kau~., III, 3), d. St. Thomas, Sum. 
Theol., III, 32. 1 'The power of the soul which is in the semen, through the spirit 
enclosed therein fashions the body', and Schiller, Wallenstein, III, 13 'Es ist der 
Geist der sich den Korper schart': and JUB., III, 32. 2. Whereas the divided 
prii'IJah are said to move within the vectors of channels (naif,i, hita) of the heart 
(see refs. Hume, UPani$ads, ed. 2), in Hermes Lib., X, 13 and 17 the 'vital spirit' 
(7I'JlEVp.a) traverses the veins and arteries' with, but not as, the blood' and thus 
'moves the body, and carries it like a burden ... (and) controls the body'. 

The Pra1)a is identified with the Prajilatman: as Pra~la, 'life', as Prajilatman, 
'immortality': length of days in this world and immortality in the other are com
plementary. As distinguished from the Pra1)a, the divided prii'IJah are the currents 
of perception by means of the sense organs and are prior to them. Hence as in 
KU., IV. 1 one says 'The Self-existent pierced the openings outward, thereby it is 
that one looks forth' (but must look in to see the Seer, see the discussion of this 
passage in JIH., XI, 571-578, 1935). 
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We can scarcely argue here in detail what was really meant by 
the palingenesis, metempsychosis, or metasomatosis of...the neo
Platonic tradition.1 We shall only remark that in such texts as 
Plotinus, Enneads III, 4. 2 (Mackenna's version), where it is said 
that 'Those (i.e. of 'us ') that have maintained the human level 
are men once more. Those that have lived wholly to sense become 
animals ... the spirit of the previous life pays the penalty',2 it 
must be realized that it is a metempsychosis and metasomatosis 
(and not a transmigration of the real person) that is in question; 
it is a matter, in other words, of the direct or indirect inheritanee of 
the psycho-physical characteristics of the deceased, which he does 
not take with him at death and which are not a part of his veritable 
essence, but only its temporary and most external vehicle. It is 
only in so far as wt:: mistakenly identify' ourselves' with these acci
dental garments of the transcendent personality, the mere properties 
of terrestrial human existence, that it can be said that 'we' are 
reincorporated in men or animals: it is not the 'spirit' that pays 
the penalty, but the animal or sensitive soul with which the dis
embodied spirit has no further concern. 3 The doctrine merely 

1 For many references, see Scott, Hermetica, II, 26sff. 
2 Viz. of 'shameful transmigration into bodies of another kind', Hermes 

Trismegistus, Asclepius I, I2a, cf. BU., VI, 2. 16, CU., V, IO, 7-8, Kaus., 1. 2. We 
understand that the result of a bestiality in' us' is that bestial types are propagated: 
this is the reincarnation of character in our sense (1), and it is in this way that 'the 
sins of the fathers are visited upon their children' . 

'Beasts', moreover, is a symbol, just as when we say 'Don't be a beast' or refer 
to some man as a 'worm' or some woman as a 'cat'. The Indian tradition regularly 
employs this sort of language, AA., II, 3. 8 (a locus classicus, C£. the definition of 
'person' by Boethius, Contra Evtychen, II), for example, defining the spiritual man 
who 'knows what is and what is not mundane', etc., as a 'person' (puru$a), and 
'others' whose knowledge is merely an affection as' cattle' (paSu). 

3 In all these discussions it must be remembered that' soul' (!fVX~ anima 
without exact equivalent in Sanskrit, other than nama, the name or 'form' of a 
thing by which its identity is established) is a two-fold value; the higher powers of 
the' soul' coinciding with Spirit (1TVfVfl-CX) and/or Intellect, (vovS' ~'Yffl-cf.)V, or VOVS') , 
the lower with sensation (ataB7}cTtS') and opinion (vo~a,S'). Hence the Gnostic 
hierarchy of animal, psychic, and spiritual men, the former destined to be lost, the 
intermediate capable of liberation, and the latter virtually free, and assUled of 
liberation at death (Bruce Codex, etc.). By 'lost' understand 'unmade into the 
cosmos' (Hermes, Lib., IX, 6), and by 'liberated', wholly separated from the animal 
soul and thus become what the higher powers already are, divine. Render iitman 
by , soul'. Observe that' animal' is from anima = !fvX~ , soul'. animalia = £fI-!fvxa; 
hence Scott, Hermetica, 1. 297 renders Solum enim animal homo by 'Man, and man 
alone of all beings that have soul'; it is by vOVS' and not by !fVX~ that man is dis
tinguished from animal (Hermes, Lib., VIII,S). It may be noted that the Averroist 
doctrine of the Unity of the Intellect (for which' monopsychism' seems a peculiarly 
inappropriate term) was repugnant to the Christian scholastic authors of a later age, 
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accounts for the reappearance of ·psycho-physical characteristics in 
the mortal sphere of temporal succession. The intention of the 
teaching is always that a man should have recognized 'himself' in 
the spirit, and not in the sensitive soul, before death, failing which 
'he' can only be thought of as in a measure 'lost', or at any rate 
disintegrated. When, on the other hand, it is said that the' Soul' 
is' self-distributed' (d. atmanam vibhajya, MU., VI, 26) and' always 
the same thing present entire' (ib., III, 4. 6), and that this' "Soul 
passes through the entire heavens in forms varying with the variety 
of place" 1-the sensitive form, the reasoning form, even the vegeta-

precisely because of its incompatibility with a belief in personal immortality (d. 
De Wulf, Histoire . .. , II, 361, 1936): on the other hand, imagination (phantasmata) 
and memory survive the death of the body not as they are in the passive intellect 
(Hermetic v6TjtltS, Skr. a.suddha manas), but only as they are in the possible intellect 
(Hermetic volis, Skr., suddha manas) which 'is in act when it is identified with each 
thing as knowing it' (St. Thomas, Sum. Theal., I, 2. 67. 2C). Furthermore St. Thomas 
says that' To say that the soul is of the Divine Substance involves a manifest impro
bability' (I, 90. I), and Eckhart is continually speaking of the deaths and last death 
of the soul. It is clear at least that an immortality of the sensitive and reasoning 
, soul' is out of the question, and that if the soul can in any sense be called' immortal'. 
it is with respect to the' intellectual power of the soul' rather than with respect to 
the soul itself. Hermes" soul that is fastened to the body', Lib., XI, 24a, is no 
conceivably immortal principle, even supposing a temporary post-mortem cohesion 
of certain psycho-physical elements of the bhUtiitman; neither can we equate the 
'soul' that Christ asks us to 'hate' with 'man's immortal soul', The quest of 'the 
modem man in search of a soul' is a very different one from that implied in Philo's 
, soul of the soul'; one may say that modem psychology and resthetics have in view 
only the lower or animal soul in man, and only the subconscious. What Philo 
(Quis rerum divinarum Heres, 48, Goodenough's version, p. 378) says is that 'The 
word "soul" is used in two senses, with reference either to the soul as a whole or to 
its dominant (~"t"l-Wv,,(6v = Skr. anataryamin) part, which latter is, properly 
speaking, the soul of the soul' (,pIJX~ ,plJxfis d. in MD., III, 2 bhUtatman . .. amrto' 
syiitmii 'elemental self .. its deathless Self '). The value of the European 'soul' 
has remained ambiguous ever since. 

Hence in the analysis of neo-Platonic doctrines of rebirth, and also throughout 
the Christian tradition from the Gospels to F~khart and the Flemish mystics, it 
is indispensable to know just what' sort of soul' is being spoken of in a given context: 
and in translating from Sanskrit it is exceedingly dangerons, if not invariably mis
leading, to render iitman by' soul'. 

1 I do not know the source of this quotation; it is probably Platonic, but 
corresponds exactly to what is said in Nirukta, VII, 4, 'It is because of his great 
divisibility that they apply many names to Him ... The other Gods, or Angels 
(devah) are counter-members of the One Spirit. They originate in function (karma); 
Spirit (iitman) is their source ... Spirit is the whole of what they are', and BD., I, 
70-74 'Because of the vastness of the Spirit, a diversity of names is given ... accord
ing to the distribution of the spheres. It is inasmuch as they are differentiations 
(vibhutifJ, cf. BG., X, 40) that the names are innumerable ... according to the spheres 
in which they are established'. Cf. MU., VI, 26 'Distributing himself He fills these 
worlds', and for further references my 'Vedic Monotheism' in JIH., XV, pp. 84-92, 
April, 1936. 
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tive form' (ib., III, 4. 2) it is evident that it is only as it were that 
there is any question of 'several Souls', and that what is described 
is not the translation of a private personality from one body to 
another, but much rather the peregrination of the Spirit (atman) 
repeatedly described in the Upan~ads as omnimodal and omni
present, and therefore as occupying or lather animating body after 
body, which or rather bodies and sensitive souls, follow one another 
in causally determinated series. l . 

All this is surely, too, what Eckhart (in whom the Neo-Platonic 
tradition persists) must mean when be says 'Aught is suspended 
from the divine essence; its progression (i.e. vehicle) is matter, 
wherein the soul puts on new forms and puts off her old ones ... the 
one she doffs she dies to, and the one she dons she lives in' (Evans 
ed. I, 379), almost identical with BG., II, 22 'As a man casting off 
worn-out garments, taketh other new ones, so the Body-dweller 
(dehin = sarira atman), casting off worn-out bodies, enters into new 
ones', cf. BU., IV, 4. 4' Just so this Spirit, striking down the body 
and driving off its nescience,2 makes for itself some other new and 
fairer form'. 

The three sections of Upani~ads translated below begin with the 
question, 'What is most the Spirit' ? That is to say, 'What is this 
" Self" that is not "myself"? What is this " Spirit" in " me ", 
that is not "my" spirit' ? It is the distinction that Philo is making 
in Quaestiones . .. ad Genesis II, S9 and De Cherubim, II3ff. (as cited 

'Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit. And there are differences 
of administration, but the same Lord. And there are diversities of operations, but 
it is the same God that worketh in all ... The members of that body, being many, 
are one body' (I Cor., XII, 4-6 and 12). 

1 For' karma' (_' adrl?ta ') in Christian doctrine, cf. Augustine, Gen. ad Lit., 
VII, 24 (cited by St. Thomas, Sum. Theol., I, 91. 2) 'The human body pre-existed 
in the previous works in their causal virtues' and De Trin, III, 9 'As a mother is 
pregnant with the unborn offspring, so the world itself is pregnant with the causes 
of unborn things' (cf. St. Thomas, I, IIS. 2 ad 4), and St. Thomas, I. 103. 7 ad 2 
'If God governed alone (and not also by means of mediate causes) things would be 
deprived of the perfection of causality'. 

2 'Hermes' Trismegistus, Lib., X, 8b, /Ca/Cta 8d .pvxfjs ayvwuta ••• TovvaVTlov 8E 
apE-r1} .pVX'T}S '}'VWULS. 0 yap yvovs •• 7j8'T} BErOS, and XI. ii. 21 a' But if you shut 1lJ) your 
soul in your body, and abase yourself, and say' I know nothing (OV8EV vow) ... ", 
then what have you to do with God? ' Ignorantia divisiva est errantium, as ffirich 
says in comment on Dionysius, De div. Nom. ' Agnostic' means' ignoramus', or even 
quis ignorare vult sive ignorantium diligit. On the contrary, 'Think that for 
you too nothing is impossible' (Hermes, Lib., XI, ii. 20b), cf. 'Nothing shall be 
impossible to you' (Mat., XVII, 20): 'Not till the soul knows all that there is to be 
known does she cross over to the unknown good' (Eckhart, Evans ed. I, 385); 'No 
despiration without omniscience' (SP., V, 74-75). Note that 'Hermes Lib., XI, ii. 
2ob-2Ia corresponds to CU., VIII. I. 
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by Goodenough, By Light, Light, pp. 374-375) when he distinguishes 
, us' from that in us which existed before 'our' birth and will still 
exist when 'we, who in our junction with out bodies,l are mixtures 
(crVVKP''TO') and have qualities, shall not exist, but shall be brought into 
the rebirth, by which, becoming joined to immaterial things, we 
shall become unmixed (<<UVVKptTOt) and without qualities'. The 
'rebirth' (1TaAt'Yi'EVEUla) is here certainly not an 'aggregation' or palin
genesis in the biological sense, but a 'regeneration' (palingenesis 
as a being born.again of and as the Spirit of Light), d. Goodenough, 
p. 376, Note 35. 

'What is most the Self', or 'most the Spirit'? As the late 
C. E. Rolt has said in another context (Dionysius the Areopagite on 
the Divine Names and Mystical Theology, 1920, p. 35), 'Pascal has a 
clear-cut answer: '11 n'y a que l'Etre universel qui soit tel ... Le 
Bien Universal est en nous, est nous memes et n'est pas nous'. 
This is exactly the Dionysian doctrin~. Each must enter into him
self and so find Something that is his true Self and yet is not his 
particular self ... Something other than his individuality which 
(other) is within his soul and yet outside of him'. 

'If any man come to me ... and hate not his own soul (JalJTOv 
"'vx~v, Vulgate animam suam) he cannot be my disciple' (Luke, 
XIV, 26). The English versions shrink from such a rendering, 
and have 'hate not his own life'. It is evidently, however, not 
merely 'life' that is meant, since those who are at the same time 
required to 'hate' their own relatives, if, on the contrary, they love 
them, may be willing to sacrifice even life for their sake: what is 
evidently meant is the lower soul, as regularly distinguished in the 
neo-Platonic tradition from the higher power of the soul which is 
that of the Spirit and not really a property of the soul but its royal 
guest.2 It is again, then, precisely from this point of view that 

1 BG., XIII, 26 'Whatsoever is generated, whatever being (kimcit sattvam, 
cf. Mil. 7z koci satto, cited above) whether mobile or immobile, know that it is from 
the conjunction (samyogiit) of the Field with the Knower of the Field'. The' Field' 
has been previously defined in XIII, 5-6; it embraces the whole of what we should 
call 'soul and body' and all that is felt or perceived by them. 

2 Cf. Plutarch, Obsolescence of Oracles, 436F, where the soul of man is assigned 
to Prophecy (i) l'aVTtK7} here = 1Tpovo[a, Providence as distinguished from' com
pelling and natural causes') as its material support (VA7JV I'EV aVTfi T~V "'VX~v TOV 
avepcfJ1Tou ••• o.1TO~>c.OOVTES'); and BG., VI. 6 where the spirit is called the enemy of 
what is not the spirit (aniitmanas tu ... iitmaiva satruvat). 

'To be willing to lose (hate) our .pVX~ must mean to forget ourselves entirely ... 
to live no more my own life, but let my consciousness be possessed and suffused by 
the Infinite and Eternal life of the spirit' (lnge, Personal Idealism and Mysticism, 
p. 102 and James, Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 451). 
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St. Paul says with a voice of thunder, 'For the word of God is quick 
and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even 
to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit' (Hebr., IV, I2), and 
consistently with this that I Whoever is joined unto the Lord is One 
Spirit' (I Cor., VI, I7, cf. xii. 4-I3). 

With this may be compared, on the one hand,BG.! VI, 6 'The 
Spirit is verily the foeman of and at war with what-is-not-thc-Spirit' 
(anatmanas tu satrutve vartetatmaiva satruvat) , where rmatman = 
Buddhist anatta,l all that, body-and-soul, of which one says na me 
so atta, 'This is not my spirit'; and on the other, with Eckhart's 
'Yet the soul must relinquish her existence' (Evans ed., I, 274),2 
and, in the anonymous Cloud of Unknowing, Ch. XLIV, 'All men 
have matter of sorrow: but most specially he feeleth sorrow, that 
feeleth and wotteth that he is', and with Blake's I I will go down 
unto Annihilation and Eternal Death, lest the Last Judgment come 
and find me unannihilate, and I be seiz'd and giv'n into the hands 
of my own Se1fhood'. All scripture, and even all wisdom, truly, 
I cries aloud for freedom from self'. 

But if 'he feeleth sorrow that feeleth and wotteth that he is', 
he who is no longer anyone, and sees, not himself, but as our texts 
express it, only the Spirit, one and the same in immanence and 
transcendence, being what he sees, geworden was er ist, he feels no 
sorrow, he is beatified,-' One ruler, inward Spirit of all beings, who 
maketh manifold a single form! Men contemplative, seeing Him 
whose station is within you, and seeing with Him,-eternal happiness 
is theirs, none others' (KU., V, 12).3 

1 JL€P£C1JLOV tPVXTJS /Cal 1TVEVp.aTOS, cf. Hermes, Lib., X, 16 0 vovs TfjS ,pV'X71S 
(Xwpt,€Ta£). 

Aniitman, similarly' un-en-spired' (not' despirated ') in SB., II, 2. 2. 8 where 
gods and titans alike are originally 'un-en-spired' and 'mortal', and 'to be un-en
sl>ired is the same as to be mortal' (aniitmii hi martyalt); Agni alone is 'immortal' 
(amartya!t). 

2 Compare the expressions used by St. Bernard, deficere a se tota and a semetipsa 
liquescere in De diligendo Deo; and as Gilson remarks, p. 156, • Quelle difference y
a-t-il done, a la limite, entre aimer Dieu et s'aimer soi-meme?' 

3 Eko vasi sarva-bhUtiintariitmii ekam rupam bahudhii yalt karoti: Tam iitma
stham ye'nupasyanti dhiriis te~iim sukham siisvatam netare~iim. 

The force of anu in anupasyanti we can only suggest by the repeated • seeing ... 
and seeing with'. It is lamented by the descending souls that 'Our eyes will have 
little room to take things in ... and when we see Heaven, our forefather, contracted 
to small compass, we shall never cease to moan. And even if we see, we shall not 
see outright' (Hermes, Stobaeus, Exc., XXIII, 36); 'For now we see through a glass, 
darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as 
also I am known' (I, Cor. XIII, 12). Sight-of is perfected in sight-as, even as 
knowledge-of in knowledge-as (adaequatio rei et intellectus: to see Heaven' outright' 
requires an eye of Heaven's width. Dhiriilt, 'contemplatives', those who see inwardly. 
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An ' actual experience of Unknowing and of the Negative Path 
that leads to it' (Rolt, ib.) is not easy to be had, unless for those who 
are perfectly mature, and like ripe fruits, about to fall from their 
branch. There are men still' living " at least in India, for whom the 
funeral rites have been performed, as if to seal them ' dead and 
buried in the Godhead'. 'It is hard for us to forsake the familiar 
things around, and tum back to the old home whence we came' 
(Hermes, Lib., IV, 9). But it can be said, even of those who are 
still self-conscious, and cannot bear the strongest meat, that he 
specially, if not yet most specially, 'feeleth joy', whose will has 
already fully consented to, though it may not yet have realized, an 
annihilation of the whole idea of any private property in being, 
and has thus, so to speak, foreseen and foretasted an ultimate 
renunciation of all his great possessions, whether physical or psychic. 
Mors janua vitce. 

not with the «eye of the flesh' (miimsa cak$us); who see the Spirit «above all to be 
seen' (abhidhyiiyeyam, MU., I, I), «the Spirit that is yours and in all things, and 
than which all else is a wretchedness' (BU., III, 4. 2). 

Note that ekam rapam bahudhii yalz, karoti corresponds to S., II, 212 eko'pi 
bahudhii homi: and «than which all else is a wretchedness' to the Buddhist anicca, 
anattii, dukkha. 



THE RACIAL AFFINITY BETWEEN THE BRAHUIS 
AND THE DRAVIDIANS 

By C. R. Roy 

The racial history of the Brahuis is a little complicated one and 
a puzzle to the anthropologist, as these people speak Dravidian form 
of language. It is now admitted that the Brahui language belongs 
to the Dravidian stock of language. According to Greerson's 
Survey of Indian languages, most of the Dravidian-speaking areas 
are situated in the south of India and a few patches are in C.P. 
and Bengal. The only small island of Dravidian-speaking area 
lies far away in Baluchistan and it is surrounded on all sides by the 
Indo-Aryan languages. 

Owing to the similarity of language between the two people, 
it was assumed that the Dravidians entered India from beyond the 
North-Western Frontier and the Brahuis were regarded as an outpost 
of the main body of the Dravidians in South India. The most 
important objection in accepting this theory is the supposed dis
similarity of the physical features of these two people. Risley 
maintained that the similarity of languages of two people does not 
necessarily imply the similarity of the race. He objected to the 
hypothesis of the racial affinity of the Brahuis with the Dravidians 
on the ground that few types of humanity can present more physical 
difference than the Brahuis and the Dravidians. 

Now it must be pointed out that there is much confusion about 
the definition of the Dravidians owing to faulty classification of races. 
According to Haddon, 'The Dravidians are usually confounded with 
the Pre-Dravidians. The name Dravidian is the anglicized form of 
Dravida and is employed to include peoples speaking Tamil, 
Malayalam, Canarese, Talegu, and kindred language. Apart from 
languages there is a general culture which is characteristic of these 
people and after elimination of the Pre-Dravidians (the aboriginals) 
a racial type emerges with finer features than those of the abori
ginals ' . The Dravidians are Dolichocephalic mesorrhine people 
with plentiful hair, wavy with an occasional tendency to curl, brown 
black skin, medium stature, and they are akin to Mediterranean in 
many respects, while the Pre-Dravidians are typically very dark
skinned Dolichocephalic Platyrrhine people. 

It is no doubt true that Risley's argument holds good when he 
meant the Pre-Dravidian by the word Dravidian, but we are not 
concerned here with the Pre-Dravidians. So after eliminating the 
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Pre-Dravidian, we should see whether there is any racial affinity 
between the true Dravidians and the Brahuis. According to Haddon, 
the Brahuis are akin to the Baluchis who are on the border line of 
Mesobrachy, whereas the Dravidians are Dolichocephalic mesorrhine 
people. The same difficulty of the dissimilarity of physical features 
arises here also. But according to measurements of 100 Brahuis 
taken by me,l I found there is fairly a large percentage of Dolicho
cephalic mesorrhine element which can be affiliated either to the 
Dravidian or to the Mediterranean. In the Cephalic index I found 
33 are Dolichocephalic, 46 Mesocephalic, and 21 Brachycephalic. 
The nasal index shows 45 leptorrhine, 54 Mesorrhine, and I 
Platyrrhine. By combining the cephalic and nasal indices, we arrive 
at the following results:-

(I) Brachycephalic Platyrrhine 1%. 
(2) " Meso. 10% 
(3) " Lepto.. 10%. 
(4) Mesocephalic Meso. 22% 
(5) ., Lepto. 24% 
(6) Dolichocephalic Leptorrhine 12% 
(7) " Meso. 21% 

From this analysis it is evident that these people are not 
homogenous but admixture of different racial elements. We may 
suggest the following:-

(I) The Platyrrhiny element (1%) is due to the admixture of 
the Pre-Dravidians. 

(2) The Brachycephalic mesorrhine element (10%) may be 
affiliated to an indefinite group Indo-Iraneus-(a 
mixed type). 

(3) The Brachycephalic leptorrhine element (10%) due to the 
admixture with the Homo-Alpinus or Pamiri stock such 
as Galcha, Tagich, Kurds, etc. 

(4 and 5) There is a large percentage of Mesocephalic lepto
mosorrhine element (22%-24%) which may be 
affiliated to somewhat indefinite group, the Irano
Mediterranean, as the substratum of this group is the 
Mediterranean (a mixed type). 

(6) The Dolichocephalic leptorrhine group (10%) may be 
affiliated to the Indo-Afghans such as the Afghan, 
Balti, Kafir, Dards, etc. 

(7) There is also a fairly large percentage of Dolichocephalic 
mesorrhine group (21%) which may be affiliated to 
the Mediterranean or the Dravidians. 

1 Read before the Indian Science Congress, I937. 
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It is evident from the analysis that the basis of the Brahui 
people is the Mediterranean, as it is found in group Nos. 2,4, 5 and 7. 
It follows that the original Brahuis were Mediterraneans, but they 
were modified by the admixture of the Homo-Alpinus or the Pamiri 
stock on one hand and of the Indo-Afghans on the other, giving rise 
to two indefinite intermediate series-the Irano-Mediterraneans and 
the Indo-Iraneus according to percentage of admixtureS. 

The social organization and the marriage customs in the Brahms 
point to the same conclusion as we have shown before. Though the 
Brahuis are distinctly inclined to endogamy as a result fr'Jm the 
practice of marrying a woman of the same group, near kinswoman or 
if possible a first cousin, and they consider themselves pure in blood 
but in practice they are not so. Their social organization shows 
that they mix with other tribes not only on the agnate kinship but 
upon common good and common ill, in other words, it is cemented 
together by the obligation arising from the blood feud. Huggs 
Buller has shown that the Afghans, Baluchis, J ats, Kurds, etc. 
(i.e. Indo-Afghan and Pamiri stock) gain easy admission into the 
tribe. 'As soon as a man joins the tribe permanently, he becomes 
participator in good and ill. Then having shown his worth, he was 
given in vested interest in the tribal welfare by acquiring a portion 
of the tribal land and his admission was afterwards sealed with 
blood by a woman from the tribe given to him or to his sons in 
marriage. The practice is that whenever stalwart alliance whose 
services are considered worth-having are admitted into the tribe 
by gift of a wife or perhaps one should say, the loan, for in the 
absence to the contrary, woman so given, goes back to his own family 
on the death of her own husband.' 

The vanity of the pure blood kept the Brahuis from completely 
merging with the other stocks and consequently this vanity kept 
the purity of their old language though infiltration of other blood 
modified their features, imperceptibly in course of time. This was 
the puzzle which the anthropologist could not solve why they speak 
Dravidian form of language though there is a little difference of 
physical features with the Dravidians. But in spite of the Modifica
tion they preserved their original Mediterranean type to a great 
extent among the higher classes. From my observations I found 
the Mediterranean type is predominant in the higher classes such as 
Nicharis, Bungulzai, and J atak. 

It is now seen that the physical features of the Meditterranean 
and the original Brahui and the Dravidian are the same. Haddon 
says that 'Apart from the dark colour of the skin there are many 
points of resemblance between the Mediterranean and the Dravidian 
which point to an ancient connection, perhaps due to common 
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origin' .' But he could not detect any relationship between the 
Brahuis and the Dravidians, and the Brahuis were a puzzle to him. 
He says, 'The puzzling Brahui speak Dravidian type of language 
but from their physical measurements and appearance they are 
Baluchi', and he placed them under the Indo-Iraneus group. His 
puzzle is probably due to the meagre data about the Brahuis. 

From the analysis of measurements I have shown above that 
the percentage of the Brachymesorrhine element is comparatively 
low, and there is a large percentage of people that conforms to the 
Mediterranean type. The majority of the people belongs to the 
Irano-Mediterranean group. It is therefore desirable that the 
Brahui should be grouped under the Irano-Mediterranean series. 
Though Haddon grouped the Brahui under the Indo-Iraneus series, 
yet he admitted that in all respects they belonged to the 
Dolichomesocephalic series, i.e., the Mediterranean group as in NO.7. 
We find this Mediterranean type is c01;llmon to both these people, 
so the puzzle of the supposed dissimilarity of the physical features 
of the Dravidians and the Brahuis has now been solved. If there is 
any connection between the Mediterranean and the Dravidian, the 
Brahuis must be the connecting link between the two. 

It is evident that in some distant past time, a group of the 
Mediterranean people entered India through the N.W. Frontier, 
before they got mixed up with the Indo-Afghans and the Homo
Alpinus. The Brahuis, though they have undergone some modifica
tion, represent the old Mediterranean people who migrated to the 
South of India. 

In the type II of the Mohenjo-Daro skulls, as described by 
Dr. Guha, we find the Mediterranean type is present in fair number, 
which clearly points to the same conclusion that there was an 
invasion of the Mediterranean into India at least about 2000 B.C. 

Among the Dravidians as well as the Brahuis we find some relics 
of old material culture still present which also suggest the connection 
between the two. Basket is one of the most important objects of 
material culture, which undergoes little change through ages. It is 
very interesting to note that while studying the Baskets of India, I 
found a type of basket used by the Brahuis or the people of the 
N.W. Frontier, exactly similar to that used by the people of South 
India. The basket No. 8819 in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, that 
comes from the N.W. Frontier, is exactly the same as the basket 
No. 88, that comes from Madras, and No. 7597, from Nilgiri. In 
technique, material, form. etc., they are strikingly similar and this 
kind of basket is not found in any part of India. This type is so 
characteristic and distinct that it cannot be regarded as an outcome 
of independent origin. The Dravidian people must have carried 
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this type of basket from the N.W. Frontier to the South of India. 
The language, physical features, Mohenjo-Daro skulls, material 
culture-all point to the same conclusion that the Brahuis are 
racially related to the Dravidians. 





A PROTO-INDIAN REPRESENTATION OF THE 
FERTILITY GOD 

By H. HERAS 

That .A1,1, the Lord, the supreme God of the :proto-Inflians 1 was 
supposed to be the god of fertility, a number of Ins(:riptions of that 
early period clearly evince. One says for instance: 

® ~ flfllOf' 2 

ter naif, peral uyarel, i.e. (the high sun of Peral of the chariot and the 
cultivated fields'. Peral means the great, man. It is a shorter 
form of the name Perumal by which god Siva is known in South 
India even at the present time. The chariot and the cultivated 
fields are emblems of war and peace intended to symbolize destruc-
tion and generation. In fact, the image of god ;r'tt is often shown 
among the branches of a tree as an evident manifestation of the 
fertility god. 3 

This paper will deal with an interesting oblong sealing--an 
amulet or charm-containing an inscription and some figures on 
each side of it (Fig. I). It has been described by Sir John Marshall 
as follows: 'The cult of the Earth or Mother Goddess is evidenced 
by a remarkable oblong sealing from Harappa, on which a nude 
female figure is depicted upside down with legs apart and with a 
plant issuing from her womb. This figure is at the right extremity 
of the obverse face. At the left end of the same face and separated 
from it by an inscription of six letters are a pair of animal « genii", 
of which I shall have more to say presently. On the reverse side 
the same inscription is repeated, and to the left of it are the figures 
of a man and woman, the former standing with a sickle-shaped 
knife in his right hand, the latter seated on the ground with hands 
raised in an attitude of supplication. Evidently, the man is pre-

1 Under this denomination the early Dravidian settlers of India prior to the 
Aryan invasion are understood. We know of their civilization through the ruins 
discovered at Mohenjo Daro, Harappa, and Chanhu Daro. 

2 Marshall, Mohenjo Daro and the Indus Civilization, III, M.D., 37. 
3 Ibid., I, pl. XII, Nos. 13, 14, 18, 19 and 22. Cf. Heras, Tree Worship in 

Mohenjo Daro, The Anthropological Society of Bombay, Jubilee Volume (1937), 
pp. 36-37; Heras, The Plastic Representation of God amongst the Proto-Indians, 
Sardesai Memorial Volume, pp. 229-230. 
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paring- to kill the woman, and it is reasonable to suppose that the 
scene is intended to portray a human sacrifice connected with the 
Earth Goddess depicted on the other side, with whom we must also 
associate the two genii, whom I take to be ministrants of the Deity '.1 

One cannot say why Sir John Marshall described this deity 
as / the Earth or Mother Goddess', for owing to the small size of the 
sealing there is no evidence as regards this point. On the other 
hand, if there is any evidence as regards this point it seems to be 
in the opposite direction, for the membrum virile is seen between 
the legs of the deity. That this was so is confirmed by comparing 
this figure with three other figures, one found in a number of Sumerian 
and Babylonian seals, the other on a number of Egyptian pieces of 
carving, and the third on two Minoan seals. 

On the former objects this figure is always represented nude 
with bow-bent legs having the membrum visible between them.2 

As regards his head he is sometimes shown in profile, but in many 
cases he is shown as in our Indian sealing. In one case this figure 
is shown seated over two long stems of lotus that are bent by him 
in order to form a seat. 3 This additional symbol may be a further 
allusion to fertility, which the pose of the figure itself sufficiently 
signifies. 

Mr. Von der Osten when describing this figure in this individual 
seal calls this representation god Bes.4 Bes is an Egyptian god 
who is supposed to be the' patron of music, jollity and childbirth'. 5 

There are two evident stages in the representation of this god in 
Egypt. In one he 'is depicted as a bandy-legged dwarf, his head 
sometimes surmounted by a row of feathers. He appears to have 
originally had the form of a lion or some other wild member of the 
cat tribe for in many representations he has the ears, mane and tail 
of this creature, which are, however, often interpreted by the artist 
as a skin which he is wearing'. 6 In a very ancient magic wand in 

1 Marshall, op. cit., I, p. 52. 
2 VonderOsten, Ancient Oriental Seals in the Collection of Mr. Edward T. Newell, 

Nos. 177, 192,206, 2I7, 221, 226, 261, 267,329,651 (Chicago, 1934); Von der Osten, 
Ancient Oriental Seals in the Collection of Mrs. Agnes Baldwin Brett, Nos. 72, 52 
(Chicago, 1936); Ward, Cylinders and other Ancient Oriental Seals in the Library of 
J. Pierpont Morgan, No. II4 (New Haven, 1920). Legrain, Ur Excavations, Volume 
III, Archaic Seal Impressions, Nos. 268, 269, 270 (New York, 1936). A number 
of Cylinder Seals in the Collection of the Indian Historical Research Institute, 
St. Xavier's College, Bombay, have also the same figure. 

S Von der Osten, Ancient Oriental Seals in the Collection of Mr. Edward T. Newell, 
No. 329. 

4, Von der Osten, op. cit., p. 93. 
5 Shorter, The Egyptian Gods, p. 129. 
6 Ibid., p. 34. Cf. Wallis Budge, From Fetish to God in Ancient Egypt, p. 254. 
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the British Museum 1 he is shown just as in the Mohenjo Darosealing, 
or in the Mesopotamian seals, but holding two serpents, one in each 
hand, that coil round his legs. In this representation his membrum 
is so long as to reach the ground, a circumstance that has misled 
other later artists and interpreters who took it as a tail. (Fig. 2). 

This second representation evidently shows an earlier way of 
representing this god not only because of the high antiquity of the 
piece of ivory on which the figure is carved, but also on account of 
its simplicity and lack of all sort of apparel. The third representation 
comes from Crete. On one of the seals his head and hands are t,roken 
but the pose of the legs is the same as in the other image described 
above.2 Next to him there is a snake head downwards. We do 
not know whether one of the hands of the figure was holding the 
tail of the snake, for as said above the upper portion of the seal is 
missing. The membrum is not seen, but the fact of there being a 
snake next to the figure, just as in Egypt, leaves no doubt as to the 
nature of this icon. On the other seal there is no snake or any 
other animal next to the figure of the bow-legged man. 3 Yet here 
the membrum falling between the legs in the usual position clearly 
identifies this representation with those described above. 

Now there cannot be any doubt that these four figures, one 
Indian, another Mesopotamian, the third Egyptian, and the fourth 
Cretan, represent one and the same being. In one seal the 
Mesopotamian figure is seated on two lotus stems, which, as said 
above, are a fertility symbol. Sir John Marshall is inclined to see a 
plant in the object that appears between the legs of the figure. 
But if one examines this object carefully, one identifies this object 
with a four-legged bug, a sort of cockroach which is attached to the 
membrum. What is the meaning'of this strange combination? 

In several sealings discovered at Mohenjo Daro this insect, with 
four legs and a long tail (just as in the animal under study), is seen 
in the centre of six large animals: an elephant, a deer or an ibex (?), 
a bull (?), a bird, an ass and another unidentifiable quadruped.4 In 
front of his head it has two fairly long tentacles.6 (Fig. 3). Other 
sealings of the same scene give a much slenderer body to the central 
bug, while they omit the central pair of animals (bull and bird) 
and add two fishes above the ass and its companion.6 (Fig. 4). A 

1 British Museum, No. 18175. 
2 Evans, The Palace of Minos, I, p. 68, Fig. 37, c. 
3 Evans, op. cit., I, p. 124, Fig. 93A, d. 1. 
4 Photo, M.D. 1928-29, No. 4859 and 5154. 
6 Mackay, Further Excavations at Mohenjo-Daro, II, pI. XCIII, No. 16. 
6 Ibid., pI. XCI, Nos. 13 and 19; pI. XCII, Nos. 2a and 10. Mr. Mackay 

identifies this central bug with a gharial. Cf. I, p. 357. 
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similar sealing was discovered at Uruk in Sumer during the season 
of 1929-1930 by the Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wessenenschaft. 
(Fig. 5). In this sealing the four-legged bug is also shown in the 
centre of a group of animals among which one may recognize a tiger 
and a deer.l In some archaic sealings unearthed at Ur from 1928 
to 1934, this same bug in an almost square shape appears once more, 
but then not surrounded by animals. 2 In two cases it may be seen 
next to a scorpion. 3 Some archaic Egyptian seals represent it 
exactly in the same way as in Ur.4 The fact that this bug in itself 
so small is shown in some of the sealings both in India and in Sumer 
larger than the largest quadrupeds, the elephant for instance, clearly 
reveals its extraordinary importance in relation to them. Now this 
importance cannot be real, but only symbolical. What can finally 
be the symbolism existing behind this queer being? 

The adjoining chart comparing the representations of these 
countries mentioned above shows how it finally develops into a 
regular beetle, the famous scarabaeus sacer, in Egypt (Fig. 6). Now 
the Egyptian beetle is already existent in pre-dynastic times. 
From those very early days the Egyptians saw similarity between 
the beetle rolling its egg ball over the earth, and the sun, the great 
source of activity and fertility, rolling over the sky day by day. 5 

The morning sun is represented as having a beetle instead of 
head and is called Khepera that means t he who rolls'. 6 In an 
ancient Egyptian text, Neb-er-tcher, a form of the sun-god Ra, says 
t I am he who came into being in the form of the god Khepera, and I 
was the Creator of that which came into being, that is to say, I 
was the Creator of everything which came into being; now when I 
had come into being myself, the things which I created and which 
came forth from out of my mouth were very many'. 7 Thus the 
beetle finally became a symbol of fertility and even of re-birth, 
that being the reason why images of the beetle were put over the 
mummies. This shows that this insect was supposed to be a symbol 
of fertility, both for the animal kingdom and especially for man. 
Quite appropriately, therefore, in the sealing under study it is shown 
attached to the organ of generation. 

1 Jordan, Zweiter V orlaenfiger Bericht, ueber die von Der N otgemeinschaft der 
Deutchen Wissenschaft in Uruk unternommenen Ausgrabungen, p. 5I (Berlin, I93I). 

2 Legrain, op. cit., Nos. 282, 283. 
3 Ibid., pl. 29, Nos. 5I7, 588. 
4 Evans, Scripta Minoa, I, p. I22, figs. 55 and 57. 
5 Cf. Wallis Budge, op. cit., p. 237-8. Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, 

II, 4, 380. In many Egyptian carvings the beetle is seen next to the discus of the 
Sun. 

6 Wallis Budge, Egyp#an Ideas o/the Future Life, p. 99 (London, I908). 
7 Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, I, p. 294. 
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Now the Egyptian figure of Bes of the magic wand mentioned 
above holds two serpents. What is the special meaning of these 
reptiles in the hands of Bes? Mr. Shorter says: 'In the pictures 
carved on certain magical wands of ivory he is shown strangling and 
devouring serpents, in order to protect mankind from these noxious 
animals '.1 The description given above may be true in other cases, 
but I have never seen Bes represented actually eating serpents. 
The real meaning is totally different. . 

Siva, the Dravidian god of India, is a god who is on different 
occasions shown holding serpents or having serpents round his body. 
In the image called Mahesamurti, which is a Trimurti representing 
him as creator, preserver and destroyer of the world, this last image 
holds a serpent as symbol of destruction. Even At;l, the prototype 
of Siva of the Mohenjo Daro period, is supposed to have a serpent. 
Thus the following inscription says:-

2 

i.e. ' min e'?t munka'?t pav " i.e. the serpent of the shining worshipped 
three-eyed one.s Now, as said above, a serpent in the hands of 
Siva is a symbol of destruction, but according to Indian ideology 
destruction is necessary for creation, death is required for generation. 
Hence a symbol of destruction was to be as well a symbol of fertility 
and generation. This idea seems also to be common in Egypt, for 
over the mummies one often finds beetles and also terracotta images 
of Bes,4 two symbols of generation over the remnants of destruction. 
For according to their ideas, tomorrow's sun cannot be born, till 
today's sun dies away. Therefore the three objects associated with 
this bow-legged figure in the three countries referred to above, viz. 
a lotus flower, a beetle, and a serpent are symbols of generation or 
fertility. 5 This clearly indicates that this queer image of god also 
means fertility and generation. 

This was evidently the original meaning of this god in Egypt. 
From this meaning the consequent meanings of enjoyment, pleasure 

1 Shorter, op. cit., p. 34. 
2 Marshall, op. cit., III, M.D. No. 25I. 
3 According to the proto-Indians, God had three eyes. Siva also is supposed 

to be three-eyed. 
4 Sayee, The Religions of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia, p. 139 (Edinburgh, 

1902). 
Ii The god of fertility in Snmer was also connected with the idea of a serpent. 

Cf. Frankfort, Iraq. Excavations of the Oriental Institute, 1932-33, p. 51. 
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and jollity are derived.! A number of facts of later Egyptian history 
still connect this god with his first original function of fertility. 
Thus his image adorned the foot of the marriage bed.2 His image 
also appears in the birth-chamber of Queen Hatshepsut. 8 In the 
representation of the ithyphallic Osiris lying on his bier when beget
ting Horus, Bes is placed beneath the bier.' The picture of Bes is 
found in the birth rooms of all the ancient Egyptian temples where 
the presiding god was supposed to have been born 5; and also in the 
lying-in rooms of the Egyptian queens.6 

Now what is the origin of this fertility god? Or in other words, 
what was the migration of this god, from Egypt to Mesopotamia and 
India, or on the contrary, from India to Mesopotamia and Egypt? 
The fact that we have been long acquainted with the Egyptian 
and Mesopotamian Bes, and that a similar image of this god has 
not been found in India ti111ate may induce some to state that the 
Egyptian or Mesopotamian images might be earlier than the Indian 
one. But this would not be a right consequence. Let us study this 
question dispassionately, as it is of the utmost importance. 

First of all Bes is a god evidently foreign in Egypt. The 
Egyptian gods are always drawn in profile. Bes is always drawn 
in full face. Let us take, for instance, the earliest representation of 
the Egyptian Bes, that is in the above-mentioned magic wand of 
the British Museum. All the pre-dynastic gods shown in this 
object (both obverse and reverse) are in profile. Orily the two 
images of Bes are drawn in full face. 7 Moreover, it is customary in 
Egyptian iconography to represent the gods at least partially 
dressed, i.e. with the organs of generation covered.s Bes from very 
early times till the later ages of the Empire was always represented 
wholly nude. It may still be seen in the same state of nudity even 
when identified with Horus in the Metternich stele.o This strongly 

1 Even at a later period the god Bes in Egypt was represented playing musical 
instruments. Cf. Wallis Budge, op. cit., pp. 253-254. 

2 Shorter, op. cit., p. 34. 
3 Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari, II, pI. U. 
, Wallis Budge, Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection, II, pp. 41-42 (London, 

19II). Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, II, pp. 136-137 (London, 1904). 
I) Spence, Myths and Legends of Ancient Egypt, p. 281. 
6 Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, II, pp. 285-286. 
7 Some other images, also drawn in full face, for instance, that of goddess 

Quetesh, are also admitted to come from outside Egypt. 
8 The same exception may be here recorded as regards some other images 

which are also accepted as foreign, for instance, Min. 
o Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, II, p. 231, goddess Qetesh is also 

shown naked and in front view. But she is also a foreign goddess. Cf. ibid., p. 280. 
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suggests that in the country of his origin images of god were wor
shipped in a state of nudity. What was this country ? 

Though the original country of Bes is quite obscure,1 all 
Egyptologists admit, apparently a priori, that Bes is an African 
god.2 Some say that he is of Sudan origin.s At times he is intro
duced as coming from Nubia or even from the country still further 
to the south of Egypt! Mr. Wallis Budge comes to the 'conc-lusion 
that since Bes is represented as a dwarf, with a headgear of feathers 
and covered with a feline skin, he must come from a country of 
pigmies using such an attire. 6 But while making this stat(:ment 
the learned writer of the British Museum forgets that the first 
image of Bes so far discovered (on the magic wand referred to above) 
is not given a dwarfish appearance nor does he wear a feather cap or 
an animal skin. These later developments of this icon, therefore, 
cannot be taken as useful data for determining its origin. 

Let us now compare the images themselves of this extraordinary 
god. (Fig. 7). In the earliest Egyptian image Bes is represented 
with a broad mane and a small pointed beard. In the Sumerian 
and Babylonian seals, Bes is generally shown wearing a flat round 
cap. In one case he holds above his head a tray on which a vase 
appears. 6 Often his two hands are not symmetrically placed.7 

Almost always his face is in profile, though the rest of the body is 
shown in front view. All these differences point to a later period 
when this god was losing his original simplicity of apparel and pose. 

But the simplest and most original of the four kinds of images 
is beyond doubt the proto-Indian one from Mohenjo Daro. In this 
figure there is no apparel at all; the god has no mane and no beard. 
One cannot imagine a simpler representation of a deity. On the 
other hand, among the proto-Indians numerous representations of 
God in a state of nudity have been discovered. 6 All this seems to 
point to India as the country of the origin of Bes. 

This is confirmed by comparing the figures of the bug seen under 
the legs of the proto-Indian god with the Egyptian beetle, which is 
evidently the final development of the former. It may be noticed 

1 Spence, op. cit., p. 308. 
2 Cf. A Guide to the Third and Fourth Egyptian Rooms of the British Museum, 

p. 154 (1904)· 
S Wallis Budge, The Dwellers in the Nile, p. 165. 
, Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, II, p. 270. 
5 Ibid., p. 287. 
6 Von der Osten, Ancient Oriental Seals . .. of Mr. Edward T. Newell, No. 162. 
7 Ibid., Nos. 177, 192, 217, 226, 651. 
6 Cf. Heras, The Plastic Representation of God amongst the Proto-Indians, 

Sardesai Memorial Volume, pp. 223-232. 
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that this beetle is already drawn in the magical wand almost next 
to Bes, being in no way different from the beetles of the later period. 
The adjoining chart showing the development of this insect will 
reveal its origin without any shadow of doubt. The figures of the 
seatings discovered at Ur and at Uruk seem to be older than the 
beetle of the magical wand. 

Let us now turn to the name of this god. We are told that 
he is called Bes from the animal's skin that covers him. This 
animal is a great feline called Besa or Basu the Cynelurus Guttatus. 1 

Yet in his earliest Egyptian representations Bes does not wear any 
animal's skin. Hence his name cannot come from an accidental 
later piece of dress. If we turn to India once more we find three 
modern Dravidian languages that have words coming from the root 
bes.2 Kannada has the word besal, that means 'birth', 'production', 
'bringing forth children', 'to be delivered'. Tutu has besiiya, 
, cultivation' , 'agriculture' . 3 Singhalese has pe$i that means 'egg 
of a bird'. (Words coming from the same root have at times different 
quantities in the vowels in different Dravidian languages.4 More
over in Dravidian languages there is no difference between p and b). 

Therefore the original root bes, or perhaps better pes (for the 
softened sound b seems to be of a later period) or pek, as is common 
in Dravidian origins, may have had the meaning of 'generating', 
'producing', etc. Hence Pek or Pes or Bes, as the name of a god, 
would mean' the generator', 'the producer'. 

Finally when we first find this god in Egypt, he is one out of a 
series of gods already obsolete and not worshipped.5 Among the 
proto-Indians of Mohenjo Daro he is not a god out of many. He 
is only a form or representation of AJ;1, the Lord, the Supreme Being, 
in the exercise of his function of creator or producer. 6 This oneness 
of God, which permeates all the religions tenets of the proto-Indians,7 

1 Lanzone, Dizionario, pIs. 70, 77. Ct. Spencer, op. cit., p. 28I. 
2 The proto-Indian authors of the so-called Indus valley civilization were 

Dravidian and spoke a Dravidian language, the mother of all modern Dravidian 
languages. Ct. Heras, Mohenjo-Daro, The Most Important Archt13ological Site in 
India, Journal of Indian History, XVI, pp. 1-7. 

S This also seems to be the original Tamil word meaning agriculture. The 
modern Tamil word for agriculture vivasaya is of Sanskrit origin. Yet in Sanskrit 
it only means' effort', 'hard work'. This shows that on account of the similarity 
between both words those who wished to Sanskritize the Tamil language introduced 
the Sanskrit word giving it the meaning of the original Dravidian word, besaya. 

4 Cf. Gnana Prakasar, Some Laws of Dravidian Etymology, Journal of Oriental 
Research, XI, pp. 147-148. 

5 Cf. Wallis Budge, From Fetish to God, pp. 67-89. 
6 Cf. Heras, op. cit., Sardesai Memorial Volume, p. 225. 
7 Cf. Heras, The Religion of the Mohenjo Daro People according to the Inscriptions, 

Journal of the University of Bombay, V (History aud Economics Section), pp. 1-8. 
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seems to be nearer to the primitive revelation of God to man than 
the different representations or forms of the same god worshipped 
later as different deities. 

Mr. Wallis Budge refers to the tradition existing in Egypt that 
Bes originally came from Punt.1 This seems to be quite likely, as 
Punt is supposed to be the original land of the early Egyptians also. 
Yet Punt was the last stage of their migration, where they might 
have remained for years and years, so as to practically Iorget the 
country from where they had first come. The decipherment of the 
Mohenjo Daro inscriptions, together with a number vf allied subjects 
simultaneously studied, leaves no doubt about the Indian Hamitic 
origin of the Egyptians. 2 In their way to Mrica across the Erytrean 
or Arabian Sea they carried Pek or Pes or Bes with them, an image 
of god which owing to special circumstances did not suffer such a 
great evolution as other images of the primitive pantheon. Thus 
the origin of Bes is decidedly Asiatic. 

Now next to this image in the proto-Indian sealing there is an 
inscription running as follows: 

which reads: nila enma eq,upati vet tuk, i.e. 'the justice of the King 
of the village of the Ram on the eighth (day) of the Moon'. This 
epigraph seems to refer to an act of justice performed by the king of 
the village called E<;lupati. The fact that the same inscription is 
found on the reverse of the amulet seems to suggest some connection 
between this act of justice and the persons figured on this side. 
They are a woman kneeling down with spread hair and lifted arms. 
Behind her there is a man standing holding a sickle in his right hand 
and something like a small shield in his left one. These two figures 
seem to represent the execution of the woman. Thus the man 
holding the sickle would be the King of the village, i.e. the god of 
the village, since government was theocratic 3 ; or perhaps the King
priest as the farmer on behalf of God. This execution was to take 
place on nila emma, the eighth (day) of the moon. The eighth day 
of the moon was the middle of the first or dark fortnight of the 

1 Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, II, p. 288. 
2 This is not the place to develop this statement. It will be done elsewhere. 

For the present it will suffice to draw the attention of the reader to the four flag 
bearers of the pallete of Narmer and to the four flag bearers of Mohenjo Daro in 
Marshall, op. cit., III, PI. CXVI, Nos. 5 and 8. 

S Cf. Heras, The Religion of the M ohenjo Daro People according to the Inscriptions, 
1.e., 25-26. 
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moon. Such days have always been held in veneration by the 
Hindus down to the present time, when they are known by the 
name of Ashtami. One G8kul Ashtami is held every year with 
extraordinary rejoicings and that day is an official government 
holiday. The word enma seems to be a very ancient Dravidian 
word kept only in Tutu. This shows that the execution of that 
woman was an act of religion, a sacrifice. But why was it called 
an act of justice? 

The sealing under study was supposed to be a fertility charm, 
as it appears from the representation of the fertility god. Hence 
the other side of the charm refers to a sterile woman, whose prayers 
were not heard by the god of fertility. Such women had not, 
according to ancient ideas, a right to live. They had to be sacrificed 
and that sacrifice is called the justice of the king of the village. 

What the two animals standing on their hind legs and apparently 
taking to each other, as seen on the obverse, represent is impossible 
to say. They are prototypes of animals of the same type often seen 
in Sumerian seals: and perhaps also of the numerous headed gods of 
the Egyptian pantheon. 
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THE ROLE OF ALAl\fKARA IN INDIAN PHILOSOPHY 

By DOROTHY STEDE 

That poetics are allowed to be induded in philosophy is a proof 
of the concrete and all-embracing nature of the Indian outlook. 
The art of poetics is regarded as a science, the pursldt of which has 
the four conventional aims of mankind,-dharma, artha, kama, 
mok~a,-in view. That is to lay, true poetry can have practical 
as well as ~sthetic value: it not only gives pleasure to the reader 
or hearer, but, rightly used, it constitutes one of the paths to libera
tion. Sarasvati, goddess of wisdom, is also called Vac, Word 
personified. The 'light of speech' is often referred to, as for 
example in the following sloka: 

'Idam andharp. tamaJ::l krtsna1'!1 jayeta bhuvanatrayam 
yadi sabdahvaya1'!1 jyotir a sa1'!1sara1'!1 na dipyate.' 

-(Kavyadarsa I, 4.) 

'These three worlds would relapse into blind darkness, if the 
light called speech did not shine till the end of time.' 

What is the test of good poetry? It is not necessary for the 
poem to be in verse, nor is all verse regarded as poetry; for there 
are many prose poems (e.g. the Dasakumaracaritam), while countless 
lawbooks and abstract treatises are couched in verse, as an aid to 
memory. 

It is significant that the Sanskrit equivalent for 'Ars Poetica' 
is Ala1'!1kara-sastra, the' teaching of the ornaments' (i.e. poetical 
embellishments or figures, the literal meanings of Ala1'!1kara being 
'state of sufficiency, balance, rounding off, making perfect '). For 
the art of poetics in India has been developed to such an extent and 
the poet's work is circumscribed by so many rules regarding metre 
and rhetorical figures, that it is often impossible to see the wood 
for the trees. It is recommended that poetry should deal witb 
one or more of the so-called 'rasas' or tastes, sentiments, viz. 
vira heroism, s:plgara love, karuJ;la pity, bibbatsa disgust, raudra 
anger or fury, bhayanaka fear, hasya mirth, adbhuta wonder, and 
(though this last is not accepted by all schools, and is of later deve
lopment than the others) santa contentment, tranquillity. The 
term santa in the religious sense is applied to the man who has 
conquered all desire and is ripe for liberation: it is thus a requisite 
of the fourth aim, mo~a. 
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However, it stands to reason that poetry must in any case 
deal with emotions such as these. It is not the rasas as such, but 
the alamkaras themselves which determine the ::esthetic value of a 
poem. 'Their importance may be measured by the fact that there are 
no fewer than 32 varieties of simile (to mention only one figure of 
speech) prescribed in the Kavyadarsa. Most of the similes must 
perforce be concerned with the task of connecting man with his 
surroundings, the animals, plants, and planets. For instance, there 
are 25 different ways in which a girl's face may be compared to a 
lotus. The only restrictions on the resultant concrete expressions 
are those dictated by a sense of fitness or decency, e.g. one should 
not compare a faithful servant to t- dog. On the other hand, the 
poet may use metaphorically terms which he could not apply in 
the accepted sense. For example, !?thiv and other words meaning 
'expectorate' may with propriety be applied to phenomena of 
nature, such as the sky, or flowers; ot a cloud may be described as 
'pregnant', whereas one should not refer to a woman in that 
condition. 

Here it may be well to note the amazing metaphorical poten
tialities of the Sanskrit language, which is well illustrated by the 
innumerable sle!?as or puns (from sli!?, to connect, intertwine) which 
abound throughout the literature. Even the simplest word may 
have twenty different meanings, all of which are employed to the 
full by the ambitious poet. Thus' go', an ox or cow, may also 
mean 'anything coming from or appertaining to an ox or cow', 
e.g. milk, flesh, skin, hide, leather, strap, bow-string, sinew; while 
it has in addition such divergent meanings as 'the herds of the 
sky', the stars, rays of light, the sun, the moon; water; an organ of 
sense, the eye; a billion, the sky, a thunderbolt, a region of the 
sky; the hairs of the body; the earth (as the milch-cow of kings), 
a mother, speech, Sarasvati (goddess of speech); and it may also 
apply in a figurative derogatory sense to a stupid person, 'an ox'. 

The Kavyadarsa (2, 57 et seq.) gives a significant list of synonyms 
for 'like'. First we have comparative particles, such as iva, vat, 
yatha, which have no secondary metaphorical sense. Not quite in 
their class is sarna level, even (and hence equal). Then we have a 
group of terms having reference to weights and measures: samana, 
sammita, upama, upamita, tulya, tulita; then words meaning image 
or illumination, such as nibha, sannibha, satpkasa, nikasa, prakasa, 
pratibimba, abha, praticchanda. Next comes a group of terms 
referring to various common attributes, e.g. likeness of form (sariipa, 
pratirt1paka); of appearance (sadrsa, sadrksa), and colour (savarl).a); 
shading through less personal, more social aspects denoting equality 
of birth (sajatiya) and country (desya, desiya) to still more intan-
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gible and logical characteristics, e.g. satpvarun and anuvarun, in 
agreement with (from logic or perhaps music ?), prakhya one who 
may be addressed in the same way, and salak~at;la having the same 
(logical) mark. Lastly we have a group which illustrates the 
polarity of Indian thought: on the one hand sapa~a (friend, on the 
same side), pratinidhi representative; and on the other virodhin out 
of harmony with, pratipak~a a match for, pratidvandvin -adversary, 
and pratyanika vying with (bringing an army against) .. 

So much for adverbial particles and adjectives (or nouns,-for 
nouns and adjectives are practically interchangeable in Sanf:krit). 
Of verbs expressive of likeness, the following are mentioned: spar
dhate rival; jayati conquer, Ilve~ti hate, druhyati threaten, and 
pratigarjati vie with (lit. roA- against)-all metaphors from the 
battle-field. In a narrower sphere, i.e. in the home, we have akrosati 
scold, avajanati despise, nindati blame, hasati laugh at, ir~yati and 
asftyati envy, ni~edhati forbid. Then there are two denominatives, 
kadarthayati consider as a useless thing (lit. for what purpose?). 
and vic;lambayati make an image of, mock. The only verb which 
has a really agreeable sense is sandhatte harmonize (= join), be 
reconciled. It will be noticed that many of these terms imply not 
merely equality but superiority,-particularly those meaning des
pise, laugh at, regard as worthless. 

The implicit assumption of likeness in Bahuvrihi compounds 
is too frequent a phenomenon to require much illustration: examples 
are sasanka-vadana ha-ving a moonlike face; bahulata arm-creeker; 
padamboja lotus-foot. From compounds we pass on to phrases, 
e.g. tasya mu~t;lati saubhagyam (she) steals its charm; tasya kantitp 
vilumpati (she) plunders its beauty (in comparing a beautiful girl 
to a lotus or to the moon); tena sardharp. vigrht;lati he contends with 
it; tularp. tenadhirohati he mounts the balance with it (or him); 
tatpadavyarp. padarp. dhatte he places his foot in his (=another 
man's) footsteps; tasya kak~atp. vigahate he plunges into its orbit 
or sphere; tam-anveti he follows him; anubadhnati tacchilam he 
binds himself to (i.e. follows closely) his behaviour; tan-ni~edhate 
he suppresses (surpasses) him; and tasyanukaroti be imitates him. 

Even a cursory glance at the above list will give some idea of 
the ornate and elaborate character of Sanskrit poetry; and a detailed 
consideration of the Alarp.karas, or 'ornamentations' only serves to 
deepen this impression. It has already been mentioned that accord
ing to Dat;lQin (KavyadarSa) there are 32 different kinds of upama 
or simile. Thus for example we have the vasttipama, a comparison 
in which the common quality is omitted, e.g. 'Thy face is (beautiful) 
like a lotus'; the vikriyopama, a simile in which the object of 
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comparison is regarded as produced from the object to which it is 
compared, e.g. 'Thy face, 0 fair one, seems to be cut out from the 
disc of the moon, or from the centre of a lotus'; hetftpama, a simile 
accompanied by reasons, e.g. 'You, 0 King, imitate the moon by 
reason of your lovableness, the sun by your splendour, the ocean 
by your steadfastness'; tulyayogopama, combination of equal 
qualities (of unequal objects), as when a king is compared to Indra, by 
reason of his fighting prowess. By way of variation we have the 
viparyasopama, inverted comparison, in which the relation between 
upama~a and upameya, object and subject of comparison, is reversed, 
e.g. 'The lotus is like your face'; the asambhavitopama, simile 
implying an impossibility, as 'a har11 word from that mouth would 
be like poison from the moon's disc \instead of nectar) or fire from 
sandal'; abhfltopama, something that has not happened, as 'your 
face gleams as if the essence of all the glory of lotuses had been 
collected together'; prati~edhopama,.a comparison expressed in 
the form of a prohibition: 'The moon cannot compete with your 
face, for it is tainted (with spots) and cold (or stupid)'. The 
virodhopama, or comparison founded on opposition, is illustrated 
as follows: 'The lotus, the autumn moon, and your face,-this 
triad is mutually opposed'. Then we have the prasarpsopama, 
or laudatory comparison: 'Brahma was born from a lotus and the 
moon adorns Siva's forehead; yet your face is equal to these'. The 
opposite of this is the nindopama, a simile involving reproof: 'The 
lotus has much pollen (or the quality of rajas, passion); the moon 
is subject to consumption (waning) ; therefore your face, though equal 
to them (as regards other qualities) is really superior'. The simile 
implying a doubt, satpsayopama, is illustrated as follows: 'Is this a 
lotus with a bee moving inside it, or is it your face, with its wavering 
glance?' It will be seen that doubt, to become a poetical figure, 
must not be the doubt which arises from circumstances, such as the 
common example' Is this a post or a man?' It must be 'a doubt 
raised by the imagination (pratibha) of the poet' (Keith). The 
atisayopama, hyperbole, is a favourite figure: 'Your face is a part 
of you, and the moon is in the sky-there is no other difference be
tween the two'. Then we have the complementary pair of similes, 
niyamopama and aniyamopama, restricted and unrestricted com
parisons: 'Your face is equal to the lotus and to nothing else'; 
and 'Your face imitates the lotus, and it may imitate anything 
else, if (a worthy object of imitation) exists'. The mutual (anyonya) 
upama, as a final example, brings out the good qualities of both 
upama and upameya: 'Your face is like the lotus, and the lotus is 
like your face', 
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This does not exhaust the list of upamas, but it is fairly repre
sentative, and illustrates the polarity, 1 love of juxtaposition, confusion 
(or combination) of reality and fiction, and mixture of logical and 
psychological arguments which are familiar to the student of Indian 
philosophy. When a girl's face is to be compared with a beautiful 
object such as a lotus or the moon, the Indian poet is by no means 
satisfied with saying' Your face is beautiful like the moon (or lotus)' 
or even' Your face is, as it were, of the very substance of the moon'. 
No. The various known or imtlgined, actual or inythological, 
attributes of the moon are gathered together. and pressed into use; 
not only its waxing and waning, its shining, and its coldness; but 
also its spots,-regarded as 'Iflints, or as the mark of the hare or 
deer,-and the fact that it islmpposed to have been worn on Siva's 
forehead, and to consist of nectar which is drunk by the gods. TlJ.ese 
qualities, some of which may be regarded as faults, give endless 
scope for comparisons, some of which emphasize the lofty nature, 
and others the defects of the upamana, but all of which are designed 
to flatter the upameya, the subject of the comparison. 

The rfIpaka, or metaphor, is described as an upama with the 
particle iva or vat omitted. It has almost as many varieties as the 
upama, and some of them correspond, e.g. the heturfIpaka, or meta
phor accompanied by reasons, as when a king is a mountain because 
of his dignity (or heaviness); the sea because of his depth (profun
dity of character); and the wishing-tree because he grants desires 
to his subjects. Here, as so often, we see the important role played 
by sle:;;as or puns, without which no poem worthy of the name would 
be complete. 

We have already seen how many meanings one word can have; 
let us now glance at a selection of synonyms for familiar phenomena. 
The moon, for example, is known as candra, candrama, candramasa 
(from cand, shine, be bright); indu (originally' drop', bright drop, 
spark,-this was applied only to the moon in the Brahma:Q.a,s, but 
later to Soma juice, and hence the confusion of the two ideas later); 
svetarcis, sisira1!lsu, cold-rayed (in contrast to the sun); sasin, 
sasailka, sasalailchana, and mrgailkota, 'Hare- or deer-marked'. 
alluding to the spots, our 'man in the moon'. This list is not 
exhaustive, but it gives some idea of the possibilities of the synonyms. 

There is an even greater variety of terms for 'lotus', though 
we must remember that a number of these terms are simply names for 
the different varieties of flower, and have no particular metaphorical 
significance. For example: utpala and Pttl?kara (lotus in general); 

1 See 'Polarity of the Indefinite', by Dr. Betty Heimann, my teacher. 
Coomaraswamy Volume, Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art (1937). 
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kamala. pink lotus (from kam, to love,-there is no doubt a symbolic 
reason for applying this term to a pink or red flower); padma, white 
lotus; tamarasa and kairava, day and night lotus respectively (for 
the former, d. tamra, copper). The night lotus is white. It is 
noteworthy that these two distinct varieties of flower should corres
pond in colour to the sun and moon respectively, and thus foster 
the belief in the mythical friendship between day-lotus and sun, 
and night-lotus and moon; indivara, blue lotus (also: nilotpala, 
asitotpala). Then we have a group of terms which refer to the special 
characteristics of the lotus: rajiva, streaked or striped; naliui. 
(from nata, reed, because of its hollow stalk) ; satapatra, the hundred
leaved; aravinda (from ara, spoke, fUuding to its wheel-shape); 
bisini, having :filaments. Further. baFasatpvasin, living in the same 
place as the crane; and kumuda. 'exclting what joy?' ,-a reference 
to its <esthetic value. A number of words refer to the lotus's 
place of origin, e.g. ambho-ja, ambhoruha, pailkaja, saroja, vanaja. 
ambuja, amburuha. abja, niraja (water-born, water-grown, lake
born, wood-born, etc.). 

The synonyms for' bee' are interesting. First we have bhrilga 
and bhramara, 'wanderer' (perhaps bhrilga is also onomato
poetic, referring to the buzzing); and, from bhramara, the curious 
term dvirepha, the creature with two r's in its name. Other aspects 
of the insect are expressed by ali, 'the creature with a sting', 
madhukara, 'honey-m.aker', madhura, 'honey-drinker', and ma
dhuvrata, 'devoted to honey'; and l?atpada, 'having six feet'. 

The sun cannot be said to have captured the Indian imagination 
to the same extent as the moon. Apart from one or two names of 
deities identified with it, such as Surya, Savitr, Pu!?an, Aditya, its 
heat and light are practically the only qualities referred to. For 
example: tapana, bhasvant, bhanu, bhasatp nidhi (abode of light 
or lustres), cal;1Q.akara and ul?tpatpsu (hot-rayed: the antithesis of 
siSiratpsu, the moon), and simply atpsumat, having rays. The sun's 
function as bringer of day is indicated by the terms divakara, dina
kara, dinapati and divasesvara (lord of day); dyumal;li, jewel of 
day. More obscure terms are arka (are, meaning praise, adorn, 
shine), ravi (possibly from ru, roar ?). mihira (=Avestan 1\fithra?), 
and ina, strong, mighty. With arka, d. Raja, king and tejas, 
splendour: that which shines is praiseworthy and powerful.! 

Synonyms for' cloud' abound, and refer almost exclusively to 
its two functions, namely obstructing (ghana, abhra), and (most 
important) the giving of water; megha, ambhoda, dharadhara, jalada. 

1 For etymologies (~n1y fanciful) of' sun' synonyms, cf. Chandogya Upani~ad 
I, 2; I, 4; VI, 8, etc.; Maitn Up. VI, 7. 
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jalamuc, payoda, piithodhara, payodhara.. jaladhara (all ending in 
derivatives of verbs expressing the ideas < hold', 'give', or < re
lease'). Then we have parjanya, rain-cloud, of doubtful etymo
logy, l and jimuta, also meaning a rain-cloud. 

The words for < sea' to some extent correspond to those for 
< cloud', since both are holders of water. Thus we have ambudhi, 
udadhi, viiridhi, abdhi, samudra (' gathering together of waters '), 
jaladhi, variilp. nidhi (' abode of waters '), jalanidhi, tvyadhi, 
payodhi, ambhonidhi, piithodhi, vardhi, udanvat, sindhv (flowing). 
Further, jalariisi and amburiisi, <heap of water'; art;lava (having 
waves? Probably from r, go). More metaphysica1 expressions are 
akupiira (unbounded), and ra~iikara, home of gems. The ocean 
is also known as siigara, aft" Sagara (sagara, 'with poison' ,
this may have some reference to the mythical churning of the oceafl); 
and is frequently referred to as the lord of rivers-srotaJ:lpati, 
nadisa, payasiilp. niitha. 

As a final example let us take the earth,-so very important 
in an agricultural community. It is 'the broad one '-prthvi, 
prthivl, fuvi; or 'great '-mahi. Or it is 'the bearer, supporter '
dhara, dharanti, or 'abode, dwelling',-k~iti; the 'patient one',
k~ama, or k~mii, because it submits to tilling; 'immovable, solid'
k~oni, k~auni. Then we have references to its fertility, and the 
giving of treasure, whether as food or as precious stones: medini, 
(having fatness or fertility), vasudha., vasumati, vasulp.dharii. 
Lastly, bhu and bhumi, bhuvana, from bhu, to become (since earth 
is ever changing). 

From these examples it will be evident that Sanskrit was a 
language peculiarly suited to poetic development, and particularly 
rich in fancies. It was no accident that Word was deified; and that 
the art of poetry was incorporated into the study of philosophy. 
And when we find terms which in most other languages would be 
restricted to poetry, e.g. mahidhara (mountain,-'bearer of the 
earth'), or mrgiiilkita (moon='deer-marked') appearing in dull 
logical treatises, we are bound to admit that words in India are real 
bearers of meanings,-they are live things, concrete, dynamic. 

It is well-known that primitive people cannot grasp the concep
tion of genus. They may have terms for red cow, black cow, etc., 
but no term for cow in general. In the same way one may be 
tempted to call the highly developed Indian tendency to specialize,
to dwell on one aspect of a thing at a time,-a survival of the primi
tive. And, to the extent that Indian culture has developed from a 

1 Possibly eonnected with pre, give lavishly, or prj, and perhaps ultimately 
from PI', to fill (or speckled ?). 
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primitive to an advanced stage with little or no interference from 
outside, and has therefore exhibited a marked conservatism of ideas, 
and an unwillingness to discard beliefs and turns of phrase, this 
is no doubt true. Mythological and metaphorical expressions for 
natural phenomena, etc., which were invented in the Rigvedic age, 
were still in current use among poets three thousand years later, 
even though these poets had devised new terms of their own as well. 
But to accuse the Indian people of inability to classify would be 
ludicrous. Classification with them became a passion, and was 
extended to all fields of learning, such as philosophy (d. the names 
of the systems, e.g. Sailkhya, 'enumeration'; Vaise~ika, the system 
relating to differences or distinctiotlf'); cosmogony (3 or 7 worlds); 
and grammar, which like poetics waf regarded as a branch of philo
sophy. The Sanskrit alphabet alone is evidence of an instinct for 
orderly arrangemelit which we at our 'advanced' stage have not 
yet reached. We may note, further, that the Indians had a method 
of classification according to principles strange to us. They fre
quently classified not according to species, but according to other 
distinctive characteristics, e.g. colour, shape, motion or the lack of 
it. And even a proper name can be replaced at will by a synonym 
(e.g. Ka~ada, Ka~abhuj, Ka~abhak~a).l 

We are therefore justified in concluding that the wealth of 
synonyms which may be observed on any page of Indian poetry is the 
natural consequences of a distinctive tendency to look at an object 
from all possible angles, to gather up a11 its separate parts and fit 
them together to form a complete whole,-a whole which is the more 
complete because it is the more concrete, i.e. because each of its 
parts has been separately examined and grasped before it joins the 
rest to form the finished picture. It is significant that in logic 
(Nyaya philosophy) a thing consisting of sixteen parts is regarded 
as in reality consisting of seventeen (sixteen parts and the whole). 

In India, then, words give more rational associations than their 
more abstract counterparts in the West, and therefore they survive 
longer. Instead of being liable to be supplanted by a more popular 
synonym, a Sanskrit word has an unlimited span of life; and the 
Mima1!lsa idea of the eternity of sound was based not so much on a 
knowledge of the character of the ether, as on an appreciation of the 
sanctity of Word. It is common knowledge that oral tradition has 
had a greater role in India than perhaps in any other country: the 
necessity for preserving the Vedic texts syllable for syllable, without 

1 See Dr. Heimann's Zur Indischen Namenkunde, Studia Indo-Iranica, Ehren
gabe fiir Willi. Geiger, 1931. 
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committing them to writing, sharpened the memory, and at the same 
time instilled into the listener an awe at the wonder of words. 

The theory of dhvani, 'tone, sound' as applied to poetics, lays 
stress on a more subtle function of words and sounds. This theory in 
its full development belqngs to a fairly late stage (about 820 A.D.), 
and was expounded by Anandavardha!1a. The gist of it is that the 
unexpressed meaning of a poem is of more importance than the 
expressed meaning. This applies to metaphors, and also to words 
which have a double sense, and cau accordingly be 'employed in 
sle~as (e.g. kara, which means ray (of the sun), or hand, or tax). 
This is the rational sense of dhvani; in the irratiollal or instinctive 
sense it applies to the use of mttres and sounds which fit the subject
matter, and by satisfying the tritical ear, help to mould the poem 
into a perfect whole. A threefold division of poetry is laid down. 
First, true poetry, in which the implied meaning is of greater promi
nence than that which is expressed; second, medium poetry, in 
which the implied meaning is of secondary importance, and only 
serves to fill out and embellish that which is expressed; and third, 
the least valuable poetry, which relies mainly on fine language and 
various embellishments. This doctrine is of interest in that it 
crystallizes the marked fondness for sle~as or puns which has already 
been observed, and which is an example (as its very name shows) 
of the co-ordinating tendency which refuses to look upon any pheno
menon as single and separate, and which seeks to knit together 
heaven and earth, and all that thercin is, into one complete whole. 

In conclusion, let us consider one or two instances of slesas. 
Kavyadarsa 2, 87 demonstrates the sli~ta-nlpakam, or punning meta
phor: 

Rajahalpsopabhogarharp. bhramaraprarthyasaurabham 
sakhi vaktrambuja11l idatp tava. 

This means (1) Your lotus, 0 friend, is fit to be enjoyed by excellent 
kings, and its fragrance is desirable to young men. (2) (literal 
meaning) Your lotus-face (the stress this time being on lotus) is fit 
to be eaten by the king-swans, and its perfume is desired by the 
bees. 

A pure sle~a, without an obvious metaphor, is, for example: 
atyacchenaviruddhcna suvrt;tenaticaru:t;la 
antarbhinnena sampraptatpmauktikenapi bandhanam. 

-(B6htlingk, Spriiche I, 165.) 

This means (r) Even a transparent, unimpeded, well-rounded, lovely 
pearl becomes bound (upon a string) when it is pierced. (2) Even 
one who is striving after emancipation, who is very pure, not at 
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strife with anyone, of good conduct and well-esteemed, is bound 
(by earthly ties) when he is divided in himself. 

Finally, a S1e~a which depends for its effect on a different 
dividing up of words and syllables, and accordingly almost tres
passes on the ground of sabdala~karas, figures of sound, as opposed 
to arthala~karas, figures of sense: 

ak~amalapa vrttij Q-a kusasana parigraha 
brahmiva daurjani sal11sad vandaniya samekhala (same khala). 

-(Bohtlingk, Spriiche I, 52.) 

'An assembly of rogues should be greeted respectfully, as well as 
an assembly of Brahmans, for it kno)Js when the rosary is at an end 
(or: it knows how to live by enviojls talk), takes a seat of Kusa 
grass (or: assimilates bad teachings), and wears the girdle (of a 
Brahman) (or: is malicious towards a good person).' 

This leads us on to glance at the sabda1a~kara proper, whose 
chief representative is the yamaka (literally: twin), paronomasia, 
or the repetition in the same stanza of words or syllables similar 
in sound but different in meaning. For example: 

varaQ-o va raQ-oddamo hayo va smara durdhara~ 
na yato nayato 'nta~ nastadaho vikramastava. 

-(Kavyadarsa 3, 9·) 

'We are astonished, 0 god of love, at your bravery, in that you lead 
us to death, although you possess neither an elephant which is eager 
for battle, nor an unrestrainable horse.' This is only a very simple 
and elementary example of the figure, which is sometimes carried 
to unbelievable lengths. 

Wherever we look, we are confronted with different aspects of 
the ever-present love of co-ordination and combination, and the 
tendency to look on words as live and concrete objects which may be 
juggled with at will. Indeed, the right use of words is a means of 
reaching heaven with distinction, as indicated in Sarvadarsanasatp.
graha XIII: 'Those who use words rightly go to heaven in well
yoked chariots of harnessed speech. Those who speak haltingly 
must go on foot'. 



JtVA AND PARAMATMAN 

Some observations on their unity in difference 
(bhedabheda) within the Vedanta 

By OTTO STRAUSS 

In Satp.kara's Upadesasahasri we have, beside~ the bh~as, an 
independent treatise. The utual problem whether a work ascribed 
to the acarya may be taken a£ genuine appears as solved by the fact 
that Suresvara, supposed to be his direct disciple, quotes in. his 
Nai!$karmyasiddhi, 4, 20fi., several stanzas mainly from the ISth 
prakarat:J.a of the Upadesasahasri introducing them as coming from 
'bhagavatpfljyapada1,l , .1 

Now in this ISth prakarat:J.a of his Upadesasabasn Satp.kara, 
while explaining his abhasa theory with regard to brahman and jiva, 
briefly indicates some deviating opinions. Among them we find 
four which, keeping within the range of Vedanta, may be termed 
'ekadesimata' (one-sided doctrines), and these only shall be the object 
of our explanatory attempt leaving out of consideration the remaining 
ones which the commentator Ramatirtha (author of the Tarangit:J.i 
against the critical dvaita work Nyayamrta and supposed to be a 
pupil of Madhusudana Sarasvati) ascribes to the Bhattas and 
Bauddhas respectively. 

The stanza in question, i.e. Upadesasahasri, IS, 34-35: 
satpsari ca sa ity cka abhaso yas tv ahatpkrti r 
vastuchaya smrter anyan madhuryadi ca karat:J.am 1134 
jfiaikadeso vikaro va tadabhasasraya1,l pare I 
ahatpkartaiva satpsari svatantra iti kecana II 35 

Stanza 36 does not interest us here as it treats of the satptalla 
theory of the Buddhists, and also the last words of 35, for the doctrine 
which takes the jiva as' svatantra' is outside the range of Vedanta, 
being ascribed by Ramatirtha to Kumari1a. In 34 I read' ahatpkrti ' 
instead of 'ahatpkrti1,l' as printed in the Nirt:J.ayasagara edition, 
Bombay, I91S. 

1 There are the following quotations in Nai~karmyasiddhi, ch. 4, from Upadesa
sahasri: 

N. 20=U. 18, 78. 22-23=18, 96-97. 24=18, 99. 25=18, lOr. 26=6, 1. 

27=6, 3. 28=6, 2. 29=6, 4· 30 =15, 16. 31-33=18, 190 - 192. 34-35=18, 
147-175. 43=17,26. 65-66 =18, 231-232. 
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Translation and explanation of the two stanzas: 
34. I And some (believe) that the sarp.sarin (sc. jiva) is just the 

reflection (of the paramatman) in the aharp.kara, i.e. it is a real 
shadow on account of the Smrti, and another reason (for its reality) 
is its pleasantness, etc.' 

35. I According to others it is a part of the (highest) spirit or 
(its) modification (or) the sarpsarin is just the aharp.kara which forms 
the substratum for its (i.e. the highest spirit's) reflection (and) some 
(take the jiva) as self-dependent: 

So there are four different opinions upon the relation of the jiva 
to the paramatman. The first is defcribed in st. 34, three others 
in 35, and all four stand in contradif\tion to Sarp.kara's advaita as, 
maintaiuing a real existence of the Jiva, they discard his doctrine 
that in the highest sense the jiva is nothing but a product of avidya 
through the adjuncts (upadhi). That these other teachers are true 
Vedantins and, to a certain degree, Advaitins will be clear from the 
following discussions; they only lack Sarp.kara's absolute monism 
(atyantabheda) by teaching bhedabheda (unity in difference). 

We now turn to the explanation of our stanzas with the help of 
Ramatirtha. In 34 we learn that the result of the reflection (abhasa) 
of brahman in the aharp.kara is not untrue but a real chaya (shadow). 
Two arguments in favour of its reality are adduced. In the Smrti 
(Manu, 4, 130 ; Yajfiavalkya, I, 152) the snataka is cautioned against 
stepping on the shadow of images of the gods, of a priest, of a king, 
and so on. This prohibition is regarded as a conclusive proof of the 
shadow being a real thing, for otherwise one could not step on it. 
The second argument is the pleasantness experienced by a man sitting 
in the shade, and experience in itself is a trustworthy source of right 
knowledge. In 35 the second form of the relation in question is given 
by the word' ekadesa' which Ramatirtha illustrates by Gita 15, 7: 
'mamaivarp.so jivaloke jivabhutal,l sanatanalf .... ' To the third form 
indicated by the word' vikara' Ramatirtha quotes Brh. Up. 2, I, 20: 
'sa yathon;lanabhis tantunoccared yathagnel,l k~udni visphulinga 
vyuccarallty evam evasmad atmanal,l sarve pra:t;lal,l sarve lokal,l sarve 
deval,l sarvani bhutani vyuccaranti. tasyopani~at satyasya sat yam 
iti pra:t;la vai satya tIl te~am e~a satyatp..' This well-known passage 
again proves the reality of the jiva which, emanating from brahman 
(satyasya sat yam) as the threads from the spider or the small sparks 
from the fire, is itself sat yam. The fourth form where jiva is the 
aharp.kara qualified by the reflection of brahman is illustrated by a 
passage (Chand. Up., 6, 8, 2) not quite so clear in relation to our 
problem: 'sa yatha sakunil,l sutre:t;la prabaddho disarp. disarp. 
patitvanyatrayatanam alabdhva pra:t;lam evopasrayata evam eva 
khalu somya tanmano disalp disatI1 patitvanyatrayatanam alabdhva 
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pral;lam evopasrayate pral;labandhanatp. hi somya mana iti.' Ap
parently the bird is jiva which is bound to its origin and, though 
flying about, is forced to go back to its origin, pral;la here being meant 
for sat = brahman. Though the passage properly speaks of the dream
ing condition it can be used in the sense that the jiva in its real 
wanderings remains bound to the paramatman to which it has to 
return at last. 

In a general way Ramatirtha is justified in applyiug this Sruti 
text to our passage, for it shows the bheda in the wanderings of the 
jiva and the abheda in its necessary return to the paramatmar, but 
the text is not to the point co~rning the words in question 'tada
bhasasrayal:I .... ahatpkartaiva 1. Therefore I propose another ex
planation which is based on the'usual antithesis of the two doctrines. 
Its pivot is the word 'abhasa' in compliance with Upadesasabasri, 
18,48: 

atmabhasaparijfianad yathatmyena vimohital:I I 
ahatpkartaram atmeti manyante te niragamal.l II 

The aharpkara as a mode of the antal:IkaraJ;la is constituted by 
avidya. When it gets the light or reflection (abhasa) of the pure 
spirit (paramatman) it is called jiva (individual soul) which knows, 
acts and enjoys. Thus the ahalp.kara being the substratum of the 
reflection of the highest is the transmigrating soul if we take the 
reflection as real according to the view of bhedabheda while according 
to Sarpkara the reflection is a mere appearance, a metaphysical 
error produced by avidya. There is therefore a slight difference 
from the foregoing stanza. In 34 the reflection itself represents the 
soul whereas here the substratum of the reflection, i.e. the aharpkara, 
is regarded as the soul. 

Thus all the four ekadesimatas which Samkara indicates in our 
two stanzas look upon the individual soul as partaking of the nature 
of the absolute and still having a real existence of its own in the 
intermediate state between origin and return. This is the bheda
bheda view which according to the opinion of the majority of scholars 
to-day was also shared by the author of the Brahmaslltras. There
fore in order to grasp the entire meaning of our stanzas from Upa
desasahasri the reader will be helped by looking on some relevant 
Brahmasutras; and Sarpkara though everywhere maintaining his 
absolute monism as the last sense of such slltras will be helpful in so 
far as he generally explains the l)hedabheda view as purvapak~a. 

There are, however, two other helps. Prof. Hiriyanna 1 has the 
merit of having shown that we are not without some knowledge of the 

1 Indian Antiquary, 53, (1924). pp. 77-86 and Proceedings and Transactions of 
the Third Oriental Conference, Madras, 1925, pp. 439-450. 
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Vedlihtin Bhartrprapafica who, older than Satrlkara, holds the 
bhedabheda view. He has been quoted by Sa~kara and Suresvara 
partly by name, partly according to Anandagiri. It is, however, 
irrelevant to our problem whether the doctrines ascribed to Bhartr
prapafica really belong to him as their value for us lies in the fact 
that they express an original bheda.bheda view. The other help 
comes from the bhedabheda teacher Bhaskara whose bhfu?ya (printed 
Chowkhamba S.S., vol. 20, 1915) seems to have appeared within the 
century after Sa~kara. He often follows Sa~kara very closely 
but when his bhedabheda view comes in conflict with Samkara's 
monism he shows himself as his opP9nent. It would therefore be a 
confirmation of Sa~kara's interpre~ation of those ideas which he 
considers as purvapakl?a if Bhaskar-ct takes the Stltras in the same 
sense. 

Before turning now to the Brahmasutras where we shall find 
different similes to illustrate the relation between jiva and brahman 
we refer to a passage in Sures~ara's Varttika to Satpkara's Brhad
aral,1yakabhal?ya (st. 948-950 ASS., p. 623f.) to which Hiriyanna 
has drawn attention. In this passage Suresvara indicates four 
types of the relation in question, namely 1. samanya-viSel?a, 2. 
avasthavat-avastha, 3. karya-karal,1a, 4. bhaga-bhagin. 

Taking up the sutras We have the very clear one, 3, 2, 27: 
'ubhayavyapadesat ttl ahikull(~alavat'. The twofold designation 
refers to the fact acknowledged by Sa~kara and confirmed by 
Bhaskara that there are Sruti passages for the unity as well as for the 
difference of jiva and paramatman. The difference is proved by 
passages like Mul,1Q.. Up., 3, 1,8' tatp pasyate ni~kalatp dhyayamanal,l' 
where Bhaskara recognizes the subject-object relation while the unity 
is testified by the mahaviikyas 'tat tvam asi ' or ' ahatp brahmasmi '. 
Concerning the simile both commentators agree. With Satpkara 
the serpent represents the abheda, its coils, hood, and erect posture 
the bheda aspect, while Bhaskara declares the serpent as paramat
man and the coils as jiva. Concerning the type of the simile Satp.
kara says, ad Br. Sft. 3, 2, 29, that the jiva is here a state (satpsthana) 
of the highest soul which would correspond to Suresvara's category 
avasth ava t-a vastha. 

A kind of application of 3, 2, 2f. can be observed in I, 4, 20 where 
the sutrakara expresses the opinion of Asmarathya that the fulfil
ment of the promissory statement 'atmani vijfiate sarvam ida~ 
vijiiataI11 bhavati' (cp. Chand. Up., 6, r) is possible only if the 
relation between vijfianatman and paramatman is taken in its 
unity-aspect (abhedatpsa). This expression used by both commen
tators shows that there are two equally possible aspects (a~Sa) of 
the relation in question, abheda in our passage, bheda in other 
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sruti texts. Vacaspati in his Bhamati illustrates the case by the 
simile of the fire and its sparks and explains it in the sense that the 
sparks cannot be absolutely different from the fire because they 
partake of its nature, and they cannot be identical with it because 
otherwise they could not be distinguished. In this explanation he 
calls the sparks modifications (vikaraJ.!) of the fire and the jivas 
modifications of brahman. The term vikara occurs, as we-have seen, 
in Upadesasahasri, 18, 35 and has been used by Rama~irtha in his 
comment thereon in connection willi the simile in questiun. Now 
the concept vikara belongs to the paril;lamavada which is alluded 
to in Bhaskara's comment on Br. Sii. I, 4, 25 (S. 26): 'paramatma 
svayam atmanatp. karyatvel1a pari:J;lamayamasa' (the wording 
similar to Satp.kara's). Thus 'ihe simile would belong to the type 
karya-karal;la, but soon we wi11learn that our commentators take it, 
on another occasion, as belonging to the type bhaga-bhagin. This 
shows the possibility of interchanging the types. 

An alternative to the serpent comparison of Br. Suo 3, 2, 27 is 
given by 3, 2, 28: Jiva and paramatman are related to each other as 
the light of the sun to its substratum, i.e. the sun itself, both 
having in common the quality of light (tejastva). This simile is 
understood by Satpkara at 3, 2, 29, in the sense of the whole and its 
parts (ekadesa) though the idea of paril;lama also seems to be appli
cable. The simile of the sun and its light appears akin to the 
abhiisa theory in the bhedabheda sense where the light from brahman 
has its own reality. 

An important statement of bhedabheda is further expressed by 
the sfltrakara in Br. Suo 2, 3, 43-45: The jiva is a Rart (atp.sa) of the 
paramatman as proved by Veda and Smrti. Salpkara, though 
acknowledging that we here have the bhedabheda view, cannot 
restrain himself from alluding to his own standpoint even in the 
purvapak$a through modifying the word arpsa by iva. It is, how
ever, quite evident from Bhaskara's comment that in the opinion of 
the bhedabheda teachers the jiva is not a part' as it were'. Sures
vara in his Varttika, I.e., also adds to the type bhaga-bhagin the 
comparison of the wheel and its parts which~ though referring to the 
relation of brahman and jagat according to Anandagiri, includes the 
jiva as we may safely assume on account of Satp.kara's remarks at 
Br. Suo 2, 3, 44. The idea of parts is illustrated by Sarpkara and 
Bhaskara alike by the simile of the fire and the sparks which has been 
already discussed above. On this occasion Bhiiskara first explains 
the meaning of the word atp.sa itself. He turns aside the meaning 
of cause in the sense of the threads which as the parts of the cloth 
are the material cause of its production, and also in the sense of 
membership in a group. According to him arpsa here means the 
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jiva as limited by the adjuncts but not changed in its fund§,mental 
nature. To the leading simile of the fire and the sparks he adds 
others as the relation between the entire akasa and the akasa limited 
by an earthen vessel or by the cavity of the ear, between vayu and 
the fivefold prat;La, between manas and its functions. All this serves 
to illustrate the possibility of the idea of parts in the absolute which 
is without parts. 

The Vedic mantra which according to Satp.kara, at Br. Su. 2,3, 
44, confirms the part idea comes from the Puru!?asilkta (RV., 10, go, 
3) quoted in Chand. Up., 3, 12, 6: 'pado'sya sarva (RV. visva) 
bhutani tripad asyamrtatp. divi.' . This one quarter includes, 
according to Sarpkara, all moving (ind non-moving things among 
which the souls occupy the first pl~ce. The same ancient mantra 
is 'quoted, at Br. Si1.. 4, 4, Ig, where, however, the accent lies on the 
hidden three quarters (vikaravarti). 

Finally, the Smrti also corrob9rates the concept of part as 
declared by Br. Su. 2,3,45. This refers, according to the commenta
tors, to Bhagavadgita, IS, 7, where the Lord says: 'An eternal part 
(arpsa) of me becomes the individual soul in the world of life'. 
In his Sarirakabh:i!?ya Sarpkara says that the relation of part and 
whole goes here together with that of ruler and ruled (isitr-isitav
yam) and adds: Nor is there anything contradictory' in assuming 
that the Lord who is provided with superexcellent limiting adjuncts 
(niratisaya-upadhisarppanna) rules the souls which are connected 
with inferior adjuncts only (d. Satp.kara at Brh. Up. 3, 8, 12). 
Thus Sarpkara here transfers the arpsa problem to the relation of 
iSvara and jiva avoiding the difficulty of the soul being a part of the 
absolute because the division of soul, isvara, and world belongs to 
the realm of avidya, and he is justified to do so because isvara in the 
form of Kr!?t;La is the speaker in the Gita. Kr!?t;La's word in GUa, 
10, 42, that he is maintaining the world with only one part of his 
(ekarpsena) is to be understood in the same sense. Though the 
allusion to the Puru~asukta discussed above is acknowledged in the 
Gitabhasya attributed to Saf!lkara by putting ekapadena besides 
ekarpsena there is no need to add iva as it is here only isvara whose 
parts are the souls. 

At the end of our selection from the Brahmasutras we put t4e 
explanation of AnQ.ulomi's opinioll in Br. SU. I, 4, 21. Whereas 
in the passages discussed up to now the relation between the indivi
dual and the highest soul was generally considered in such a way 
that the origin from the absolute bore the accent, our passage, on the 
other hand, looks upon the merging into the absolute when the soul 
will depart from the body. Thus Sarpkara gives, besides Chand. 
Up. 8, 12. 3 (' that serene being arising from this body appears in 
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its own form as soon as it has approached the highest light '), the 
often-used simile of the rivers disappearing into the oc-ean and 
losing therein their name and form (Mu1}.c,l. Up. 3, 2, 8). This 
simile clearly emphasizes the individuality of the jivas as long as 
they have not reached brahman. But this is not all. Sarp.kara 
explains that the soul, having become turbid (kalu~ibhuta) by its 
adjuncts, needs the instrument of knowledge (juana) and'meeitation 
(dhyana) for the serenity which will enable it to become ,one with the 
highest self when passing at some future time out of the body. 

Here we have a twofold observation to make. The qualification 
of the souls being soiled by t~ body seems to me to give a special 
emphasis to their separation lrom the highest t.hough the reality 
of the adjuncts is a standin~ feature of bhedabheda. Anot~er 
important shade appears in the demand for jilana and dhyana 
(Bhaskara adds samadhi) whereas Sal'p.kara in his Upadesasahasn, 
18, 19-25, expressly refutes the demand of meditation (prasarp.kbya
na). In spite of these two moments Sarpkara, when summing up 
Anc,lulomi's point of view, says at Br. Su. I, 4, 22 that it clearly 
implies that the difference and non-difference (bhedabhedan) depend 
on difference of condition (avastha, cpo the types of Suresvara above). 
Our impression that we here are at least on the border of the bheda
bheda doctrine is being confirmed by several authors. Bhaskara 
says that the jiva h~re is absolutely different (atyantabhinna) from 
the paramatman. Anandagiri declares that the non-difference is 
here to be effected (sadhya) and not belonging to the nature (sva
bhava) of the jivas. Thibaut (translation, I, 278, n. I), probably 
from oral information, calls Anc,lulomi's doctrine satyabheda (real 
difference). And this is corroborated by a stanza quoted by Vacas
pati in his Bhamati and by Bhaskara in his Sutrabh~ya as from the 
Pailcaratrikas: 

a mukter bheda eva syaj jivasya ca parasya ca I 
muktasya ca na bhedo 'sti bhedahetor abhavataJ::111 

There is, of course, a way to reconcile the different opinions: 
the one lays the stress on the difference between the jivas and the 
paramatman in life, the other on the possible unity after life. 

Thus we have seen that the sutrakara has given ample opportu
nity to discuss the bhedabheda view. But apart from the sutras 
Samkara was interested in this view as can be seen not only in his 
independent Upadesasabasn but also in his bha~ya to Brhadara1;l
yaka-Upanisad wbere he sometimes introduces a refutation of this 
standpoint ,,-ithout being compelled to do so by the sruti text itself. 
On this occasion I may express my belief in the attribution of this 
bhawa to the acarya. The belief is based on the general parallelity 
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of treatment of quotations from the Brhadara~yaka in the Sfttra
bha~ya and the Upani~dbha~ya, and on some single observations 
among which I only want to indicate Suresvara's confirmation 
in his Varttika, 6, 5, 25 and the passage in Bhamati, at Br. Sft. Bh. 
3, 3,6, where Vacaspati seems to have leaned upon Sa:q1karabha~ya, at 
Brh. Up., I, 3, 1. Thus we take Sa:q1kara as the probable author of 
Brhadara1.J.yakabha~ya in which we find several passages on bheda
bheda worth quoting in connection with our problem. 

In his bha~ya, at Brh. Up. 5, I, I, Sarpkara tells us (with regard 
to Bhratrprapafica according to Anandagiri) with the intention to 
refute it: ' . . . thus the one biahman has got a dualistic as 
well as a monistic aspect (dvaitadva1tatmakam). For instance, the 
ocean consists of water, waves, foalfl, bubbles, etc. As the water 
is real and the waves, originating from it while sharing the nature 
of the ocean and being qualified by appearance and disappearance, 
are absolutely real (paramarthasatyal}), in the same way this whole 
dualistic world is absolutely real, it corresponds to the waves, etc. on 
the water while the highest brahman stands for the ocean water 
. . . .' A difference of condition only is clearly meant here, so 
we have a fine bhedabheda view of the type avasthavat-avastha like 
the simile of the serpent and its coils in Br. Sft. 3, 2, 27. Though our 
passage is meant for the relation of brahman and the entire kosmos 
we take the jivas as included, for we remember that Sarpkara, at 
Br. Sft. 2, 3, 44, explained sarva bhfttani as moving and non-moving 
things among which the souls occupy the first place. 

Another passage in Salpkara's bhMya, at Brh. Up. 4, 3, 30, gives 
us a new comp~ison for both aspects of the absolute (ekatva and 
nanatva) which Anandagiri again attributes to BhartrPrapafica: ' .... 
as a cow is one as a substance (godravyataya) and there is difference 
as regards its qualities (dharma), the dewlap, etc. As there is unity 
and manifoldness in gross things (sthf:tle~u) so unity and manifold
ness is to be inferred for formless substances without parts.' This 
passage, however, is not directly applicable to our problem as the 
context does not deal with the relation between the individual and 
the highest soul but between the soul and its faculties of vision, etc. 
Still we may consider it at least as a good parallel, for Satpkara's 
refutation takes a parallel line of argument in both cases: 'The 
atman's natural self-luminous intelligence manifests itself in the 
waking and dreaming states through many limiting adjuncts such 
as the eyes, etc. and comes to be designated as vision, etc.' A 
direct application, however, would not be possible, for the brahman 
cannot be a samanya in the logical sense of the term. There we 
get help from Suresvara's Varttika, I, 4, 984, where the samanyas 
(i.e. the jivas) and the vis~s (i.e. the functions of the jiva) are 
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united according to Bhart:rprapafica in the whole (krtsnam) which is 
parabrahman. 

At last we may mention a passage of Sarpkara's bh~a, at 
Brh. Up. 3, 8, I2, where he indicates three different opinions of some 
one-sided Vedantins. The first uses the simile of ocean and waves: 
The highest brahman, the ak~ara, is the great ocean without motion 
(apracalitasvariipa). Then follows the slightly agitated state (avas
tha) which is called antaryamin (inner ruler). Thirdly we have 
the k~etrajfia (individual soul) which is represented by the extremely 
agitated state of the great ocean. Then follow further states which 
we need not consider here. According to the second opinion these 
states are to be regarded as p~wers (sakti) of the ak$ara while the 
third opinion calls them modifications (vikara). All these forms 
are not declined by Sarpkara as such, for he is ready to speak of the 
ak~ara, the antaryamiSvara, and the sarpsari jival). (k$etrajfia above) 
with the usual reservation that all these seemingly different states 
or grades are only due to the limiting adjuncts. Intrinsically there 
is neither difference nor identity among them, for they are by nature 
pure intelligence homogeneous like a lump of salt. 

Looking back on the foregoing discussions about the selected 
passages 011 bhedabheda from the Brahm asiitras , and Sarpkara's 
~omment 011 them and on Brhadara1;lyaka with the explanations of 
An and agiri, Vacaspati, and Suresvara we find that the ideas circle 
round a number of similes destined to illustrate, by a concrete 
picture, the relation between the individual and the highest soul. 
But illustration is not definition, and this is the reason why the 
relations which result from a strict interpretation of the similes can 
be only looked upon with a certain reserve. It has also to be kept 
in mind that the similes often have been handed dO'\Vll from ancient 
times where later problems were not yet thought of. Unfortunately, 
it is frequently impossible to ascertain whether a simile is from the 
old stock or a new invention. The fact that a simile is not extant 
in the preserved Upani$ads is no proof for its being not as old as an 
identified one, for we are sure that Ollr Upani$ads are but a remnant 
of a much more vast literature. Besides this the pHlological 
apparatus which would enable us to state the history of a simile in 
the literature after the Upani$ads is still lacking. 

Under these circumstances the attempt to draw some conclusions 
from the nature of the similes which have occurred in our discussion 
can be only made in a tentative manner. Nevertheless, certain 
observations will be possible. Thus we are sure of the high anti
quity of the idea that only a quarter (pada) of the divinity is contained 
in the visible world because the quotation comes from the Puru~a
siikta of the ~gveda. This is a proof, if proof indeed be needed, for 
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the possible use of a still crude idea in a more developed sphere of 
thought. Apparently the idea of part (atp.sa) which is quoted from 
the Gita forms a continuance of this ancient conception while the 
soul is now conceived in a new sense. On the other hand, the idea 
has lost its ancient concreteness, and is somewhat vague as regards its 
doctrinal value. However, the ideas of pada or atp.Sa are more 
statements than comparisons. When we turn to the real similes 
we find a wide range of possibilities of interpretation. The simile 
of the fire and the sparks can be looked upon in different vvays. If 
interpreted in the light of the pari:Q.amavada the sparks are the 
modifications (vikara) of the kara:Q.a fire, or it may be taken, as we 
have seen, in the sense of the whole &nd its parts, and in this inter
pretation the comparison characterizis the part idea more distinctly. 
That the sparks are real entities in spite of their common origin 
makes the simile apt for bhedabheda but the uncertainty of their fate 
after extinction-it is not said that they fa11 back into the fire and 
practica11y they need not-is a defect'of the simile. Just the other 
way lies the defect of the Upani!?ad simile of the rivers, for though 
they here have a common end they are absolutely independent 
as to their origin. More satisfying in the doctrinal way seem two 
other similes which, as far as I know, are not in the Upani!?ads: 
the serpent and its coils (used by the sfttrakara, 3, 2, 27), and the 
ocean and its waves (used by Bhartrprapaiica). In both instances 
there is only a difference of state in or a modification of the 
common substratum so that origin and end are equa11y considered. 

Thus we see how the types of Suresvara shown above get their 
application to the similes we had occasion to quote. The types 
bhaga-bhagin and avasthavat-avastha appear to be the most usual. 
Karya-kara:Q.a has to be taken in the sense of paril}.ama, and samanya
vise!?a cannot be employed directly on account of brahman not being 
a samanya in the logical sense of the word. 

If we apply the results of our consideration to the stanzas of 
Upaddasahasri quoted in the beginning the ideas of at!ISa and 
vikara are we11 illustrated. The chaya simile is quite clear and 
appears to be not very distant from a real abheda while the state·· 
ment of the ahatp.kara as jiva as long as it receives the light or 
reflection (abhasa) of the highest seems more distant. 

Thus we have seen that the similes and statements expressing 
the relation of the individual and the highest soul in the sense of 
unity in difference cover a wide area between a full dvaita and a 
strict advaita. This wavering may have not only characterized the 
single advocates of the bhedabheda doctrine but may also have 
occurred within the individual systems according to the wants of the 
occasion. The more the religious side was kept in view the more 
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the idea of difference will have prevailed, for worship of the divinity 
demands a clear separation of adorer and adored in this life. If, 
on the other hand, the theoretical or philosophical side came to be 
considered the stress will have been on the idea of unity, and this 
would, of course, always be in the background even in devotion .. 

VIe venture to think that Samkara's distinction between nara 
and apara vidya was no more than a systematizing of these "two 
views. It was in this way that he succeeded in makiqg the uncom
promising advaita of Gau<.lapada practicable for the many while 
in its original form it is naturally restricted to the few. By rf>ducing 
the difference to the every-day e~:perience of the adjuncts which 
all are originated by nescience'he preserved the absolute unity and 
still remained able reasonably io explain the su.trakara's utterances 
about bhedabheda. • 





THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE CAMPAIGNS OF 
GOVINDA III OF THE RASHTRAKOTA 

DYNASTY 

By A. S. ALTEKAR, Benares Hindu University 

Govinda III was undoubtedly one of the ablest nllers of the 
Rashtrakflta dynasty. He succeeded to the thron~ towards the end 
of 793 A.D. Soon after his .accession his elder brother Stambha 
RaI;1avaloka rebelled against him in order to establish his claim 
to the throne, which had bee~ set aside by his father. Govinda, 
however, put down the rebellion and defeated the confederacy· of 
twelve kings which had been formed in order to support it. After 
his own position on the throne had become secure, he is known to 
have defeated, either once or more than once, the Gangas and the 
Pallavas of the south, the Chiilukyas of Vengi in the east and the 
Malava and Gflrjara kings in the north. From the Sanjan plates 
issued by his son Amoghavarsha I we further learn that Dharmapala 
of Bengal and Chakrayudha of Kanauj had submitted to him in the 
course of his northern campaign and that the caves of the Hima
layas had reverberated on that occasion with the echo of his horses' 
trampling. Even after making all allowance for the poetic exaggera
tion in the last statement, it becomes clear that the armies of 
Govinda, like those of his father Dhruva, had penetrated into 
the Ganga-Yamuna Doab and even marched further northwards in 
the course of his northern expedition. 

To settle the chronology of these campaigns is, however, a 
difficult and thorny question. In my book on ' The Riishtrakiitas and 
their Times' I had suggested the following chronology on the strength 
of the evidence then available (see pp. 62-69) :-

The rebelliofJ. and overthrow of Stambha .. c. 795-6 A.D. 
The rebellion and re-imprisonment of the 

Ganga king 
The defeat of the Pallavas 
The defeat of the ChaJukyas of Vengi 
Expedition in northern India .. 
Second expedition against the Dravidian 

C·798 
C.802 
c. 806 
c. 807-8 A.D. 

confederacy c. 808-810 A.D. 
Death of Govinda 814 A.D. 

While editing two new copperplates from Berar issued by 
Govinda III (Epi. Ind., Vol. XVIII, pp. 21Sff.) Prof. Mirashi has 
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observed that the above chronology must now be revised. He holds 
that the Ma1;l:t;te plates of Stambha Ra:t;tavaloka, the elder brother of 
Govinda III, were really issued in 802 A.D., and since they mention 
the defeat of the Gurjara king, we have to conclude that most of the 
conquests of Govinda III were made during the first seven or eight 
years of his reign. 

If we leave aside the Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsha I, all our 
information of the conquests of Govinda III is to be gathered from 
a stereotyped description of his achievements given in as many as 
ten charters issued by him or his feudatories. There is hardly 
any cbange introduced in this description in these ten charters. 
Since the first of them, the Ma1;l:t;te plates, were issued as early as 
80~ A.D., Prof. Mirashi concludes tnat all these exploits must have 
been achieved before that date. But none of them is mentioned 
in the Paithan plates issued in May 794 A.D. during the first 
year of his reign. It would therefore appear plausible to argue that 
all the military campaigns of Govinda were finished in the first seven 
or eight years of his reign. 

There are however certain grave difficulties in accepting this 
view. Seven or eight years is too short a period for these campaigns. 
Between the middle of 794 A.D and the end of 802 A.D. we shall have 
to crowd the following events: the rebellion of Stambha with the 
assistance of I2 kings, and its frustration, the release, the rebellion 
and the re-imprisonment of the Ganga king, the submission of the king 
of Malava and the defeat of the Gurjara king, the defeat of the 
Pallava king, the overthrow of the Vengi ruler, the reduction of the 
princes in central India, the advance into the Doab and the 
defeat of Dharmapala and Chakrayudha, and a second invasion of the 
south to overthrow the Dravidian confederacy. If we consider the 
conditions of the roads and the means of transport and communica
tions in these days, it \\-i11 at once appear clear to us that so many 
campaigns could not possibly have been carried out in the short space 
of seven or eight years. 

On a reconsideration of all the evidence now available, I am 
inclined to think that this mystery can be solved only on two hypo
theses, viz. that the Ma1;l:t;te plates were really not issued in the year 
802 A.D. when they purport to be issued and that the stereotyped 
description of Govinda's exploits, which is given in that charter and 
repeated in nine more of his grants, does not describe that famous 
campaign of his in northern India, in the course of which he defeated 
Dharmapala and Chakrayudha and marched right up to the 
Himalayas. We shall consider the evidence in favour of the above 
propositions noW. 
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If we carefully examine the Ma1;l1;le plates of Stambha, it at 
once becomes clear that they were not really issued on the occasion 
of a lunar eclipse in the month of Margasirsha of the Saka year 724. 
when they purport to have been given. In the first place there was 
no lunar eclipse on the said date in that year: this becomes quite 
clear if we refer to Indian Ephemeris of D. B. Swamikannu PiUai. 
Secondly the plates themselves state that they were issued after the 
necessary sanction of the emperor Govinda III was re~eived by the 
grantor, his elder brother and feudatory', Stambha.1 This permission 
must have taken a considerable time. Govinda was busy with a 
number of campaigns far and near, and his relations with his elder 
brother could not have been so' cordial as to procure an immediate 
permission, when we remember.that Stambha had recently rebelled 
against him. The two brothers had been, no doubt, reconciled after 
the rebellion was crushed, as is clear from the fact that Stambha was 
re-appointed to the governorship of GailgawaQ.i; but their relations 
could hardly have been cordial. And human nature being what it is, 
it is difficult to imagine that the stereotyped prasasti eulogizing 
Govinda's exploits could have first been prepared at the order of 
Stambha, since it specifically describes the overthrow of the 
confederacy of the 12 kings which he had formed in order to wrest 
the crown from Govinda. The prasasti must obviously have been 
composed by the panegyrists of Govinda himself as is quite clear from 
the fact that it can suit the charters issued only by him. 2 I~ater on it 
was forwarded to Stambha for being incorporated in his charter, when 
the latter asked the permission of the imperial government to grant 
away the village mentioned in the Ma1;l1;le charter. 

Govinda III himself uses this stereotyped draft for the first 
time in his Nesari plates issued in January 806 A.D 8 (Pausha vadya 
13 of the Saka year 727 expired). This praSasti was composed with 
great care and must have first received the approval of the emperor 
before it was sanctioned to be used in his charters; it could not have 
been prepared at the orders of Stambha and been first used in a 

1 it1I' ~II' ~1{T1{.lllilq(ijlfill ~l'IrTftoru~iAl~~~~II' ..•• 1 

-Ep. Car., Vol. IX, p. 53. 
\! After describing Govinda's exploits, the last verse states :-

i!li!(ilfit .. flIGIIII,.illlfi'lw sfl flI"iI.:i I~~ 1 

~TIf'Q'~1Ili ~fW1i ~~'tf I 
Then we have 

~ "I!f ~~1IIi ••• ~u~: 1 ~W1ll~ I(f1I .. ~ijftlfl''j~: ~TNtorTll': ~: ••. 1 

it1I'~~II' .... 
8 Khare, Sources of Medieval History of the Deccan, Vol. I, p. I3. 
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grant given by him. We have therefore to conclude that it could not 
have been available to Stambha before it was used by Govinda himself 
early in 806 A.D. It would appear that in the winter of Saka 702 
on the occasion of a lunar eclipse Stambha had promised to grant 
a village to the Jain Basadi at Mal;ll;le, subject to the sanction being 
received from Govinda III. No sanction however was received 
from Govinda for a long time, firstly because he was engaged in his 
campaigns and secondly because the necessary prasasti was not 
ready. It would appear that this permission was obtained as late 
as the 'winter of the Saka year 730 or 731. In each of these years 
there was a lunar eclipse in the month of Pausha; while the formal 
portion of the grant of Stambha was being composed, this lunar 
eclipse was fresh in the mind of t~e composer. He therefore by 
mistake transferred the lunar eclipse of the month of Margasirsha 
to the month Pausha in the Saka year 724 also, when the promise to 
grant the village had been given by Stambha. 

The above discussion will show that the evidence of the Ma~we 
plates of Stambha is not at all sufficient to prove that all the conquests 
of Govinda III mentioned in them were really over before the end 
of 802 A.D. The earliest genuine record of Govinda, where these 
exploits are described, is the N esari grant issued by him in January 
806 A.D. We have therefore to conclude that the conquests men
tioned in the Ma:J;l.:J;l.e plates were over not before 802 A.D. but before 
the beginning of 806 A.D. 

Does the description of the achievements of Govinda, first 
given in his Nesari plates, include an account of his famous northern 
expedition in the course of which he subdued both Dharmapala of 
Bengal and Chakrayudha of Kanauj? I now think that it does not. 
A perusal of this draft, which is repeated later in nine other grants, 
shows that the poet who has composed the prasas# has arranged 
the campaigns in the chronological order. The first two verses 
(beginning with tasmin svargav£bhiishattaya and yenatyantadayaluna 
respectively) refer to the rebellion and defeat of Stambha and his 
confederacy and the release and the re-imprisonment of the Ganga 
ruler. These events are known to have occurred in the beginning of 
his reign. The third verse (beginning with SandhayasuS£limukhan) 
refers to the flight of the Gurjara king and the fourth verse (beginning 
with yatpadanatimatra-) describes the voluntary submission of the 
ruler of Malava. The next verse (beginning with V indhyadrelJ ka!ake) 
refers to the king's sojourn on the slopes of the Vindhya mountain 
and the one thereafter (beginning with Nitva Sribhavane) describes 
his lightning attack on the Pallava king at the beginning of the winter. 
The prasasti closes with a glowing account of the defeat and humi
liation of the Chalukya ruler of Vengi. 
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It is quite clear from the arrangement of the events in this praSasti 
that when at the beginning of his reign Govinda was engaged in 
crushing the rebellion of his brother and the Ganga ruler in the south, 
the Gurjara king Nagabhata sent an army to invade his kingdom 
from the north. This was intended to be a retaliation for the defeat 
inflicted by the Rashtrakutas on the Gurjaras in the earlier reign. 
Govinda had to march to the north to meet the invasion, and he 
merely drove out the Gurjara forces. The verse in the prasasti, 
which refers to this incident, merely states that the Gurjara king ran 
away one knew not where. l It does not refer to the pursuit of the 
Gurjara king or the advance of ~e Rashtrakflta armies into the Doab. 
The poet, who has composed this prasasti, narrates the details of 
the spectacular victory of Govinda's father Dhruva over Vatsaraja, 
the father of Nagabhata 2; he describes in glowing terms hCtw 
Dhruva snatched away the white parasol of th~ Gauda king from 
Vatsaraja, who had won it i..1J an earlier victory over the Gauda king. 
If Dharmapala and Chakrayudha had already submitted to Govinda 
and his armies had reached the Himalayas when the stereotyped 
account of the Nesari plates was composed some time in 805 A.D., 
one cannot understand why these events should not have been 
specifically mentioned in it. The prasasti does not fail to mention 
the submission of a petty mountain chief like Marasarva; why then 
should it keep silent over the overthrow of such a powerful ruler like 
Dharmapala? If before January 806 A.D. Govinda had already 
penetrated into the Doab and reached the feet of the Himalayas 
after overthrowing Dharmapala and Chakrayudha,-as we know 
he did on one occasion from the account preserved in the Sanjan plates 
of his son,-would he ever have approved a draft of his prasasti 
which did not specifically mention these brilliant feats? 

It would appear that Govinda III had to fight with the northern 
powers two times. The first occasion was early in his reign when he 
merely repulsed a Gurjara invasion; the Gurjara king retired one 
knew not where. At this time Govinda was too much preoccupied 
with his south Indian commitments to pursue his victories further. 
When the Gurjara army was repulsed, he hurried to the south and 
defeated the Pallavas of Kanchi and the Chalukyas of Vengi. When 

1 ~~. ~~~'IJi l".j m:~ ~~u I 
q: "nf'T W-l'T"l"WIT if ~ risfi:r 1f1il{l"WIT n Ep. Ind., XXIII, p. 209. 

2 ""I@'h!li'i .. f\C~TIJfIJIHilTff'l'i ~{1llTmTI{ I 

~ ~~l:iT ~lV~ ~~: U 

~ 1(m:""'W(~ ~ ~~ I .. 
QTWT'(if "fRl1(1sfQ lJ,\olf ~Tait NrW ~ n Ibid., pp. 207-8. 
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he felt sure that there would be no further trouble in the south, and 
when his treasury had become replenished by war booties and indem
nities, he planned a grand offensive expedition in northern India 
in emulation of his father's exploits there. The time of this expedition 
seems to have been some time after 808 or 809 A.D. Considering the 
magnitude and the achievements of this expedition, it would appear 
that it must have taken about two years. When he returned from 
the north, he had once more to attack a confederacy of Dravidian 
kings in the south, who had organized a rebellion against him during 
his absence from the south. Soon after this southern expedition, 
during the course of which the king of Ceylon seems to have made 
overtures for his friendship, Govinda died. He had not the necessary 
leisure to engage the services of a tIflew poet to describe his fresh 
se'usational victori~s both in the north and the south. It was 
left for his son Amoghavarsha to rescue from oblivion his father's 
memorable achievements in northern and southern India during the 
concluding portion of his reign, when he ordered the composition of 
the praSasti incorporated in his Sanjan charter. 

The revised chronology of the campaigns of Govinda III should, 
therefore, be as follows:-

I. The rebellion and defeat of Stambha .. c. 795-6 
2. The release and re-imprisonment of the 

Ganga king .. 
3. The first war with Pallava king 
4. The war with the Chalukyas of Vengi 
5. The reduction of the kings in central 

India 
6. The campaign in the Doab and beyond, 

and the defeat of Dharmapiila, 
Chakrayudha and Nagabhata 

7. The campaign against the Dravidian 
confederacy 

8. The death of Govinda III 

C·798 
C.802 
c. 804 

c. 808 

c. 809-10 

C.8I2 
C.814 



KAVINDRACARYA SARASVATI 

By V. RAGHA V AN 

Few Hindus there will be whose souls are so dead as· not to feel 
a thrill as they contemplate upon the heroic leadership of some of the 
eminent Pa1;lQ.itas and Sannyasins of Benares in the cause of the 
Hindu religion in the times of its persecution by the Mogul Kings. 
The most eminent among thesEf Pa1;lQ.itas was Naraya1;la bhatta who 
rebuilt the temple of Visvesvara which was demolished by the Mus
lims. Two outstanding persooalities among the Sannyasins in 
Benares in those times were Nrsimhasrama and Kavindracarya 
sarasvati. The former is not so well known as the latter but it was 
he, Nrsimhasrama, who set the example of appealing to the Mogul 
emperor to put a stop to the slaughter of cows and the imposing 
of the pilgrim tax at Hindu pilgrim centres. It is said that the 
Maha Padu~a, the Mogul emperor, hearing of Nrsimhasrama's 
greatness paid him a visit and on that occasion acceded to the 
saint's request to repeal the anti-Hindu measures. The Mogul 
emperor, it is added, gave Nrsimhasrama a big recurring grant of 
money for distribution among the pilgrims who bathed in the holy 
waters freed from the tax. N rsimhasrama worked similar wonders 
in the South also, and in their 'gratefulness and joy, a large number 
of poets and scholars of his time presented addresses to him, eulogiz
ing his services to the Hindu community. These addresses were 
collected by Nrsimhasrama's pupil, Saccidanandasrama, in the form 
of the anthology, the Nrsimha sarvasva kavya, a MS. of which is 
described by MM. Haraprasad Sastri in Vol. IV of his Descriptive 
Catalogues of the Asiatic Society, Bengal. From one of the verses 
here (p. 83), we understand that Nrsimhasrama was a contemporary 
of Akbar. It is in the footsteps of this leader that Kavindracarya 
followed during the times of Shah J ehan. Kavindracarya has come 
to be better known because of the valuable MSS. library he main
tained in Benares and also because, the book of addresses presented 
to him, the Kavindra candrodaya, has luckily been studied by some 
scholars. In 1912, MM. Haraprasad Sastri gave a short account 
of Kavindracarya (henceforth written as K) in the Indian Anti
quary, XLI, pp. II-12, and in 1928, his ASB Catalogue, IV, drew 
again the attention of scholars to the personality of K. Much could 
not be added by Dr. MM. Jha, Mr. R. A. Sastri and Mr. Shrigondekar 
in the GOS edition of the List of K's MSS. Dr. Har Dutt 
Sharma then took up the subject with a review of the contents 
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of the Kavindracandrodaya (KC) in the MM. Kuppuswami Sastri 
Commemoration Volume in 1935, and the same scholar together 
with Mr. Patkar of the E.O.R.I., Poona, has, now made available 
to us an edition of the KC.l It is my desire to note in this article 
a few facts about the hero, K, gleaned from a study of the KC. 

The real name of K 

Scholars have said that the real name of K is not known. His 
real name is Kg;t;la or some sannyasic appellation of which the 
important part was Kr~t;la. In ali address of nine verses which 
Muralidhara, grandson of Kalidasa Misra read, verse five runs 
thus: 

~ ifR(~IJJ~('eJ(q -gu~~~l::: ~: I -- , --
~cn~ ..r ~: ~~lftR~ II (S1. 123, p. 17, KC) 

The poet says here that God Naraya1;ra Himself became, in the past, 
Bhatta Narayat;la, and Siva Himself Bhatta Sat;lkara, and that simi
larly God Kr~t;la Himself has become Kavindra now. The two 
personalities referred to in the first line are the great Narayat;la 
Bhatta and his second son Sailkara Bhatta who dominated Benares 
life before K. In both their cases the poet' uses the very names of the 
persons to refer to the deities also, and in the case of K also, it is 
natural to expect the name Kr~t;la to mean both the personality 
eulogized and the deity. If this is not so, I do not see any point 
in the verse. 

But Mr. G. K. Shrigondekar says in the postscript to the 
Introduction in the GaS edition of the K List, that N rsimhasrama 
seems to be the real name of K in his caturthasrania. And he 
relies for this on a passage extracted by him from K's Kavindra
kalpadruma, but as noticed by him also on the very next page, 
there are only asterisks in the important part of this passage. 
It is true that verse 169 of the KC mentions Dara Shikoh as 
having been captivated by the personality of K, but we cannot 
yet say that the Nrsimhasrama whom Dara salutes according to 
Mr. Shrigondekar is K.2 

The titles 

The title 'Indra', i.e. the whole title 'Kavindra' must have 
been given to our hero by Shah J ehan as can be gathered from the 

1 Poona Oriental Series No. 60, Oriental Book Agency, Poona, 1939. 
2 We hear of a Nrsimhasrama in Benares at whose instance the polymath 

Mahidhara, an elder contemporary of K, wrote his commentary on the Rama gita 
in A.D. 1604 at Benares. 
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first half of verse IIB of the KC.l This title must have been given 
even in the very first interview K had with the King (prathama 
praya1.1a samaye). 

His native place 

The Kavindrakalpadruma mentions K's native place as PUJ;1ya
bhflmi on the banks of the Godavari. The opinion of Mr. Sbri
gondekar that' pa1.1yabhflmi' meaning t market place' is the ~orrect 
reading, has to be rejected. Fi we find in verse 142 on· p. 19, of the 
KC, Pattavardhana Mahadev to whose community of Deccani 
Mahratt;is perhaps Kavindra so belonged 2, mentions K's l'lative 
place as ' PU1.1ya '-' PU1.1yanamatyadhama '. 

H ow he won the goc!d opinion of Shah] chan 

I t has been stated by scholars that K led a deputation of 
Paw:litas to Agra for getting the pilgrim taxes abolished. This 
would not seem to be the case if we carefully go through the ad
dresses in the KC. Poet Tvaritakaviraya describes bow K remained 
standing day after day at the door of the king 

-~ 5t<mt ~ ~ mt ~: I 
In his third verse Pflr1.1ananda brahmacarin says (p. I6) that for 
some time K was regularly calling on the King, daily expounding 
to him the Hindu scriptures, and that K was finally able to effect 
a hear-change in the emperor. 

~i\l}.I(~ fifmnm:rn:~ ~~ 'QMotf'!l'!Jf~~~: I 

In his first verse (p. 9) Kesava Misra also points out that K won 
the heart of the king by his sweet exposition. And from the single 
verse of NUaka1.1tha (p. 13) we learn that it was the Bh~ya (of 
Sa1.1kara) that K expounded to Shah J ehan. Dara also attended 
these expositions as is plain from the verse of Hirarama kavi (p. 23). 
The second verse of the same poet says that in the court which 
applauded K, there were sitting Muslim nobles and chiefs from 
Kasmir, Irak, Multan, Khandahar, Kabul etc. and Moguls, Arabs, 
Turks as also Pharallgis, i.e. Portugese, etc. 

Though pleased with K, Shah J ehan first tried to evade the 
purpose for which K had gone to him. Shah J ehan tried to send 
him back with large money presents. K~emananda Vajapeyin 
extols in his third verse that K sternly refused to be tempted by 

1 The first word of this verse refers to the Goddess and must be separated from 
the following compound. In verse I42 also (p. I9) K is described as a devotee 
of Kam.1ik!?i, which deity might have been his Upasanli devata. The editors' 
correction suggested for' Sri' in this verse is unnecessary. 

2 As has been pointed out by Mr. Shrigondekar. 
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these· presents and insisted on the only gift from the king that he 
wanted, namely the abolition of the tax. (verse 58, p. 8.) 

It has been stated by MM. Haraprasad Sastri that though K 
was a Sannyasin he had large land property in his native place and 
that K was rich. We do not know this, but what we know is that 
like his predecessor Nrsimhasrama, K also not only had the tax 
abolished, but got in addition from the King a large sum' of money 
to be given away as gifts to the pilgrims at the temple of Visvesvara, 
and to those bathing at Kasi and Prayaga in the liberated waters. 
This is clear from verse four of PC"fl;1ananda (p. I6). No wonder 
needy and greedy versifiers turned Ul), a.t¢ the Mahratta Mahadeva 
Pattavardhana openly begged for RS.200 (p.v., Intro. KC). 

That memorable occasion 

The KC does 'not fail to enlighten us about the time and occa
sion when K worked this miracle. of tax-abolition. Hemaraja 
Misra records that it was on a Makara samkaramal;1a day. Surely, 
as Hemaraja says, it must have been the greatest gift to the Hindus 
to announce to them that on that Makara samkramal;1a they could 
have free access to the celestial waters. 

~ t~ ~fCfCn qy ~ qy 

~ ~ ~l::lfNm ftit~i, etc. 

The places which K freed from the tax 

The KC specifies only Kasi and Prayaga as places rescued by 
K, but some passages like Sl. I93 on p. 28 mention that K got the 
tax abolished at all Tirthas. This is likely to be true, and the speci
fication of Kasl and Prayaga may only be due to their importance. 
The KC shows us that K was intensely active and in verse I58 on 
p. 2I, we find that the government officers always gave precedence 
to communications from K over all other official papers. K worked 
with an organization of collaborators and agents at different places. 
From the verses of the southerner Lnadhara, son of Visvesvara, 
who read the address on his behalf and on behalf of one Padma
nabhasrama, we learn that this Padmanabhasrama was working at 
K's instance in the south. And Lnadhara appeals in verse I59 
(p. 2I) 1 that K should similarly free his own city in the South, 
a place more sacred than even Kasi. This city is Prakasa, as can 
be seen from line three of this verse and the last verse of Liladhara. 

1 This verse is printed with mistakes and even with a few syllables omitted 
in the first line. The first three lines of this verse describe the city (Prakasa' in a 
roundabout way. 
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Another line of K's work 

While on one side K worked for the removal of external dis
abilities imposed on Hinduism, on another side, he was exerting his 
influence for internal improvement. He found that the great 
scholars in the Sastras were negligent in the performance of the 
Vedic rites and K went about urging them to perform those rites. 
Ga1;lesa Bhatta dharmadhikarl appreciates this aspect of 'K's work. 
Even the poets were induced. to,erform these rites. Gai;lesa Bhatta 
remarks that by this, K got pro er employment to those who spent 
their time mastering the Vedas (81. 70, p. 10). 

,<''''If 

The liddresses 

MM. Haraprasad Sastri says that the most touching of th~ 
addresses presented to K was one by the students of Benares. 
(IA. XLI. p. I2). But no such address is to be found in the KC. 
There are only two group-addresses in the KC, one by the Astikas 
or 8i~tas of Benares and another by the Sannyasi-pa1;l<.iitas of Benares. 

It can be seen that there were two occasions when K was 
honoured, for otherwise we cannot explain the many cases in the 
KC where the same poet gives two sets of addresses. 

Purflendra, Brahmendra and Sivariima 

Of the many elders at Benares who encouraged K and warmly 
admired him, the KC makes mention twice of two Sannyasins, 
Brahmendra and Plir1;lendra (81. 12, p. 2 and 81. 178, p. 24). Accord
ing to the list of contents given in the India Office Catalogue, 
No. 3947, K extols Brahmendra in his Kavindrakalpadruma. Accord
ing to the MS. described by R. Mitra in his Notices, No. 4028, one 
8ivarama, evidently another Sannyasin, is also eulogized by K 
in his Kavindrakalpadruma. 1 

Some contemporary poets 

The anthological iuterest and value of the KC have been 
emphasized by Dr. H. D. Sharma. It is not as if the' signatures' 
alone supply us with names of writers. Some of the anonymous 
verses on pp. 55-56 (nos. 304-6) speak of the following poets and 
writers: K:r!?1;la, Naraya1;la, Mohana Pathaka, Dhruva, Bhatta, K:r~1;la
budha, Harihara, l!i1;l<.lima, Rama, Ma1;lQ.ana kavi, Rudra, Lak!?ma1;la, 
Pafi.canana and Vahinipati. 

1 We may get more facts by a full examination of the Kavindrakalpadruma. 
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The author of the K C 

According to MM. Haraprasad 8astri, Kr~Q,a the compiler of the 
KC was K's Bhandari or treasurer. He was Krsna bhatta. But 
Mr. Shrigondekar calls him Kr~Q,a sarasvati and' this is evidently 
due to a wrong understanding of verse 9 where' sarasvatipadayuta' 
goes with K and not Krl?Q,a. 

\ 
K's schotarsh,p and works 

K was not a mere venerable reduse, nor a mere energetic public 
worker, but was also a man of letters who served literature by not 
('nly collecting an unique MSS. library, but by contributing his own 
works also. The KC frequently applauds his versatile scholarship 
and it is because of such learning that he was hailed as' Sarva vidya
nidhana'. He was a scholar not merely in the Darsanas and Kavya
nataka-alathkara, but also in Music, Astrology and Ayurveda. 
Unfortunately we possess MSS. of only a few works of his. These 
works are the Kavindrakalpadruma (AS, Bengal and India Office), 
the Padacandrika on the Dasakumaracarita (Mitra, Notices, 3041), 
a Yogabhaskara (Oudh XIX II2) of which we know nothing more, 
a commentary on the Satapatha BrahmaQ,a (Bikaner 179, containing 
book vi) and a Mimamsa sarvasva of which also we know nothing 
more. The Hamsa dftta mentioned by Aufrecht is a K MS. and not 
a work by K. There is a commentary on the Tantra varttika men
tioned by Aufrecht as a work of Kin CC. 1. p. 22zb. In the Tanjore 
library and the India Office library we have MSS. of the Tantra 
varttika, text only, with the colophons mentioning Kavindracarya. 
The 1. 6 MS. is only a copy of the Tanjore MS. It is inferred that 
while copying, the scribe left out K's gloss, but retained wrongly 
his colophons. The colophons, however, fail to associate any com
mentary on the Varttika with the name of K, but connect K only 
with the Varttika itself, thus making possible the suspicion that 
these colophons mean only that the MS. of the Varttika belongs to 
K. Regarding a commentary of K on the Rgveda to which he 
belonged, we are on surer ground, for MM. Haraprasad Sastri 
describes a fragment of its MS. in the Vedic volume of his ASB 
Catalogues, No. 143A, p. 223. 

The KC which generally praises K's scholarship seems to refer 
specifically to some works of K in some of its passages. In 81. 12 
(p. 2) the KC describes K as 'Yogavasil?tha yogavid " and in 
81. 175 (p. 24) as 'Yogavas~thavid'. Under No. 255 in Anfrecht's 
Catalogue of the Florentine Sanskrit MSS, we find a MS. of the 
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Yogavasil?thasiira in ten chapters, with Mahidhara's gloss, and a 
Hindi translation of the text. The colophon describes the work as 

" It t(nt 'at f., l'll if -tfi<f'~-EI (@d'\ret (f"tt a-1:rT1fT~ cihl'!I I f~ QlElI ( " 

Poleman notices in his catalogue of the Indic MSS. in America 
against No. 5882 a Yogaviisi~thasiira in the Hindi section, with 
author as K, and describes it as a translation in the Index. From 
these it would appear that K made a Hindi translation of the Yoga
viisi~thasiira in ten chapters. found that in the Catalogue of the 
Priicya Grantha Sangraha, Ujj in, a MS. of the Yogaviisi~thasiira 
was noted as a work of K. F om the extracts which were kindly 
sent to me by Mr. S. L. Katre find that this Ujjain MS. is similar 
to the Florentine MS., but with this difference that here, the Hindi 
translation is left out. We h~ve in the Ujjain MS. the Yoga.
viisi~thasara in ten chapters, the commentary of Mahidhara and the 
colophon of K. Evidently, the scribe who was interested in copying 
only the Sanskrit works left out the Hindi translation of K, but 
wrongly retained K's colophon. That when the KC refers to some 
work of K on the Yogavasi~tha we have to lmderstand it as his 
Hindi translation is beyond doubt, for we find actually a MS. of K's 
Hindi Yogavasi~thasara described by Mr. Syam Sundar Das in his 
First Triennial Report on the Search for Hindi MSS., Allahabad, 
I9I2, p. 333, No. 276a. 

The KC extols K as a great grammarian and Mr. Shrigondekar 
mentions some work of K on Sanskrit Grammar. In the KC, 
Appendix verse 28, p. 63, Ratnasarman describes K as 'Priikrta 
vykrtijfiaJ:1', which may mean that K wrote a commentary on some 
Prakrt Grammar treatise. 

'1'here are also general references to K's scholarship in Jyoti!?a, 
but in Sl. I98 (p. 30), I see a clear reference to a commentary of K 
on a work (Karat.1a ;» of Sripati. 





GLEANINGS FROM SOME HOME DEPARTMENT 
RECORDS 

By SURENDRANATH SEN 

In March 1778 England ~clared war against Ft:ance and the 
news was transmitted to India n due course. The British position 
had been firmly consolidated 7 Bengal since the battle of Plassey 
and when hostilities broke ou the French were no match for their 
British adversaries in the province. Chandernagore was captured 
without any difficulty though -Mons. Chevalier, the commander-in
chief, effected his escape. But there were scattered French factorfes 
throughout the province and individual Frenchmen held small 
trading posts in far off ganjes and villages. A general order was 
issued for their apprehension though they were not to be treated with 
unnecessary harshness. In those days of uncertainty it was felt 
that not merely Frenchmen but vagrant Europeans even of English 
domicile should not have a free run of the country. All chiefs were 
directed· as we learn from a letter dated Moorshedabad, the 9th 
August, 'To seize and secure all Foreigners, not being the known 
dependants of the Danes and Dutch and all Vagrants of whatever 
Nation that is to say persons not having a regular Licence for their 
Residence in the country who may be found within the Limits of 
our Authority and transport them immediately to the Presidency 
under proper Guards'. The order was executed and inventories 
of Europeans living in outlying places were made. The correspon
dence that followed throw some light on the economic condition 
of Bengal, and we find that some trading places of note have lost 
all their prosperity during the last one hundred and fifty years. 

Here is an extract from a Moorsheda bad letter of the loth 
August: 'We think it our Duty to acquaint you that five large French 
Boats have been stopped at the J dlinghee one of 2,000 Maunds 
and the rest of lAOO Mds. each. We are informed by the Manjee 
that they are on their way to Seebgunge to load with grain on the 
part of Mr. Chevalier; and that 16 Boats of the same Burthen 
belonging likewise to Mr. Chevalier were already arrived at the Place 
for the same purpose of taking in grain. We shall detain these 
Boats as well as those that are expected from Seebgunge if we meet 
with them until we are favoured with your Instructions regarding 
them '. If the reference in the above extract is to Shivganj in 
Dinajpur the place still retains some trade in grains but is no longer 
important enough to find a mention in the District Gazetteer. In 
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1778 it was apparently so well known that the Chief of Moorshedabad 
did not deem it necessary to add anything more to its name to 
indicate its locality. 

We read in another letter that the French prisoners were ordi
narily put on their paroles and their private belongings were as a 
rule restored to them with the exception of ' muskets, bayonets and 
cartouch boxes'. The French had a Ganj or market place at Sydabad 
near Moorshedabad '. The Governor General-in-Council had so far 
no knowledge of its existence and ~qUired how the French could 
found new markets and ganjes. le Chief and Council replied, 
'that in the Time of J affier Khaw the then French Resident at 
Sydabad purchased a Talook of about 65 Begas of land adjacent to 
the Factory. On this spot the Resjdents have from. time to time 
er~cted a few shops ill which are sold grain, tobacco, betel, etc., and 
though it hath obtained the Name of a Gunge yet it is ill fact nothing 
more than a Buzar for the convenience of the Ryots of the Talook '. 
Six Frenchmen were arrested at Sydabad. The chief was granted 
an allowance of RS.50 per month. His second and secretary 
received RS.30 and RS.20 respectively. The surgeon got RS.20, a 
private merchant RS.15 and a menial Rs.ro only. 

Although the French in most cases quietly subm.itted to arrest 
some of the so-called vagrants threatened trouble, and we read in 
another Moorshedabad letter (19th August) 'We have just been 
informed by Colonel Morgan (a copy of whose letter we have the 
Honor to inclose) that a Suit is or will be commenced by a Mr. 
Cummings and a Mr. Colvil against the Brigade Major for performing 
this Duty and we also understand that Lawyers had actually bee11 
applied to who gave it as their opinion that an Action would lie '. 
Probably nothing came out of this threat, and it may be noted that 
the so-called vagrants were particularly obnoxious as they encroached 
into the close preserves of the East India Company and their 
employees and traded on their own account. 

On the 22nd July Alexander Higginson, the Chief of Burdwan, 
reported that' Monsieur Durand the French Resident at Caycolla 
(a small Factory about 16 coss distant from hence and eight from 
Chandernagore) has been brought into Burdwan by a party of sepoys 
dispatched by the Chief for that purpose '. Durand, however, 
succeeded in obtaining a respite for winding up his business. From 
his letter to the Chief and Council it appears that his small estab
lishment hardly deserved to be styled as a Factory. In any case 
we know from other sources that only four places in Bengal. Chal1-
dernagore, Kasimbazar, J ogdia and Dacca were recognized as such 
by the British authorities, besides Balasore and Patna, then under 
the jurisdiction of the ruler of Bengal. In any case, Caycolla or 
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Canicola is no longer counted among the principal trading posts 
of Bengal. Durand's letter runs as follows: 

t Sir and Gentlemen, 
Agreeable to the orders of Mr. Higginson I came to Burdwan, 

I resided with my Family at Canicola ror almost 5 years past where 
I employed a very small capital which scarce afforded me the means 
of supporting myself; I have! this Juncture dispersed it all, if 
you require me to go immediate to Calcutta I run the risk of lo~ing 
all; I have beside left at Canic' a, my Mother in law, my Wi:e and 
my Daughter in the greatest D' tress. I entreat you Sir and C.,.entle
men, to grant me 15 or 20 days to settle my little Affairs. I rely 
on your Generosity and Goocfness.' Durand was placed on his 
parole and permitted to stay at Canicola till the loth September. 
Enemy subjects seem to have been treated with considerable leniency 
and sympathy in those days. 

The Chief of Dacca wrote that he received the Governor General's 
order on the 12th July and 'immediately took possession of the 
French Factory at Dacca and their House at Tisgong. The Factory 
has been for some Months wholly deserted, is in decay, and no 
Effects or property whatever in it. In the House at Tisgong which 
was in charge merely of two native servants, there is a small quan
tity of furniture' . . . . . . .. 'There was only one subject of 
France to be found in Dacca-a private merchant named Carret 
de la Veaufierre. He has been taken prisoner and released upon 
his Parole. A party has been sent off to take possession of the 
J ugdea Factory with Instructions, conformably to your orders. 
We have intelligence of some straggling Frenchman at Gualparrah, 
Sylhet and Sootaloory-we shall take measures for apprehending 
them.' 

Goalpara and Sylhet still retain their eminence, but who can 
imagine to-day that Sootaloory, a small river-side village in the 
District of Backergunge with a lofty temple (math) as the only relic 
of its vanished glory, could harbour in its market place a French 
adventurer? Yet Sootaloory was in those days more important as 
a commercial centre than Backergunge and could boast of an English 
trading outpost. 

Among the furniture seized at Tejgaon near Dacca are men
tioned 8 prints with guilt frames and II China pictures. Evidently 
the French traders in the East had early learnt to appreciate the 
delicate beauty of Chinese painting and we would not be surprised 
if some masterpieces of China had actually graced the walls of the 
garden house at Tejgaon. 
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It was afterwards reported that there was no Frenchman at 
Sylhet but a wide net had been cast and those at Goalpara, J ogdia 
and Backergunge were gradually gathered. 

The French Factory at J ogdia deserves more than a passing 
notice. J ogdia is one of the most important Parganas in the 
District of Noakbali. The English had a Factory at Lakshipur 
(Luckypore) in the same district. From a letter written in 1771 
it seems that the French Factory lood in danger of being washed 
away and we do not know whethe . the site is still intact. Either 
to provide themselves against the )Iobable effects of the erosion 
of the river or to extend their trad! 19 operations, the French had, 
in or about 1771, obtained possession of a suitable site for a factory 
at Chaudela (within Choddogan) b!" fair purchase. On the 16th 
February one Sr. Mouton informed Mons. DesGranges, Chief of 
Dacca, 'This instant is arrived from Choddogan a Bnrqundass who 
informs me that 20 Peons have been sent there from Luckypore to 
drive our people from Chaudela, the' wrighter affrighted has fled 
and the Burqundass who were with him on the order they received 
to depart, having represented they could no (sic) do it without 
orders have required time to report the news here one of them was 
sent and is arrived.-Uncertain whether the Burqundass who 
remained will not be driven out before his return-'. Actually the 
French were ejected from Chaudela, which, they alleged, they held 
in possession for several years, by force majeure and the authorities 
at Chandernagore formally lodged their complaints before the 
Governor General-in-Council. They suspected 'that this affair 
has been founded on the complaint of a Zemindar to yonr factory 
of Luckypore-That we have not paid him the rents. But if such 
is the person which has induced your chief of that District to take 
this violent step we would first ask him by what authority he has 
done it, in the second place have we ever refused paying the rent, 
assuredly not, since on the contrary M. DesGranges has at different 
times offered it to the Zemindar who has always answered him that 
he was not in a hurry and that he would receive all at once what 
will be due to him for this ground which we have purchased more than 
three years since by a very valid deed and we have now in our 
hands the Pottah or Title of delivery in due form'. A copy of this 
letter was forwarded to the Chittagong Factory, to which Luckypore 
was evidently subordinate, and it was decided to 'enquire of the 
Comptrolling Council of Revenue at Muxadabad how the French 
became possessed of this piece of ground in the Chittagong District 
after the caution given to the Nabob M.R.C. in Feby: 1770 
vide G.L.S.N.'. Apparently it was intended to check all further 
extension of French commercial operations in Benga1. 
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On the 27th J cly the Chief of Dacca reported the capture of 
the French Factory at J ogdia. It is to be noted that M. Des
Granges, the Chief of the French Factory at Dacca in 1771, was at 
Jogdia in 1778. The list of effects found at the Jogdia Factory is 
as follows: 
3,000 
1,000 

200 
100 

300 

600 

pieces of Baftaes I 
" Hummums 
" Towels 
" Table cloths 

Baftaes .-. 
" 

" 
Baftaes 

• 
50 Bars of Europe Iron con

taining 25 maunds 

belonging to Mr. John (j.ree at 
Dacca. 

belonging to Abraham Kn:ght at 
Dacca. 

belonging to Capt. Roman at 
Dacca. • 

belonging to Mons. Carret at 
Dacca. 

Apparently J ogdia and its neighbourhood produced Baftas 
of a fairly good qtlality in the seventies of the 18th century, but 
alas, no one goes to Noakhali to-day for Bafta or cotton goods of 
similar quality. 

A Dacca letter tells us that a French tailor was making his living 
by making shirts and other c10things at Backergunge. 'Mr. Wood 
has seized a Frenchman at Backergunge manufacturing shirts and 
other c10things for the soldiery with all his effects.' There is no 
cantonment at Backergunge now and a French tailor will be as out 
of place there as in the Antarctic to-day. Yet there must have been 
a good volume of trade in those parts, for we learn from another 
letter that a French snow used to visit the area every year through 
the Haringhata passage. J. Shakespeare of Dacca informed Mr. 
Wood that M. Chevalier might attempt to make his escape through 
the Sundurbans and asked him to send 'with Each Boat one or 
other of the Europeans who are at Backergunge promising them that 
the person who may be so fortunate as to apprehend Monsieur 
Chevalier will be very handsomely rewarded '. Later a more 
definite announcement was made and a reward of RS.500 was pro
mised for the apprehension of the fugitive French Commander. 

The list of Europeans living within the jurisdiction of Dacca 
offers but few features of interest. One Mr. Peat was making his 
living as an Attorney-at-Law. There was an English tailor, Francis 
Ford. Dacca probably offered a better market for his goods than 
Backergunge. Five people were real vagrants and had no ostensible 
means of livelihood. Narayanganj and Chandpur could boast of 
one Englishman each, while there were three at Goalpara, two at 
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Sylhet' and no less than five, of whom one was a boat builder and 
contractor, frequented the now obscure Sootaloory and Backergunge. 

The Chittagong list is probably more interesting. Of the eleven 
non-official Englishmen and foreigners living there no less than 
six were of French extraction, two were German and one Italian. 
They represented various trades and professions. Simpson, the Eng
lishman, was a tailor, Hemmen the Frenchman was a hair dresser, 
Noman the German described himself as a harper, Nasau the second 
German served as a coachman and title solitary Italian was probably 
a discharged valet (originally in the ~tnployment of Captain Forde). 
Buchastrine, a Frenchman, is considellitely described as an old man, 
which may be a courteous synonym for a harmless vagrant. Two 
of the Chittagong Frenchmen EchauG. and Adrian with Guillemean, 
a compatriot of their arrested at Tippeah, promptly renounced their 
nationality. Echaud addressed the following letter to Richard 
Sumner, Chief of Chittagong : 'Sir, I take the liberty to inform you 
that since the age of twelve years I have took the English protection 
and have my fortune and family in this place and that I am extremely 
desirous to remain all my life under it if it is agreeable to the Govern
ment; and to take all suspicions, I am ready to take the oath neces
sary to affirm the same'. Adrian wrote: 'I am born a native a 
Frenchman but has been in the Englies King and Companys service 
for this 24 years during and fought Bravely for his Royal Majesty 
King George and the Dominions of the United Company Marchands '. 
He added that he was still in the King's service and promised to 
serve him' with the Last Drops of my Blood and all ways behave a 
loyal subject'. Apparently his loyalty to the English cause was 
far in excess of his knowledge of the English language. The oath 
of allegiance was duly administered to them and J olm Echaud, 
Martin Adrian and M. Guillemean were restored to liberty and 
admitted to the rights and privileges of British citizenship. 

Many of us are under the impression that records of the late 
Foreign and Political Department alone can throw fresh light on our 
country's past, but the records of the Home Department also are 
replete with valuable information of all sorts. To ignore them will 
be to leave one of the main sources of British Indian history un
explored. 

The ahove article is based on (I) Home Department Public Consultations, dated 
the 3rJ August. 177R; Bengal Public Consultations, dated the loth January, 1771 ; 
and copies of Records obtained from the India Office from the period 2nd January, 
1778 to 28th October, 1779. 



AN OLD HERO-STONE OF KATHIAWAQ-GUJARAT 

By HIRANANDA SAS'rRI 

Director of Archceology, Baroda State, Baroda. 

Hero worship is an old cttom. Instances of it arc met with 
in every country in one form or nother. A person, who distinguishes 
himself by displaying excepti nal valour or enterprise in the face 
of danger, or by showing outstanding fortitude in suffering, is 
honoured after death by publi. worship. He comes to be regarded 
as, at least partly, of divine descent, because of the exceptional 
services he has rendered to mankind. When a man takes a promi
nent part in any remarkable action or event and sacrifices his life 
in the achievement of it, he becomes a hero. The people he has left 
behind feel a natural desire to do him honour for the nobility of his 
character. 

Some members of the public are content with verbal applause
a few interjections like' Bravo' ! 'Shiibiish' ! would, they feel, meet 
the case. Others, however, desire to do something substantial to 
perpetuate the memory of their hero. One of the chief forms which 
pu blic appreciation of a noble deed takes is the setting up of a stele 
or memorial stone in honour of the hero. It mayor may not bear 
his effigy, but a record of the event in which he displayed:heroism 
is always given. 

Heroes are of various kinds and the ways in which they are 
honoured are equally multifarious. For instance, the scholar in 
whose honour the present note is being subscribed is a literary hero, 
and the issuing of this volume is the homage paid him in appreciation 
of the good work done by him. My note, however, concerns heroes 
who have sacrificed their lives while fighting to save the life of a 
fellow human being or of an animal, a cow, etc. Their sacrifice is 
commemorated by setting up a stele or memorial stone near the place 
of action. Such memorial stones are called Silii-lashti or lashti 
(= Yashti) in Sanskrit. In Gujarati they are termed 'Piiliya, the 
name being derived from the root pal meaning to protect. Stones 
resembling a stele are often seen in Western India to have been used 
for marking piilis or boundaries of fields, and some would conse
quently connect the word paliya with the idea of limit or boundary. 
But to me the former derivation seems to be the correct one. 

Paliyas are found all over Gujarat and Kathiawag. The 
custom of setting up stelre in honour of heroes who gave up their 
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lives while fighting bravely to protect cows or human beings was 
prevalent in other parts of India also. In South India such stones 
are called Virakkal, the stone of a vira (hero). 

The death of a person who has given his life in action, actually 
sword in hand we might say, to save another life, is considered to 
be very noble, as it should be, and worthy of being commemorated. 
The custom of setting up stone slabs with inscriptions and also the 
figures of the heroes concerned is ver~old and can be traced to about 
the second century after Christ. ~ e stele under notice is dated 
in the (Saka) year 122 (=200 A.D.) 'n the reign of the Kshatrapa 
ruler Rudrasena and therefore belo .gs to the end of the second 
century of the Christian era. The custom must have been very 
old. It cannot be averred, however~ that it is indigenous to India, 
for though monuments like the chaityas and stupas have been 
erected since very ancient times, stelre are not mentioned any
where or found to have been erected in equally ancient times. The 
stele under notice belongs to the reign of a Kshatrapa king. The 
Kshatrapas were foreigners in origin. We shall not be wrong in 
concluding that the custom of erecting such stones was borrowed 
by the Hindus from foreigners such as the Sakas who had settled 
in India during early ages. The stele is decidedly a hero-stone 
and appears to be the earliest known Piiliyii, in Western India at 
least. The inscriptions at Andhau in Cutch, though earlier being 
dated in the year 52 of the Saka era, are not Piiliyiis or hero-stones 
but ordinary memorials though called lashtis in their texts. 

A piiliyii in Kathiawa<;l-Gujarat is now usually marked with 
the figure of a horseman, representing the hero for whom it has been 
set up. In some rare cases a figure on a camel is depicted, evidently 
because the hero must have used that animal for riding. l In 
Kathiawa<;l piiliyiis were also put up to honour men who gave their 
lives in protecting othe~people while capturing a ship, as for example, 
the Piiliyiis found at Aram<;la near Okha-port, on which a ship is 
also portrayed. 2 Whether the picture represents the ship which 
was captured during the affray or simply shows that the persons 
involved were sailors cannot be said definitely. These piiliyiis are 
believed to be the memorials of the Bagher-pirates of the locality. 

The piiliyii which I wish to notice here is the oldest known to 
me. It was found at Mulwasar, a small village about ten miles to 
the north-east of Dvaraka, the well-known tirtha of the Hindus. 
It is now preserved in the compound of the Public Library at 
Dvaraka. Some scholars have referred to the important inscription 

1 See plate V in my Annual Report for I934-35. 
2 See plates VI and VIa in my Annual Report for I934-35. 
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incised on it, but none has published it fully and correctly,! and it 
has become necessary to re-edit it. This will be done in detail in 
a separate epigraphical memoir of the Gaekwad's Archceological 
Series; here I am giving only the text with translation, for that alone 
is germane to this note. 

The text consists of five lines, one of which is written on the 
margin and reads 'V iinijakasya' meaning 'of Vanijaka'. The 
other four lines read as fOllows1: ext. 

(Line I) Rajiio Mahaks trapa[sya] [sva]mi-Rudrasenasya 
(Line 2) varshe 122 Vaisakha-bahula-pa[fiJchamya[ril] 
(Line 3) ima(ya)rh sila-lashti [*utthapita*] 2 ViinijakasySl 

putre:t;la 
(Line 4) pratijivitaril dattam [sva]mitre hi ji(ni)ja[sya]. 

Translation. 

'This stone slab (was set uP) on the 5th day of the dark half 
of Vaisakha of the (Saka) year 122, during the reign of 
the Mahiikshatrapa Svami-Rudrasena. The son of Vanijaka 
gave his own life for the sake of his own friend.' 

The year 122 mentioned in the record corresponds to the year 200 
of the Christian era, when the Kshatrapa ruler Rudrasena was 
reigning, as has already been stated above. The name of the hero 
who sacrificed his life is not mentioned, but that of his father is 
given twice, once in the margin and once in the body of the text 
itself. The record is much worn and it is quite possible that the 
name of the hero had been written somewhere but has been obliterated 
during the course of the centuries. But that is not the chief point. 
What is noteworthy is that heroes dying for the sake of others were 
greatly honoured in Kathiawa<;l-Gujarat in the early centuries of 
the Christian era. This Silii-lashti or stele shows that the Saurash
trians of early ages kept alive the memory of their great men, as a 
shining example to posterity. Others naturally tried to emulate 
their heroes, and thus the spirit of bravery and chivalry was rendered 

1 The Bhavanagar Collection of Sanskrit and Prakrit Inscriptions, published long 
ago, gives, no doubt, the text of this inscription, but serious blunders have been 
made in reading and interpreting it. The edition of it which has appeared in the 
Historical Inscriptions of Gujarat, Vol. I, is a blind copy of that pUblication and hence 
of little consequence. 

2 I am adding this word to complete the sense. Is it, or a word like it, to be 
found somewhere in the damaged or worn portions? 
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per~nnia1 in the country. The charge is sometimes made that the 
Hindus did not know self-sacrifice. Stel~ like the one under notice 
are enough to show the hollowness of such remarks. Indeed, 
monuments commemorative of the self-immolation of heroes are 
legion in South and West India, for "~ err ~ .m ........ " 
was the glorious ideal of our forefathers. It was but natural for 
them to think of perpetuating by such memorials the memory of a 
noble soul who sacrificed his life to save another life. Setting 
up of sila-lashfis or stel~ appealed~to them and they adopted this 
custom of the foreigners as an exce\1ent method of commemorating 
such sacrifices. To give an idea ~')f such hero-stones or piiliyiis 
a photograph of the Mlllwasar silii-lash# is added. These piiliyiis 
remind us of the good days of .the chivalrous old Kathiawa<;i
G-ujarat and ought to be preserved as sacred memorials. Besides, 
the records engraved on them throw considerable light on the local 
history of the places where they are erected and form a fit subject 
for study as is the case with the M1l1wasar stele under notice. This 
is another reason why these piiliyiis should be properly looked after. 
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EPIGRAPHIC NOTES 

By KSHETRESACHANDRA CHAT'fOPADHYAYA, Universi~y of Allahabad 

• ~ :o::m:c:;; ....... = 
~~ "i1~'I!\it4 ~~ 4:1 I (iij4f{ I 

~ ~i~ ~f1ift~(§I~'(+l n 

I 

LAK$AM KO{IM ALEKHAYAT 

lJ~2~"5ffflT U"5fT 'its.,(lt:l4.(!fi: I 

~ ~ fifvJlTlf[m~ n 
a~rat('!Itdlii~ 'if ~ ~lIT~ I 

"(f~f4crr ~ ilia1 ""lit(ffl~<'{ U 

Most historians are now agreed that Samudragupta was succeeded 
by a son named Ramagupta and not by Candragupta II whom he 
had nominated as his successor (tat-parigr[hiJt[e ]na, Mathura Stone 
Inscription of Candragupta II, Fleet's CII, Vol. III, NO.4, 
lines 9-ro).1 It has been believed that the first half of verse 48 
of the Sanjan Copper Plates of the Ra~trakuta king Amoghavar~a I 
of Saka year 795, 

"(if{f ~Tm"Jr~ ~~~ei¥ "f ~~-err 

~ ""lrC:i1ii1l!<l'~ <!fi~ ~T ~ ~Cl: 1,2 

refers to the killing by Candragupta II of his elder brother 
Ramagupta, and taking possession of his throne and his queen 
(Dhmvadevi) and to the fact that he lak$am ko{im alekhayat. What 
is the significance of the last expression? It has been very variously 
understood by scholars.s The literal meaning, however, appears to 

1 R. D. Banerji, The Age of the Imperial Cuptas, pp. 26-28, D. R. Bhandarkar, 
Malaviya Commemoration Volume, pp. 18g-2II, A. S. Altekar, fEORS, XIV, 
pp. 223-253, XV, J34-141, K. P. Jayaswal, ibid., XVIII, pp. 17-36, etc. 
Dr. Bhandarkar believes (MCV, pp. 204-206) that the correct name of the king 
was not Rama-gupta but Kaca-gupta. 

2 EI, XVII, p. 248. 
S D. R. Bhandarkar, EI, XVIII, pp. 242 and 255, A. S. Altekar, fEORS, 

XIV, pp. 239-241, K. P. Jayaswal, ibid., XVIII, p. 18 and n. 5. 
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be quite clear: 'he (falsely) got lac written (or inscribed) as crore'. 
Where did he make (or was supposed by Amoghavar~a I to have 
made) this falsification? The answer to this question is probably 
supplied by an inscription of Candragupta II himself. The Allahabad 
Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta (Fleet No. I) says that he gave 
away in charity' many lacs of cows' (aneka-go-satasahasra-pradiiyinal;t, 
line 25). But in one of the Mathura Stone Inscriptions of his son 
Candragupta II (Fleet NO.4), the latter says about his father that 
he gave away r many crores of cows' and gold coins rightfully obtained 
(nyiiyiigatiineka-go-hira1Jya-ko{i-pradasya, line 4) I an expression which 
becomes stereotyped about Samudragupta and is copied in the later 
Gupta inscriptions (Fleet No. 10, line 2, No. 12, line 16, No. 13, 
line 2). Is it this change of lacs '~atasahasra-) into crores (ko{i-) , 
idroduced by the son Candragupta II with reference to his father 
Samudragupta, which gave Amoghavar~a I an occasion to run down 
Candragupta II? We need not, of course, accept the accusation 
that Candragupta II did actually speak an untruth about his father. 
We know that Samudragupta performed the Asvamedha sacrifice 1 

after the inscribing of the Allahabad Pillar 2 and that certainly 
involved very heavy expenditure in dak$i1Jii. We have preserved 
some of the gold coins that he struck on this occasion, presumably 
to give to the priests as dak$i1Jii. In this way, he must have given 
away many more lacs of cows and gold coins after the Allahabad 
Pillar was inscribed. Amoghavar~a I, unaware of the modern 
methods of historical criticism, failed to realize this, and when he 
found that the son spoke about gifts of crores where the father had 
spoken of only lacs, he naturally thought that the son was exaggerat
ing. If I have correctly hit the source of Amoghavar~a's statement, 
I may claim that we have here a confirmation of the view that this 
verse makes reference to Candragupta II. We thus get an epigraphic 
corroboration from the ninth century A.D. of the literary traditions 
about the Ramagupta episode, which R. G. Basak 8 and H. C. 
Raychaudhuri 4 do not feel disposed to accept. 

1 More than once, according to Prabhavatigupta, EI, XV, NO.4, line 3. 
2 Fleet wrongly believed this inscription to be posthumous as he misunderstood 

the expressions kirtim itas tridasapatibhavanagamaniiviiptalalitasukhavicarat;iim 
(lines 29-30). 

8 History of North-Eastern India (abbreviated below as HN-EI) , Preface, 
iii-iv. 

4 Political History of Ancient India, 4th ed., (abbreviated PHAI), p. 465, n. I. 
These traditions are not so discrepant as Professor Raychaudhuri believes; they 
supplement each other. P"'ofessor V. V. Mirashi has also not shown in ]HQ, March 
1934, pp. 48ff., that 'details not found in the earlier accounts continued to be 
added to in the days of Amoghavar~a I (A.D. 815-78) and Govinda IV (A.D. 
918-933)' (PHA], loco cit.). 
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Dr. Altekar has supposed that lak$am ko/im alekhayat has 
reference to Candragupta's own charities. l But we should remember 
that the killing of his elder brother and the marrying of his widow 
mentioned in the first line of the verse have no connection at all 
with his charity. What Amoghavar~a I meant was that he was 
a greater dana-vira than Candragupta II and had the further 
advantage of being free from the sins (among them being the pro
pagation of a falsehood) that tarnished the name of th~ latter. 

It is to be noted, however, that the Vakataka queen 
Prabhavatigupta has used the epithet [aJneka-go-hira1Jya-ko{if(1hasra
pradalt, 'giver of many thousands of crores of cattle and gold' for 
her father Candragupta II instead of her grandfather Samudragupta.2 

She has similarly transferred th. characteristic epithets of her grand
father, Prthivyam apratiratha- (Fleet NO.4, line I, No. 10, line 1, 
No. 12, line 14, No. 13, line I), sarvariijocchetr- (Fleet NO.4, line I, 
No. 10, line I, No. 12, line 14, No. 13, line I) and caturudadhisalila
svaditayasas- (Fleet NO.4, line 2, No. 10, line I, No. 12, line 15, 
No. 13, line I) to her own father.s But this stands alone and is 
against the testimony of the Guptas themselves. 

Before taking leave of the statement of Amoghavar~a I, I may 
further point out that if he discovered the apparent discrepancy of 
the Mathura inscription of Candragupta II with that of his father 
in the Asoka pillar, both the inscriptions must have been accessible 
to him. Mathura was a sacred place, frequently visited by pilgrims 
from all parts of the country and so was Prayaga, the place of the 
confluence of the Ganga and the Yamuna. Not so was Kausambi, 
a place unlikely to be visited by a king of the Deccan. Now, the 
Allahabad Fort Pillar, containing the inscriptions of Asoka, 
Samudragupta and J ahangir, is believed to have originally stood at 
Kausambi, because Asoka has addressed the Mahamatras of 
Kausambi in the Schism Edict of' this Pillar. C. S. Krishnaswamy 
and Amalananda Ghosh have shown that the Pillar could not have 

1 fBORS, XIV, 239-24I. 
2 First Poona Plates of Prabhiivatigupta (PI. I, line 6, El, XV, p. 41) and her 

Ri<;lhapur Plates (PI. 1,1. 6, fPASB, XX, p. 58, with the adjective nyiiyiigata- at 
the beginning). 

8 Poona Plates I, lines 4-5 and Ri<;lhapur Plates (with the omission of 
caturudadhisaliliisviiditayasiiJ;) I, lines 5-6. This wholesale transference to her own 
father of the characteristic epithets of Prabhavati's grandfather shows that we are 
not entitled to believe that sarvarajocchetta was !l regular epithet of Candragupta II 
also (Malaviya Commemoration Volume, p. 204). Consequently, Fleet, Smith and 
Allan's grounds for ascribing the Kika coins to Samudragupta remain unaffected 
by the Poona Plates of Prabhavatigupta. The portrait of the king on the Kaca 
coins (Allan, Plate II, 6-13) bears a strong resemblance to the portrait in the 
Samudragupta coins (e.g. Allan, Plate I, 2, 3, 5-9, II-I3 etc.) 
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been brought to Allahabad from Kausambi by Akbar (Hultzsch) 
or Firuz Shah Tug.blak (Cunningham) and very likely stood at the 
place of the sacred confluence before the accession of the latter in 
1351 A.D. (JRAS, 1935, pp. 697-703). It is more likely that the 
southern R~trakfita king Amoghavar~a I also found the Pillar in 
the ninth century A.D. at Prayaga, than that he saw it at an out 
of the way place like Kausambi. 1 The conclusion becomes inevit
able that it was on the same site at the time of Samudragupta also. 
Can we go a step further and assume that Asoka, the original author 
of the Pillar, also set it up in the same famous meeting ground of 
people, and inscribed in it his Six Pillar Edicts and later the Schism 
Edict and the Queen's Edict? Prayaga is very close to the city of 
Kausambi and may have been included in the Kausambi vi~aya, as 
Kosam is today included in the Allahabad District, and there 
would be, therefore, nothing incongruous in Asoka addressing the 
Mahamatras of Kausambi from Pra~aga. 

II 

DAMODARAGUPTA: DID HE DIE IN BATTLE? 

~lif ro ~ ~T~~4'i("~: I 
" 

~ftm ~ if'Wm mR'ffO! fcti~ n 

The AphsaQ. Stone Inscription of Adityasena (Fleet No. 42) 
tells us that Kumaragupta 2 who was victorious against the Maukbari 
king lsanavarman 3 and later performed religious suicide at 

1 Amoghavar~a I could also have had local information about the important 
places in the Ganges basin in North India from hearsay, through the circumstance 
that both his grandfather Dhmva Dhiiriivar~a and his father Govinda III led 
victorious expeditions to this region (Bhor State Museum Plates of Dhmva 
Dh1i.di.var~a, verse 22, El, XXII, p. 184, J ethwai Plates of Silamahiidevi, v. 24, 
EI, XXII, p. 107, Sanjiin Plates of Amoghavari?a I, vv. 14, 21, 23, EI, XVIII, 
pp. 244, 245, Baroda, now British Museum, Plates of Karka Suvar~avari?a, v. 17, 
I A, XII, p. 159, Simr Inscription of Do., ibid., p. 218, Surat Plates of Do., v. 25, 
El, XXI, p. 142, et cetera; see A. S. Altekar, Riish!raku!as, pp. 55-58 and 64-67.) 

2 We cannot call him Kumiiragupta III (H. C. Raychaudhuri, PHAl, p. 509), 
for had these Guptas of Malava (of Magadha from the time of only Miidhavag1.lpta) 
had any connection with the Imperial Guptas, the very full genealogy in the Aphsa9-
Inscription would certainly have noted it, instead of characterizing the first king, 
Kgll).agnpta, as simply' of good family (sadvamsalt, v. 1)'. 

3 I cannot understand how Professor Radhakumud Mookerji takes the Aphsa9-
Inscription as making ISiinavarman victorious over Kumiiragnpta (Harsha, p. 55). 
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Prayaga, 1 had a son Damodaragupta who carried on the family 
tradition of successful warfare with the Maukharis (lines 8-9, verse II, 

p. 20 3): 

i'I1'IlTr.7T mC!tl"40C!lI{mTifTif I ''''q- " ... 

~~(i: lI~~{l/i$I~f(l 
'" '" 

(i(q{ftirQ)f5'ltl<9(.101WI'\ (emend otl(!J~i(tll) ~ll: n 2 

Fleet misunderstood the second half of the verse and trarslated 
it as "he became unconscious (and expired in the fight); (and then, 
waking again in heaven, and) making a choice among the women of 
the gods, saying' (this one or t1tat) belongs to me', he was revived 
by the pleasing touch of the waterlilies that were their hands~' 
(p. 206). The correctness of Fleet's interpretation has been tacitly 
accepted by scholars who have come after him.s But the text 
cannot bear this interpretation. The inscription does not speak of 
Diimodaragupta's death. It only speaks of his swoon (sammurcchitalt) 
and of his subsequent awakening, i.e. regaining of consciousness 
(vibuddhaM. Fleet gets his sense by making two additions' (and 
expired in the fight)' and '(and then, waking again in heaven and)' 
for which there is absolutely no warrant either in the text or in 
its context. The meaning of the verse appears to be simply this: 
Damodaragupta was seriously wounded in that sanguinary engage
ment which brought victory 4 to him and he fainted away, but 
though his wound appeared to be very serious, he ultimately regained 
consciousness. The writer of the epigraph poetically assumes that 
the revival was due to the pleasing touch of the apsarases who had 
come to the field of battle to meet the fallen warriors. We have a 
somewhat similar device actually used in the Third Act of the 
Uttarariimacarita (a work of about the same time), viz., the revival 
of the fainted Ramacandra through the touch of Sita. The next 
verse (12) in the Aphsa<;l Inscription (lines 9-10, p. 203), 

When Kumaragnpta became a loifandara to churn the sea of lsanavarman's army 
and secured Lak!jmi from the process (v. 8), the former and not the latter was the 
victor. 

1 ] oumal of the U.P. Historical Society, X, p. 74. 
2 A friend of mine suggests the emendation 'ff?II'T~~11:~tf 1I~:. 

3 H. C. Raychaudhuri, PHAI, p. 512, R. Mookerji, Har;ha, p. 55, R. D. 
Banerji, Prehistoric, Ancient and Hindu India, p. 195, R. G. Basak, HN-EI, p. 123, etc. 

4 And not defeat, as supposed by Dr. Basak (loc. cit.) and Dr. Mookerji (loc. cit). 
against the testimony of the inscription. We have no evidence to show that the 
writer of the epigraph falsely described a defeat as a victory. 
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ijUJCCf\"IilfiOfOlI.,i ., I., lijt,·It:Jt .. ., CC~ifTi{ I 

qf(UJlft4dCCl"! ~ ~: 'Wei ~m'lIOcul"l n, 
evidently speaks of what Damodaragupta did after that event. 
The effecting of the marriages with proper dowries of one hundred 
Brilima1,1a girls was very likely an act of thanksgiving for the 
restoration of his life. Fleet's assumption that the verse refers to 
some thing that he had done earlier' (while he was) king' (p. 206) is 
against the text. Sa nrpa/:t means 'that king' and not' (while he 
was) king', for which we require yiivan nrpa/:t. Damodaragupta 
must have been a king up to the moment of his death, even in the 
view of Fleet. Consequently what would be the sense in speaking of 
Damodaragupta's death first and then of what he did while he was 
king? If, on the other hand, we take verse II as referring to 
Damodaragupta's swoon and subsequent recovery and verse 12 to 
what he did afterwards, everything becomes intelligible. There is 
nothing to show that the verses of this inscription have not followed 
the chronological order (d. verses 8 and 9). We should, therefore, 
believe that Damodaragupta did not die immediately after the 
battle but lived for some time to enjoy the fruit of his victory. 

I may add at the end that the Maukhari contemporary, victor 
of the HU1,1as, against whom Damodaragupta prevailed, seems to 
have been Avantivarman, whom the last verse of the lYJudriiriiksasa 
describes as having protected the earth afflicted by the' foreigners' 
(mlecchair udvejyamiinii). There can be no objection against identi
fying those mlecchas with the Hfu;las mentioned in verse II of the 
Aphsac:J. Inscription. 

lil(3lt:ctl(oiV{"I: I 

~~~'il~ 
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VAI$~AVISM IN VIJAYANAGARA 

By B. A. SALETORE 

Elsewhere I have shown that Saivism, through the efforts of its 
most powerful socio-religious custodians the Sthanikas, had main
tained for centuries its great status in the history of the land.1 

Since the days of its early success over J aiuism, 2 it had to contend 
with its great rival Vai~l,1avism for quite a long time; but on the 
appearance of the founders of the famous Vijayauagara Empire 
in A.D. I346,8 Saivism again tathered renewed strength. And for 
nearly two centuries after that date, it was the most prominent 
religion of the country. In the course of the long supremacy which 
Saivism maintained in southern and western India, even the magni
ficent achievements of such intellectual and spiritual giants like the 
great Madhvacarya,4 failed to dislodge Saivism from the paramount 
position it had occupied in the land. 

But this prolonged supremacy of Saivism received a shattering 
blow in the first quarter of the sixteenth century A.D., when the 
great Hindu royal family that ruled over practically the whole of 
southern India exchanged a Vai~l,1ava god for a Saivite deity. The 
reigning Hindu imperial House was that of Vijayanagara, and the 
monarch, Kr~J;1a Deva Raya the Great. 

Before we elucidate this assertion with the help of historical 
data, it is worthwhile to reject here the statement made by some that 
the Vijayanagara royal House had espoused the cause of Vai~l,1a
vism in the days of king Viriipak~a. According to the Rev. Heras, 
this ruler was responsible for making Vai~l,1avism the State religion. 
'Inspite of this J aina influence, the Vijayanagara sovereigns 
remained faithful to the cult of Siva till they became disciples of Sri 
Vai~l,1avism towards the close of the I5th century.' The Rev. 
Heras then describes the advent of two brothers from Ettiir, by name 
Nrsimhacarya and Srirangacarya, at the Vijayanagara court; and 

1 Read Saletore. The Sthanikas and Their Historical Importance, in the Journal 
of the Bombay University. VII, Part 1. 

2 Read Saletore, M ediceval J ainism, Chs. VII and VIII. 
S Read Saletore. Social and Political Life in the Vijayanagara Empire, I, 

pp. I3, seq. The date A.D. I336 given for the foundation of Vijayanagara has no 
basis in history. 

4 On the life and achievements of this remarkable Vaisnava teacher, read 
Saletore, Ancient Karnataka, I, pp. 4I6-449. " 
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their ·success in converting the Vijayanagara monarch Virupak~a 
from Saivism into Vaisnavism. He then concludes thus-' Accord
ingly the sovereign (Klng Viriipak~a) foreswore Saivism and became 
a fervent Vai~:Q.ava. On this occasion, the majority of his subjects 
also became followers of Vaisnavism 1.' 

The above conclusion wlii~h is no doubt based on Anantacarya's 
work called Prapannamrtam, is untenable. Anantacarya gives 
the entire story of the alleged conversion of King Virupak~a 
from Saivism into Vaisnavism. He relates that the two brothers 
named above, on entenng a haunted palace in the city of Vijaya
nagara, pacified the ghosts that resided in it. The two brothers then 
related the story of the Ramaya1Ja to King Viriipak~a who, we are 
told, had ascended the throne afte. murdering his relatives. The 
!tIler stupefied with the miraculous work of the two brothers, felt 
great reverence for the Ramaya1Ja, the god Rama, and the pre
ceptor Ettiir Nrsimhacarya. He forthwith became a staunch 
Vai~:Q.ava, and in token of his new creed, exchanged the time-honoured 
Vijayanagara sign-manual of Virupak~a-which was the name of 
the celebrated deity in the temple of that name at the great capital 
itself-for the new one of Sri Rama. And on the king renouncing 
the Saiva faith for the Vai~t;lava creed, his subjects followed suit; 
and after him, the Vijayanagara monarchs, who till that time had 
been devotees oi Siva, became adherents of Visnu.2 

Entire credence cannot be given to the' 'above story of the 
alleged conversion of the Vijayanagara royal Honse from Saivism 
into Vai~t;lavism in the reign of King Virupak~a, as given by Ananta
carya in his Prapannamrtam. King Viriipak~a reigned from A.D. 
1467 until A.D. 1478. His reign was not only short but uneventfu1.s 

Even the uncritical foreign traveller, Fernao Nuniz, gives a very 
gruesome account of the reign of King Viriipak~a. He relates thus 
about that ruler-' As long as he reigned he was given over to vice, 
caring for nothing but women, and to fuddle himself with drink 
and amuse himself, and never showed himself either to his captains 
or to his people; so that in a short time he lost that which his fore
fathers had won and left to him'. And Nuniz continues to relate how 
King VirfIpak~a ' in mere sottish ness slew many of his captains', and 
ultimately gave an opportunity to' one of his captains who was called 
Narsymgua, who was in some manner akin to him', to attack and 
dethrone the useless monarch. 4 The reference here is to the famous 

1 Henry Heras, The Ariwidu Dynasty of Vijayanagara, pp. 540-541. 
2 S. K. Aiyangar, Thc Sources of Vtjayanagara History, pp. 77-79. 
S Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 177. 
, Sewell, A Forgotten Empire-Vijayanagara, pp. 305-306. 
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usurpation by Saluva Nrsimha, also called Narasinga Raya Og.eyar, 
the most powerful noble of the times, of the Vijayanagara throne. l 

For our purpose we may note, therefore, that King Viriipak~a's 
reign being utterly devoid of any importance, could never have been 
marked by such outstanding event like the conversion of the monarch 
and of the people from Saivism into Vai~1.lavism. Secondly, it is not 
correct to say that the Vijayanagara monarch Viriipak~a and his 
successors used the new sign-manual Sri Riima ins~ead of the old 
one Sri Virl~piik$a. If it were really so, then, one should not have 
found the sign-manual Sri Virupiik$a being in vogue for nearly 
I20 years after King Virtlpak~a. The fact that even Emperor 
Sadasiva Raya used the well-known· sign-manual Sri V irupiik$a 
(in Kannag.a), so late as A.D. Ii4S,2 is enough to disprove the state
ment of Anantacarya that the Vijayanagara monarchs beginnitrg 
with King Virtlpaksa used SrI Rama as their sign-manual. 

What seems more probable is that the gradual decline of 
Saivism among the members of the Vijayanagara royal family, and 
consequently among the people of the Empire, began after King 
Virflpak~a's reign. The very fact that the famous Saluva usurper 
named above called himself after one of Visnu's names-Nrsimha or 
Narasinga-suggests that an anti-Saivite' tendency had already 
begun to set in among the royal personages at Vijayanagara. It is 
precisely this slow change in the monarchical attitude that is be
moaned by Vira Saiva authors like Virtlpak~a Pal;lg.ita (A.D. IS84), 
who in his well-known work called Cenna Basava Puriina relates 
that after the death of Prauc;lha Raya (i.e., evidently Immac;li 
Raya or Mallikarjuna, who ruled from A.D. I446 until A.D. I467), 
came King Virtlpak~a and Narasal;ll;la (i.e., Siiluva Nrsimha), when 
Saivism declined and aniiciira raised its head.S The aniiciira referred 
to here was evidently the name given by the Vira Saivas to the 
rising tide of Vai~l;lavism. 

But it must be confessed that the monarchs of Vijayanagara 
were too broadminded thus to throw overboard suddenly Saivism 
which had been the State religion since the date of the foundation 
of the Vijayanagara Empire (A.D. I346). Hence we find that in 
the reigns of the rulers who succeeded Siiluva Nrsimha, the Tuluva 
Narasa (A.D. I496-A.D. IS03) and the latter's eldest son Vira Nara
simha (A.D. IS04-A.D. Is09), nothing happened in the capital to 

1 Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. II7. 
2 Epigraphia Carnatica, IV, Ng. 58, p. 128. 
8 Viriipak~a Pat;tgita, Cenna Basava Purii'IJ-a, 63, 40 seq.; ~agak~aradeva, 

Riijasekharaviliisa, I, v. 17; Adrsyakavi, Prau¢hariijacarite, (or PraU¢hariiyanakiivya) 
I, 41; I, 12. 
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create the impression that the old faith of Saivism had been driven 
into the background by the monarchs. But there were, however, 
two events which clearly showed which way the wind was blowing. 
One was the notable success which the V~t,1ava teacher Sripada 
met with at the hands of King S8.luva Nrsimha. It is related that 
this Vai~t,1ava guru Srlpada sat on the throne on the occasion of an 
evil muhurta (kuhayoga) to avert disaster to the monarch, and that 
consequently he was honoured with the title of Raya. The exact 
date when Sripada Raya sat on the Vijayanagara throne is, however, 
still a matter of uncertainty. 1 The success which crowned the 
efforts of Srlpada Raya in averting the danger to the Vijayanagara 
monarch may have been partly responsible for the keen desire which 
the ruler Saluva Nrsimha showed to Vai~t,1avism. Indeed, Raja
rratha pit,19ima in the 9th Canto of his work called Sa?uvabhyudayam 
relates that the Emperor S8.luva Nrsimha, while on a visit to the 
famous temple of Tirupati in the south, gave a new crown to the 
god Srinivasa, when he himself was' assuming an imperial crown 
after his glorious victories. 2 

The other fact which added to the strength of Vai~t,1avism was 
the marked favour Vyasaraya, the great Vai~t,1ava teacher who will 
figure presently, secured at the hands of the ruler King Narasa. 
Somanatha in his work called Vyasayogicaritam tells us that King 
Narasa took the advice of Vyasaraya every day in private (evam-eva 
bhal?tya sambhavayanta1Jt rahasyena1Jt dharma-paropadesena pratyaha1Jt
anugrh1;1,an).8 There cannot be any doubt about the powerful 
hold Vyasaraya had on the Vijayanagara court in the days of King 
Narasa and King Vira Narasimha.4 But the fact that King Narasa 
took secretly (rahasyena) the advice of Vyasaraya suggests also 
that the great Vai~t,1ava teacher had not yet completely succeeded in 
winning over the illustrious royal House of Vijayanagara to his 
side. For he had to wait just a few years before he could finally 
unfurl the Vai~t,1ava banner in the great capital, thereby proving 
himself to be the greatest enemy Saivism ever had in the medireval 
times. And this opportunity he got in the reign of Kr~t,1a Deva 
Raya. 

It was really in the reign of this great ruler Kr~t,1a Deva Raya 
that Saivism gave place to Vai~t,1avism as the State religion, although, 
as said above, the monarchs continued to use their old sign-manual 

1 M.A.R. for I9I9, p. 36; B. Venkoba Rao places this event in A.D. I47I. 
Vyasayogicaritam, Intr. pp. xcvi, xcvii, xciv. But this date falls within the reign 
of King Viriipiikf?a, and, theH·fore, cannot be accepted. 

2 Venkoba Rao cites the relevant verses in Vyasayogicaritam, Intr. p. x. 
8 Venkoba Rao, ibid., p. 59. 
4 Venkoba Rao, ibid., pp. 57-58, 66. 
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Sri V irupak$a at the end of their official grants, down ,:~i11 the days 
of Emperor Sadasiva (A.D. 1543-A.D. 1567). The magnanimous 
Kr~a Deva Raya never failed to use the same sign-manual, as his 
numerous grants amply prove.1 But two causes brought about 
the downfall of Saivism in the Vijayanagara Empire. The first 
was the continued presence of great Vai~1;1ava teachers in the capital 
itself. One of these was the guru named above-Vyasaraya. This 
learned man was the disciple of Brahma1;1ya Tirtha, and was the 
founder of the well-known Vyasaraya matha at Sosale; Tirumaku<;l1u
Narsipura tilluka, Mysore State. A remarkable incident is narrated 
about him by his disciple and successor Srinivasa Tirtha in the 
latter's work called Vyiisavijaya. It is the following :-That the 
Vijayanagara monarch Kr!?1;1a J)eva Raya was once warned of an 
evil muhurta (kuhayoga) approaching, and was advised to pm 
someone on the throne during that time. Not knowing what to do, 
the Emperor sent his State elephant with a garland which the animal 
presented to Vyasayogi, who was then in the capital. Vyasatirtha 
being an ascetic felt shy at the prospect of being asked to sit on the 
throne, and hid himself in a cave. But the State elephant, which 
was sent a second time, again went near him but this time to the 
cave. Vyasatirtha now deemed it prudent to obey the divine sum
mons, and was, therefore, requested to sit on the throne and thereby 
avert the evil muhurta. In order to manifest the danger, Vyasa
tirtha instead of sitting on the throne, threw his kii$iiya or red 
garment, which immediately was burnt. He then took his seat 
on the throne, and in the short time left to him, gave grants of land 
to Brahmans who had anointed him.2 

It is not surprising that Kr!?1;1a Deva Raya should have con
sidered such a teacher, who was the second Vai$1;1ava guru who had 
averted calamity to the imperial House on the occasion of a kuha
yoga, his tutelary deity (kuladevata), and that he should have vowed 
to devote everything he had for the worship of Vyasaraya.3 To this 
Vai!?1;1ava teacher Kr!?1;1a Deva Raya granted lands in A.D. 1516, 
1520, 1523 and 1527.4 

Another remarkable Vai!?1;1ava teacher who toured the Vijaya
nagara Empire, and is said to have received honours at the hands 
of the same monarch, and of his successors too, was Vallabhacarya, 
about whom we shall deal with at some length in a separate paper. 

1 Witness, for instance, E.C., IV, Ng. 8I dates A.D. I5I3, p. I33 and quite a 
number of others. 

2 M.A.R.for I9I9, p. 36; Venkoba Rao, op. cit. 
8 Venkoba Rao, op. cit., p. 8r. 
4 M.A.R.for I9I9, pp. 34-35; ibid. for I920, pp. 50; E.C., VII, Sh. 84, Sh. 85, 

P·33· 
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These and others were the Vai~~ava champions who weaned 
Kr~t;la Deva Raya from Saiva faith and who brought him within the 
fold of Vai~t;lavism. This ruler gave public expression to the new 
creed he adopted in three ways-Firstly, he built and renovated 
temples in honour of Vai~t;lava deities; secondly, he ordered the 
construction of a prominent image in honour of Vi~t;lu; and, finally, 
he made public his Vai~~ava tendency in his coinage. One of the 
most well-known edifices in the city of Vijayanagara was the Kr~t;la
svami temple. Even now it is one of the best-liked buildings amidst 
the nlins of that city. Sewell opined that it was constructed in 
A.D. 1513 by Kr~~a Deva Raya after his successful return from his 
eastern campaigns.1 While Sewell is correct in maintaining that the 
ruler constructed that temple on the.1atter's return from the eastern 
C'ampaigns, he is incorrect in dating that structure to A.D. 1513. 
For two stone records in that temple dated A.D. 1515 inform us 
that the monarch set up in that temple the image of Kr~l).a which he 
had brought from Udayagiri.2 This year A.D. 1515, therefore, 
was eventful in the history of Vai1?l).avism. The construction of the 
Kr1?l).asvami temple in the capital by Kr1?l).a Deva Raya signified 
the triumph of Vai~l).avism in that city as well as in the Vijaya
nagara Empire. Kr1?l).a Deva Raya seemed thereby to give public 
proof of his Vai1?l).avite leanings; and he showed it fnrther by a 
change in his coinage to which we shall presently turn. In the 
meanwhile we may observe that the Kr1?l).asvami temple was not 
the only building which attested the change in the creed of the 
Emperor. It was about this time too that the additions to the 
Vitthalasvami temple, also in the same city, were made by Kr~l).a 
Deva Raya. The work of this most ornate of all religious edifices 
in the Vijayanagara Empire, however, was continued by Kr~t;la 
Deva Raya's son and successor Acyuta Deva Raya, and the 
latter's nephew Emperor Sadasiva Raya; and, as Sewell surmises, 
was probably stopped only by the destruction of the great city in 
A.D. 1565.8 

1 Sewell, op. cit., p. 16I. 
2 M.A.R.for 1920, p. 37. 
3 Sewell, op. cit., p. 163. Some maintain that K!,~~a Deva Raya brought the 

image of Vitthala, popularly called Vitthoba, from Pa~9.harpur. (G. H. Khare, 
Kr$tJadevaraya of Vijayanagara and the ViN-hala image of PatJ4harpur in The Vijaya
nagara Commemoration Volume, pp. 191-196.) That this is all wrong-based as it 
is on a misleading statement in the Annual Report of the Archt. Dept. for 1922-1923, 
para 67, has been amply proved by Dr. C. Narayana Rao in his article on An 
Identification of the Idol of Vi!!ohala in the Vitthala temple at Hamp, in the Proceedings 
and Transactions of the Eighth All-India Oriental Conference held at Mysore, pp. 715-
726. But while Dr. Narayana Rao has succeeded in proving the prevalence of 
Vitthala worship in Kamataka long before the days of Kr~l).a Deva Raya, he has not 
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The second method by which Kr!?1;la Deva Raya demonstrated 
to the world his new creed was by constructing a monolithic image 
of the god Narasimha in the capital. According to Sewell, it was 
in A.D. 1528 that this monolithic stone image of the god Vi~1;lu 
in His avatiira of Narasimha, the man-lion, was constructed out of 
a single boulder of granite that lay near the south-western gate of 
the Kgi1;laSvami temple.! 

But the most successful means Krsna Deva Raya the Great 
adopted to signalize his conversion from' Saivism in'to Vai~1;lavism 
was in his coinage. In the first five years of his reign, he minted 
coins of what are known as the Umamahesvara type. 'fhat is to say, 
coins which had on their obverse Siva and Parvati, with a trident 
in the hand of Siva; and on the reverse, bearing the legend Sri 
Kr$jJa Riiya in Nagari. On his bringing the image of Kr~1;la frOIn 
Udayagiri, the Emperor began to mint coins which belong to the 
Balakr~1;la type. These coins contain on the obverse the following
the divine baby Balakr~1;la seated on a seat, with one knee bent 
and resting on the seat, and the other raised up and supporting the 
left arm which is stretched out at ease. The right hand holds 
a lump of butter. The Child wears large ear-rings, a girdle of 
gingles, gingled or beaded bracelets, armlets and anklets on his fat 
little body and limbs; and on His head a crown of peacock's feathers 
with a string of flowers above. In field there is a conch to the right 
and a discus to the left. And on the reverse is a larger three lined 
Nagari legend-S'ri Pratiipa Kr$jJa.2 

No other proclamation was necessary to show that the Emperor 
was now a staunch devotee of Vi~1;lu, although, as related above, he 
never left off using the time-honoured sign-manual of Sri V irapiik$a 
at the end of his royal grants, down till the last days of his reign. 
But so far as the rivalry of Saivism and Vai~1;lavism is concerned, 

given proof to show that there was Vitthala worship in Vijayanagara itself. This 
may bc given here, A copper-plate grant dated A.D. 1408 relates that in the reign 
of the Vijayanagara ruler Deva Raya, there was a temple of the god Vitthala on 
the bank of the Tungabhadra. In the pres~nce of this god VitthaleSvara a specified 
grant was made by some citizens of the Araga Eighteen Kampa~a. (E.C., VIII, 
Tl. 222, p. 2II.) This inscription proves not only that there was the god Vitthala 
in the great capital in A.D. 1408, but that the famous temple in that god's name 
existed also in the first quarter of the fifteenth century. In view of this, Sewell's 
assertion that Kr!?l')a Deva Raya commenced the building of the Vitthalasvami 
temple (Sewell, Forg. Emp., p. 163) has to be abandoned. The Vitthala temple at 
Vijayanagara does not seem to have been in any way prominent in the first quarter of 
the fifteenth century. And it cannot be maintained on the strength of the above 
inscription that Vai!?~avism was powerful in the capital in A.D. 1408. 

1 Sewell, ibid., p. 163. 
2 M.A.R.for 1930, p. 70. 
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K:r~t;t.a Deva Raya's reign marked an epoch. The success of Vai~t;t.a
vism was now unchallenged. And although Kr~t;t.a Deva Raya's 
successors strenuously endeavoured to work for the common welfare 
and to give equal patronage to all religions, yet the days of Saivism 
were numbered. Truly it may be said without any exaggeration 
that after that great monarch's time, Saivism lay beaten and 
humbled for over three centuries. A negative factor which added 
to the success of Va~t;t.avism was this-That Saivism did not produce 
any remarkable intellectual giant who could successfully meet and 
overthrow men like Vyasatlrtha and others. This told sadly on 
the career of the old faith, and especially on its socio-religious cus
todians the Sthanikas, who had so successfully and creditably 
maintained, as is undoubtedly pro'l.ed by the many epigraphs we 
have cited elsewhere, the Saivite supremacy all over southern and 
western India for nearly ten long centuries. 

And when once thus the Saivite hold on the great capital was 
shaken, its grip over the rest of the Vijayanagara Empire was 
simultaneously loosened. 'ro the Sthanikas, who were always in 
the van-guard of Saivism, this meant everything: with the trans
ference of the allegiance of the monarchs of Vijayanagara from 
Saivism to Vai~t;t.avism meant the disappearance of the most solid 
support they had in the land. And their success or failure in the 
country depended on the whims of the provincial rulers and the 
general public, and on the nature of the propaganda their rivals
the leaders of Vai!?t;lavism-made in the different parts of the country. 
It is in the examination or the last factor that we come to the saddest 
feature in the history of the rivalry between Saivism and Vai$t;lavism. 
We can best illustrate this point by restricting ourselves to one parti
cular province of the great Vijayanagara Empire, where the growing 
influence of Vai~t;t.avism practically annihilated the Sthanikas. This 
province was the well-known Tuluvana<Ju which now goes by the 
name of South Kanara. A careful and detailed investigation of the 
facts to be presently narrated has revealed to the writer that in this 
distant province of Vijayanagara was waged perhaps the bitterest 
part of the Saiva-Va~t;t.ava struggle. 

A few details are to be explained before we enumerate concrete 
cases of the intensity of the struggle between the two great creeds of 
the land. In Tuluva is the famous seat of Vai~:Q.avism-U9.ipi-from 
where the great Madhvacarya had preached the gospel of Dvaitism. 
We have elsewhere given all available details connected with the 
life and achievement of this gr~atest son of Tuluva.1 U9.ipi before 
and during the early years of Anandatirtha was, as we have amply 

1 Saletore, Ancient Karniilaka, I, pp. 4I6-449, op. cit. 
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proved in the same work, l essentially a Saivite centre. Indeed, it 
was from the Saivite ranks that that great Teacher had recruited 
followers into his fold. Notwithstanding the activities of this 
celebrated Vai~l).ava teacher, it must be admitted that for nearly 
three centuries after him the Saivites of Tuluva, especially in and 
around UQipi, managed to hold their own against their growing 
rivals-the Vaisnavites. . 

Two causes' enabled them to resist stubbornly the rising tide 
of Vai~l).avism in Tuluv_a. One was the fact that the iuHng dynasty 
of the province-the Alupas-were essentially Saivites; and when 
they did evince a strong desire to change their faith, it was J ainism, 
and not Vai~l).avism, that they patronized.2 The other cause was 
that the strength of the Saivit~ of Tuluva lay not so much in the 
State patronage as in the support they secured from corporate bodie~ 
of Tuluva. Of these corporate bodies the most powerful was that 
of the Nitturu people. Nitturu is a village about a mile and half 
to the north of UQ.ipi proper. The leaders of the Nitturu village 
came into serious conflict with one of the most remarkable Vaisnava 
leaders of Tuluva-Vadiraja. We must now explain the events 'that 
brought about the downfall of the Sthanikas of Tuluva in the days 
of Vadiraja. 

Vadiraja lived from A.D. 1539 until A.D. 1597.3 This famous 
guru along with Vijayendratirtha had studied under the celebrated 
Vyasatirtha.4 The extraordinary influence which Vyasaraya wielded 
at the court of Vijayanagara and the conversion of Kr~l).a Deva 
Raya from Saivism into Vai!?l).avism must have had the inevitable 
effect of creating in the mind of Vadiraja a desire to do for Tuluva 
what his teacher Vyasaraya had done for Vijayanagara. Vadiraja 
was correct: after all Tuluva was his own province, and the spread of 
Vai~l).avism in it was his own concern. And it was not a superhuman 
effort for Vadiraja to achieve as signal a success in Tuluva as Vyasa
raya had won in Vijayanagara, especially when we remember that 
his fame had spread throughout the land as one of the most learned 
men of the times, and as one who had thousands of followers, espe
cially in the whole region of Karnataka. Vadiraja soon got some 
excuse to execute his plans. 

1 Ibid., pp. 449, and ibid., n. (2). 2 Ibid., pp. 413-414. 
8 On Vadiraja's date, read Annals of the BhandarkarOriental Research Institute, 

XVII, pp. 203-210, where Mr. Gode utilized my note on Vadiraja. Prof. B. N. 
Krishnamurti Sharma of the Annamalai University has, since then, conclusively 
proved that Viidiriija lived in the sixteenth century. Annals of the B.O.R.I., XVIII, 
pp. 187-197; The Poona Orientalist, II, pp. 1-21. 

4 Venkoba Rao, op. cit., Intr. p. cui; Pandit Shrinivasa Bhat, Life of Vridirrija 
(in Kanna<.ia), pp. 22, 35. 
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In Tuluva the great Saivite, and, therefore, the Sthanika, 
centres were U<;lipi itself, Udayavara (the ancient capital of the 
Alupas), Nittflru, Malpe (Ko<;lavilru), Bal).l).iiije, Uppflru, Mangalore, 
UlHila, and Subrahmal).ya. The Sthanika temples in these centres 
were the following :-the celebrated Rajatapitha (Anantesvara) 
temple at UQipi, the Mahadeva temple at Udayavara, the Soma
lingesvara temple at Nittflru, the O<;labhal).<;lesvara temple at Malpe 
(or Kro<;lasrama, as it was also called),l the lSvara temple at Uppflru, 
the ISvara temple at Bal).l).iiije, the Trisulesvara and Sarabhesvara 
temples at Mangalore, the Somesvara temple at Ullala, and the 
famous Karttikeya or Subrahmal).ya temple at Subrahmal).ya. 

The strength of the Sthanikas was centred at Rajatapitha 
(U<;lipi) and Subrahmal).ya. Vadir~ja knew it, and at one stroke 
'destroyed the Sthanika, and, therefore, the Saiva influence at both 
the centres practically at the same time. 

The position of the two parties was the following: Vadiraja 
led the Vai~l).avites, while the Nittfuu leaders championed the 
cause of the Saivites. Vadiraja was assisted by two powerful local 
leaders-the CittupaQi Ballala and the Ni<;lambflru Ballala; while 
the Nittflru Saivites were helped by the people of Malpe (Kro<;lasra
ma), Anantesvara (i.e., Udipi itself), and a vast number of Holeyas 
(now called in our own days Harijans). The Nittflfu corporate 
assembly had owned the AnanteSvara temple and the site upon 
which it stood, the whole varga of U<;lipi having been made in the 
name of that temple. It was the Nittflru corporate assembly that 
had originally given to the Vai~l).avites the site for building a tank 
near that temple. In grateful acknowledgement of this fact the 
Vai!?l).avites gave annually a specified rent for that piece of land to 
the Analltesvara temple and offerings to the deity of J flmadi (a 
powerful bhtUa or devil) of Nittflru. In course of time the Vai~l).a
vites built the now-famous temple of Kr~l).a and the eight mlithas 
for the eight disciples of the great Madhvacarya. These events 
seem to have taken place some time after that learned guru. ~rhe 
K:r!?l).a temple thus constructed faced eastwards after the manner 
of the Anantesvara temple of the locality. With the intense propa-

1 Prof. V. R. R. Dikshitar calls this well-known Tutuva temple, probably on 
the information supplied to him by Dewan Bahadur K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, 
U<:J.abhanesvara. (Dikshitar, The Silappadikiiram, p. 50, O~ord Uny. Press, 
1939.) This is an error for oija+bhiir.uja-/Svara (Boat+wares-Uvara) referring to 
a famous incident in the life of the great Madhvacarya concerning the ship which 
contained the image of S!'; Kgll!a and which foundered near the Somalingesvara 
temple at Kro<:J.a (Malpe). Personal investigations conducted in and around 
Malpe between the years 1922 and 1924. and again in 1933, have shown me the 
correctness vf the name O<:J.abhal!<:J.esvara. 
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ganda which the Vail?l;lava Svamis of UQipi made, especially by the 
Svamis of the Uttaradi matha, a need arose for building a larger 
tank opposite the Krl?l;la temple. And it was precisely around the 
question of building a larger tank opposite the same temple that 
the quarrel between the Saivites and the Vail?l;lavites was centred. 
The Vail?l;lavites insisted on utilizing the space a larger part of which 
had been used by the Saivites for dragging the great. temple car 
of Anantesvara, and another portion of which had been reserved 
for throwing the plantain leaves used for dining, for building the 
proposed tank. The Vail?t;lavites were determined to dig the tank, 
and the Saivites as determined to oppose theM. The question 
became serious, and is said to have been reported to Vadiraja, who 
was then on the Western GhatS. Being unable to come himself, 
he, however, is alleged to have given an order to his followers in the:
shape of a poem (obviously addressed to the god Krl?l;la) in four 
stanzas, l directing them to oppose the Saivites and to build the 
tank. The Vai$t;lavites carried the day, built the tank in the teeth 
of the Sthanika opposition, and even wrested the famous Anantesvara 
temple itself from the hands of the Saivites. And about the same 
time (middle of the sixteenth century A.D.) the Vail?l;lavites became 
masters of the Anantesvara temple, they managed to wipe out 
the last traces of the Saivite influence at Subrahmat;lya. But as 
regards the exact circumstances of this Saivite-Vail?l;lavite struggle at 
Subrahmat;lya, however, we have no traces in tradition. It was 
probably due to the fact that Subrahmat;lya lay in an out-of-the way 
corner of TuluvanaQ.u. 

The causes of the defeat of the Sthanikas, and, hence, of the 
Saivites in UQ.ipi were the following :-Althongh the Nitturu people 
were snpported by the leaders of KroQ.asrama (Malpe) and Anantes
vara, yet they were numerically inferior to the Vai$t;lavites, whose 
leaders were busy adding to their fold on the Ghats. Secondly, the 

1 The first stanza of the poem, which is now sung on the Tulsi j)ujii days 
in a slightly altered form, is said to have run as follows:

Kollu Kollu Kollu Kollu Kaliyugada kanarannu. I 
Kolladiddare Ninna pujege kallu hiikutirpparu II 
Kollu bega kaf,Jaran-ella M adhva-Sri-Vallabha I 
Kolladiddare nillaravaru Kal~y1tgada kallaru 1/ 

lowe this poem and many details concerning this Saivite-Vai!?1Javite struggle 
to the late Mr. Pagamunniir Ramacandrayya, himself a learned alJ(I benevolent 
Sthanika of Nittiiru and afterwards of Mangalore. Now-a-days the following 
variant of the poem is sung:-

Kolu kol-enniro Sad-guru lile melu mel-enniro I 
iidhiirava katti cakrava bhedisi niida-diniida suniida keli I 
siidhisi sup~mma miirga maneya pokku bodheya beJakiti beJa beJagoJJiro II 
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Nittiiru people did not possess the financial resources which the eight 
Svamis of Uc;lipi could command. And, finally, the Sthanikas were 
lacldng in a leader who could match the redoubtable Vadiraja in 
wisdom and diplomacy. 

We can well understand the above traditional account of the 
downfall of Saivism and its civil custodians the Sthanikas, when we 
remember the few facts we have given above concerning the activities 
of the Vai!?J,lava leaders like Vyasaraya in the Vijayanagara capital. 
The downfall of Saivism and the Sthanikas in Tuluva in the gecond 
half of the sixteenth century A.D. followed closely on the heels of 
the success of Vyasaraya, who had converted Kr!?J,la Deva Raya 
the Great into Vaisnavism. The new creed which that monarch 
embraced may have 'been partly r~ponsible for the apathy which 
~he provincial viceroys of Tuluva placed over the Barakl1ru and 
Managall1ru provinces showed to the high-handedness of the Vai!?:t;la
vites in the matter of settling their disputes with the Saivites. 

But that the Vai!?J,lavites had, indeed, dispossessed the Saivites 
from their temples in Tuluva is proved not only by the poetic 
command given to the Vai!?:t;lavites by Vadiraja referred to above, 
but also by the following which indicate that there was an element 
of force in the Saivite-Vai!?J,lavite struggle of Tuluva. The fate 
that befell the Saivite deities in the Sthanika strongholds mentioned 
above clearly proves this. Tradition relates that in the course of 
the struggle centering around the question of the construction of the 
tank at UQ.ipi, the Subraya stone (N aga-kallu) in the Anantesvara 
temple was removed from its place on the south-east of the same 
temple, and hidden behind a large stone slab to the north-east of 
the bhojana-sala (dining hall) adjoining the baeJ,agu mii}ige (northern 
storey). Next the Somalingesvara image of the temple of the same 
name at Nittl1ru was thrown out about twenty yards to the north
east of the same temple, where it still can be seen. A similar fate 
befell the deities of the Sthanikas elsewhere in Tuluva. At Udaya
vara the god Mahadeva was removed in order to make room for the 
god GaJ,lapati. The former image may now be seen in th~ vicinity 
of the GaJ,lapati temple at Udayavara. The image of ISvara at 
Uppl1ru near Uc;lipi was relegated into a heap of ashes in the outer 
yard (pauli) to the north-east of the temple. The Mahase~ image 
at OQ.abha:t;lQ.eSvara was thrown into the tank near the temple.1 It 
cannot be made out whether the image of Mallikarjuna now found 
to the north-west of the neighbouring Sankaranaraya:t;la temple was 
thrown out there at the same time. 

1 It was discovered some thirty-five years ago while repairing the tank, but 
being broken, so the report runs, was thrown into the sea. 
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The traditional evidence, therefore, seems to point out to the 
use of force by the rivals of the Sthanikas in their attempt to oust 
the latter from the premier position they had held in the province 
for centuries as custodians of the Saivite religion. We are to assume 
that a similar fate overtook the deities and temples of the Sthanikas 
and the Saivites in other parts of southern and western India, 
where undoubtedly the Vais:Q.avites were gaining mOl'e and more 
strength, although it must be' confessed that direct evi9-ence concern
ing this aspect of the Saivite-Vai~:Q.avite struggle outside Tuluva is 
not forthcoming. While the decline of the Sthanikas in the distant 
province of Tuluva may be definitely dated to the second half of 
the sixteenth century A.D., it is not possible at the present stage 
of our investigations to say when exactly their downfall in other 
provinces of southern and western India began. We may surmise 
that it began a century and a half later, since we have ample evidence, 
as the reader must have gathered from the numerous instances cited 
in my monograph on the Sthanikas referred to at the beginning 
of this paper, to show that they continued to wield powerful influence 
in the land down till the eighteenth century A.D. But they were 
fighting a losing battle, notwithstanding the fact that the powerful 
Kela<# royal family of Ikkeri, which followed the Vira Saiva faith, 
guided the destinies of a very large part of Karnataka, and the 
kings of Mysore, who were, as they are now, well-known for their 
religious toleration and broad-mindedness, ruled from Mysore. 
Neither the royal House of Ikkeri nor that of Mysore made any 
conscious endeavour to save the Sthanikas and the Saivites from 
annihilation; but at the same time no Hindu royal family deliberately 
added to the difficulties of the Saivites and brought about their 
ruin. The downfall of the Saivites was to some extent inevitable; 
and, if it is permissible to say so, it may even be maintained that 
Nemesis had overtaken them. For just as in the seventh and 
eighth centuries of the Christian era, the Saivites and the Sthanikas 
had violently uprooted the J ainas, dispossessing the latter of the 
shrines and images, both in the Tamil land and Karnataka,l so now 
in the sixteenth century A.D. and after, the Vai~:Q.avites drove into 
the background the Saivites not without a show of violence all over 
the land. But the fact remains that throughout Indian history, 
the Sthanikas, as the most influential section of the Saivites, had 
remarkably succeeded in maintaining the dignity and power of their 
office allover southern and western India. 

1 Read Saletore, M edifEval ] ainism, pp. 278-279 and passim. 





FREEDOM OF MIND (CETOTTIMUTTI) AND A 
CHANGING PITAKAN VALUE 

By 1. B. HORNER 

In the Pali canon there are a variety of terms which, because 
they evince a change in meaning 1, signify that historical processes 
were at work. The teaching on the bruhmaviharas 2, as this may be 
found in the Pitakas, is but an additional indication that the world 
to which this teaching purporti to refer was one, not of stable and 
fixed notions but of shifting and fluid values. If there were nothing 
unusual in a growth in differences of meaning of terms and values, 
all the more perhaps was such a growth natural and inevitable where 
Early Buddhism was borrowing, from some non-Sakyan teaching. 
Then it is fairly obvious that the' annexed gospel' 3, its terminology 
and values, would have to receive a careful remodelling so as to be 
acceptable and utilized. 

In thus presupposing the brahmaviharas as an 'annexed gospel', 
I am not, I think, assuming too much, for a certain amount of 
evidence has been collected supporting this hypothesis 4. I will here 
only re-emphasize a canonical reference found in the Satp.yutta 6, 

where wanderers of other sects are shown discussing the brahma
viharas with Gotama's men. What is clear is that the former are 
no strangers to the brahmaviharas. They are certainly not hearing 
about them for the first time. Indeed it is they who are raising the 
discussion. They assert that Gotama teaches dhamma to his 
disciples by way of the brahmavihiiras, that they themselves teach 
them to their followers, but they want to know whether there is a 
difference between his teaching and theirs, or whether they are the 
same. But Gotama's disciples were unable to answer this question. 
This would suggest that they had, as yet, received no very detailed 
or profound instruction or discourses on this subject; that in their 

1 E.g. dhamma, attha, bhava, nibbiina, to take four mentioned recently by 
Mrs. Rhys Davids in IRQ. xiv. 2, JUI?-e, 1938, p. 3~I.. . . 

2 Har Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctnne, p. 225, gIves a ~ISt, of .rend~nngs of thIS 
term by various translators. See also Mrs. Rhys DaVlds s dlscusSlon at Sakya, 

PP· 217f . 
S Mrs. Rhvs Davids, Sakya, p. 229· 
4 Ibid., pp. 216ff.; Mrs. RhysDavids, Gotama the Man, pp. 18off.; E. J. Thomas, 

Rist. Bud. Thought, pp. soL 
6 S. v. IISff. 
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ranks·the teaching was more or less new, although as this passage 
and others show, capable of expansion and alteration. 

For whether we regard the brahmaviharas as brahminical 
practices, and a 'direct connection' seems to be shown 1, or whether 
we regard them as an original contribution of Early Buddhism 2, 

it is I think undeniable that the aim for the sake of which they 
were at some time taught and practised, underwent various changes 
in accordance with the changes and developments that were taking 
place in the midst of Early Buddhism. 

The exact historical evolution of the brahmavihara teaching, 
away from the old, towards the new, in all likelihood will never be 
accurately known. Yet sufficient material has survived to indicate 
that the reasons ascribed, in the Pit~kas, to brahmins for practising 
the four brahmaviharas, that of reaching a Brahma-world on death, 
became altered verbally, if not essentially, under Early Monastic 
Buddhism. At the same time a teaching on the brahmaviharas 
themselves persisted, with certain modifications as to the imputed 
results of pursuing them. For these 'fotlr Divine States, Moods, 
II Abodes", Livings (vihlira)' 8 of mettli, amity, karu'J!;li, compassion, 
mudita, goodwill, and upek(k)hli, poise, if brought into line with it 
and forced to yield their contribution, were of potential value for 
arahanship, the growing monastic ideal. 

That such a change in the powers attributed to the practice 
of the brahmavihliras did take place is partly due, I think, to the 
incorporation at some unassignable time, of the word cetovimutti, 
freedom of mind, into the brahmavihlira teaching. It is for instance 
striking that the wanderers belonging to other sects go through 
a whole exposition of the four brahmaviharas witho11t once mentioning 
the term cetovimutti 4. But, as recorded, Gotama in telling his 
disciples what to reply to the wanderers' q11ery as to whether he 
teaches the brahmavihliras in the same way as they do, 'doctrine 
for doctrine, instmction for instruction', or in a different way, 
begins by saying to them: 'You should ask them: how is freedom of 
mind which is amity made to become? What does it lead to, what 
is its excellence, what its fruits, what its goal?' And so with the 
other brahmavihara headings. Here a word, cetovimutti, freedom 
of mind, is appended to each heading, while it is conspicuously 
absent from the wanderers' talk. 

1 E. J. Thomas, Hist. Bud. Thought, p. 50. 
2 Lord Chalmers, Fur.~Dial., i. Intr., p. xxiii. 
8 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 216. 

• S. v. II5ff. 
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Now although neither the brahmavihiiras 1 nor freedom of 
mind may ever have been central in Gotama's teaching, yet 
cetovimutti was a word that came to receive a certain prominence in 
the Pitakas, even coming to be included in one of the formulre of 
arahanship. It would thus seem that, with this word at hand, it was 
no impossible task to deflect the practice of the brahmavihiiras from 
having as its aim the attainment of the company of Brahma; and 
then by various stages to lead it to have as its aim the attainment 
of at least the third of the four ways to arahanship.' Freedom of 
mind would therefore appear as a word of peculiar significance, 
whose destiny it was not only to occur fairly frequently in the five 
formulre 2 which in the Pitakas are connected with the practice of the 
brahmavihiiras, but also to enooe this practice with a new bias, at 
once dependent upon and conducive towards the attainment or 
arahanship. This was the ideal which, during the evolution of 
Monastic Buddhism, came to be more and more stabilized and 
dominant, more and more exclusive of every other ideal. 

Yet it cannot be said that where monks are portrayed as 
addressing brahmins on the results that they may expect from 
following the brahmavihiiras, there the word cetovimutti, freedom 
of mind, does not occur. For occasionally it does 8, although by 
no means always. On the other hand, where a result, unbrahminiC'al 
and savouring of Early Buddhism, is being spoken of, there the 
term cetovimutti, even once vimutti 4, is also usually referred to. 

In the Tevijja-Suttanta of the Digha, in What perhaps has come 
to be the classical example of the brahmavihiira teaching, the term 
cetovimutti is connected, as is frequently the case, with each of the 
four brahmavihiira headings: amity, compassion, goodwill and poise. 
This passage appears to admit, with the tolerance characteristic 

1 Absent from the material of the first and last discourses attributed to Gotama, 
from the thirty-seven bodhipakkhikadhammii, things helpful to enlightenment, 
almost so from the Etad Aggas of the Ang., and there is no Brahmavihiira-Satpyutta. 
See Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 216. 

2 Based on a common pattern: (I) evatrt bhavitiiya mettiiya cetovimuttiyii . . . 
(e.g. D. i. 2SI=M. ii. 207); (2) evatrt bhiivitiiya mettiiya cetovimuttiyii evatrt bahulika
tiiya . . . (e.g. S. iv. 322); (3) mettii cetovimutti bhiivitii bahulikatii yiinikatii 
vatthukatii anuUhitii paricitii susamiiraddhii . . . (e.g. S. ii. 265, A. iv. ISO, 
cf. A. v. 342); (4) mettii me (or, no) cetovimutti bhiivita bhavissati bahulikata 
susamaraddha . . . (e.g. S. ii. 264, A. iii. 290, iv. 300). Formula (3) is also a 
formula for the four iddhipiidas at e.g. D. ii. 103, S. i. II6, and of mindfulness as to 
body at e.g. M. iii. 97, the words mettii cetovimutti not, of course, being used. 
Formula (5) is of a different type: evam bhiivitiiya mettiiya cetovimuttiyii yatrt 
pamiit;ta-katatrt kamma",. na tatrdvasissati na ta"" tatrdvatiNhati (e.g. D. i. 251; ct. A. 
v. 299, 301). 

S D. i. 2SI=M. ii. 207. 4 Sn.73· 
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of the East, that brahmins want to arise in a Brahma-world 
on deceasing hence, and no attempt to deter them from this aim is 
apparent. But the inclusion of cetovimutti here would seem to 
indicate that, although the talk was addressed to a brahmin, and in 
terms of what was very possibly originally a brahmin doctrine 1, 

this doctrine was being adapted to Sakyan needs and uses, while 
a new element was being introduced into it, how far alien to the 
mind of Vasetta the brahmin, how far a later accretion, cannot be 
judged. 

It can only be pointed out that in Sariputta's reputed talk 
to the brahmin Dhanafijani 2 on the way to companionship with 
Brahma, freedom of mind is not mentioned. Yet when Gotama is 
recorded to address Subha, a brahmin 3, on this same way to com-

"1>anionship with Brahma, he further exhorts him to develop the four 
brahmavihiira freedoms of mind. The reason for this discrepancy is 
perhaps to be ascribed to the fact that Dhanafijani lived and died 
a brahmin, while Subha became a Siikyan disciple. It is therefore 
possible either that Subha received the teaching on making freedom 
of mind to become, because it had already become or was even then 
being introduced into Early Buddhist thought; or that this teaching 
came into the Subha Sutta S11 bsequently, later 'editors' finding it 
suitable to associate an address on freedom of mind, doubtless 
stereotyped into a stock-phrase before their day, with one who was 
known to have entered Gotama's monastic Order. 

It is recorded in the Anguttara 4 that a monk, asking Gotama 
for dhamma in brief, was told first to make his mind firm and well
composed; then to train himself to make become the four brahma
vihiiras, each of which is accompanied by the term cetovimutti; and 
then to train himself in the four uprisings of mindfulness (satipatthii
nii). In this passage the development of the brahmavihiiras and 
freedom of mind appears well entrenched in the curriculum to be 
attempted by a disciple. And although placed among the early 
stages of that arduous training, whose fulfilment is still far distant 
even when the uprisings of mindfulness have been mastered, such a 
development is a stepping-stone to accepted exercises which, in 
their turn, lead on to something higher. The practice of the brahma
vihiiras, in fact, is no longer held to lead directly to the most 
cherished goal; and this itself is no longer regarded as companionship 
with Brahma. 

1 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Sakya, p. 216; Gotama the Man, pp. I80ff. 
2 M. ii. 195. C/. M. ii. 207. 
3 M. ii. 207. 
4 A. iv. 299:ff. 
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In the Anguttara 1, again, there are two lists which may be 
taken as forming a bridge between the brahminical motives for 
pursuing the brahmavihiiras, and some of those put forward for 
monks. Each of these lists gives as the last advantage to be expected 
from making ,to become freedom of mind which is amity (the others 
do not occur here) that of 'becoming a reacher of the Brahma-world'. 
But to this phrase are added the significant words: 'not penetrating 
(a or the) further (uttari1ft)'. Here again a new pha~ in the treat
ment of the brahmavihiira teaching is evinced. 

For it is openly recognized that there is something 'further' 
than a Brahma-world, indicating that rebirth in this should not be 
man's highest hope, that he is potentially capable of another destiny. 
Brahmins, it may have been a~umed, had not received the traininl2;,. 
or lived the life fitting them to penetrate the' further'. But this 
would not mean that such a state was not held to be attainable by 
others. It is indeed tempting to see a connection between uttari1Jt, 
(a or the) further, as used in this context. and the devas who are 
tatuttari1ft, further than that. Although these devas are neither 
described nor characterized, various Pitakan passages show that 
they are regarded as 'further' than those reborn in other deva
worlds, including that of Brahma 2. 

Yet whether or not uttari1ft is, or was at some time, connected 
with the devas tatuttarim, there seems little doubt that uttarim 
suggests the idea of a potential rebirth higher and further than th~t 
of Brahma's world. And for early Sakya this rebirth may have been 
the highest consummation. 

But the nature of this consummation changed with the growing 
need to stop rebirth, a need which spread into Early Buddhism. 
Consummation, as rebirth, however high cosmologically, however 
unbrahminical, was no longer required or hoped for. Here and now 
to cross the floods of death and birth came to be the ideal. 

Therefore uttari111 had to be shom of its implication of a 
'further' that was left vague, and which perhaps connoted rebirth 
with the devas tatu.ttari1ft, whether ill bodily or bodiless form was 
not the point. It is for some reason such as this, I venture to 
suggest, that the notiol1 of an unbounded' further' became harnessed, 
defined and delimited. The word chosen to fulfil these functions, 
probably in response to some growing or revived need for it, was 
vimutti, freedom. Freedom, at one passage called that' than which 
there is nothing higher, which we will realize striving from further 

1 A. iv. ISO, A. v. 342. 
2 A. i. 2II, iii. 287. 
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to further, from excellent to excellent' 1, came to be taken to mean 
freedom from everything, including the world, death and rebirth. 

It is very possible therefore that the words 'not penetrating 
further', anticipated a phrase found in another Anguttara passage 2 

and in the Sarpyutta 3, which reads: 'not penetrating a further 
freedom '. There is besides a further similarity, since the lists 
speak of making freedom of mind which is amity to become, while 
these other passages speak of making a11 four brahmavihiira freedoms 
of mind to become. But the lists give as the expected result that 
of becoming a reacher of the Brahma-wor1d, while the other passages 
state that there will be wisdom here for a monk' not penetrating 
(a or the) further freedom'. The Anguttara puts forward yet 
another result: that of realizing the-way of no-return. 

- Now, this mention of a further freedom suggests that, as com-
pared with it, the freedoms of mind of the brahmavihiira headings 
are on a lower level, easier of attainment, of less consummate value; 
and although tending towards the attainment of arahan ship , and 
not negligible factors in the search, they do not rank as a mark of 
this state. It is queer, then, that cetovimutti is a term included 
in one of the arahanship formn1ce. One can only suppose that, in 
this formula, it is intended to cover every kind of freedom of mind 
alluded to in the Pitakas 4, and not only those of the brahmavihiira 
headings; but that, even so, it could not compose the whole substance 
of arahanship, but is at most an element sometimes present in this 
state. 

Yet even if the brahmavihiiras and their freedom of mind were 
not held to lead to arahanship itself, they come near to doing so, 
doctrinally speaking. For the Anguttara passage 5, to which I 
have already referred, states that the brahmavihiira freedoms of 
mind, if made to become, will conduce to a state of no-return. 
Thus the brahmavihiiras are brought into yet another relationship 
with F.arly Monastic tenets. They are here adapted so as to be 
serviceable in the realization of what came to be regarded as the one 
goal of the Brahma-life 6. 

1 A. iii. 218, uttaruttarirp, pa1Jitapar;itarp, viiyamamana anuttararp, vimutti1JZ sacchi-
karissiima. 

2 A. v. 299ff. 
3 S. v. II9ff. 
4 E.g. those which are unshakeable, boundless, void, naught, signless (M. i. 

297£.=S. iv. 296£.), extended, mahaggata (M. iii. 146), that which is neither painful 
nor pleasant (M. i. 296). 

r; A. v. 299ff. 
(l M. i. 64 and cf. MA. ii. 9f. The goal is here called niHhii. 
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This is put in a somewhat different way in another Anguttara 
passage 1. Here Ananda is shown as telling the housefather, 
Dasama, that the four musings (jhana), the four brahmavihara 
freedoms of mind, and three of the spheres are higher products, 
produced by higher thought; yet not one of them is permanent, of a 
nature not to stop. Then it is said that, fixed on this idea of imper
manency, the monk • wins destruction of the cankers (tI.sava); or if 
not that, yet by his passion for dhamma, by his delight it: it, by 
utterly making an end of the five fetters belonging to thi.;; world, he 
becomes reborn spontaneously, there he wanes utterly, not liable to 
return from that world'. In a word, he has attained a state of 
no-return 2. 

Thus in this passage the fou~ musings, the four brahmaviharas and 
three of the spheres are put on a plane that connects them closely·· 
with the realization of the monastic ideal. Its attainment, the 
brahmaviharas having played their part, their freedoms of mind 
having been stamped as impermanent, is Inore than hinted at. It 
is practically acknowledged. Yet it is slnrred over and hastily 
qualified by the' or if not that'. The quick, compressed mention 
of the destruction of the cankers, tantamount to the gaining of 
arahanship, side by side with a full-length formula of no-return, 
merely enhances the hesitation attendant upon the admission that 
the brahmaviharas can lead on to consummation. 

It may be conjectured that the lack of a more convinced declara
tion to this effect has its roots in the earlier history of these moods. 
Their result had formerly been to reach companionship with Brahma, 
a result which, in the eyes of Early Buddhism, was lower than that of 
attaining arahanship. But, with the assumption found in the 
Anguttara, that the pursuit of the brahmavihiiras conduces, through 
contemplation on the impermanency of freedom of mind, to the 
attainment of the third of the fonr ways to arahanship, a great change 
grown into the reasons given for pursuing them is abundantly appa
rent. Yet even with the new significance transfused into these 
moods, the results of pursuing them tended not only to remain at a 
lower stage than the winning of the supreme goal, but it carried 
with it the notion of rebirth in a deva-world, as though strongly 
bound to this by an inescapable tradition. 

For it is almost certain that a state of no-return was held to 
imply rebirth in a deva-world, not necessarily Brahma's, but in 
whichever one it was, there to wane out utterly 8. If this is so, 

1 A. v. 344. 
2 The passage quoted contains a usual formula for a no-returner. 
S See my Early Buddhist Theory of Man Perfected, pp. 241, 250ft. 
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then. by a remarkable re-wording, the older way to companionship 
with Brahma (Brahmii~artt sahavyatiiya maggo) has been transformed 
into the more monastic phraseology of attaining the way of no
return (aniigiimimagga). And if this attainment means rebirth in 
a deva-world, utterly to wane out there, of necessity it would 
preclude the realization of arahanship here and now, in these very 
seen conditions (diHhe va dhamme). Thus this may be the under
lying reason why the practice of the brahmavihiiras was held to 
carry a disciple as far as the third of the four ways to arahanship I 
but not further. 



EIN BESONDERS BEACHTENSWERTES STUCK 
OSTASIATISCHER FRAUENKUNST 

By JOSEF STRZYGOWSKI 

In der Coomaraswamy-Festsch rift , J oumal of· the Indiali 
Society of Oriental Art 1937, kOllnte ich zusammenfassenu auf 
die tiberaus fragenreiche Gmppe VOll Baumw911stickerei\~n in 
Kreuzstich blau auf weiss aus Frauenhanden des 19. J ahrhunderts in 
den westlichen Provillzell Chinas hinweisen. Illzwischen hat mir 
Carl Schuster ein weiteres Stiic~ zugeschickt, das, glaube ich, unser 
Jubilar VOll heute, Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, vielleicht nach Abb. 1-4 
flir wtirdig erachten wird, in der Festschrift, die ihm zu Ehren er
scheint, besprochen zu werdell. In seiller Arbeit tiber 'Foreign 
elements in Hindu population' hat Bhalldarkar 191 I (The Indian 
Antiquary) die immer wieder yom Norden auf illdischen Boden 
vordringenden Herrenvolker vorgefiihrt. Man kann meine Arbeit 
von 1928 'The Orient or the North' (Eastern Art I, 1928) als einen 
Beitrag zu diesen Fragen ansehen; leider kannte ich damals den 
genannten Aufsatz Bhandarkar's noeh nicht. Was dieser ganze 
Fragellkomplex an Arbeitshypothesen zeitigen kann, wurde in 
meinem Werke 'Spurell illdogermanischell Glaubens' 1936 und der 
Coomaraswamy-Festschrift zu zeigen versucht. Das Sttick, das 
ich nachfolgelld vorlege, bildet einen sehr bescheidenen Nachtrag 
dazu. 

Der Streifen ist 1.92 m lang und 0.38 m breit und zum Aufhiingen 
tiber der vorderen Bettkante bestimmt. Daher zeigt er oben keine 
Borte, sondern nur unten und an den Enden seitlich, eine einfache 
Lotosrallke. Das lange hellblaue Feld ist dunkelblau gefiillt mit 
vier, statt wie sonst zumeist flinf Kreisen. Diese sind untereil1allder 
nicht verbullden, wohl aber durch je zwei Zwickelfilliungen iibereinan
der in der Art eines Korbes mit wechseluden Ranken ill fortlaufendell 
Zusammenhang gebracht,-einmal in der Mitte oben eill Schmetter
ling (?). Nur die aussersten Ecken an beiden Enden unten zeigen 
abschliessende Dreieckfilliungen. Ich beschreibe die einze1nen 
Kreise von links llach reehts. 1m ersten (Abb. r) sieht man eine 
Art Lebensbaum im Mittellot und zwei Lowen mit nach vorn 
gewendeten Kop£en zur Seite. Bei dem eillen reehts sind Augen 
und Mund auffallend weiss statt blau gestickt. Ringsum Lotos
ranken. Der zweite Kreis (Abb. 2) zeigt eil1 Katzentier nach reehts 
in gestrecktem Galopp, den Kopf zuruckwendend, darunter eine 
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grosse Blute und im iibrigen Lotosranken. Der dritte Kreis (Abb. 3) 
gibt tiber einer korbartigen Bllite einen dreiteiligen Balken mit 
vier Vogelkopfen, von dem flinf paarweiss wechselnde Gehange 
herabfallen. Ubrall sinnbildliche Zeichen besonders rechts und 
linksUiufige Hakenkreuze. Der Rand wird von drei Fiscben gebildet 
zwischen denen Lotosranken venTiitteln, oben vielleicht ein Schmet
terling. Das vierte und letzte Feld zeigt (Abb. 4) eine nach links 
gewandte Katze mit grossem KopI, Glotzaugen uud gezabntem Mau1. 
Sie macht einen Buckel und erhebt den Schwanz. Auf ihrem 
Ruckeu steht in Vorderansicht ein Mann in chinesischer Kleidung 
(Oberkorper in Vorderansicht, Unterkorper nach links) und erhebt 
mit beiden Armen einen Krummstab so nach links uber den Kopf, 
dass die Einrollung nach unten gedchtet ist. Auf dem Gewande 
sieben Hakenkrenze, andere oben auf den Lotosblliten def um
schliessendell Ranke, ein anderes Zeiehen auf der Stirn der Katze 
und auf den Bliiten rechts. 1 , 

Das gut erhaltene Stuck ist auf Reisen im Innern von China 
erworben ulld scbliesst sieh, wie wir sehen werden durcbaus den 
Proben cbinesiscber Volkskunst an, die von C. Schuster und mir 
schon in friilierell Arbeiten bekannt gemacht worden sind. Icb 
mocJ:.te hier die Gelegenheit nur abermals benutzen, urn zu fragen, 
ob es .Ahnlicbes nicht aucb in Indien gibt. Coomaraswamy macht 
micb freundlicb aufmerksam auf Tagore, Alpona, Paris 1921 und 
Zeitschriftenaufsatze, die mir leider in Wien nicht zuganglicb sind. 
Ieb bleibe daber bei meinen eigenen Vorarbeiten. 

In allen diesen Stiekereien ist die ausgesprochene Absicht die 
Ausstattung von Geraten wie des Bettes, vereillzelt der Kleidung 
(Abb. 5). Es siebt so aus, als wenn dabei die Zeltkullst mit ihrer 
Vorliebe fiir das Muster obne Ende Pathe gestanden batte, so aucb in 
unserem Stuck. Die Dreieckfiillungen in den Enden des Bettstrei
fens unten (Abb. lund 4) machen darauf aufmerksam, dass der 
ganzen Ausstattung doch ein Muster ohne Ende zu Grunde liegt, 
wie es rein in Teppichart Abb. 2 Tafel VI der Coomaraswamy
Festschrift zeigt. Darin spricht sieh deutlich genug aus, dass die 
Kreise nicht nur einzeln genommen werden durfen, soadern ur
spriinglich wenigstens in einem fortlaufenden Verbande zu denken 
sind. Icb gehe nun zur vergleichenden Untersuchung der einzelnen 
Kreisfiillunge 1 uber. 

Man nebme Tafel VI meines Aufsatzes in1 Journal of the Indian 
Society of Oriental Art I937 U.zw. Abb. la uud b und wird eineu 
iihnlicheu Streifeu, aLer mit funf Medallions finden und dann bei 
naherem Zusehen sofort eines feststellen: gerade die ratselhafteste 

1 Prof. Kiimmel, den ich u.m Aufk1iirung bat, hat diese nicht gegeben. 
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Fiillung mit dem Vogelgebange und den Fiscben (Abb. 3) kommt 
dort fast genau so VOl', nur ist an Stelle des vierten Fisches oben 
ein Schmetterling (?) getreten. Die Zusammengehorig.i.<:eit .. der 
beiden Bettbehange wird also nicht nul' durch die allgemeine Uber
einstimmung des Musters, sondern im besonderen nocb durch dieses 
eine Motiv bestatigt. Einige Anderungen kennzeichnen die Selb
standigkeit des Vorgehens: die Wasserandeutllng am Rande unten, 
ist in dem neuen Stuck verSChWtlllden, aus den Augen d~r Vogel sind 
Hakenkreuze, atls den Krukellkrcuzcn und Rosetten du Gehange 
Quadrate mit Achsel1kreuz geworden. Alles erscheint 10cke1't:'r in 
den Fiillungen, im Mittellot mehr chillesisch in aer Auswahl der 
fillienden Muster. Das gilt auch fUr die anderen Filliungen, sie 
weichen uberdies vollig ab, nut der Lebensbaum im ersten Felde 
(Abb. I) kehrt a11ch auf dem anderen Streifen wieder, aber dort 
nicht mit Lowen (Vgl. dafUr 'Spuren indogermanischen Glaubens' 
S. 103 Abb. 83). Gal1z neu sind die laufende und stehende Katze. 

Besondere Beachtung scheint mir die menschliche Gestalt 
mit dem Krummstab uber der Katze im vierten Felde zu verdienen. 
Ich kenne die volkstiimliche Deutung im heutigen China nicht, aber 
es sieht doch unweigerlich so aus, als wenll da der ErIoser gegeben 
ware: der gleiche Typus wie er in der christlichen Kunst in Christ us 
uber den Lowen und Drachen erscheil1t, auch class die Spitze des 
Stabes-in verwandten christlichen Darstellungen gewohnlich eine 
Lanze-nach unten gekehrt ist, stimmt dazu. 

In einer grosseren Arbeit 'Nordischer Heilbringer und Bildende 
Kunst' habe ich die Entwicklul1g der Heilandsgestalt aus der 
dreissigtagigen Morgenrote, wie sie ofter in den Veden genannt wird 
(Vgl. Bal Gangadhar Tilak, 'The arctic home in the Vedas', 1903) 
vorzufiibrel1 versucht. Nach meinen Untersuchungen ist sie altin
dogermanischen Ursprunges und geht auf den hohen, arktischen 
Norden Europas zuruck. Erst in Iran wurde die aus dem endlosen 
Winter erlosende Morgenrote aus einer Naturerscheinung sittlich 
gefasst zur Landschaft und erhielt danl1 im Christlichen menschliche 
Gestalt. Es wurde durch das Vorkommen auf der beachtenswerten 
chinesiscbel1 Bauernstickerei nur l1euerdings bestatigt, was ich schon 
in meinel1 'Spuren indogermanischen Glaubens' al1genommen habe, 
dass es sich in dem Typenschatze der chinesischen Volkskuust um 
altindogermanische, von Iran ubernommene Einscblage handeln 
konnte. 

Kennzeichnend ist, dass nicht die menschliche Gestalt des 
Heilandes, sondern die Katze breit in den Vordergrund gestellt 
wurde. Die darstellende Macbtkunst, vor allem die kircblicbe, 
hatte das Gegenteil getan, die Volkskunst aber kehrt das Motiv 
um, auch wenn sie es mit der menschlichen Gestalt als Hauptsache 
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iibernommen hatte. So tritt schon Horus im AIHigyptischen auf 
zwei Krokodile (Saitische Stele in Kairo aus Alexandria, Basalt). 
Aus christlicher Zeit ist die Hiiufung des Typus in karolingischer 
Zeit beachtenswert. Drei Elfenbeintafeln im Vatican, in Oxford 
und Briissel (nebeneinander abgebildet bei O. Pelka 'Elfenbein' 
S. 91f.) gehen mehr oder weniger zuriick auf fiinfteilige Diptychen 
von iranisch-persischem Ursprunge. Es handelt sich um die Psal
terstelle 90, I3 die besonders im Utrechtpsalter, ebenfalls aus 
karolingischer Zeit, aber in ausgesprochen iranisch-landschaft
Hcher Aufmachung wiederkehrt. Auch auf der chinesischen Bauern
stickerei ist der Lotosrankenrahmen landschaftlich zu deuten. 

1m iibrigen ist flir alle in Asien aus dem Norden vordringenden 
Kunststrome kennzeichnend, dass si~bildlos sind,d.h. die menschliche 
Gestalt l1icht verwenden. Man vergleiche mit dem Heilandsmedail-
1011 Ullseres Bettbehanges die menschlichen Gestalten auf dem 
Osebergwagell ill Oslo und wird dann empfinden: die Allsnahmen im 
Norden Europas wie im fernell Osten sind von gleicher naturferner 
Art. In Inclien wie in Hellas kommt das kaum vor, weil dort der 
darstellende aquatoriale Siiden viel tiefer durchgreift. 

In meinen 'Spllren' S. 326f. habe ich einen Beitrag von Carl 
Schuster gebracht 'Das Vogelmotiv in der chinesischen Bauern
stickerei', das den Anfang einer Folge von Arbeiten iiber Bettbe
hange u. dgl. machell sollte, die in Baumwolle von Frauenhanden aus 
den westlichen Stammprovinzell Chinas stammend und seit 1932 
gesammelt, hellte eine Fundgrube ersten Ranges geworden sind. 
Dahei ist nie erwilint worden, welch breiten Spielraum das Haken
kreuz in dieser volkstiimlichen Gruppe einniml11t. 

Das Hakenkreuz ist derart Gemeingu t der chinesischen V olks
kunst ill diesen Stickereien von Frauenhandell der westlichen Pro
vinzen, dass man glauben konnte, dort miisste ein Herd nordischer 
Heilsgesinnung bestehen. J edenfal1s ist das Hakenkreuz in China 
uralt und vielleicht auch auf indogermanisehe bezw. nordische 
Zuwanderung aus dem Westen zuriickzufiihren. Immerhin scheint 
es, dass der vergleichende Kunstforseher nicbt zuletzt von China 
aus anf das Ursprungsgebiet dieses Heilszeichens kommen konnte. 
Ieh gebe Abb. 5 zwei bUllte Seidenstickereien auf Organtin, 30 em 
lang, 6 em breit, den oberen in der linken, den UlItereD in der reehten 
Halite. Sie stellen beide Streifenausschnitte aus einem Muster ohne 
Ende dar, das gebildet wird aus einer waagrechten Reihe von gros
seren und einer zweiten Reihe von kleilleren schrag dureheinander 
gesteckten Rechtecken, die in der Mittelraute zumeist blaue oder 
schwarze Hakenkreuze, in den Enden T-fOrmige Fiillungen rotlieh, 
gelb, griin oder hellblau auf hellerem Grunde zeigen. Es ist das 
bunteste Durcheinander, wie es ja auch die eillfarbige Aufnahme 
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Abb. 5 noeh erkennen lasst. Fiir die Muster selbst vergleiehe man 
die Zusammenstellung, die ieh in meinem Amidawerke S. 136f. fiir 
die persiseh-iranischen Zierate in Mesopotamien und Agypten ge
maeht habe. Die Verwandtschaft ist offenkundig, ebenso die 
andere in meinem 'Altai-Iran' S. I97f. Man wird sich von dem 
engen Zusammenhange des Mustersehatzes der ehinesischen Bauern
frauen mit dies em west- und vorderasiatisehen Zieratensehatz 
immer wieder iiberzeugen konnen, dagegen in China selbst ir4 sehr 
friihe, die Vorhan- und vorbuddhistisehe Zeit zuruekgeher. miissen, 
um ahnlich rein Nordisches in der Grosskunst beisammen zu finden. 
Nur das Hakenkreuz wird wohl nirgends so kennzei~hnel1d oft und 
als Heilszeichen verwendet, wie in den Bauernstickereien des letzten 
J ahrhunderts. • 

Die Erzeugnisse der Volkskunst gehoren zumeist keiner bestimm
ten, beute Hoch bestehenden Religion an. So sind auch die west
cbinesischen Stickereien von Frauen weder buddhistisch, uoch 
taoistisch oder con fuzianisch , sondern gehoren einem Volksglauben 
an, der vor allen Religionen zu liegen, am ehesten wohl noeh mit der 
taoistischen Weltanschauung vereinbar scheint. Man m&hte naeh 
dem, was uus die KUl1stgeschiehte bisher lehrte, nieht glauben, dass 
Bauernfrauen in China bis zur Verdrangung ihrer Hande Arbeit 
durch billigen Schund aus Europa eine Ausstattungskunst besassen, 
die gerade in dem Augenblick, in dem wir die historisehen Schranken 
zertriimmern und Wcsen und Entwicklung des Ahllenerbes der 
VOlker zu suchen beginnen, von entscheidender Bedeutung werden 
konnen. Es ist schon in dem friiheren Aufsatze der Coomaraswamy
Festschrift angedeutet wordell, wie iiberaus anregend die Beobach
tungell sind, die der Forseher an diesen chinesisehen Frallensticke
rden mach ell kann, insbesondere wenn er sie mit entsprechenden 
abendlandischen Mustern vergleicht. Carl Schuster hat neuerdings 
'A Comparison of aboriginal textile designs from south-western 
China with peasant designs from eastern Europe' (Man XXXVII, 
1937, S. lOSf) Muster aus den an die Westgebiete Chinas anschliessen
den Siidprovinzen, insbesondere aus Ch'uan Miao, veroffentlicht. 
Es sind nicht Rankell, sondern geradliellige Muster ohne Ende: 
S-formen, Rauten u.dg1.m. Sie gehoren einer ganz anderen Richtuug 
an, etwa der Nomadenkunst annahernd \'\tie Abb. 5· 

Nach meinen Erfahrungen kommen fiir China, das an sich ein 
Land der Ruhe ist, als vom Norden vordringende Bewegungskrafte 
in erster Reihe die amerasiatischen Volker in Betracht, die uns 
erklaren, warum China so haufig mit der Kunst der paeifischen 
Kiisten Arnerikas eine Einheit bildet; dann die Nomaden Hochasiens, 
die sich immer wieder durch die Gobi und das Ordosgebiet den Weg 
zum Hoang ho und J ansekiang bahnen, endlich die Indogermanen, 
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die von Iran nach dem Osten vorstossen. Die Leitgestalten unserer 
Frauenstickereien scheinen im Wesentlichen diesem letzteren Aus
breitungsgebiete anzugehoren. Und Indien? 

Es fragt sieh, ob fiir Indien neben den entscheidenden Indo
germanen und Hochasiaten in alleraltester Zeit nieht auch die 
Amerasiaten in Betracht kommen. Sie sind es, die als Handler 
iiber Sibirien nach den Zweistromelandern zuerst am Fuss des 
Pamir und dann nach Vorderasien vorstossen und die den Gross
staaten vorausgehenden Stadtstaaten begriindet zu haben scheinen. 
Ob da yom Pamirvorlande nicht auch eine Abzweigung nach Indien 
ging, so dass dort gleichzeitig etwa mit der staatlichen Ordnung 
am Euphrat und Tigris auch eine solehe am Indus entstand ? Diese 
Annahme scheint mir nach den gwssartigen Funden wahrscheinli
cher als eine Abhangigkeit Indiens von Vorderasien. Mohenjo
Daro und Harappa sprecben eher fiir die erste Ausbildung der 
Stadtstaaten im Gebiete des Amu- und Syrdarja. 

Die Volkskunst lndiens hat sich in islamischer Zeit, im XIV.
XVI. J ahrhundert auf einem Gebiete betatigt, das den Blausticker
eien der chinesischen Frauenware des XIX. J ahrhunderts insofern 
verwandt ist, als auch da Baumwolle als Rohstoff und Indigo als 
Farbmittel dient; das v;aren die Baumwollstoffe, die, in Batiktech
nik gefarbt, Jetzt von R. Pfister 'Les toiles imprimees de Fostat et 
l'Hindustan' 1938 veroffentlicht wurden. Trotzdem diese gefarbten 
Baumwollstoffe um J ahrhunderte alter sind als die chinesischen 
Stickereien wirken die chinesisehen Muster entschieden alter als 
die indischen, so dass man bei letzteren nicht daran denkt, sie bis 
in die Zeiten der Giirtel und Strome zuriick zu verfolgen. Sie sind 
aufge1egt persisch-islamisch mit kennzeichnend indischen Ein
schlagen. 

Ich erinnere an den Aufsatz von Bhandarkar iiber foreign 
elements in Hindu population. Es scheint ganz selbstverstandlich, 
dass was aus den schriftliehen Quellen zu erschliessen ist, auch aus 
der Volkskunst Indiens wird zu belegen sein. Dazu aber gehoren 
genaue Kenner dieser wahrseheinlich durehaus nicht mit der grossen 
Kunst lndiens iibereinstimmenden Arbeiten aus dem Volke. Es 
war schon in China sehr iiberraschend, eine volkstiimliche Schicht 
nachweisen zu konnen, die von aUem abweicht, v;as die Kunstge
schichte bisher aus China zu bringen vermochte. Es sieht auch in 
diesem Arbeitsstoffe so aus, als wenn die Urbevolkerung Chinas 
schon von auswarts eingewandert und ilire Kunst von den amera
siatischen und hoehasiatischen, spater den indogermanischen Ein
wanderem mitgebracht ware. Wie ist das in lndien? Gibt es da 
iiberhaupt eine ausgesprochene Volkskunst, die mit den nordischen 
Zuwanderungen gar nichts zu tun hat, lassen sich daneben vielleicht 
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auch noch andere Belege nordischer Einschlage in dieser Volks
kunst nachweisen wie in den gefarbten Baumwollstoffen der Moslim? 
Ieb kann die Fragen nicht beantworten, kann sie nur der Beachtung 
empfehlen. 1m Gegensatze zu China dlirfte zu erwarten sein, dass 
in Indien ein starker und unverwlistlicher Formenschatz von 
bodenstandigen Motiven die Grundlage bildet, wie in der Grosskunst 
etwa das Arbeiten im anstehenden Fels und das Verw~den der 
menschlichen Gestalt. Die nordischen Einwanderer brachten bald 
die Gewohnheiten des Ho1zbaue1; (Iudogermanen), ba:1d die des 
Zelt- oder Robziegelbaues mit (Wanderhirten und Iranier). Das 
sind alles Fragen, flir die erst in Indien selbst die GrundlageJ) der 
Bealltwortung werden durch Sammeln der Volkskunsterzeugnisse 
geschaffen werden mlissen. • 

Es ist ausserordentlich liberraschend, was da durch die Volks
kunde im Gegensatze zur Praebistorie flir das Werden des Menschen
tums herauskommt. Die Vorgeschichte nimmt die erhaltenen 
Bodenfunde zum Masstab fUr die erreichte 'Kulturhohe' der 
Menschheit. Die Volkskunde aber liberzeugt davon, dass darliber 
hinaus weit wichtigere seelische Aufschllisse zu erreichel1 sind, die 
mehr ausgebel1 als aller aussere Lebensaufwand. Es sieht fast so 
aus, als wenn seelische Rohe gerade da vorhanden ware, wo der 
aussere Lebensstandard der geringste ist. 

Mit der Geschichte und Vorgeschichte allein also, kommen wir 
nicht weiter, sie halten sich zu sehr an Aeusserlichkeiten, vernach
lassigen die innere Welt, die garnichts mit Macht und Besitz zu tun 
hat derart, dass ihnen ein paar tausend Jahre vor unserer Zeitrech
nung und die Begrenzung auf Lander, in denen Steindenkmale 
und Bilderschriften crhalten sind, genligen. Der Gesicbtskreis der 
Geschichtsforscher, auch solcher Uber Bildel1de Kunst, scbliesst 
womoglich mit dem Euphrat und 'figris bezw. mit den Grenzen von 
Sprachen, liber deren Kenntnis die europaischen Gelehrten zur Not 
verfligen, besser soweit noch das Lateinische und Griechische reicht. 
Sie suchen auch im Bauen und Bilden mit Vorliebe nur das auf, was 
dem Mittelmeergeiste verstandlich ist und vernachlassigen alles, ja 
vernichten, wie in den Hohlen des Turfan, was sie in ihrer einseitigen 
Beschrankung nicht verstehen. Daraus erklart sich ja auch im 
gegebeneu FaIle, dass die stickenden Frauen Westchillas, so lange sie 
ihre Arbeit noch tlllverdrossen atlsflihrten, vollig unbeachtet blieben 
und erst heute ein junger Gelehrter aus meiner Schule diese Dinge 
an das Tageslicht zieht, nachdem die Uebung dieser Art Stickerei seit 
einigen Geschlechtern aufgehort hat. 





COPPER COINS OF THE SALANKAYANA KING 
CHA~I?AVARMAN 

By T. N. RAMACHANDRAN, M.A. 
Superintendent, Archceological Section, Indian Museum, Calcu1ta 

The coins that form the subject-matter of this paper are six in 
number, of distinctly five denominations, their res1)ective weight 
and size being as follows:-

(I) 34 grains 
·7 diam. 

(2) 23·5 grains 
·65 diam. 

(3) 20 grains 
·6 diam. 

(4) I6·5 grains 
"55 diam. 

(5) II" 5 grains 
·5 diam. 

(6) 7·4 grains 
.40 diam. 

They are of copper and were in the possession of Mr. S. T. 
Srinivasagopalachari, Advocate, Madras, from whom they were 
obtained by Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, Director-General of 
Archreology in India, and sent to me for study. Four of them 
(items 3-6) have a projection or knob apparently indicating the 
method of casting known to us already from the Rohtak find of 
Yaudheva coin moulds. There is a small hole on one of the coins 
(item 2f suggesting that it probably was secured to a string along 
with others. The obverse of all the coins shows a bull couchant to 
proper right (Plate I). On only one coin (item 6) it is faintly seen 
as both its sides are obliterated. The reverse of the coins shows the 
legend 'Sri Chal;l.(;lava' unmistakably on three of them (items 1-3; 
PI. I), 'Sri Cha1).qa' on two (items 4-5), while on the sixth it is not 
clear as both the sides are obliterated, but probably the same legend 
was meant. 

As the coins were fonnd in South India they have to be assigned 
to some king or chief of the South Indian dynasties whose name 
commences as 'Sri Chandava .. .' If it is remembered that in 
almost all the copper phtte grants of the Salailkayanas known, the 
seal shows a couchant bull facing proper right as in the case of the 
coins under discussion, 1 it will be seen that on the strength of the 

1 'The Kanteru Plates of SalaIikayana Nandivarman'-Journ. Andhra His!. 
Res. Soc., Vol. V, pp. 21; Vol. I, pp. 94, PI. III. 
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bull and its particular position the coins will have to be assigned to 
the Salailkayallas. Hitherto five copper plate grants of the 
8alailkayana kings have been recovered, three of them from Godavari 
Districts and two from Guntur District of the Madras Presidency 
which help to reconstruct the 8alailkayana dynasty. The first is of 
8alailkayana Devavarman, the language being Prakrt except in 
benedictory verses. l On the seal of the grant (not figured) Hultzsch 
made out a faint trace of some quadruped which he supposed to be a 
tiger. But possibly it was the bull that was meant. The second 
grant is the Kolleru grant of the Salailkayana Nandivarman, the 
eldest son of Chat;lQ.avarman, but the seal of the plates is lost. 2 The 
third grant is the Pedavegi grant of Nandivarman II, the same as 
the Nandivarman of the Kolleru grant, but the animal shown on its 
seal is indistinct. s This grant, however, helps to reconstruct the 
8alailkayana genealogy as follows:-

Hastivarman 
I 

N andivarman I 
I 

Chandavarman ", 
. I 

N andlVarman II 
, I , 
(others not known) 

(eldest son) 

The fourth grant is the Kanteru grant of the Salailkayana 
Nandivarman, on the seal of which can be seen in beautiful relief a 
bull couchant and facing proper right as in the coins under dis
cussion.' The fifth grant is of Salailkayana Skandavarman and the 
seal, though obliterated, shows the faint traces of a bull, the hump 
and some parts adjoining it being visible.' 

The term' Salailkayana' according to Sanskrit lexicons, means 
Nandi, the bull viihana of Siva. As the figure of the bull is found on 
some of the seals of the 8alailkayana copper plates so far discovered, 
it is possible that the bull banner of the Salailkay.anas gave rise to 
the name of the family itself. Among gotras, the Salailkayana gotra 
belongs to the Visviimitra section and has the pravaras Vaisvamitra, 
Katya and Atkila. The term Salailkayana and Salailkayanaka (the 
Salailkayana country) are mentioned by Pat;lini. It appears that the 

------------------

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, pp. 57-59. 
2 Ind. Ant., Vol. V, pp. 176. 
S ].A.H.R.S., Vol. I, pp. 92-102. 
, • Kanteru grant of Vijaya-Skandavarman '-].A.H.R.S., Vol. V, pp. 21ff. 
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Salankayanas (Greek: I Salakenoi') ruled over the VeIigi as early as 
the time of Ptolemy (140 A.D.) The SalaIikayana inscriptions are 
issued from Vengi or VeIigipura which was situated in a ~ountry 
west of Kaliilga probably answering to the present Godavari District.s. 
The Salailkayana country was the heart of Andhradesa and tn 
Chalukyan inscriptions it has been designated I Vengima1:u!ala, 
Vengirashtra, Vengimahi', etc. . . . 

The Salailkayana genealogy can be reconstructed Wlth tb~ aid 
of the copper plate grants already discussed as follows:-

Devavarmall 

Hastivarman 
• I 

N andivarman I 
I 

Chandavarman .. I 
Nandivarman II 

Skandavarman 

Devavarman's grant is in Prakrt and is dated in his 13th regnal 
year while the other grants of the dynasty are in Sanskrit. The next 
king known to us is Hastivarman whose exact relationship to 
Devavarman is unknown. He would however appear to be the 
'Hastivarman of Veftgi' a contemporary of the Gupta Emperor 
Samudragupta referred to in the Allahabad Pillar inscription, and 
hence may be said to date from 350 A.D. Hastivarman's son is 
Nandivannan I and the latter's son is Chandavarman who is referred 
to in two copper plate grants as the father of a Nandivarman.1 

Chandavarman's eldest son is Nandivarman II of whom we have 
two 'grants, one in the 7th and the other loth years of his reign. If 
Hastivarman has to be assigned a date such as 350 A.D., 
Nandivarman may be assigned 375 A.D., Cha1;1Q.avarman 400 A.D. 
and Nandivarman II 425 A.D. Two more grants from Kanteru 
speak of a Nandivarman and Skandavarman respectively. Palreo
graphically both the grants will have to be assigned to the same 
period as that of Nandivarman II. If Nandivarman can be equated 
with N andivarman II who is referred to as the eldest son of 
Cha1;1Q.avarman, we may suppose that Skandavarman is probably 
another son of Cha:t;lQ.avarman and an younger brother of 
Nandivarman II. 

1 j.A.H.R.S., Vol. I, pp. 94ff.; Ind. Ant., Vol. V, pp. 175-177. 
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The Salailkayana dynasty had Vengipura as its capital and had 
a special cult for the God Chitrarathasvamin (Sun-God). It is 
interesting that the remains of a temple dedicated to this deity 
were discovered at Pedavegi near Ellore. As copper plates of this 
dynasty have been found in the vicinity of Ellore, Veilgipura will 
have to be identified with Pedavegi. It would appear that most of 
the kings of this dynasty came after Samudragupta's expedition to 
the South and it also appears that their kingdom was conquered in 
the fifth century A.D. by the Vishl).ukm;1.(;lins with the help of the 
Vakatakas.1 

Admitting that 'Sri Chal).c;lava' of our coins stands for Sri 
Chal).Q.avarman of the Salailkayana dynasty, the palreographical 
features of the letters show on exam,vlation a striking similarity with 
those of the Kolleru and the Pedavegi charts of Nandivarman II. 
Thus' Chal).Q.a' can be compared with lines 2 alJd 3 of the Kolleru 
chart 2 and line 4 of Pedavegi plates,3 while va in which the vertical 
stroke is not clear but the side lines are joined with the serif compares 
very well with the letter vi occurring in the fourth line of the Kolleru 
plate.4 

About the same period as that of Ollr Chal).Q.avarman flourished 
another Chal).Q.avarman of Kaliilga, a grant of whom from Komarti 
has been published by Hultzsch. 6 This Chal).Q.avarman had been 
erroneously identified by Hultzsch, Sewell and early writers with the 
Salankayana Chal).c;lavarman owing to the close resemblance between 
the alphabets of the plates of Salailkayana Nandivarman and 
of the Komarti plates of the Kalinga Cha:Q.c;lavarmall. Both the 
Cha:Q.c;lavarmans are of two different dynasties, though belonging to 
the same period, for the following reasons :-The Komarti plates 
were found near Narasannapeta in the Ganjam District and the 
grant was issued from Sirilhapura, the modern Singupura in the 
Ganjam District. But the Salailkayana grants were issued from 
Veilgipura, the modern Pedavegi. The Salailkayanas were devotees 
of Chitrarathasvami, of which there is no mention in the Komarti 
grant which calls Chal).c;lavarman, 'the lord of Kalinga', a title to 
which the Salailkayanas make no claim. It would appear that the 
dynasty of Kaliliga Cha1;lc;lavarman ruled over the Kaliilga country 
with its capital at Sirilhapura while the Salankayanas ruled 
over 'Vengima1;lc;lala' to the west of Kaliliga with their capital at 

1 Dubreuil, Ancient History oj the Deccan, p. 89. 
2 Ind. Ant., Vol. V, p. 17tJ, Plate. 
S j.A.H.R.S., Vol. I, p. 94, Plate. 
, Ind. Ant., Vol. V, p. 176, Plate. 
6 Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, pp. 142-145. 
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Vengipura. The KaliIiga Cha1;lQ.avarman probably belongs to 
the fanlily of the Kalinga Umavarman known to us from the 
Brihatproshtha grant issued from SiIhhapura. 1 

As no coins of the Salankayanas have been known till now the 
present find constitutes an important contribution to our knowledge 
of the history of South India. 

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. XII, p. 4. 





THE GREEK KINGDOMS AND INDIAN LITERATURE 

By A. B. KEITH, Edinburgh University 

An interesting light has been cast by Dr. Tam in-his i:reatise on 
The Greeks in Bactria and India on various points regarding the 
influence of Greeks on Indians and vice versa, and it is worthwhile 
to consider how far his suggestions can bt: deemed to be :,nited for 
definite acceptance. Dr. Tarn's views are the more deserving of 
respectful consideration, because they are accompanied by the 
candid and doubtless sound admission that' except for the Buddha
statue, the history of India would in all essentials have been pre
cisely what it has been had the Greeks never existed'. Nor does he 
stress unduly the scanty examples of Indian loan-words from Greece
of which, it may be noted, pustaka must be deemed dubious
though it may be noted that the date of borrowing is usually 
uncertain and very possibly posterior to the influence of the Greek 
rulers in India. It would seem indeed that the borrowing of kramela 
or kramelaka for 'camel' cannot be due to the adoption of a new 
word to describe a new animal, u~!ra being the indigenous name 
of the two-humped camel of Central Asia as opposed to the one
humped Arabian camel, which by Alexander's time had already been 
domiciled about the Persian desert, and which was brought into 
India by the Greeks. In fact, the coins from Menander to the 
Kushans show only two-humped camels. 

Literature, we are told by Dr. Tnm,l was produced by Greeks 
of the Hellenistic period, only when reacting against some attack 
on their Greekhood. Thus it was, when the Parthians took over 
the Seleucid Empire east of the Euphrates, that there was an out
burst of literature in the Greek cities of Parthia, a response to the 
challenge of the foreign conquest, the assertion of their Hellenist 
character in the dominant world of Iran. In like manner we are 
assured that the Greeks in India came to assert themselves against 
the heavy pressure of Indian civilization by the composition of 
poetry. . We have traced at least two Greek poems, one a lyric, one 
in hexameters or elegiacs, written in Menander's empire; and a 
Greek original of part of the framework of the first part of the 
Milindapanha, which reached Alexandria, is about as certain as 
any work can be which is not actually mentioned anywhere. ' 

1 The Greeks in Bactria and India, pp. 37'Jf-
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. But the existence of the two poems must be called into question, 
ingenious as is the mode in which they are conjectured into existence. 
There is given in ptolemy 1 a list of towns east of the Jhelum which 
begins with Bucephala, Sagala, and Iomousa and ends with Mathura. 
Now Iomousa is explained by the Greek io mousa, 'Hail, 0 Muse', 
deemed to have been the opening words of a lyric addressed to the 
Muse, whose name was the name of the city, and the city must have 
been praised in the lyric; the poem must have been famous in the 
city, and the townsfolk or neighbours nicknamed the city from it. 
It is further conjectured that the muse was Calliope, who gave also 
a popu1ar nickname to a city in Parthia; its official name was 
Alexandria, the city founded by Alexander at the confluence of the 
Chenab and Indus,2 presumably the capital of the southern Punjab. 
The name Iomousa 'proves for cert~in that Greek lyric verses were 
being written in Menander's kingdom; it would be astonishing if 
they were not, seeing that we possess a Greek lyric ode written at 
Susa half a century or more later'. . 

The last argument can hardly be regarded as having any weight. 
Susa was not an Indian town, and Hellenistic influence therein is a 
different thing from Hellenism in India. But what is far more 
serious is the whole process of conjecturing a lyric out of the name 
Iomousa. The view that a town came thus to be nicknamed is one 
very much in need of a parallel; Dr. Tarn gives us only the fact 
that a distinguished man in a public address has been known to 
allude to himself as 'a regu1ar Scots-wha-hae Scot'. It may be 
admitted that so distant a parallel helps not at all. What the true 
explanation of the name recorded as Iomousa is, it is impossible 
to say, but it is clearly unnec~ssary to accept Dr. Tarn's version or 
the existence of his supposed lyric. 

The existence of the poem in hexameters or elegiacs is equally 
deduced from a city name. Ptolemy refers to 'Sagala also called 
Euthymedia,, in the reading of the ordinary manuscripts of his 
text. The editors, including Renou, write the name Euthydemia, 
the editio princeps has Euthymedia, and Dr. Tarn urges that the 
only reading which accounts for the manuscript readings is 
Euthymedeia, which is not apparently found in any codex. It 
must, however, be noted that the Vaticanus of the 13th century 
has Euthyde, which lends support to Euthydemia, though that is a 
conjecture, and, though Dr. Tarn 8 makes out a case for Euthymedeia 
as the possible origin of the misreadings (written Euthymedeia 

1 VII, I, 46, 47. 
2 Arrian, Anabasis, vi, 15, 2. 
8 Op. cit., pp. 486f. 
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through confusion with medeia, itself a mistake for Media, the name 
of the famous country), his demonstration lacks any convinc
ing character; we are certainly not compelled to operate with 
Euthymedeia as the true name. On the theory that we are, we are 
told that it is a poetic feminine adjective denoting' (the town) 
of the upright ruler', no doubt the virtuous Menander who probably 
came into the poem. The city became in course of time known 
by its epithet, just as the Scottish capital might .have been des
cribed as 'Edinburgh also called Auld Reekie' by a traveller visiting 
it a century ago. 

The more natural view that the name was Euthydemia, and 
was connected with the dynasty of Euthydemus is not ignored by 
Dr. Tarn. But we are told it 4; impossible, because it would imply 
that Sagala was a Greek city, not an Indian. and Sagala was not a 
Greek polis. Moreover ptolemy is accustomed when he mentions 
a town which had acquired a dynastic name to give it first, adding 
the other name in the second place. But this assertion regarding 
ptolemy's normal usage by no means excludes the possibility of a 
differentiation, perhaps because Sag ala was not a polis, and so its 
dynastic title was naturally relegated to second place, as having 
little popular support. Conjectures are easy, but the rejection of 
the obvious reading in favour of a far-fetched epithet, admittedly 
invented for the supposed occasion, is not to be defended, and the 
Greek poem falls to the ground. But Dr. Tarn has further evidence 
to support his thesis. The coin legends of Menander's widow when 
regent after his death is basilisses theotropou Agathocleias. The 
mysterious theotropou does not refer, as Rapson I suggested to her 
acting as regent, but is a poetical epitbet, invented like Euthymedeia 
found in the same poem, which was adopted by the lady because of 
her appreciation of the term' godlike', which accorded well with the 
fact that some of the portraits of Athena, the goddess, on Menander's 
coins have the features of Agathocleia. By this portraiture, we 
are assured,2 Menander indicated to his Greek subjects that he had 
surpassed all predecessors by wedding the goddess though in the 
innocuous form of his own wife, while the symbol of the eight
spoked wheel on some of his coins marks him as a Cakravartin, a 
supreme ruler, and must not be interpreted merely as a sign of his 
Buddhist leanings, even if this idea is supported in the view of 
some authorities by his use of the epithet dikaios, 'the just'. This 
is all very ingenious, but the view that the king claimed to have 
espoused Athena seems wholly without support. Why Agathocleia 

1 Corolla Numismatica, 1906, p. 249. 
2 Tarn, op. cit., p. 265. 
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called herself theotropou must remain undecided, but the whole 
theory of a dedication in elegiacs containing reference to Menander 
and his consort, or a regular panegyric of Menander on the lines of 
Theocritus's praise of ptolemy, must be dismissed as not merely 
unproven, but lacking in plausibility. We must in fact reject any 
theory of the writing of Greek poems in this Indian city as quite 
without support. 

We come now to the theory 1 that the first part of the 
Milindapaiiha, which is definitely to be placed earlier than Part II, 
is based on a Greek original. This part is declared to be marked 
out as distinct from the ordinary Indian dialogue by the fact not 
only that it is a foreign king who is the interlocutor, but that he 
seeks to win a dialectical victory, al}d is no mere piece of machinery 
to elicit the Buddha's views, as are the interlocutors in the ordinary 
dialogue. But definite Greek elements in significant detail are 
adduced. The term Yon aka to describe Greeks as opposed to 
Yavana, or in Asoka's records Yona, is deemed to be proof of the 
knowledge of Hellenistic Greek either as spoken or written. But 
this is remarkably uncollvincing. The evidence for the existence 
of Yonaka in Hellenistic Greek is very slight; Ptolemy 2 refers to a 
town on the Gulf of Bushire as Ionaka polis, and Y onaki in a Chinese 
record is deemed 3 to support this term. But it is not in the least 
difficult to trace back Yonaka to the Asokan Yona, the relation of 
which to Yavana is not 'probably unknown',4 but is not discussed 
as obvious to Indologists. This point therefore must be dismissed 
as without value. Nor can we claim a Greek original source because 
we find Y onakas placed first in a list5 followed by K~atriyas, 
Brahmans and householders: ,it was impossible to intermingle them 
with the other three classes, and, as Menallder was a Greek, the 
mention of his followers before the Indians over whom he exercised 
suzerainty is quite natural even in an Indian writer. 

It is argued that Nagasena's reference 6 to the guardian of a 
city who, seated at the cross roads in the centre, can see a man 
coming from east, south, west, or north, presumes a Greek original, 
for only a Greek would be familiar with this type of city cut into 
four quarters by two great roads intersecting at right angles in the 
heart of the city. But it is most unlikely that in transference from 
the Greek original such a reference would have been kept if it had 
not been intelligible to contemporary Indians, and there is nothing 
to rule out the existence of a city of this type in India, whether of 

1 Ibid., pp. 414-36. 
8 Tarn, p. 340. This is wholly problematical. 
& M ilindapanha, p. 68. 

2 VI, 4,2. 
4. Tarn, p. 417. 
6 Ibid., p. 62. 
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Indian origin, or built on a model which, if not normal in Greece, 
might yet be followed in the new foundations of the Se1eucids in 
Syria, and extended to India. Even Dr. Tarn makes little of the 
Greek names, presumably, of the Yonakas of Menander mentioned 
in the narrative; Sabbadiuna looks much more like Sarvadatta in 
Sanskrit than a rendering of anything Greek, whether Sarapodotos 
or Pasidotos. We cannot, therefore approach the main thesis of 
Dr. Tarn on this head with even a probability of a Greek s(..urce. 

His view of the genesis of the work is suggested by the Epistle 
of Aristeas to Philocrates, in which a Jewish writer probably 
c. 100 B.C. ascribes to Ptolemy II discussions with 72 Jewish elders, 
which reflect distinction on the Jewish faith. The account of the 
pseudo-Aristeas is apocryphal, J:mt it includes a number of ques
tions ascribed to the king which have no Jewish reference, and which 
clearly come from a treatise on kingship written by a hellenized Jew 
probably in the 3rd century B.C. when the memory of Ptolemy II 
was still fresh. The final source of the idea of depicting a royal 
interrogation of sages of another faith is found in the Alexander 
legend which makes Alexander put questions to certain recluses 
through interpreters. 1 On tbis analogy we are asked to believe in a 
Greek version of questions put by Menander to Indian sages, which 
was worked up in the Milindapaiiha, as the original questions assigned 
to Ptolemy II are worked up in the pseudo-Aristeas. 

The parallel is frankly so remote that it would be worthless 
without further suggestion of a Greek original, and such evidence 
as has been adduced to prove this has been shown above to be without 
cogency. A new point, however, is taken. The pseudo-Aristeas 
brings in a certain Demetrius and thr~e others, friends of Ptolemy, 
while the M ilindapaiiha gives four Y onakas, and in both cases 
Demetrius is the chief, being represented by Devamantiya in Pali. 
Now pseudo-Aristeas cannot have been known in India: therefore 
we should assume that the idea of four friends came to him from the 
supposed Greek version composed soon after the death of Menander, 
a copy of which could via Babylon have reached the great Alexandrian 
library in time for the pseudo-Aristeas to have studied it. This 
hypothesis is clearly without any probability at all. But it is held 
to be supported by the admitted excellence 2 of composition of the 
text which marks it out from all other Indian prose work; there is 
no difficulty in believing in a Greek composition written in Menander's 
kingdom, for 'we have already met with conclusive indications of 
two Greek poems written there'. The last assertion has already been 

1 Arrian, vii, I, IS; Plutarch, Alexander, 64. 
2 Rhys Davids, SBE., xxxv, p. xii. 
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disproved, and the whole theory of a Greek Menander's Questions 
appears to me wholly to lack foundation. It is significant that 
Dr. Tarn admits that of any Greek doctrine there is no trace in the 
M ilindapanha. 

The assumption that the formal merit ot that text must be due 
to Greek borrowing seems to rest on an a priori reasoning, which is 
also applied to find a Greek original for the bit of chronicle in the 
Yuga-Purii1}lt which narrates the Yavana conquest, 'for no Indian 
wrote or understood history'. Perusal of the fragment in question 
renders this conjecture quite otiose, even in the attenuated form of 
the suggestion that its author, though an Indian, wrote under the 
influence of the knowledge of the existence of historical writings. 
The idea is as unfounded as the suggestions of Mrs. Rhys Davids 1 

that the author of 1M ilindapaiiha II with its picture of the ideal 
Buddhist city had read Plato. The habit of ascribing to borrowing 
any vague parallel is essentially unsatisfactory. Dr. Tarn himself 
rejects as correct the assertion of the rhetorician Dio Chrysostom 2 

that the Indians possessed and used a translation of Homer into 
their own language, pointing out that Aelian 3 who knew of a sup
posed Persian translation also clearly did not believe the assertion. 
With the rejection of Dio's testimony there falls a chief support for 
the theory 4 of the Greek origin of the Doha metre whose dactylic 
characteristic has been ascribed to derivation from the hexameter, 
but Dr. Tarn 5 makes a suggestion to render possible the suggestion 
if renewed by Indologists. The Doha is the metre specially con
nected with the Apabhramsa speech of which our earliest remains 
are the language of the Abhiras. But the Abhiras were subjects of 
Menander 'and Greek hexameters were being written in Menander's 
kingdom'. Unluckily the last assertion is clearly unproved. There 
is not the slightest reason to suppose that the Doha was in any way 
affected by the hexameters of a strange speech. 

It must accordingly be admitted that the new arguments add 
nothing to onr evidence regarding the influence of Greek writers on 
Indian literature. Dr. Tarn, however, gives some considerations 
which may be deemed indirectly to support the probability of Greek 
influence by indicating that Greeks adopted to Indian literature an 
attitude of intelligent appreciation which differentiated their con
duct in India from that followed elsewhere. The evidence for this 

1 The Milinda Questions, P.133. 2 liii, 6. 
3 V.H., xii, 48. 
4 H. Jacobi, Festschrift Wackernagel, pp. 127ff. Contrast Keith, Sanskrit 

Literature, pp. 370f. 
6 Op. cit., p. 380. 
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contention is interesting in itself, but of course it does not carry us 
far towards the conclusion that Indians reciprocated by taking 
interest in Greek literature. It is quite reasonable to argue that 
Indians remained aloof from the literature of the foreigners, who 
owing to their weak position were induced to seek to assimilate 
themselves to India rather than to assimilate India to Hellenism. 
But the evidence carries us a very little way. 'Some Greeks probably 
--we might almost say certainly-knew the M ahiibhiirata " but the 
proof is sadly slight. There is Weber's conjecture that'D:o's reference 
to a translation of Homer indicates knowledge ot the existence of 
the Mahiibhiirata. Be the conjecture true, it is dear that Dio had 
only the vaguest idea of what he was writing about. Then 
Heliodorus, son of Dion, ambas~dor from Antialcidas to some Sunga 
king of Vidisa., is adduced, for his inscription at Besnagar 1 concludes 
with the words, 'Three immortal precepts when practised lead to 
Heaven-Restraint, Renunciation, Rectitude', and these words 
have been identified 2 as a concise rendering of two passages in the 
M ahiibhiirata. It has also been suggested that Heliodorus, who 
styles himself a Bhagavata, also knew the Bhagavadgrtii. With 
all deference to the scholars who have taken these views, it is surely 
patent that personal knowledge of these texts cannot for a moment 
be ascribed to Heliodorus. A foreigner who became a Bhagavata 
would be instructed by the devotees of that religion, but that he 
should himself master its texts may be ruled out of probability. 

It is further argued that, if we find in Ptolemy 3 and the Bassarica 
of Dionysius 4 the name of the Pa.:Q.Q.ava-Pa:Q.Q.us, who were not known 
to have played any part in history during the period of the Greek 
activities in India, we must assum~ that the ultimate common 
source of these authors must have been a Greek who had read the 
M ahiibhiirata and taken the name directly from it. This is a far
fetched theory, especially when we note that the country assigned to 
a people, variously spelled Pandoouoi, Pandaouoi, and Pandai, is 
that between the Jhelum and Ravi, which accords neither with the 
epic location of the Pa.:Q.Q.avas near Delhi, nor with the facts of the 
Greek period when the region between the Jhelum and the Chenab 
was Paurava country, and that between the Chenab and the Ravi 
belonged to the Madras. Had the information of Ptolemy as to 
locality been precise, some weight might have attached to his 
mention of the name, but, as matters are, it is of no account, and the 

1 JRAS., 1909, p. lOSS. . .. 
2 H. Raychaudhuri, JASB., xviii, 269ff.; V. Bhattacharya, IHQ., V111, 610. 
8 vii, 1,6. 
, Cited in Stephanus. See Tam, pp. SIl, 512. 
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reference to Pandai in Dionysius, an author of unknown date, but 
not before 100 A.D., can be accorded no value. It is equally 
impossible to accept the fact that Ptolemy's names of the rivers of 
the Punjab are nearer the Sanskrit forms than those used since 
Alexander's day as an indication that their ultimate source was a 
Greek familiar with Sanskrit. 

But Dr. Tarn has another argument. Justin 1 tells us that 
Candragupta got his kingdom at the time that Seleucus was laying 
the foundations of his future greatness, that is in 312, the year in 
which Seleucus returned to Babylon, which is the starting point of 
the Seleucid era. Now the J ains have a tradition 2 which makes the 
accession of Candragupta 312 or 313 B.C., and we must accept that 
the source of Justin was some Greek in India who read Jain literature, 
unless indeed he could read Sanskrit and Prakrit for himself. This 
is supported by the fact that he knew about stupas, as erected to 
Cakravartins, and the story of the Buddha's death as told in the 
Book of the Great Decease. He may have been the ultimate source 
of the knowledge of the Pa:J;1<;lava-PaI;19-us. He may have been not a 
Greek of Parthia who lived for a time in India, but rather a Greek 
of India who settled in a Parthian city.s But it must be pointed 
out that this alleged knowledge of Jain literature rests on the most 
insufficient evidence; one does not need to be able to read Sanskrit 
or Prakrit to know that the J ains had a certain date for Candragupta, 
hut apart from this it is not in the slightest degree certain that 
Justin's ultimate source had any knowledge of the date. Indeed the 
wording of Justin is far from favourable to the view that he was 
referring to 312 when Seleucus returned to Babylon. The wording 
with its use of inlperfects refers rather to a prolonged period during 
which Seleucus was working for a bid for power, not to a decisive 
moment. We may, therefore, safely dismiss the writer who read 
Sanskrit and Prakrit as a real factor. 

Dr. Tarn is admirably cautiolls on the subject of Greek influence 
on Sanskrit drama, but he makes one very dubious point.' Sophocles, 
we are assured, reached India, and the argument is based on the 
existence of a fragment of a vase found near Peshawar on which is 
the scene from the A ntigone in which Haemon begs Creon for the 
life of Antigone. From the fact that the vase was of local manufac
ture, it is held to prove that somebody in Gandhara was interested 
in Sophocles, and there is therefore no reason to doubt a knowledge of 
Euripides also at Plli?kalavati or any other important Greek centre. 

1 XV, 4, 20. 

2 Cambridge Hist. of India. i. 69B. 
3 'ram, op. cit., p. 47. '" Op. cit., p. 382. 
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But surely all that it proves is that a Greek vase with such a scene 
was imitated in Gandhara, very probably by some potter who knew 
nothing about the meaning of the scene. Even Greek potters, we 
may be fairly certain, often made pots without any idea of the 
significance of what they depicted thereon. That there may have 
been contact with Greek drama is a perfectly legitimate assum.ption, 
but that it had an effect on Indian dramatists is the point on which 
there is no evidence. . 

Dr. Tarn is inclined to favour some influence on the growth of 
Indian drama from the Greek mime, as suggested by D". Reich 1 

and supported by some other scholars. He thinks that companies 
of mime actors did visit India, but adduces no sufficient grounds. 
The fact that Antiochus IV inc1i1ded mimes in his triumphal celebra
tions at Daphne proves nothing whatever for India. It is suggested, 
however, that the extant parody 2 of Euripides' Iphigeneia in Tauris, 
in which the barbarian king is an Indian and talks pseudo-Indian 
gibberish, may bear on this, but surely this is a conjecture without 
foundation or plausibility and should be dismissed. We come, there
fore, to the famous Yavanika,s the curtain against which Indian 
plays were acted. It should, however, be Boted that this is going 
rather far; the Yavanika is the curtain which covers the entrance to 
the tiring room whence emerge and into which retire the actors. But 
what must be noted is that admittedly Greek dramas were not acted 
against a curtain, but Roman, and therefore presumably Greek, 
mimes usually were, and the Yavanika must be the siparium of the 
mime players. I confess that the argument seems to have little 
cogency'. We are to assume that Greek mimes were played against 
a curtain because Roman mimes we('e, a singularly unconvincing 
contention. We are further to assume that such mimes were played 
by Greeks in India, without a single piece of evidence, and that 
from these hypothetical mime displays the Indians borrowed the use 
of a curtain, not for the sake of a background but simply to hide 
the entrance spaces. Is it not commonsense to hold that the Indians 
had sufficient intelligence not merely to create a drama but to conceal 
entrances? The only other point deemed acceptable by Dr. Tarn 
is the correspondence of the sfttradhara and the sfttradhari with the 
Greek archimimus and archimima, and that is dearly minimal. 
Dr. Tam himself feels doubt as to borrowing and rejects with com
plete propriety Reich's suggestion that the woman actor, being 
against the canons of India in serious drama, must have been borrowed 
from Greece, for the archimima was equally against the canons of 

1 Der Mimus, i, 694. 
3 Keith, Sanskrit Drama, p. 61. 

2 Pap. Oxy., iii, 413. 
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clasSical Greece in serious drama. All that is left, therefore, as 
perhaps borrowed besides the curtain, is perhaps a stock character 
like the fool, and the suggestion is quite unnecessary. 

Indeed Dr. Tam contributes two suggestions 1 which help to 
strengthen the case against Indian borrowing. If there was influence, 
he thinks, it must have been confined to form; in substance the 
Indian drama is remote from Greece. Secondly, the alleged borrow
ing of recognition scenes from Menander has no value; in early 
unsettled societies recognitions were natural material for the drama; 
thus the old Peruvian play called A pu Ollantay, composed in the 
reign of the Inca Tupac Yupanqui and written down after the 
Spanish conquest, turns entirely on two recognitions, the first of her 
lost daughter by the imprisoned pli.llces, and the second, through 
the child, of the princess by her husband and by her brother, the 
Inca. It is clearly incredible that the author, who knew nothing of 
the New World or of reading and wrjting, should have borrowed from 
anything but the facts of life, as did Menander and the Greeks in 
their turn from contemporary society. 

We may, therefore, assume that, where Dr. Tarn's wide reading, 
and strong powers of imaginative construction, fail to bring us 
anything convincing, we are right to hold that evidence of the 
influence of Greek literature, associated with the presence of Greek 
dynasts in India, on Indian literature is wholly negligible. Doubtless 
a negative finding of this kind must disappoint those who believe 
in the principle of the diffusion of every form of culture, and reject 
the hypothesis of independent creation in different centres, but, 
so long as we place any faith in evidence, the result must be negative 
in this particular field. • 

Indians, it appears, were so rooted in their own civilization as 
to be largely impervious to Greek civilization. We have little evi
dence that even in such places as were perhaps organized as Greek 
cities Indians desired to accept the role of citizens. Dr. Tam 2 

indeed finds evidence of such cases in the Yavanas who have 
Indian names; he denies emphatically the possibility of Greeks 
adopting Indian names, and supports this denial by pointing out 
that, while many cases are clearly recorded, especially in Palestine 
and Babylon, in which Asiatics 3 took Greek names, the reverse 
process is supported only by one dubious case. But Dr. Tam himself 
has several times insisted that the position of the Greeks in India 

lOp. cit., p. 385. 
2 Op. cit .• p. 255. 
8 None of those were Indians, for the one case suggested is clearly unsound; 

see Tarn, pp. 370, n. 2, 389. n. 8. 
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differed substantially from their position elsewhere, so that his 
argument is not consistent with one of his main theories. Moreover 
he admits that there were Sakas who adopted K!?atriya names ending 
in -varman and -datta, and that the Kushan Vasudeva bears an 
Indian name, but these cases he deems not in point. Conquerors, 
he contends, did not, if in affluent circumstances as were these 
Yavanas of the dedications, take the names of the cOJ;lquered. But 
he has, on his own theory that they were Indians who ca~led them
selves Yavanas because they were admitted to citizenship of a Greek 
comn~.lll~ity, to. :point ?ut that in the Seleucid cities the admissi.on 
of Astatlcs to clt1zenshlp seems not to be recorded, so that Demetnus 
stands out as departing from Seleucid practice and as making his 
Indian Empire a kind of partnership.l If we admit this policy, 
why object to Greeks who favo~red it going so far as to adopt Indian 
names? 

Dr. Tarn's theory is supported by him by the description in an 
inscription at Karli of an anonymous donor as Dhammayavana, 
which he understands not as' Yavanus secundum legem' with S. Levi,2 

presumably as one who has been legally made a Greek, but as a 
Yavana who does the duty of a Yavana, just as Dharmaraja means 
a king who does the whole duty of a king. In this case that means 
a Yavana by reason of his performing the duties of a citizen of a 
Greek city. Whether Levi's view or Dr. Tarn's be right need not 
here be discussed, for the point is that to argue from this name or 
description of a donor to the cases of persons of Indian name 
who described themselves as Yavanas is wholly illegitimate. A 
Dhammayavana and a Yavana are presumably very different 
things; to identify them is quite illegitimate, and the presumption 
is simply that with the passing of time Greeks like Sakas were 
ready to assimilate themselves into the society with which their 
lives were associated by adopting Indian names. If they were 
ready to make donations for Buddhist purposes, why should they 
have objected to taking Indian names? We need not be troubled 
by the alleged difficulty of Indragnidatta, the Yonaka, having an 
Indian father, Dhammadeva. We need only suppose that his 
father before him had adopted an Indian name and gIven one to his 
young son. Why refuse the obvious explanation, when the alterna
tive is to confess 8 that' it is strange that, at the farthest point of 
the earth's surface which any Greek citizen can so far have reached, 
we should find these Indian citizens, when long years of excavation 

1 Tam, op. cit., pp. 281, 257. 
2 Quid de Graecis 11eterum Indorum monumenta tradide,-int, p. 5. 
8 Tam, p. 257. 
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at Doma and in Babylonia have failed to throw 1i~ht on the question 
of Asiatic citizens in the Greek cities in Asia'. It IS indeed so strange 
that it should not be accepted. The only defence adduced is that 
there is independent evidence 1 of the citizenship of Indians in Greek 
cities in the Khar~tbi monograms on the coins of some of the later 
kings of the eastern Punjab, which show that their moneyers were 
sometimes Indians. These Indians, we are assured, must have been 
citizens to act as moneyers. That they were Indians is deduced 
merely from the script, but, granting this, that they were admitted 
as citizens with the ordinary duties of Greek citizens is a conjecture 
wholly without authority. We must therefore dismiss as un
proved and wholly improbable the idea of Indian citizens of Greek 
cities, leaving to the future to determine exactly what the name or 
description Dhammayavana at Karltdenotes. 

1 Ibid., pp. 3S6ff. 



OFFICE OF UPARIKA 

By B. CH. CHHABRA, Assistant Superintendent for Epigraphy, 
Ootacamund 

Uparika is the designation of a functionary who is f.l·equently 
mentioned in inscriptions mostly of the northern India. He figures 
among various State officials to whom usually a charter is addressed. 
Since it has not been possible to determine the exact nature of the 
functions of this official, the term has, almost in every instance, 
been left unexplained. Some ;;cholars have endeavoured to inter
pret it, but, as will presently be seen, their views do not agree. 
Like so many other epigraphical terms, Upar1:ka is seldom met with 
in literature. 

Whereas the office of U parika existed even in pre-Christian 
period as will be shown below J the earliest reference to it in epi
graphy is perhaps to be found in the inscriptions of the Guptas 
or of the early Gupta period. Thus two specimens of the sealings 
from Basarh belong to an Uparika, the legend on them reading 
Tirabhukty-uparik-iidhikara1}asya. 1 To this the editor, T. Bloch, 
adds the following comment: 'U parika means a class of officials, 
whose exact functions are not known.' 

In the Bihar stone pillar inscription of Skandagupta U parika 
is mentioned along with several other officials, where it precedes 
Kumiiriimiitya. Commenting upon it Fleet observes: 'Uparika is 
a technical official title, the exact p1.lrport of which is not known, 
and a suitable rendering of which cannot be offered at present.' 2 

The term recurs in the Deo-Bara:t;J.ark inscription of Jivitagupta II, 
where it is preceded by K umiiriimiitya and Riijasthiiniya. 3 Certain 
personages, bearing the title Uparika, acted as Diitaka in some of 
the Uchchakalpa records. 4 In all these cases the title has been 
left untranslated. 

Seeing that Uparika is mentioned side by side with Kumiirii
miitya, Vogel has remarked that 'perhaps we may assume some 

1 A.R., A.S.I. for 1903-04, p. 109, Seal No. 20. T. Bloch's rendering' (Seal) 
of Chief of Uparikas of 1'irabhukti (district of Tira)' has been corrected by J. Ph. 
Vogel as' [Seal] of the Court (or Office) of the Uparika(s) of Tirabhukti (i.e., Tirhut) '. 
A ntiquities of Chamba State, p. 123· 

2 Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions, p. 52, n. I. 
S Fleet's Giq>ta Inscriptions, p. 218. 
4 Ibid., pp. 120, 124, 134. 
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connection between the two offices'. 1 This is right inasmuch as both 
of them denote high ranks. As is clear from the Deo-Bara1:1ark in
scription referred to above, UParika is associated not only with 
K umiiriimiit1.a but also with several other officers of more or less 
equal digmty, such as Riijasthiiniya, Antaranga, Da1JJ!,aniiyaka, 
Da1Jif,aplisika and so forth. 2 

It is, however, disclosed by some copper-plate inscriptions from 
Damodarpur in Bengal, belonging to the time of Kumaragupta I, 
that an UParika was a higher authority than a Kumlirlimiitya, since 
the latter is stated to have been appointed as a district officer by 
the former in the capacity of a governor under the Gupta monarch. S 

Judging from this instance, the term UParika is rendered as 'prime 
minister' by Pt. Binayak Misra. 4 

In some records from Bengal U parika is replaced by Brihad
uparika. 5 The prefixed word brihad in this case seems hardly to 
have any additional significance. Moreover, in such inscriptions, 
Brihad-uparika is always preceded by Antaranga. Mr. R. G. Basak 
takes both the words as forming one designation A ntarangalJrihad
uparika, which he translates as 'chief privy-councillor'. 6 

In the two copper-plates from Talesvara, Almora district, D.P., 
we have Dartif,oparika 7 instead of Uparika. Their editor, Mr. Y. R. 
Gupte, renders it by 'prefect of police' or 'police officer'. 8 It is 
doubtful whether da1Jif,a is an independent word here or whether it 
is prefixed to U parika. 

It must be clear from the above citations that the term U parika 
is very widely used in inscriptions, that nowhere a proper rendering 
of it has been offered and that where any has been offered it is mere 
guess-work, not supported bY,any authority. 

As pointed out elsewhere,9 we have the definition of UParika 
given by so ancient an authority as Brihaspati, which indicates 
how the office of U parika existed even in remote past. It is quoted 
by ViSvarflpacharya in his commentary Biilakriif,ii on the Y iifiia-

1 J. Ph. Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba State, p. 123. 
2 See, for example, Madhuban copper-plate of Harsha, Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 72 , 

text 1. 9; Patiakella grant of Sivaraja, Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, p. 287, text 1. 6; Belava 
copper-plate of Bhojavarmadeva, Ep. Ind., Vol. XII, p. 40, text 1. 31; Nivinna grant 
of Dharmarlijadeva, Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 41, text 1. 37. 

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XV, p. 114, et passim. 
4 See his Orissa under the Bhauma Kings, (1934), p. 97. 
5 N. G. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. III, Nos. III, VI-XI, p. 18S: 

Ep. Ind., Vol. XII, pp. 9, 40; Vol. XIV, p. 160; Vol. XXI, p. 217. 
6 Ep. Ind., Vol. XII, p. 43. 
7 Ibid., Vol. XIII, pp. lIS, II9. 
8 Ibid., pp. II7, 120. 
9 Ibid., Vol. XXIV, p. 134. 
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valkyasmriti while commenting on the verse 307 in the Rajadharma
prakara~a of this work. 1 It reads: avikaryo = 'vikal-endriyal; pratapa
van subhaghal; sumukho = ' kriPa~o = 'pramadi daksho dakshi'ttya
charitra-raksha~-iirtham = adhikara~a-sandigdha-viveka-krid = upari
ka!r- syad, i.e.,·' a man who is resolute, sane, energetic, blissful, 
personable, generous, vigilant, dextrons and capable of administering 
justice in legal disputes should be (appointed as) UPar.ika in order 
to maintain impartiality and morality'. From this it is obvious 
that an UParika was invested with twofold authority judicial and 
administrative. His office may, therefore, correspond to that of 'a 
magistrate' . 

1 Y iijiiavalkyasmriti with the commentary Biilakriif,ij edited by T. Ganapati 
Sastri (Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, N().~XXIV), pp. iv and 184. 





ART AND SCIENCE OF ARCHITECTURE 

P. K. ACHARYA 

University of Allahabad 

'It is the artist and his creation that come first an j then the 
law-giver and codes of art. Art is not for the justification of the 
Silpa-sastra, but the Sastra is for the elucidation of art. It is 
the concrete which is evolved first, and then come its analyses and its 
commentaries, its standard and its proportions codified in the form 
of Sastra.' 1 This dictum is applicable to the conditions of all ancient 
countries when the first builders had nothing within the range of 
their knowledge whereform they could imitate or borrow. When 
the then inhabitants of India began to bmld, in the neolithic age, 
shelters in imitation of natural caves to protect themselves from the 
inclemency of weather and sepulchres for the preservation of their 
revered dead ancestors, there were no structures within their know
ledge wherefrom they could borrow any design or technical skill 
for construction. This neolithic age in India must be anterior by a 
few thousand years to the Mahenjo-Daro age of B.C. 3250-2750 
when extensive towns and houses of numerous sizes ann descriptions 
came into being. The town-plan and house-design of this period 
show considerable building skill and much developed architectural 
design. The extant examples will justify the assumption that 
those constructions were regulated by w~l-known rules of engineering. 
But no treatises or commentaries, written or oral, codifying analyses, 
proportions and standards ann styles out of which those constnlctions 
might have grown up are available. Nor are traceable any properly 
codified guide books based upon an analysis of the Mohenjo-Daro 
structures. But in the subsequent Vedic Period more substantial 
and pretensious buildings are frequel1tly referred to. 

We have got clear references to huts built for agriculturist 
villagers of the early Vedic period with materials like straw, reeds, 
bamboo, clay and unburnt bricks. For priestly and aristocratic 
classes of towns more substantial houses were built of burnt bricks 
and stones. Forts, castles, palaces, and cemeteries of round and 
square types were built of properly dressed stones of various kinds. 
The Smasana buildings comprise reliquaries, memorial buildings 
and monumental pillars. Atri was 'thrown into a machine room 

1 Abanindranath Tagore, Modern Review, March, 1934. 
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with a bundred doors' (R.V. I, II2, 7), Vasishtha had' a three
storied dwelling (R.V. (Wilson) IV. 200). A sovereign' sits down in 
his substantial and elegant hall built with a thousand pillar' (R.V. 
II. 313). Royal palaces were built of such pillars, which were 
'vast, comprehensive and thousand-doored' (R. V. IV. 179). Mention 
is made of 'a palace with a thousand pillars and a thousand gates' 1 

Vedic sacrifices required altars and thus a demand was made not 
merely for an accurate construction of various altars but also for 
scientific rules regulating those constructions. Those altars were 
required for the great Soma sacrifice. The earliest enumeration of 
them is found in the Taittiriya-sarhhita (V. 4, II). Baudhayana 
and Apastamba, in the Sulva-sutras, the supplementary portions 
of the K alpa-siUras, supply the full particulars of these chitis and 
the bricks which were employed for their construction. As many 
as nine designs 2 are elaborated. Everyone of these altars was 
constructed of five layers of bricks, which together came up to the 
height of the knee. In some cases ten or fifteen layers and propor
tionate increase in the height of the altar, were prescribed. Every 
layer in its turn was to consist of two hundred bricks so that the 
whole agni (altar) contained a thousand; the first, third, and fifth 
layers were divided into two hundred parts in exactly the same 
manner; a different division was adopted for the second and the 
fourth, so that one brick was never laid upon another of the same 
size and form. 

The first altar covered an area of 7"1 purusha or squares each 
side of which was equal to the height of a man with uplifted arms. 
On each subsequent occasion the area was increased by one square 
purusha. Thus, at the second layer of the altar one square purusha 
was added to the 71 constituting the first chiti, and the third layer 
two square purushas were added, and so on. But the shape of the 
whole and the relative proportion of each constituent part had to 
remain unchanged. The area of every chiti, whatever its shape 
might be-the falcon, wheel, tortoise, etc. had to be equal to 7! 
square purushas. 

1 R.V. I, II2, 7; II. 41, 5; V. 62. 6; VII. 88. 5; A.V. III, 12; IX. 3 (which 
contains prayers for the stability of a house at the time of its construction). 

2 Chaturasra-syena-chit (falcon-shaped composed square shaped bricks), 
KaJika-chit (heron-shaped), Alaja-chit (some without additional wings), Batiga-chit 
(equilateral triangle). 

Ubhayatal).-Prauga-chit (two such triangles joined at their bases). 
Ratha-chakra-chit (wheel-shaped, with or without sixteen spomes). 
Drona-chit (square or circular). 
PariChayya-chit (circular outline, composed of bricks arranged in six conceDtric 

circles), samuhya-ch£t (circular in shape), Kiirma-chit (tortoise-shaped). 
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Most of the sciences (Slistra or Vidya) have arisen in India 
in close connection with religion. The particular of Vedic altars 
will clearly indicate the formulation of rules for construction. As 
no earlier reference to such rules is traceable we shall be justified to 
point to the origin of the Vastu-Sastra (Science of house-building or 
architecture) from this point at any rate. The science of architec
ture must have been in existence when the Buddha carefully dis
tinguishes Vatthu-kamma (Building work) from Vatthu-vijja (science 
of building) 1. Buddhaghosha defines the fOlmer as construction of 
dwellings etc., while the latter consists in an analysis of the charac
teristic features and the merits and defects of the dwellings, rest
houses, and other structures. 1 This distinction between the art 
and the science of architecture has been recognized throughout the 
vast range of Sanskrit, Pali, and i=>rakrit literature. In the language 
of a very late text, the Sukra-niti, 'the construction of tanks, canals, 
Ralaces and squares etc. is an art (kala), while Vastu-vidya or 
Silpa-sastra is a literary treatise which deals with 'rules of con
stnlction of palaces, images, parks, houses, canals and other good 
works. 2 The traditional list of sixty-four arts, which can be traced 
to at least three groups of literature other than the Silpa-sastras 
themselves, refers more to the science (V idya) rather than the 
art (Karman). The mythological group, comprising the Srimad
bhagavata, the Hari-vamsa, and the Vish1Ju-pura1Ja mentions the 
arts in connexion with the various kinds of knowledge (Vidya) 
acquired by Krish:Q.a and Balarama. The Buddhist-Jain group, 
represented by Lalita-vistara and Uttaradhyayana-sutra, refers to the 
arts in connection with the training of their respective heroes, 
Bodhi-sattva and Mahavira. In the .erotic group represented by 
the Kama-sutra of Vatsyayana and other Kama-sastras, which inci
dentally form one of the three main objects of life (Dharma, Artha, 
and Kama) and recognized early in Vedic literature S the arts (Kala) 
are specified in connexion with the accomplishments to be acquired 
by men and women both for the sake of culture and practice. 4 

Descriptions of various architectural objects in the non-architectural 
texts of numerous variety and of different periods must also refer 
more to the science than to the art as they lack in the technique and 
constnlctional details of those objects. Thus in the earlier great 

1 Digha-nikaya, I, pp. 9 and I2. Buddhaghosha says: 
'Vatthuvijjati gharavatthu-arama-vatthadinam gunadosa-sallakkhana-vijja.' 
Vatthukammanti akatavatthumhi geha-patitthaparana. 

2 aukraniti, IV-3, II5-II6; IV. 3, I69. 
S Hirattya-Kesi Grhya-sutra, ii, 19, 6. 
4 For details, vide, the writer's' Introduction' to his 'Hindu Architecture in India 

and Abroad '. 
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ep.ic, the Ramayarz,a, l the city of Ayodhya is described: I The temples 
in·· this city were as resplendent as the sky. Its assembly halls, 
gardens, and water-sheds were most elegant; and everywhere were 
arranged extensive buildings crowded with men and women . . . . 
The houses were as mines of gems, and the abodes of the goddess 
of fortune. The steeples of the houses were as resplendent as the 
crests of monntains and bore hundreds of pavilions like the celestial 
palace of the chief among the Devas. The rooms were full of riches 
and corn; and they were so arranged that men could pass from one 
room to another without perceiving any inequality in the floor'. 

The M ahabharata contains non-architectural accounts of the 
cities of Dvaraka (III. IS), Indraprastha (1. 207, 30 ft.), Mithila 
(III. 207, 7 ft.) and others. MaY.,a is stated in the Sabhaparvan, 
(Chap. I) to have built an assembly ball for the Palf~avas wherein 
all human and divine desires are depicted in bricks and mortar. 
Similarly are described the assembly halls of Indra (Chap. VII), of 
Yama (Chap. VIII), of Varulfa (Chap. IX), of Kubera (Chap. X) 
and of Brahma (Chap. XI). The lodgings assigned to the royal 
guests to the Rajasuya feast are stated to have been' replete with 
refreshments of every kind, and having by them charming lakes and 
ranges of ornamental plants. Those houses were lofty as the peaks 
of the Kailasa mountain, most charming in appearance and provided 
with excellent furniture. They were surrounded on all sides by 
well-built high walls of white colour. The windows were protected 
by golden lattices and decorated with a profusion of jewellery. The 
stairs were easy of ascent; the rooms were furnished with commodious 
seats and clothing, and garlands, and the whole was redolent with 
the perfume of the finest agallochum. The houses were white as 
the goose, bright as the moon, and looked most picturesque even 
from a distance of four miles. They were free from obstructions, 
provided with doors of uniform height but of various quality, and 
inlaid with numerous metal ornaments'.2 Throughout the Sanskrit 
literature copious references to architectural objects are evident. 
All such descriptions, like those in the epics, lack in constructional 
details. In the Sisupala-vadha 3 for instance, the sea-side city of 
Dvaraka, and the assembly halls and palaces of Yudhishthira and 
Krishlfa are described at length. In the V ikramorvaSi 4, of Kalidasa 
mention is made of a flight of stairs made like the waves of the 
Ganges. In the M eghaduta D of the same author a market place of 

1 Ramayat,ta, I. 5, 10-15, d. VI. 3. 
2 Mahabharata. As. Soc., Ed. I. p. 354. 
sIll. 33-64; XIII. 51-63; II. 4-5; III. 241; 17-23. 27-28. 
, Act. III. 5 I. 33-34; II. 1-22. 
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Visrua and the city of Alaka are elaborately described. In the 
Uttara-rama-charita 1 of Bhavabhuti mention is made of Nala 
as the engineer who built the bridge connecting India with Ceylon. 
In the Mrichchhaka/ika of Sudraka there is given an interesting 
account of the gateways and as many as eight courtyards in which 
the compound of Vasantasena's palace was divided. 2 The treatises 
on astronomy and astrology refer to the various architectural objects 
in connection with auspicious moments and other matters. The 
Laghu-Silpa-jyotilz-sara (3-5) mentions as many as twenty-one 
matters of calculation. 'fhe Sfbya-siddhanta (III. 1-4), the 
Siddhanta-siromat;i (VII. 36-49), and the LUiivat-'i (II. II, vii) 
describe the gnomons which were used to ascertain the cardinal 
points for the purpose of orient:ttioll of dwelling and other houses. 
The Brihat-samhitii of Vanlhamihira deals more elaborately with 
the subjects of architecture presumably on the basis of some architec
tural text. It refers to (Chap. I .. VI. 1-28) the suitable ground and 
building sites, general plan, the situation and dimentions of doors 
and other members, and the classification of temples into twenty 
types. 

The N a!ya-siistra of Bharata (Chap. II, 7-25) describes in great 
detail the stage proper and the auditorium which must have been 
borrowed from some architectural text. The Sangita-makaranda 
of Narada (V. 2-9) refers to the same snbjects, while the Sangita
ratniikara (VII. 1351-1361) describes only the auditorium. 

The Harsha-charita, which is a biography of the King 
Harshavardhana of Kanouj, describes the palaces and other 
stately buildings together with their storeys, floors, columns, walls 
and their furniture. Pavilions, council balls, inns, water-shed and 
sacrificial rooms are also described. 3 The other historical work in 
Sanskrit, the Rajatarangit;i of KalbaJ;1a, dealing with the history of 
Kashmir refers frequently to architectural objects like castles 
(VIII. 1666), monumental buildings (1. 103, 170; III. 380-381; 
IV. 200-204) and monasteries (I. 93-200, III. 9, II, 13, 14; IV. 79, 
etc.) and some other shrines.4 

The lexicons like the Nirukta of Yaska refers to several words 
implying masonary honses, while the A marakosha has devoted a 
whole section (Chap. II, ii) on the elucidation of towns and houses. 
Even the works on grammar like that of Pat;tini frequently deal with 
the derivations of several architectural terms as edifices (attiilika), 

1 Act III. 45. 2 Act IV. 
3 See the writer's' Hindu Architecture in India and Abroad' for further details 

and reference to Chapter and verse, p. 93. 
4 Ibid., p. 93-94. 
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pillars (stambha), brick (ish/aka), and architect and sculptor (sthapati, 
bhaskara) etc. 1 

In the period of the canonical works of the Buddhists a more 
general classification of the then architectural objects became 
necessary. Thus in the V inaya text the Buddha says in the course 
of a religious discourse' I allow you, 0 Bhikhus, abodes of five kinds
Vihara, Ardhayoga, Harmya, Prasada, and Guba. I allow you, 0 
Bhikhus, covered terraces, inner verandahs, and overhanging 
caves '.2 Buddhaghosha has written an extensive commentary but 
has not supplied a single constructional detail. 3 

The objects of Jain architecture may similarly be classified as 
of the north and of the south. 'The first peculiarity that strikes 
one as distinguishing architecture of the south from that of the 
north, is the division of the southern temples into two classes, 
Bastis and Bettas. The former are temples in the usual acceptance 
of the word, as understood in the north, and as there, always con
taining an image of one of the twenty-four Tjrthailkaras, which 
is the object there worshipped. The latter are unknown in the 
north, and are courtyards usually on a hill or rising ground, open 
to the sky and containing images, not of a Tirthailkara, but of a 
Gomata or Gomatesvara so called, though he is not known to the 
J ains in the north.' 4 _ 

The Purii1Jas and the Agamas refer much more extensively to 
the various classification and generalization of architectural matters. 
But they also lack in constructional details. Thus the Agni-purii1Ja 
(Chap. 104, vv. II, 21) refers to forty-five kinds of temples, each 
bearing a name, grouped under five classes of exactly nine varieties, 
each bearing a distinct epit~.et-V airtija (quadrangular), Pushpaka 
(rectangular), Kailiisa (round), Ma1Jika (Oval), and Trivis/apa (octa
gonal). The Garu¢,a-purii1Ja (Chap. XLII) repeats the same classifica
tion and epithets. The M atsya-purii1Ja (Chap. 269) describes 
twenty types of temples each bearing a separate name. This list is 
repeated in the Bhavishya-purii1Ja (Bk. I, Chap. CXXX) and the 
Brhat-samhitii of Varahamihira (Chap. LVI, 1-g) under the same 
titles and other particulars. () 

In the iIgamas the references to architectural matters are still 
more extensive and approach more technical points. Thus the 

1 For Purii~tas and Agamas, see later. 
2 Mahiivagga, I. 30, 4, ChuUavagga, VI. I, 2; VI. III. 5. 
8 For detail, see the writer's Indian Architecture, 1927. 
4 For further detail, see the writer's' Hindu Architecture in India and Abroad', 

P·77· 
6 For further details, see the writer's' Hindu Architecture in India and Abroad', 

pp. 189-194, 80-84· 
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Kamikagama (Patala LV) and the Suprabhedagama (Patala XXXI) 
refer to the styles of all architectural objects exactly like the standard 
Vastusastra M anasara, as N agara, Vesara and Draviif,a. Both these 
Agamas have further referred to the more technical classification 
known as the jati, Chhanda, and Vikatpa; the Samcita, Apasamcita, 
and Upasamcita; the Suddha, Mi.~ra, and Samkir1Ja; and the 
Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter. Like the Puranas the Kamika
gama describes the temples under twenty types bearing 3eparate 
names, while the Suprabhedagama describes under' tf'n types. l 

The broad generalizations of the Pura1Jas and the semi-technical 
classifications of the Xgamas must have been based upon avowedly 
architectural authorities. Some of these treatises have acknow
ledged the sources drawn upon .. Varahamihira, the author of the 
Brhat-samhita, claims that the science of architecture has come 
down to him through several generation of sages from Brahma. 
Some of these unspecified sages are incidentally mentioned. All 
matters relating to architecture are stated to have been taken 
from Garga and small portions of the architectural treatises of Manu 
and others have been put in from memory (Chap. LVIII. 30-31). 
Among the others Vasishtha, Maya, Visvakarman, Bhaskara, and 
Nagnajit are incidentally quoted (Chap. r~VIII. 8; LVII. 8, 29; 
LVIII. 52, IS, 4)· 

The Matsya-pura1Ja (Chap. 255, 2-4) contains a list of eighteen 
professors of architecture: Bhrgu, Atri, Vasishtha, Visvakarman, 
Maya, Narada, Nagnajit, Visruaksha, Purandara (Indra), Brahman, 
Kumara, Nandlsa (Siva), Saunaka, Garga, Vasudeva, Aniruddha, 
Sukra, and Brhaspati. Of these professors Garga, Maya, Visva
karman, Vasishtha and Nagnajit h~ve also been mentioned in 
the Brhat-samhita. But the M atsya-pura?Ja does not include in 
its list Bhaskara and Manu who are mentioned in the Brhat-samhita. 

In the Miinasiira-Vastusastra there is a list of thirty-two 
authorities in addition to the divine sources. It claims (Chap. 1-4) 
that the science of architecture has come down to its author from 
Siva, Brahma and Vishl;lU, through Indra, Brhaspati, Narada and 
all other sages who are not specified. In a genealogy of the earthly 
artists it is further stated that from the four faces of Brahma came 
the four divine architects, namely, Visvakarman, Maya, Tvashtar 
and Manu. Their four sons, called respectively, Sthapati (chief 
architect), Sfttragrahin (designer), Vardhaki (painter), and Takshaka 
(carpenter) obviously represent the guild of the modem architects 
(Chaps. LXVIII, I, II). The list of thirty-two authorities includes 
Visvakarman, VisveSa, Visvasara, Prabodhaka, Vrta, Maya, 

1 For further details, see ibid., pp. 194-196, 85-92. 
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Tvashtar, Manu, Nala, Manavid, .l\!..anakalpa, Manasara, Manabodha, 
Prashtar, Visva-bodha, Naya, Adisara, Visa.la, Visva-kasyapa, 
Vastubodha, Mahatantra, Vastu-vidyapati, Parasariyaka, Krua
yiipa, Chaitya, Chitraka, Avarya, Sadhaka-sara-samhita, Bhanu, 
Indra, Lokajila, and Saura. It is clear that Visva-karman, Maya, 
Manu and Tvashtar, and Indra are mentioned twice, once to represent 
the divine architects and again as modern architects. 

Visvakarman and Maya, to whom many extant architectural 
treatises are ascribed, are common in Manasara, the Matsya-pura1Ja, 
and the Brhat-samhita. The M anasara and the M atsya-pura1Ja, 
have, therefore, in common five authorities, namely Brhaspati, 
Indra (Purandara in the Purafl,a) , Visalaksha (alias ViMla in the 
M anasara and the Brhat-samhita) have in common Visvakarman, 
Maya and Manu. Of these authonties, it should be noted, some 
are the titles of treatises and the others are the names of authors 
whose works are not specified. Thus some later writers have mis
appropriated these names as well as the names of other sages and 
have ascribed to them their own compositions in order to make 
them more authentic. Those treatises include, in an alphabetical 
order, the ifdisara, Manobodha, Manakalpa, Manasara, Manavid 
Mahatantra, Parasariyaka, Prabodhaka, Sadhakasara-samhita, Vastu
bodha, Visva (=Silpa)-bodha and Visva (= Silpa)-sara. 

Of the sages, rather professor of architecture as significantly 
designated in the Brhat-samhita, neither the treatise nor the name 
of Aniruddha is traceable, although this name occurs in the epics 
and elsewhere 1. Atri is a very well known sage (Rv. V. 39, 5,67· 5; 
Kaushi. Brahm. XIV. 3; Ait. Ara:Q.yaka ii. 2, 1), Brahma's mind-born 
son, and one of the seven, great Rshis. Formulation of some 
architectural laws may easily be ascribed to him. Avarya is not 
known, but must have been the writer of some treatise as stated 
in the Manasara. Bhanu is stated (Mbh. III. 220, 221, 14183 etc.) 
to be a son of the famous seer Angiras. This is obviously translated 
into Bhaskara by Varahamihira in whose Brhat-samhita (LVIII. 52) 
he is recognized as an authority on architecture. 

Bhrgu is another mind-born son of Brahma and one of the 
seven great Rshis (Sat. Bra. xi. 6, I, 6; Pailchavirllsa Bra. xviii, 
92; Tait. Ar. ix. I; Nirukta). He continued his popularity in the 
epics (Mbh. 1. 5, 869, 938, etc.) and is recognized as the son of a 
poet (Chyavana, Kavi, xiii. 85, 4I50, etc.). Chaitya as the name of an 
ordinary sage is not met with in literature. But as a derivative 
name it may imply an architect who specialized in Chila or SmaSana 

1 For fuller details, see the writer's Indian Architecture (89-91) and the Hindu 
Architecture in India and Abroad (page 159). 
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implying funerary buildings or cemeteries which are described 'with 
particulars in Vedic literature (Sat. Brahm. XIII). These were 
built of properly dressed stones of various kinds and comprised 
reliquaries, monumental pillars and mE-moria 1 buildings, which are 
the prototypes of Buddhist stupas, dedicatory buildings, and 
monolithic pillar. Chitraka similarly may be an abbreviation of 
Chitra Gargyayal;1i who is recognized (in the Kaushitaki Upanishad) 
as a philosopher and is reputed as the architect who 'desi~ned the 
ideal city of Brahman, that is, the present world. . 

Garga is a well known sage. The authorship of certain hymn 
is ascribed to him (R.,: V. vi. 47 Anukrama1Ji). He is recogJlized in 
the Srauta Sfitras of ASvaHiyalla (x. 2), Sankhyayana (xvi. 222) and 
Katyayana (xxiii. 2,8). He is also stated to have been an astrologer 
of great repute (Mbh. XII. 54, 2~32m IX. 37, 2132; 52, 2981). Thus 
his authority as an architect also may be accepted, even in the 
absence of his architectural treatises because in the famous Gargya
Sarhhita there are matters referring to ",rchitecture. Indra under 
the epithet Pnrandara has been recognized in the M atsya-purii1Ja 
(Chap. 255. 2-4) as one of the authorities. I~okajfia, knower of people 
and their architectural needs, is not met with in literature but 
might have been once a popular architect whose treatise is, however, 
untraceable. Kalayupa appears to have been an architect who 
specialized in Y upa or Sacrificial post which is an object of 
architecture. 

Manu is a familiar name throughout Sanskrit literature both 
Vedic and post-Vedic (Rv. i. 80, 16; ii. 33, 13; viii. 63, I; x. roo, 5; 
Av. xiv. 2, 41; Taitt. Sam. 1. 5, 3; ii. 5, 9, I; 6, 7, I; iii. 3, 2, I; V. 
4,10,5; vi. 6, 6, I; Kath. Sam. viii. ~5; Sat. Bra. i. 1,4,14; Jaim. 
Up. Bra. iii. 15, 2; Mbh. I, I, 52; XIII. 18, 1315; 1339 etc.). He is 
the Adam of Indian mythology. Fourteen Manus ruled over the 
world. Many Sutras and Dharma-sastras wherein incidentally 
several architectural matters are also referred to are ascribed to him. 
Thus he may be accepted as an early authority on architecture also. 
In the M anasiira-V iistusastra he is accepted as one of the four 
architects born out of the faces of Brahma and his earthly des
cendant is the Takshaka or carpenter without whose assistance no 
architectural object can be completed. 

Maya is one of the two most important authorities on 
architecture, the other being Visva-karman. The latter was the 
architects of the gods, while Maya was the architect of the Asuras 
and was connected with Ravat;la, the Asura King of Lanka, as the 
father of the chief queen Mandodari. He is also reputed as the 
originator of the magical art called Asura-vidya (Sat. Bra. xiii. 43, 
d. Vaj. Sam. XXII. 19). He was recognized as an ancient ruler 
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of earth (Mbh. XII. 2279, 8261). This is sufficiently corroborated 
by the discovery of the remains of Maya architecture in Central 
America. In the RamayatJa (Kish. Ka1;lQ.a, L. 8, I~I) he is stated to 
have derived his knowledge of arts through the grace of Brahma 
from Sukracharya under whose name there is a late text on political 
science wherein also some important matters of architecture are 
described with some technical details. In the standard VastuSastra 
also he is stated to have been originated from one of the faces of 
Brahma and is represented on earth by the Siitragrahin or engineer. 
His artistic instinct is stated to have developed to a habit and 
he had once to design an artistic palace in order to beguile 
the tedium of his wife Roma. His reputation continued to the next 
epic period represented by the M ahabharata where he is stated to 
have built three cities for the Asulas (Mbh. VIII. 33, 1406, 1407) 
and a wonderful palace demonstrating all heavenly and earthly 
ideas for the King Yudhishthira (Mbh. II, 50, 1809. No wonder, 
therefore, that his skill migrated to the antipode also. 

Competent authorities have admitted that the Maya Civilization 
of Central America spread from India. The discoveries of Dr. Gann 
and Professor Morley of the Carnegie Institute are now we11 known. 
The Maya manuscript book of Chilan Balam of Chumayel records 
the migration of the Maya clans. The British Museum Guide to 
the Maudsley Collection of Maya Sculptors would further corroborate 
that Maya as a person or a clan was an authority on ancient 
architecture. 

It is understandable, therefore, how and why several late 
texts have been ascribed to his distinguished name. One of these 
manuscripts bearing the tjtle Maya-mata-Silpasastra (Madras 
Catalogue Nos. 13038, also 13°34-13°39) has disclosed the forgery 
and states clearly that one Gannamacharya has compiled it, obviously 
from the M anasara-Vastusastra. 1 

Nala must have been an authority on architecture because in 
the period of the RamayatJa his reputation continued and his services 
were requisitioned by Rama to build a bridge (Setubandha) con
necting India and La1;lka. Narada is a more familiar name in 
Sanskrit literature. He is a sage (Av. V. 19,9; xii 4, 16; 24, 41; 
Ait. Bra. vii. 13, vii. 34, viii, 21; Sank. Sr. Siitra xv. 17, Maitra. 
Sam. 1. 58) and a pupil of B~haspati whose architectural treatise 
Varahamihira consulted in compiling the Brhat-samhita. He is also 
coupled with Sanatkumara (Chhand. Up. vii. I, I) under whose name 
a Vastu-sastra still exists in manuscript. Naya is not misread for 

1 For fuller details, see the writer's Indian Architecture (89-91) and the Hindu 
A"hitecture in India and Abroad (page 159). 
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Maya, it being one of a thousand epithets of Vish:r;m. But no more 
information is available about him. Prashtar like Tvashtar, must 
have been an authority on architecture but his work or name is no 
longer traceable. Saura may be an abbreviated form of Sauryaya1;li 
Gargya who is mentioned (PraS. Up. i. II; iv. I) as a sage con
temporary to Pippalada, Katyayana and others. Garga as an 
authority has been already treated and his descendant, Sauryayal,li 
or simply Saura, must have inherited the V idya and aSbisted the 
growth of the standard work on architecture. TvashtCl,l' is the third 
heavenly architect who claims descent from Brahma and who is 
represented on earth by Vardhaki or painter (Chitra-karman). 
He is frequently referred to in the Vedic hymns (1. 14. IO; 20, 6; 
2, 9, etc.) as the artificer of gods and designer of forms (Visvarftpa). 
He is the ideal artist, the most Skilful workman, versed in all wonder
ful contrivances, the Hephaistos or Vulcan of the Indian pantheon. 
Thus his authority on architecture was naturally utilized. Vardhaki 
is stated to be the son of Tvashtar in the M anasiira-Vastusiistra. 
He is clearly recognized as an expert in painting (Chitra-karman). 

Visrua is apparently an abbreviated form for Visalaksha of the 
Kautihya Arthasiistra and the Mahabhiirata (I, 67, 2736, 45, 49; 
IV. 32, 1054; V. IOI, 3594; VI. 88,3901,3904). In the Brhaspati
Sutra (ed. Thomas, p. 132) he is an esteemed authority both on 
royal polity and arts. 

Vrta as a sage is not met with in literature. His treatise on 
architecture also is not mentioned anywhere else except in the 
M anasiira-Vastusastra. 

There are three other names of sages commencing with Visva 
which term technically means' art', specially architecture. Of these 
three sages no treatise of Vlsvesa is traceable. But there are several 
later treatises bearing the title Kasyapa and thus his name as 
Visva-Kasyapa may be easily accepted as an authority on architec
ture. In the Brhad-ara1Jyaka-upanishad (VI. 5, 3) he is more 
significantly named Silpa-Kasyapa and included in a list of professors. 
His name is linked up with Aga'3tya, and Agastya and Kasyapa 
are associated with the art history of South India. 

Visvakarma, as already stated, is the traditional architect of 
the gods and originator of all arts. In the Vedic hymns (R.V., X 
81, 82) he is described as the father and generator of all beings, the 
creator of all things, and the divine architect of the world. The 
Prabhu of the Chhandogya-upanishad (viii. 5, 3) and the Vibhu of 
the Kaushitaki-upanishad (i. 3) may perhaps be regarded as the 
connecting link between the Vedic Visvakarma and the Visvakarma 
of the later literature. In the Vastu-sastra ascribed to a well
known sagely authority, Sanatkumara, there is a passage wherein 
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ViSvakarma is recognized as an expert in the science of architecture 
(V iistu-vidyii-visiirada). All Indian traditions seem to agree in 
pointing to Visvakarma as the first land-mark in the history of 
arts, especially, architecture, and scrupulously djstinguishing him 
from Maya, the best known authority on arts among the Asuras or 
Danavas. 

Some of these names as shown above are those of sages who are 
well known in the Vedic hymns and the later literature. Some 
Siistras other than the Silpa-siisfras have been also ascribed to them. 
Thus they have already been recognized as makers or compilers of 
Siistras. Therefore, even in the absence of such architeCtural 
treatises as can be definitely ascribed to them, those sages can be 
accepted as bonafide authors of arfhitecture, all the more because 
they have been recognized as authorities on the basis of which the 
standard work like the M iinasiira-viistu-siistra has developed. Like 
the nineteen pregrammarians of Pal;1ini, whose works are not trace
able, the thirty-two authorities must have helped the growth of the 
standard architecture in Sanskrit. This finding is further corro
borated by two other considerations. First, some of these thirty
two authorities obviously bear the titles of texts rather than those of 
authors. Secondly, the M rinasiira (lit. essence of measurement which 
is the very life in the construction of an architectural object) is in
cluded in the list of thirty-two authorities upon which the M iinasiira
V iistusiistra itself is stated to have been based. This word normally 
suggests that there was a smaller rather than a wider treatise bearing 
the same title out of which the present comprehensive standard 
work has developed both as q science for general guidance and as a 
practical hand book to assist professional artists and private builders. 
This landmark in the history of architecture in ancient India in 
whichever period it may be finally fixed would be naturally looked 
up for consultation by the compilers like those of the Purii1;'tas, 
Agamas, historical works, poetic works, lexicons, etc., where some 
of the numerous architectural subjects have been incorporated for 
special and individual needs. Thus the M iinasiira-V iistusiistra has 
been quoted, summarized, or taken in modified forms by most of 
the architectural treatises which came into being afterwards. On 
the other hand, as indicated above, the standard work itself must 
have been based upon the preceding authorities. It has no doubt 
its own originality and contributions. The personal observation of 
the then existing examples and the experience of the contemporary 
builders are clearly indicated in the testing of soil and selection of 
sites by various examinations, as well as by actual alternative 
measurements suggested for various objects. The results of those 
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observations and experiments have been generalized and rules 
deduced for general guidance. Thus the M iinasiira-Vastusiistra 
serves the double functions of a hand book for ordinary builders and 
engineers as well as a guide book for the study of the science of 
architectu reo 

There is no unreality about the authorities quoted above. 
In view of the archreologic~l remains of some 3000 B.C. at Mohcnjo
Daro and other sites and in consideration of the cultural achie-vements 
in various fields during the Vedic period the earliest preserved text 
on architecture must exhibit a long prior development. But as it 
happens in case of Pal;1ini's grammar or f)f the Kautilya's Artr..lsastra. 
the M anasara- Vastusastra has made it impossible for the earlier 
treatises to survive because of its completeness. For nobody would 
care to consult a fragmentary-treatise when a complete one was 
available to supply all theories and practical guidance. In the 
same way the Arthasastra and Pal;1ini have also deprived their earlier 
treatises of the- possibility of survival. So far as the M iinasiira
VastuStistra is concerned no other treatise of its completeness or of 
its details were ever attempted even after its growth despite its 
defective language- ano despite the uncertainty of its authorship. 
This apathy was certainly oue not to any lack of popular interest 
either in the study or practice of architecture, but obviously to the 
unsettled political condition of the country. For following the 
M anasara works like the Purii1Jas and Agamas as well as those 
dealing with astronomy, medicine, dramatic play, etc., have copiously 
incorporated architectural description, and a large number of 
fragmentary treatises on architecture, sculpture and painting have 
also come into being. 





TAYIN, TAYI, TADI 

By P. V. BAPAT 

(I) The word I tayi' or I tayin' is often used in Buddhist Sanskrit 
books. Burnottf takes it in the sense of I protector (trayin)·. Kern 
derives it from' tayana' which, on the authority of Pa:trlni I, 3, 38, 
he takes in the sense of 'thriving' or I mighty'. Childers gives an 
article on this word in his Dictionary and deri ves it from tadrs 
and thinks that it is more used to indicate the disciples of the Buddha 
who were thought to be like hVn, although he recognizes, towards 
the end of his article, that the word was occasionally used for the 
, Buddha' . E. Senart has a note on the word in the Mahavastu 
ii. 543, where he clearly indicates that it is an equivalent of the 
Pali word 'tadi'. Morris in the Journal of the Pali Text Society 
(1891-93, pp. 53-55) discusses this word, thinks of two distinct 
forms, tadi and tadi (tadin), and derives it from tad an extension 
of the root ta (p. 55). Sylvain Levi in the J ournaJ Asiatique, 
vol. xx, p. 243, has a note 011 this word where apparently he accepts 
the sense of the word as' protector'. It is proposed in this article to 
further examine the word and see if we can find any material which 
would throw light upon the evolution of the form and meaning of it. 

(2) The Mahavyutpatti, in the first section of 'Tathagatasya 
paryayanamani' and in the 96th section on ' Sara:t;la-paryaya~' gives 
the word trayi (or tayi) and 'tayi' respectively. Sakaki's edition of 
the Mvy. gives the Tibetan and Chinise equivalents of these words 
(nos. IS, 1746) respectively, as 

- 1* skyob-pa ~~'~r ~ 1.( ~ "" , co 

9+7 149+ 14 149+ 14 

skyob-ston ~·f~· ~ it 
II3 149+14 

All these Tibetan and Chinese renderings support the interpretation 
of I protector' or I that which affords protection'. It is curious to 
note that the Tibetan renderings of this word or Pall I tadi' is the 
same in Udanavarga iv. 7 (= Pall Udana, iv. 7), xxxi. 49 (= Dhp. 96), 
xxxii. 43 (= Udana iii. 10), although in one place, Udanavarga 

xix. 3, the Tibetan translator uses a general word thub ~~, 
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which, though etymologically it means Sakya, is often used in the 
sense of a muni or a sage. 

Namasangiti (p. 144, stanza 6) mentions the word in the 
following:-

Nathas trata trilokaptal;1 sara:t;latp tayi niruttaral;1 
This also supports the interpretation of the Mvy. 

It is frequently used in earlier Buddhist Sanskrit texts such as 
Mahavastu (iii. 397-400), Saddharma-pu:t;lQ.arika (ii. 133, vi. 7, 
xiv. 10), Snvar:t;la-prabhasa (p. 14, Idzumi's ed.), Abhisamayruanka
raloka (verse 27), Sik!?asamuccaya (260. 10,300.5), Bodhicaryavatara 
(iii. 2, v. 9), Abhidharmakosavyakhya (Wogihara's ed. ii. 394), etc. 
The word, it appears, had become a common word in Buddhist 
Sanskrit and though it is very oftep met with, a definite comment 
upon it is rare. It is, however, clear that the word in Mahavastu 
iii. 397-400 does not admit of the interpretation of' protector'. 

Nago tayi pravuccati tathatva.. k!?etrajfto tayi pravuccati 

Kusalo tayi 
" " 

Aryo tayi 
" 

tathatva. 
paJ;1Q.ito tayi pravuccati 

tathatva. 
CaraJ;1ava tayi pravuccati 

tathatva. 

Most of these stanzas correspond to Snttanipata 520, 522, 
524, 526, 530 where the word 'tadi ' occnrs as equivalent of ' tayi ' 
here. In other places, it is used as an epithet of the Buddha 
himself or any holy peISOll like the Arhat or the Bodhisattva. In 
Bodhicaryavatara-paftjika, a Commentary by Prajl1akaramati on 
Bodhicaryavatara, in two places, we get a commellt on the word. 
While commenting on the word in 

Bodhisattvatva-Buddhatvam anumode ca tayinatp 1 (iii. 2) 
the Commentator says: Tayinam iti (1) Svadhigatamargadesakana:tp.. 
Yad ukta:tp. tayal;1 svad:r!?tamargoktir iti tad vidyate ye!?am iti. 
Atha va, (2) tayal;1 santanarthal;1; a-sa:tp.saramaprati!?th1ta2-nirva:t;la
taya avasthayina:tp.. " The word is used in the sense of' those who 
preach about the Path obtained by themselves'. It has been said that 
the word' tayal;1' means 'telling (others) the Path seen by oneself'. 
Those that have it. Or, the word is to be taken in the sense of 

1 This is, by the by, rendered in Tib. translation as skyob-pa rnams-kyi 
l'l'Q' ~~'1';J' in so far as we gather from the editor's foot-note in the text. 

2 For this expression, see Mvy. (Sakaki's ed. 406, 1728): aprati~thito nirvat;le, 
aprati~thita-nirvat;laIP, the former of which is an extolatory epithet of the Tathagata, 
and the latter a synonym of nirvat;la. Also see La Siddhi (L.V.P.), pp. 671ft'. 
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'extension'. That is, those who, as long as worldly life lasts, con
tinue to live without being established into nirvaJ;1a." Here it is 
obvious that the sense of 'protector' is absent ann the Commentator 
takes it in the sense of either (I) one who preaches about the Path 
attained by oneself; or (2) an aspirer who wants to continue to live 
without entering nirvaJ;1a. In another place 

Jagad daridram adyapi sa kathatp pflrvatayinatp. (v. 9) 
the Commentator simply says: Pflrvatayinatp pflrvamabhisambud
dhanatp Bhagavatatp. Here it is clear that the word is definitely 
used in the sense of the Buddha, abhisambuddha, the Enlightened 
One. The following line 

Sravakebhya1,l sakhaqgebhyo Bodhisattvasya tayina1,l. 
• (Abhisamayalankaraloka, v. 27) 

shows that the word is used for a Bodhisattva. 
The following lines 

Evatp Buddhanayatp viditva sugata pflja krta tayina1,l. 
(Sik. 260. II), 

Pattapradanatp datva tu Lokanathasya tayina1,l. (ibid., 300. 5), 
Ehi ti c'oktaJ::1 Sugatena tayina 

(Abhk. vyakhya, ii. p. 374. Wogihara's ed.), 
Mama kumara srJ;1ohi Lokanathasya tayinaJ::1 

(SuvarlJ,a. p. 14, ed. of Idzumi), 
show that the word was used in the sense of the Buddha, Tathagata, 
Sugata. From the Buddhist Texts the word travelled to 
Gauqapadiya-karika (4. 99), and we meet with it in the following 
verse: • 

Kramate na hi Buddhasya jiianatp dharme~u tayina1,l. 
Sarve dharmas tatha jiianatp naitad Buddhena bh~itatp. 

The Commentator, while commenting on this word says: 
. tayo 'syasti ti tayi; santanavato nirantarasyakasakalpasye 

tyarthaJ::1; pfljavato va prajiiavato va.' 
Here it is worth noting that the Commentator on the Karikas is in 
agreement with the Commentator on Bodhicaryavatara in that he 
interprets the word 'taya' in the sense of 'santana', 'extension', 
although the interpretation in its application is different. 

(3) In Pali texts, however, we invariably get the word 'tadi' 
and there also it is used both in the sense of the' Buddha' or a 'holy 
disciple like the Arhat'. In M., ii. 105, Angulimala confesses 

Adandena asatthena aham danto'mhi tadina 
. . . (= Theragatha, 878). 
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In Sn. 957, Sariputta speaks about his visit to the Buddha thus: 
. Tal!1 Buddhal!1 asitaI!1 tadil!1 akuhaI!1 gaJ;1im agataI!1 

The word is equally used to denote a great sage like Kat;thasiri 
(or Asita) in Sn. 697 : 

Tenanusittho hitamanasena tadina. 
The word seems to have been used in a peculiarly technical sense in 
Sn. 154,219,488,519,520,522, 524-26,530-532,697, 712,803,etc.; 
Thera-gatha 68, 441, 491, 878, 905, 1067, 1096 etc.; Dhp. 94--96; 
D. ii. 157; Miln. p. 382; J a. iii. 98 etc. In all these places it is used 
in the sense of one who is not affected in the least by any of the eight 
lokadharmas-profit or loss, fame or no fame, praise or censure, 
pleasure or pain. The word is comrp.ented upon in Niddesa i. II4-16, 
where it is interpreted in the sense of an Arhat who is tadi in five 
ways: 

(i) Itthanitthe tadi, (ii) cattavi ti tadi, (iii) th.ll,1avi ti tadi, 
(iv) muttavi tadi, (v) tanniddesa tadi. 

Each of these is explained at great length. Most of this comment 
is repeated in the Commentary upon Sn. 957. The same is referred 
to in the Commentary on M. ii. 105. Side by side with this technical 
interpretation, we also find in the Commentaries the interpretation 
of the word as ' tadisa " in the following: . 

TadiI!1 MaggajinaI!1 vadanti Buddha (Sn. 86; Cm.: Tadin ti 
tadisaI!1, yathavuttappakaraI!1. This is further explained 
as 'Lokadhammehi nibbikaran ti attho'. 

Aradhaye dakhi1,leyye hi tadi (Sn. 509; Cm.: Tan ca so tadiso, 
tividha -sampa ttisadhako). 

Deva pi tassa pihayanti tadino (Dhp. 94; Cm. explains the 
word by' tathariipassa '). 

SaI!1sara na bhavanti tadino (Dhp. 95 where the Cm. explains 
the word by' evariipassa '). 

Upasantassa tadino (Dhp. 96; here also the Cm. explains the 
word by' tathariipassa '). 

Soka na bhavanti tadino (Udana iv. 7; Cm.: tadisassa 
khi1,lasava-munino) . 

The word is interpreted in the sense of 'one who has the same 
mind, equanimity, for all, or in all circumstances', as in the 
following: 

Sabbabhiitesu tadino (Sn. 154; Cm. explains as' sabbabhiitesu 
samacittena tadi'). 

Amamassa thitassa tadino (Udana iii. I. Cm. explains: 
itthadisu ekasadisata-sankhatena tadibhavena tadi). 
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In Dhammapala's commentaries, in several places, both the inter
pretations are given as alternative interpretations, as in the 
Comment on the word in Udana iii. I, iv. 7; Theragatha 68. In 
fact. an attempt is made to show that both these interpretations 
are really one and the same and are not irreconcilable with each 
other. Dhammapala, while commenting on the word 'tadibhava
vahanato' in Vis. i. p. 5 says: 

'Yadiso ittbesu labhadisu anunayabhavato, tadiso anitthesu 
alabhadisu patighabhavato. Tato eva va' yadiso anapa
thagatesu itthanitthesu, tadiso apathagatesu pi ti tadi; 
tassa bhavo tadibhavo; tassa avaha'lato.' 'He is the 
same in unfavourable circumstances as he is in favourable 
circumstances.' • 

So it may be said that one of these interpretations can be easily 
derived from the other. Tadi = tadisa, like that, alike, the same, 
just the same in all circumstances, favourable or unfavourable, one 
who is unperturbed, one who knows no quaking, etc. : 

IndakhUupamo tadi subbato (Dhp. 95, where the Cm. says: 
, atthahi lokadhammehi akampiyabhavena tadi'. 'Unshak
able in all the eight worldly conditions '). 

Suttanipata 712: 
Alatthal11 yadidal11 sadhu nalatthal11 kusalam iti 
Ubhayeneva so tadi rukkhal11 va upanivattati 

is very clear about this interpretation. 'He is alike in both the 
circumstances-whether he gets food or whether he does not get 
food.' The corresponding stanza in M~havastu iii. 388, 4-5 : 

Adasi iti sadhu nadasi bhadram astu te 
Ubhayenaiva sadrso ruk~atvatP vinivartaye 

gives' sadrso' as an equivalent of tadi. 
Mahavastu ii. 256, gives a passage 

'Varal11 eval11rllpal;lal11 eva satpuru~al;lal11 padapal11su rajo, 
na sauvarl;l0 parvato ' 

where E. Senart in his note on the word I eval11rtlpal,lal11' remarks 
that the word is an equivalent of Pali I tadinal11'. 

Another interesting thing, it is worth noting, is that as in 
other Buddhist Sanskrit texts, Mahavastu also does use in most 
places (iii. 397-400) the word I tayi , for the Pall I tadi " but there is 
one instance where the Pali form is retained: 

Sramal;lo tadi pravuccati tathattva (Mahavastu, iii. 397. 2) 
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e~actly agrees with Pali: 
SamaI}.o tadi pavuccati tathatta 1 (Sn. 520). 

This leaves it beyond doubt that the word 'tayi' was used as a 
substitute for the Pali 'tadi' and therefore at the beginning had the 
same sense as the Pali form, although, later on, an altogether 
different sense came to be attached to it. 

(4) As a further proof of this, I have noted a stanza in the 
Sanskrit Udanavarga in the Pelliot collection of the documents of 
Central Asia (See N. P. Chakravarti, L'Udanavarga Sanskrit, 
pp. 242-43). In stanza 3 of the Asvavarga which corresponds, line 
by line, to Dhp. 94, the last line reads: 

Deva pi tasya sprhayanti tag.rnal:t 
and exactly agrees with Pali: 

Deva pi tassa pihayanti tadino (Dhp. 94). 
In the first staza of the same varga', the last line as given in Sanskrit 
Udanavarga reads: 

Prahasate sarvabhavani tadp3al:t. 
In another version of this last line, we find 

Tayi sa sarvatp. prajahati dukkhatp. (Chakravarti, p. 240). 
Thus even in Sanskrit we meet with the form 'tadmah' which is 
closer to the Pali form 'tadino'. Another instance' of 'the corres
pondence of 'tayino ' with 'tadino ' is noted by Sylvain Levi in his 
article on the' Apramadavarga' in J ouma! Asiatique, vol. xx (1912), 
pp. 242-43. The 7th stanza of the varga reads thus: 

Adhicetasi ma pramadyatal:t pratatatp. maunapade~u s~atal:t 
Soka na bhavanti tayino hyupasantasya sada smrtatmanal;1. 

This exactly corresponds to Udana iv. 7 = Theragatha 68 
Adhicetaso appamajjato munino monapathesu sikkhato 
soka na bhavanti tadino upasantassa sada satimato. 

It is interesting to note that in all these places-noted in this para
graph-where the word tayi occurs, the Tibetan rendering is skyob-pa -~'1'.q' while in the place of the unusual form 'tadrnal;1' the 

Tibetan rendering is made by a general word like thub ...... maws 

~ .... ~~~'. So it appears that at the time of the Tibetan 

translations, the word • tayi ' had definitely come to be interpreted in 

1 See my Devanagari edition of the Suttanipata, p. 75. 
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the sense of' protector' . When the translators came across a different 
form of the word, they chose to select another word which would 
give the sense in general. That they did not identify the word with 
'tadisa' is also clear from Udanavarga, xxviii. 7, where for the word 
, tadisa' in Dhp. 76 (with which this stanza agrees), the Tibetan 

"" translators use an altogether different word, de-ita "'~'. 
(5) That the interpretation of the word 'tayi' as a 'protector' 

was a much later one is also proved by another testimony-that of 
the early Chinese translations of Tripitaka. They simply show that 
the word was understood, in general, as an equivalent of one who 
knows no sorrow', 'one who has no superior'. 'a truthful man', ' a 
holy man' in general, or an epithet of the Buddha or Bodhisattva. 
For the second line from the Apramadavarga quoted above, the 
Chinese rendering is 

~ 
86+8 

(J A. xx, p. 243). 
which shows that the word was simply rendered by 'one without 
sorrow'. 

For Sn. 803, 
Paral!1 gato na pacceti tadi, 

the Chinese rendering is (Taisho ed., iv. 178 c. I3) : 

M ~ ~ )$ ~ ~ 
53+6 86+8 75+9 109+6 1+3 16z+13 

Here it is simply interpreted as 'one who has 110 snperior·. 
For 

Tal!1 Buddhal!1 asitam tadil!1 
in Sn. 957, the Chinese Text (Taisho ed., iv. 186 b. 18-19) simply 
says: 

which means 'the Enlightened One, having no sorrow'. 
For 

Deva pi tassa pihayanti tadino (Dhp. 94) 
the oldest Chinese version of the third century A.D. (No. 2IO, Taisho 
ed., p. 564 b. 8) simply says 

j; ~ Elf ~ 
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'hGnoured by gods'. There is no word giving the rendering of 
'tadino'. 

For 
IndakhUupamo tadi subbato 
Rabado'va apeta-kaddamo (Dhp. 95) 

the Chinese translation gives (ibid., 564 b. 9) : 

~ jjJ ~~ LlJ ~ A 
9 86+8 

which means 'does not shake like a mountain. He is a truthful 
man, without any impurity'. For' Upasantassa tadino' (Dhp. 96) 
the Chinese version gives a rende.ring (ibid., 564 b. II) in which 
I fail to see any equivalent of 'tarlino '. In none of these examples 
we get the interpretation as 'protector', although it is true that in 
some cases no attempt is made to give any rendering at all of the 
word. It is the peculiarity of Chinese translations that, as against 
Tibetan translations which are mostly literal, they aim more at the 
conveying of the sense of the original than at the exact rendering 
of the words in it. 

(6) Now the question arises 'how did this change-over from tarli 
to tayi take place? ' Here the Jain Prakrit texts come to our help. 
We constantly meet with the word' tayi' or 'tai' in Jain Prakrit 
texts and it is used in almost the same sense as Pali 'tadi'. It is 
used with reference to Mahavira himself as well as with reference to 
'one who is as holy as the Great Teacher', a 'Monk'. 

Nayaputte1,1a tayiJ,la (Dasavaikalika-Sutra, 6. 21) 

shows that it is used for the Great Teacher, Mahavira. 
Uva:t;liyatarassa tai1,1o bhayamal;lassa vivikkamasa:t;la1!l 

(SuyagaQ.anga, I. 2. 2. 17) 
corresponds to Pali 

Patilinacarassa bhikkhuno 1 bhajamanassa vivittamasanatp. 
(Sn.8IO). 

Here the word is obviously used in the sense of a holy monk. It is 
found also in Suya. 2. 6. 24; Uttaradhyayana 8. 4, II. 31, 21. 22; 
Dasavaikalika 3. 15, etc. Here also the later Commentators inter
pret the word in the sense of ' protector' . 

Trata, svaparitral;lsamarthena (Cm. on Dasa. 6. 21) 
Trayate, rak~ty atmanam durgatel;1 (Cm. on Uttar. 8. 4). 

1 See my Devaniigari edition of the Suttanipata, p. 123. 
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The word is used in the very first stanza of Hemachandra's Yogasastra 
Namo ................... . 
Arhate Yoginathaya Mahaviraya tayine 

and the Comment explains the word thus: 
Tayi-Sakalasurasura-manuja-tirascatp pru.akal,l 

It is also explained in Commentaries as equivalent of 'tyagin' (cf. 
2nd interpretation from Niddesa given above in para. 3--Cattavi 
ti tadj) , 'tapin', as well as 'tayin' or 'trayin' (see Paiasadda
mahaJ;l1;J.ava, p. 532). One interpretation given in the Abhidhana
rajendrakosa deserves special notice: 

'Tapalf svadr~tamargokti~; tadvan tapi' 
(Cm. on Dvatritp-satika, 27. 20) 

Another pothi 1 of the Dvatrirpsika, composed by Yasovijayaji of 
the 17th century, reads: 

'Tayalf sudr~tamargoktil;l; tadvan tayi.' 

This interpretation given by a Jain author of the 17th century shows 
that even Jain tradition had accepted an interpretation which, as 
we have noted above (para. 2) is given in the Bodhicaryavatarapafijika 
as one of the two alternative interpretations. It is obvious that 
the word was used ill both the Jain and Buddhist communities and 
that it was understood in both the traditions in the same or almost 
the same sense. If the word changed its sense for one tradition, 
it was accepted by another tradition also in its new sense. 

It is perhaps due to the Jain influence that the word in its 
Prakrit form came to be used and knewn even in Buddhist circles 
and that is perhaps the reason why the form' tayi ' came to be used 
by the Buddhist Sanskrit writers. We have already given above 
(para. 4) a few remnants, in the transitional stage, of the Pali form 
, tadi ' in 'tadrnalf, tadrsal;l' used in Sanskrit Udanavarga. In one 
place (para. 3) the word' tadi' itself is retained in the Sanskrit text 
(Mahavastu iii. 397. 2). 

When once the word' tay!' came to be established in the current 
use of Buddhist or Jain writers, the later commentators, both 
Buddhist or Jain, forgetting the original history of the word began 
to exercise their brains for finding out its etymology. They began 
to connect it with the root' taya' (i) to extend; or (ii) to protect 
(Dhatupatha-tayr-santana-pruanayol;l). Hence the interpreta
tions given in Bodhicaryavatarapafijika, Mahavyutapatti, Jain 

1 I have to thank my friend Motilal Ladhaji for making this text available to 
me for reference. 
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Commentaries as well as Tibetan translations. We have noted 
above that the Chinese translations, at any rate of the early period, 
of Atthakavarga, Dhammapada 1, etc. do not accept this interpreta
tion. 

(7) Thus from what has been said above, the evolution of the 
form and meaning of ' tayi' may be as shown below: 

Tadrk or tadrSa-like that, alike, the same, 
just the same. 

By dropping the final 
consonant. tad;- (from which we get the form' tad;-nal).' 

as given in the Udanavarga). 
By early prakritisa-
tion. tadi-in PaM texts. 

As a result of further 
prakritisa tion. tayi or tai in Jain 

Prakrit texts. 
tayi (adopted by 
Buddhist Sanskrit 
writers, as well as 
Jain writers). 

The Buddha, or any 
holy man who is un
shakable. 

Do. 

In the sense of 'pro
tector'. 

1 My colleague Dr. V. V. Gokhale tells me that in Kumarajiva's Chinese transla
tion of the Saddharma-puJ;lc;1.arika, the terms used for 'tayin' are varying, such as 

jji$ great spirit, ~I 11 the Noble, Honoured One. 

37 II3+5 



HISTORY OF THE KALACHURIS OF SOUTHERN 
KOSALA 

By AMALANANDA GHOSH 

Many inscriptions of the Kalachuris of the Kosala branch 
relate that King Kokalla of the main line had eighteen sons. of whom 
the first became the lord of Tripun and made the rest m::u;ters of 
districts (ma1Jq,ala-pati).l In the family of the youngest of them 
was born Kalingaraja or Kaliftgan~ipati, who, as a Ratanpur in
cription states, abandoned his l!ncestral land, in order not to im
poverish the treasury of Tritasaurya and acquired by his two arms 
the country of Dakshit;la-Kosala.2 

There is some doubt about the sigl1ificance of the word Trita
saurya. It occurs twice in the Ratanpur inscription, first in con
nexion with Kokalla himself and next in tlJe passage quoted above. 
Dr. Hiralal took it to be the name of a tribe, identical with the Vedic 
Tritsus, and thought that the second passage hints at the magna
nimity of Kalingaraja revealed by the fact that he left his own 
king's army with the intention of lessening the burden on the 
treasury of the enemies (i.e. the Tritasauryas).s It is extremely 
unnatural that a prince should have left his native land in order to 
make the task of the enemies easier. Nor does the slight phonetic 
similarity between Tritsu and Tritasaurya afford sufficient ground 
for the identification. It is better, therefore, to stick to Kielhorn's 
view that Tritasaurya was the name of the ma1Jq,ala whence 
Kaliftgaraja emanated and where his forefathers, beginning from the 
younger son of Kokalla, had been ruling. 

1 Some of the latest inscriptions of the dynasty, e.g. the Amoda plates of 
Jajalladeva and the Pendrabandh plates of Pratapamalla have parsve instead of 
sesM,n, which would mean that the others were made matJof/,ala-patis 'in the neigh
bouring area'. 

2 Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 32: Prapat=teshu Kalinga-rajam=asamam vamsaft 
kramad = anu/aft putram sa (sa )tru-kalatra-netra-salila-sphita-pratapa-drumaft yen = 
ayam Trita-saurya-kosa(sa)m= akrisikarlum vihay =anvaya-kshotJoim DakshitJoa-Kosalo 
janapado vii(ba)hu-dvayen=arjjitaft 'The race of the younger of these (brothers) in 
course of time obtained an unequalled son, Kali1igaraja-the race that was a tree of 
prowess fed by the water of the eyes of the enemies' wives; who (Kalingaraja) , in order 
not to impoverish the treasury of Tritasaurya, abandoned the ancestral land and 
acquired by his two arms the country of DakshilJ.a-Kosala.' I take drumaft to be an 
adjective to vam§aft and regard Kielhorn's correction to sphitam and drumam as 
unnecessary . 

8 Ind. Ant., Vol. LIlI, p. 269. 
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With one exception noted below all the relevant inscriptions 
of the line state that Kalingaraja was born in the family of the 
youngest son of Kokalla.1 This implies that there was a lapse of 
time between Kokalla and Kalii:l.garaja. This receives confirmation 
from the fact that in the Ratanpur inscription Kali1igaraja is dis
tinctly said to have been born in the family of the younger son of 
Kokalla in course of time (kramiit). This leaves no alternative 
but to identify Kokalla with Kokalla I, belonging to the latter half 
of the ninth century. 

The KhaTod inscription of Ratnadeva III, however, states, 
contrary to all other inscriptions, that Kalinganripati was the 
youn~est son of Kokalla himself.2 As it is not possible to push back 
Kalitigaraja to the times of Kokall2t I in view of the synchronism of 
his son Kamalaraja and Gangeya of the main line, Dr. N. P. Chakra
varti holds in his edition of the Kharod inscription that Kokalla 
should rather be identified with Kokalla II of the early eleventh 
century. He derives support from the fact that in the Amoda 
plates the Kokalla concerned is said to have 'forcibly snatched 
away the treasuries, horses and elephants of the lords of Kan;lata 
(sic. Karlfata), Lata, Gflrjara, the master of the king of Sakambhari, 
Turushka and of him born in Raghu's family and made a pillar of 
victory in the world.' S The mention of the Turushka decisively 
shows, according to Dr. Chakravarti, that it is Kokalla II who is 
intended here, as it was not possible for the first king of that name 
to have fought a Mul:tammadan power. But as we have suggested 
elsewhere,4 the reference is valueless for historical purposes, as in 
no record of the main Kalachuri line are these exploits ascribed to 
Kokalla I or Kokalla II. The record in question was composed 
about two centuries later than the time of Kokalla I, in an age 
when Mul;lammadan invasions were looming large in the eyes of 
the people, and their defeat, supposed or real, by a native prince 
was naturally considered to be a feat of the highest credit. We 
should also remember that not even in the case of Kokalla II can 
the defeat of the Mul:tammadans be regarded as a fact; for though 

1 CJ. Amoda plates of Prithvideva I, Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 75. 
2 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 159. The Pendrabandh plates, ibid., Vol. XXIII, 

p. I, reads tesham=anujas=tu etc., instead of the usual tesham=anujasya. This 
would appear to support the Kharod inscription. It seems that in the last days 
of the dynasty KaliIigaraja came to be regarded as the son and not merely a 
descendant of KokaJla. But the testimony of the earlier inscriptions must be 
taken as more authoritative. 

S Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 75. 
4 Journal of Indian History, Vol. XV, p. 165. 
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he was a contemporary of Mahmud of Ghazna, his name does not 
figure in Firishta's list of princes confederating against the Sultan. 

The relation of the Kalachuris with Kosala does not begin 
with the establishment of the house of Kaliitgaraja. For in the 
Billiari inscription we are told that Mugdhatuilga, the second Kala
churi king of Tripuri, took Pali from the lord of Kosala; and a similar 
statement also occurs in the Benares plates of ~an;ta.l In the 
Billiari inscription again, another king Lakshma1;larajr is stated to 
have defeated the lord of Kosala. 

Nor is this alL' The Kharod inscription says that Kaliilgaraja 
became the lord of Tumma1;la through the worship of Vailkesvara. 
It is more clearly stated in the Ratanpur inscription of Jajalladeva 
that he acquired the land of Dakshit;m-Kosala and fixed his capital 
at Tumma1;la as it had formerly teen made a place of royal residence 
by his ancestors. There is no king of the main Kalachuri line 
who is known to have shifted his capital, even temporarily, to Tum
ma1;la; nor could he be properly called an ancestor of Kalingaraja. 
It seems, therefore, that some forefather of Kaliilgaraja, a ma1JrJ,ala
pati of Tritasanrya, conquered and held Tumma1;la for some time. 
The occupation, however, was only temporary, as Kaliitgaraja did not 
inherit Kosala but had to reconquer it. Hiralal plausibly identifies 
Tumma1;la with Tumalla in the Lapba zamindari of the Bilaspur 
district.2 

As the capital was fixed by Kalingaraja at Tumma1;la, the 
Kalachuris of Kosala became known as kings of Tumma1;la. In 
the Kharod inscription, for example, Kamalaraja, the son of Kaliitga
raja, is called the 'lord of Tllmma1;la.' And J ajalladeva II, 
one of the late kings of the dynasty, ~ still given the same title in 
the Malliar inscription,S long after Tumma1;la ceased to be the 
capital of Kosala. It seems that Tumma1;la came to denote a country, 

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 305; Vol. I, p. 254. 
2 Ind. Ant., Vol. LIII, pp. 267 f. The Seori-narayan plates of Ratnadeva II, 

as read by Pandeya Sharma (Ind. Hist. Qrly., Vol. IV, p. 3I), contains the following 
passage: Tripurisasy= iinujasy = iisid == V anko-Tummii1Ja-bhubhujalJ Kalingariijas = 
tat-sunur=asit Kamalarii# nripalJ. The wordings of the inscription are entirely 
different from the standard form of other grants of the dynasty, the whole of the text 
being in verse. Moreover, the issuer, Ratnadeva II, has been called a Maharanaka, a 
designation not given to him in any other inscription. It is possible, therefore, that 
the grant is spurious, though it must be admitted that the date is regular, including 
the mention of a real IWlar eclipse. The published impression of the inscription 
is extremely faulty, making a palreographical examination of the inscription prac
tically impossible. Valiko-TummaJ;la may have been a popular name of the city 
due to the presence of the Valikesvara temple there. But the passage as it stands 
does not give good meaning, and the correction to vamse Tummii1Ja-bhubhujata may 
be suggested. 

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 39. 
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identical with Kosala.1 Sti11later on, we find in the Krishnapur 
inscription the mention of a Turilghana king defeated by Ananga
Bhima of the Eastern Ganga dynasty.2 Though the editor of the 
inscription sees in the word a reference to Tugbrail Khan, it is most 
probably to be regarded as a variant of Tum.m.fu;la. 

There are the following landmarks helping us to fix tentatively 
the dates of the earlier kings of the dynasty: 

(I) Kamalaraja, the second king, was a contemporary of 
Gangeya of the main line, who reigned from c. 1010 to 1041. 

(2) An inscription of Prithvideva I, the fourth king, is dated 
A.D. 1079. 

(3) An inscription of the fifth pug, J ajalladeva I, is dated A.D. 
lII4· 

(4) One ·of the inscriptions of Ratnadeva II, the sixth king, is 
dated A.D. II28. 

(5) As we shall see below, Ratnadeva II defeated Anantavarman 
Cho<;laganga, the Eastern Ganga king; he was also the contemporary 
of Cho<;laganga's son Madhu-Kaman;lava, as an inscription mentions 
his engagements (though uncertain) with J atesvara, a secondary 
name of Madhu-Kamar:Q.ava (accession 1142). 

(6) An inscription of Prithvideva II, the successor of Ratnadeva 
II, is dated A.D. II45. . 

It is therefore fairly established that Ratnadeva II died about 
the year II44. Assuming that Kamalaraja was a younger contem
porary of Gangeya, he must be regarded to have come to the throne 
in c. 1020. We have thus to distribute a period of about 124 years 
(A.D. I020-II44) among five-ldngs. We thus arrive at the following 
dates: 

I. Kalingaraja 
2. Kamalaraja 
3. Ratnadeva I 
4. Prithvideva I 
5. Jiijalladeva I 
6. Ratnadeva II 

995-1020. 
1020-1045. 
1045-1070.3 
1070-1095. 
1095-II20. 
II20-II44·4 

1 Cf. Mahnmadpur inscription, P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 50; Ratanpur 
inscription of V.S. 1247, Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 45. 

2 l.A.S.B., Vol. LXVII, pt. i, p. 322. 
8 As we shall see below, it is likely that his death actually took place in 1066. 

That, however, does not affect the general chronological scheme, as it is admitted 
that we must allow a margin of a few years in all these dates. It only shows that the 
scheme is not wide off the mark. 

4 This seems to conflict with the Kugda inscription, dated A.D. II41-42, which 
mentions Prithvideva as ruling. But as we shall see below, Ratnadeva must have 
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The chronology thus fixed is highly tentative, but it is workable, 
fitting with all known facts. A more accurate dating is not possible 
at present. 

Kalif.J.garaja was succeeded by his son Kamalaraja. In the 
Amoda plates, it is stated that he churned the king of Utkala and 
contributed prosperity to the treasury of Gangeyadeva.1 This 
clearly shows that the relation of the Tumm8J;la line with the main 
Kalachuri kings was still very cordial and more. or less subordinate, 
as Kamalaraja made over the booty to Gangeyadeva. 

Dr. Chakravarti suggests that the Utkala king wa<; the contem
porary Eastern Ganga king. This, however, is doubtful, as no 
Ganga king before Anantavarman ChoQ.aganga is known to have 
held Utkala. The Vizagapatam grant of that king, dated A.D. 
1II8-19, describes him as being' decorated with the entire sov
ereignty over the whole of Utkala.' 2 The Riimacharita of Sandhya
karanandin (ii, 5) says that Ramapala of Bengal (c. 1084-1126) 8 

was helped by J ayasirhha, the ruler of Dat;lQ.abhukti, who was the 
victor of the Utkalesa Kart;lakesarin. This proves the existence of 
an independent line in Utkala in the eleventh century. The kesarin 
ending of the name of the above king may suggest his connexion 
with Unmattakesarin, a late king of the Bhauma line, mentioned in 
the Dhenkanal grant,' or with Uddyotakesarin, one of the last 
scions of the Somavarhsi kings of Kosala.6 

In the Kharod inscription Kamalaraja is called 'the lord of 
Tummat;la'. Through inadvertence his name is.~omitted in the 
Pendrabandh plates of Pratapamalla. 

Rajendra Chola I of the Chola d~nasty came to the throne in 
1012. His famous Tirumalai inscription of the twelfth year of his 
reign (A.D. 1023), in recounting his victories, mentions, between 

lived after A.D. II42, as he fought with the Eastern Ganga Madhu-Kiimat-l,lava. 
As the inscription is fragmentary, is it likely that the date has been read wrongly? 

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 75. The portion runs thus: ksMr;=odapu(m= U)tkala
nripam parimathya dhiro Giidre(nge)yadeva-vibhave samadiich=chhriyam ya!l. It 
is unnecessary to correct samadach to sao, as has been done by the editor. N. P. 
Chakravarti is right in pointing out that the line means that Kamalaraja 'made 
over to Gailgeya the goddess of wealth (arising out of the churned"enemy),' and not 
'tried to equal Gangeya in prosperity', as was thought by Hiralal. (Ep. Ind., 
Vo1. XXI, p. 161.) 

2 Ind. Ant., Vol. XVIII, p. 165. 
3 I accept the dating of H. C. Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, Vol. I, 

p. 385, which must be a near approximation. 
4 J.B.O.R.S., Vol. II, p. 419. 
6 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIII, p. 166, etc. 
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OQ.4avishaya and TaJ;lc;1.abutti, the country of Kosalai-nac;1.u, < where 
BrahmaJ;las assembled', as one of the places conquered.1 As his 
Nandigunda inscription of 1021 2 does not mention his northern 
exploits, it may be reasonably held that the northern campaign of 
his general took place between 1021 and 1023, when either Kalinga
raja or his son Kamalaraja was on the throne of TummaJ;la. There 
is no doubt that the conquest (if it was really effected) was of a very 
temporary nature, not changing the political conditions of the 
countries concerned. It has been suggested that the phrase quali
fying Kosala, viz. 'where BrahmaJ;las assembled', shows that the 
BrahmaJ;las of the Madhyadesa fled to this part of the country as a 
result of the invasion of Mahmud of Ghazna.s It is doubtful if 
the Ghazni really produced such a great consternation in the society 
of the Madhyadesa. The presenc@. of Madhyadesiya BrahmaJ;las 
in other parts of India dates from centuries earlier than the time 
of MaJ.:tmfld of Ghazni. The suggestion that the phrase has been 
meaninglessly attached to Kosala .to maintain the prose-rhythm 4 

is much more convincing. 
The Manimangalam inscription of the Chola king Rajadhiraja, 

dated 1046, contains the following passage: 'The tribute paid with
out remission by the Villavar (Chera), MiJ;lavar (PaJ;l9ya), Velakular, 
Salukkiyar (Chalukya), Vallavar, Kausalar (Kosala), VangaJ;lar, 
KongaJ;lar (KonkaJ;la), Sind~1Tar (Sindhu), AiyaJ;lar, Singular (SiIh
hala) , Pangalar, Andirar (Andhra) and many other kings .. (he) 
gladly gave away to those versed in the four Vedas.' 5 Rajadhiraja 
ruled from 1018 to 1043 with his father and from 1042 to 1052 
independently. The Kosala king referred to must, thereforE', be 
either Kamalaraja or his son Ratnadeva I according to our chro
nology. It must, however, be pointed out that the inclusion of 
such distant places as Sindhu makes the whole passage smack of 
wild exaggeration. 

A Shikarpur inscription of A.D. 1068 says about the 'Western 
Chalukya king Somesvara I (A.D. I042-68) that 'the worthless 
kings of .... Kosala ..... did not remain insolent, but gave 
tribute and stopped within their appointed bounc1aries,-.. how great 
was the power of Ahavamalla.' 6 The description need not be 

1 Ibid., Vo1. IX, p. 229. 
2 Ep. Carn., Vol. III, N. 134. 
S Journal of Indian History, Vol. II, p. 328. 
4 Nilakantha Sastri, Journal of Oriental Research, Vol. VII, p. 208; Cj. The 

Colas, Vol. I, p. 251 n. 
5 South Indian inscriptions, Vol. III, p. 51. 
6 Ep. Carn., Vol. VII, Sk. No. 136. 
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taken seriously, and it may only be said that the Kosala contem
poraries of Somesvara were Kamalaraja and Ratnadeva 1. 

The next king of Tummat;la was Ratnaraja I, the son of Kamala
raja, also called Ratnesa in the Ratanpur inscription of Jajalladeva. 
We have dated him 1045-70. In the same inscription it is said that 
he beautified with gardens and palaces the city of Tu~mat;la, with its 
temples of the holy Vatikesa (no doubt the same god thr~)Ugh whose 
grace Kalitigaraja won the throne and who therefore came to be 
regarded as the family deity), and of [Ratne ]svara (founded by this 
king himself, to judge from the nam~). It is also said that he built 
a city called Ratnapura, probably with the help of a sreshthin. 

The Karuvln and Tirumllkkudal inscriptions of Virarajendra 
Chola say about that king: 'In-the front of his banner troop [he] 
cut to pieces SiIigan (the king) of the warlike Kosal[ai1, along with 
the furious elephants of rhisJ vanguard.' 1 The first of these in
scriptions records a royal grant that was to take effect from the year 
which followed the third year, i.e. the fourth year. As the accession 
of Virarajendra took place in 1063, the claimed defeat and slaughter 
of the Kosala king took place by 1066. If the fact related in the 
inscription is correct (and we have no reason to doubt it), we have 
to conclude that Ratnadeva fell in a battle with the Cholas. It is 
likely, therefore, that Ratnadeva died in c. 1066, which comes very 
near the year suggested in our tentative chronology. Curiously 
enongh, there is a passage in the Ratanpnr inscription of J ajalladeva 
which may indicate Ratnadeva's death in a battle.2 

Ratnadeva is known to have married Nonalla, the daughter of 
Vajuvarman, lord of the maftcjala of Komo.S The same prince is 
called Vajjilka in the Ratanpur inscription mentioned above. The 
Komo-maft¢ala is also mentioned in the Rajim inscription, where 
it is stated that a chief Devasimha conquered it, probably ill the 
reign of Jajalladeva 1.4 A place still bearing the same name 
exists forty miles to the north of Bilaspur. 

Ratnaraja was st\Cceeded by his son Prithvideva I in c. 1070. 
He is called Prithviraja in the Amoda plates 5 and PrithviSa in 

1 South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. III, p. 30; Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 220. 
2 Ratnaraje yudhi ripu-jayini svar-gate, which may mean 'when Ratnaraja 

went to heaven in a victorions battle,' or 'when Ratnaraja, the victor of enemies 
in battle, went to heaven '. 

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 75. 
4 Ind. Ant., Vol. XVII, p. 139. 
6 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 75. He is probably intended to have been the donor 

of the spurious Lapha plates, Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, p. 293. 
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the Ratanpur inscription of Jajalladeva. In the said Amoda 
plates of the year 831 (A.D. 1079), which fonn the earliest epigraphic 
record of the dynasty, he is called mahiima1Jif,alesvara and samadhi
gata-paiicha-mahiisabda, which titles indicate his subordinate position, 
the suzerainty being no doubt held by the Ka1achuris of Tripuri. 
Mahiima1Jif,alesvara probably means 'the great lord of the [Kosala] 
ma1Jif,ala " a dignity higher than maftif,alesvara; but it may also mean 
· the lord of the [Kosala] mahli-maftif,ala, for it might have been 
necessary to give Kosa1a a status superior to the smaller maftif,alas 
into which Kosala had been divided for administrative purposes. 
The same inscription also says that he obtained the lordship of the 
whole of Kosala 21,000 through the grace of Vailkesvara. The 
inscription records the grant of the village Vasaha (modern village 
of the same name in the Bilaspur district) in the Yayapura ma1Jif,ala 
(modern Jaijaipur, ten miles from Amoda) on the occasion of the 
dedication of a Chatushkikii or hal1 resting on four pillars. In the 
Ratanpur stone inscription of J ajalladeva I it is stated vaguely 
that he gave peace and prosperity to the land. He also built a 
temple called P:rithvidevesvara at Tumma1;la and a big tank at Ratna
pura, which shows that both the cities were important in his time. 
He married Rajalladevi or Rajalla of unknown lineage. 1 From 
the Seori-narayan inscription we know that P:rithvideva had a 
younger brother Sarvadeva, whose fourth descendant is said to have 
been a contemporary of Jajalladeva.2 The date of the inscription 
(year 919=A.D. n67) 3 shows that it belongs to the reign of 
Jajalladeva II and that, therefore, the P:rithvideva referred to can 
only be the first king of the name. The inscription goes on to state 
that this Sarvadeva obtained. the property of S01;lthiva as his share 
of patrimony (diiyiidiirh,~a) and settled here. In that city he built 
a temple of Siva and a lake and laid out an orchard. 

Ppthvideva was succeeded by his son J ajalladeva I (c. 1095 
to II20). The following inscriptions of his reign are known: 

(r) Ratanpur inscription of the year 866=A.D. rII4, recording 
the establishment of a matha for ascetics, the laying out of a garden, 
sinking of a tank and probably the building of a temple at J ajalla
pura and the grant of some villages by the king.' 

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. ')2; Vol. XIX, p. 209. 
2 P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 52. 
3 D. R. Bhandarkar now says that the date is 919 and not 917, as printed in 

P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 52; List of Northern Inscriptions, No. 1242 n. 
, Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 32. 
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(2) Inscriptions in a temple at Pall (near Ratanpur) mentioning 
the name of Jajalladeva as the builder of the temple. From the 
style of the temple Cousens thinks that Jaja1ladeva I is meant.1 

The first inscription contains much useful information about 
the king. We are assured that because of his prowess he was 
honoured with wealth by such distant kings as Kanyakubja and 
Jejabhuktika as a hero. It cannot be guessed how he was brought 
into relationship with the contemporary Gaha<;lavala kings of Kanauj, 
viz. Chandradeva, Madanapala and Govindachandra, and the 
Chandella kings of J ejabhukti, viz. Kirtivarmau, Sallakshat;1avarman 
and J ayavarman. 

The inscription further says: 'Tell [me], has such a king been 
ever seen or heard of, a king pqssessed of the seven-fold prosperity, 
by whom, after the slaughter of an immeasurable [horde of] army, 
Somesvara was caught in a battle, a group of Somesvara's councillors 
and wives were imprisoned, but were released at the saying of his 
mother? ' The Somesvara referred to was no doubt a Nagavamsi 
king of Bastar, whose known dates are A.D. ro69( ?), r095, 1097 
and IIOg,2 a king of great prowess, who in his Kuruspal inscription 
claims to bave conquered U<;lra, Chola, Lafiji, Ratnapura, etc., and 
to have taken six lakhs and ninety-six thousand villages of Kosala.s 
The number of villages is grossly exaggerated, but the details of the 
engagement between Somesvara and Jajal1adeva are realistically 
described in the inscriptions of both the parties, and as usual in such 
cases we must leave undecided which party was really victorious. 

In a mutilated passage in the Ratanpur inscription the relation 
of Jajalladeva with the kings of Chedi is referred to, though not 
much sense can be brought out of the passage. It is likely the 
J ajalladeva was gradually trying to throw off the subordinate 
position which had been held by all his ancestors, as is shown by the 
fact that he formed independent alliances with the distant Chandellas 
and Gahadavalas. 

It is also said that Jajalladeva succeeded in exacting tribute 
from the chiefs of some neighbouring maftcjalas, of which the following 
are mentioned: [DakshiJt;1a-Kosala, Andhra, Khimi<;li,4 Vai[ra]gara, 
Laiijika, Bhat;1ara, Talahari, Daw;lapura, Nandavali and Kukkuta, 
all of which gave him [tribute ?], fixed year by year (anvabda-klipta) to 

1 P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 28. 
2 Hiralal, Inscriptions of C.P. and Berar, 2nd edition, pp. IS8 f. 
3 Ep. Ind., Vol. X, p. 25. _ 
4 Kielhom proposes to take Andhra and Khimic;li together to form one place

name. 
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his delight (?). The mention of Dakshit;la-Kosala is rather intriguing, 
as the Kalachuris were already masters of the whole of Kosala, 
Pfithvideva I calling himself 'lord of all Kosala 21,000'. Probably 
it is to be explained by the suggestion made above that Kosala was 
now regarded a mahiima1Jrj,ala and that the governors of the different 
ma1Jrj,alas constituting it paid regular tribute to J ajalladeva. 

The following identifications have been proposed by Kielhorn: 
Andhra-Khimic;li is Kimic;li in the Ganjam district, and Laiijika is 
Laiiji, 38 miles to the south-east of Balaghat.1 Bha1;1ara has been 
identified by Hiralal with the present Bhandara. He further thinks 
that Talahari must have been somewhere south of Ratanpur and 
included probably the northern portion of the Janjir tahsil. 2 

In the Kharod inscription J aialladeva is said to have made 
powerless the lord of Suvaf1;lapura (Suvar1Japura-natharh Bhuja
balam=abalarh chakre) , no doubt identical with the city that had 
been the capital of the Guptas of Kosala, situated on the confiuence 
of the rivers Tela and Mahanadi.8 

From all these facts it seems that J ajalladeva was not contented 
to let his dynasty remain a mere provincial offshoot of the Tripuri 
house, but made his prowess felt outside the limits of his kingdom. 
Following in the wake of his forefathers he founded a city named 
J ajaUapura, which has been identified by Hiralal with J anjnagar, 
12 miles from Ratanpur. 4 

The Rajim inscription mentions some persons who in successive 
generations made some conquests. 5 As these names occur in some 
of the following reigns as well, it may be proper to give their genealogy 
here: One, belonging to the RajamaJa-kula that gave delight to the 
Paiichahathsa or PanchatrirhM(trirhsa) race, obtained the paiicha
mahiisabda. He had two sons, Sahi11a and Vasudeva. The former 
in turn had three sons, Bhayila, Desala and Svamin, who conquered 
the Bhattavi(va)la and Vihara countries. Svamin had two sons, 
J ayadeva, who acquired Da1;1c;lora, and Devasirhha who took Komo
ma1Jrj,ala. One of them married Thakkurajiii Udaya and had a 
son named J agapala, who forced the valorous Mayftrikas and 
Savantas to take to mountains and who in the reign of J ajalla 
conquered a country the name of which cannot be made out. 

1 The place is also mentioned in connexion with Somdvara of Niiga-vamsa, 
Ep. Ind., Vol. X, p. 25. 

2 Loc. cit., pp. II6 and 128. 
3 Telii-Mahiinadi-vimala-jala-pavitrikrita, J.B.O.R.S., Vol. II, p. 45. 
4 Loc. cit., p. II7. 
Il Ind. Ant., Vol. XVII, p. 35. 
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Jajalladeva's queen was LachhalladevU His religious pre
ceptor Rudrasiva and his sandhivigrahika Vigraharaja :lre mentioned 
in the Ratanpur inscription. In the Pendrabandh plates of Pratapa
malla he is called the patron of good arts (asraya(i, sat-kalanam). 

The letters sri-Magaradhvaja jog£ 700 are found inscribed 'on 
temples and scattered over a vast area lying betweep. Baijnath close 
to the Ganges on the north and Bhairamgarh in the Bastar State 
bordering on the Godavari in the south and Chittorgaf'h in the north
west to Cuttack in the east, covering the whole of the Central 
Provinces and parts of Bihar, Orissa, Central b.dia and kajputana.' 
Evidently this ascetic was a personage of some consequence. It is 
interesting to note that a manuscript history of the Ratanpur kings 
records the existence of a ma!ha of Magaradhvaja with 700 disciples 
at Ratanpur. It is said that 'le set out on pilgrimage with his 
disciples, Jajalladeva being one of them, and never returned.2 

Jajalladeva's son Ratnadeva I came to the throne after his 
father in c. II20. The following inscriptions of his reign are known: 

(r) Seori-narayan copper-plate of the year 878=A.D. II27, 
recording the grant of the village Tiveni in Anarghapalli. 3 

(2) Sarkhon (Bilaspur district) copper-plate of the year 880= 
A.D. II28, recording the gift of the village Chithchatalai (modern 
Chicola in the Bilaspur district) to one Padmanabha who predicted 
a lunar eclipse.4 

(3) Kotgadh (Bilaspur district) inscription, recording the 
exploits of a Vaisya Vallabharaja. 5 

(4) Probably a fragmentary Akaltara (Bilaspur district) in
scription of the same Vallabharaja.6 • 

Ratnadeva is the first ruler of his line who definitely entered 
into hostile relation with the Tripurl line. In the Ratanpur inscrip
tion of the year r247 it is stated that he was the fierce submarine 
fire to (dry up) the unique sea of the host of the army of the 
Chedi king (C hedi-narendra-durjaya-chamu-chakr-aika-viiriim-nidhe(i,). 
Though the name of the king concerned is missing in the original, it 
is evident that it refers to the king succeeding Jajalladeva and 

1 Kotgadh inscription, P.R., A .S. W.C., 1903-04, p. 51; mentioned unconnectedly 
in Kugda inscription, Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. 84 and Akaltara inscription, P.R., 
A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 52. 

2 Hiralal, Ind. Hist. Qrly., Vol. III, p. 408; Inscriptions, p. 125. 
8 Ind. Hist. Qrly., Vol. IV, p. 31. 
4 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXII, p. 159. 
5 P.R., AS.W.C., 1903-04, p. 51. 
6 Ibid. " Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. 84. 
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preceding Prithvideva, i.e. Ratnadeva II. It seems, therefore, that 
he definitely broke off the Tripuri tutelage, nominal though it had 
been,-a course of action in which he was probably following the 
policy of his father. 

An achievement figuring prominently in the inscriptions about 
Ratnadeva is his victory over the famous Anantavarman ChoQ.a
ganga of the Eastern Ganga dynasty. Thus the Ratanpur inscrip
tion says that he was' the Rahu to (devour) the grown-up moon that 
was the warriors of Cho<,i.aganga'. The Malliar inscription of J ajalla
deva mentions him as 'the fierce cloud to appease the continuous 
heat caused by the great and spreading fire that was the prowess 
of King Cho<,i.aganga'.l A mutilated passage in the Kharod in
scription, in which the name Cho<,i.aganga occurs, probably refers to 
the same fact. And the victory isr also referred to in the Pendra
bandh plates. As the Sarkhon plates of A.D. II28 do not mention 
the incident, it may be held that it took place late in his reign. 

The Khorod inscription has a further unconnected reference to 
J atesvara, who is to be identified with Madhu-Kamart;lava VII, 
the son of Cho<,i.aganga, which shows that Ratnadeva also claimed 
victory over him. As it is not possible to bring the date of Ratna
deva later than II45, the earliest known date of his successor, and 
as Jatesvara is known to have come to the throne in II42,2 the 
engagement between Ratnadeva and J atesvara must have taken 
place between II42 and II44.8 ;rhe defeat of petty southern chiefs 
by J ajalladeva I may have brought matters to a crisis, resulting 
in a determined struggle between the two powers. As we shall see 
below, the hostility continued even in the succeeding generations. 

The Kotgadh inscription acquaints us with a family of feuda
tories, beginning with the Vaisya prince Devaraja and proceeding 
through his descendants Raghava, Harigal;m ('a support to the 
Kalachuri family') and Vallabharaja, who is mentioned also in the 
Kugda and Aka1tara inscriptions.' He is stated to have overrun 
the Laha<,i.a country and reduced the king of Gau<,i.a. Dr. D. R. 

1 In both these places Kielhom at first took Choc;lagatiga as two separate words, 
but corrected himself in List, Nos. 184 and 418. 

2 Cf. Kendu-patna plates of Narasitilha II and two Puri plates of Nara
shhha IV (J.A.S.B., Vol. LXV, pt. i, p. 242; Vol. LXIV, pt. i, pp. 136 and 151). 
The last known date of Anantavarman Choc;laganga, however, is A.D. 1147 (Madras 
Epigraphist's Report, 1896, No. 153). This tends to show that Anantavarman co
opted his son in the government in the last years of his reign. 

S In the Pendrabandh plates Ratnadeva is also credited with the defeat of one 
Gokar':1a: YaS=Chotj,aganga-GokartJl/Jau yudhi chakre paranmukhau. It is likely that 
Gokar~a is identical with a chief of that name mentioned in the Gudiwada inscrip
tion as a subordinate of Anantavarman, Ep. Ind., Vo1. XXII, p. 162 n. 

, See above. 
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Bhandarkar says that Laha<;la is mentioned in the Brihatsamhita 
along with Asmaka and was therefore a southern power. 1 Hirala1, 
however, is in favour of identifying it with the tract of land south 
of Bilaspur, still now known as Ladia or Laria.2 In Ratnadeva's 
reign J agapala, who had made some conquests in the preceding 
reign, conquered Talahari and Sinduramangu, considered by some 
writers to be the country round Ramtek.8 

Ratnadeva continued the title' lord of the whole of Kosala'. 4 

Of the next king Prithvideva II (c. II44-60) the following 
inscriptions are known: 

(1) Rajim stone inscription of the year 896=A.D. II45, giving 
the account of Jagapala's family.5 

(2) Amoda plates of the year 90o=A.D. 1149, recording the 
gift of the village Avala (modern Aurabhata in the Lapha zamindari) 
in the Madhya-ma~flala. 6 

(3) Amoda plates of the year 905=A.D. II54, granting the 
village Bu~ubu~u (modern Burbur in the same locality) in the 
Madhya-ma~flala. 7 

(4) Ratanpur fragmentary inscription, in which some words, 
the date (9IO=A.D. II58) and the king's name is legible.s 

(5) Probably Mahamadpur fragmentary inscription 9 the 
contents of which are mentioned below. 

(7) Spurious Ghotia plates of the year 1000, granting the village 
Gothaya. The date is wrong, whether referred to the Vikrama or 
the Chedi era.10 

In the Kharod inscription he is credited with having defeated 
in battle the king J ateSvara, i.e. Mll.dhu-Kaman;lava VII. This 
shows that the hostility with the Eastern Gailgas was continuing. 
In his reign J agapala, who also figured in the previous reign, took 
SaraharagaQ..ha, Machaka-Siha[va] , Bhramaravadra, Kantara, Ku
sumabhoga, Kandadoilgara 11 and KakarayadeSa. Hiralal identified 

1 P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 51. 
2 Loc. cit., p. 121. 
8 Ibid., p. 107. 
4 Amoda plates, Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 209. 
6 Ind. Ant., Vo1. XVII, p. 135. 
6 Ind. Hist. Qrly., Vol. I, p. 409. 
7 Ibid., p. 412. 
S Arch. Surv. Rep., Vol. XVII, pl. xx. 
9 Ind. Ant., Vol. XX, p. 85; P.R., A.S.W.C., 19°3-04, p. 50. 

10 Ind. Ant., Vol. LIV, p. 41. 
11 These are Hiralal's readings against Kielhorn's Mavakiio and Kiindase[hva]ra 

respectively. Loc. cit., p. 107. 
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SaraharagaQha with Sorar, Machaka-Sihava with Mechka Sihawa, 
south of Dhantari, Bhramaravadra with Bhramarakiita, the old 
name of the central portion of Bastar, Kandadoilgara with the area 
south of Bindra-Nawagadh zamindari and Kakarayadesa with 
Kanker.l We may add that Kantara may denote the same land as 
Mahakantara of the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta. 

The Mahamadpur inscriptions shows that Vallabharaja con
tinued to be important even in this reign. According to Dr. D. R. 
Bhandarkar the same inscription says that the king had an elder 
brother called Akaladeva.2 

The cabinets of the Indian Museum contain some coins with the 
legend Prithvideva, identified by Smith with this king.s 

The last known date of Prithtrideva is A.D. IIS8, while the 
earliest inscription of his son Jajalladeva II is dated A.D. II6r. 
It can therefore be safely assume~ that the latter came to the throne 
about rr6o. The following inscriptions belong to his reign: 

(1) Amoda plates of the year 912=A.D. II6I, chartering the 
grant of the village Bundera, which still exists under the same name 
in the J angir tahsi1.4 

(2) Mathar (Bilaspur district) inscription of the year 919 A.D. = 
II67-68, recording the erection of a Siva temple at Mallala by a 
Brahmana.5 

(3) Seori-narayan inscription of the same year, giving the 
genealogy of a collateral house.6 

It is stated in his Amoda plates that he was seized by one 
, alligator-like' Dhirii but accidentally got back his kingdom; as a 
thanksgiving he made the gra:nt mentioned above. 

The MaThar inscription records the erection of a. temple by the 
learned 7 Somaraja, the grandson of Prithvidhara of the Madhya
desa and the son of Gailgadhara, who had migrated to the Tumma:Q,a 
land and had been favoured by the prince Ratnadeva with the village 
KosambL 

It has been said above that Prithvideva I had a younger 
brother named Sarvadeva. The inscription that acquaints us with 

1 Some of these had already been identified by Kie1horn. For the identifica
tion of Bhramara-kiita, see Ep. Ind., Vol. XXIII, p. 244. 

2 P.R., A.S.W.C., 1903-04, p. 50. 
3 Cat. of Coins in Ind. Mus., Vol. I, p. 254. Cj. Numismatic Chronicles, 1937. 

p. 298; Annual Bibliography of Indian Archr:eology, 1937, p. 12. 
4 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, p. 209. 
5 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 40. 
6 P.R .• A.S.W.C., 1903-04. p. 52. 
7 He was the opponent of the Chiirvaka, Bauddha and J aina philosophies. 
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this line of Sarvadeva is fragmentary and it is only possible to give 
the genealogy of the line that established itse-lf at SOlJ.thiva: 

Sarvadeva 

. dl Raja eva 
I 

I I I I 
Gopaladeva VikalJ.lJ.adeva Tejalladeva Ulhanadeva 

" 

AmalJ.adeva 

Sarvadeva constructed a temple and a lake and laid out an 
orchard. Rajadeva again built a temple of Siva and laid out a 
mango-grove and dug a tank. of On Ama1J.adeva, Jajalladeva II is 
said to have bestowed affection as on a son. The inscription contains 
an important reference to the defeat of Chedi ruler (of Tripuri) 
by a Ratnapura king, but unfortunately the names are lost. 

The name of Jajalladeva is omitted in the Pendrabandh plates. 

The Kharod inscription distinctly says that J ajalladeva II was 
succeeded by his elder brother J agaddeva, a king unknown from 
any other source. It is said: 'After him (i.e. Jajalladeva) his elder 
brother, J agaddeva, of unique prowess, came straight from the 
eastern country and became the lord of the kingdom.' 1 Dr. N. P. 
Chakravarti thinks that he had probably been absent all the while, 
fighting the Eastern Gailgas and could come to the throne only 
after his younger brother. We cannot, however, overlook the 
possibility of some court intrigue, as a result of which J agaddeva 
had to be satisfied with some eastern "districts or had to live as an 
exile during the lifetime of his younger brother. 

Nothing is known about the reign of Jagaddeva. In the Pen
drabandh plates of his grandson he is vaguely said to have fought 
many kings. 

After him Ratnadeva III, his son, came to the throne in c. !ISo. 
His Kharod inscription, dated 933=A.D. !ISI, says that on the 
advice of his minister Gangadhara he fre-ed the land from enemies. 
This Gangadhara is the same individual to whom he gave a 
village while still a prince (see above). The Pendrabandh plates 
bestow conventional praise on him, or Ratnaraja as he is called 
there. 

1 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, p. 159: jyiiyiin=asya Jagaddevas=tatal,t priig-ddato= 
, njasii sametya riijy-iidhipatir= babhav= iidbhuta-vikramalJ. 
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There are some coins of Ratnadeva in the Indian Museum, 
which Smith ascribes to this king.1 His reign may be regarded to 
have come to an end in c. 1200. 

We may take into consideration here the Ratanpur inscription 
of the year 1247=A.D. II9o,2 which has been the source of some 
confusion. The last-named king in the inscription is Prithvideva; 
its date was read by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra as 12078 and by 
Kielhorn as 1247. Referred to the Vikrama era, the dates correspond 
to A.D. IISO and II90 respectively. The first year falls well within 
the reign of P:rithvideva II, while Kielhorn postulated the existence 
of a Prithvideva III and placed him in II90. But later on he 
suspected that the inscription really belongs to P:rithvideva II and 
that the date given in the inscription was a mistake.4 I do not see 
why he felt necessary to do so, as no chronological difficulty is 
involved even if we regard II90 as the correct date of the inscription. 
The following kings are mentioned in the inscription: 

J ajalladeva 
I 

Name missing (Ratnadeva) 
I 

Prithvideva 
From this genealogy it is not possible to decide which set of 

kings is intended here, for by itself it is correct both about J ajalladeva 
I, Ratnadeva II and Prithvideva II, as well as about J ajalladeva 
II, Ratnadeva III, and a hypothetical Prithvideva III. But the 
following facts lead us to believe that it is the earlier set that is 
intended here. It is stated in the inscription that in the reign of 
this Prithvideva (riijye bhumi-'Ohujo =' sy= aiva) the learned Govinda 
of the Vastavya race came to Tumma:J;1.a from Chedi. The following 
successors of his are mentioned: 

Govinda 
I 

I 
Mame 

I 
Raghava 

I 
J ambho = Ratllasithha = Rambha 

I . I 
J agatsuhha Devaga:J;1.a 

I 
RayasiIhha 

1 Smith, loco cit. 2 Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 45. 
3 I.A.S.B., Vol. XXXII, p. 283. 4 Kie1horn, List, Supplement, p. I7n. 
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DevagaQ.a, who built a temple, being the grandson of Govinda, 
must have lived about forty years later than Govinda and P;ithvi
deva. It is evident from this that it is Prithvideva II who is 
referred to here and that Kielhom's date, vi·z. l247=A.D. II90, 
may therefore well be correct. It is thus unnecessary to postulate 
the existence of a Prithvideva III or to think that there is a mistake 
in the date. As Kiclhom himself pointed out, RattrasiIhha, the son 
of Mame, composed the Malhar inscription of A.D. II67-8,1 which 
becomes anachronistic if the date of the present inscription be re
garded as incorrect. 

Ratnadeva III was succeeded by his son Pratapmalla, whose 
Pendrabandh (Raipur district) inscription has been recently 
published.2 He must be identical with the king some of whose 
coins, with the legend Pratiipamalla on thE: obverse and a lion on 
the reverse, have been discovered mostly at Balpur in the Bilaspur 
district. 3 He may also be identical with Pratapasithhadeva 
mentioned in the unreliable traditional list of the Haihaya-vamsi 
kings of Ratanpur. 

It is stated in his inscription that he was equal to Bali in 
strength, though he was young in age. His defeat of many kings 
is referred to and his personal beauty is hinted at. The inscription 
records the grant of the village Kayatha (modern Kaita, fourteen 
miles from Pendrabandh) in the Anargha-nul~¢ala. The date is 
given as Tuesday, the loth day of the bright Magha of the year 965, 
which is irregular. The editor surmises that the engraver might 
have engraved sudi wrongly for vadi, the real date thus corresponding 
to January 7, l2l4· 

• 
With Pratapa we must finish our account of the Kalachuris 

of Kosala. For though traditional lists carry on the genealogy 
down to the middle of the eighteenth century,' epigraphic records 
are not forthcoming after l2l4. It seems that the dynasty divided 
itself into two houses in the fuurteenth century, the main house 
remaining at Ratanpur, and the second one establishing itself in 
Raipur. One of the princes of the latter house, Haribrahmadeva 
or Brahmadeva is known to us from a few inscriptions of the 
early fifteenth century. 5 They fumish us with the names of four 

1 Kielhom, List, No. 184n. 
2 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXIII, p. 1. 

BInd. Hist. Qrly., Vol. III, p. 173. 
, Cunningham, Arch. Surv. Rep., Vol. XVII, p. 78; Hiralal, loc cit., pp. 205fI. 
5 Khalari inscription, Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 228; Raipur inscription, Ind. Ant., 

Vol. XII, p. 83. 
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generations of rulers: Lakshmideva; his son SimhaJ;la; his son Rama
chandra; and his son Harirayabrahma or Haribrahmadeva. I t is also 
known that Haribrahma had his capital at Khalavatika, which has 
been identified with the present Khalari, 28 miles from Raipur. 



LE PROBLEME DU SOMA 

By JEAN PRZYI,USKI 

Nous devons a Emile Senart une remarque penetram,e a laquelle 
on n' a pas prete sllffisamment attention. Dans' sun ouvrage sur 
Les Castes dans l' Inde (nouvelle edition. p. 10) il dit a oropos des 
hymnes vediques: "quelque fortune qu' ils aient faite, si ample que 
soit l' autorite qui leur est finalement echue. ce sont essentiellement 
les chants rituels des sacrificateurs du Soma; its n' embrassent qu' 
un secteur de l' horizon religieux ". Sen art met ici en lumiere deux 
points essentiels: les hymnes vediques sont issus d' un milieu rela
tivement etroit au sein de la societe indienne; ce milieu etait carac
terise au point de vue religieux par Ie sacrifice du Soma. 

Envisagees par rapport a l' ensemble du monde indo-europeen, 
les vues de Sen art sont confirmees par U11 certain nombre de faits. 
Le sacrifice du Soma est limite a une aire assez restreinte. Ce n' est 
pas u11usage indo-europeen; il est tout au plus indo-iranien, sans qu' 
on puisse delimiter la partie du domaine indo-iranien a laquelle i1 
appartenait tout d' abord. 

Au temps ou Senart ecrivait, on n' avait nul moyen de se 
representer, autrement que par conjecture, ce qu' etait Ie sacrifice 
chez les peuples indo-europeens anterieurement a l' introduction du 
Soma dans les rituels indo-iraniens. I1 n' en est plus de meme 
depuis la pUblication des textes hittites. Le Prof. Fr. Hrozny a 
publie en 1922 une transcription et une traduction fran~aise d' un 
Code hittite qui peut remollter au XIve siecle avant notre ere. 
La meme annee ce texte a ete traduit en allemand par Ie Dr. H. 
Zimmem avec la collaboration du Dr. J oh. Friedrich. Void com
ment les § 166 et 167 sont rendus litteralement en fran<,;ais par Ie 
savant tcheque: 

166. Si sur une semence une autre semence quelqu' un seme, 
sur sa nuque la ustensile charrue il (=on) met, des bceufs d' attelage 
on attelle, de ceux-d leur face par ci, de ceux-la leur face par la on 
dirige; les hommes meurent et les bceufs meurent et qui Ie champ 
anterieurement ensemen<,;ait, alors celui-ci (Ie) prend. Autrefois ced 
on faisait. 

167. Mais maintenant I mouton (comme) rempla<;ant de l' 
homme, 2 moutons (comme) rempla<,;ants des bceufs, 30 pains, 3 
vaisseau pihu (de biere) i1 donne, alors it (les) consacre (sacrifie) 
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et < qui Ie champ anterieurement ensemen~ait, alors celui-ci (1') 
arrose.1 

Le sens parait Hre comme suit: 
Si sur une terre ensemencee quelqu, un seme une autre semence, 

on place la charrue sur sa nuque; on attelle des beeufs qu' on dirige 
dans deux directions difierentes (de maniere a ecarteler Ie coupable ?). 
L' homme et les beel1fs sont tues et Ie champ est repris par celui qui 
l' avait d' abord ensemence. C' est ainsi qu 'on faisait autrefois. 

Maintenant Ie coupable donne un mouton qui Ie remplace, 
deux moutons snbstitues aux beems, trente pains, trois vaisseaux 
de biere; itles sacrifie et Ie champ est cultive par celui qui l' avait 
d' abord ensemence. 

Ce texte est important parce qu: it nous permet de comparer deux 
etats successifs du rituel hittite. Dans l' etat ancien, on sacrifiait Ie 
coupable et ses beeufs. Dans l' etat nouveau, qui temoigne d' un 
notable adoucissement des meeurs, la victime humaine et les deux 
beenfs sont remplaces par trois moutons, auxque1s on joint du pain 
et de la biere. 

La loi hittite fournit ainsi une contribution a l' etude de trois 
grands problemes: 

(I) La substitution d' une victime animale a une victime humaine 
est attestee sur Ie domaine indo-europeen avant la fin du second 
millenaire. Les textes vediques font allusion a des substitutions de ce 
genre dont l' importance a ete mise en lumiere par divers theoriciens, 
notamment par Sir James Frazer et recemment par M. G. Dumezil,2 
La loi hittite permet d' etayer une theorie qui a rencontre quelque 
scepticisme chez des indianistes eminents. 

(2) Les Hittites cultivaieut la vigne; mais l' usage du vin ne s' 
etait pas generalise dans Ie rituel au moment de la redaction du 
Code: Ie § 164 mentionne Ie vin dans un rite de depart OU son emploi 
etait facultatif. I,a boisson usuelle dans les sacrifices parait avoir 
ete une biere preparee avec de l' orge. Cet usage, qui s' est main
tenu chez les anciens Germains, ne serait done pas nne innovation 
germanique, mais Ia survivance d' nn etat de choses probablement 
anterieur a Ia diffusion du Soma sur Ie domaine indo-iranien. 

(3) Dans Ie sacrifice hittite, l' aliment principal est la chair des 
victimes. Le pain et Ia boisson completent Ie repas, mais la force 
sacree, dal1gereuse et ne£aste, qu' il s' agit de neutraliser, reside 
essentiellemel1t dans l' homme et dans les beeufs a l' epoque ancienne, 
plus tard dans les moutons substitues aux coupables. Au contraire, 

1 Fr. Hrozny, Code hittite provenant de l' Asie Mineure (vers 1350 avo f.-C.) 
Ire Partie, Hethitica T, Paris 1922, p. 129. 

2 G. Dumezil, Ouranos-Varu1}a, p. 70; Flamen-Brahman, p. 22 et suiv. 
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chez les tribus indiennes et iraniennes, Ie Soma est devenu l' element 
essentiel du repas sacrificiel; c' est lui qui confere aux dieux comme 
aux hommes l' immortalite; c' est l' ambroisie et comme tel il est 
une divinite superieure. Nous avons donc a. deux epoques succes
sives, non slu1ement des rites differents, mais deux conceptions 
divergentes du sacrifice: Ie Soma a remplace la boisj3on d' orge; d' 
autre part la chair des victimes, qui occupait Ie premier i.'ang parmi 
les aliments rituels, a ete surpassee par l' ambroisie. On ne saurait 
exagerer l' importance de cette evolution dans l' histoire des religions 
et de la civilisation de l' Inde. 

Chez les populations germaniques la biere a continue longtemps 
a. tenir la place qu' elle parait avoir occupee dans la religion hittite; 
elle etait, dit Maurice Cahen, "t~ti1isee pour des fins religienses, mais 
n' etait pas un breuvage sacre".l Apn~s avoir cite cette phrase, 
M. G. Dumezil, bien qu' i1 soit porte a. faire des reserves, ajoute 
cependant: "ni la biere ni aucune autre boisson ne joue, certes, 
dans la mythologie germanique Ie rOle d' ambroisie, c' est-a.-dire 
n' assure par sa vertu propre l' immortalite des dieux .... ". Ces 
observations aident a. mesurer l' intervalle entre Ie sacrifice hittite 
et Ie sacrifice du Soma. 

1 M. Cahen, La libation, cite par C. Dumezil, Mythes et dieux des Germains, 
p. IIZ. 





THE ERA OF THE MAHARAJA AND THE 
MAHARAJA RAJATIRAJA 

By H. LUDERS 

The scholar to whom this volume is dedicated has solved so 
many riddles connected with Indian epigraphy' and history that 
I venture to offer him the following remarks O~l a difficult problem 
in the hope that he will either assent to them or arrive at a more 
satisfactory solution. 

Among the finds discoveroo by Fuhrer during his excavations 
of the Kankali lila at Mathura in the working season of 1895-96, 
there is an inscription on a stone slab which was published by 
Buhler, Academy, Vol. XLIX, p. 367 = ].R.A.S., I896, pp. 578f. = 
Vienna Orient. Journ., Vol. X, pp. I7If., and again by R. D. Banerji, 
Ind. Ant., Vol. XXXVII, pp. 33ff., and Plate III. I edit it here 
from excellent estampages which I owe to the authorities of the 
Lucknow Museum where the stone has been deposited. 

TEXT. 

1. nama svarvasidhana 1 arahatvana 2 maharajasya rajati
rajasya svarvachchhara svate 3 •••••••••••• 

:2. 200 90 [2J 4 hamatamase 5 :2 divase I ariihato Mahavirasy'a 
prati[mJ (a) ........... . 

3. . ... s[y Ja Okharikaye vitu U jhatikaya 6 cha Okhaye svavika-
-bhaginiy[eJ7 ........... . 

4. . ....... sirikasya 8 Sivadinasya Il cha eteh 10 ariihataya-
tane 11 sthapita 12 •••••••••••• 

5. . .......... .i IS devakulam cha-

NOTES ON THE TEXT. 

1 Banerji: Sarva sidhanam. Although the last akshara is undoubtedly meant 
for nam, the actually engraved letter can be read only nii as done by Buhler. 
2 BUhler: A rahiintanii; Banerji: Arahiitanam, but the last two letters are distinctly 
tvana, although nii again is certainly meant for nam. 3 Banerji: samvachchhara
sate. The reading given above is perfectly clear. Of the akshara following svate 
only a small portion is preserved. Buhler took it as the rest of du and wanted to 
restore the line as dutiye nava (?)-navatyadhike. However, what is left of the letter 
does not conform very well with the reading du. The distinct slanting line has the 
appearance of the ri-sign, and I should read iri, if a plausible explanation could be 
found for that syllable in this place. 4 The figure for the unit of the date of the 
year is of unusual form. It was doubtfully read 9 by Buhler. Banerji thought 
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that it might be the earlier symbol for 9, which, for general reasons, is quite unlikely. 
In my opinion, it may just as well be the symbol for 8, the sign being stretched in a 
vertical direction with addition of a curve. But whether it be taken as 9 or as 8, 
in either case the very distinct two horizontal strokes after the figure as well as the 
slanting line crossing the middle of the figure would be left unexplained. May 
we not assume that the figure for 9 or 8 or whatever it may be was crossed out 
and replaced by the figure for 2? Under these circumstances I have ventured to 
put 292 as the date of the year in my transcript, but I admit that it is no more than 
a probability. 5 Perhaps the third akshara is really kii. 6 Both BUhler and 
Banerji read UJhatiMye, but here the ya has no e-sign. 7 The ya is much smaller 
than the rest of the letters. The e-sigo is doubtful. 8 This is probably only the 
second member of a compound name. 9 BUhler and Banerji read Sivadiniisya, 
but the i-sign of di is distinct. 10 I h ave no doubt that Buhler was right in reading 
eteft, a mistake for etailJ. Banerji took the two horizontal strokes to be marks of 
interpunctuation. 11 The last akshara looks almost like teo 12 Banerji: sthiiPit(o), 
but the last akshara is clearly tii as read by Buhler. 18 The i-sign was not noticed 
by BUhler and Banerji. May it be the rest of a word like pushkarit;ti? 

TRANSLATION. 

Adoration to a11 Siddbas, to the Arhats! In the...... year 
of the Maharaja Rajatiraja, (in the year) 292 (? or 299 ?), in the 2nd 
month of winter, on the Ist day, an image of the Arhat Mahavira 
(Mahiivira) , (the gift) of . . . ,of Okharika and (their) daughter 
Ujhatika, of Okha the lay-sister, of . . . . sirika ( . . . . 
srika) and Sivadina (Sivadatta)-by these (persons the image) was 
set up at the sanctuary of the Arhats, a and a 
shrine. 

Through the breaking off of the lower corner on the proper 
right side of the slab, the beginnings of lines 3-5 are damaged, two 
aksharas being lost in line 3, tbree or perhaps four in line 4 and about 
five in line 5. It is more difficult to make out how much of the writing 
is missing at the end of the lines. The words at the end of lines 
2 and 4 are complete or nearly so, only a sma11 portion of the rnii 
being destroyed. The smallness of the ye at the end of line 3 would 
seem to indicate that it was pressed in for want of space and that 
consequently only a narrow strip of the stone was missing, but 
possibly the letter has been inserted by an afterthought. At any 
rate, it is hard to believe that only one akshara should be lost at 
the end of the first line. Here a word of several syllables appears 
to be required by the context, and it is therefore probable that at 
the end of lines 2-4 also several aksharas are missing. We are thus 
justified in supplying, at the end of line 2, some word like diinam, 
which. is of importunce for determining the relation of the words 
in the list of the donors. Buhler took vitu, which is evidently 
miswritten for dhitu, as an instrumental in apposition to Ujhatikiiya, 
which. he connected with the sthiiPitii of line 4. The construction 
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is possible as dhitu occurs in exactly the same function also in the 
inscriptions Nos. 102 and 107.1 But if Ujhatika is taken as the 
first name in the list of the persons who set up the image, it is 
difficult to explain the eha after Ujhatikaya and perhaps even more 
difficult to explain the omission of the eha after the name of the 
mother; indeed of .. sya Okharikaye dhitu Ujhatikaya cha 
we should rather expect . . . . sya Okhiirikiiye efta dh1:tu Ujhati
kaya. If dana1n is supplied, we may translate, as I have done 
above: 'the gift of . . . . ,of Okharika and (their) daughter 
Ujhatika,' which seems to me to be faultless lal1guage. III this way 
the genitives . . . . sirikiisya Sivadinasya eha in line 4 also 
would become intelligible. It is hardly possible to connect them 
with Okhiiya sviivikii-bhaginiye by supplying some word denoting 
relationship such as e.g. miitu in-the beginning of line 4, as usually, 
at any rate, such a word is placed after the genitive. Nor is it likely 
that the genitives should be used here instead of the instrumentals in 
connection with sthiipitii, although in the Siirnath inscription No. 925 
we read: bhikshusya Balasya trepifakasya bodhisatvo ehhatrayashfi 
eha pratishthiipito . . . . sahii miitiipitihi. In the present 
inscription the genitives are followed immediately by ete!;, which 
evidently stands for etail;, and it would be inexplicable why the 
author of the text should not have given the personal names alf,o 
in the instrumental case. In my opinion then the image is first 
denoted as the joint gift of six persons: of some man whose name is 
lost, of Okharika and their daughter Ujhatika, of the lay-sister 
Okha, of . . . . sirika and Sivadina, and then it is added 
that by these persons the image as well as some other object and a 
shrine was established at the sanctuar:. of the Arhats. The wording 
of the record is similar as in No. 45 a : Yasiiya diina Sambhavasya 
prodima pratistapita, and in No. 47: Dinaye diinal'h pratima vodve 
thupe devanirmite pra (tithiipite). 

The name of Okharika, in the slightly differing spelling Okharika, 
is found again in a J aina inscription from Mathura which has been 
edited by D. R. Sahni, E.1., Vol. XIX, p. 67, and Plate. Sahni 
reads Damitrasya dhit[uJ Okharikiiye Kutubiniye Datiiye diinam 
Vardhamanapratima pratithapita. Judging from an estampage, 
I think that the first name has to be read D[iJmitrasya. The lower 
position of the i-sign of di is still preserved and the i-sign of mi is 
pretty distinct. I understand the inscription to record the gift 
of Dimitra's daughter Okharika and his housewife Data, whereas 
Sahni translates: '(this) image of Vardhamana, a gift of Okharika, 
the daughter of Damitra, and Data (Sanskrit Datta), the wife of 

1 The numbers of the inscriptions refer to my List of Brahmi Inscriptions. 
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a householder'. and adds in a note that K utubini may equally well 
be a proper name so that three ladies would have been mentioned as 
having presented the image. However that may be, Okharika is 
certainly called the daughter of Dimitra. As Dimitra clearly 
represents the Greek name Demetrios, it is more than probable 
that Okharika-Okharika also is a Greek name, and I think we may 
identify it with Eucharis, a female name. or perhaps better still, 
with Eucharia, which may have been formed as counterpart of the 
male name Eucharior. As for the rest of the names occurring in 
the present inscription, Ujhatika, the name of Okharika's daughter, 
is hardly Indian, but 1 am unable to trace it back to a Greek proto
type, whereas Okha may very well reflect the Greek name Euche. 
Only the last-mentioned two men, . . . . Sirika and Sivadina, 
appear to bear true Indian names. ' 

Considering that Okharika or Okharika is a very uncommon 
name, we should naturally feel inelined to regard the ladies of that 
name mentioned in the two inscriptions as identical, but for palreo
graphical reasons this is impossible. The inscription edited by 
Sahni is dated in Sam 84, which undoubtedly is to be referred to 
the Kushan era as the characters show the ordinary features of the 
Kushan period. The date of the present inscription is problematic, 
but, as pointed out already by R. D. Banerji, the script forbids us 
to assign it to the later times of the Kushan rule. The subscript ya 
appears everywhere in the full tripartite form. During the Kushan 
period this form occurs in the Mat inscription edited by J ayaswal, 
].B.O.R.S., Vol. VI, pp. 12ff., which for palreographical reasons 
must be assigned to the first years of the Kushan rule, in the Samath 
inscriptions Nos. 925-927 of the monk Bala, dated in sam 3, and ill 
the Saheth-Maheth inscription No. 918, the date of which is lost, 
but which appears to belong to the same time as if records a gift 
of the aforesaid monk. In the Sahetb-Maheth inscription, however, 
by the side of six instances of the tripartite form the cursive form also 
turns up in Pushya[vuddhis]ya. In the Mathura inscriptions of this 
peliod the tripartite form occurs only occasionally along witb the 
later form. In a Buddhist votive inscription of sam 23 1 the tripartite 
form is used in maharaeja *]sya, the cursive form in etasya, v[iJhara
sv[aJm[iJsya Gundasya, and Pusyada[ta *]. In No. 38, dated in 
sam 33, we find the tripartite form in bhikshusya Balasya, the cursive 
form in devaputrasya, Kanishkasya, trepitakasya, and an intermediate 
form in maharajasya. In No. 35 2, which belongs to the time of 
Huvishka, the tripartite form occurs in maharajasya, Nagadatasya, 

1 First noticed by D. R. Sahni, j.R.A.S. 1924, pp. 400f. 
2 The date is lost. It is not dated in sam 29. 
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the cursive form in devaputrasya and probably in Hukshasya (for 
Hushkasya). In No. 41, dated in sam 38, a very cursive ya appears 
to be used in mahiiriijasya devaputrasya Huvishkasya, but the tri
partite form in a word read aryyena by Cunningham 1. In No. 75, 
dated in sam 99, an intermediate form is found in aryya-, the later 
form in Grahadatasya. In No. lIO, which is not dated, but prebably 
belongs to the earlier Kushan times, we have the tripartite form in 
ganisya, the cursive form in Parsvasya. The exclusive use of the 
tripartite subscript ya is the strongest argument for referring the 
inscription to pre-Kushan times. It is supported by the fact that 
the ya throughout appears in the archaic form without the curve or 
the loop of the left bar which commonly is found in the inscription 
of the Kushan period. The second letter which here appears 1n 
the archaic form is the sa. It shews throughout the slanting central 
stroke which in the Kushan times turns up only sporadically 2 and 
generally is replaced by a horizontal cross line. The va occurs in 
two different forms, in the ordinary triangular form of the Kushan 
times in divase, mahavirasya, vitu (for dhitu) , and in an oblong 
rounded form in sarvachchhara, Sivadinasya, devakularh. Both 
forms are used promiscuously also in the words discussed below where 
the va seems to denote a modification of the s-soulld. It is not easy 
to decide whether the rounded va is the direct snccessor of the 
Maurya form or a retrograde development of the triangular form, 
though the latter view is the more probable one as a round va 
is occasionally found also in the Mathura inscriptions of the Kushan 
times. 3 Whereas on account of the SUbscript tripartite ya and the 
archaic sa the inscription '\\-ould seem to belong to the Kshatrapa 
period, there are a few letters which point to a little later time. The 
stroke which denotes the length of initial ii is here attached to tbe 
vertical, not opposite to the middle bar as in the Kshatrapa time, 
but lower dOWll as in the Kushan period. The bottom-line of the 
na is here curved as in the Kushan inscriptions, although in various 
degrees. Whereas the curve is quite insignificant in nama, the ne 
of iirahiitiiyatiine looks almost like teo In the inscriptions of the 
Kshatrapa period the base of na is generally still a straight line, 

1 The inscription is lost, and we have to rely on Cunningham's drawing and a 
rubbing which is entirely spoiled by pencilling out the letters. The reading aryyena 
is extremely doubtful. 

2 No. 79 (time of Kanishka; only Cunningham's facsimile); No. 34 (sam 29); No. 
41 (sam 38; only Cunningham's facsimile); No. 46 (sam 48); NO.45a (sam 48); No. 
47 (sam 49); No. 56 (sam 60); No. 57 (sam 62); No. 35 (time of Huvishka); No. 62 
(sam 77); No. 73 (sam 90); No. 74 (sam 93); No. 81 (date lost, but of Kushan time). 

3 No. 53 (sam 52); No. 57 (sam 62). An almost round va occurs already in 
No. 23a (sam 12) in savikat,l.am. 
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but a tendency to curve it is observable not only in Nos. 82, 98, 
100, 105, but also in No. 93 which is probably about a century older 
than the Sog.asa inscriptions. In ka also the middle bar is curved 
as in the Kushan inscriptions. In the ka of the earlier period it is 
straight; a very slightly curved line is found only rarely, e.g., in 
Nos. 98 and 105. In divase, Sivadiniisya, devakulam, we find the 
regular da of the Kushan inscriptions. As regards the epigraphs 
of the Kshatrapa times, the same form occurs in No. 98 and approach
ing but a little more archaic forms in No. 105 and in the inscription 
edited by Ramaprasad Chanda, M.A.S.l., NO.5, pp. I49ff. Taking 
all things together, I think, we may assert that as far as the pa1::eo
graphical evidence goes, the inscription has to be assigned to the 
time between the Mahakshatrapa Sog.asa and the Maharaja Kanishka. 

Now, however, the word fc110wing svarvachchhara may be 
restored and whatever may be thought about the meaning of the 
last figure of the date of the year. the inscription is certainly incised 
after the year 290 of some Maharaja Raj atiraj a. Before entering 
into the question how this date can be reconciled with the results 
arrived at by the examination of the script, we have to take into 
consideration another Mathura inscription now preserved in the 
Curzon Museum (No. 1315). It is incised on a round piece of stone 
which was recovered from the Giridharpur Jitla. Unfortunately 
the inscription is in a very fragmentary state, the proper left side 
of the stone being lost. I edit it here from an estampage kindly 
placed at my disposal by the Curator of the Museum. 

TltXT. 

I.vavika 1 

2. maharajasya 200 70 bhu ....... . 
3. Gotamiye Balana 2 •••••••• 

4. tuma 3 

5. baladhikasya bh 4 •••••••• 

6. bharyaye danalTI sa[rJva 5 •••••••• 

7. [dha]puchaye 6 sap[i] .. mada 7 •••••• 

NOTES ON THE TEXT. 

1 The word is apparently meant to be inserted after the date. 2 The following 
letter may have been sa or sya, but this is not certain. 8 Perhaps tumii was 
followed by another ahshara which now is illegible. The two, or three, aksharas 
seem to have been inserted afterwards. 4 The altshara was possibly bhu. 6 The 
r-sign is uncertain. 6 The reading of the first akshara is uncertain. 7 With 
the exception of ma, the reading of the word is quite uncertain. The first akshara 
may be st. The i-sign of pi is doubtful. The third akshara may be bhu or possibly 
bu. 
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It is impossible to offer a connected translation of the inscription. 
It records the gift of a lady who is called Gotami (Gautami) and the 
wife of some person who is styled baladhika, evidently an imperfect 
writing for baliidhika. Possibly baladhika is the same military title 
which appears in the form of baladhikrita in the Shahpur inscription 
Gs. No. 43 1, or it may stand for the more common title baladhyakshfl. 
The name of the baladhika is lost with the exception of the first 
letter which perhaps was bhu. The words betwee:q Gotamiye and 
baladhikasya must belong to the further description of the donatrix. 
Perhaps we may restore balana in line 3 as Balanasya dhi and 
combine the last syllable with the tu in the next inserted line, although 
in this way the ma after tu would be left unexplained. Balana 
would be the true Saka equivalent of the Iranian name Vardana 
which as Valana and lJlana ocaurs also in records of the Kushan 
time. If the suggested restoration should be correct, it would 
follow that the donatrix was of Saka descent, which at first sight 
would seem to be incompatible with her designation as Gotami. 
But Gotami need not necessarily be taken as an epithet characterising 
her as belonging to the Brahmanical gotra of the Gautamas. Among 
the Buddhists Gotami appears to have been used also as a personal 
name in remembrance of the foster-mother of the Buddha. As 
such it occurs e.g. in the Sanchi inscription No. 623 which records 
a gift of the nun Gotami. Unfortunately this explanation also is 
uncertain, as the object of the gift cannot be made out and we are 
not sure that the donatrix was an adherent of the Buddhist creed. 
Assuming that puchaye is miswritten for pujaye and that the next 
word begins samitu, the words of the last line may perhaps be 
translated: 'for the worship of .... , (in honour) of their own father 
and mother'. • 

Unsatisfactory as the understanding of the record is, its date 
fortunately is perfectly clear, ar..d there can be little doubt that' the 
year 270 of the Maharaja' refers to the same era as 'the year 292 
(or 299) of the Maharaja Raj atiraj a , in the Jaina inscription. 
Palreography also shows that the two inscriptions cannot be separated 
by a long interval. The script of the Giridharpur record closely 
resembles the Khatrapa alphabet. We find here the subscript 
tripartite ya and the ka with a straight, though a little slanting. 
middle bar. The bottom line of the na is only slightly curved. 
In the sha of rsha the central bar does not touch the right vertical. 
The da looks even more archaic than in the Sog:isa inscriptions. 
As the Giridharpur inscription is at least 22 years, and if the reading 

1 A mahiibaliidhikrita occurs in the Majhgawa copper-plate, Gs. No. 23. 
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299 is accepted, 29 years older than the J aina inscription, this is 
exactly the state of things that we might expect. 

In trying to determine the era used in the two inscriptions we 
have to fall back on the dates of Soc;lasa and Kanisbka. The only 
known date of Soc;lasa is the year 72 in the Amohini tablet (No. 59). 
I agree with Professor Konow who refers it to the Vikrama era, 
in which case it would correspond to IS A.D. The era employed 
by Kanishka and his successors seems to have started in 128 A.D. 
If the years 270 and 292 or 299 are to be located within these limits, 
they can only be years of the Parthian era of 248-247 B.C. The 
dates then would correspond to 23 A.D. and 45 or 52 A.D. As we 
know nothing about the history of Mathura during the century 
intervening between Soc;lasa and Kanishka, we cannot tell at present 
why the Parthian era should havo been used there at that time, 
but in my opinion the suggestion that the dates refer to a foreign, 
and probably the Parthian, era,. is supported by styling the years 
simply years of the Maharaja or of the Maharaja Rajatiraja without 
adding a personal name. This strange mode of denoting the era 
has a parallel in Greek documents dated according to the Parthian 
era. In his masterly work "rhe Greeks in Bactria and India', 
p. 6S, W. W. Tam states that, when the Parthian kings had imitated 
the Seleucid era with one of their own, 'even under Parthian rule 
both Babylonia and the Greek cities kept to the Seleucid dating, 
though in Babylonia regularly, and among Greeks sometimes, both 
calendars were used as double dating, the Arsacid in that case being 
called by Greeks 'as the king reckons' and the Seleucid 'by the 
former reckoning'. Does not the term 'of the Great King' or ' of 
the Greek King, the King of Kings' sound like the Suddan equivalent 
of the Greek' as the King recKons' ? 

The choice of the Parthian era for dating the two records will 
perhaps appear less surprising if we bear in mind that at least some 
of the donors evidently were foreigners. It is true, not much can 
be asserted in this respect as regards the Giridbarpur inscription, 
but, as I have remarked above, it is not improbable that the donatrix 
is called there the daughter of a man who bears the Iranian name 
of Baliina. It is different with the J aina inscription. Okhiirikii, 
Ujhatikii, and Okhii are proved by their names to have been foreign
ers. Okhiirikii and Okha are presumably Greek names, but that 
would not preclude their bearers from being Iranians as we know that 
a strong predilection for Hellenistic culture was prevailing in the 
countries subject to the Parthian rule. May we then assume that 
there were Parthians at Mathura who had immigrated during the 
rule of the Kshatrapas and who, although they were converted to 
the J aina faith, upheld the traditions of their native country ? 
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Perhaps also the curious spelling of some words in the record 
reflects the alterations which the Indian language had undergone 
in the mouth of these foreigners. ifrahiitvanii for arhantiinam may 
be due to the carelessness of the engraver who mistook the nta 
of the original copy for tva, just as vitu certairJy is a simple mistake 
for dhitu. But the constant spelling sva and svii for initial sa and 
sa in svarva-, svarvachchara·, svate (if this is meant for sate=sate), 
sviivikii-, and so on cannot be considered as a mere blunder of the 
engraver, but must have some foundation in pronunciation. The 
spelling Sf for si in 5idhanii can be paralleled by the trarsition of 
s into 5S before palatal vowels in the Saka language; d. ssiira, 
ssiina, sSiya. The insertion of r also which here appears in 
svarvachchhara- is frequent in Saka in Indian loan-words such as 
aVaSsirshta=avasishta, Armiihiiyt1=Amitiiyu, etc. 





MAIREYA IN PA~INI 

By VASUDEVA S. AGRAWAI.A 

M aireya was a kind of intoxicating drink ~ed in ancient India. 
The word is. unknown in the Brahmana and Arat;lyaka literature, 
which suggests its introduction in the post-Vedic period. The 
Buddha, however, found the use of maireya so common that in order 
to rescue people from its baneful effects he prescribed an injunction 
against it. We are indebted to Pat;J.ini for raising an important 
discussion about the accentuatiofl of the word maireya, and this has 
incidentally preserved some valuable facts about the nature of this 
drink. 

In the sixth book of the Ashtadbyayi occurs the following 
sutra: 

~ ~Dt (VI, 2, 70) 

· The first syllable of the word preceding maireya, gets the acute, 
when it denotes the ingredient of the same.' It implies that the 
word maireya enters into a compound with word denoting its 
ingredients, and in such compounds the ingredient-denoting word is 
accented acute on the first syllable. 

Leaving the particular grammatical point aside, we infer from 
the sutra that Pat;J.ini had a knowledge of the ingredients (angani) 
of maireya liquor. It is not possible to understand the rule properly 
without having a knowledge of th~se constituents. Naturally 
therefore an enquiry into the mixing parts of this drink becomes 
our first objective. 

The Arthasastra of Kautilya enumerates six varieties of liquor, 
viz., medaka, prasanna, asava, arishta, maireya and madhu 
(Arthasastra Trans. p. 132). Fortunately for us the full recipe of 
maireya is also given there: 

~,,"H\(tIdIi,~~ ij4Qtf\CH1{: f~-~~((f~ltitn~ en itBi: I 

[Arth. Text, p. 120.] 

It means: Prepare a decoction of meshasringi bark, mix it 
with jaggery (W.), and add the powder of long pepper (pippali) 
and black pepper (maricha); to it the powder of triphala may be 
added optiona11y,-this is the recipe of maireya. 

In the above recipe ~IijWft, ~, ~ and ~ belong to one 
group and ~ to the other. Further light on this division is thrown 
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by, the two illustrations given on Pat;Uni's sutra, 'Iimfir~. The 
Kasika writes: 

~~:I ~~:I 
4'l4Jrc.~i"~ ~(:tj~~ ~~ wit~ 1{m, ~ ~ I 

Both these examples refer only to the sweetening contents of maireya, 
be it either ~ or ~, and obviously according to pa:t}.ini's 
intention as implied in the sutra, the word ..mTfir refers only to 
the sweetening ingredients and not to the aushadhi contents used 
in the preparation of maireya, such as meshasringi, etc. It may 
be inferred with propriety that the aushadhi contents of maireya 
must have remained somewhat constant, whereas the sweet contents 

t ~ 
could be changed from ij~ to ~ or to ~U, etc. The naming of 
maireya would thus depend not on the invariable ingredients, but on 
the sweetening parts subject to change. For example the customer 
ordering his maireya drink from the master of the booth would not 
say irq~~~ or ~~~(:1i, but would express his desire for a variety 
in taste by ordering for ~(:1i. ~~, riu~1i, 1ilfu~, or ~~-.... 
i!)~, etc. 

The above varieties of ~((nT mixed with the decoction of 
the bark of meshasri1:l,gi and other specified herbs, must have pro
duced a correspondingly low or high quality of drink. Charaka 
tells us that maireya was primarily a madhura wine, a drink sweet 
in taste par excellence.1 The choice of an inferior condiment like 
guq,a and Phii1}ita, or of a sqperior one like refined sugar made all 
the difference in the quality, taste and price of the maireya drink. 
The aristocratic customer in the tavern would order superior grade 
of wine, and in the case of maireya this emphasis would fall naturally 
on the first part of the compound, i.e., on the word denoting the 
sweetening constituent and hence the acute accent on it. 

The ArthaSastra mentions ~ as a mixture of maireya in the 
recipe quoted above. It agrees with the example ~t1l of the 
Kasika. The other example ~Dr, i.e., maireya prepared by 
mixing honey, lacks confirmation from the above statement in the 
ArthaSastra. The question arises as to whether we are on good 
authority in assuming that other sweetening ingredients besides 
guq,a were also added to mail'eya. 
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The answer to this is in the affirmative. In the chapter relating 
to the duties of the Superintendent of Royal Storehouses, Kautilya 
gives directions for the storage of liquids tasting astringent (~): 

"~-~-W!-~-~-lflII'~("(t1if.l(\+11 ~liIvii\-~ ~ ~: 
IiII;illf~dfi: ~lqH:lr(<I(\' qr fqf"'c:'qf.~tijdfiIVl(,",ct\ij\liI\ftdfilq6dl W qr ~: I 

" [Arth. Text, p. 94.] 
'Mixture made by combining anyone of the subsfancf>s, such as 
the juice of sugar-cane, jaggery, honey, raw granulated sugar, the 
essence of the fruits of jambu and jack tree,-with the decoction of 
meshasringa (a kind of plant) and of long peppt"r should be stocked. 
To this the addition of the following is optional, viz. chirbh#a, 
cucumber, sugar-cane, mango. fruit and the fruit of myrobalam. 
This mixture should be either one month, or six months, or a year 
old. 1 This constitutes the sukta-varga.' 

Although in this context Kautilya does not actually use the 
name maireya for the liquid recommended for stocking in the royal 
store-house, the recipe leaves no doubt that high class maireya was 
intended. The aushadhi contents are the same, viz. the decoction of 
meshasringi and pippali (maricha is left out as of minor importance) ; 
in the optional group in place of triphalii alone, we have greater 
variety in ;;lTnr~dfi, 'IT~, ~, ~?Jfrt~, etc. In the enumeration of 
the sweet contents in place of 'l]i alone we have six varieties, of 
which W! is also one. We can now understand the example qfu: 
given in the Kasika on pa1).ini, VI, 2, 70, since 't1l! like ~ was an 
anga or constituent from which the particular variety of maireya 
derived its name, and we may also i'nlagine that both H~ and 
if~ were legitimate, and for the matter of that ancient, illustra
tions to Pa~ni's rule. 

1 I understand miisika, etc., not in the sense of • to last for a month, or six 
months, or a year' bnt as so much old, since old wines were preferred. 





A MISSING LINK 

By E. J. THOMAS 

The problem of the spread of folktales is one that has grown 
more complex with the increase of evidence. At one time it was 
thought possible to derive all folktales from India. .This is not now 
so certain, although there can be no doubt of the Indian origin of a 
considerable number. But even when this is admitted, t.he most 
important question remains, by what route and what means did 
they come? In one case the answer is clear, that of the Paiicatantra. 
We know that some form of t11is work was taken to Persia in the 
time of the Sassanid King Khusrau An1.1shirwan (6th cent. A.D.) 
translated into Pahlavi, and then into Syriac and Arabic. Its 
passage into Europe was then easy. 1 But this gives a false simplicity 
to the problem, for it explains only the particular instance in which 
a literary channel can be proved. There are still many tales common 
to India and Europe, of which we are still quite ignorant about the 
channel of their transmission. Mere guesswork is useless. It is 
evidently idle to say that the Crusaders brought them unless we 
can show that they actually had the means of acquiring such tales. 
Another imposing illusion is to speak of 'the Arabs'. The Muslims 
with whom the Crusaders came into contact were chiefly Persians 
and Turks, even though in the earlier period Arabic was their chief 
language. 

The purpose of this paper is to give an instance of a tale found 
in a late Buddhist work and to compare it with several similar tales 
found in Europe in the 15th and 16th centuries. I am not aware 
that the comparison has been made before, but other forms of it 
may be known, and it would be of great interest if they could be 
brought together, for they present the problem of transmission in a 
quite independent form. The Indian tale is found in a commentary 
to .Aryadeva's CatuJ;Sataka, a fragment of which has been edited and 
published by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri: 2 

1 Silvestre de Sacy was the first to make a scientific study of Kalilah wa Dimnah 
and its relation to the Pancatantra and the Hitopadda. See Notices et Extraits, 
Vol. 10, 1818. Later results are given in V. Chauvin, Bibliographie des ouvrages 
arabes relatifs aux Arabes, Vol. 2, Liege, Leipzig, 1897. 

2 Catuhsatikii by Arya Deva. Mem. of the As. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. 3, 1914. 
The editor' attributes the commentary to Candraldrti, and puts him in the 2nd 
century A.D. Winternitz with more probability puts him ill the 7th. 
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A certain king was informed by his astrologer (naimittika) that a storm 
of rain would fall, and that anyone who should make use of the water would 
go mad. So the king had a well covered (from that rain) for his own use. 
Then all the people 1 made use of the water and became mad, and being all 
in the same state thought that they were sane and that the king was mad. 
Thereupon the king seeing how the matter stood drank of the water, not 
wishing that they should think him mad, lest they should mock him or destroy 
him. In the same way if there were only a single person who was subject to 
certain needs of nature (matri), he would be avoided as a leper, but since 
all are in the same state, how can they have any notion of their impurity? 

The closest parallel to this is in the Facezie of Arlotto. This is 
a collection of 'jests', humorous stories about a certain Arlotto, and 
first published at Florence in 1500. Arlotto appears to have been a 
real person who was parish priest (pievano) of a church near Florence 
in the 15th century. The jests told of him are not necessarily 
biographical, but like Joe Miller's Jests or the Latii'if of Na~ruddin 
Khojah, anecdotes that have collected round anyone who has 
become famous through his wit. The tale now in question is one 
that he is said to have told on a certain occasion: 

One day Arlotto was amusing himself with some good friends in a meadow, 
playing with sticks at tilting. Some distinguished Florentine citizens who 
happened to be taking a walk saw him, greeted him, and asked him what he 
was doing with the stick in his hand. The priest, who was ashamed at 
finding himself surprised in this state by such respectable people, replied, 
'We have been eating and drinking together in this house, and perhaps we 
have had a glass because we were thirsty. Then it happened to me as it 
did to the ten great astrologers'. 'What was it that happened to them?' 
'What? I will tell you. These great wise men foresaw by means of their 
art that there would be a storm of rain in their city, and the water would 
have such an evil smell that all who smelt it would lose their reason. So as 
soon as it began to rain they carefully shut aU the doors and windows in 
order not to suffer from the smell. Now when the rain and the smell had 
gone my wise gentlemen came smartly out and thought that they alone 
would be lords of the land, as there was no man left in his senses. But this 
time they were mistaken, these wise gentlemen. As soon as the people, who 
had now gone quite mad, saw them, they ran up to them, and the wise men, 
whether they wanted it or not, had to play the fool like all the others, if 
they were to stay in the country. Otherwise they would have been driven 
away or even have lost their lives. That is how I have had to do now, and 
so I hope you will excuse me if yon have seen me playing the fool.' 

This is a story evidently older than Arlotto. Floegel in his 
History of Court Fools 2 says that it goes back to the troubadours, 
but I have not found the reference. However, at least three other 
forms of it are known, showing considerable variations, which seem 

1 Text has sajanas. The editor suggests svajanas. La Vallee Poussin with 
more probability reads sarvajanas (Bull. School of Oriental Studies, I9I8). 

II Geschichte der Hofnarren, p. 482, Liegnitz, I789. 
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to indicate that in Europe at least it passed from mouth to mouth. 
One of these is in an Italian poem 1 of the 15th century by Antonio 
Fregoso, who uses it as an introduction to his poem, and an excuse 
for the matter that is to follow: 

I'll do as did a certain tavern-·keeper, 
Who in the courtyard of his inn possessed 
A tank that had been built by magic art, 
So that whoever bathed or drank therein 
Forgot himself, and coming out a madman 
Straightway performed a thousand brutish pranks. 
Thus as the tale of lunatics increased, 
And when the inmates all had lost their senses, 
The only sane man was the taverner, 
Who, I have heard, was foremost of the wise; 
But tired of all their craziness he said, 
What shall I do among 10 many madmen ? 
And as his last resource he made the choice 
To bathe and drink, and then become insane, 
And not be conscious of their tiresome folly. 

Here the astrologers have disappeared, but the motive remains 
the same-the impossibility of a sane person living in a world of 
mad-men. There are still other forms of the tale, in which the 
moral has been changed. These are in a collection of tales made by 
a German Franciscan, Johannes Pauli, entitled Schimpf und Ernst 
(J est and Earnest), and first published in 1520. Each tale is 
entitled either Schimpf or Ernst, No. 34 is a Schimpf, and is as 
follows: 

Once upon a time it rained, and all those touched by the rain became 
children and fools, and indulged in childish play and foolery. It happened 
that a witty man went by and saw the old people, thus playing the fool, 
and he thought them all fools, and they'hought him a fool too, and laughed 
at him and clapped their hands. He asked them how it was that they had 
become fools. The fools told him, and said that it had rained and that anyone 
on whom the rain had fallen must thus practise children's play and foolery. 
The wise man asked them if one could not find any of the rainwater. Then 
one of the fools said no. Then another fool said yes, there in a little hole is 
some of the same water. Then the wise man lay down and pushed his mouth 
into the hole and drank of it, and then put his hand in the hole and poured 
some water on his head and washed himself with it. And at once he became 
a fool and played the same foolery and childish play. 

The other fonn of the tale (No. 54) is called Ernst: 
There were some people in a house who sang and danced, for they had a 

well in the house, and whoever drank of the water had to dance with them. 
Many people came there to look, and they offered them the drink of honour. 
As soon as they had drunk they too began to dance. There was one there 

1 Also given by Floege1, loco cit., pp. 482, 483; the original is in terza rima. 
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who was wise. He reproached them for thus singing and dancing, and he too 
went there and wanted to see what sort of people they were. He too was 
offered a drink, and as soon as he drank he began to sing and dance, and 
what he had blamed before he did himself. 

Both these forms have undergone changes which we may suppose 
to be due to oral transmission, though the former still preserves 
the incident of the storm of rain. Both are altered in having the 
moral changed. While the earlier forms rather cynically show the 
uselessness of wisdom in a world of mad-men, the German forms 
teach the danger of too great curiosity and self-confidence in coming 
into contact with folly. The explanation is that the collection is 
modelled on the medieval collections of moral tales known as exempla. 
The exempla are short striking tales or fables intended to be used as 
examples in the medieval sermons. .$ome of the best known exempla 
are found in the sermons of Jacques de Vitry. This ecclesiastic was 
a Frenchman, and was bishop of Acre between 1216 and 1227. His 
sermons show that there were social relations between the Saracens 
and the Christians such as would have made the passage of eastern 
tales to a Christian community in connexion with the West quite 
possible. It is in this sense that we may speak of the Crusades as a 
possible channel for their transmission. 

There is, however, in Jacques de Vitry no evidence of any 
direct transmission of eastern tales, so that his works do not give 
anything to support the theory that the Crusaders and their contact 
with the East explain the borrowings. This is besides not the only 
possibility, for others are suggested by a work very popular in the 
Middle Ages known as Sidrach. 1 The earliest known form of this 
is in French, and is as early at least as the 12th century. It consists 
of questions and answers on' subjects supposed to embrace all the 
knowledge of the universe, but the immediate point of interest is 
the curious account which the book gives of its own origin. We 
are told that an ancient king Boetus had put a series of questions to 
the sage Sidrach, and Boctus was so pleased with the answers that 
he caused a book to be compiled to which he gave the name Sidrach. 
This may be a quite fanciful account, and the rest of it may not be 
historical, but it is all the more suggestive in what the author tells 
us, for it indicates what was known in the 12th century about possible 
routes from the East. He tells us that the book, after being handed 
down from king to king, came into the hands of the Archbishop 
of Sebaste (Samaria). It was taken to Spain, translated from Greek 
into Latin, then into the Saracen language, and then back into 

1 There is a discussion of this work in C. V. Langlois, La connaissance de la 
nature et du monde au moyen dge. Paris, 19II. 
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Latin for the use of the Emperor Frederick II. Frederick's copy 
came into the hands of the patriarch of Antioch, from whom it was 
taken again to Toledo, translated once more into Latin, and finally 
into French. This, even if not exact history, shows what was known 
in the Middle Ages of possible communication with the Arabs. 
Spain really was a channel, for there was a school of Arabic culture 
at Toledo, where Arabic works were translated into Latin. That is 
one possible route, and another is shown in the mentioll of Frederick. 
It is well known that Frederick did acquire books from hls Muslim 
friends and have them translated. Still another route is suggested 
by the mention of the patriarch of Antioch. This is the Antioch on 
the coast of Syria north of Acre, and it brings us back to tile route 
implied in the sermons of Jacques de Vitry-direct contact of the 
Christians in Palestine with the. Saracens during the period of the 
Crusades. 

But all these possibilities show that it is still too early to think 
that the problem is solved by the vague suggestions made so far. 
Even in the case of the few instances where literary contact can be 
shown, we are far from being able to explain everything. The 
work Kalilah wa Dimnah does not correspond to any known form of 
the Paiicatantra. Barlaam and] osaphat, which shows the influence 
of Buddhism, cannot be explained from the Lalita-vistara, as it con
tains Indian tales not in the latter work, and the tale which I have 
here examined presents a quite open question. The real link is 
still missing. 





PROTOTYPES (?) OF SIVA IN WESTERN ASIA 

By H. C. RAYCHAUDHURI 

Calcutta University 

Siva shares with Vish1J.u the homage of the vast majority of the 
Hindu population. The worship of the deity is, as is well known, 
traceable back to the early Vedic age. Archaeological evidence 
has been adduced by scholars, notably by Sir John Marshall, to 
prove that the cult of a divinity closely approximating to Siva was 
already popular in the Indus v.uJ.ey in the third millennium B.C. 
Attention has been invited particularly to a Mohenjo-daro seal on 
which is portrayed a male god who is seemingly three-faced but may 
have had four faces. He is seated in the typical attitude of Yoga 
and has his lower limbs exposed, suggesting comparison with the 
Vrdhva-M e¢hra form of Siva. The deity has on either side a number 
of animals: a tiger and an elephant on his right and a buffalo and a 
rhinoceros on his left. Beneath the seat of the god are a couple of 
deer.l 

There can be no doubt that the deity on the Mohenjo-daro seal 
has important points of resemblance with Siva as depicted in 
Chapter 284 of the Santi Parva and Chapters 14 and 17 of the 
Anu.sasana Parva of the Mahabharata. 2 The epic describes the god 
both as trisirsha (XII, 284, 12) or trivaktra (XIII, 14, 165) and as 
chaturmukha (XII, 284, 83; XIII, 17, 77). He is Digvasas (ibid., 14, 
162) and Vrdhva Linga (17, 46). He is' further styled Yogesvara (14, 
328) and Yogadhyaksha (17, 77)· Above all he is PaSupati (17, 79). 
Among animals brought into special relation with him are the tiger 
(d. Sardularupa, 17, 48), the elephant (d. Vyalarupa, 17, 61) and 
the deer (d. Mrigabattarpatta, 17, 38). He is clad 1ll a tiger's skin 
(Vyaghrajina, 14, 387), and has an elephant's skin as his upper 
garment (Nagacharmottarachchhada, 14, ISS). He is not only 
the elephant-killer (Gajaha, 17, 48) but also a buffalo-destroyer 
(Mahishaghna, 14, 313). Among his epithets is Gatt4alin (17, 91) 
which suggests a connection with Gatt¢a (the rhinoceros ?). Ga!t4ini 
is an appellation of his consort Durga. 

Striking as are the points of likeness between Siva and the 
Mohenjo-daro deity it is to be noted that one of the most distinctive 

1 Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization, edited by Sir John Marshall, Vol. I, 
Ch·5. 

2 Vatigavasi edition. 
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epithets of the epic Siva, viz. Vrishabha-vlika (AnuSasana, 14, 299) 
or Vrisha-vlihana (14, 390), is not suggested by anything portrayed 
on the Mohenjo-daro seal mentioned above. In this and some 
other important respects the epic Siva finds a closer parallel in a 
god worshipped by the ancient Hittites in Western Asia in the second 
millennium B.C. This deity is Teshub, the chief male member of the 
Hittite pantheon. l We have representations of the god at Malatia, 
in the sacred gallery at Boghaz Keui, in the Zinjerli Sculpture, 
in the monument at Isbekjiir, on a stele at Babylon and also on coins 
at Hierapolis Syraiae. He stands on a bull and has the three-pronged 
thunderbolt as his distinctive weapon. He is also represented as 
bearing a bow, the trident and mace, battle-axe and dagger. His 
spouse is the great mother-goddess venerated as Ma in Cappadocia. 
She was worshipped under different names and forms in Anatolia 
and neighbouring lands. 

The resemblance between Teshub as represented at the places 
named above, and Rudra-Siva as described in Vedic, epic and PuraJ;ric 
texts, is too striking to be ignored. Like Teshub Rudra-Siva wields 
the thunderbolt (Rig Veda, 2, 33, 3; Mahlibharata, XIII, 14, 288, 
387, etc.), and is armed with a bow (cf. dhanvi, 17, 43; Pinakin, 
14, 387), the trident (Trisula, XII, 284, 12; SUla, XIII, 14, 289 and 
387), mace (Da1J4a, ibid., 387), battle-axe (cf. ParaSvadhayudha, 
17, 99), and pattisa (17, 43) which Nilakantha explains as a kind of 
Kha¢ga or sword. 

Like Teshub again Siva is Ambika-bharta (Mbh., III, 78, 57), 
spouse of the mother-goddess, who is referred to as Parvati (XIII, 
14, 250), Devi (384) and Uma (427), the counterpart of the 
Cappadocian Ma. The conS{lrt of Teshub stands on a lioness or 
panther. 2 Similarly the consort of Siva is in the Purat;las simhavahini 
(Marka1Jq.,eya Pura1Ja, 82, 33). Certain forms of the great mother
goddess of the ancient peoples of Western Asia, such as Nanaia 
and Artemis, had the bee for their symbol. 8 Representations of 
these deities with the bee were to be found at Ephesus and Susa. 
Curiously enough the Indian mother-goddess receives in the 
Marka1JrJ,eya Pura1Ja (91, 49) and the Devi-Bhagavata (Bk. 10, 13) 
the epithet Bhriimari. In this form the goddess had killed an 
Asura named Aru1Ja for the good of the world (Mark. 92,48). Does 
the story imply hostility to rival cults of Assyria or Iran? 

1 Encyclopaedia of Rdigion and Ethics, edited by James Hastings, Vol. VI, 
pp. 724ft'.; Universal History, Vol. 2, pp. 723, 727, 737. 

2 ERE, Hastings, Vol. VI, p. 725; Universal History, 2, 719. 723. 737. 
8 Tam, The Greeks in Bactria and India, pp. 6, 29. For the association of 

Artemis with lions, see also ERE., XII, 139-140. 
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While certain aspects of Rudra-Siva and his consort, mainly 
detailed in the epic and the Pura:t;las, recall the Hittite Teshub, 
other features, which may claim a prior date, remind one of Nergal, 
the Sumerian deity, to whom the following hymn is addressed:1 

o Lord, enter not into the tavern, 
nor slay the old woman sitting at the ale-bench .. 
o Lord, enter not into the council-chamber, 
nor smite the wise elder who is sitting there. 
o Lord, stand not in the playground, 
nor drive the little ones away from the playground. 
Enter not into the place where the music of the harp resounds, 
nor drive away the youth who understands the music of the 

harp. 

The prayer quoted above cannot fail to recall the Satarudriya 
Litany of the Yajur Veda: 

Do thou no injury to great or small of us, harm not the 
growing boy, harm not the full-grown man. 

Slay not a sire among us, slay no mother here, and to our 
own dear bodies, Rudra! do no harm. 

Harm us not in our seed or in our progeny, harm us not in 
our life or in our cows or steeds. 

Slay not our heroes in the fury of their wrath. We with 
oblations ever call on only thee.2 

The writer of these lines is conscious of the fact that the grand 
concept of Siva in the Hindu sacred texis cannot be explained simply 
by a reference to a number of Sumerian, Hittite and Mohenjo-daro 
deities. His aim is to invite the attention of scholars to certain 
common features in the religious beliefs of the ancient peoples of 
Anatolia, Mesopotamia and India which may serve to elucidate 
certain points i~ the ~story of th<;>se mJ":thological beliefs that 
came to be assoclated Wlth the worship of Siva and the great Devi 
in the Vedic, epic, and Pura:t;lic ages. 

1 Carleton, Buried Empires, 204. 
2 The Texts of the White Yajurveda translated by Ralph T. H. Griffith, p. 141. 

Beltis-Allat or Erishkigal, spouse of Nergal, is associated with lions like Artemis and 
the consort of Siva. Cf. Maspero, The Dawn of Civilization, p. 692. Nergal himself 
was represented by a lion, ERE, XII, 149. It may be remembered in this connec
tion that in the Anusiisanaparva of the Mahiibhiirata Siva is Simha-siirdUla rapa 
(17, 48). 





A NEW CHARSADDA INSCRIPTION 

By STItN KONOW 

In the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXIV, pp. 8ff., the la+e N. G. 
Majumdar published a Kharo~thi inscription on a relic casket found 
in an ancient mound at KulaQheri near Charsadda, which seems to 
me to be of such importance that I feel justified in offering some 
remarks on it as an homage to myoId associate in the Archreological 
Survey, Professor D. R. Bhandarkar, the more so because I cannot 
always accept the reading and interpretation of the lamented editor. 

It is a difficult record and Pam not able to give a ~atisfactory 
interpretation of every detail. I shall not, however, enter into a 
discussion of all the difficulties, but only~ry to justify my reading 
and translation where I differ from Majumdar, and to point to some 
features which seem to me to be of considerable importance. 

The date portion sabatsa 1 III IOO III' anno 303' is absolutely 
certain. The ensuing word cannot be read as etaketamite, which 
would, besides, be an absolutely impossible form. ~rhe only diffi
cult ak~ara is the third, which is probably ka, not ke, but might be 
spa. I read harakaramire and take this to be a personal name. 
Then Majumdar read tu dona, remarking that 'the final na was 
omitted at first and added later above the line', taking dona to 
correspond to Skt. dro'!ta and to mean 'reliquary'. I do not know 
how he arrived at this translation. Dro'!ta means a wooden vessel, 
and could hardly be used about a ston.e casket. It can also mean 
a certain measure of capacity, and in Pali we have dO'!tadhatu 'a 
drol;1a of relics'. We might therefore take dona to be short for 
dO'!tadhatu or do~sarira. I think that we must accept this explana
tion, though we would expect drona. The final na looks more like 
ve, but it may be na. As seems to be the case in the Swat relic 
casket inscription, na would then stand for '!ta and na for na. 

With regard to the following stapapema (not sthapapema) 
Majumdar aptly compares Pali thapapeti. There is, however, a 
short stroke across the top of pa, so that it was perhaps meant to 
be cancelled. 

1 With regard to the reading of the final compound as tA or ts I shall, in this 
place, limit myself to remarking that the question can hardly be solved without 
taking notice of the Khotan Saka compound ts, which certainly had the phonetical 
value tl. 
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. The next ak~ara can hardly be se, but is almost certainly ca, 
cf. the ca of praca (or rather prace) budhat;ta (1. 3) and the ca of the 
Zeda inscription. We accordingly have a second verb cayema which 
must belong to Skt. cayayati 'heaps up, erects'. Majumdar then 
read t;taviga Vesa 'the novice Vesa '. !3ut where. do we find t;taviga 
in that sense, and how could we possIbly explaIn such a name as 
Vesa, with its s, in our dialect? Did Majumdar think of Avestan 
vaesa 'house servant'? After Vesa he read Saravarat;tasi taking 
this to be the locative of a local name. But the locative of a-bases 
ends in ami, as shown by AVaSaiirami (1. 2), and perhaps also in 
e, i as in Hashtnagar. I take t;tavi gave to be such locatives and then 
read saSarava 'with a lid '. I cannot explain gava, unless it is the 
Saka word gava, for which Bailey, BSOS viii, p. 923, 1. I, assumes 
the meaning , cell'. ; 

Then I follow Majumdar's reading rat;tasi sathubao sagharamu 
pradifhaveti, taking ra1Jasi to represent Ra1Jasiha or Ra1Jasi~ha 
and to be the subject of pradifhaveti. I also accept his reading of 
the ensuing part of the record, only reading prace for his praca in 
1. 3. 

I accordingly read and translate as follows:-
(1. I) sabatsa III. 100 III Harakaranrire tu dona stapapema 

(or stapema) cayema t;tavi gave sasarava RaJ;lasi 
sathubao sagharamu pradithaveti 

(1. 2) Avasaiirami madapidu puya[e*] sarvabudhal;la puyae 
sarva-

(1. 3) prace[ga*] budhal;la puyae sarvarahatal;la puya[e*J 
(1. 4) putradarasa puyae mitranadisalohidaJ;la puya[e*J maha

rayasa gratnas[vJamisa Avakhajhadasa puyae 
k~atravasa. 

'anno 303. We Harakaramira put up and erect this relic in 
a new gava, with a lid. Ral;lasimha establishes a Sailgha
rama, with a Stftpa, in Avasaiira, in honour of mother 
and father, in honour of all Buddhas, in honour of all 
Pratyekabuddhas, in honour of all Arhats, in honour of 
children and wife, in honour of the Maharaja's village
lord (?), the son of Avakha, the k!?atrapa.' 

I am not at all satisfied with my analysis of the record. The 
object of the present paper is not, however, to give a final reading 
and translation, but to draw attention to certain features of a more 
general nature. 

It seems to me that there is a somewhat close relationship 
between the casket legend and the Mathura Brahmi inscription of 
the year 299 thus discussed by Professor Liiders in this volume. 
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The dates, 299 and 303, respectively, would be quite near to 
each other if we were justified in referring both to one and the same 
era, and I think that we must actually do so. Professor Liiders 
has shown that the Mathura inscription is dated in the Parthian 
era of 248 B.C. and consequently belongs to A.D. 51 or 52. Fmo
graphically there is no objection to ascribing a similar date t~ the 
new Charsadda record. It is not, of course, quite saJe tn compare 
a casket epigraph with a stone inscription. Still -the identity of 
the compound ak1?ara ts with that of the Paja inscription of the year 
III is so striking that it seems impossible to assnme a lon6 interval 
between the two records. The era used in Paja is clearly the same 
as in Takht-i-Bahi, and there now seems to be d consensus of opinion 
to the effect that it coincides with the Vikrama reckoning, so that 
the Paja date would correspond'to 53 A.D. The Ch::;.rsadda date, 
calculated according to the Parthian era, would correspond to c. 
55 A.D. The use of the two forms, with and without the loop, of 
the compound rv also points to a date earlier than the Kusa~a 
inscriptions. The closest palceographical parallels are to be found 
on the Bimaran casket, d. especially the broken left hand bar of 
ya and the shape of sa. 

There are also other details which point to identity of the eras 
used in the Mathura Brahmi inscription and the new Kharo1?thi 
epigraph. The former speaks of a mahiiriija riijiitiriija without 
mentioning any personal name, and Professor Liiders has shown 
good reasons for assuming that only the Parthian emperor can be 
intended. In the new epigraph we, in a similar way, read of an 
unnamed maharaya. The use of the lower title seems natural in 
a locality near the dominion of the SUlen. 

Then we have the curious names Okhii in the Mathura inscrip
tion and Avakhajhada in Charsadda. Okhii cannot be an Indian 
or an Iranian name, and there can hardly be any doubt that Professor 
Liiders is right in explaining it as Greek Eukhe. If we bear in 
mind how Hellenized the Parthian nobles became,· we cannot 
wonder at a Parthian lady wearing a Greek name. With regard 
to A vakhajhada ~t can hardly be ~oubt~d that th~ word is.a. compound 
of A vakha and Jhada, and that Jhada IS the Iralllan partICIple corres
ponding to Skt. jiita, cf. Avestan ziita, Khotanese ysiita, i.e. ziida, 
etc. A vakhajhada is consequently the son of A vakha or A vakhii. 
This latter name is just as inexplicable from Indian or Iranian sources 
as Okhii, but it can easily be seen that A vakhii is a natural rendering 
of the Greek name Eukhe, which is, as we have seen, the source of 
the name Okhii. It is a rare name in Indian inscriptions, and it is 
a priori not unlikely that the Okha of the Mathura inscription is 
the same person as the Avakha whose son is mentioned in the 
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Charsadda casket. The people who set up the J aina image in 
Mathura in the year 299 cannot have been citizens of Mathura, but 
must have come from the North-West, where the Parthian emperor 
was the supreme ruler. 

This identification of Okha and Avakha cannot, of course, be 
proved. There is, however, one small feature which speaks in its 
favour. Okha is characterized as svavikabhagini which Professor 
Liiders, List of Brahmi Inscriptions No. 78, translated 'lay-sister', 
evidently analysing it as sravikabhagini. The term 'lay-sister' 
sounds European and not Indian to me, and I think that it is much 
more likely that svavika represents Skt. svamika, Pall samika 'master, 
lord' . It should be borne in mind that the -m- of svamin is usually 
changed in Indo-Aryan vernaculars, especially in the compound 
gosvamin, Hindi gosai, Marathi, gosavi, but also elsewhere, d. Hindi 
sat 'master', Kasmiri saweiiii ' lady'. In that case Okha would be 
the sister of the svamika • the master 1. 

Now Avakhajhada, the son of Avakha, is styled gramasvami 
and k$atrava, and gramasvami, whatever the exact charge was which 
it denotes, reminds us of the svavika, i.e. svamika, who was the 
brother of Okha. Svamika may be short for gramasvamika, and, at 
all events, it is possible to assume that the person who was svamika 
in the year 299 had been succeeded by his sister's son in 303. 

It seems to me that there are enough indications of a somewhat 
intimate connection between the Mathura and Charsadda inscrip
tions to justify us in drawing the inference that one and the same 
era, viz. the Parthian, was used in both. And, as we have already 
seen, there is no pal::eographic reason for assigning them to different 
periods. 

If we have, then, a KharO!?thi inscription from Charsadda 
dated in the fourth century of an era which we have reason for 
identifying with the Parthian, it becomes necessary, I think, 
to apply the same reckoning to some other records from the same 
neighbourhood, likewise dated in the fourth century of an unspecified 
era, viz. the Loriyan Tangai image inscription of the 27th Pro~tha
pada 318, the Hashtnagar pedestal legend of the 5th Pro~thapada 
384, and the Skarah l?heri statue epigraph of 22nd Al?a<;1ha 399. 

In his monumental book L'art greco-bouddhique du Gandhara, 
T. II, p. 490, Professor Foucher says that there cannot, with reference 
to these dated Gandhara sculptors, be the question of more than 
two eras, the Seleucidan or the Mauryan, and he decides in favour 
of the latter. I quite accept his view that the Seleucidan reckoning, 
which is quite in its proper place in an official piece such as the 
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much discussed coin of Plato,1 would be little appropriate in the 
case of a private ex-voto. But, in spite of all the ingenuity 
brought into play in this connection it has not proved possible to 
point to a single certain trace of the existence of a Mauryan era in 
India. My own attempt, in the edition of the Indian Kharo~thi 
inscriptions in the Corpus, to start from an old Saka.era was "ased 
on a foundation which the discovery of the Kalawan :.nscription 
has proved to have been wrong. Moreover, in the years about the 
beginning of the Christian era the Parthians had replaced the Sakas 
as rulers of North-western India. After that event we Lave only 
one isolated case of the survival of the old Saka era, whose epoch 
we are now better qualified to decide than when I published the 
Kharo!?thi inscriptions. It is, therefore, a priori likely that the Par
thian era, in addition to the cufrent local reckoning, liught be used 
in image inscriptions in those regions where the Parthians held 
sway, and the details drawn attention to above seem to me to 
prove that that era was actually used in that neighbourhood. 

The dates of the three Gandhara sculptures mentioned above 
would accordingly correspond to c. 70, 136 and 150 A.D., respectively. 

This result cannot be without importance for our attitude to 
the question about the history of the Greco-Indian art of Gandhara. 

It would be of little use to try to summarize all the different 
views put forward by various scholars. It must suffice to mention 
such sculptures as are dated or datable with certainty. Among 
those I do not reckon the assumed Buddha figure on some coins 
of Maues, because the leading numismatists do not think it is a 
Buddha at all. In addition to the three sculptures mentioned 
above, which we can now with some copfidence date, Loriyan Tangai 
c. A.D. 70, Hashtnagar c. 136 and Skarah J?heri c. 150, we have the 
good sculptures found with the Kalawan inscription of the year 
134, i.e. A.D. 77, together with inferior pieces, and the Mamane 
J?heri sculpture of the year 89 of the Kani!?ka era, i.e. according to 
my reckoning A.D. 216 and according to the orthodox theory So years 
earlier. 

There is no piece of Gandhara art which can, with certainty 
or with probability, be carried back to the time of the old Greek 
rulers or to the ancient Saka dynasty. We cannot go further back 
than to the Parthian period, towards the end of which we find 

1 Dr. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactria and India, pp. 4oofi., maintains that 
Plato belonged to the party of Eucratides. who tried, and tried in vain, to re-establish 
the suzerainty of the Seleucids over the house of Demetrius. His use of the 
Seleucidan era cannot, accordingly, be urged in favour of assuming the use of that 
reckoning in Loriyan Tangai, etc. 
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excellent sculptures, partly side by side with inferior ones. The 
art of the Ku~aJ;l.a period and later does not interest us in the present 
connection. 

In such circumstances it seems to me that the known chrono
logical data are in thorough agreement with Sir John Marshall's 
view as summarized in the Annual Report of the Archreological 
Survey of India, 1930-34, p. 151: 'So far as the art of Taxila is con
cerned, we can now safely say that for the first three or four cen
turies after Christ it owed its character to this influx of western 
ideas for which the Parthians were responsible. Of the beginnings 
of the Gandhara School we cannot speak with such complete as
surance because that school took shape not at Taxila itself, but 
somewhere beyond the N.-W. Frontier-probably in the region of 
Swat-where the sculptors could "obtain the phyllite and other 
schist stones which they used for their work. The evidence, how
ever, available at Taxila points. clearly to the conclusion that the 
inception of this school also took place during the rule of the Parthians 
in the North-West and was mainly due to their Hellenistic tendencies.' 



GUHILOT ORIGINS 

By G. C. RAYCHAUDHURI 

The princes of Mewar justly claim a long and illustrious ancestry. 
The dynasty is already found to be firmly established about the 
middle of the seventh century of the. Christian era. Thirteen 
centuries have rolled away and the rulership of ~;fewar still remains 
in the same family, tiding over many a storm and stress, defying the 
kaleidoscopic changes that have been wrought on the fair face of 
Hind. It is not at all surprising that in course of these long centuries 
the early history of the Guhilots or the story of their real origin 
would be lost in a haze of romantic myths. An attempt is made 
in the present article to give a historical analysis of the various 
traditions regarding the ancestry of the Rat;J.as' family. 

The modern descendants of Guhila regard themselves as 
Kshatriyas of the Solar race and trace their origin to the hero of 
the Ramaya1Ja. The claim is put forward by panegyrists, annalists 
and historians who flourished centuries ago. An examination of 
some early records of the dynasty however suggested to certain 
scholars that the family was of pure Brahmin extraction. About 
half a century ago the late Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji observed,l ' The 
Rajput use of a Brahman gotra is generally considered a technical 
affiliation, a mark of respect for some Brahman teacher. It seems 
doubtful whether the practice is not a reminiscence of an ancestral 
Brahman strain. This view finds conJirmation in the Aitpur (sic) 
inscription which states that Guhadit, the founder of the Gobil 
tribe, was of Brahman race, Vipra-kula.' In 1909 Dr. D. R. 
Bhandarkar contributed an article on the' Guhilots' to the pages of 
the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The learned scholar 
also arrived at the conclusion that the Guhilots were originally 
Brahmins. 

It must be admitted that the view that some of the remote 
ancestors of the Rat;J,a claimed to belong to the sacerdotal order is 
based upon unambiguous evidence. In the Atpur Inscription of 
Saktikumara, dated 1034 V.S. (977 A.D.), Guhadatta, the originator 
of the family (prabhavalz, Sri-Guhila-vamsasya), receives the epithets 
Viprakulanandanalz" mahidevalz,. In the Chitorga<;lh Inscription 
of I33I V.S. (1274 A.D.) Bappa is called a vipra and the Achalesvara 
Inscription of 1342 V.S. (1285 A.D.) tells us that he exchanged 

1 Bomb. Gaz., 1. 1. 98n. 
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"brlihma (priestly or holy) for kshlitra (kingly or military) splendour. ' 
The same hero is described as a dvijapungavalt (foremost among the 
twice-born) in the Rasikapriyli of Rat;J.a Kumbha. In the Ekalinga
mlihlitmya, Vijayaditya, a traditional ancestor of Guhadatta, is 
styled mahidevalt and vipralt. Writing in the latter half of the 
sixteenth century Abul Fa~l observed, 'As a Brahmin at the begin
ning of their history nurtured their house, they are accounted as 
belonging to this caste' . 2 In the following century Mtihat;J.ota 
Nena Si states that' A Brahmana is the first cause of extraction 
(ot" the Guhilot), but (we) regard (him) as a kshatriya.' S The 
priestly function once exercised by the ancestors of the RaJ;la 
survived till recent times. We are told by Tod that' the RaJ;la 
of Mewar mingles spiritual duties with those of royalty, and when 
he attends the temple of the tutelary deities of his race he performs 
himself all the offices of the high priest for the day. The RaJ;la 
is called EkaliIiga ka Dewan.' 4, 

The theory that the ancestors of the Rat;J.a were Brahmins has 
not, however, commended itself to some recent writers. Pandit 
G. H. Ojha objected to it on the following grounds and Mr. C. V. 
Vaidya agreed with him.1i 

A gold coin has been discovered on which Ojhaji reads the 
legend Sri Voppa and finds among other things the symbol of the 
Sun. He attributes the coin to Bappa of the Guhila dynasty and 
says that the Sun indicates the Solar origin of the family. The 
reading of the legend and the interpretation of the symbol are 
however dubious. Moreover the fact that the coin is made of gold, 
a metal not known to be used by the family in the particular locality, 
raises strong suspicion as to its genuineness. 6 

His second argument is' that in the Eklingji Inscription of the 
time of Naravahana, dated 1028 V.S. (971 A.D.), some sages of the 
Lakulisa-Pasupata sect have been described as Raghuvamsakirti
pisu1Jlilt, displaying the fame of the family of Raghu, that is of the 
Guhilot kings mentioned in it. In other words the kings of the 
Guhila dynasty belonged to the race of Raghu, and were Kshatriyas 
of Solar origin. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar edited this inscription in 

1 Haritat-kila Bappako-mhri(ghri)-valaya-vyajena lebhe mahab 
!Sshatram dhatrinibhad-vitirya munaye brahmam sva-seva-chhalat 

2 Ain-i-AkbarJ, II, 269. 
3 Adamala utapatti brahma PJt;a khatri jiit;iim. 
4 Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, Vol. I, Published by Abalakanta Sen, 

P·25n. 
Ii Ojha, History of Rajputana, Vol. I, pp. 378ff, 4141. Vaidya, History of 

Mediaeval India, Vol. II, pp. 332£. 
II Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, Vo1. II, P.!II67n. 
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the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 1 

and gave the following reading of the passage in question:--
Yoginalt I Sapanugrahabkumayo HimaSilavandhojjvaladagire-

raseto Raghuvamsakirtipisunatrivram tapah ......... ............ . 

From the above quotation it appears that the phrase R4ghu
vamsakirtipisunat ends in the fifth case-ending' and qualifies 
the word aseto. The learned editor suggests the emendation 
pisuniistivram for pisunattrivram, which has also been accepted by 
Ojha and Vaidya. Thus the phrase in question is made "0 qualify 
the word yoginalt. The epigraph under discussion was also published 
in Peterson's Bhiivnagar Inscriptions 2 wher~ we get the reading 
Raghuvamsakirtipisunattivram instead of Raghuvamsakirtipisuniitriv
ram, that is, the word ends in tb.e fifth case-ending and qualifies the 
word aseto. There can hardly be any doubt that the reading given 
in the Bhavnagar Inscriptions is the correct one. Indeed those who 
want to connect the phrase with the sages referred to in the inscrip
tion would do scant justice to the poetic sense of its author. The 
obvious reference is not to the fame of Guhila kings, but to the 
bridge in the south associated with the story of Sri Ramachandra 
of the Raghu family, and we have here only an instance of the 
conventional way of referring to the northern (Himalaya) and 
southern (Adam's Bridge) limits of India. In this connection 
attention may be drawn to the following parallel passage of an 
inscription of the Pilla Dynasty of Bengal S :-

A -Gangiigama-mahitat sapatnasunya 
miisetolt prathita DaSiisyaketu kirte"J:t. 

The third argument of Pandit Qjha is that in the Atpur in
scription of Saktikumara, dated 1034 V.S. (977 A.D.), Naravahana 
has been described as kshatrakshetram, i.e. Kshatriyoka kshetra or 
Kshatriyo ka utpattisthana, originator of the Kshatriyas. This 
particular interpretation may not be acceptable to all, and it is 
doubtful whether it well suits the context. The expression may 
simply mean t repository (Kshetra) of dominion or martial prowess 
(Kshatra)'. It is interesting to note in this connection that in the 
Chitorga<;lli Inscription of 1331 V.S. (1274 A.D.) Ambaprasada, 
great-grandson of Naravahana, is called a destroyer of the Kshatriyas 
like (the BrahmaJ;la Para.surama) the Lord of the Bh;-igu family, 
Bhrigupatirivadriptalt Kshatrasamharakiiri. 

1 }.B.B.R.A.s., Vol. XXII, pp. 166f. 
2 Bhiivnagar Inscriptions, p. 70. 
S GaU¢a Lekhamala, p. 38. My attention to this passage was drawn by Prof. 

H. C. Raychaudhuri. 
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. It would appear from the above survey that a claim to 
Brahminhood was set up by Guhilot princes from the time of 
Saktikumara, i.e. the tenth century, at the latest and persisted till a 
late period. Yet it would perhaps not be correct to suppose that 
even in these early times the Guhilots regarded themselves as 
Brahmins pure and simple. Princes of the race took as their consorts 
ladies belonging to clans which ranked as Kshatriya. Mahalakshmi, 
the queen of Bhatripatta II, was born in the Rashtrakuta family. 
Naravahana's wife was the daughter of the Chahamana king Jejaya. 
Gubila, the grandfather of Baladitya of the Chatsu Inscription, had 
matrimonial connections with the Paramaras, while Baladitya 
himself married Rattava, daughter of the Chahamana king Sivaraja. 
That some sort of a claim (at any rate a partial claim) to Kshatriya 
lineage (anvaya) is at least as old us the earliest reference to the 
Brahmin extraction is clear from the Chatsu Inscription (tenth 
century A.D.). Bhatppatta, the e9-rliest prince mentioned in it, is 
styled Brahmakshatriinvita, which may mean that he was 'linked' 
to the Brahmakshatra family. Rama (Parasurama) to whom he is 
compared not only took to arms like a Kshatriya but had actually 
in his veins the blood of the royal race of Kusika. It is difficult 
to say which claim may be said to enjoy priority. The earliest 
records of the family, notably those of the seventh century, do not 
throw any light on the matter. 

One fact is however certain. As yet the Guhilots, unlike the 
Pratiharas, did not lay any claim to be descendants of Raghu. 
As late as the Chitorgaqh Inscription of 1335 V.S. (1278 A.D.) 
Guhilaputra Shhha is simply styled a Kshatriya. The coming of 
the Sisodiya branch to the throne ushered in a glorious period of the 
History of Mewar. Military- success abroad added to the social 
prestige of her rulers. But even in the Sringi Rishi Inscription of 
1485 V.S. (1428 A.D.) Kshetrasimha is described only as a Ksha
triyavathsama1J,if,anama1Ji, the jewel adorning the Kshatriya race. 
The Solar lineage is not specifically mentioned in extant records 
till the time of Mokala. In a fragmentary inscription of his time 
it is stated that Gubila, the 'head of the princes', belonged to the 
Saptasvavamsa (i.e. the Solar line)!. Court poets of the middle 
ages apparently sought to affiliate the Guhilot dynasty with the 
famous ruling houses of the Epics. The author of the Khumma1Ja
Raso connects the genealogy of the Ral;la with Ramachandra, while 
the Rajasamudra Mahakavya traces the descent of the family from 
Manu and Ikshvaku 

1 Annual Report oj the Riijputiina Museum, Ajmer, for the year 1931-32 , p. 4. 
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In the Nac;l.1ai Inscription of the time of Rayamalla a Guhilot 
prince receives the epithet Mrigolnkavamsadyotakiiraka.l Attention 
to the passage was first invited by Prof. Raychaudhuri. Mr£giinka
vamsa may imply extraction from the Lunar race. It may no 
doubt be urged that Mrigiinka means not only the Moon but was also 
a biruda of Mokala. In the Kumbhalga<;lh Inscription of 1517 V.S. 
(1460 A.D.) he has been described as Mahariijiidhiriija-Mahiirii1Jii
Sri-Mrigiinka-Mokalendra.2 Mrigankavathsa may therefore simply 
refer to the family of Mokala. But the I.unar connection seems 
to be hinted at even in the Chatsu Inscription. As has been 
already noted Bhatripatta of the Chatsu branch is styled Brahma
kshatriinvita. In some of the Purii1Jas the Paurava family (of the 
Lunar race) is described as the source of the Brahmakshatras, 

'Brahmakshatrasya yo yonitvamso devarshisatkrita/:t.' 
Have we here a covert reference to the claim that the Guhilots 

belonged to the Paurava family? In the seventeenth century Sir 
Thomas Roe, Bernier, and some other European travellers tell us 
that the RaJ;1a claimed descent from Puru, identified with the 
famous opponent of Alexander. 3 This statement hints at a tradition 
which connects the Guhilots with the famous Paurava family which 
was of 'Lunar' origin. 

Curiously enough Abu.1 Fa~l and the author of the Masur-u.1-
'Omra mention a tradition which traces the descent of the Rana 
from 'N oshirwan " the Just of Persia.4 In view of an undoubted 
reference to a HUJ;1a princess among the ancestre~ses of the ru.lers of 
Mewar 6 the possibility of some connection WIth families hailing 
from Iran cannot be entirely precluded. It is equally possible 
that the connection sought with Noshimran (Anusbirvan) is the result 
of the same tendency towards establishing relationship with famous 
heroes of old which led the court bards and others to represent the 
Rana as a scion of the illustrious lines of Ikshvaku and Puru . 

. In traditions recorded by Tod the founder of the Guhila family 
is made a descendant of the last Maitraka of Valabhi. Recent 
researches have proved this to be improbable. The chronological 
difficu.1ties are insuperable. The question naturally arises how did 
this story originate? In the NaQ.1ai Inscription of the time of Raya
malla we are told that Guhila, Bappa and some other illustrious 

1 Bhavnagar Inscriptions, p. 141. 
2 Ep. Ind., XXI, p. 284. 
8 Roe, Embassy (Hakluyat Society) Vol. I, p. I02; Bernier's Travels 

(Constable and Smith), p. 208. 
4 Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, Vo1. I, p. 187. 
Ii Cf. the Atpur Inscription of I034 V.S. 
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ancestors of the Ra1;lA were born in the family of Siladitya 
of the Solar race. It is not possible to identify this Siladitya, but 
it seems that this gave a start to the so-called Valabhi theory 
regarding the origin of the Guhilots. It may be remembered in this 
connection that the Maitraka family had not only a Guhasena but 
as many as seven Siladityas. The Guhila family of Mewar was 
however actually founded long before the passing away of the 
Maitrakas. 

In conclusion we may note that the Vipra origin of the Guhilots 
cannot be traced further back than the tenth century A.D. As the 
Guhilots were already ruling over parts of Mewar for about three cen
turies before that time it would perhaps be rash to assert that the clairrl 
to Brahminhood must be implied in the case of the earliest rulers. 
The Guhila princes of the seventh century put forward no such 
claim. The family is simply referred to in the Nagda Inscription 
of Aparajita, dated 7I8 V.S. (66I A.D.) as Guhilanvaya. The 
Chatsu Inscription proves that even in the tenth century the princes 
were not simply V ipra or M ahideva but Brahmakshatranvita which, 
as already stated, may imply some sort of claim to at least a partial 
Kshatriya extraction and probable connection with the Lunar race 
which is described in the Pura:t;las as Brahmakshatrasya yo yonir
vamsa/:t. If the Solar origin is suspect, the Pure undiluted Brahmin 
origin is not less so. It had no currency in the seventh century and 
obtained vogue only in certain localities, and not in others, in the 
tenth century. It, is interesting to note that similar claims to 
Brahmin connectkn were laid by the Pratiharas, the Chahama:Q.as 
and probably also the Paramaras. 1 

. . 
1 Cf. Jodhpur Inscription of Pratihlira Bi'iuka, dated 894 V.S.; Bijolia Rock 

Inscription of Chlihami'iJ;la Somesvara, dated 1226 V.S. and the Pingala sutravritti, 
where Parami'ira Muiija has been described as a Brahmakshatra (Ojha, History of 
Rajputana, p. 66). 



V ASU UP ARICHARA AND ANIMAL SACRIFICE 

By S. KRISHNASWAMI AIYANGAR 

King Uparicharavasu is a well-known character in the 
Mahabharata. His name figures particularly in. connection with 
the Narayal;liya section of the Mahabharata where he has to play 
an important part in the dispute as to the character of the victim 
to be offered in sacrifices between the Brahmans led by Brihaspati 
on the one side and the Devas, receivers of the havis, on the other. 
The term aja used to describe the victim is capable of interpretation 
either as a goat or as a grain inci1fferently; the sacrifice to be offered 
therefore meaning either a goat, if the interpretation by the Devas 
is correct, and wheat or barley if the grain interpretation is accepted. 
In respect of this matter, a recent publication by the Oxford 
University Press of an Analysis and Index of the Mahabharata by 
the Rev. E. P. Rice of the London Mission, reverses the position by 
making king Uparicharavasu's award as having been in favour of 
grain offerings as against animal sacrifice demanded by the Brahmans 
led by Brhaspati. This is noted on page 65 of the work, giving an 
analysis of the Narayal;liya section of the Mahabharata under 
Chapter 337 beginning with verse 12,818. This chapter actually 
corresponds to Book XII, Chapter 345 of the Kumbhakonam edition 
of the Mahabharata, where it is clearly stated that King Vasu, then 
in the position of having been raised to the heaven of Indra as a 
result of the performance of the requir.ed number of sacrifices, gave 
the award in favour of animal sacrifices to propitiate the Devas. 
This is clearly stated in sloka IS of the chapter, and the following 
slokas indicate clearly that Vasu's award was in favour of an animal 
victim. I made enquiries in regard to the actual character of the 
text from the available manuscripts to determine whether the 
Kumbhakonam edition, which might be held to incorporate the 
Southern recension, receives support from manuscripts of other 
important localities. Dr. Sukthankar of the Bhandarkar Oriental 
Institute, wrote to intimate that the manuscripts in the Bhandarkar 
Oriental Institute in the Mahabharata Office supported the reading 
of the Kumbhakonam edition. So did Dr. S. K. De of the Dacca 
University, and, as far as I have been able to ascertain by writing to 
Pandit Vidushekara Bhattacharya and others, the Bengal manus
cripts available at present seem to support the same contention. 
Mr. Rice however says that, in the preparation of the summary and 
analysis of the contents of the Mahabharata which finds pUblication 
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in the book, he was dependent on the edition of Manmathanath 
Dutt in Sanskrit printed at Calcutta and his translation. But he 
seems to have made the Editio Princeps, as he calls it, as his main 
authority. His statement therefore on page 65 must be held to 
rest upon the authority of these manuscripts. The important point 
to decide is whether it was the Brahmans that held out for an animal 
victim really. It seems extremely unlikely as the episode is brought 
in the introduction to the Narayal}.iya section of the Mahabharata 
which deals with the Pancharatra, one of the principal tenets of 
which is ahimsa; the whole of the Pancharatraic teaching in fact 
seems more or less to be definitely against the Vedic sacrifices as 
they are ordinarily understood. Another point of the incident is 
that he was regarded as of such high standing as a devotee of Vishl}.u, 
or a typical Pancharatrin that the Devas (including Vishl}.u) appearing 
in the Yagiiya to receive their share of the oblation were visible to 
him offering the oblations, but n.ot to his priest, Brihaspati, a des
cendant of the family of Angiras, and among the prominent teachers 
of Pancharatra having received it hereditarily from the sun down
wards. The matter does require final settlement in regard to the 
actual reading as being of great value to the determination of the 
relative weight of manuscript evidence of the different regions, such 
as in this case, between Bengal and the other divisions of India. 

Uparicharavasu is a great character among the Pancharatra 
temple-worshipping Vaish:Q.avas, and his name is associated with one 
or two very important shrines in South India, and specifically 
in reference to this particular incident of his award, and of Brihaspati's 
curse in consequence which brought him from heaven down towards 
the nether world. 



TRAVANCORE'S ANCIENT CAPITAL: 
P ADMANABHAPURAM 

By R. V. PODUV Art, Travancore 

The ancient capital of Travancore was Padmanabhapuram 
which was the seat of Government previous to its transfer to 
Trivandrum in I750 A.D. The place is situated 33 mil~s south of 
Trivandrum and is noted for its old palace and temples in which 
relics of much antiquity having great historical and archaeologicar
importance have been recently discovered. All the structures within 
the palace compound are built on the traditional lines of Malabar 
architecture with pointed gables, donner-windows and long corridors. 
The earliest of the palaces was built auout I335 A.D. 

In the 'Cataka Sandesa',1 a Sanskrit poem composed about 
the middle of the I8th century, there are about half a dozen stanzas 
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describing the ancient glory of Padmanabhapuram, abounding in 
palatial buildings, temples, Brahmin houses, etc. 

From this poem it is seen that the palace was in a state of 
prosperity during the time of Karttikatirunal Rama Varma 
Maharaja of Travancore, M.E. 933-973 (1758-1798 A.D.). At 
present what remains of the ancient structures are a number of 
buildings elegantly designed and displaying a simplicity of archi
tectural style. The most noteworthy of them are the Pllmukham 
or entrance Hall, the Mantrasala or Council Chamber, the PIamllttu 
Kottaram, the Natakasala, the Tay Kottaram, Koccumattuppavu, 
Upparikka, Veppamoottu Kottaram, Lakshmi Vilas, Pooja Ma:t;lQ.a
J)am, the Sarasvati temple, the Bhagavati shrine, the Candra 
Vilas, the Indra Vilas and Homapura. Of all these, the Upparikka is 
the most important, containing as it floes exquisite mural paintings of 
the 16th centUry A.D. which are wonderfully well-preserved in the 
topmost storey of the building. These form a precious artistic 
heritage of the State and are full of charm and expression and 
display a remarkable completeness of technique. Just above the 
Portico of the Plamftttu Kottaram is the council hall where some 
rare specimens of wood carvi'ug can be seen. Just south of this is 
the Natakasala or theatre hall. East of the Plamllttu Kottaram is 
built the Tay Kottaram in which there is an open space of verandah 
called Ekanta MaI.1Q.apa, built of finely carved wooden pilasters 
where Durga Pftja known as 'Kalameluttum Pattum' is performed 
for 41 days every year. The light-well in this building reminds us 
of its close resemblance to ancient Sumerian structures. There is 
also an ancient cellar in this building in which precious materials 
were kept. 

North of the Plamftttu Kottaram is the Upparikka on the 
topmost floor of which are the mural paintings already referred to. 
The lower floor of this building was used as the Ituvaippu or record 
room. North of this central Pagoda is the Veppamftttu palace, on 
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the eastern portion of which are situated the H6mappura and the 
Sarasvati temple. North of the Veppamftttu palace is built the 
Lakshmi Vilas, a new building constructed during the time of H.H. 
the late Maharaja out of the relics of an older building. West of the 
Lakshmi Vilas and north of the Veppaniftt1:u palace can be seen the 
Navaratri Ma~Q.apa built of exquisitely carved granite pillars and 
brick in chunnam. This edifice is reminiscent of the late 
Vijayanagara style of architecture and was used ,in the old days 
for holding musical concerts, dance performances, etc. 

To the east of this Ma:l;lQ,a.pa is now located the Arcb~eological 
Museum in which are exhibited a number of ancient stone inscriptions 
and sculptures discovered in various parts of the State. " 

The building on the north-west corner i~ called the Candra 
Vilas which was in old days suppesed to have been used for residence 
during summer. There is a long corridor connecting this and the 
Indra Vilas, facing the southern street. It was in the Indra Vilas 
the Maharajas used to receive guests and grant them interviews. It 
was in this palace that Fra Paolino, the Christian Missionary, inter
viewed the then Maharaja. In the Kollam year 959 (A.D. 1784) at 
His Highness's request he wrote a grammar for the study of English, 
Portuguese and Malayalam. In the Kollam year 938 (A.D. 1763) 
the Zamorin of Calicut and the Raja of Cochin came to 
Padmanabhapuram and executed a treaty by which they swore to 
be perpetual allies of the Travancore kings. 

One unique feature of the Padmanabhapuram palace is that 
one can go round the various buildings on the level without ascending 
or descending. Within the palace premises, th i!1llso a Bhagavati 
temple wherein is consecrated the Sri Cak . Traces of several 
former old and massive structures are en round about this shrine. 
Relics of an old palace called the Tekke Kottaram with a tank and 
remnants of an old Ma:l;lQ,apa on the southern side are also found. 
Close to this there is a building called the Nirappura in which there 
is an abundance of exquisite woodwork. 

East of the palace precinc.ts is situated the famous temple 
dedicated to Nilakantha or Siva which in the Cataka Sandesa is 
compared to the Mah~ka1a shrine of Ujjain. 

Enclosing all these secular and religious structures is a square 
stone fortification about 2t miles perimeter built to defend the 
palace and the celebrated Pagodas within. The area and the ground 
enclosed within the fort walls is 1861 acres. 

The walls comprising the fort are 3 feet thick and are built 
with granite up to within 8 feet of the parapet, the remaining porti<?n 
being laterite. At the four corners of the fort there are four maln 
bastions more or less square in size and shape. The height of the 
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"Walls varies according to the inclination of the ground, the highest 
e1evationbeing 25 feet and the lowest 15 feet including the parapets 
which are 3 feet high throughout. The principal entrances to the 
fort are four gateways situated one on each wall. There are also 
other smaller gateways neat three of the bastions. 

About a mile south-east of Padmanabhapuram is Udayagiri, 
one of the principal military stations of Travancore in ancient days. 
The fort was built by Eustachius De Lannoy, a Flemish soldier in the 
Dutch army, who, after the defeat of the Dutch at Colachel in 
1741 A.D., was taken prisoner and later was appointed military 
commander by the Maharaja of Travancore. De Lannoybuiltthisfort 

. and others and won brilliant victories against the Dutch and minor 
Rajas of various principalities. He died from wounds in 1777 A.D. 
at the age ot 62 years and 5 mont~s and was buried with military 
honours in the chapel. From an inscription in Latin over his grave, 
it is seen that he served the .Maharaja for nearly 37 years with 
great faithfulness and subjected all kingdoms from Kayancolam to 
Cochin by the might of his arms. 

The walls enclosing the Udayagiri fort are on an average 
15 feet thick and 18 feet high including the parapet. They are lined 
within and without with stones. There are in all ten bastions, 
five of which were intended for cannon, the others being pierced for 
musketry only. The whole fort is built of strong granite round a 
lofty isolated hillock. Within it still stand the walls of the old 
chapel with tombstones of historical importance. The most 
important of them are those of De Lannoy, his wife and son. 
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View of the Padmalliibhapuram Palace. 





PERSONIFICATION OF NIGHT AS WOMAN IN 
KALIDASA 

By C. W. GURNER 

The personification of Night in terms of woman i~ a characteristic 
instance of Kalidasa's method of infusing the Rasa of Srngara, the 
emotion of Sex Appeal, into his treatment .)f nature. The early 
poem the Ritusamhara is imbued with this spirit. For the greater 
part it is not Nature for its own sake that forms the dominan'~ 
interest but Nature as evocative of erotic ideas or associations. 
Every aspect of Nature recalls womanhood, and among them Night 
in autumn. 1 'Decked in the lovely jewelry of the stars, her moon 
countenance released from its cloudy veil, and wearing the silken 
garment of the moonlight the night increases day by day as an 
adolescent girl.' 2 

This obsession of early girlhood and evening has a strong hold 
on Kalidasa. It is applied for instance by way of contrast of ideas, 
itself a form of simile. to Parvati as the girl ascetic. 'Why cast 
away your ornaments in youth? S Is night at eventide in glow of 
moon and stars fitted for the saffron robe of dawn?' While again 
in the Malavikagnimitra 4 the thought quoted from the Ritusamhara 
is reversed, and it is now the Bride who is represented as a spring 
night at moonrise-' Robed in short silken gartJ;lent. she shines before 
me in her jewels as a night in Chaitra when th,::!limoon is all but rising, 
and the stars free from mist'. ...' . .....,.,t. 

It may be noted in passing how these instances illustrate the 
whole difference in conception between the Sanskritic simile, elaborate 
and precise in corresponding details, and that of Western literature, 
concerned more with the general illustrative idea. 'Rosy fingered 
dawn' and Marlowe's Helen 'fairer than the evening air clad in the 
beauty of a thousand stars' come to the mind at once to be set 
beside them, but the Western imagery is entirely difierent in spirit 
and method. The' thousand stars' are not a counterpart to any 

1 R.S., III, 7. 
2 As this note is purely of cultural and not scholastic interest I have translated 

the quotations, with some attempt to convey the double meaning of almost every 
epithet as applied to the two sides of the simile, familiar to readers of the original 
but never quite reproducible. 

3 KS., V, 44. 
40 Mal'1 V, 7. 
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j"ewellery Helen may be wearing, but merely heighten the beauty of 
the night. 

The sky at moonrise is elaborated in a passage in the eighth 
canto of the Kumarasambhava as part of the theme of Love in a 
Garden, but with a freshness and imaginativeness which, for the 
writer, sets it apart from the general range of Kalidasa's imagery, 1 

'Gathering together in the fingers of the moonrays the clustered 
darkness of her hair, the Moon kisses the face of Night as she closes 
the budded lotus of her eyes'. While with similar imaginativeness 
the rising moonlight is the Ketoki dust on the face of Night.S! The 
idea of darkness as hair is anticipated on more conventional lines in a 
passage in the Vikramorvasi 8 personifying the Eastern sky, with 
allusion to the moon as lover gathering up his mistress' braided hair 
on re-union (the commonplace of the Meghaduta). It should be 
added that 'the verses quoted from the eighth canto of the 
Kumarasambhava are not only. distinctive in tone itself, but form 
part of a series of similes from the Srngara motif, which, though 
they do occur in Kalidasa will not be found elsewhere 'packed' as 
in this passage, another consideration bearing on the authorship of 
the canto. 

The imagery so far quoted (with the exception perhaps of that 
from the Vikramorvasi) makes its appeal without special demands 
on the more conventional themes of sex relationship which run 
through Kavya poetry; but the conception of a night in Spring or 
Autumn as a woman wronged by her lover implies very definitely 
the conventional Khat:lQita, the word itself appearing (with the 
inevitable double"1I.L~·tling) in the picture of Spring. 'In the pale 
complexion of the ris~(~ ,moon the Lady Night, cut by Spring, 
wastes away, like a woma:'11:"ctbnied the happiness of meeting with her 
lover '. 4 While more simply in the Autumn' fevered day and wasted 
night resemble husband and wife in remorse, parted from contrari
ness'.5 From this point Kalidasa's imagery of Nature leads on to a 
conception based definitely on polygamous practice 6 in the idea of 
Northern or Southern sky at the equinox 7 as the wife distressed by 
her husband's preference for a rival. But this goes beyond the small 
cross-section studied in this note. 

1 KS., VIII, 43. 
8 Vik .• III. 6. 
5 Ibid .• XVI. 45. 
7 KS., III, 25. 

11 Ibid., VIII, 58. 
4 RV., IX, 30. 
II Ibid., XVI, 44. 



IN DEFENCE OF INDIVIDUAL~TY 

By P. NAGARAJA RAO 

The Chinese philosopher, Confucius, narrates a velY significant 
incident which gives us an insight into the value )f individuality. 
As he was passing by the Mount Thai, he came on a woman who was 
weeping bitterly by a grave, the Master quickly went to her and said 
'Your wailing is that of one who has suffered sorrow on sorrow'. 
She replied that it is so, and continued · Once my husband's fatheJ. 
was killed here by a tiger. My husband was also killed and now my 
son has died in the same way'. • The Master said' Then why do you 
not leave this place? ' 

Individuality is a tender plant, most potential in its power 
and needs careful fostering. Freedom is the air of the spirit and 
it is the soul of the individual. It is freedom that makes life worth 
living. It helps the law of self-development. Its denial is a denial 
of all that makes life worth living. When we have it we do not 
realize all that it means to us. We realize its value only when it is 
denied to us. It is just like health and oxygen to us. To provide 
the nourishment to the soul and a110w it to grow to its full stature 
is to give value to human life. All the religions of the past have 
defended the sacredness of the individual and have treated the 
individual as an End and never as a Means to tve production of the 
Super-Man of the most efficient communhy: The individual is 
not to be treated • as a drop of blood.l~~.t J'ocean of racial purity, 
nor as a cog in a proletarian machine, or as an ant in a social termi
tary, but as an End in himself with a right to happiness and a hope 
for immortality'. The Upanishads declare that there is no more 
sacred verity than the individual spirit (Purusha). 

The modem scientific rationalist treats the individual as a 
piece of mechanism to be experimented with. He resolves the indi
vidual into a few pounds of carbon, a few quarts of water, some lime, 
and a little phosphorus and sulphur, a pinch of iron. and silicum 
and a handful of mixed salts. While resolving the individual into 
these substances the scientist forgets that this scheme of analysis 
is the creation of man. Is not then the individual a miracle though 
he is a product of natural forces? This in essence is the mystery 
of man. Hence the sacredness of the individual. The supreme 
effort of education and society should be the production of the real 
and splendid individual and not a mechanically efficient society. 
Statesmanship unlike philosophy is the art of the second best. 
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'Politics can at best prevent deterioration and not bring about the 
betterment of the individual. Modern political theories are essen
tially unspiritual in that they do not respect the principle of the 
sacred individual. They are out to crush the individual and make 
him a rabot in the community. Standardization on culture, system
atic suppression of any opinion contrary to the State, militant 
nationalism, supreme faith in armaments, retreat of reason, supersti
tious faith in race superiority, rule by revelation and governance 
by gile are characteristic features of Fascism, Communism and mili
tary democracies with rickety institutions and narrow class-bound 
statesmen at the head of the State. . 

..... The spiritual principle of politics ought to be the preservation 
of the sanctity of the individual. He is the representation of the 
highest in tl:J.e universe. The ultintate principle that the individual 
is an end in himself has to be intuitively apprehended and not 
logically established. Disagreement with this postulate is not 
impossible nor is there any method of establishing it through the 
help of empirical logic. The sacredness of the individual is the 
postulate of all philosophy in the East and the West. 

It follows from this that political organizations should function 
in such. a manner as not to violate the individual or his growth. 
Neither Fascism nor Communism act in such a friendly manner 
towards the individual. Fascism identifies the individual with the 
State and makes him a mere cog in the State machinery. It makes 
him through terror and execution a slave with no life. 

Naked power with ruthless capacity to manage things is the 
fundamental tener' . their creed. They have no use for wisdom. 
They are fired by th . witive lust for dominions and not by 
a civilized standard of v ues. They do not see that power without 
wisdom is useless. It is absolute wisdom that is harmless and not 
absolute power. It is in view of this principle that Plato put 
Philosophers (men of wisdom trained in the academy in the arts of 
Mathematics, Music and Metaphysics) at the head of the State. 
Plato tempered power with wisdom. He did not respect the naked 
power of the Fascist nor the revolutionary power of the Communist. 

Democracy is comparatively a better type of government. It 
works on the principle that every individual has a share in political 
affairs. It believes rightly that political liberties are necessary 
for the growth of the individual. 

The argument of the Socialist is narrow and does not hold water. 
Political liberty is a good in itself and it has the supreme value of 
fostering the individual. It is not an impediment to economic 
security. On the other hand it is the pre-condition of economic 
security. It is the presence of political liberty that has helped the 
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propagation of the socialist doctrine and the socialist movement. 
But for it elementary rights present in a democratic State would 
be nowhere. Thus in the most wide sense of the term Liberalism 
is not a foe to Socialism but only its ally. 

The great rational social analyst of our times points out that for 
those to whom traditional religton is no longer possible there are 
other ways. Some find what they need in music; some in poetry. 
For some others astronomy serves the same purpose. When we 
reflect upon the size and antiquity of the stellar universe, the 
controversies on this rather insignificant planet lose SC:'Ile of their 
importance and the acerbity of our disputes seems a trifle ridiculous. 
When we are liberated by this negative emotion we are able to 
realize more fully through music or mysticism, through history or 
science, through beauty or pai~ that the really valuable things in 
human life are individual, not such things as happen on a battle
field or in the clash of politics or in the regimented march of masses 
of men towards an externally imposed goal. The wisdom of the 
Aryans expressed this truth. 





A HISTORICAL CHARACTER IN THE REIGN OF 
ASOKA MAURYA 

By C. D. CHATTltRJltlt, University of L11cknow 

In Buddhist literature, there are references to 'l, few impurtant 
historical characters belonging to the Mauryan period, who have still 
remained nondescripts in history. One of them is Prin~e Pifigala, 
the tawny-eyed ruler of Sura~tra (Kathiawad), about whom some 
information is available in the Petavatth1f, 1 as well as in its commen
tary, the ParamatthadipanP. He was a feudatory of the Mauryan 
emperors, Bindusara and Asok~ and had his seat of government at 
Sur~tranagara 3. In the year 282 B.C., corresponding to the six
teenth regnal year of Bindusara " he ascended the throne and ever 

1 Petavatthu, ed. Minayet! (P.T.S. Ed.), pp. 57-61 (iv. 3). London 1888. 
2 Paramatthadipani on Petavatthu, ed, Hardy (P.T.S. Ed.), pp. 244-257. 

London 1894. 
8 The name of the ancient capital of Sura~tra during the Mauryan period, or 

even before it, is not known to us from any other sources. Sura~tranagara seems 
to be the same as the Girinagara mentioned in the J unagadh Rock Inscription of 
Rudradaman I (A.D. IS0), which was very probably its later name (EPig. Ind., 
viii. p. 42). Girinagara must have been somewhere at the foot of the Girnar hill 
to which it has apparently imparted its name (Girinagara=Girinayara=Girnar). 
In the days of ParJ;ladatta and Cakrapalita, the two suc('(;::;sive governors of Skanda
gupta in Sura~tra, the capital of that province was also'very close to the 'Orjayat, or 
the Girnar hill, but its name is so far unknowd'to tr,;'. Probably it was still known 
as Girinagara and was in every respect identical with the old town of that name. 
Its close proximity to the hill is evidenced by the fact that, when the massive em
bankment of the Sudarsana lake, which was constructed more than three centuries 
ago (A.D. ISO) by the Mahak!;iatrapa Rudradaman I across the gorge of the 'Orjayat 
hill, burst at night (riitrau) and the water escaped (A.D. 455), the people of that town 
woke up (purviiparariitramutthitii) evidently on hearing the crash, which could be 
heard distinctly in spite of heavy rains (vavar$a toyam bahusamtatam ciram) (Corp. 
Ins. Ind., iii. p. 6o). When Yuan Chwang visited Su-la-ch'a, or Sura~tra, in A.D. 641, 
the capital was still near the Yuh-shan-to hill (Skt. Urjayat, Pkt., Ujjanta), but, 
unfortunately, the pilgrim has forgotten to mention its name (Watters, On Yuan 
Chwang, ii. pp. 248-249). Thus, if we consider the ancient Sura~tranagara to be 
identical with the Girinagara mentioned in Rudradaman's inscription, then it has 
to be placed somewhere at the foot of the Girnar hill-probably on the rising ground 
near the commencement of the gorge that gives access to the valley lying round the 
hill. 

4 Pat'amatthadipani on Petavatthu, p. 244 (Satthu parinibbiinato vassasatad
vayassa accayena). A.B. 200 expired is equivalent to B.C. 283-282 expired or 282-
281 current, if the date of the commencement of the Buddha era is fixed on Sunday, 
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since administered justice with great ability and tact, keeping 
cordial relations with the paramount power and his own sUbjects. 
It is said that, under the influence of his general Nandaka 1, he not 
only became an ardent believer in the doctrine of 'Non-existence 
of Consequence' (NatthikadiHhi) but, with the help of the former, 
also tried to popularize it within his territory 2. Regarding the 
nature of that doctrine, the main features of which are also con
tained in the aforesaid works, it may be said that it is an admixture 
of the religious beliefs maintained and preached by at least three 
distinguished parivriijakas, or wandering ascetics, who flourished 
in the sixth century B.C. Thus, it denies the effects of Action 
(karma), as in the Ucchedaviida of Ajita Kesakambali 3, admits the 
existence of Seven Phenomena (kiiya) in the organism of a living 
creature, as in the Sattakiiyaviida .. of Pakudha Kaccayana 4, and 
inculcates the cessation of re-birth for all sentient beings after 
completing or passing through numerous types of existence coming 
one after another in uniform succession, as in the Samsiirasuddhi of 

April 26, 483 B.C. as computed by us on the basis of the Theravada tradition (Vai
siikha-par'IJ-imii), or on October 13, 483 B.C. as computed by Fleet on the basis of the 
Sarvastivada tradition (Karttika, sukla 8) (f.R.A.S., 1909, p. 22). 

[The dates occurring in this Paper are strictly on the basis of the Theravada 
chronology and have been computed by taking the initial year of the Buddha era 
as equivalent to B.C. 483-482.] 

1 Both the readings are to be found in our sources: Nandika (sic) in the P.T.S. 
edition of the Petavatthu and Nandaka in the same edition of its commentary. 

2 Paramatthadipan4,.p. 244 ( . . . . . . . . mahiijano natthi d£nnan ti iidinii 
micchiigiiham giihito). ct. Petavatthu, iv. 3, 23. 

S Petavatthu, iv. 3, 24-i7-.cJ. Pigha Nikiiya, ed. Rhys Davids and Carpenter, 
i. pp. 55-56. London 1890. 

In the Tibetan V inaya, the favourite theories of Makkhali Gosala and Piirana 
Kassapa have been wrongly attributed to Ajita Kesakambali, which is also the case 
with the Pali Anguttara Nikiiya (i. pp. 286-287). Likewise, what the Buddha knew 
to be the doctrine of Saiijaya Belatthiputta, has also been attributed to Ajita in an 
old Chinese Buddhist text belonging to the 4th cent. A.D. (Nanjio, B., Catalogue 
o/the Chinese Translation a/the Buddhist Tripi!aka, No. 593). 

4 Petavatthu, iv. 3, 28-(? 29). cJ. Digh. Nik., i. pp. 56-57. 
In the Divyiivadiina, Pakudha Kaccayana has been mentioned as Kakuda 

Kiityiiyana, i.e., 'Hump-backed' Katyayana, because, perhaps, of his having a 
hump on the back (ed. Cowell and Neil, p. 143). The cognomen 'Kakuda' also 
occurs in the Mahiivastu before his name (ed. Senart, i. p. 253). In the Tibetan 
Vinaya, the doctrine of Safijaya Belatthiputta has been attributed to him evidently 
by mistake, while in the Majjhima Nikiiya (i. pp. 517-518) due to the inadvertency 
of its reciters, he has been credited with the theories of Makkhali GosaIa in addition 
to his own. Dr. B. M. Barua gives good reasons to believe that Pakudha (also 
Kakudha) Kacciiyana is the same as Kavandhin Katyayana, a younger contemporary 
of Pippalada, about whom some information is available in the Prasnopani~ad 
(Pre-Buddhistic Indian PhilosoPhy, p. 281). 
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Makkhali Gossla 1. If the facts stated in the Petavatthu are correct, 
then this novel conception of life and its realities should be taken 
to be a new contribution in the sphere of Hindu philosophy, even 
though it was influenced in a large measure by certain atheistic 
doctrines. Unfortunately, no information is available in the sources 
at our disposal about the ascetic to whom, or the ascetic order to 
which, this new doctrine may be attributed. 

Such was the doctrine of 'Non-existence. of Consequence' 
in which Piflgala and the commander of his army lsenapati) 2 were 

1 Petavatthu, iv. 3, 30-33. cf. Digh. Nik., i. pp. 53-54. 
It appears from the Jaina Bhagavati Sutra (xv. I) that Gosrua was for many 

years a disciple of Mahavira, but ultimately quarrelled with him and renounced his 
spiritual leadership. In the canonical scriptures of the J ains, Makkhali Gosala 
has been mentioned as Gosala Maiikhal~utta, while in the Sanskrit Buddhist texts, 
he figures under the name of Maskari Gosaliputra (Uviisaga Dasiio, ed. Hoernle, 
pp. 97f.; Divyiivadiina, p. 143). In the Majjhima Nikiiya (i. pp. 238-239),_the Buddha 
is said to have described him as an acelaka (naked ascetic), i.e., an Ajivika, like 
Nanda Vaccha and Risa Sarilkicca. It is evident from the canonical Pali texts and 
their commentaries that the Buddhists not only considered Gosala to be an Ajivika 
ascetic, but also one of the six distinguished philosophers and the foremost leader 
of a renowned ascetic order at the time of the Buddha. 

Gosala was undoubtedly an Ajivika and, as a matter of that, a makkhali or 
maskarin (' one who carries a bamboo_staff': Pa~ini, vi. I, 154); for we know definitely 
from the story of Upaka that the Ajivikas had to carry always a staff with them 
(laHhihattha) , which was perhaps an emblem of their ascetic order (cf. Therigiithii, 
lxviii. I; Therigatha Comy., ed. Miiller, p. 224). It may be noted here that the word 
maskari phonetically corresponds to makkhali in Pali as well as to makhali in Prakrit 
and mankhali in the J aina Prakrit, the difference between the last two being in the 
nasalization of the latter. Maiikhaliputta Gosala was, thus .. not the son of a beggar 
or mendicant (mankha) who used to beg alms by showing the pictures of hideous 
-looking deities, as the Jain writers want us to b~liev~ (Bhagavati Sutra, xv. I; Bhag. 
Sut. C omy. on • mankha': 'citraphalakavyagrakarabhik$uvise$ah '); but by virtue of 
his being a maskarin ascetic, he was undoubtedly a' Maiikhaliputta' (Maskariputtra) 
inasmuch as any Buddhist monk is a 'Sakyaputta' (Vinaya Pitaka, ed. Oldenberg, 
i. pp. 72ff.). It is interesting to note that, in his attempt to stigmatize the rebel 
Gosala as the son of a beggar, the author of the Bhagavati Satra has overlooked the 
fact that, according to his characterization, the form of the word should be 
'Mankhaputta' and not' Maiikhaliputta '. This sectarian bias becomes all the more 
apparent when he further wants us to believe that Gosala's father was called 
Maiikhali, because he was a mankha-a derivation which is not warranted by any 
rule of either Sanskrit, Pali, or Prakrit grammar. 

The real name of that ascetic philosopher was Gosala-a fact on which there is 
perfect agreement between the Buddhist and the Jain authorities. But, whether 
he was 'Mailkhaliputra' or 'GoS1i.liputra' is a point which mt.!,st be considered as 
unsettled for the present. [For further information about the Ajivikas and Gosala, 
vide 'The Ajivikas' by Dr. B. M. Barua (Jour. Dept. Letts., Calcutta University, 
ii. pp. 1-80). which is perhaps the most comprehensive and scholarly study on the 
subject made so far. See also D. R. Bhandarkar, Indian Antiquary, xli (I9I2), 
pp. 286-290 ; Hoernle, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, s.v.] 

2 ParamatthadJpani, p. 244 (1. I7). 
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"50 deeply interested. In his proselyting zeal, the ruler of Sur~tra 
thought of converting the emperor Asoka to his faith; and, with the 
object of giving him some sermons thereon, he left for Pataliputra 
with a large retinue (Pingalo raja Dhammasokassa raiino ovadam 
datum gato) 1. As a vassal chief, he might have come previously 
into direct contact with the emperor, for the latter, as a prince, was 
for a long time in touch with the administration of Sur~tra, when 
he was the viceroy of the western division of the Maurya empire 
during the later period of his father's reign 2; and it is not unlikely 
that this personal acquaintance Pingala wanted to avail of, to 
convert his suzerain and to get the support of the state for the 
propagation of that doctrine. The result of his interview with 
the emperor is not known, but we may be definitely certain that he 
failed to make any impression on'rus mind; for the religion, which 
Asoka himself favoured and propagated both in and outside his 
empire, does in no way sUPP9rt either the theory of non-action 
of Karma or that of a fixed metempsychosis for all living beings, as 
is evident from his own lithic records. Pingala's ambition to 
convert Asoka might have been aroused, when a series of the 
Fourteen Rock Edicts conveying the messages on Dhamma were 
actually engraved by order of the emperor in the very heart of 
Sur~tra 3. And if this presumption is correct, then the date of 
Pingala's visit to Pataliputra would fall somewhere between the 
year B.C. 252-251, corresponding to the thirteenth regnal year of 
Asoka,-the latest date occurring in the Rock Edicts 4-and B.C. 

1 Paramatthadipani, p. 244 (U. 29-30). 
2 Mahiivamsa, v. 39-40; Mahiibodhivamsa, ed. Strong, pp. 98-99 (Avantirattha). 
3 On the Girnar hill in Kathiawad. 
4 R.E. No. V. 
According to the orthodox Buddhist tradition, Asoka was consecrated in 

A.B. 219 (Jyei?tha), corresponding to B.C. 264-263 or, to be more accurate, B.C. 
264. According to Fleet, he was crowned on April 25, 264 B.C. (f.R.A.S., 1909, 
pp. 26f.). We, however, do not find any cogent reason to accept that date. It is 
not only based on a dubious tradition fixing the date of the Buddha's parinirvii'l}a on 
Karttika, sukla 8, corresponding to October 13, 483 B.C., but also on the supposition 
that Tii?ya (Pui?ya) was the star of Asoka's coronation (f.R.A.S., 1909, pp. 31-32). 
The moon, it may be noted here, was in the PUi?ya constellation during all the daylight 
hours from about 8 A.M. (LS.T.) on Sunday, Apri125, 264 B.C. (A.B. 219, Jyei?tha, 
sukla 5). But what Fleet considers to be the coronation star of Moka, is, in reality, 
the birth-star of the emperor, as pointed out by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar on the evidence 
of the ArthaSiistra of Kautilya (Asoka, 2nd Ed., pp. IO-II and 68; Arthasiistra, ed. 
R. Shama Sastry, 3rd Ed., p. 409). 

There being no positive data on record, the chance of ascertaining the lunar day 
of the bright fortnight of Jye~tha (A.B. 219) in which Moka was consecrated, seems 
to be remote (cf. Dipv., xi. 14). 
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247, the date of the Third Buddhist Council 1 in which the religious 
experiences of the former were related and recorded. 

While Prince Pifigala was absent from his headquarters, his 
general N andaka died. The funeral rites of the deceased were 
performed by his daughter Uttara in the manner preferred by the 
Buddhists, for she was an ardent believer in Buddhism despite her 
father's heretical activities. She was married in a very respectable 
family some time before her father's death 2. . 

When Pifigala came back to Sura~tranagara, he was no longer an 
ufholder of the N atthikad#!hi but a zealous Buddhist. 'the cause 
o his conversion appears to have remained a secret for a long time 
till it became known to a few Buddhist monks by whom it was 
ultimately made public 8. Pifigala is said to have told them that, 
while he was crossing the jung+e tracts of the Vindhyan ranges 
with his army on his way back to Sur~tra 4, the spirit of the deceased 
Nandaka appeared before him in the form of a well-dressed young 
man of godlike appearance and warned him, by referring to his 
own case, against the pitiable conditions to be experienced after 
death by being a follower of the NatthikadiHhi, and, furthermore, 
entreated of him to profess his faith in the Buddha and follow the 
ethical principles laid down by that great saint for the spiritual 
welfare of the laity. The prince is said to have told them further 
that, since then, he became an ardent believer in Buddhism after 
discarding all those false views (viramitva papadassanarh) which 
he had so fervently maintained and acted upon for such a long 
time 6 •. 

The confession of Pifigala was apparently believed by the 
Buddhist monks who had heard him; for they gave much publi
city to it by bringing it to the notice o! the Theras, i.e., the senior 
monks of the Order (theriinam arocesuth), who were to participate 
in the ecclesiastical conference which was then going to be held at 
Pataliputra 6. •• • 

Such is the story of the pnnce Plfigala as recorded 1n the 
Petavatthu as well as in the Paramatthadipani of DhammapaIa 
(6th cent. A.D.) 7. But the truth behind his conversion will ever 

1 . ,I, v .• nJra. 
\I Paramatthadipani, p. 244; Petavatthu, iv. 3, 38-43. 
8 Paramatthadipani, p. 256. 
4 ibid., pp. 244-245; Petavatthu, iv. 3, 1-4. 
5 Petavatthu, iv. 3, 45-53. 
6 Paramatthadipani, pp. 256-257. 
7 For further information about Dhammapala, vide Malalasekera, G.P., Pali 

Literature of Ceylon, pp. II2-II6. London 1928. cj. Watters, T., On Yuan 
Chwang, ii. pp. 226-228. London 1905. 
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remain a mystery in spite of what has been said with so much zest 
by the Buddhist writers. The confession of the prince, viz, it was 
the spirit of Nandaka that was solely responsible for bringing about 
a change in his religious outlook, has no place in sober history and 
may, therefore, be left to its pious believers to accommodate it in 
some suitable quarters. One fact, however, may be admitted as 
certain and that is, when Pifigala left Surfu?tranagara, he was an 
atheist, but when he returned from Pataliputra, he was a Buddhist. 
Could the paid preachers of Asoka, the so-called Dhamma
mahamatas, who were posted at the imperial capital, find another 
infidel so worthy of their religious exhortations as this non-believer 
in Karma and Heaven and Hell? 

Towards the end of December, B.C. 248, or the beginning of 
January, ~.C. 247, the Third Buddhist Council met at Pataliputra 
under the patronage of Asoka, in the seventeenth year of his reign 1. 

The main items on which the. members seem to have concentrated 
their attention were, to revise and rehearse the existing canonical 
scriptures and to refute certain unbuddhistic dogmas and practices 
that had cropped up in the Buddhist Church since the demise of the 
Buddha. As the President of the Council, the Thera Moggaliputta 
Tissa, who was also the Patriarch of the orthodox Buddhist Church, 
was in favour of giving a touch of modernity to the canon by 
incorporating in it such important sermons as were delivered, or 
ecstatic verses as were composed by the distinguished Buddhist 
monks who were his contemporaries, or had shortly predeceased 
him, many new sections were added 2, besides an entire work, 
viz, the Kathavatthu, which was his own composition 3. Although 
Pifigala was an ordinary lay believer in Buddhism (upasaka), his 
religious experiences were considered to be worth recording by the 
Theras to whom they were communicated. As all the Theras were 
in favour of its incorporation in the canon, the story of Nandaka 
was given a literary garb through versification and was included in 

1 Mahiivamsa, v. 280; Dipavamsa, ed. Oldenberg, p. 52 (vii. 37). London 
1879. 

According to the Mahiivamsa, the Counci1la.sted for nine months and ended with 
a Paviira'f}ii ceremony. As the Paviira'f}ii marks the end of var~iiviisa (rainy recess 
for the members of the Buddhist Samgha, lasting for three lunar months and com· 
mencing generally on and from_SriivaJ,la.z kr~'f}a I), the Council must have been dis
solved on the full-moon day of ASvina (Asvayuja), 236 A.B., corresponding to Wed
nesday, September 22, 247 B.C. as reckoned by us. It, therefore, appears to have 
commenced either on the full-moon day of Pa~a immediately after the Uposatha 
ceremony or on the day following it, i.e., Magha, kr~tJa I. 

II . ,f. v. ~nJra. 
8 Mahv., v. 278. 
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the Petavatthu, while the Council was still in session (Thera Tatiya
sangitiyam sangaham aropesum) 1. Although the Buddhist writers 
are reticent about the reasons that had led the Theras to select it 
as one of the pieces to be added to the canon, it is difficult to believe 
that there was none, or that they were not properly discussed in the 
Council before its permission for such an unprecedented and appa
rently unjustifiable procedure was obtained. We think, however, 
that there were at least two reasons which had favo~red the incorpora
tion of a layman's statement. It might have occurred to the 
members of the Council, to whom the task ot redacting- the Peta
vatthu was assigned, that the work as handed down to them contains 
the stories only of those petas who, according to the tradition, were 
the contemporaries of the Buddha during their mortal existence, 
and that, because of this antique character, the entire collection 
of the peta-stories may be sceptically received outside the priestly 
circle, at any rate, by those for whom it is primarily intended. To 
avert that possible danger, the redactors possibly thought of making 
the collection as far realistic and modern as possible by including 
in it the story of N andaka, as was communicated to them by the 
Buddhist monks who had heard it from Prince Pingala. Again, the 
commentator Dhammapala informs us that Nandaka became a 
vemanikapeta after death 2. The source of his information is evidently 
the long-lost P01'a1Jatthakatha, otherwise known as the Sihalatthakatha, 
the authorship of which is ascribed by tradition to the Thera 
Mahinda, son of the emperor Asoka s. As that work contained the 

1 Paramatthadipani, p. 257. 
2 ibid., p. 244. • .. 
S ibid., p. I (vv. 7-10); Culavamsa, ed. Geiger (P.T.S. Ed.), p. 18 (xxxvii. 228-

229). London 1925, 1927. cf. Sumangalaviliisini, ed. Rhys Davids and Carpenter 
(P.T.S. Ed.), i. p. I (v. 7). London 1886. 

It is difficult to believe that a voluminous work like the SihalaHhakathii was the 
production of a single individual. The ecclesiastical tradition ascribes its authorship 
to the Thera Mahinda, because, perhaps, some portions of it were actually com
posed by him. If this hypothesis is correct, then the remaining portions of that work 
must have been composed under his guidance by those learned monks who had 
accompanied him to Ceylon in connexion with the missions planned by the Samgha 
shortly after the Third Buddhist Council (M ahv., xii. 1-8; xiii. I). . As that com
mentary is no longer extant, we are not in a position to ascertain the names of the 
canonical scriptures commented on by him; but considering the fact ~at he ~as a 
specialist in the Vinaya, we are apt to presume that the texts o.f the V~naya P~/aka, 
with the exclusion of the Parivarapalha, were undertaken by hIm for the purpose. 

The Sihalatthakathii was so called, because it was composed in Sinhalese, 
apparently in the interest of the newly-converted people of Ceylon, to whom the 
language of the canon and the technica1it~es of Buddhist philosophy were practically 
unintelligible. That commentary did exIst at least up. to the hme ~ht;n th~ sacr~d 
city of Anuriidhapura was devastated and the magnificent BuddhistIc edifices 10 
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most orthodox and authentic exposition of the canonical scriptures 
from the standpoint of the Theravada, it gives rise to the presump
tion that, from the statement of Pifigala as reported to them, the 
redactors of the Petavatthu might have concluded that Nandaka 
became a vemiinikapeta. This fact must have been known also 
to the Thera Mahinda, for he too was a member of the Council 
in his individual capacity as being the second Vinayapiimokkha 
(Chief of the Vinaya) of the Buddhist Church 1. Now, of the several 
classes of the petas represented in the Petavatthu 2, those who are 
typically vemiinikapetas are only a few. To be more explicit, in a 
collection of fifty-one stories which that work contains 8, those 
which specifically relate to them are only nine in number, as evi
denced by the Paramatthadipani 4. Perhaps, it is because of this 
poorer representation that the redactors had to make room in the 
Petavatthu for the latest story of a vemiinikapeta so as to depict in 
a more fitting manner the main objective underlying the stories 
relating to that particular class of supernatural beings 5. 

Some light has been thrown on the administration of Sur~tra 
during the reign of Asoka by the ]unagadh inscription of Rudra-

its suburbs were utterly destroyed by the Cola army in the reign of Rajaraja I (A.D. 
985-1015). Its disappearance along with the other old Sinhalese commentaries, 
thus, appears to be synchronous with the extinction of Buddhism in Ceylon 
shortly before the reign of Vijayabahu I (A.D. IoS8-III4). c/. Calv., p. 184 (lx. 4-8); 
Epigraphia Zeylanica, ii. pp. 252-255; iii. p. 22 (No. 133). 

1 Dipv., pp. 39-41 (v. 88, 94, 107). It is indeed a matter of surprise that no 
writer on the history of Asoka has noted the fact that, during the lifetime of his 
imperial father, Mahinda had the honour of being the Head of the orthodox Buddhist 
Church of India consecutively for seven years shortly before the meeting of the 
'rhird Buddhist Council (Mahv., v. 232-233). Could the President of the Council 
discover another person who was more qualified to be a member of that august body 
than his distinguished pupil and assistant who had officiated in his place as the 
Patriarch of the Buddhist Samgha for such a long time? 

It may be noted here that the Thera Moggaliputta 'rissa himself became the 
V inayapamokkha in the fourteenth regnal year of the emperor Candragupta Maurya 
(B.C. 307). 

2 cj. Law, B. C., Buddhist Conception of Spirits, 2nd Ed., pp. 35-42 and 104-
109. London 1936. 

8 The number includes the vatthus of Matthakundali, Serissaka, and Revati, 
occurring also in the Vimanavatthu to which th~y realiy belong. Excluding those 
three, the number of the peta-stories in the Petavatthu would be forty-eight. 

4 The nine stories are the following: No. 10 of Uragavaggo; Nos. II and 12 of 
Ubbarivaggo; Nos. 3,7, and 9 of Ciilavaggo; and Nos. 3, II, and 12 of Mahiivaggo. 
We have excluded NO.5 of Ubbarivaggo and Nos. 2 and 4 of Mahavaggo, which 
should occur only hi the V imanavatthu. 

IS Law, B. C., Buddhist Conception of Spirits, p. 108. For an excellent treatment 
on this subject, v . • Books of Stories of Heaven and HeU' by B. M. Barua, pp. i-xxxv. 
(Published as an Appendix to Heaven and HeU by B. C. Law. Calcutta 1925.) 
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daman I, dated in the year 72 of the Saka era (A.D. 150) 1. From 
that lithic record it appears that the province was administered 
(adhi$thiiya) 2 by Raja Tlli?aspha, a Greek officer of Asoka Maurya 3, 

to whom was entrusted the task of constructing the sluice-ways of 
the Sudarsana lake (tatf,iika). Tu~aspha seems to have held the same 
office as Plli?yagupta, the rii$tr1ya, or governor, of the emperor 
Candragupta Maurya in Surfu?tra, under whose. supervision the 
massive embankment of that reservoir was construcL:d 4. Thus, 
if Tu~aspha was the governor of Sura~tra, Prince 'P:ngala could not 
possibly be its executive head, although it was possible for him to 
rule over that province with some limitati0ns as a vassal chief. 
The Thirteenth Rock Edict of Asoka suggests the existence of 

1 Epig. Ind., viii. pp. 36-49. 
2 ibid., p. 46, n. 7. 

., 

S In the J unagadh inscription, the crown-representative of Asoka in Surii~tra 
has been styled' Yavanaraja '. Nthough the appellation occurs in a later inscription, 
we need not question its veracity. The names of the worthies responsible for the 
supply of life-giving water in an arid region may be expected to remain in the memory 
of the people enjoying the benefit for many generations. 

The Mauryan officer in question appears to be of Hellenic extraction, as the 
word' Yavana' implies; but his adoption of a Persian name, viz, Tu~iispha, remains 
a mystery. Either his mother was an Iranian or his parents, though Greeks by 
birth, had thoroughly imbibed the Iranian culture, because of their prolonged stay 
in Persia or in the immediate neighbourhood of that country. Another Greek 
ruler who also figures in Indian history under an unhellenistic name, is Peukolaus. 
His name phonetically corresponds to the word' Pu!!!wla' in Sanskrit, to which various 
meanings have been adduced in the lexicons. On numismatic grounds, however, 
he has been connected with the city of Pu~kalavati (also Skt. Pu~kariivati; Gk. 
Peukola'itis), which was undoubtedly the seat of his government and, perhaps, also 
the place of his birth (cj. Catal. oj Coins in tlte Punj: Mus., Lahore, i. p. 80; Notes 
on the A ncient Geography oj Gandhara, Foucher, pp. 10-16; Cambridge Histmy oj 
India, i. p. 587). 

4 In Sanskrit, the word rii!!trika etymologically means, among others, 'the ruler 
of a small territory or province'; but the use of the word ra!!!riya in the same sense 
is rather unCOlllmon, at any rate, not known to us so far. In Pali literature, the 
word ra!/hika (Skt. ra$!rika) signifies' '1 hereditary chief' in g~neral (sometimes in 
combination with the word petianika which is evidently a mistake for pettenika, 
though established by usage. cj. Ang. Nik., P.T.S. Ed., iii. pp. 76, 78, and 300) 
and' a vassal chief' in particular (Mahv., xxxiii. 53; jat., ed. Fausbon, v. p. 253). 
In the inscriptions of Asoka (R.E. V.), its equivalents, viz, ra!hika, la!ltika, and 
ris#ka, seem to occur in the sense of a class of 'noblemen' or 'landlords', belonging 
to the western provinces, like the' Sirdars' of modern times (also in combination with 
the word pete""ika or pitinika, corresponding to paitraya1Jika in Sanskrit and pettanika 
(sic) in Pali. See D. R. Bhandarkar, Ind. Ant., I9I9, p. 80 n.), though it is quite 
possible that it has been used to refer to a group of people or community of Western 
India of some definite political character. The word ra!hika also occurs in the 
Hathigumpha inscriptio~ of Khiiravela in the. sen~e ~f 'a hereditary chief',. as we 
find in Pali (j.B.O.R.S., IV. p. 399). In some InSCrIptIOns of the Andhra perIod, to 
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feudal states within his empire (idha rajavisayamhi) 1, and one of our 
sources does mention Surfu?tra as a visaya." As a feudatory, Pingala's 
relation to the crown was not possibly direct but through the governor 

be found in the cave-temples at Kanheri, Karle, Bedsa, and Bhaja, the expression 
ralhika with the word mahti prefixed to it, signifies a title of honour borne by some 
of the vassal chiefs, whose wives even could use the title' Mahara/hini'. One of the 
Maharathis is known to have issued coins in his own name; but whether it is a case 
of special privilege which was granted to him by his Satavahana overlord or not, 
remains yet to be settled (Brit. Mus. Catal. of Coins, Rapson, pp. 57-58). The use of 
the term rii:;!rika in the sense of 'a ruler' whether of a small territory, province, or 
district, is not to be met with in the Gupta inscriptions, because, perhaps, of the 
introduction of a number of other terms like uparika, vi$ayapati, iigrahiirika, and 
goptr, each of which has been found to occur in a specific sense. So far as we know, 
the word rii:;!rika occurs for the last time in Sanskrit epigraphy in its Desi form 
rii!hiya to denote' a government official of lower rank " as, for instance, in the Mount 
Abu inscription of the Calukya Bhimadeva II (A.D. 1230) (Kirtikaumudi, ed. A. V. 
Kathavate, App. B, Ins. t. 28; D. R, Bhandarkar, List of the Inscriptions of Northern 
India, No. 487). 

There is no cogent reason to suppose that the compiler of Rudradaman's in
scription has used the expression rii:;!riya to signify' the king's brother-in-law', that 
too being one of the meanings suggested by the Sanskrit lexicographers. Although 
he has been styled rii:i!riya, Pu~yagupta was a ra$!rika in the sense that he, as the 
representative of the paramount power, exercised supreme authority in a sovereign 
state (rii$!ra) within the imperial territorial limits. If this interpretation is correct, 
then he would be a ra$!rapiila, according to Kautilya, and a priidesika, but not a 
ra!hika, according to Asoka (Arthasiistra, ed. R. Shama Sastry, 3rd Ed., pp. 239 
and 247; R.E. III. Gir.). 

1 The compound riijavisaya in the passage idha rtijavisayamhi, though singular 
in form, is plural in sense and occurs as an antithesis to the word amtesu of the 
preceding sentence, which is also in plural. We should, therefore, translate the 
passage as 'here in (every single) sovereign state' and take it as referring to 
the ruling states within the limits df the empire. Dr. R. K. Mookerji, however, takes 
the word visaya to mean the dominion or empire of Asoka and translates the passage 
as 'here in the king's dominion' (Asoka, p. 167 and n.). He has apparently over
looked the fact that, the meaning he wants to attribute to the word visaya, is entirely 
foreign to Prakrit and Pali, where it has been found to occur invariably in the sense 
of 'a district', 'locality', 'region', or at best' a small kingdom'. Even in the whole 
range of Sanskrit and Prakrit inscriptions, an area of the magnitude of Asoka's 
dominion has never been implied by that term, which is also the case with those 
Sanskrit texts and commentaries in which it has been actually found to occur. Nor 
do the inscriptions of Asoka form an exception to this as is evident from the emperor's 
own lithic record at Sarnath, where it has been found to occur in the sense of' a 
district' (vi$avesu=vi$aye$u). With regard to the grammatical difficulty to which 
Dr. Mookerji has given so much prominence, it may be said that there is no dearth of 
instances in the inscriptions of Asoka to show that a singular suffix has been used at a 
place where one would expect a plural suffix and vice versa. It is well known to the 
epigraphists that the dialects of the ASokan inscriptions are characterized by flagrant 
violation of the grammatical rules governing the uses of number, gender, and case to 
such an extent as is inconceivable in respect of the other monumental Prakrits. 

" Paramattkadipa1ti, p. 258 (ll. 20 and 27). 
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of Sur~tra or the viceroy of the western division of the Maurya 
empire, whose headquarters was at Ujjain. In matters concerning 
the administration of his own territory, he therefore stood in 
the same relation to the paramount power as the Maharaja Matrvi~t;lu 
was related to the emperor Budhagupta through SuraSmicandra, the 
governor of the province lying between the Kilindi (J umna) and 
the N armmada, as evidenced by an inscription d~scovered at Eran 
(Kalindi-N armmadayormmadhyam palayati lokapalc:guttairjjagati 
maMrajasriyamanubhavati S1.trasmicandre cal 1. 

We have noticed already that, on the evidence of the Porat;t
atfhakatha, i.e., the Sihalatfhakathii, the commentator I,hammapala 
informs us that the statement of Prince Pifigala was incorporated 
in the Petavatthu, while the Third Buddhist Council was in session 2. 

As the redactors forming the. different committees, which were 
more or less the same as those mentioned in the M il";ndapaiiho 3, 

were appointed by the Council to revise and rehearse the canonical 
scriptures, we cannot possibly consiuer the story of Pifigala to be 
an unauthorized interpolation which had taken place in Ceylon. 
But that story is not the only piece which was incorporated in the 
Pali canon with the permission of the Council. We know definitely 
that the ecstatic verses composed by the two uterine brothers of the 
emperor Asoka, who became Buddhist monks, viz, Thera Buddha
safifiaka alias Prince Vitasoka, and Thera Ekaviharika alias Prince 
Tissa, were also included in the Apadana 4 and the Theragatha 6, 

as evidenced by the Paramatthadipani 6. Likewise, the verses 
composed by the Thera Tekicchakani, a contemporary of Bindu
sara 7, were also included in the Apadiina 8 and the Theragathii 9, 

1 Corp. Ins. Ind., ed. Fleet, iii. p. 89. • • 
2 v. supra. 
8 Milindapaiiho, ed. Trenckner, pp. 34I-342. London I880. 
4 For Buddhasaiiiiaka alias Vitasoka, v. Apadiina, ed. Lilley (P.T.S. Ed.), 

pp. 4I9-420. London I925, I927; Paramatthadipani on Theragiithii, ed. Sumangala 
and Sangharatana, i. pp. 295-297. Colombo I9I8. For Ekaviharika (-riya) alias 
Tissa, v. Apadana, pp. 390-391; Par(lmatthadipani on Theragi#ha, i. pp. 503-507. 

5 Thera-Therigathii, ed. Oldenberg and Pischel (P.T.S. Ed.), pp. 22-23 (Vitasoka); 
pp. 57-58 (Ekavihariya). London I 883· 

6 Paramatthadipani on Theragiithii, i. p. 295 (ll. 2I-22: Dhammasokaraiiiio 
ka1Ji!thabhata hutvii nibbatti; tassa Vitasoko ti niimam ahosi); p. 504 (U. 4-8: Dham
miisokarafiiio ka1Ji/!habhatii hutva nibbatti ..... Tissakumararh ..... ). cJ. 
Asoka, R. K. Mookerji, p. 7; Divyavadana, ed. Cowell and Neil, p. 370 (Vigatasoka), 
pp. 4I9-429 (Vitasoka). These two names must be taken to refer to one and the 
same person. The other name of Vitasoka was probably Sudatta or Sugatra. 
Watters, On Yuan Chwang, ii. pp. 94-95. 

7 Paramatthadipani on Theragathii, i. p. 442. Sinhalese Edition. 
S Apadana, p. 190. 
\I Thera-Therigatkii, p. 42. 
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. while the Third Buddhist Council was in session 1. There is hardly 
any doubt with regard to the time when he flourished; for, while 
he was in his teens, he fled from his house fearing arrest when 
his father Subandhu, a distinguished brahmin scholar who was 
specially noted for his astuteness and political wisdom, was arrested 
and sentenced to penal servitude for life by the emperor Candragupta 
Maurya, acting under the advice of his prime minister Ca~akya 2. 

Prior to the establishment of the Mauryan supremacy in Western 
India, Sura~tra was altogether independent of the northern powers 
being governed by her own laws and the constitution framed by her 
own assembly, or Sangha, as revealed by the Arthasiistra of Kautilya S, 

But a new epoch began in her history, when thraldom was imposed 
on her by Candragupta Maurya and she became a wheel of the 
imperialistic machinery, moving in the same grooves as the other 
states which were once independent. The highest executive head, 
whether a Pu~yagupta or a Tu~aspha, was no longer the represen
tative of the people but of the crown, to whom he was directly 
responsible for the efficient organization and control of such matters 
as are of vital importance to the bureaucracy: defence, land-revenue, 
irrigation, tending to both prosperity and security of the newly 
-acquired country, What had remained thereafter in the hands 
of the people of Sura~tra,-a few self-governing institutions of 
purely local character-cannot possibly amount to autonomy in 
its real sense. Prince Pingala was, thus, the ruler of a subject 
nation which had lost its political liberty and had forfeited the 
right of self-determination. Such figures were too common in early 
times as they are now. But our interest lies in him, not because he 
was once the zealous supporter of a doctrine not heard of before, but 
because he is the only fendafury of the emperor Asoka, whose name 
has come to our notice so far. 

1 Paramatthadipani on Theragiithii, i. p. 442 (fl. 22-23). Sinhalese Edition. 
2 ibid., p. 440. Evidently, the brahmin minister was afraid of his own fame and 

reputation as a politician being eclipsed by the superior knowledge of another 
brahmin in statecraft! 

3 Arthasiistra, ed. R. Shama Sastry, 3rd Ed., p. 378. Mysore I924. (Sangha
liibho da1J-rf,amitraliibhanamuttama/:t . . . . . . Kiimbhoja-Sura$trak$atriyasre1!-yadayo 
viirtiisastropajivina/:t. ) 



PHYSICAL FEATURES OF ANCIENT BENGAL 

By R. C. MAJUMDAR, Dacca 

A proper study of the history of any country· requires a know
ledge of its general physical features, at least those which may be 
regarded as likely to have some effect on shaping its destinies. So 
far as ancien~ Bengal is concerned, the main changes in its physical 
features at dIfferent ages have been caused by the shifting of the 
beds of its rivers and the erotion and accretion, mainly in the deltaic 
region, caused by the courses of those rivers. I propose in this 
paper to draw attention to some of these changes in river-beds 
which must have effected the course of history. 

In order to have a general view of the nature and extent of such 
changes in Bengal it is only necessary to compare a modern map of 
Bengal with that drawn up by Rennell as a result of the survey 
operations carried on by him between 1764 and 1777. Special 
attention may be drawn to the following points: 

1. The Brahmaputra river after having skirted along the 
Garo Hills on the west took a south-eastern course from Dewan
ganja and passing by Sherpur (where the Jamuna or Jeun branched 
off from it), Bygonbary, Kishorganj, through the district of Mymen
singh to the east of Madhupur jungle, and along the eastern part of 
Dacca district, joined the Meghna near Sunerampur in the 
Tippera district. About twenty-five miles above this junction a 
small branch flowed almost due south which divided itself into two 
near Simuliya. One of this is the L~khi1i river which joined the 
Dhaleswari near Narainganj (as it does even now), and the other, 
a smaller river, is shown as the old bed of the Brahmaputra. This 
flowed almost parallel to Lakhia, and passing by Sonargaon, fell 
into the Dhaleswari a little to the east of its junction with the 
Lakhia. This old bed of the Btahmaputra can still be traced, and the 
famous bathing place, known as Langalbund, on the bed of this 
dying river, is even now resorted to by thousands of pilgrims once 
every year. 

2. The Tista flowed due south from J alpaiguri. About six 
miles above the Latitude of 26° the Karatoya branched off from 
its left side and eleven miles below 26° Lat. the Punarbhava branched 
off to the right. Below this latter junction the main stream is 
shown as the Atrai. In other words, the waters of the Tista flowed 
through three channels, viz., the Karatoya to the east, the Punar
bhava to the west, and the Xtrai in the centre. This evidently 
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explains the name of the river Trisrota (three-streams) which has 
now been abbreviated into Tista. 

The Atrai flowed at first due south by Dinajpur, Puttyram, 
Conchon, and ]angipur, and then south-east through Chalan-]hil, 
till it met the Karatoya south of Shajadpur, and the combined 
waters fell into the Padma near ]affargunge. The Baral river, 
branching off from the Padma at Sardah, served as a cross current 
and joined the Atrai at Chalan-]hi1. 

The Karatoya river flowed first south and then south-east by 
Ghoraghat (a ~tt1e above 25° Lat.), Shibgunje, Mustangar and Bogra 
and met the Atrai river to the south of Shajadpur. 

The Punarbhava flowed south-south-east and passing by 
Kantanagar, Rajganja and Rohanpur fell into the Mahananda 
about twen~y miles south-east of Maldah. 

Rennell's map however shows a small rivulet as Tista c (=creek) 
which branched off from the Tista on its left about ten miles below 
]alpaiguri, and flowing south-east in a zigzag course through the 
district of Rangpur fell into the Brahmaputra near Kaliganja. It 
is particularly noteworthy that this fairly represents the course of 
the Tista river at the present day. 

3. The courses of the Padma and the Bhagirathi, specially 
in their lower parts were very different. These will be dlscussed 
later in details. 

Fortunately we have fairly accurate data regarding the changes 
that took place in the course of the Tista and the Brahmaputra since 
the date of Rennell's survey. 

As regards the Tista we have a definite statement made by 
Hunter that' in the dest,ructjve floods of II91 B.S. or 1787 A.D. 
the Tista suddenly forsook its channel and running south-east joined 
the Brahmaputra 1'. It is, however, just possible that the present 
channel of the Tista (which has not materially changed since 1787) 
was itself an old bed of the Tista. For Van der Broucke's map of 
Bengal represents the Tista as an affluent of the Brahmaputra, and 
Rennell's 'Tista Creek', as noted above, represents the modern 
channel of the river. 

As regards the river Brahmaputra, the prevailing idea was 
that in 1787 A.D. it suddenly deserted its old bed and forced a new 
channel through the old] amuna, and this was ascribed to the change 
in the course of the Tista river described above. Major F. C. Hirst 2 

has, however, refuted this theory. He points out that Lieut. T. 

1 Hunter-Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol. VII, p. 165. 
2 Major F. C. Hirst-Report on the Nadia Rivers, 1915 (published by the 

Government of Bengal, 1916)-App. A. 
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Fisher, who was employed on survey work in Sylhet between I824 
and 1830 A.D., was ordered in 1824 to examine the old course of the 
Brahmaputra from the J enai to Daodkandi in Tippera and report 
why the former was drying up. Thus it was not till about forty 
years after the change in the course of the Tista that the old bed of 
the Brahmaputra was found to have deteriorated sufficiently to 
have caused serious com11lent and inconvellience .. From this fact 
as well as the statements of Sir John Hooker and Buchanan Hamilton 
Major Hirst has arrived at the following conclusion: 

'These facts seem to show that between 1787 and pf'rhaps I820 
the new channel of the Brahmaputra, the old Jenai (Jamuna), 
increased in importance so slowly and grarlually that the old bed 
near Mymensingh was not seriously affected. From about I820 
the gradual increase in the J el!ai was sufficient to affect the old 
channel seriously. By 1850, or some 63 years after the Tista flood 
of I787, the Jenai had become the main channel of the Brahmaputra 
and it is still the main channel.' 

We may now proceed to discuss the changes in the course of the 
river Ganges, with special reference to its main branches, the Bhagi
rathi and the Padma. As regards the portion above the point of 
bifurcation of these two, the Ganges formerly flowed past Maldah 
but the bed was later shifted considerably to the west. 

As regards the courses of the rivers Bhagirathi and the Padma, 
i.e. the two main branches below the junction, the considered opinion 
of the scientific experts who have recently investigated into the matter 
will be found in the report of a Committee appointed by the Govern
ment of Bengal. The Committee was presided over by C. J. 
Stevenson Moore and the report was published in 1919.1 

Beginning with the Bhagirathi which it considers as the Ganges 
proper the Committee traces its early course as follows: 

'At Tribeni (near Hooghly) the Ganges divided into three 
streams: (1) The Sarasvati flowing south-west past Satgaon and 
emerging into the present Hooghly at Sankrail, with a main branch 
running past Amta into Damodar and probably als0 the Rupnarayan 
and so into lower Hooghly; (2) the Jabuna following the direction 
south-east along the present route; (3) a middle branch which was 
the Bhagirathi proper flowing south along the present Hooghly 
channel to Calcutta and then through Tolly's Nullah to the sea 
before reaching which it split up int? a number of brancI:es ?ne 
running into the lower Hooghly a,t Dlamond Harbour. Thjs _ Vle~ 
is supported by Chand Sadagar s voyage along the Bhaguathi 

1 Report on the Hooghly River and its Head-waters, Vol. I, by C. J. Stevenson 
Moore and others (Bengal Secretariat Book Depot, 1919)' 
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(acc. to Kavikankan-A.D. 1577) past villages Tribeni, Khardah, 
Konnagar, Kutrang, Kalighat, Baruipur and Magra. 

'The main Bhagirathi channel of the Ganges gradually deterio
rated, and presumably the branches which must have run to the 
eastward into the delta improved correspondingly, until it is sur
mised that about the beginning of the 16th century the main stream 
definitely took a south-eastern direction. It then (under the name 
Padma) probably followed the course defined by Sherwill and Rennell 
past Rampur Boalia through the Chalan-Jhil, Dhaleswari and 
Buriganga rivers past Dacca into the Meghna.' 

This somewhat lengthy statement explains the views of the 
present scientific experts regarding the course of the Ganges river 
and its affiuents. These views are based on a study of the river
beds and the accounts of the European travellers. I shall now 
proceed to' discuss some of the important points dealt with above 
with the help of historical documents which the Committee does not 
appear to have taken into consideration. 

I shall begin with the most important and interesting, but at 
the same time the most intriguing, problem of the river Padma. 
Diametrically opposite views have been expressed about its antiquity. 
The late Sir William Willcocks, in a lecture delivered before the 
Calcutta University in 1930, held the view that the Padma has 
always been the main channel of the Ganges, whereas the Bhagirathi 
and the other rivers in central Bengal were originally really canals 
excavated by the old Hindu rulers of Bengal for the purposes of 
overflow irrigation. On the other hand the Stevenson Moore 
Committee held that the Bhagirathi was the main channel of the 
Ganges till the sixteenth century A.D. when the main stream took 
a south-easterly directiofi along the Padma. 

Sir William's view is disproved by the testimony of Ptolemy 
and other foreign writers, and is opposed to literary and epigraphic 
evidence. The whole course of the Ganges from the Himalaya 
to the sea has been referred to as the Bhagirathi in Sanskrit literature, 
and we possess many inscriptions of the eighth and ninth centuries 
A.D. which refer to the upper course of the Ganges beyond Bengal 
as the Bhagirathi. This name is, however, never applied to the 
Padma. Thus Bhagirathi is not the name of merely that portion 
of the river which is in Bengal as Willcocks assumed. On the other 
hand the common name leads to the presumption that the Bhagi
rathi was regarded as the main channel of the Ganges. Further 
the copperplates of the Sena and Chandra periods in the history 
of Bengal refer to the Bhagirathi channel as the Ganges 1 whereas 

1 Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. III, by N. G. Majumdar, p. 97. 
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the Padma is refern::d to as Padma. 1 The poem Pavanadiitam. 
composed by Dhoyi In the twelfth century A.D., also refers to the 
Bhagirathi river as the Ganges and states that the river ] amuna 
issued fr.om it in the Suhma country (verse 33). 

BesIdes there has always been a sanctity attached to the Bhagi
ratW which is not the case with the Padma. l"'he N aihati copper
plate of Vallalasena proves that the Bhagirathi -was regarded as 
the' heavenly.river' or the Ganges and the queen:-mother performed 
a great religious ceremony on its banks on the occasion of the solar 
eclipse. 2 The Govindapur copperplate of Lak~ma:t;lasena not only 
proves that the Hooghly river was called ]ahnavi (Galiga), but that 
it flowed by the village of Betac.i in the Howrah district, i.e. very 
nearly in its present course near Calcutta, in the twelfth century 
A.D.3 • 

That the Bhagirathi was originally the main channel of the 
Ganges appears also from a study of the ports of Bengal. l'he 
Chinese accounts and ancient Indian literature prove definitely that 
at least up to the end of the seventh century A.D. Tamralipti was 
the principal port of Bengal whence ships sailed towards the south 
and south-east across the Bay of Bengal. This Tamralipti is re
presented by modern Tamluk. ptolemy places it on the bank of 
the river Ganges. 4 According to Hiuen Tsang it 'was near an 
inlet of the sea'. [) It may be easily presumed, therefore, that 
from the second to the seventh century A.D. the main branch 
of the Ganges reached the sea near present Tamluk. This is in 
agreement with the conclusions of the Stevenson Moore Committee, 
viz., that the main branch of the Sarasvati flowed south-west from 
Tribeni past Satgaon and Amta into the Damodar and probably 
also the Rupnarayan. In other words the Sarasvati branch of the 
Ganges flowed into an estuary near modern Tamluk and both the 
Rupnarayan and the Damodar poured their waters into the Sara
svati (or in the case of the Damodar, perhaps into the Bhagirathi 
above Tribeni, as noted below) above this confluence. It may be 
added that for all we know th~ Sarasvati might have been the only 
large channel at the beginning and its splitting up into the three 
main streams at Tribeni at a later date caused the westernmost 
._-----

1 Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. III, by N. G. Majumdar, p. 167. 
2 Ibid .• p. 74. 
3 Ibid., pp. 94, 97. If the village of Beta~ is repr~sented by Bator. (Shibpur) 

it is possible that the course later known as the Sarasvatl was then the mam channel 
of the Bhagirathi. Bator is marked on De Barros' map on the Hooghly river a 
little above its junction with the Sarasvati. 

4 McCrindle-ptolemy. p. 167. 
r; Watters-On Yuan Chwang, p. 190. 
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. branch to change its course. Some time after the seventh century 
the Sarasvati shifted towards the east and Tamluk thereby ceased 
to be the important port of Benga1. But its place was ultimately 
taken up by Satgaon a little higher up the same river. This change 
must have taken place by the thirteenth century A.D. at the latest, 
as Satgaon became the first Muslim capital of Lower Bengal and 
was already a flourishing town early in the fourteenth century 
A.D.l This view is also corroborated by the proposed identification 
of Ibn Batfltah's Sadkawan with Satgaon. 

We come next to the evidence of Tabakat-i-Nasiri composed 
during the second half of the thirteenth century A.D. It refers 
to the two main divisions of Bengal, viz., RaQ.ha and Varendra on 
the western and the eastern sides of the Ganges.2 This hardly 
leaves any doubt that he takes" the Bhagirathi as the main 
branch of the Ganges. It is interesting to note that there is no 
reference to the Padma in this work, though we must not attach 
undue importance to negative' evidence of this kind. But on the 
whole it may be presumed on the strength of Tabakat-i-Nasiri 
that in the thirteenth century A.D. the Bhagirathi was the main 
channel of the Ganges. 

The view that the Padma did not exist as a big river during 
the Hindu period (i.e. up to 1200 A.D.) is indirectly supported by 
two considerations. First, the territorial division in ancient Bengal 
called PUJ;lQ.ravardhana-bhukti comprised both Northern and South
ern Bengal. This would probably not have been the case if a mighty 
river separated the two. Secondly, Hiuen Tsang, in course of his 
travels over Bengal and Assam, refers to the two big rivers he crossed 
viz., the Ganges which he crossed near Rajmahal in order to reach 
Northern Bengal, and a hrge river (probably the Karatoya) which 
he crossed over to Kamarllpa (Assam). But although he later 
travelled from Kamarflpa to Samatata, i.e. Eastern Bengal, and 
from Samatata to Tamralipti, he does not refer to any other big 
river. It may, therefore, be presumed that from the earliest times 
within the historical period the Bhagirathi was regarded as the 
main branch of the Ganges. 

This does not, however, disprove the existence of the Padma 
river, as a great stream, at a fairly early period. For, even when 
the main water of the Ganges began to flow along the Padma, 
people would cling to the old religious beliefs about the sanctity 
of the old channel. This is forcibly illustrated by the attitude of 
the Hindus to-day towards the Tolly's Nullah (Adi-Ganga) near 

1 R. D. Banerji-Banglar Itihasa, Vol. II, p. 94. 
2 Raverty-Tabakat-i-Nasiri, pp. 584-5. 
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Kalighat ~nd t~e old dying bed of the Brahmaputra at Langalbund 
near NaratnganJ. Further, although the Padma has been the main 
channel of the Ganges for more than three hundred years at the least, 
the old belief about the sanctity of the Bhagirathi channel has 
not been transferred to the Padma even to the slightest extent. 
Thus although we must hold that the Bhagirathi was the main 
channel of the Ganges at an earlier period, the date when this channel 
was diverted and the Padma began to carry the. main water of the 
Ganges may be very remote. 

The existence of the Padma river at a very early ~ate may be 
assumed on the strength of the following evidences: 

I. ptolemy mentions five mouths of the Ganges, the distance 
between the two extremes being about four degrees of Latitude. 
This very nearly represents the ~ctual state of things at the present 
day, as the distance between Tamluk and Chittagong (which almost 
all ancient writers regard near the eastern mouth of the Ganges) 
would be about four degrees. l 

Further the third mouth of the Ganges is called by Ptolemy 
Kamberikon and this has been identified by all scholars with the 
Kumara river. This shows that Ptolemy's knowledge of the 
mouths of the Ganges was derived from reliable sources. 

2. The Edilpur copperplate of Sri-Chandra who reigned 
in or before the eleventh century A.D. refers to the district Satata
Padmavati 2 and the mandala Kumara-talaka situated within it. 
The first undoubtedly refers to the river Padma, as' Satata ' indicates, 
and the latter very probably refers to the Kumara river. This 
would prove the existence of the two rivers in the tenth or eleventh 
century A.D. • • 

3. Old Indian traditions refer to the Padma as a branch of 
the Ganges. The legend explaining the origin of the river Padma 
at the time when the Ganges followed Bhagirathi into Southern 
Bengal is found in Mahabhagavata Pura~a,3 Vrihadd~a!ma Pura~~ 4 

and Krttivasa's Ramaya~a.5 Another legend explammg the ong1l1 
of the Ganges and the Padma rivers as due to a cUrse of a Goddess 
is to be found in Devi-Bhagavatam.6 The dates of these books are 
not known with certainty, but a legend recorded in these sacred 

1 McCrindle-Ptolemy, pp. 72-4. 
2 Ep. Ind., XVII, p. 190. 
8 Ch. 70 (p. 175 of Gujrati Edition). 
4 Bibliotheca Indica Edn .• p. 409. 
Ii Cf. Ramayal.la Adikanda. Ed. by Dr. N. K. Bhattasali (published by the 

University of Dacca), p. 99. 
6 BaJigavasi Edn., p. 392. 
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books must be presumed to embody old traditions of the Hindu 
period. 

We may thus be tolerably sure that the Padma river existed 
from a very early period, but it is difficult to fix the date when the 
main water of the Ganges began to flow through this channe1. 

Now the evidence of Portuguese travellers leaves no doubt 
that this date cannot be later than the sixteenth century A.D. De 
Barros' map of Bengal (c. I550 A.D.) shows the Padma to be the 
main channel. Manrique describing his voyage to Hooghly in 
r628 says . we entered the mouth of the large and far-famed old 
Ganges'.l This point need not be laboured any further, but 
there is no doubt that the name Ganges was applied to the Padma 
by Abul Fazl and the foreign travellers of the sixteenth century 
A.D., and .the latter was regarded as the main channel of the river. 

We have then the account of Ibn Batfltah, who visited Bengal 
in the fourteenth century A.D .. , which runs as follows: • The first city of 
Bengal which we entered was called Sadkawan, a big place on the 
shore of the Great Sea. The river Ganges to which the Hindus go 
on pilgrimage and the river J un unite in that neighbourhood before 
falling into the sea'. Yule identifies Sadkawan with Chattagrama 
(Chittagong), the Ganges with the Padma, and the Jun with the 
J amuna, the present main channel of the Brahmaputra. If these 
identifications are accepted we have to push back the date of the 
diversion of the main water of the Ganges through the Padma 
by a further period of two hundred years. Unfortunately the iden
tifications are very problematic. There are equally good grounds 
to hold that Sadkawan represents the Saptagram (Satgaon) near 
Hooghly,2 and in that case the Ganges and the Jun must certainly 
refer to the Bhiigirathi and the J amuna which branched off from it 
at Tribeni, near Saptagrama. Yule's principal argument in identi
fying Sadkawan with Chittagong is its description as · a big place 
on the shore of the Great Sea', which applies far better to Chittagong 
than to Satgaon. But it must be pointed out that even in some 
maps of the seventeenth century A.D. Satgaon is shown as almost 
close to the sea-shore. It may be that the large volume of the tidal 
course of the stream which led to Satgaon is responsible for the error. 
In any case Ibn Batfltah's evidence cannot be relied upon as an 
evidence in favour of the Padma being the main channe1. It would 
thus appear that by the sixteenth century A.D. at the latest, the 
Padma was regarded as the main channel of the Ganges; but while 

1 Bengal, Past and Present, 1916 (April-June), p. 214. 
2 R. D. Banerji-op. cit., p. 106. 
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this must be regarded as the lower limit, we are not equally certain 
that it shall be regarded as the upper limit also. 

The Stevenson Moore Committee observes as follows on this 
question: 

• From these facts-the deteriorated condition of the Sarasvati 
at the beginning of the sixteenth century and the absence of any 
traceable allusion at that date to any former large branches of the 
Ganges other than the modern Hooghly channel on this side,-the 
assumption seems to be justifi~d that the main chan~es of the Ganges 
course to the south-east whlch had probably been some time in 
course of formation was definitely effected by the end of ~he fifteenth 
century,' 

We may now refer to the main change~ in the courses of the two 
principal branches of the Gan~es, viz., the Bhagirathi and the 
Padma. 

Reference has already been made to the three branches of the 
former which separated at Tribeni, tiz., the Sarasvati on the west, 
the J amuna on the east and the Hooghly in the centre. The earlier 
course of the Sarasvati has also been noted in connection with the 
history of the two ports, Tamluk and Satgaon. It appears that the 
Sarasvati continued to be the main channel of the Bhagirathi till 
the sixteenth century A.D., when the main water of the Bhagirathi 
began to flow through the Hooghly channel. This is definitely 
proved by the Portuguese evidence. The Portuguese chose Hooghly 
for their settlement (c. 1580 A.D.) in lieu of Satgaon because they 
had noticed that the main stream no longer flowed through the 
Sarasvati. We have a definite statement made by Caesar Fredrick 
that in 1565 A.D. the Sarasvati above Bator (Shibpur) was very 
shallow and hence only small ships could go to Satgaon. 

The cause of this decay of the Sarasvati has been generally 
attributed to the construction of an artificial canal connecting the 
Hooghly channel (below Calcutta) through Garden Reach with the 
Sarasvati at Sankrail. The result was that the main water of the 
Hooghly began to flow through this canal and enlarged it while 
the upper course of the Sarasvati above Sankrail and the lower 
course of the Hooghly (Tolly'S Nullah) began to decay. Rennell's 
map shows both Tolly's Nullah and the Sarasvati above Sankrail 
as practically extinct rivers, and so these important changes must 
have been effected by the middle of the eighteenth century at the 
latest. 

The eastern branch of the Bhagirathi, viz., the Jamuna, also 
was a dying river in Rennell's time. The lower portion of the river 
alone is called Jubna in Rennell's map. the upper part being named 
Isamutty (Issamet) river. 
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It is necessary to say a few words in this connection to the two 
great tributaries of the Bhagirathi on the west, viz., the Damodar 
and the Rupnarayan. The changes in the course of the Damodar 
river below Burdwan have been very considerable. According to 
Van der Broucke's map of Bengal dated 1660 A.D. the Damodar, 
or at least a major branch of it, flowed almost due east of Burdwan 
and fell into the Hooghly near Kalna. This course is indicated in 
Rennell's map by a small rivulet and is also referred to in M anasiir 
Bhiisiin by K~emananda Das (c. 1640 A.D.). Next the Damodar 
flowed at first south-east from Burdwan for about forty miles and 
then north-east for about twenty-five miles till it fell into the Bha
girathi about seven or eight miles above Hooghty. This course is 
shown as the old bed of the Damodar in Rennell's map. The main 
channel of the Damodar as shown in Rennell's map very nearly 
represents the present course of the river which, deserting the old 
bed at Salimabad, about IS miles south-east of Burdwan, and 
flowing almost due south, j0ins the Hooghty channel below Fulta. 

The Rupnarayan is shown in Rennell's map as following very 
nearly the present course with a number of cross channels connecting 
it with the Damodar. As has already been stated above in connection 
with Tamluk, the lower course of the Rupnarayan probably represents 
an earlier course of the Sarasvati when it was the main channel of 
the Bhagirathi. 

The course of the Padma river has shifted more considerably. 
According to the Stevenson Moore Committee it first flowed past 
Rampur Boalia, through Chalan-Jhil, the Dhaleswari and Buri
ganga rivers past Dacca into the Meghna. 1 This is the course 
shown in De Barros' map (c. 1550 A.D.) in which Dacca is distinctly 
located on the northem ba~k of the river. The town of Sonar
gaon, correctly placed to the south-east of Dacca, is shown on the 

1 I do not know on what grounds the Committee came to this conclusion. But 
in addition to the evidence of De Barros' map referred to in the text, and the state
ment of Tavernier quoted in the following footnote, reference may be made to 
the Math Inscription of Mahendra, son of Harischandra of Sabhar, where the Ganges 
is said to be the Southern boundary of Bhiivalina (Bhawal) situated between the 
rivers Vathsavati and the Brahmaputra. Here the Ganges undoubtedly refers to 
the river now known as Dhaleswari. The date of the inscription is not definitely 
known but it is not perhaps later than the fourteenth century A.D. The inscription, 
therefore, constitutes an important evidence in favour of the view that the Dhales
wari was the earlier channel of the Ganges. (For the text of the inscription and 
discussion about its date d. Dacca Review, Sept.-Oct. 1920, pp. II1-II6; January 
1921, pp. 17S-1g2). If we could have been sure of the date of the inscription we 
might have set a lower limit to the date when the main water of the Ganges flowed 
through the Padmii. But as the date is uncertain it is useless to speculate on this 
point. 
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southern bank of the Padma. Further beyond, to the south-east 
the river called Caor fell into the Padma near a town called Bande; 
or the Port. Beyond this junction the river-bed is shown as much 
wider which skirts along the northern side of good many islands till 
it reaches the open sea near Chittagong. This configuration of 
the estuary is fully in keeping with the accounts of the foreign 
travellers from the fifteenth century onwards, who regard Chitta
gong as the grand port where people desirous of going ~o the interior 
of Bengal changed from sea-vessels into smaller 'b0ats. 

The description of the river Padmavati as ~iven in Tavernier's 
account and Baharistan-i-Ghaybi also seems to indicate the course of 
the Padma in the seventeenth century A.D. to be along the Dhaleswari 
channel or a parallel channel not very far from it, such as the 
Isamutty.l In the latter half ~ the eighteenth century A.D., at the 
time of Major Rennell's survey, the lower course of the Padma 
flowed much further to the south. Running almost due south 
from Jaffargunge (where ~t was met by the Jamuna (Jum) and the 
combined waters of the Atrai and Karatoya) and south-east from 
Faridpore, right through the modern districts of Faridpur and 
Bakarganj, it joined the Meghna just above the island of Dakhin 
Shabajpur, about twenty-five miles due south, as the crow flies, 
from Chandpur. Rajanagar, the famous residential city of Raj
bullubh, was then 011 its left or eastern bank and near by this city 
flowed the river Kaliganga which connected the Padma with Meghna. 
Later, in the nineteenth century A.D., the main water of the Padma 
flowed through this channel, which came to be known as Kirtinasa, 
and gradually the course of the Padma assumed very nearly its 
present position. It would, therefore, appear that, while the 
Dhaleswari (with Buriganga) probabl~ represents the earliest and 
most northerly course of the Padma river, the Arialkhan river 
represents its most southerly course, attained in the eighteenth 
century. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century the mighty 
river is again moving steadily towards its old bed in the north. 

The river called Caor in De Barros' map deserves a passing 
notice. From its position in the map it seems to represent the 

1 I have discussed the data of Baharistan-i-Ghaybi in detail in Appendix 1. 
Its author and Tavernier both place J atrapur (now on the Ichamati river) on or 
very near the bank of the Padma. Tavernier definitely says that at Jatrapur the 
Ganges,-the name by whic~ he ref~rs to the Padma-' divides. into three branche~, 
one of which goes to Dacca. (Ball s Trans., p. 104-) There IS no doubt that this 
branch must have roughly corresponded to the. present Isamutt~ or ~hales'Ya~i 
river. In Van der Broucke's map also ]atrapur IS shown on the I adma, but It 15 

located due south of Dacca at a considerable distance, whereas it is really about 
30 miles west of Dacca. Hence the lower course of the Padma river in that map 
is altogether unreliable. 
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Brahmaputra. It is, however, shown to be a much smaller river 
than the Padma even at the point where it joins the latter. This in 
a way supports the view of the modern experts that 'the Brahma
putra was originally a comparatively small river, but since her 
connection with the Tsan Po of Tibet through her tributary the 
Dihong (in Upper Assam) and subsequent additions of the floods 
of the Tista (since 1787) she has been a formidable rival of the 
Ganges' .1 On the other hand the name Caor rather reminds us 
of the Karatoya. As has been already noted above, formerly the 
water of the Tista flowing through the Karatoya and the Atrai 
mingled together and fe11 into the Padma. It is not unlikely that 
this combined river flowed further to the south-east than at present 
and joined the Brahmaputra. In M. Van der Broucke's map of 
Bengal (1660) the Karatoya is distinctly marked as a great river 
and as connected with the Brahm~putra. The fact that the river 
Caor is shown flowing almost due north-south through the' Reino 
de Comotah' (kingdom of Kamta corresponding to Rangpur and 
Coochbehar) also supports its identification with the Karatoya. 
The river, which is shown as flowing south-west from the hills and 
joining the Caor on its left bank below Kamta, may then represent 
the upper course of the Brahmaputra. While it would be unwise 
to place too much reliance on the correctness of De Barros' map 
or other Portuguese maps in respect of the interior of Bengal, we 
must keep in view the possibilities hinted at above until more 
definite evidence is forthcoming. Hunter bears testimony to the 
fact that the people who lived on the bank of the Karatoya say 
that their river is the old Brahmaputra.2 

That the Karatoya was once a big river and invested with 
some amount of sanciity, (appears clearly from literature. In 
Laghubharata 'the broad and sacred river Karatoya (vrihatparisara 
pu1,tya Karatoya mahanadi)' is said to have formed the boundary 
between Gau<;la and Vanga. There is also a Karatoya-Mahatmya. 
The special importance of the Karatoya lies in the fact that on its 
bank stood the city of Put,lQ.ra-vardhana, which gave its name to 
the big territorial division (bhukti) which at one time stretched from 
the Himalaya to the sea and comprised the present Rajshahi, 
Presidency and a considerable part of the Dacca Divisions. The 
city of PUl,1Q.ra-vardhana is as old as the Maurya period. Its ruins 
lie at Mahasthangarh a few miles from Bogra, and the decaying 

1 River-problems in Bengal by S. C. Majumdar (Proceedings of the National 
Institute of Sciences of India, Vol. IV. NO.4. pp. 444-5.) 

2 Dr. Hunter-Statistical Account of Bogra (quoted in J.A.S.B.. 1896• p. 9). 
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Karatoya still passes by that place. 1 Thus the course of this river 
in this region may be regarded as a fixed point in the shifting quick
sands of Bengal rivers. 

It is interesting in this connection to consider the views of 
modern experts on the changes in the course of rivers in North Bengal. 
They generally agree that the river Kusi (Sanskrit KauSika) which 
now flows through the district of Purnea into the Ganges much 
higher up above Rajmahal originally ran east-west and fell into 
the Brahmaputra. The channel of the river must have, therefore, 
been steadily shifting towards the west right across the whole 
breadth of northern Bengal and even further beyond. 

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton says: 2 

I I have already mentioned a tradition which states that the 
Kusi, on reaching the plains, instead of running almost directly 
south to join the Ganges, as it does at present, formerly proceeded 
from Catra (87°E. X 27°N.) to the eastward, and joined the Ganges 
far below, and many channels are still shown by the populace as 
having been formerly occupied by its immense stream and are still 
called Burhi-, the old, or Mara-, the dead Kosi. The change seems 
to have been very gradual and to be in a measure still going on. 

I The PaJ,lQ.its inhabiting its banks allege that in times of remote 
antiquity the Kusi passed southward by where Tajpur is now 
situated, and from thence towards the east until it joined the 
Brahmaputra, having no communication with the Ganges. 

I The opinion seems highly probable, I think it not unlikely, 
that the great lakes north and east from Maldah are remains of the 
Kusi united to the Mahananda, and that on the junction of the 
former river with the Ganges the united mass of water opened up 
the passage now called the Padma, and the'old channel of the Bha
girathi from Songti to Nadiya was then left comparatively dry.' 

Mr. Fergusson agrees with the above view and regards it as 
. probable that the Oorasagar is the mouth by which the combined 
waters of the Coosy, the Mahanuddu (Mahananda) and the Atree 
(Atrai) were originally discharged into the Assam river, i.e. the 
present Brahmaputra'. S Dr. W. W. Hunter also supports Dr. 
Buchanan Hamilton's theory and observes 4: I Dr. Buchanan's 
suggestion of the union with the Brahmaputra seems less improbable 
than other parts of his theory. 

1 I follow here the generally accepted view about the identification of PUJ;l<;lra-
vardhana with Mahasthan. This view is, however, not accepted by all. 

2 Martin-Eastern India, Vol. III, p. IS. 
S Quar. Jour. Geo. Soc. (quoted in J.A.S.B., 1896, pp. 4-5). 
, Statistical Account of Bengal, Purnea, 1877 (quoted in J.A.S.B., 1896, p. 5). 
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. 'The course of the BrahmaJ?utra appears in early days to have 
run far to the East of the District of Maimansingh. The Kusi also 
in its eastward course would first meet the Karatoya, -then a vast 
river having the Atrai and Tista for its affiuents. In my account 
of the district of Bogra, I have mentioned the very great imJ?ortance 
of this river during early Hindu times, both on account of its great 
volume and its sanctity, and I have stated that it marks an ethnical 
frontier clearly defined to the present day. If we assume that 
the Kusi and the Mahananda formerly joined the Karatoya, we 
have at once an explanation of the great size the latter river once 
undoubtedly had, and we shall also be able to account for the process 
by which the great sandy plain was built up between the Barendra 
of Rajshahi and the Madhupur jungle of Maimansingh, through 
which the Brahmaputra made i~ way at the beginning of this 
century. The ethnical frontier which begins to be uncertain in 
Dinajpur District will be completed by adopting the above course 
for the Kusi. On the left bank'we shall have the Koch peoples still 
found in such numbers in the Kissengunge Subdivision of Purneah 
District and in the North of Dinajpur, on the same side of the river 
would be the kingdom of Kirat, Kichak, and Kamrup. The presence 
of a great river in the South of Dinajpur would also account for the 
success with which the Ruler of Hakim, as he was called, of that 
country resisted the arms of Mussalman sovereigns of Gaur. The 
ancient name of the Kusi and the one by which it is still known in 
Sanscrit books is KauSika. It is interesting to observe that a river 
nymph of this name is known if not worshipped on the banks of 
the Karatoya.' 

Mr. Shillingford in his masterly survey of the changes in the 
course of the Kosi 1 supports the above views by more technical 
arguments and regards the different suggestions made above as 
indicating the different beds of the Kusi river. The earliest and the 
easternmost bed would be that indicated by Hunter according to 
which the Kusi, flowing through the Tajpur Parganah would continue 
its easterly course and meet the Karatoya. Next is that suggested 
by Fergusson that the Kusi discharged its water through Atrai 
and Urasagar into the Brahmaputra. The next channel of the 
Kusi, as suggested by Hamilton, would flow south from Tajpur 
Parganah, pass through the Kalindri, a deep and wide channel still 
known as the Mara Kusi, and would strike direct against the northern 
suburbs of Gaur. Shillingford regards this new channel of the Kusi 
as causing the swamps and floods that ruined the city of Gaur. 
He observes: • With the Kusi flowing to the north and east and the 

1 J.A.S.B., 1896, pp. Iff. 
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Ganges washing its western walls, it is easy to understand how the 
city becam~ pestilential and uninhabitabl~. Gaur was finally 
abandoned 1tt favour of Rajmahal as the seat of government in 
1592, or about the time the Kusi is supposed to have flowed along 
thIS channel, and the numerous marshes near Maldah would form 
a necessary concomitant to the Kusi in this position'. 

As regards the changes in the rivers in the deJ.taic region lying 
between the Hooghly and the Padma rivers, it is unnecessary to 
refer to them in details. l The Kumar and the Bhauab are supposed 
to have been the oldest rivers in this area but their heds having 
later been crossed by the rivers like the J alanghi, Mathabhanga, 
N abaganga, Gorai and the Madhumati they are now practically 
dead rivers. The antiquity of the Kumar goes back, as we have 
seen, to the second century AID. We possess no reUable account 
of the rivers of this region before the sixteenth century A.D., but 
since that date all the available data 2 show a number of rivers 
flowing over the area carrying the waters of the Hooghly and the 
Padma through long winding channels to the sea. To this must 
be added the two other characteristic features, viz., the creeks and 
estuaries formed by the mouths of these rivers near the sea, and the 
numerous small islands formed by the change of river-beds, parti
cularly in the Meghna estuary. Very important changes in the 
river courses have taken place even during the last hundred years. 
It may be presumed that the rapid shifting of river-courses and the 
other characteristic features noted above have marked this region 
since the earliest time. 

An important problem regarding the physical characteristics 
of the deltaic region concerns the Sundarbans. Two diametrically 
opposite views have been entertained on -this subject. According 

. to the first, chiefly held by the Indians, the Sundarbans were once 
a populous region, but depopulated by ravages of nature and men.3 

This is denied by Beveridge,' Blochmann,1i Westland,6 and other 
writers who maintain that the physical aspects and general condition 
of the Sundarbans have not changed much in course of time. The 
extant remains such as tanks, ghats, short roads, kilns of bricks, 
brickbuilt houses, and temples, etc. are regarded by some as indis-

1 Cf. (i) Hirst-Report on the Nadia Rivers. 
,_ (ii) Westland-Report on Je5S?re, p,P. 5-~4·... .. 

2 An account of the river-system m this reglOn IS gIven In the Bahar1stan-l-
Ghaybi. 

3 Satis Ch. Mitra-Yasohar 0 Khulnar ltihash, Ch. VIII. 
e District of Bakarganj-pp. 16gff. 
6 J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 231ft• 
6 Report on Jessore. pp. 231ft. 
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putable proofs of extensive cultivation and human habitation in 
former times, while others explain them as 'mere attempts at 
colonization'. A final and decisive conclusion on the question 
seems to be impossible at the present state of our knowledge, but 
a few important facts bearing on this point may be noted. 

So far as the early period is concerned we have to take note of 
both positive and negative evidences. The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen 
Tsang who usually refers to mountains and forests that fell in his 
way,. travelled from Samatata (roughly speaking, the districts of 
Faridpur, Bakarganj andComilla, etc.) to Tamralipti, modern Tamluk, 
but does not refer to the dense impenetrable Sundarbans, which 
he must either have passed through, or avoided deliberately by 
long detours. His silence raises a presumption in favour of the 
view that the Sundarbans were not f a8 inaccessible and depopulated 
as at present: 

The Sena copperplates in. the twelfth century A.D. refer to 
KhaQi-W?aya and KhaQi-ma~<;lala. The vi$aya is a territorial 
division corresponding roughly to modern district, and ma1J4ala 
sometimes denoted a bigger and sometimes a lower territorial unit 
than vi$aya. In any case there is no doubt that KhaQi, which thus 
comprised a large area, is to be identified with the KhaQi parganii 
in the Sundarbans (Diamond Harbour Subdivisions 1). The Sena 
copperplates of the thirteenth century A.D. refer to grant of home
stead lands on the very sea-coast, in a portion of Vanga which is 
called niivya, i.e. generally accessible by boats.2 Here also the 
reference seems to be to the southern part of the Sundarbans. S 

Coming down to later times Blochmann has attempted to prove 
from the rent-rolls of Todar Mal recorded in Ain-i-.A.kbari that the 
northern outskrit of the- Sundarbans about 1582 A.D.' was nearly 
the same as to-day. But this merely proves the extent of active 
political authority exercised by the Mughal rulers, and does not 
necessarily prove the point at issue, viz., the extent to which the 
Sundarbans were populated. For, from the very nature of the case, 

1 Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. III, by N. G. Majumdar, pp. 60, 170. 
2 Ibid., p. 146. 
8 Beveridge remarks: 'I may also notice here that the copperplate inscription 

found at Idilpur in Bakarganj and described by Babu Pratap Chandra Ghose in the 
Asiatic Society's Journal (1838) seems to indicate that the inhabitants of that part 
of the country belonged to a degraded tribe called Chandabhandas, a fact which is 
not favourable to the supposition of the Sundarbans having been at an early period 
inhabited by a high caste population' (District of Bakarganj, p. 173). It is hardly 
necessary to point out that there is no reference to 'Chandabhanda' in the ldilpur 
plate. It was a wrong reading of. the well-known compound' chaHa-bhatta'. 

, J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 227ff. 
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these compara?vely inaccessible regions, protected by rivers, creeks 
and forests, mIght have defined the Mughals much longer than the 
open areas to the north. 

More pertinent to our query are the accounts of Bakla. (south 
and east of Bakarganj) by Ralph Fitch (1582) and the island of 
Sandyip by Caes!lr. Frederick (1563-1581). Both the places are 
descnbed as fiounshing centres of commerce and civilization. l 

It is also not wit~out interest to the solution of the problem, 
that we have categoncal references to whosesale destruction and 
depopulation within the area. A few of these are notecl below: 

1. The whole of Sundarbans to the south and south-east of 
Bakarganj are marked on Rennell's map as 'deserted on account of 
the ravages of the Mughs'. 

2. 'Between 1621 and 162'1- the Portuguese brought to Chitta
gong 42,000 slaves from Sundarbans'.2 

3. F. Bernier observes as follows about the depredations by 
Portuguese pirates in Bengal. S 

'With small and light half-galleys called galle asses they did 
nothing but sweep the sea on this side, and entering all rivers, canals, 
and arms of the Ganges, and passing between the islands of Lower 
Bengal often even penetrating as far as forty or fifty leagues into 
the interior-they surprised and carried off whole villages and 
harried the poor gentiles, and other inhabitants of this quarter at 
their assemblies, their markets, their festivals and weddings, seizing 
as slaves both men and women, small and great, perpetrating strange 
cruelties and burning all that they could not carry away. It is 
owing to this that at the present day are seen so many lovely but 
deserted isles at the mouth of the Ganges, once thickly populated, 
but now infested only by savage beasts, principally tigers.' 

4. The old Dutch and Portuguese maps indicate villages and 
towns in the Sundarbans area and do not indicate in any way that 
in point of population and civilization this area was markedly 
inferior to the rest of Bengal. Blochmann remarks that these maps 
'prove nothing'.' But these maps, read in the light of Bernier's 
observations, particularly the concluding portion, would seem to 
prove that the Sundarbans were once much more thickly populated 
than we are apt to imagine, and that the ruins in the area show, not 
'attempts at colonization' but relapse into the primitive state by 
the depredations of pirates. 

1 J.A.S.B., 1873, p. 230. 
2 Campos, J. ]. A.-Portuguese in Bengal, p. 105· 
S Ibid., pp. 162-3. 
, J.A.S.B., 1873, pp. 231-2. 
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" 5. It is an admitted fact that within historical times many 
settlers of the southern part of Sundarbans-inc1uding the Raja 
of Chandradwip-moved towards the north on account of the 
Portuguese and Magh inroads. l . 

These considerations do not certainly favour the conclusion 
that the Sundarbans had always been what it is to-day, viz., a thinly 
populated marshy region full of wild forests and frequented by wild 
animals. But at the same time we must suspend our final judgment 
about the nature and character of the human settlements in this 
region until more positive evidences are forthcoming. Such positive 
evidences a.re, however, few and far between. Reference may, 
however, be made in this connection to the four copperplates 11 

discovered at KotalipaQ.a in the District of Faridpur. These plates 
belong to the sixth century A.D. a».d contain sufficient indications 
that the marshy area near Gopalganj was once a flourishing seat of 
civilization and a centre of sea-borne trade and commerce. This 
conclusion is supported by occasional finds of gold coins of the 
Gupta period. In particular, this locality contained a big fort, which 
to judge from its present ruins measured about 2! X 2! miles. There 
are grounds for the belief that the fort was originally constructed 
in the fourth century A.D.s The editor of one of these plates 
remarks: 

, KotalipaQ.a is at present surrounded on all sides by big marshes; 
it is inconcelvable that any sane man could think of a royal settlement 
in such a water-logged area. But the big fort is there, and brick 
constructions very often come up unexpectedly from low water
logged places. As correctly surmised by some scholars, the low 
level of KotalipaQ.a appears to be the effect of subsidence due to 
earthquake' . 4. •• 

I need not pause to discuss whether the change is due to earth
quake, or, what appears to me more probable, to changes in the 
courses of the deltaic rivers, which by depositing silts carried from 
uplands constantly raise the level of land in some areas and con
sequently make the other areas comparatively lower and water
logged. What is important for our present purpose is that here we 
have an instance, in a region not far from the Sundarbans and subject 
to the same depredations of man and nature, now populous and 
flourishing centres of civilization in the sixth century A.D. may be 
converted into water-logged marshes in course of a thousand years. 

1 Beveridge-District of Bakarganj, p. 171. 
11 Ind. Ant., 1910 pp. 193ff. Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII, pp. 74ff. A fifth plate has 

recently been discovered, and will shortly be edited by Dr. N. K. Bhattasali. 
3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 86. 
• Ibid., p. 85. 
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What has taken place in Kotilipa(la might have been repeated in 
the other ~rts of deltaic regions in Lower Bengal. We have, there
fore, no nght to presume from the present physical and cultural 
conditions of Sundarbans area, that the same state of things prevailed 
in the ancient period. 

We may conclude this study with a few general observations. 
We have seen above that great changes have taken place in the 
courses of some of the important rivers in Bengal during the last 
four or five hundred years. Judging from the extent of these changes 
we must presume the possibility of simHar changes during the pre
ceding centuries, though at present we have no means to determine 
the nature and extent of these changes. In other words, the courses 
of the rivers in Bengal during the ancient period, ending in 1200 A.D., 
might have been very different,. not only from those o~ the present 
time, but even from those in the recent past for which we have 
some positive evidence. This point is to be borne in mind when we 
discuss any geographical question concerning ancient Bengal on the 
basis of river-frontiers. A concrete case will illustrate this point. 
Yasodhara, the commentator of Vatsyayana's Kamasfltra, places 
Vanga to the east of the Lauhitya or Brahmaputra river. This 
has been interpreted to mean that Vanga included the districts of 
Dacca, Mymensingh, etc., i.e., the territory to the east of the 
Brahmaputra-J umna of the present day. 1 But as we have seen above, 
practically the whole of the district of Dacca (certainly the whole 
of Vikrampur) and a considerable portion of Mymensingh were to 
the west of the old course of the Brahmaputra, and as such must be 
excluded from Vanga if we accept the statement of Yasodhara as 
correct. 2 It is, of course, not inconceivable that the present course 
of the J amuna really represents an "ld bed of the Brahmaputra 
which it deserted many centuries ago and regained in the nineteenth 
century. Perhaps the Padma offers a parallel example; for it is 
likely, as noted above, that while the Dhaleswari-Buriganga 
represent its early channel in the north and the Ari~an its 
extreme deviation to the south, it has shown a tendency dunng the 
last hundred years to move steadily to the north towards its old 
channels. We cannot, therefore, discount altogether the possibility 
that the courses of some rivers in ancient Bengal might have been 
more akin to those of the present day than their known alterations 
during the recent past. But except where positive evidence of such 
changes is forthcoming it would be more reasonable to proceed on 

1 Studies in Indian Antiquities, by Dr. H. C. Raichaudhuri, p. 185. 
2 The statement can hardly be accepted as correct, for the Madanpac,la copper

plate of ViSvariipasena, also belonging to ,the thi~et:nth ceD;tury A.I?, sh~ws that 
Kota,lipa,«;\a in the southern part of the Fartdpur distnct was tncluded tn Vanga. 
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the assumption that the position of the rivers in ancient Bengal 
approximated more closely to the oldest courses or beds of rivers 
known to us than those which exist at the present day. 

APPENDIX 

The Baharistan-i-Ghaybi, written by a Mughal Captain Mirza 
Nathan, throws a flood of light on the physical features of Bengal 
in 1608 A.D. The author gives a detailed account of the places 
visited by him in course of his campaign, and incidentally refers 
to the rivers he came across when he accompanied the forces of 
Islam Khan during the latter's expedition to Eastern Bengal. 
I cull the following information about the rivers of Bengal from the 
English translation of this book by cDr. M. I. Borah, M.A., Ph.D. 

r. The' river Karatoya.-After his expedition to Ghoraghat 
Islam Khan pitched his camp at Shahzadapflr (p. 46) which is 
undoubtedly the modern Shajadpur in the Pabna district. The 
imperial fleet was also brought down along the Karatoya river. 
It was arranged that the fleet would continue its journey until it 
reached the big river, while the land force, divided into two equal 
divisions, would march on two banks of the river. 

The first important stage was Baliya which Islam Khan reached 
by land-route in three marches. But owing to 'many a zigzag 
course of the river' Karatoya, the fleet took fifteen days to reach 
the same place (p. 51). We are further told that' the river Karatoya 
was very narrow at this point' (p. 53). These references indicate 
that already at the beginning of the seventeenth century A.D. the 
lower course of the Karatoya corresponded to that indicated in 
Rennell's map and it wa~ thefl a decaying if not a dying river. 

Baliya has been identified with Bowleah located in Rennell's 
Sheet Atlas No.6, about seven miles S.W. of Shajadpur (p. 8II), 
but this identification cannot be regarded as certain. 

2. The Padma.-But Baliya must have been quite close to the 
'big river' mentioned in the above passage. For the next morning 
the fleet reached the' Trimohana or the confluence of three streams 
of the Khal J ogini' (p. 54), and after two marches the land forces 
reached the Mohana of Katasgarh' (p. 54). 

These Mohanas or confluences evidently indicate those of the 
big river which is almost certainly the Padma, called in this book 
by its full name Padmavati. Neither of the two confluences referred 
to above can be located with certainty, but Ratasgarh was not 
probably far from Jaffargunge, in Rennell's map. This would 
indicate that the course of the Padma, up to J affargunge, probably 
did not vary much from what is indicated in Rennell's map. 
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.An indication of the course of the Padma beyond Katasgarh is 
furmshed by references to two places, t J atraptir and Dakchara' 
which were the next objectives of the imperial army (pp. 56ft): 
J atrapur is a .well-known place, shown in Rennell's map on the 
bank of the nver Icchamati, and Dakchara has been identified 
with Dhakjara about three miles to the north-west of Jatraptir 
(p. BI2). . 

Now there are sufficient indications in the bo.ok that both these 
places were on the banks of the Padma. It would suffice to quote 
one extract in respect of each. 

(a) 'When it became night, Mtisa Khan went with all his 
Zamindar allies to a place called Dakchara; during the night he 
constructed in this place a high fort and a deep trench on that bank 
of the river Padmavati on which the imperial army was halting' 
(pp. 56-57)· 

(b) 'Islam Khan fell upon the fort of Jatraptir, and the enemy, 
being unable to stand the attack, boarded their boats and crossed 
over to the other side of the river Padmavati with a sorrowful heart 
and weeping eyes' (p. 64). 

It appears that the river Isamati or the modern Ichhamati 
met the Padma at or very near Jatraptir. For the Mohana (con
fluence) of the Isamati is said to be at Jatraptir (p. 55), and Islam 
Khan crossed the river Isamati (p. 63) before attacking Jatraptir 
and re-crossed it when marching to Dakchara (p. 64). In other 
words the river Ichhamati joined the Padma at a point between 
these two places. But it was perhaps not a deep or broad river 
as Islam Khan's soldiers could cross it on elephant's back (p. 63). 

It is thus evident that the course of the Padma beyond J alfar
gunge was very different in the sevent~nth·century A.D. from what 
is described in Rennell's map. In the latter the Padma takes a 
sharp bend to the south at this point and its channel roughly corre
sponds to the Arialkhan. As indicated in the Baharistan, the Padma 
continued its south-eastern course, and it is important to note that 
the Arialkhan is mentioned as an independent river in the form 
Andal Khan (p. 28). 

Unfortunately the Baharistan does not give us very clear 
indication of· the further course of the Padma beyond Jatraptir. 
And we can only make a guess from some casual references. 

Before attacking the fort of J atraptir Islam Khan asked his 
officers at Dacca to send twenty imperial war-boats to the Mohana 
of Kutharuiya and the Mohana of Kudaliya (p. 63)· It appears 
from the subsequent references to these places (pp. 70 , 86) that the 
former was quite close to Jatraptir and the latter not very far from 
Dacca on the bank of the Dhaleswari or close to it; the proposed 
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identification of Kutharuiya with the Kirtinasa river (p. 8I2) being 
altogether out of the question. 

Now Mohana means the confluence of two rivers and in this 
part of the text the reference seems to be either to that of the Padma 
and the Ichhamati, or of one of these with another river. If, there-
fore, we remember the definite statement of Tavernier that at 
J atrapiir 'the Ganges divides into three branches, one of which goes 
to Dacca', we have either to suppose that the Padma (at least one' 
of its branches) flowed north of the Ichhamati river along rougbly 
the Dhaleswari channel from Kutharuiya to Kudaliya, or to take the 
present Ichbamati river as a course of the Padma. It is not im
probable also that the former was the case in the early seventeenth 
century when Baharistan-i-Ghaybi was written and the latter 
represents the change that took place half a century later in 
Tavernier's time. At the time of Baharistan the Ichbamati does 
not appear to have been a big river, for as already noted it was 
crossed by the soldiers on elephant's back. 

Unfortunately the further course of the Padma beyond J atrapiir 
is not mentioned in Baharistan. It is probable that as a result of 
the division into three branches beyond J atrapiir the Padma ceased 
to be a big river and was called by different names. This conclusion 
is supported by the account of Islam Khan's advance to Dacca 
after the occupation of the fort of Dakchara on the bank of the 
Padma. He first halted at Kutharuiya (p. 70), and next morning 
reached Balra (p. 70). Having been informed that the enemy had 
a stronghold in that part of the country he sent a fleet to Kalakiipa 
which was occupied the next morning (p. 71). From Kalakiipa 
Islam Khan with other Man$abdars started for Dacca (p. 74) while 
the fleet and the artillt!ry Were sent by the river Isamati with 
instruction to proceed to the Mohana of Patharghata. As usual, 
the land forces marched along both banks of the rivers, those on 
the left side of the fleet proceeding towards Kudaliya (pp. 74-75). 

Both Balra and Kalakiipa are now situated on the Ichhamati 
river. It is thus apparent that the river passed by Kalakiipa also 
at the time when the Baharistan was composed. But this text is 
silent as to the time when Islam Khan left the bank of the Padma 
and whether it was before or after he reached Balra. Nor is it clear 
by what route he himself marched to Dacca. 

The Mohana of Patharghata is presumably the place where the 
Ichhamati now joins the Dhaleswari, as there is still a place of that 
name at the confluence. But in that case it is difficult to accept the 
proposed identification of the route from Patharghata to Dacca. 
We are told that Islam Khan instructed the land and naval forces 
to proceed from Patharghata to Dacca 'by land and water via 
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K.awadharlcanal' (p. 76). This canal has been identified with that 
running from Rasulpur on the Ichhamati to Paragong on the Dhales
wari (p. 814). But in that case we are to suppose that the forces 
retraced thelr steps along the Ichhamati for more than ten or fifteen 
miles and ther~ is no valid !<.:ason for this roundabout journey. 
It is, however, Just probable th&.t the canal joined a place marked 
Guadery on Rennell's map on the Dhaleswari with Dacca, and in 
that case the forces followed the course of the Dhaleswari from 
Patharghata. . 

Regarding Dacca and its environs the top\)graphv given in 
Baha~stan is veo/ different. fr~m what. we find at the present day. 
The nver on which Dacca IS situated IS called Dulay. At present 
this river is called Buriganga which runs almost due east up to 
Fatulla and then turning south. falls into the Dhales~ri. But in 
those days this river, called Dulay, flowing due east met the Lakhya 
near Khi~rpur, a little above Narainganj. This is borne out by 
the two following passages: . 

(a) 'Mohana. of Khi~rpftr which is the confluence of the rivers 
Dulay and Lakhya' (p. 78). 

(b) 'Ihtimam Khan had come out of the river Dulay and 
passing through the Lakhya had proceeded to the thana of Quadam 
Rasftl (north of Narainganj) with his whole fleet' (p. 82). 

As regards the position of Dacca we are told that its two forts 
were 'situated on either side of the Moh[ma of the canal called Demra 
khat where the river Dulay divides into two branches, one flowing 
towards Khi~rpur and the other towards Demra' (p. 76). There is 
even now a small canal in the eastern part of Dacca town called the 
Dulai khiit which meets the Buriganga a little to the south of the 
Iron bridge over the canal. The locality dn the other side of the 
canal is also called Dolaigunj. It would thus follow that at or about 
this point the river Dulay, now called Buriganga, was divided into 
two branches, and the old name is still applied to one branch which 
has died out and is represented by a narrow canal. The two forts 
then must have been situated on the two sides of this canal, ap
proximately at the sites now occupied by the Police Barrack on the 
eastern, and the residential quarters on its western side. There 
are some traces of the eastern fort even now, and recently, when the 
old bridge was replaced by a new one, huge blocks of stone were 
found at the bottom of the canal, which might have belonged to 
these forts. 

It is interesting to note in this connection that near about 
Fatulla where the Buriganga now turns south to join the Dhaleswari. 
Ret,lllell's map shows a. small c~n8:1 joi?ing it .wit? Lakhya near 
K.hi~rpur, and on two Sides of this JunctIon are tndicated two forts 
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called old kella and Duapeka kella. The small canal undoubtedly 
represents the old bed of the Dulay river. If we presume that there 
was a canal towards Demra at this point or regard the portion of the 
Buriganga from the Dhaleswari to Fatulla as the headwaters of the 
Dulay which branched off at this point into two streams, one going 
to Khi~rptir and the other via Dacca to Demra, the two forts shown 
on Rennell's map might be taken as the two forts mentioned in the 
Baharistan. In that case the town of Dacca or at least its outskirts 
must have extended further towards the east than it does now. 
But there are indications in the text in support of this conjecture. 
Reference, is made to a • Pagiri (Pakur) tree which stood midway 
between the fort of the Khan and the house of Mirza Nathan, on 
the boundary between old and new Dhaka' (p. 152). Rennell's map 
also marks a big tree at the easter» end of the modem town, near 
the point where the Dulai khal falls into the Buriganga. If this is 
the tree intended, the old Dhaka must have begun at Dolaigunj 
and might have extended close up to Fatulla. But this view rests 
upon so many conjectures that while we may regard it as by no 
means an impossible one we should not attach much value to it so 
long as it is not supported by other evidences. ' 

From the accounts given above it would appear that the Baha
ristan mentions by name only the rivers Padmavati, Isamati, 
Dulay and Lakhya in the account of the expedition of the imperial 
force from ]atraptir to Dacca. We have already pointed out 
that there are reasons to believe that the course of the Padma 
after J atraptir flowed to the north of the Ichhamati. If this pre
sumption be correct we have to regard the Padma as following 
more or less the channel of the lower course of the river now called 
Dhaleswari, which is nowhere mentioned in Baharistan, although 
the imperial forces must have crossed it on their way to Dacca. 
The Stevenson Moore Committee held on independent grounds that 
the river Padma at first flowed past Rampur Boalia, Chalan-Jhil, 
the Dhaleswari and the Buriganga rivers past Dacca into the Meghna. 
The map of De Barros (c. 1550 A.D.) supports this view. The 
account of Baharistan, as I have interpreted it, also leads to the 
same conclusion. In any case it is not in conflict with this view, 
though the Buriganga channel seems to have been deserted by that 
time in favour of the more southern bed represented by the Dhales
wari. The name Dulai probably shows that it was still a second or 
subsidiary channel of the Padma, and the name Vrddha-Ganga 
or BuQ,iganga also points in the same direction, as Padma gradually 
came to be recognized as the Ganges proper (as in Portuguese maps). 



ON THE EDICTS OF ASOKA 

SOME POINTS OF INTERPRETATION 

By B. M. BARUA 

In interpreting the edicts of Asoka it may· be accepted as a 
fundamental axiom that the best light on the subject is the light 
which is obtained or obtainable from the records themselves. The 
literary parallels to the inscriptional texts are important as deter
mining the literary convention to which the latter conform. The 
sidelights from other Indian epigraphs, ASokan leg.-:nds, foreign 
travels, and contemporary and earlier or later literary works may 
prove to be of an immense value, if these are utilized with caution 
and without credulity. 

In reading through the edicts and inscriptions of Asoka one 
cannot but be struck by the fact that their texts have followed 
the current methodology. In them, the uddesa, thesis or bare 
statement of a proposition is followed by the nirdesa, elaboration or 
elucidation. The variant readings, the restatements of the same 
thing, the cross-references and the resumes enable us to clear up 
many points without any external aid. As soon as the interpretation 
of a particUlar word, statement or passage is confirmed or corro
borated by literary parallels, it attains fixity, which is otherwise 
impossible. 

To illustrate the point: In R.E. II, Asoka speaks of the trees 
(vrachii, lukhiini) that were planted for the· use of cattle and men, 
while in P.E. VII, in speaking of the same humanitarian work, he 
typifies the shade-trees by the banyan (nigohiini). The two state
ments, read together, at once suggest that the banyan stands as 
the most typical of all shade-trees planted by Asoka. Similarly it 
may be maintained that the mango-groves (ambii-vaif,ikii), specifically 
mentioned in P.E. VII and the Queen's Edict, are meant to typify 
all fruit-gardens. In R.E. II, Asoka speaks of the wells (kiipii) 
that were caused to be dug by him. The word udupaniini occurs 
just as a variant for kupii (R.E. II, P.E. VII). In commenting on 
the word, udapiina, in a similar context in the Pali Salpyutta-nikaya 
(I. 5. 7), the scholiast, Buddhaghosa, correctly suggests that the 
meaning of this word is not confined to wells but extends also to 
stand for tanks, large and small (udapiinanti ya'l'ft kiiici po~khat'a1J,i-. 
ta/iikadi); that, in other words, the udapiina is the most typIcal of a!l 
artificiai water-reservoirs in the shape of wells and tanks. This 
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interpretation of the word is well suited to ASokan purpose. In 
R.E. I, we have a specific mention of 'two peacocks (dvo mora) 
and 'one deer' (eko mago) as the creatures daily slaughtered in, 
ASoka's royal kitchen for curry at the time when the edict was 
promulgated. The two words mora and maga occur in the Pali 
Bhaya-bherava-sutta (Majjhima-nikaya, I) in a certain context, 
where, according to the scholiast, Buddhaghosa, the species, peacock 
or deer, stands for the genus.! Applying this suggestion to the 
ASokan context, we can say that here the peacock typifies all edible 
birds and the deer, all edible quadrupeds (Cf. P.E. V). 

In R,.E. III, ASoka, while stating the purposes of sending out 
his officials on quinquennial tours, says: etiiyeva athiiya imiiya 
dhammiinusa$tiya yathii aniiya pi katJ1-miiya. This is rendered by 
Hultzsch thus: 'for this very purpose, viz., for the following instruc
tion in morality as well as for other business'. Bhandarkar follows 
the Dhauli text which reads: athii atJ1-niiye pi katJ1-mane hevam" 
imiiye dharttmiinusathiye and renders the statement: 'for this purpose 
(for the instruction of Dharpma) as for other business'. As Mookerji 
puts it, the statement reads: 'as well for other business too as for 
this purpose, for this religious instruction'. 

Evidently then none of the three scholars have laboured to 
consider the king's statement as in the Girnar and three other texts 
with reference to matters in R.E. II or the king's command regarding 
anusa1?tyiina (official tours) as in R.E. III. Obviously, the state
ment consists of three clauses: 'for that very purpose', 'for the 
imparting of moral instruction' (as intended in R.E. III) and 'as 
well for other business' (not specified in R.E. III). 

According to the Pali scholiast, Buddhaghosa, the purposes of 
anusa1?tyiina were twofold: '~(I) humanitarian, the performance of 
certain works of public utility (e.g., erection of rural abodes, con
struction of bridges, excavation of tanks, founding of rest-and
alms-houses); 2 (2) administrative (janapada-anusiisana). The works 
of public utility are precisely like those stated in R.E. II. Under 
the second purpose of janapada-anusiisana, ASoka enjoined also the 
administering or imparting of elementary moral instruction. 

Going by the above suggestion, one may point out that the 
first clause, 'for that very purpose', refers to the humanitarian works 
specified in R.E. II; the second clause, 'for the imparting of moral 
instruction', to matters specified in R.E. III, and the third clause, 
'as well for other business', to purely administrative work (un-

. 1 Moragahaf}ena ca idha sabbapakkhigahat}am adhippeta"". Sabbacatuppad4na"" 
hi, idha mago nama"". 

2 Barna, Asoka Edicts in New Light. p. 34. 
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~peci1ied but ~e11 understood .by the officers concerned).1 Even if, 
m the alternative, we choose to mterpret the first clause with reference 
to the context of R.E. III alo.ne, it should be taken, in my opinion, 
to refer to the duty of sending out officers of all grades by their 
superiors on periodical tours. 

Referring to R.E. IV, I am to observe that a wrong punctuation 
of its text has so far proved to be a palpahle cause of its miscon. 
struction. In it, Asoka states: T a aja Devanatrtpiyasa Priyadasino 
rano dhatrtma-cara1Jena bheri-ghoso aha dhatrtmaghosv vimiina-darsa1Ja 
ca hasti-dasa1Ja ca agikhatrtdhani ca anani ca di-uyatti rupani dasayitpa 
janatrt yarise bahuhi vasa-satehi na bhuta-puve tarise aja vaif,hite 
Devanatrtpriyasa Priyadasino ra1io dhatrtmiinusas#ya anaratrtbho ..... 
thaira-susrusa. 

Hultzsch and other editors J1ave arbitrarily put a f1ill-stop after 
dasayitpa janam in utter disregard of the grammatical construction of 
the sentence or clause which is completed with bherighoso aho dhatp,
maghoso. The next sentence or clause begins with vimana-darsa1Jti 
and ends in thaira-susrusa. Of the two statements, the second is 
intended to serve as a nirdesa to the uddesa in the first: ranD dhamma
cara1Jena bherighoso aho dhatrtmaghoso', 'by the practice of dhamma 
(piety and morality) on the part of the king the sound of the drum 
has become the sound of dhamma'. The second statement must 
accordingly read: 'By exhibiting to the people the celestial mansions, 
the (celestial) elephant, the fiery and other celestial (artistic) forms so 
much [of Dhamma] during many hundred years, in the past, could 
not be increased as has been done to-day by moral instructions on 
the part of His Gifted Majesty and Grace the king, viz. the non
sacrificial slaughter of living creatures, the non-harming of living 
beings, etc.'. • • 

Reading the second statement (serving as nirdesa) together with 
the first (serving as uddeSa) , one may easily make out that here 
'the sound of drum' symbolizes popular demonstrations of religion, 
and 'the sound of Dhamma' stands for the imparting of moral or 
religious instruction. The seco!ld statement is to set forth a contrast 
between the effects of the two methods. And reading this statement 
with reference to the preamble and body of P.E. VII, one may 
suggest that the first method of promoting th~ cau~e o~ Dha1'!!ma 
(piety and morality) among the people was tned Wlth lUsuffiClent 
effect by the former kings of India.2 

1 Cf. S.R.E. 1. .. . . . . 
2 Author's view is noticed by Dr. H. C. Raychaudhun In his Political History 

of Ancient India, 4th ed., p. 282, f.n. 2. 
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In R.E. V, ASoka while speaking of the special functions of the 
Dharma-mahamatras, says: Bhapamayesu barrz.bhanibhesu aniithesu 
vudhesu vyapata teo 'They are employed among the bhalamayas 
the ba't'{tbhanibhas, the helpless and the aged.' The first two words 
are rendered by Smith: 'Among servants and masters, Brahmans 
and rich' ; by Hultzsch: 'with servants and masters, with Bra.hma~as 
and Ibhyas (Vaisyas, Buhler)': by Mookerji: 'among the soldiers 
and their chiefs, Brahmanical ascetics and householders'; by 
Bhandarkar: 'among the Brahma~s and Grihapatis who have 
become hirelings'. 

All of them have missed the real meaning of the two words, 
partly or wholly. In P.E. VII, ASoka restates the same fact in a 
slightly different context and in a different wording. Here, too, 
occur four words corresponding to the four words in R.E. V. Here 
for vudhii or mahalakii, we have vayo mahalakii; for aniithii, kapana
valiika (' the poor and distressed '); and ex hypothesi, for bha/amaya, 
diisa-bha/akii; for ba1?l-bhanibhii, biibhana-samanii. 

In establishing a correspondence between bhatamayii and 
diisa-bhatakii and that between bambhanibhii and btibhana-samanii, oue 
has got' to show that the word 'mayii or amayii may be taken to 
mean' slaves' and the word ibhii, to mean' recluses (samattii)'. As 
for mayii or amayii in the sense of diisii or slaves, reference may be 
had to the Vidhurapa~Qita-Jataka (FausbOll, Jataka, VI, p. 285), 
where the first kind of slaves is described as iimiiyadiisii or slaves 
born of slave parents (diisassa diisiyii kucchimhi jiitadiisii). In Asokan 
use, a particular class stands for all classes of slaves. And as regards 
ibbhii and samattii, we find that in the Pali Canon (Digha-Nikaya, I, 
p. go), the samattas are contemptuously called ibbhii (muttif,akii 
samattakii ibbhii kitthii bandhupiidajiitii). This may warrant us to 
suggest that in Asokan usage, the word ibbhii denoted the recluses 
other than Brahmanical ascetics, just as the word piisa1?l-dii denoted 
the sects, without the least suggestion of contempt or opprobrium. 

The expression vyuthena 256 in M.R.E. constitutes an enigma 
in the edicts of Asoka. Various suggestions have been offered by 
the Asokan scholars to bring out its true significance. 

The choice lies so far between' 256 days (or nights) spent by the 
person (or officer) sent on tour', and' 256 (years) by the passing of 
centuries' . The idea of dating in terms of a known era is suggested 
on the authority of Kautilya's ArthaSastra (II, 6, 7) in which vyu$/a 
is defined as a technical term denoting the regnal year, month, 
fortnight and day. The idea of the nights spent is elicited from 
the Sahasram text which reads: Iyarrz. ca siivane [siiviipite] vivuthena 
duve sapa1J1.niiliiti satii vivuthii ti 200 50 6. There is no escape from 
this interpretation until and unless one succeeds in getting rid of the 
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word Ziti or "it"i in the sense of < nights' . One may be allowed to 
assume indeed that what is indicated by a numerical :figure is also 
expressed in words, and that here no additional fact is intended 
to be brought out. This allowed, we will have no other alternative 
but to take sapa'l'{tniilati as a combination of sapa1f£na and alati 
(arati) , and to render the whole expression t;4us: 'two hundred 
together with :fifty and «rlitis (Le., six) '1. The only difficulty in the 
way of doing this is to prove that this system of T'::!presentation of a 
numeral by an enumerative word-symbol was in vogue in ASokan 
times. 

Reading the concluding portion of M.R.E. (Rfipanath and 
Sahasram copies), with that of the Schism Pillar Edict (Sarnath 
copy), one may at last reasonably suggest that by the enigmatic 
expression vyuthena 256 was ~ant neither the llumber of nights 
spent, nor that of years elapsed, nor even that of missioners employed, 
but only that of the copies of the particular proclamation sent out 
from the capital to different places, stations or centres. Accordingly, 
the whole statement may be rendered: '[When] this proclamation 
was caused to be made by despatch, two hundred fifty-six 
[scheduled copies thereof] were despatched'. 

1 According to Mookerji (Asoka, p. II5), sapa1'J1-niiliiti = sapa1'J1-nii + ati, the 
syllable la being only an iigama in Sandhi, just as in the Sandhi of cha and 
asiti = chaliisiti. But the analogy is inapt, for in the Sandhi, cha + a5iti = 
chaf,iisiti, cha = skt. ;ia#. On the latest interpretation of vyu!ha in the sense of a 
date in terms of the then current Buddha era, vide Mr. H. C. Seth's article on 
• Buddha Nirvana and some other dates' in I.e., Vol. V, NO·3, p. 3I5. 





CONTEMPORANEITY OF THE KINGS OF INDIA 
AND CEYLONl 

By BIMALA CHURN LAW 

The late lamented Dr. Wickremasinglie's i Cllronological Table 
of Ceylon kings' 2 has been followed by Di'. Wi1.}1elm Geiger's 
suggestive list of synchronisms between the kings of Ceylon on the 
one hand and those of India, China and Burma on the other.8 As 
Geiger points out, the main drawback of Wickremasinghe's table lies 
in the fact that he 'makes no attempt at reconciling tne two chrono
logical computations of 483 B.t;. and 544/3 B.C. '.' In this paper 
I propose to consider the acceptability of Geiger's list of synchronisms 
between the kings of India and Ceylon in the light of some relevant 
facts that have escaped his attention with a view to rectifying or 
supplementing it. 

The first traditional synchronism to be noted is one between the 
landing of Vijaya on the island of Lanka and the demise of the 
Buddha. This synchronism establishes the contemporaneity of 
Vijaya, the first Indian king of Ceylon, and Ajatasattu, the king of 
Magadha.5 

Next an unbroken line of Ceylon kings, all successors of Vijaya, 
is recorded in all the extant chronicles of Ceylon in order to establish 
the synchronism between the consecration of Devanathpiyatissa as 
king of Ceylon and the 18th year of Asoka's reign. Taking 483 B.C. 
to be the date for the Buddha's detpise, .one gets the year 247/6 
B.C. as Devanathpiyatissa's coronation year, and it confirms his 
contemporaneity with the great Asoka of India.6 

The third point of synchronism noted by Geiger is one between 
the reign of Samudragupta, the king of India, and that of 
Sirimeghavat,lI,la, the king of Ceylon.7 The former reigned from ~26 
to about 375 A.D., and the latter from 362 to 389 A.D. Accor~ng 
to a notice quoted by Sylvain Levi 8 from Chinese sources, a king 

1 Read at the Indian History Congress held in Calcutta. 
9 Epigraphia Zeylanica, III, pp. Iff. . . 
8 Geiger, Ciilavamsa, P.T.S., Trans!. Senes, No. 20, Jntrod., pp. XV! ff. 
, Geiger, op. cit., p. iv. 
15 Geiger, op. cit., p. xvi. 
I Geiger, op. cit., p. xvi. 
7 Geiger, op. cit., p. xvii. . 
8 Sylvain Levi, Les Missions de Wang Hiuen Ts'edans l'Inde III J.A.S., 1900, 

pp·401ff. 
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of Ceylon Chi-mi-kia-po-mo (Sri Meghavarman, Siri Meghava~~a) 
sent an embassy to the Indian king Samudragupta (San-meon-to
lo-kiu-to) asking permission to erect a monastery at Mahabodhi 
(Bodh Gaya) for the accommodation of Budd)rist monks from 
Ceylon. l Though the name of the Sinhalese king'is not mentioned, 
the fact of erection of a large and magnificent monastery at Bodh 
Gaya by a king of Ceylon for the residence of the Sinhalese monks is 
attested by Hiuen Tsang.2 The plinth of this monastery survives 
to the present day.3 

The fourth point of synchronism to be noted, according to 
Geiger, is one between the death of a very eminent srama~a of the 
Mahavihara of Ceylon and the arrival in the island of Fa-Hien from 
India.4, Geiger places this synchronism in the reign of Mahanama, 
the king of Ceylon (409-431 A.D.),5 3J1d takes the srama~a mentioned 
by the Chinese pilgrim to be no other than the saintly Dhammakathin 
who had translated the Pali Sutta Pitaka into Sinhalese during the 
reign of king Buddhadasa 6 (362-409 A.D.).7 The suggested syn
chronism, if accepted, will make the three kings of Ceylon, 
Buddhadasa, Upatissa I, and Mahanama, the contemporaries of 
Chandragupta II and Kumaragupta during whose reign Fa-Hien 
visited India and Ceylon. a 

Referring to Mahanama's reign, Geiger observes' for Mahanama's 
reign Chinese sources furnish us with an exact date A.D. 428.9 
For the arrival of Buddhaghosa in the reign of Mahanama tradition 
furnishes us with a date which assuming 544/3 as the year of the 
Nirva:t;la, yields 412/3 A.D. ' 10 

Granted this, one has got to admit that arrivals of Fa-Hien and 
Buddhaghosa in Ceylon took place almost in the same year, which, 
__________________ -J •. ---J ____________________________ ___ 

1 Geiger, op. cit., p. v. 
2 Beal, Records, II, pp. 134-5; Watters, On Yuan Chwang, II, p. 136. Fa-Hien 

noticed three monasteries at Bodh Gaya, one of which is taken by Barua (Gaya 
and Buddha Gaya, I, pp. 149-150, 178) to be the monastery built by the king of 
Ceylon. 

3 Cunningham, Mahabodhi, pp. 5-7. PI. II; Barua, Gaya and Buddha Gaya, 
I. p. 192; II, p. 26, Fig. 23. 

4 Geiger, op. cit., pp. xvii iI. 
5 Geiger, op. cit., p. xi. 
«I Ciilavamsa, xxxvii, 175: 

Tass'eva ranno rajjamhi Mahadhammakathi yati suttani parivattesi Sihalaya 
niruttiya. 

7 Geiger, op. cit., p. xi. 
a According to Geiger, Fa-Hien went to Ceylon 4II-412 A.D., op. cit., p. xvii. 
9 Geiger, op. cit., p. xviii. 

10 Geiger, op. cit., p. xviii. Note that the Ciilavamsa does not mention the date 
of Buddhaghosa's arrival in Ceylon. According to Ceylonese tradition, Buddhaghosa 
came to Ceylon in 965 A.B., Malalasekera, Pall Literature of Ceylon, p. 81. 
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as I may maintain, is altogether unlikely. Fa~Hien indeed records 
tha~ whe';1 ~e was residing in Ceylon, he ?eard a Buddhist priest from 
India reCltmg a sacred book and narratIng the course of transmigra
tion of. an alms:bowl?f the Buddha from country to country. The 
countnes mentIoned mc1ude even the western Vu-chi Khotan and 
Kouche. The description leaves no room for doubt that the Buddhist 
priest from India was a srama:Q.a of the Mahayana faith,l while 
Buddhaghosa was avowedly a Theravadin Of" Hinayanist. This 
Indian monk is evidently no other than Gu:r;tabhadra, a noted scholar, 
of the Mahayana school,2 who on his way t() China viSIted Ceylon.s 
Gu:r;tabhadra came to China in 435 A.D. and worked on translations 
tilL443 A.D.' 

The Culavamsa account of Buddhaghosa's arrival in, and 
departure from Ceylon, during t:~e reign of Mahanama b, seems guilty 
of an anachronism. Buddhaghosa in the Nigamana to his Vinaya
commentary, says that he commenced his work in the 20th year and 
completed it in the beginning of the 2Ist year of the reign of king 
Sirinivasa Siripala. 6 Rev. A. P. Buddhadatta has failed to give any 
convincing proof of the identity of Mahanama and Sirinivasa 
Siripala.7 The Culavamsa account is in many respects nullified by 
the internal evidence of Buddhaghosa's own works.s It cannot tell 
us precisely from which part of India he came to Ceylon,O while 
Buddhaghosa himself tells us that when he was residing in Kaiicipura 
and such other places in South India, he was urged to go to Ceylon. 
The Ctilavamsa gives the name of the Thera under whose instruction 
he went to Ceylon as Revata,10 while Buddhaghosa himself mentions 
him by the name of Bhadanta J otipala.ll 

Among the kings of Ceylon incidentally mentioned by 
Buddhaghosa, Mutasiva, Devanali1piyatlssa, Butthagama:r;ti Abhaya 11, 

1 Beal, Records, i, pp. lxxviii ff. 
2 Nanjio, Catalogue, pp. 415-I6. 
8 Taisho edition of the Vimuttimaggo in the Chinese Tripitaka, 50. 344a. 18. 
4 Bapat, Vimuttimagga and Vistlddhimagga, Introd., p. ¥Vi. 
5 Cftlavarhsa, xxxvii, 246-7. 
II 'Raiiiio Siri-nivasassa Siripala-yasassino 

Samavisatime lclleme jayasarhvacchare ayam 
araddha,ekavisurhhi sampatte .J>arinitthita.' _ . . 

7 Such as the composition of the Na~odaya and the AUhasalim, a commentary 
on the Dhammasanga~i before his leaving India for Ceylon.. _. . 

8 Cillavamsa, xxxvii, 2I6-17, indefinitely refers to a vihara 10 India. 
o Ibid., xxxvii, p. 249. 

10 CUlava:thsa, xxxvii, 218. 
11 Ma!!-oratha-pftrani, Nigamana: . _ 

• Ayacito sumatina therena Bhadan~a-J otipalena , 
Kiificipuriidisu maya pubbe saddhim vasantena. 

12 Atthasalini, p. 80. 
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and Vattagamat;ri, all reigned "in pre-Christian times. The reign of 
Coranaga,l son and successor of Vattagamat;ri, is reckoned by Geiger 
from 6 B.C. to 9 A.D. King Mahanaga, noted for his 'magnificent 
gifts in connection with the art of healing at Penambarigana',2 
may be identified either with Mahadathika Mahanaga (67-79 A.D.) a 
or with Mahallanaga (r96-202 A.D.),' more probably with the 
former. I) He has mentioned none whose reign might be assigned to 
a period beyond the third century A.D. 

And among the Indian kings, those who find mention in his 
writings and who may be taken to stand nearer to his age are the 
Satavahanas 6 and the Rudradamans; there is none belonging to the 
Gupta and later Ages. The Rudradamans come in connection with a 
new type of Indian coins, called Ruddadamaka and standardized 
by them,7. evidently in the days of ~uddhaghosa. 

It may perhaps be suggested without any great risk that 
Buddhaghosa came to Ceylon either during the reign of Sirinaga I 
(249-270 A.D., assuming zr years as the length of his reign),8 who 
was a contemporary of some king of the line of Rudradaman I 
and C~tana, or during that of Sirimeghava1;l1;la (362-380 A.D.), 
who was a contemporary of Samudragupta and Rudradaman II 
(348-364 A.D.). The second alternative is more acceptable on the 
ground that Buddhaghosa has quoted the Dipavarllsa II which 
brings the chronicle of Ceylon kings to a close with the reign of 
Mahasena (334-36r/z A.D.), the father and predecessor of 
Sirimegh~va1;l1;la. 

Now, according to the Buddhaghosuppatti and Buddhadatta's 
Vinaya-vinicchaya, Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta were con
temporaries. 10 Buddhadatta in the Nigamana to his three works, 
states that he wrote tho~e WO'iks during the reign of Accuta Viklqmta 
or Accuta Vikkama of the Kalamba family, the king of Cola. Here 
the Pali Kalamba is not to be equated with Kadamba, for it stands 
for Kalabhra. As Professor Nilakanta Sastri points out, 'Accuta 

1 Atthasalini, p. 399. 
2 Ibid., p. 399. Penambangana is a different reading. 
s Geiger, op. cit., p. x. 
, Geiger, op. cit., p. x. " 
I) The identification of Mahanaga with Buddhadasa, father of Mahiinama in 

my Life and Work of Buddhaghosa, p. 22, is untenable. 
6 Sumaiigala.Vilasini, Pt. I, p. 302. 
7 C. D. Chatterjee, Some Numismatic Data in Pall Literature in my Buddhistic 

Studies, pp. 384ff. 
8 Mahawanse, Edward Upham's transl., p. 229. According to the Pali 

M ahavamsa, 19 years. 
II Kathavatthu-Comy., Introd. 

10 My Life and Work of Buddhaghosa, p. 43. 
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could have been no other than the king of the same name who is 
reputed in literary tradition to have kept in confinement the three 
Tamil kings, the Cera, Cola and P~<;lya'.1 . 

Thus the contemporaneity of Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta 
may ~e taken to establish the con~emporaneity of Sirinivasa Siripala, 
the king of Ceylon, and Accuta Vikkanta, the king of Cola. 

A notable omission on the part of Geiger is th .... t of the fact 
of a matrimonial connection established by Vijay~.bahu I (c. 1054-
nog A.D.),2 through his marriage with Tilokasundan, a highly 
accomplished Indian princess, born of the royal family of Kalinga,8 
serving as a chronological basis of contemporaneity of the Indian 
and Sinhalese kings. An attempt has recently been made on 
the evidence of the Belava copper-plate of king Bhojavarman of the 
Vai!?l;laVa Varman dynasty of :iast Bengal that Tilokasundari, the 
second queen of king Vijayabahu I, mentioned in the Culavalhsa, is 
not other than Trailokyasundan praised in the Belava plate as the 
daughter of king Samalavarman the father and immediate predecessor 
of Bhojavarman. It is rightly pointed out that in the Belava copper
plate the Varmans of East Bengal claim to have their descent from 
the royal family of Simhapura, and Bhojavarman expresses in 
pathetic terms his solicitude for the contemporary Ceylon king in his 
difficulties arising from an inimical action on the part of the rak$asas. 
Once the personal relationship between Bhojavarman and Vijaya
bahu I, is assumed as a historical fact, it becomes easy to 
understand why the former should express this solicituqe for the 
lord of Lanka. 4 It is evident from a Manimangala inscription of 
1053 A.D. that the Cola kings of the age were bringing heavy pressure 
to bear upon the kings of Ceylon.6 The possibility of the matri
monial connection of the Ceylon king Vi;ayabahu I, with the Varmans 
of East Bengal lies in the fact that Vijayabahu and his successors 
themselves felt proud in claiming their descent from the royal family 
of Simhapura which was most probably a place in Kal.iilga.8 

1 ,]he Colas, p. 121. 
2 According to Geiger, IOS9-1114 A.D. 
8 Ciijavamsa,!ix, 29ft. . 
, N. G. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, III, pp. 19ff.; Pramode1a1 Paul In 

Indian Culture, July, 1939, pp. 58-59· . . . 
6 The actnal fact stated is that the Cola klOg ParakeSanvarman alfas 

Rajendradeva imprisoned two sons of th~ Ceylon king M.anabh~rt;la (Maniibharat;la 
or Miinabh~na of the CtlJavamsa). It 1S still open to d1spute if the Manabhart;l~
MAnabharana of the inscription may be identified with Miiniibharat;la, mention~ In 

the CnlavatPsa, as one of the two nephews of Vijayabahu !. He is nowhere mentioned 
as a king. '" . 

(I H~tzsch. JRAS., 1913, p. 518, E.!., XII, p. 4; H. C. Ray, .I.he Dynastic 
History of Northern India, I, pp. 333-34. 
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